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This special issue of Viruses asks experts in the ﬁeld about “Hurdles to phage therapy (PT) to
become a reality”. Their answers came as reviews, perspectives and opinions, along with a number of
research papers. No singular hurdle was identiﬁed by the authors. According to the specialization
of the contacted scientists, various diﬀerent hurdles or gaps in knowledge impeding progress with
PT were described. Collectively, the analyses give, however, a valuable description of the status quo
and hopefully provide some direction for future fundamental and clinical research in PT. In view
of the grim specter of a possible return to a pre-antibiotic era for a number of bacterial infections,
exploring alternatives or adjuncts to antibiotics are of high public health importance and need no
further justiﬁcation. PT is without doubt an interesting approach to the antibiotic resistance problem
and merits intensiﬁed research to get out of the fruitless confrontation between enthusiasm from the
East and lingering Western skepticism.
1. Overview on the Contributions to This Issue
In this special issue, I invited a wide range of authors covering a science journalist who is author
of a well-documented book on the history of PT [1] and a representative from a non-governmental
organization [2], representatives of industry and opinion leaders in academic PT research and its
clinical and agronomical application. Societal awareness of the problem is necessary to assure suﬃcient
political support, which is needed to ﬁnance the development of phage products and costly clinical
trials for the regulatory acceptance of PT. In my opinion, the currently available evidence of PT seen
through clinical trials is not yet a suﬃciently strong incentive for the private sector to invest heavily in
this ﬁeld. It is therefore likely that the public sector needs to take the lead to prove the value of the
PT approach. This is not an unfair request, since exploring the potential of alternative antimicrobial
agents is a task of the public health sector in view of the challenge of untreatable bacterial infections,
which might in the near future dwarf past challenges, even that of the HIV epidemic. Once the
scientiﬁc and clinical evidence is published for PT, it is likely that the private sector will follow with
more investments.
Patent and regulatory issues still cause some hesitation in the private sector. Oﬃcial organizations
such as the World health Organization (WHO), European Medicines Agency (EMA) and the US Food
and drug Administration (FDA) did not want to deﬁne their position towards regulatory aspects of PT in
this special issue. This resulted in an over-representation of national, particularly Belgian, personalized
medicine approaches with two contributions from the military hospital in Brussels, where the magistral
phage approach was developed [3]. Large pharmaceutical industries have not shown much interest in
the PT approach so far. There might be a number of reasons for this situation. On one side, there is no
economic incentive to develop new antibiotics and even less developing non-antibiotic alternatives
to their current antibiotic business. In addition, the classical pharmaceutical industry deals with
small chemical drugs—or at most proteins that are molecularly well-deﬁned—while phages represent
large, replication-competent, biological material that is subject to biological variation and evolution.
Thus, deﬁning the composition of a phage product is not trivial and several contributions to this
issue address this problem [4–8]. The pharmacokinetic properties of phages raise issues unknown to
standard pharmacology approaches.
Viruses 2019, 11, 557; doi:10.3390/v11060557
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The fact that one of the few randomized controlled trials (RCT) with PT conducted by the
private sector was organized by a food company (Nestlé, Vevey, Switzerland) should not be
a surprise. Fermentation using bacterial starter cultures is used in various food production processes.
These processes are always threatened by phage attacks, necessitating substantial phage research
in the food industry, particularly in the ﬁeld of phage-resistance. Food companies have therefore
maintained active phage research groups. With the extension of several food companies into the
nutrition and health area, the human microbiome research has come into focus, and with it again,
phages as modulators of the bacterial microbiome. Using phages to correct microbiome dysbiosis is
a potentially interesting application beyond just targeting single bacterial pathogens.
Fauconnier [9] proposes in his contribution an adapted approach to the regulation of PT. This point
of view was not at all shared by one reviewer of the paper, who adamantly claimed that the current drug
legislation both in Europe and North America is suﬃcient for PT introduction and that no alternatives
exist to RCT demonstrating safety and eﬃcacy if PT wants to see the market place. These two opposing
views describe an unsettled controversy, although I personally think that both approaches are not
mutually exclusive. A personalized medicine approach with phages, as currently under development
in Belgium, will fulﬁll a pioneer function for PT in Western countries. Once suﬃcient eﬃcacy data
has been accumulated with that approach and with numbers of untreatable bacterial infections going
into the several hundred of thousands, personalized medicine approaches will no longer be practical
and phages would need to be developed as common drugs, provided that they show eﬃcacy in
RCT. The paper of Philipson et al. [7] describes how phages can be produced to FDA standards.
Other frequently quoted issues hampering the introduction of PT, such as the diﬃculty of patenting
approaches [10] or the problem of rapid phage-resistance development [11–13] are discussed and found
to be less critical than commonly assumed. Oechslin even raises the possibility to explore Darwinian
medicinal approaches, where phage treatment can induce virulence attenuation or reestablish antibiotic
sensitivity [12]. Casey et al. argue that part of the clinical problems with PT can already be settled
by careful selection with in vitro tests better suited for reﬂecting real life situations [14]. However,
other contributions point to complications of PT that can only be assessed in a realistic in vivo context
reﬂecting ecological [15] or evolutionary constraints [16] encountered at organismal or even population
levels. I agree strongly with the notion that the lack of detailed in vivo knowledge of phages currently
limits our capacity to design and eventually assure successful clinical trials. This in vitro orientation of
phage research has historical reasons: phages were investigated by scientists under the perspective of
the reductionist principle, which led to the molecular biology revolution [17]. This situation is likely
to change with phages now returning on the scene when microbiome research has discovered the
importance of phages in regulating microbial ecosystems as diﬀerent as the oceans and the gut.
This special issue solicited insights from major stakeholders in the medical PT ﬁeld, including a lead
scientist from an industrial group that conducted the only successful RCT in PT [18], or the Polish [19]
and Georgian PT centers; the latter with a contribution demonstrating how they select a therapeutic
phage against a speciﬁc emerging pathogen in the ﬁeld [20]. Compassionate phage use in the USA [21],
in France [22] and with the Belgian Magistral Phage preparation [23] are described. Phage use in food
production is reviewed by scientists from Intralytics [24] and phage in the service of agriculture is
described by Svircev et al [25].
Considering that PT is a wide ﬁeld, some subjects are only represented with a single paper:
van Belleghem et al. [26] explore the impact of phage on the immune system, Thiry et al. [27] the use
of a simple animal model for screening large numbers of phages for simpliﬁed in vivo phenotypes;
Roy et al. [28] explore an interesting phage production system; Lin et al. [29] investigate the use of
phage enzymes for infection treatment. However, some features important for the assessment of PT
are missing, such as a failure analysis of the Phagoburn clinical trial [30] that had been supported by
a grant from the European Community. A thorough microbiological work-up of failed RCTs are of
substantial importance for future PT trial planning, such as that sponsored by the German government,
where suitable phages against lower respiratory tract infections will be selected at the Leibniz Institute,
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produced to GMP standards at the Fraunhofer Institute and clinically tested at the Charité hospital as
described by Wienhold et al. [31] in this issue.
2. Failure Analysis of the Bangladesh Diarrhea PT Trial
Since I was actively involved in a failed PT trial, the Nestlé diarrhea trial in Bangladesh [32],
I will here summarize my personal evaluation of hurdles to phage therapy.
Perhaps it is best to start with what was not a hurdle in that RCT. Two aqueous phage products,
a commercial Russian phage cocktail [33] and a phage cocktail speciﬁcally produced for this trial
at the Nestlé Research Center [34] were tested. While maintained for the RCT over several years
under refrigeration conditions, no decline in phage titer was seen [35], in contrast to initial experiences
in the Phagoburn trial. The International Center for Diarrhoeal Disease Research in Bangladesh
(icddr,b), the world’s leading diarrhea research hospital, has a straightforward review process for
clinical protocols consisting of four steps: in-house evaluation, external review, a research, followed by
an ethical committee in Bangladesh. In fact, it was more diﬃcult to get the export permit for phages
from Russia than to get to their import permit into Bangladesh, once the protocol was approved by the
ethical committee. Since oral phage use was planned, we only needed a food-grade phage preparation.
Establishing a RCT for PT was not a diﬃculty, provided that all patients got the most eﬃcient standard
treatment consisting of oral rehydration solution supplemented with zinc. Since zinc already has
a shortening eﬀect on diarrhea duration, PT had to show an advantage over zinc treatment alone;
this is a fair request in view of the low cost and risk of zinc supplementation. The start of the eﬃcacy
trial was delayed because the icddr,b clinicians asked for supplementary safety tests in healthy subjects
of gradually decreasing age from Bangladesh [36] in addition to a safety test in adult Swiss healthy
subjects [37]. Interestingly, external reviewers argued that healthy subjects would carry the risk of
phage exposure without the possible therapeutic beneﬁt of phage. Phage has been applied to many
healthy subjects in Bangladesh and elsewhere without observing adverse events. As phage is not
toxic as virion, but only when lysing the bacterial host during infection and releasing toxic bacterial
products, the ethical committee in Bangladesh has subsequently also approved nasal application of
commercial staphylococcal phage products from the Eliava Institute in Georgia [38]. The quality of
clinical follow-up is very good at icddr,b, as documented by many inﬂuential publications coming
from this research hospital. There is thus no objective hurdle to conduct RCTs with PT in Bangladesh
to obtain scientiﬁc evidence for PT eﬃcacy.
Now to the hurdles: there are indeed physico-chemical hurdles to phage use. In vitro experiments
suggested heavy phage loss during simulated gastric passage conditions [34]. The ethical committee
in Bangladesh did not allow buﬀering of gastric acidity in patients for concern of increased nosocomial
infection risk in a diarrhea hospital with heavy pathogen load. We therefore probably lost a substantial
amount of the orally applied phages in gastric passage. There are solutions to this problem (increasing
the oral dose, microencapsulation), but we did not anticipate this diﬃculty since we had observed
good oral phage transit in adult Swiss volunteers [37]. Since children and adults from developing
countries produce less stomach acidity (hypochlorhydria) than Western adults [39], we anticipated
an even better gut transit, which was not the case, therefore indicating limitations in our knowledge
about the pharmacokinetics of oral phage products in subjects of the developing world. Apparently,
more attention has to be paid to galenic preparations of phages to get phages at suﬃcient titers to the
site of action of the targeted bacterial pathogen.
Laboratory analysis of the clinical samples also identiﬁed other factors that prevented clinical
eﬃcacy of the oral phages. As acute Escherichia coli diarrhea was the target for PT in this trial, phage
treatment was started after rapid exclusion of non-E. coli diarrhea (rotavirus, cholera, shigellosis).
However, further analysis revealed that only half of the enrolled cases showed a conﬁrmed E. coli
infection [32]. Many pathogens are involved in diarrhea, and a given pathogen might represent only
a moderate share of all acute diarrhea cases. This observation is not restricted to diarrhea, but also
applies to pneumonia, the major killer of children in developing countries. Under this condition,
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only a fraction of the treated patients would proﬁt from a treatment with a phage preparation targeting
a single pathogen. This problem can of course be addressed by using complex phage cocktails like
Intestiphage preparations from Russia (Microgen) or Georgia (Eliava) containing phages against many
enteropathogen species. Even then, two problems remained: ﬁrst, even in conﬁrmed cases of E. coli
infection, E. coli did not represent the dominant bacterium in the stool [32]. Acute diarrhea cases showed
a dominance of intestinal streptococci independent of their etiology in the stool [40], and this dysbiosis
normalized with recovery from diarrhea. Diarrhea output correlated with streptococcal, but not E. coli
stool abundance. In fact, the concentration of fecal pathogenic E. coli was near or below the replication
threshold determined for T4-like coliphages to maintain an infection chain in the laboratory [32].
Second, acute diarrhea in children from developing countries is typically a polymicrobial infection [41],
and this was also our observation. In addition, several E. coli pathotypes showed a low pathogenicity
index in epidemiological surveys of children from developing countries [42], raising doubts about their
role as pathogens. Due to this complexity, acute diarrhea is unlikely to represent a suitable target for
PT. The problem is further compounded by the genetic variability of E. coli. Even with phage cocktails
containing 10 phage strains, we achieved only about 50 per cent coverage (i.e., in vitro lysis) of the
fecal E. coli isolates from the patients [32,43]. When including more phage strains, we encountered
interference problems, where the cocktail showed less coverage than the sum of the individual phages.
3. Recommendations
The take home lessons from our PT experience are thus: successful PT trials are more likely with
infections where:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

The disease-causing role of the bacterial pathogen is clearly established. Do not rely on textbook
knowledge and conﬁrm the role of the pathogen in your targeted patient population.
Polymicrobial infections should be avoided or addressed with a multi-pronged approach.
The pathogen is present with a suﬃciently elevated concentration to allow productive phage
infection chains to occur in the patient.
Suitable phages are available to cover the genetic diversity of the pathogen.

Suitable phages are not always at hand. For example, when researchers screened a collection
containing more than 10,000 mycobacteriophages (the largest collection of characterized phages
directed against a single bacterial genus) for the treatment of two cystic ﬁbrosis patients infected with
Mycobacterium abscessus, they found only one lytic phage for one patient [44]. By genetic engineering
they could transform a second temperate phage into a suitable lytic phage by deletion of the phage
repressor. For two other phages, suitable host range mutants containing spontaneous point mutations
were selected. The good news is that a cocktail of three phages, containing a genetically-engineered
phage, was approved for clinical use and rescued one patient. This point proves that even a genetically
modiﬁed phage was approved for patient use in Europe and this fact extends the possibilities oﬀered
to PT substantially. However, the bad news was that for the other patient, infected with another
M. abscessus strain, no suitable phage could be found and the patient died. In contrast, some phage types
have an extremely wide host range on S. aureus, including methicillin-resistant and to a lesser extent
vancomycin-resistant strains; however, they also infect S. epidermidis, which represents a potential
collateral damage on a skin commensal in skin application.
RCT of PT are more diﬃcult to organize with acute rather than with chronic infections, since short
disease durations need an early phage intervention frequently before the microbiological diagnosis
becomes available, resulting in the enrolment of many uninformative patients. In contrast, prevention
of acute diarrhea might be more attractive when the epidemiological situation is clear: for example,
in case of prophylactic phage treatment of contact persons from cholera patients or outbreaks of
cholera epidemics in refugee camps. In fact, the large successful prevention clinical trial of Shigella
diarrhea conducted by the Eliava Institute in 1963 supports this point [45]. However, prevention trials
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depend on a careful follow-up causing logistic problems, thus making them frequently more costly
than treatment trials of PT.
An additional hurdle is the fact that the targeted pathogen must be accessible to the applied
phage. While oral phage application seems, at ﬁrst view, an appropriate way to treat a gastro-intestinal
infection, there are barriers beyond phage inactivation in the stomach. Gut peristalsis is accelerated in
diarrhea and it becomes questionable if oral phage has long enough contact times to infect a pathogen
like Vibrio cholerae [46]. Furthermore, it is not clear where the enteropathogen is actually located; is it in
the lumen, in the mucus layer or epithelium-associated? Enteropathogens display a variety of virulence
genes that allow them to penetrate the mucus layer and to adhere to gut epithelia. Some phages display
depolymerase enzymes at their tail ﬁbers, which allow penetration of bacterial capsular layers and
sometimes bacterial bioﬁlms. It is less clear whether phages are able to follow bacteria that adhere to
the epithelia through the mucus layer. Mouse experiments showed that an in vitro fully-susceptible
bacterial host could escape infection in the gut without developing genetically determined phage
resistance. In this case, phage replicated in vivo only on a subpopulation of the host bacteria [47–49].
We still do not know enough about the physiological diﬀerentiation of bacteria in the mammalian gut.
While clinical sampling is principally possible to study phage-pathogen interactions in at least some
accessible gut segments of patients, the procedures are invasive and ethical committees will not allow
invasive sampling that is not clinically indicated. It is thus preferable to target infections on more
accessible body sites in future PT trials where sampling is easier than the gut. Purulent bacterial skin
infections with Staphylococcus aureus or Streptococcus pyogenes come to mind.
Microbiome studies on the skin have demonstrated a substantial depth diﬀerentiation for bacterial
colonization of the skin. Even in such “easy” sites for topical phage application like the skin, it remains
to be shown in what epidermal cell layer the pathogen resides and whether phage can reach them.
In fact, phages are commonly selected for vigorous in vitro planktonic growth on their target bacterium
maintained under optimal nutrition. However, these are idealized laboratory conditions. In vivo,
many bacteria grow very slowly in bioﬁlms or in mucus layers. One might therefore ask whether
we should not select phages for PT that are able to infect bacteria in bioﬁlms or under simulated
slow in vivo growth conditions. Complex bioﬁlms consisting of diﬀerent bacterial species are diﬃcult
to realize in the laboratory and not suitable for testing large numbers of source material containing
phages (but see Thiry et al. [27] in this issue). Some in vivo properties can be predicted from in vitro
observations (see Casey et al. [14] in this issue). For example, T4-like coliphages only replicate on
exponentially growing E. coli cells, while T7-like phages replicate also on E. coli in stationary phase [47].
4. Outlook
Clearly, we need more ecophysiological data on in vivo phage-bacterium interaction in relevant
animal models to select suitable phages for clinical application. As argued by Torres-Barceló [16]
in this issue, evolutionary thinking should be included in this reasoning. A phage that kills oﬀ its
host bacterium, present at low concentrations, wipes out its growth substrate and is unlikely to be
maintained in evolution. Based on theoretical reasoning, phages should be active on expanding
bacterial populations that shift the ecosystem to a state dominated by one or few bacteria. Phages
might therefore play a positive role in ecology by maintaining bacterial genetic diversity in the
environment [50]. This argument meets the threshold concept for phage replication and might suggest
that PT could be more eﬀective in ﬁghting microbial dysbiosis due to an outgrowth of undesired
bacteria as in antibiotic-associated diarrhea than against pathogens which mediate clinical eﬀects while
present in low numbers. If low-level food contaminants were to be eliminated, very high phage titers
were needed to achieve enzymatic “lysis from without” rather than by phage replication.
From these arguments, one might conclude that we need more fundamental knowledge on
phage-bacterium interaction in pertinent animal models before successful clinical application can be
envisioned for PT. A possible short-cut to successful PT could be the careful evaluation of past personal
experience [18,22], compassionate phage use [21], systematic evaluations of case reports [19] and patient
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follow-up with magistral phage preparation [3,23], all discussed in this issue. Case reports combining
clinical observation with state-of-the-art laboratory investigation of in situ phage–bacterium–host
interactions might pave the way to successful RCT with PT. We should avoid to target infections
for PT according to the scientiﬁc background of the research group and their “favorite infection”.
The EMA and FDA have already called conferences for stakeholders of PT, without much concrete
recommendations. Perhaps public health authorities should convene a consensus ﬁnding conference
for the best target of PT for a RCT sponsored by the Horizon 2020 calls of the EU.
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Abstract: Klebsiella pneumoniae is a bacterial pathogen of high public health importance. Its
polysaccharide capsule is highly variable but only a few capsular types are associated with emerging
pathogenic sublineages. The aim of this work is to isolate and characterize new lytic bacteriophages
and assess their potential to control infections by the ST23 and ST258 K. pneumoniae sublineages
using a Galleria mellonella larvae model. Three selected bacteriophages, targeting lineages ST258
(bacteriophages vB_KpnP_KL106-ULIP47 and vB_KpnP_KL106-ULIP54) and ST23 (bacteriophage
vB_KpnP_K1-ULIP33), display speciﬁcity for capsular types KL106 and K1, respectively. These
podoviruses belong to the Autographivirinae subfamily and their genomes are devoid of lysogeny or
toxin-associated genes. In a G. mellonella larvae model, a mortality rate of 70% was observed upon
infection by K. pneumoniae ST258 and ST23. This number was reduced to 20% upon treatment with
bacteriophages at a multiplicity of infection of 10. This work increases the number of characterized
bacteriophages infecting K. pneumoniae and provides information regarding genome sequence and
eﬃcacy during preclinical phage therapy against two prominent sublineages of this bacterial species.
Keywords: antimicrobial resistance; capsule; Galleria mellonella; Klebsiella pneumoniae; phage therapy

Klebsiella pneumoniae, a member of the Enterobacteriaceae family, causes a variety of human and
animal infections including pneumonia, infections of the urinary tract, bacteremia, and liver abscess.
K. pneumoniae infections are becoming increasingly diﬃcult, and sometimes impossible [1], to treat
Viruses 2019, 11, 411; doi:10.3390/v11050411
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due to the continuous emergence of multidrug-resistant strains [2–4]. Cells of K. pneumoniae are
characteristically surrounded by a thick capsule of variable chemical composition, which translates
into a large number of classically deﬁned capsular serotypes [5] and an even larger number of in
silico-deﬁned wzi, wzc, or KL-types [6,7]. These three molecular classiﬁcations denote the diversity of
the capsular polysaccharide synthesis gene cluster and serve as proxies of capsular antigen variation.
K. pneumoniae isolates can be roughly classiﬁed into two pathotypes: opportunistic K. pneumoniae,
which are often multidrug-resistant (mdrKp), and hypervirulent K. pneumoniae (hvKp) [8,9], which are
able to infect healthy individuals and cause invasive infections including pyogenic liver abscess. The
majority of clinical mdrKp and hvKp isolates are part of a small number of genetic lineages (also called
clonal groups). Prominent lineages include mdrKpST258, which is frequently associated with speciﬁc
carbapenemases (i.e., those of the KPC family) and resistant to multiple other antimicrobials, and
the ST23 lineage, which is the most frequent cause of liver abscess [1] and can also acquire clinically
signiﬁcant antibiotic resistance genes [10]. Recently, there has been has a sharp increase in the clinical
signiﬁcance of mdrKp and hvKp infections [4,9,11].
New therapeutic strategies are critically needed against K. pneumoniae infections. Phage therapy is
increasingly recognized as an attractive approach [12]. Previous work has shown that bacteriophages
(phages) against Klebsiella can be readily isolated from diverse sources and are a promising tool against
K. pneumoniae infections in Galleria mellonella models [13,14].
The aim of this study was to contribute to developments of the phage therapy approach against
K. pneumoniae and, more speciﬁcally, against its two prominent lineages ST23 and ST258. Speciﬁcally,
our objectives were (i) to isolate and characterize phages against bacteria in these lineages and to
sequence the genome of these phages; (ii) to implement an infection model of G. mellonella larvae with
K. pneumoniae strains of interest; and (iii) to test phages against K. pneumoniae in this model.
Two clinical K. pneumoniae strains were selected for phage isolation [6,15,16]. The ﬁrst was the
2198 (SB4551) strain, a K. pneumoniae carbapenemase-producing isolate from an outbreak in Ireland [15].
This strain, characterized by wzc-921 and wzi-29 alleles, belongs to ST258 clade 1 [17,18] or ST258a [19]
associated with the production of a newly described capsular polysaccharide [20]. It carries blaKPC-2
and blaTEM-1 genes, as well as a chromosomal blaSHV-11 gene; aminoglycoside resistance genes aac6-Ib
and aadA2; mutations in the QRDR region of quinolone targets (ParC-80I, GyrA-83I); genes conferring
resistance to phenicols, sulfonamide, tetracycline, and trimethoprim (catA1, sulI, tetB, dfrA12); and
has no virulence genes. The second strain was SA12 (SB4385), an ST23, K1 capsular-type isolate
from a human liver abscess infection in France [9]. It carried virulence genes for yersiniabactin (ybt
1; ICEKp10), colibactin (clb 2), aerobactin (iuc 1), salmochelin (iro 1), and the regulator of mucoid
phenotype genes rmpA and rmpA2; it has no resistance genes except for the chromosomal gene blaSHV-11 .
Phages vB_KpnP_KL106-ULIP47 and vB_KpnP_KL106-ULIP54 were isolated against 2198 and phage
vB_KpnP_K1-ULIP33 was isolated against SA12; all three from wastewater collected in France (Clichy,
Saint-Denis, and Rueil-Malmaison, respectively) in 2015 using standard procedures [21]. Brieﬂy,
the wastewater samples were centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 10 min to remove large particles, then
ﬁltered and sterilized (0.45 μm). A ﬁrst enrichment step was performed at 37 ◦ C for 24 h with gentle
agitation (50 rpm). When a clariﬁcation of the medium was observed, it was then centrifuged at
5000 g for 10 min and 20 μL of supernatant was spread on the surface of LB agar and then covered
by a liquid culture of the target bacteria. After incubation for 18 h at 37 ◦ C, individual plaques
were selected and puriﬁed three times following the same procedure. These three phages produced
large, clear plaques surrounded by a halo zone (Figure S1) reﬂecting the potential presence of an
exopolysaccharide depolymerase [22]. The pH, temperature, storage stability, and the lysis kinetic
curves were assessed (Figures S2–S5). The host range of the isolated phages was determined using
a set of 23 Klebsiella spp. strains representative of diverse species and capsular serotypes (Table S1).
Based on standard spot assays [23], the three phages showed speciﬁcity for the capsular type of their
original bacterial host. vB_KpnP_K1-ULIP33 showed clear lysis speciﬁcally against the K1 strains,
whereas vB_KpnP_KL106-ULIP47 and vB_KpnP_KL106-ULIP54 were speciﬁc for the “undeﬁned”
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capsular type of their parental strain (KL106, wzi 29) (Table S1). This capsular speciﬁcity probably
reﬂects the need for phages to ﬁrst adsorb to and depolymerize the thick capsule. The depolymerases
allowing the disruption of the polysaccharide capsule are generally K-type speciﬁc in Klebsiella [24–26].
To analyze the genome of these phages, polyethylene glycol (PEG) precipitation was performed,
followed by CsCl density gradient (layers of 1.33, 1.45, 1.50, and 1.70 g/cm3 ) ultracentrifugation (28,000 g;
3 h; 4 ◦ C), dialysis using Slide-A-Lyzer dialysis cassettes G2 (Thermo Fisher Scientiﬁc Inc., Merelbeke,
Belgium) and, ﬁnally, DNA extraction [27,28]. A sequencing library was obtained using the NEBNext
Ultra DNA kit (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, USA) and sequenced using an Illumina MiSeq
instrument equipped with a nanoFlowcell (Illumina MiSeq Reagent Nano Kit v2, Brussels, Belgium,
paired-end 2*250 bp reads). After correction of reads (Trimmomatic v0.38) [29], assembly (SPAdes
v3.9) [30], and analysis of the genome ends (PhageTerm v1.0.11) [31], the average read coverage depths of
the assemblies were 550×, 423×, and 815× for phages vB_KpnP_K1-ULIP33, vB_KpnP_KL106-ULIP47,
and vB_KpnP_KL106-ULIP54, respectively. Annotation was performed with the RAST server
using the virus domain option [32] followed by manual curation. All genomic data related to
this project, including raw Illumina read and GenBank annotation, are available via the NCBI BioProject
PRJNA488998. GenBank accession numbers are MK380014 (vB_KpnP_K1-ULIP33), MK380015
(vB_KpnP_KL106-ULIP47), and MK380016 (vB_KpnP_KL106-ULIP54). All three phages carry a linear
dsDNA genome with predicted direct repeats, totaling 44,122 bp (vB_KpnP_K1-ULIP33), 41,397 bp
(vB_KpnP_KL106-ULIP47), and 41,109 bp (vB_KpnP_KL106-ULIP54). Phage vB_KpnP_K1-ULIP33 has
direct repeats of length 163 nt, whereas phages vB_KpnP_KL106-ULIP47 and vB_KpnP_KL106-ULIP54
have direct repeats of 180 nt. Comparative genomics of vB_KpnP_K1-ULIP33 with Enterobacteria
phage Sp6, and of vB_KpnP_KL106-ULIP47 and vB_KpnP_KL106-ULIP54 with Klebsiella phage KP32,
illustrate their genetic relatedness to reference phages [33,34] and the conserved genome organization
of the Autographivirinae subfamily (Figure 1a–c). Distinguishing features of this phage subfamily
include a unidirectional and progressive transcriptional scheme, regulated by the presence of a single
subunit RNAP driving the middle/late expression. Analysis of the tailspike proteins with HMMER
and HHPRED suggested the presence of tailspike-associated depolymerases present in phages
vB_KpnP_KL106-ULIP47 (locus D3A56_0040) and vB_KpnP_KL106-ULIP54 (locus D3A57_0040),
consistent with the presence of expanding halos in the plaques [35]. These proteins typically show
a conserved (T7-related, gp17) N-terminal connector (aa1–154 pfam03906) and diverse C-terminal
domains, associated with predicted pectate lyase domains. Pectate lyase domains were previously
shown to have depolymerase activity against Acinetobacter baumannii polysaccharide capsules and
against extracted exopolysaccharides [36,37]. These domains are likely associated with the capsular
speciﬁcity of these phages [38,39]. Although vB_KpnP_K1-ULIP33 also induced a halo zone around the
clear region of plaque lysis, suggestive of a putative depolymerase activity, no depolymerase domain
was predicted. However, a tailspike protein (locus D3A55_0041) was found to have a conserved
N-terminal phage_T7 connector domain (aa3–171 pfam03906). No gene related to phage lysogeny
was predicted, suggesting that these phages are strictly lytic, which is an important prerequisite
for phage therapy [40]. The location of the lysis cassette genes in vB_KpnP_KL106-ULIP47 and
vB_KpnP_KL106-ULIP54 suggests a typical T7-related genome organization in which the endolysin
is located among the middle genes, presumably having a secondary function as a regulator of the
phage-encoded RNAP.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 1. Comparative genomics (nucleic acid sequence) of (a) vB_KpnP_K1-ULIP33 with Enterobacteria
phage Sp6 (Genus Sp6virus, AY288927), (b) vB_KpnP_KL106-ULIP47, vB_KpnP_KL106-ULIP54
with Klebsiella phage Klebsiella pneumoniae 32 (Genus K. pneumoniae 32virus, MH172262); and (c)
vB_KpnP_KL106-ULIP47 with vB_KpnP_KL106-ULIP54.

To assess the potential in vivo eﬃcacy of phages against K. pneumoniae in a preclinical setting
with an emphasis on the prevention of infection, a G. mellonella larvae model was used. This model
allows testing phages within a more complex system than Petri dishes and has interesting features,
including similarities between the systemic cellular and humoral immune responses of these larvae
and the inﬂammatory responses of the mammalian innate immune system [41]. Previous reports
have found this model to be useful for studies of the virulence of K. pneumoniae and for therapeutic
approaches [14,42–44]. We ﬁrst determined that the optimal inoculum concentration for K. pneumoniae
infection was 104 CFU/10 μL, as this dose induced a mortality rate of 70–90% in 4 days, both for
strain 2198 and for strain SA12. We conﬁrmed (data not shown) that the mortality of larvae infected
with K. pneumoniae was dose-dependent [43]. We next assessed phage eﬃcacy against K. pneumoniae
infection in two independent experimental setups.
In the ﬁrst experiment, we assessed the eﬃcacy of phage vB_KpnP_K1-ULIP33 against infection
by strain SA12. A total of 150 larvae were divided into ﬁve groups of 10 larvae with technical
triplicates (Table S2a). In a second experiment, we analyzed the individual or combined eﬀect of
phages vB_KpnP_KL106-ULIP47 and vB_KpnP_KL106-ULIP54 on strain 2198. Here, a total of 330
12
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larvae were divided into ﬁve groups and 11 subgroups of 10 larvae in technical triplicates (Table S2b).
In both experiments, phages were administered either 1 h prior to bacterial infection (group A) or 1 h
post-bacterial inoculation (group B). The timing of phage inoculation was selected in order to allow the
spread of bacteria within the larvae but without allowing enough time for the infection to develop.
Groups C, D, and E corresponded to assays of phage toxicity, infectivity control, and injection safety,
respectively. Phages were inoculated with a multiplicity of infection (MOI) close to 10 on the left last
proleg and the bacterial inoculation was performed on the right last proleg. The concentrations of the
inoculated K. pneumoniae SA12 and 2198 were veriﬁed and were, respectively, 2 × 104 CFU/10 μL and
7 × 103 CFU/10 μL. The titers of the phage inoculums were also veriﬁed after inoculation and were 2 ×
105 PFU/10 μL for vB_KpnP_K1-ULIP33, 2 × 105 PFU/10 μL for vB_KpnP_KL106-ULIP47, and 7 × 104
PFU/10 μl for vB_KpnP_KL106-ULIP54. Data from each independent experiment were pooled and the
protection of the G. mellonella larvae by the phages was assessed with the log-rank test (p-values <
0.005 were considered as statistically signiﬁcant). The Kaplan–Meier analyses were performed with
the LIFETEST procedure of SAS version 9.4 for Windows and graphs were designed with SAS® ODS
Graphics Editor.
Considering the diﬀerent technical replicates, the ﬁrst experiment, which tested the in vivo
eﬃcacy of vB_KpnP_K1-ULIP33 against SA12, showed that only 0–30% of the larvae survived in
the infected groups at 4 days post-inoculation (DPI), whereas the survival rates of prophylactic and
treatment groups ranged from 90% to 100%. In the second experiment, which tested the in vivo eﬃcacy
of vB_KpnP_KL106-ULIP47 and vB_KpnP_KL106-ULIP54 against strain 2198, 0–10% of the larvae
survived in the infected groups at 4 DPI, whereas the survival rates of prophylactic and treatment
groups ranged from 80% to 100%. In both experiments, groups of larvae inoculated with phage (but not
bacteria) showed comparable survival rates as the PBS control groups, ranging from between 70% and
100% (Figure S1a,b). The survival curves are presented in Figure 2; data from the triplicate experiments
were pooled. Protection of the G. mellonella larvae by the phages was found to be statistically signiﬁcant
(p-values < 0.0001 for each experiment). No signiﬁcant diﬀerence was observed between the cocktail
and the monophage groups. Note that despite their diﬀerent stabilities (Figures S2–S5), these phages
have high genetic relatedness and similar host ranges, and may therefore not be the best candidates for
a phage cocktail.
These data show that the three studied phages could eﬃciently prevent a K. pneumoniae infection
induced by their host strains. Both phage only and PBS control groups showed similar survival rates,
demonstrating the safety of the phages in this model. A recent report indicated protection against
K. pneumoniae ST258 infection in G. mellonella with another phage [14]. The present study conﬁrms that
strains belonging to this ST can be targeted by phages and reports, for the ﬁrst time, on phage eﬃcacy
against ST23 K. pneumoniae in G. mellonella. The very low MOI used in this study allowed for assessment
of the eﬃcacy of the phages while avoiding the phenomenon of “lysis from without”. Overall, this
study conﬁrms that the G. mellonella is a ﬂexible and rapid tool to assess phage eﬃcacy. Indeed, it
accommodates many human pathogenic strains in contrast to rodent models and it allows a quick (less
than 48 h in this study) evaluation of the killing activity of phages in vivo. However, the relevance
of the G. mellonella model to predict the phage eﬃcacy in higher animals including humans, and in
particular, with higher MOIs and timings of phage administration, remains to be determined [44].
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Figure 2. Kaplan–Meier survival curves of the Galleria mellonella larvae inoculated with K. pneumoniae
SA12 (ST23) (a,b) and K. pneumoniae 2198 (ST258) (c–h) with, respectively, phage vB_KpnP_K1-ULIP33
(K1-ULIP33), and phages vB_KpnP_KL106-ULIP47 (KL106-ULIP47) and vB_KpnP_KL106-ULIP54
(KL106-ULIP54), one hour before or one hour after bacterial inoculation.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/1999-4915/11/5/411/s1,
Figure S1: Picture of halo zones of Phages (a) vB_KpnP_K1-ULIP33, (b) vB_KpnP_KL106-ULIP47 and
(c) vB_KpnP_KL106-ULIP54. Figure S2: The temperature stability of phages vB_KpnP_K1-ULIP33 (A),
vB_KpnP_KL106-ULIP47 (B), and vB_KpnP_KL106-ULIP54 (C). Figure S3: The pH stability of phages
vB_KpnP_K1-ULIP33 (A), vB_KpnP_KL106-ULIP47 (B), and vB_KpnP_KL106-ULIP54 (C). Figure S4: The storage
stability of phages vB_KpnP_K1-ULIP33 (A), vB_KpnP_KL106-ULIP47 (B), and vB_KpnP_KL106-ULIP54 (C) at 4
◦ C. Figure S5: Lysis kinetic curves of vB_KpnP_K1-ULIP33 lysis on the SB4385 strain (A), vB_KpnP_KL106-ULIP47
(B), and vB_KpnP_KL106-ULIP54 (C) on the SB4551 strain. Table S1: Bacterial strains characteristics and phages
spot assays results. Table S2: Experimental designs of the main Galleria mellonella experiments with (a) K. pneumoniae
SA12 (ST23) and phage vB_KpnP_K1-ULIP33 and (b) K. pneumoniae 2198 (ST258), phage vB_KpnP_KL106-ULIP47,
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and vB_KpnP_KL106-ULIP54. Each group contains 10 larvae and each experiment condition was reproduced in
technical triplicates.
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Abstract: In agriculture, the prevention and treatment of bacterial infections represents an increasing
challenge. Traditional (chemical) methods have been restricted to ensure public health and to limit
the occurrence of resistant strains. Bacteriophages could be a sustainable alternative. A major hurdle
towards the commercial implementation of phage-based biocontrol strategies concerns aspects of
regulation and intellectual property protection. Within this study, two datasets have been composed
to analyze both scientiﬁc publications and patent documents and to get an idea on the focus of research
and development (R&D) by means of an abstract and claim analysis. A total of 137 papers and 49
patent families were found from searching public databases, with their numbers increasing over
time. Within this dataset, the majority of the patent documents were ﬁled by non-proﬁt organizations
in Asia. There seems to be a good correlation between the papers and patent documents in terms
of targeted bacterial genera. Furthermore, granted patents seem to claim rather broad and cover
methods of treatment. This review shows that there is indeed growing publishing and patenting
activity concerning phage biocontrol. Targeted research is needed to further stimulate the exploration
of phages within integrated pest management strategies and to deal with bacterial infections in
crop production.
Keywords: phage biocontrol; patent landscape; crop production

1. Introduction
Soon after the discovery of bacteriophages by d’Herelle and Twort at the beginning of the 20th
century [1,2], the potential to use these bacterial viruses as a therapeutic was recognized. Although the
ﬁrst applications of phages focused on human medicine [3], other ﬁelds including agriculture soon
began to explore the potential of bacteriophages as biocontrol agents [4]. The ﬁrst isolation of phages
infecting plant pathogenic bacteria (PPB) dates back to 1924, when it was shown that Xanthomonas
campestris pv. campestris, causing black rot in Brassicaceae, could be lysed by the ﬁltrate of diseased
cabbages [4,5]. In the following years, interest in phages as biocontrol agents remained relatively
high [4]. However, the discovery of broad-spectrum antibiotics and other bactericidal chemicals
resulted in a dwindling interest in phage therapy research in general [6].
Within the agricultural sector, the prevention and treatment of bacterial infections represents an
increasing challenge. For farmers, devastating losses by bacterial pathogens are generally estimated
to reach 10% of the total production [7] and for some bacterial species like Xanthomonas campestris pv.
campestris, crop yield can be reduced by 25% [8]. Other major threats include Ralstonia solanacearum,
Xylella fastidiosa, and Pseudomonas syringae pathovars [9]. In recent years, general antibiotics like
streptomycin, as well as copper-based chemicals, have been restricted in crop production to ensure
public health and to limit the occurrence of resistant strains [10–13]. Because of these restrictions,
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the search for sustainable, natural biocontrol of PPBs has reached a critical stage, especially considering
the increased food production needs [14]. Governments have decided to implement integrated pest
management strategies (IPMs) as the standard for crop protection (e.g., the European Parliament and
the Council of the European Union (2009) Directive 2009/128/EC of the European Parliament and of
the Council of 21 October 2009) [15]. These strategies are based on the implementation of sustainable
pest control strategies with the emphasis on biological control not to eradicate pests, but to maintain
their populations to avoid economical losses [15]. As phages are the natural predators of bacteria,
and thus ﬁt into this framework of IPM, research on phage-based biocontrol is coming back into
the picture. Some critical proofs of concept on the efﬁcacy of phages as biocontrol agents have been
demonstrated in recent years, as reviewed elsewhere [4].
A major hurdle towards the commercial implementation of these phage-based biocontrol strategies
in crop protection concerns aspects of regulation and intellectual property protection. The cost to
develop new crop protectants can reach $286 million and may take eleven years [16,17]. Therefore,
patents can act as a tool to stimulate innovations in the ﬁeld. They provide the applicant(s) the right
to prohibit others to use their invention for a time-span of twenty years in a speciﬁc geographical
area in which the patent has been ﬁled. As a consequence, when an applicant wants to have an
exclusive right for the invention in different countries, the patent application should be ﬁled for each
country individually (full application procedure available [18]). This exclusive right could assure a
return-on-investment to the patent holder and hence serve as an incentivizing tool for research and
innovation [19,20]. However, patenting biological substances like bacteriophages has been shown to
be difﬁcult [21,22]. Nevertheless, the question remains as to whether phages and phage-containing
products are protectable by patents and what the scope is of these patents. Here, we present a
patent landscape on the existing patents within the ﬁeld of phage biocontrol using natural phages
in agriculture and correlate this with a systematic survey of the scientiﬁc literature. A database
containing the relevant patent documents within this research area has been set up and analyzed.
The number, geographical distribution, and legal status were examined and the scope of the patents
was investigated by means of a claim analysis. In parallel, a database of scientiﬁc publications within
the same research topic was analyzed to enable comparisons with the patent information. This analysis
allows us to draw conclusions on the amount and scope of protection of phage-based biocontrol
applications in crop production.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Dataset Scientiﬁc Publications
A dataset consisting of scientiﬁc publications on the topic of phage biocontrol in crop production
was created by searching Web of Science and PubMed using Boolean search operators combined with a
set of keywords relevant for this topic (((“phage”[Title/Abstract] OR “phage therapy” [Title/Abstract]
OR “bacteriophage” [Title/Abstract] OR “phage biocontrol” [Title/Abstract] OR “bacteriophage
therapy” [Title/Abstract])) AND ((“plant”[Title/Abstract] OR “crop”[Title/Abstract])). The database
was manually curated by eliminating non-relevant papers (papers discussing human phage therapy
or phage biocontrol in food). Therefore, all abstracts of the scientiﬁc publications were manually
curated to verify the relevance to the topic. The last update of the dataset was on 17 February 2019
(Supplementary Table S1) and can be considered as an up-to-date snapshot of the situation.
2.2. Patent Search, Legal Status, and Geographical Distribution
An algorithm based on Verbeure et al. (2006) [23] was used to set up a dataset of relevant patent
applications and granted patents. In short, a classiﬁcation search was performed using the International
Patent Classiﬁcation system (IPC) (A01N63—C12N7) combined with a set of keywords relevant for
phage applications in the agricultural sector (bacteriophage, phage, phage biocontrol, phage therapy,
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bacteriophage therapy, plant, crop) in public databases (EspaceNet, Patent Scope, Google Patents).
The dataset was manually evaluated and was last updated 17 February 2019 (Supplementary Table S2).
The patent landscape was performed according to Huys et al. (2009) [24]. Three different
categories of the legal status were used as retrieved from EspaceNet by evaluating the “Global dossier”
in the case of non-European patents or the “INPADOC legal status” and “EP register” for European
patents: pending (patent application in consideration), granted (patent that is active in a speciﬁc
territory), dead (meaning that the application or patent is abandoned) (e.g., WO2014177996 (A1)),
refused (e.g., JP2005073562 (A)), withdrawn or deemed to be withdrawn (e.g., CN103430973 (A)),
or lapsed (e.g., US19840662065). A patent and/or application is considered “active” when the
application is still pending or when the patent is granted. On the contrary, if the patent and/or
application is dead, it is considered “non-active”.
The applicants and the geographical span of the patents were evaluated by looking at the patent
document and its attributed number. The documents were categorized according to continent to have
a better overview (Africa (ZA), Asia (CN, IN, JP, KR), Oceania (AU, NZ), Europe (DE, EA, EP, ES, GB,
HU, IT), North America (CA, US), South America (AR, BR, CL, CR, GT, MX, PE)).
2.3. Categorization of Patent Documents and Scientiﬁc Publications
To have an understanding of the core focus of patent documents and scientiﬁc publications
in terms of genera of bacteria being addressed, both were categorized among the most prominent
bacterial genera causing plant bacterial diseases, as determined by Mansﬁeld et al. 2012: Agrobacterium,
Dickeya, Erwinia, Pectobacterium, Pseudomonas, Ralstonia, Xanthomonas, Xylella, and Other [9]. Here,
“Other” was deﬁned as any other bacterial genus or if the document did not specify the bacterium
addressed. The categorization was based on a claim analysis (both dependent and independent claims)
of the patent documents and an abstract analysis of the scientiﬁc publications.
A detailed independent claim analysis was performed for the granted, active patents to determine
the scope of the patent. Independent claims were analyzed as these generally deﬁne the broadest scope.
Claims were categorized into four categories: (i) the phage itself (“phage”), (ii) the composition of the
phage cocktail and the ﬁnal product (“composition”), (iii) methods for producing and/or obtaining
phages (“production”), and (iv) the use of phages to treat (non-human) bacterial diseases (“treatment”).
One limitation of this research is that the authors had to rely on automatic translations of the claims in
Asian patents in order to understand their scope. The same categories were applied on the scientiﬁc
publications by interpreting the abstracts of the papers, enabling a comparison between the scope of
patents and scientiﬁc papers.
Moreover, the impact of the independent claims was evaluated based on Huys et al. 2009 [24]
according to Art. 69, Art. 83, and the Protocol of the European Patent Convention (EPC)
(“fair protection for the patentee with a reasonable degree of certainty for third parties”). In the
case of U.S. patents, the claim interpretation was based on U.S. Utility Patent Act §112, demanding a
“clear written description” and “best mode for carrying out the invention”. Non-European and non-U.S.
patents were interpreted by the authors in a similar way. Using this methodology, three impact levels
could be deﬁned: narrow, intermediate, and broadly-deﬁned claims. The circumvention of the claims
was estimated according to the author’s appraisal. Narrow deﬁned claims (green) cover speciﬁc details
of the invention and can easily be circumvented, for example, changes in the genomic sequence of
the phage, adaptations to the product composition, different protocols, and methods of treatment not
covered by the claims. Intermediate claims (orange) cover the invention as such without describing
details (e.g., a speciﬁc phage for a speciﬁc bacterium, a composition of a product or production process).
These claims can be circumvented, though this would require substantial inventiveness. The authors
categorized production and treatment claims as intermediate when these claims cover broad methods
of production of treatment, but only for a particular phage. On the other hand, broadly deﬁned claims
(red) cover every aspect of the invention, but are vaguely described and hence claim outside the
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invention. However, no full freedom-to-operate analysis for each individual invention was conducted,
as this is beyond the scope of this study.
3. Results
3.1. Patent Search, Scientiﬁc Papers, and Legal Status
Searching the different databases resulted in the identiﬁcation of 49 different patent families
within the ﬁeld of phage biocontrol in crop production. A patent family is deﬁned as a group of patents
and/or patent applications that have been ﬁled in different countries, but protect one and the same
invention and have the same inventor(s). To highlight speciﬁc patent families, the ﬁrst attributed
application number was chosen to represent the family. Within the database, the families comprise
in total 97 patents and applications (both active and non-active). Figure 1 shows the different patent
families organized per year (priority year—dark blue area chart). It shows that the number of patent
families slightly increases in time (peak at 2013) and decreases again as less patents were ﬁled in 2016.
The information on patent applications from 2017, 2018, and 2019 is not complete as these applications
may not have been published yet.
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Figure 1. An overview of the number of scientiﬁc publications, patent families, patents, and patent
applications in the ﬁeld of phage biocontrol in crop production organized by year. The light blue
area chart represents the number of scientiﬁc publications and the dark blue area chart the number
of patent families per priority year. The bars represent the number of patent applications per priority
year: green (“Granted patents”) corresponds to the number of granted patents, yellow (“Pending
applications”) to pending applications, and grey (“Dead applications and patents”) to dead patents
and applications. This last group consists of patents and applications that are abandoned, refused,
withdrawn, deemed to be withdrawn, or lapsed.

In sharp contrast, 137 scientiﬁc publications (1984–2019) were found within Web of Science and
PubMed (Figure 1—light blue area chart). Publications on phage biocontrol were scarce in the eighties
and nineties of the 20th century. However, from the year 2000 onwards, this number has increased
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steadily (25 peer reviewed publications in 2018). In other words, there is an increasing trend in
the number of publications over the past decade, demonstrating a discrepancy between scientiﬁc
publishing and patent ﬁling. However, not all patent applications from 2017, 2018, and 2019 are
publically available, as the 18-month period before publishing has not passed yet.
When looking at the patent documents in more detail (Figure 1—bar charts), a distinction should
be made between “Granted”, “Pending”, and “Dead”, based on their legal status as derived from
Espacenet. In total, 59 patents and patent applications (61%) are active, 22 patents (23%) have been
granted, 37 applications (38%) are pending, and 38 patent documents (39%) can be considered dead.
From the latter, 39% are applications that were deemed to be withdrawn, 16% are rejected applications,
and 16% are lapsed patents. Figure 1 shows an overview of the percentages of granted, pending,
and dead documents with the same priority year. The ﬁrst active patent from the dataset dates from
2004 (JP4532959 (B2)). In 2011, there were two families ﬁled, represented by GB20110010647 and
JP20110102153, containing in total six patents and four applications, respectively. All the applications
and patents within the ﬁrst family remain active—50% is granted and 50% is pending—whereas
two out of four patent applications from the latter family have been rejected. The year 2012 has
the most patents—26 in total, divided among four different families represented by GB20120017097,
KR101584214, MX2012011440, and US201261716245. This last family contains four granted patents
and sixteen applications. The family represented by GB20120017097 consists of one pending and two
dead applications and one granted patent (US9278141 (B2)). In 2013, there was a peak in the amount
of patent families ﬁled as the number reached nine families. These families consist in total of ten
applications, all of which are dead. The majority of these applications were deemed to be withdrawn
(80%), meaning that the designation fee was not paid.
3.2. Applicants and Geographical Distribution
Analyzing the applicants of the different patent documents, it shows that 56% (54) of the 97
patent documents have been ﬁled by academia, whereas 37% (36) are linked to industry (without
joint applicants), and 7% (7) are joint applicants. This means that the family, or patent documents
belonging to a family, have more than one applicant and thus the rights of the patent are distributed
among the different partners. The most prominent academic applicants based on the amount of patent
families ﬁled by these applicants are the University of Hiroshima (JP) (21% of patent families –6/28)
and the Rural Development Administration (KR) (14%, 4/28). The most proliﬁc company in terms
of patent ﬁling is Qingdao Biological Technology Corporation LTD (CN), accounting for 50% (8/16).
However, it is worthwhile to mention that all patents within the database from the Qingdao Biological
Technology Corporation LTD have been withdrawn. Remarkably, only 4 out of 21 granted patents
are ﬁled by applicants from the private sector and all of these patents belong to the same family
(represented by GB20110010647—Fixed Phage).
Figure 2 provides an overview of the relative contributions by countries in terms of ﬁled and
granted patent applications. One percent of all patent documents were ﬁled in Africa (ZA), 3% in
Oceania (AU, NZ), 13% in Europe (DE, EA, EP, ES, GB, HU, IT), and 13% worldwide. The majority
of the patent documents have been ﬁled in North America and Asia—16% in the USA and Canada
and 43% in Asia. These Asian documents consist of 45% (19/42) Chinese, 31% (13/42) Japanese,
21% (9/42) Korean, and 2% (1/42) Indian applications and patents. When analyzing the legal status of
the different patents organized per continent, 33% (14/42) of the Asian patents have been granted,
26% (11/42) of the applications are pending, and 40% (17/42) are dead. The large portion of dead
patents and applications is also visible among the European (54%, 7/13) and North American (44%,
7/16) documents. Only 8% (1/13) of European patents have been granted, while this ﬁgure is 25%
(4/16) for North American patents. The amount of pending applications is similar at 38% (5/13) and
31% (5/16) of the European and North American applications, respectively. On the other hand, in the
case of the South American patent applications, 89% (8/9) are pending and 11% are dead. Notably,
7/9 of these South American patents are part of the same patent family (US2016309723).
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Figure 2. Percentage of patents and applications organized per continent. The total height of the
bars indicate the percentage of patents and applications per continent. Africa (ZA), Asia (CN, IN, JP,
KR), Oceania (AU, NZ), Europe (DE, EA, EP, ES, GB, IT), North America (CA, US), South America
(AR, BR, CL, CR, GT, MX, PE), and world applications. In green, the percentage of granted patents;
in yellow, the percentage of pending applications; and in grey, the percentage of dead applications and
dead patents.

Furthermore, China has the highest percentage of dead patents, with 63% (12/19). The majority
of these patent were deemed to be withdrawn after the admission fee was not paid (92%). On the
contrary, Japan and Korea have the highest amount of granted patents, 38% (5/13) and 67% (6/9) of
the patents ﬁled, respectively, are granted and still active.
3.3. Categorization of Patents and Scientiﬁc Publications
As the most prominent bacterial species belong to the genera of Agrobacterium, Dickeya, Erwinia,
Pectobacterium, Pseudomonas, Ralstonia, Xanthomonas, and Xylella [9], patent families and scientiﬁc
publications were categorized and quantiﬁed among these groups according to (in)dependent
claims (patent applications) and abstracts (scientiﬁc publications) (Figure 3). Combinations of
genera were created when phages against certain pathogens were combined in a single cocktail
(Dickeya/Pectobacterium and Xanthomonas/Xylella). A patent family or publication was classiﬁed as
“Other” if it concerns a phage infecting bacteria of other genera (e.g., Streptomyces—“McKenna, F., et al.
2001. Novel In vivo use of a polyvalent Streptomyces phage to disinfest Streptomyces scabies-infected
seed potatoes. Plant Pathol. 50:666–675.” [25]) or if the paper/publication has no speciﬁcation of
the type of phage neither in the independent nor in the dependent claims (e.g., WO2016154602—
“A method of preparing a phage composition for killing or degrading ﬁtness of a pest”).
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Figure 3. Distribution of patent families and scientiﬁc publications classiﬁed according to
the bacterial genera that is tackled by the phage product. On the basis of Mansﬁeld et al.,
2012, seven categories (Agrobacterium, Dickeya/Pectobacterium, Erwinia, Pseudomonas, Ralstonia,
Xanthomonas/Xylella, and Other) were made to classify patent families and publications. Groupings
of bacterial genera (Dickeya/Pectobacterium and Xanthomonas/Xylella) were created as phage cocktails
were created to tackle both bacterial genera. The last category “Other” consists of patent families and
publications that do not specify the bacterial pathogen that is being targeted or that tackle an alternative
bacterial genera.

The least researched bacterial genera within both databases are Agrobacterium (0% patent
families, 3% publications), Pseudomonas (6% patent families, 5% publications), and Erwinia (4% patent
families, 9% publications). The most represented bacterial genera within the datasets as suggested
by Figure 3 are Ralstonia, Xanthomonas/Xylella, and Dickeya/Pectobacterium. Sixteen percent of the
scientiﬁc publications discuss phages infecting Ralstonia; 15% Xanthomonas, Xylella, or a combination
of Xanthomonas and Xylella; and 12% Dickeya, Pectobacterium, or a combination of Dickeya and
Pectobacterium. In the case of the patent applications, a similar trend can be observed—27% Ralstonia,
16% Xanthomonas/Xylella, and 10% Dickeya/Pectobacterium.
A closer inspection of the different categories reveals that three patent families within the category
of Ralstonia have included a private company as co-applicant (23%, 3/13). On the other hand,
inventions from all patent families ﬁled by public institutes have also been published in scientiﬁc
papers (Supplementary Table S3). In the case of the category of Xanthomonas/Xylella, a similar
trend can be observed, as there are three families ﬁled by industrial applicants represented by
WO2015200519 by Auxergen (US), US2017142976 by Fairhaven Vineyards (US), and HU1700178
Enviroinvest Koernyezetvedelmi es biotechnologiai (HU).
The other families are ﬁled by the University of Hiroshima (JP), Texas A&M University
(US), University Huazhong (CN), and the National institute for Agro-Environmental Sciences (JP),
all situated in the public sector. This is also the case for Dickeya and Pectobacterium, as no patents
were ﬁled by private institutes. The applicants here include the Rural Development Administration
(KR) and the national university of Seoul (KR). The majority of the families ﬁled by private institutes
are classiﬁed as “Other” (37%), indicating that the patents are not discussing the major genera of
bacteria, but rather do not specify the phages nor their host. Hence, the claims are deﬁned broadly.
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Within this group, the majority of the families are ﬁled by industrial applicants (88%): Fixed phage
(GB), Epibiome (US), Qingdao Biological Technology Corporation LTD (CN), and Internalle (US).
3.4. Claim and Abstract Analysis
A claim analysis was performed to determine the scope of the individual patents along with
an analysis of the scientiﬁc publications. Among the dataset of 91 patent documents analyzed,
21 were active, granted patents. In total, 79 independent claims were systematically analyzed
and classiﬁed into four different categories (Figure 4): (1) Phage (e.g., “A bacteriophage able to lyse
cells of Ralstonia solanacearum selected from the group of the following: (a) vRsoP-WF2 (DSM 32039),
vRsoP-WM2 (DSM32040), vRsoP-WR2 (DSM32041); or (b) a podovirus whose genome has the sequence
of SEQ ID NO: 1 (corresponding to vRsoP-WF2), SEQ ID NO: 2 (corresponding to vRsoP- WM2), or
SEQ ID NO: 3 (corresponding to vRsoP-WR2)”—ES2592352), (2) Composition (e.g., “A composition for
inhibiting or preventing the growth of Pectobacterium carotovorum, which comprises as an active ingredient
bacteriophage PM-2 (KACC97022P) having an entire genome sequence consisting of the nucleotide sequence of
SEQ ID NO: 1.”—KR101797463), (3) Production (e.g., “A method of propagating a virulent bacteriophage
that includes X fastidiosa in its host range, comprising the steps of the following: (a) infecting a culture
of Xanthomonas bacteria with said virulent bacteriophage; (b) allowing said bacteriophage to propagate;
and (c) isolating virulent bacteriophage particles from the culture.”—“Production claim”: AU2013331060),
and (4) Treatment (e.g., “A method of preventing or reducing symptoms or disease associated with Xylella
fastidiosa or Xanthomonas in a plant, comprising contacting said plant with particles of at least one virulent
bacteriophage, wherein Xylella fastidiosa and/or Xanthomonas axonopodis are hosts of the bacteriophage, wherein
the bacteriophage is a Xfas 300-type bacteriophage and displays the following characteristics: (a) the bacteriophage
is capable of lysing said Xylella fastidiosa and/or Xanthomonas bacteria; (b) the bacteriophage infects a cell by
binding to a Type IV pilus; (c) the bacteriophage comprises a non-contractile tail with a capsid size ranging from
58–68 nm in diameter and belongs to the Podoviridae family; (d) the genomic size of the bacteriophage is about
43,300 bp to 44,600 bp; and (e) the bacteriophage prevents or reduces symptoms associated with Pierce’s disease
in a plant or plants.”—US9357785). The same categories were used to classify the scientiﬁc publications
based on the abstract of the publication. Both scientiﬁc papers and patents can fall in different
categories as they may discuss one or more phages and their basic characterization, the composition of
a cocktail, and the testing of this cocktail in bioassays and/or ﬁeld trials. As Figure 4 shows, there are
differences between the relative contributions of scientiﬁc papers and patents that address a speciﬁc
topic. The majority of the scientiﬁc papers focus on the isolation and basic characterization of one
or more phages (84%). Thirty-six percent of the manuscripts discuss the composition of a phage
cocktail and 39% use this cocktail in bioassays and/or ﬁeld trials. The least represented topic discusses
production methods of phage (4%). In contrast, the majority of the patents (90%) protect the use of
phages to treat a plant in one way or another. Seventy-six percent of the patents claim the composition
of a product containing phage, 62% protect the phage itself, and 24% contain claims protecting the
production of the phage product. On the other hand, no patents within the database contain claims to
protect methods of detection nor of the phage nor of the host.
When evaluating the 77 independent claims of all active, granted patents, the majority of the
claims are process claims protecting different methods to use phages as a treatment for bacterial
infection (40%—Supplementary Figure S1). Furthermore, this data shows that 30% of the claims
protect the composition of the phage product. This means that a combination of phages is protected
and/or the formulation of the ﬁnal product. Nineteen percent can be considered as compound
claims as the claim is protecting the phage(s) as an active ingredient and only 10% of the claims are
production claims.
The 77 independent claims were also categorized within three classes: narrow, intermediate,
and broadly-deﬁned. This gives an indication of whether a speciﬁc claim can be easily circumvented
(narrowly-deﬁned) or not (broadly-deﬁned). Table 1 gives an overview of all the granted patents and
the independent claims that belong to these patents. Twenty-six percent of the claims are narrow
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claims (e.g., "The invention relates to a method for applying a bacteriophage of R. solanacearum, characterized
in that the bacteriophage liquid of R. solanacearum is placed in a sterile syringe needle obliquely inserted into
the stem of the tobacco plant, and then the bacterial phage liquid is covered with sterile mineral oil to prevent
evaporation. And pollution, so that the R. solanaceans phage directly enters the stem of the tobacco through
a sterile syringe needle; the sterile mineral oil is prepared by pouring 300 mL of mineral oil into a 500 mL
screw bottle and sterilizing at 121 ◦ C 30 min, then stored and reserved after cooling; the sterile syringe needle
is prepared by using a sterile blister needle overnight, rinsing twice with sterile water, drying at 50 ◦ C after
autoclaving, and after cooling to room temperature, Packed and stored for use; each tobacco stem is injected with
50–100 μL of R. solanacearum phage solution; in the sterile syringe needle inserted into the stem of the tobacco
plant, the amount of sterile mineral oil is 50–100 μL”—“Treatment claim”: CN104542717). Thirty percent
of the claims are intermediate as they do not cover speciﬁc details on the invention (e.g., “A method
for controlling bacterial wilt disease bacteria, which comprises spraying the bacteriophage strain according to
any one of claims 1 to 3 to a plant or soil.”—“Treatment claim”: JP4532959). Finally, 44% can be deﬁned
as broad claims (e.g., “An isolated bacteriophage which is toxic to X. fastidiosa and Xanthomonas species,
wherein said bacteriophage is at least one member selected from the group consisting of Xfas 100 phage type
bacteriophage and Xfas 300 phage type bacteriophage Of the bacteriophage, wherein the Xfas 100 phage type is
selected from the group consisting of SEQ ID NO: 11, SEQ ID NO: 12, SEQ ID NO: 13, SEQ ID NO: 14, SEQ
ID NO: 15, SEQ ID NO: 16, SEQ ID NO: 17, and SEQ ID NO: 18 Wherein the Xfas 300 phage type comprises
a genome having a DNA sequence that is 99% or more identical to the sequence of SEQ ID NO: 19, SEQ ID
NO: 20, SEQ ID NO: 21, SEQ ID NO: 22, SEQ ID NO: 23 and SEQ ID NO: 24 Select from It comprises a
sequence a genome having the same DNA sequence 99% or more that is, the bacteriophage.”—“Phage claim”:
JP6391579).
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Figure 4. Claim and abstract analysis of the active, granted patents and scientiﬁc publications. In total,
79 independent claims from 21 patents and 137 abstracts from scientiﬁc papers were categorized
among four different categories: (1) Phage—here the phage was described as the active ingredient
or the isolation of a phage was described, (2) Cocktail—this category contains claims that protect the
combination of phages and publications that describe a phage cocktail, (3) Production—ways of how
the phage is produced, and (4) Treatment—claims that protect the use of phages to ﬁght a speciﬁc
bacterial infection or methods and application strategies for using the phage (e.g., bioassays, ﬁeld trials).
In blue, the percentages of publications are shown; in yellow, the percentage of claims are shown.
Note: one publication and patent can be categorized in multiple categories.
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Table 1. Claim analysis of the granted patents. Within this table, all granted patents have been organized according to the bacterial genera they describe, their patent
number, the applicant (private sector in blue and public sector in yellow) and the nationality of the applicant (CN China, ES Spain, GB United Kingdom, JP Japan,
KR Korea, and US United States), and the ﬁling year. Moreover, the claims were categorized according the four different categories: (1) Phage: claims protecting one
or multiple phages and their genome sequence, (2) Composition: claims discussing the composition of a phage product, (3) Production: methods to produce phages,
and (4) Treatment: methods to use phages as a treatment for plant diseases. If a patent contains claims that belong to a speciﬁc category, it is quantiﬁed. The colors
indicate the scope of a claim or set of claims: very narrow, intermediate, or broadly-deﬁned (green, orange, and red, respectively).
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The claims categorized as “Phage claims” are generally narrowly-deﬁned (41%), as the claims
protect the phage and its genomic sequence. However, highly similar phages with differences in their
genomic sequence fall outside the scope of these claims. Thus, the claims can be circumvented. A judge,
however, may interpret by the claim as equivalent by the doctrine of equivalence. The isolation of
a different phage that targets the same bacterium also circumvents the claim. On the other hand,
the majority of the “Composition claims” and “Production claims” are difﬁcult to circumvent as they
are broadly deﬁned (56% and 75%, respectively).
As mentioned above, 4 out of 21 granted patents have been ﬁled by a private organization
(Fixed Phage) and these patents belong to the same patent family. When looking at the claims for these
patents, one notices that all the claims are broadly-deﬁned. As the invention discusses the use of phages
in a composition to ﬁght bacterial infections without deﬁning the phage itself, the majority of the
claims protect the composition of the product rather than the phage or the production of the product.
4. Discussion
Within this study, we analyzed publishing and patenting activities in phage biocontrol as a crop
protectant using the number of scientiﬁc papers and patent documents as a measuring tool for assessing
interest in this area. Furthermore, we looked into the applicants, geographical distribution, legal status,
and scope of the patent documents by categorizing both the patents and scientiﬁc manuscripts by
claims and abstracts. This allowed us to make a general comparison between the focus of patents and
scientiﬁc literature and the willingness of R&D to look into the potential of phages as a part of IPM.
4.1. Despite a Growing Interest in Phage Biocontrol, Patenting Activities Remain Limited
The increasing number of scientiﬁc publications (Figure 1) shows that there is indeed a growing
interest in using phages as an alternative to existing plant protecting products. The number of patent
ﬁlings seems to fall behind in 2016, but increases slightly in 2017. However, it is premature to determine
a trend because not all the applications ﬁled in 2017 and 2018 have passed the 18-month period before
publication and thus are not made publicly available [26]. Fifty-six percent of the patent documents
were ﬁled by non-proﬁt organizations like the University of Hiroshima (JP), the Rural Development
Administration of South-Korea (KR), and Texas A&M University (US). This conﬁrms the slightly
stronger interest from non-proﬁt organizations in protecting phage biocontrol inventions compared
with industry. It might also suggest that private companies are still dangling in the start-up phase or
have not picked up the topic yet (apart from a few early adopters). This could also indicate that the
expertise still remains in non-proﬁt and needs to be transferred to the private sector.
The assessment of the legal status of the documents shows a high fraction of dead documents
(39%). Within this group of dead applications, 16% of the applications were rejected as the invention
was not considered novel (US2009053179) and/or did not include an inventive step (JP2005073562).
The majority of the dead documents are applications that were deemed to be withdrawn (39%) and
patents that are lapsed (16%—no oppositions were ﬁled, e.g., EP0182106). In both cases, the applicants
did not pay the fees needed to maintain the rights of the patent. For some patent applications, this is
because of a negative search report (GB2519913 and WO2007044428), in which the invention was not
found novel nor inventive. On the other hand, not paying the fees may also imply internal shifts of
interest for commercial or other reasons. Hurdles in the regulation of biopesticides may inﬂuence
such decisions as well. In Europe, for instance, the registration exists for two phases: registration
of the active ingredient at European level by the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA), and the
authorization of the formulated product at member state level leading to bureaucratic difﬁculties and
high cost [17]. In the United States, a similar procedure should be taken as the product needs to be
registered by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) [27]. Other countries including China and
South Korea have similar agencies [28,29]. As phages are highly speciﬁc and can only infect a few
strains of one bacterial species, they are often combined in a cocktail [30]. In terms of registrations, this
means that every phage in the cocktail should be registered as an active ingredient (Regulation (EC) No
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1107/2009) and reformulations of the product require re-registrations [4]. The cost of such registrations
may be high, for example, the registration costs of products corresponding to a “New Active Ingredient,
Non-food use; outdoor; reduced risk” can reach $436,004 in the United States [31] and in Europe,
the total R&D costs (including registration fees) are estimated to reach $286 million [16]. Moreover,
phage genomes are variable as a result of evolutionary ﬂuxes [32], thus phages cannot be considered
as stable, ﬁxed products that could impede registration [33]. Luckily, this can partially be addressed
by recent insights on genome-based taxonomy that phages sharing 95% nucleotide similarity are
considered as isolates the same species [34]. Changes in the regulation including fast track registration,
priority registration, and zonal authorization (i.e., authorization for all of the EU instead of registration
per country) could function as an incentive to further develop innovations and promote patenting
in biocontrol [35]. These reasons could also explain the low number of ﬁled applications in Europe
and North America, as observed in Figure 2. Nevertheless, a ﬁrst phage product line, AgriPhageTM ,
was registered in the United States (2005) by Omnilytics (part of Phagelux). AgriPhageTM is approved
by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and contains products with phages against Xanthomonas
campestris pv. vesicatoria and Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato. Currently, Omnilytics has added cocktails
against Erwinia amylovora and Clavibacter michiganensis subsp. michiganensis to their product line [36].
Notably, none of these products or phages were found by the authors in the public assessed databases.
This may imply that the patents could be licensed (e.g., from an academic partner); the applications are
not publicly available yet; or the product is not patented, opening the discussion of whether patenting
is indeed crucial for commercial activities of phage applications in agriculture. Also, in Europe, a few
phage-containing products are on the market. In Hungary, Enviroinvest has a product (available since
March 2018) on the Hungarian market called Erwiphage PLUS, containing bacteriophages targeting
Erwinia amylovora [37]. Moreover, the Scottish company APS Biocontrol distributes a product line
Biolyse® , a food-packaging aid that contains phages that prevent soft rot disease in stored potatoes [38].
4.2. Efforts in Asia to Protect Phage Biocontrol Preparations
The geographical distribution of the patent documents (Figure 2) shows that the majority were
ﬁled in Asia (43%). This observation might be explained by local governmental stimuli to promote
patenting to cause rapid economic growth [39,40]. China, for instance, has implemented so-called
patent promotion policies. These policies stimulate patenting as tax incentives and subsidies are linked
to patent ownership, and have caused a booming growth in the number of Chinese patent applications
and patents [40]. Furthermore, Asia, in general, is taking measures to reduce the amount of chemical
pesticides and fertilizers. China, for instance, has launched a “national research program on reduction
in chemical pesticides and fertilizers in China” ($340 million) [35]. Within the study presented here,
19% of all documents were ﬁled in China. In contrast, 63% of these documents are dead, from which
92% are applications that were deemed to be withdrawn as fees were not paid. This might implicate
that the applicants lost their conﬁdence in the invention. The number of granted, active patents is
high in Japan and South Korea, further illustrating Asian efforts to develop new biocontrol strategies.
A study from the Food and Agriculture Organization from the United Nations (FAO) and the Asia
and Paciﬁc Plant Protection Commission (APPPC) has shown that both Japan and South Korea are
promoting integrated pest management strategies by setting pesticide reduction targets (KR) and
appointing IPM expert groups (JP) [41].
4.3. Scientiﬁc Publications and Patent Documents Show a Correlation in Terms of Targeted Pathogens
To get a more profound idea about the focus of the patent and scientiﬁc literature, both datasets
were classiﬁed according to the most prominent bacterial genera causing plant diseases [9] (Figure 3).
In general, the percentages of scientiﬁc publications and patent families discussing a speciﬁc bacterial
genus correspond quite well. Within the datasets presented here, the most studied bacterial genus is
Ralstonia; not surprisingly, as these bacteria cause disease in a wide range of cash crops like tomato,
potato, tobacco, eggplant, and banana [42]. In the dataset, tomato is the most researched crop.
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The majority of the documents categorized within this group were ﬁled by non-proﬁt organizations
rather than industrial applicants. This suggests that the actual interest from industry is still rather
limited compared with that of academia. The second most prominent group is the combination of
Xanthomonas and Xylella. Both pathogens can have a signiﬁcant impact in crop production and hence,
it is not remarkable that these bacteria are largely represented in phage biocontrol research [43,44].
Furthermore, the majority of the applications were ﬁled by the public sector. The Pseudomonas genus,
including that of Pseudomonas syringae and its pathovars, is less represented within both databases.
This is striking as P. syringae pathovars are considered as one of the most important PPBs causing
disease in different crops (tomato, bean, kiwi, leek, and others) [45]. As Figure 3 shows, there is
a discrepancy within the “Other” group. This category combines documents that talk about other
bacterial genera or do not specify the bacterium that is being addressed. The majority of the patents
and patent applications were classiﬁed in this category because these do not specify a particular
bacterial genus. From these patent documents, we observe that all the granted patents ﬁled by
industrial applicants have chosen this option (Table 1). This might suggest that industry deﬁnes claims
containing bacteriophages as broad as possible to get patent exclusive rights to any phage product that
falls under the protection of the patent. By applying this strategy, companies are taking risks in their
patenting strategy because these broad claims are more susceptible in terms of novelty anticipation,
which may invalidate them [46].
4.4. Granted Patents Include Broad Claims
The main focus of the scientiﬁc publications and the granted patents indicate a difference in
emphasis (Figure 4). While the majority of the manuscripts discuss the isolation of one or more
bacteriophages and their basic characterization, the majority of the patents claim a method of treating
a bacterial infection by means of a phage product. Only 39% of scientiﬁc papers address the latter,
although this could be considered as the ultimate goal of phage biocontrol. This illustrates that ﬁrst
efforts are made in the ﬁeld, but that there are still opportunities for further innovations.
Limited efforts have been made towards patenting detection strategies for and by phages in the
ﬁeld of phage biocontrol in crop production. As phages are highly speciﬁc to a speciﬁc bacterium and
can locate their host in a complex matrix of bacteria, they can easily be used as a detection tool [47].
However, this study suggests that little published evidence is available in this area by both the scientiﬁc
community and the industrial early adopters, as there are no claims protecting possible methods of
detection and only a small minority (8%) of scientiﬁc papers discuss this matter.
The claims that belong to the “Phage” category consist of claims that protect a natural occurring
phage. According to Art. 3 of the Biotechnology Directive 98/44/EC (European Commission),
natural phages can be patented because the phage is isolated from the environment [22]. The techniques
to isolate phages, however, are similar to those used in 1920, which makes the patentability of natural
phages fragile [21]. Nevertheless, claims for isolated phages can be of great value as patents covering
such claims may give the right to prevent others from using that particular phage. On the contrary,
as phages are abundantly present in the environment, the chances of ﬁnding a similar, yet different
phage, which may circumvent the claim, exists. However, as the literature on phages applicable for
phage biocontrol increases, anticipation of novelty as a patentability requirement of a particular phage
may become an issue. In the United States, the requirement of novelty is more complicated, as the
phage will be excluded for patentability if on the one side it is known or used within the United States,
or on the other side, published or patented wherever in the world [22].
Figure 4 also shows that there is limited evidence on the optimization of the production of phage
cocktails based on both scientiﬁc and patent literature. One could argue that the production of phages
is phage-dependent (speciﬁc bacterial strains, media, temperature) and thus keeping the production of
phages secret could be a valid strategy to maintain a competitive edge [19].
On the other hand, many patents claim the combination of phages or phages as part of a
formulation. This is illustrated by Supplementary Figure S1. Claiming a combination of phages
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can act as a buffer to reduce the risk of resistance development of the target bacterium. Phages are
known to have different infection strategies and highly diverse genomes, leading to the chance that a
certain bacterium develops resistance (by altering receptors, CRISPRs, restriction enzymes) against
two or even three phages in one cocktail are theoretically small [4,48,49]. The strength of these claims
can be questioned as minor changes to the cocktail could already be sufﬁcient to circumvent claims.
Table 1 depicts in which categories the individual patents can be classiﬁed. Here, it is clear that the
different patents combine different types of claims. Combined with the scope of the claims, this might
support the previous statement that companies employ a “throw everything at the wall to see what
sticks” patenting strategy because of the uncertainty and the ignorance in how to achieve a strong
protection for the invention [19].
4.5. Phages and Other Viruses as Part of an Integrated Pest Management Strategy
To safeguard public health and minimize impact on the environment, traditional pesticides
used in crop production are currently being stigmatized. This triggers the research community to
evaluate new, alternative methods to deal with different kinds of pests like fungi, bacteria, and insects.
The use of relatively high concentrations of natural predators to eradicate a certain pest, also known
as augmentative biocontrol, is gaining in popularity [35]. In this regard, bacteriophages and other
viruses, like insect viruses and mycoviruses, are ideal candidates as biocontrol agents because they are
sustainable, speciﬁc, and do not leave residues on the crop. Moreover, they ﬁt into the framework of
integrated pest management, where the use of biocontrol agents is heavily promoted [35]. Viruses as
biocontrol agents are, however, sometimes overlooked in IPM [15], which indicates that more efforts
need to be taken to integrate these viral strategies. This review shows that there is indeed a basis within
the scientiﬁc community to investigate the potential of phages to be used as biocontrol agents. In 2018,
a Horizon 2020 consortium was established to investigate viruses and their potential to serve as a
possible solution against pests as both a probiotic and viral treatment strategy (https://viroplant.eu/).
Initiatives like these, together with more in-depth research, are needed to provide fundamental insights
to close the gap between academia and industry in this matter and to stimulate the industry to invest
in phage biocontrol.
Supplementary Materials: Supplementary materials can be found at http://www.mdpi.com/1999-4915/11/3/
277/s1.
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Abstract: There is a growing interest in phage therapy as a complementary tool against antimicrobial
resistant infections. Since 2007, phages have been used sporadically to treat bacterial infections in
well-deﬁned cases in the Queen Astrid military hospital (QAMH) in Brussels, Belgium. In the last two
years, external requests for phage therapy have increased signiﬁcantly. From April 2013 to April 2018,
260 phage therapy requests were addressed to the QAMH. Of these 260 requests, only 15 patients
received phage therapy. In this paper, we analyze the phage therapy requests and outcomes in order
to improve upon the overall capacity for phage therapy at the QAMH.
Keywords: bacteriophages; phage therapy; antibiotic resistance; Pseudomonas aeruginosa; Escherichia
coli; Staphylococcus aureus; Brussels; Belgium

1. Introduction
Antibiotic resistance is an increasing threat not only to human health but also to the production of
food and to sustainable development. By 2050, it is estimated that antimicrobial resistant infections
will kill more than 10 million people per year (more than cancer), and the cost in terms of lost global
production will amount to 100 trillion USD, if no action is undertaken [1]. In 2016, the United Nations
acknowledged that the current antimicrobial resistance crisis is mainly due to the inappropriate
use of antimicrobial medicines in the public health, animal, food, agriculture, and aquaculture
sectors; a lack of access to health services (including to diagnostics and laboratory capacity); and the
presence of antimicrobial residues in soil, crops, and water. They subsequently committed to work
at national, regional, and global levels to support the development of new antimicrobial agents
and therapies [2]. In 2017, the World Health Organization published a list of 12 drug-resistant
bacteria for which new antibiotics are urgently needed. The critical priority category consisted
of Acinetobacter baumannii (carbapenem-resistant), Pseudomonas aeruginosa (carbapenem-resistant),
and Enterobacteriaceae (carbapenem-resistant, ESBL-producing) [3]. In the US, Rice coined the term
“ESKAPE” pathogens (Enterococcus faecium, Staphylococcus aureus, Klebsiella pneumoniae, Acinetobacter
baumannii, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, and Enterobacter spp.) to emphasize that these bacteria currently
cause the majority of US hospital infections and effectively “escape” the effects of antibacterial drugs [4].
However, only a few new antibiotics are being developed, and none are expected to be effective against
the most dangerous antibiotic-resistant bacteria called “superbugs” [5]. There is renewed interest in
phage therapy as an alternative or addition to antibiotic therapy for the treatment of bacterial infections.
Viruses 2019, 11, 265; doi:10.3390/v11030265
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Bacteriophages (phages for short) are viruses that target and infect a subset of bacteria with almost no
collateral damage to the commensal ﬂora (e.g., the gut and skin microbiomes). Phage therapy was ﬁrst
introduced in Western medicine in the 1920s. Upon the widespread marketing of antibiotics, which had
the advantage of exhibiting a broad spectrum antimicrobial activity, phage therapy was abandoned in
the West by about the 1940s. It continued to be developed and used in Eastern Europe and in former
Soviet Republics, with the Eliava Institute in Tbilisi (Georgia) as the epicenter [6]. In 2007, the Queen
Astrid military hospital (QAMH) in Brussels was the ﬁrst Belgian hospital to reinitiate a focus on
phage therapy, and this under the umbrella of article §37 (unproven interventions in clinical practice)
of the Declaration of Helsinki, which was developed by the World Medical Association [7].
Article §37. In the treatment of an individual patient, where proven interventions do not exist or other
known interventions have been ineffective, the physician, after seeking expert advice, with informed consent
from the patient or a legally authorised representative, may use an unproven intervention if, in the physician’s
judgement, it offers hope of saving life, re-establishing health, or alleviating suffering. This intervention
should subsequently be made the object of research, designed to evaluate its safety and efﬁcacy. In all cases,
new information must be recorded and, where appropriate, made publicly available.
Since then, patients have been occasionally treated by phage therapy at the QAMH. Last year,
we reported the case of a patient treated with intravenous bacteriophage monotherapy (no antibiotics
were used) against colistin-only-sensitive P. aeruginosa [8]. Belgium is now implementing a pragmatic
phage therapy framework that centers on the magistral preparation (compounding pharmacies in the
US) of tailor-made phage medicines [9], which can pave the way for a broader and more structured
application of phages in Belgium. Most requests for phage therapy used to originate from within
the QAMH, and more speciﬁcally from the burn wound center. Since 2017, however, a spectacular
increase in external phage therapy requests to the QAMH has been observed, most of them related
to the broadcast of two phage therapy prime time documentaries on Dutch television: Bacteriofagen:
een alternatief voor antibiotica? (Bacteriophages: an alternative to antibiotics?) on the 21st of March
2017 [10] and Dokters van Morgen over bacteriën (Doctors of Tomorrow on bacteria) on the 24th of October
2017 [11]. One hundred and ﬁfty-one phage therapy requests were registered in 2017, with increases in
requests following the documentaries’ broadcast dates. A third Dutch documentary aired on 5 February
2019 [12] was again followed by a considerable increase in phage therapy request. Between April 2013
and April 2018, 260 phage therapy requests were addressed to QAMH medical staff by e-mail, post,
or telephone. All these requests were re-directed to a centralized e-mail address (pt@mil.be), upon the
receipt of which a reply was sent to request standardized medical information (Supplementary File 1)
with regard to the particular case. One hundred and ninety applicants (73.1%) responded (Figure 1).
The received medical ﬁles were stored in a dedicated access database to ensure a uniform follow-up.
The aim of this paper was to describe, analyze, and discuss the 260 phage therapy requests
addressed to the QAMH to raise awareness for the increased interest in phage therapy in Northwest
Europe and to guide future phage therapy R&D in and outside the QAMH.
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Figure 1. Patient care workﬂow in phage therapy at the Queen Astrid military hospital in Brussels
(Belgium). PT, phage therapy; QAMH, Queen Astrid military hospital.

2. Demographics
Most phage therapy requests were initiated by the patients themselves (70.8%), followed by
physicians (26.1%) and the patient’s family (3.1%) (Figure 2). The increased attention for phage therapy
in the popular media seems to have raised the awareness of patients to this new therapeutic alternative.
Not surprisingly, the majority of phage therapy requests to the QAMH in Brussels (Belgium) originated
from The Netherlands (66.9%), one of Belgium’s neighboring countries. The other countries of patients’
origins were, in decreasing order, Belgium (19.2%), France (7.3%), Germany (2.3%), and Luxembourg
(1.1%) (Table 1). Fifty-three percent of the patients requesting phage therapy were male, and the mean
age (SD) of the 132 patients, who communicated their age, was 57.9 (20.7) years (Table 1). Patients
older than 60 years were more prevalent (61.4%) (Table 1).
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Figure 2. Initiators of the 260 phage therapy requests.
Table 1. Demographics and microbiology of patients requesting phage therapy at the Queen Astrid
military hospital (n = 260).
Infection Types

LRTI

UTI

SSTI

ENTI

BoneI

OPI

AbdI

ND

Other

Total

16

14

9

12

28

260

Demographics
59

79

21

22

≤14

1

3

3

1

15–29

2

1

Number of requesters

Age

Gender

Countries

1

1

9

1

5

30–59

5

11

5

3

4

2

1

1

5

≥60

21

26

9

6

4

10

2

1

2

37
81

ND

30

38

4

12

7

2

6

8

21

128

Male

23

33

12

13

10

11

5

7

20

134

Female

36

46

9

9

6

3

4

5

8

126

The Netherlands

38

69

5

14

5

7

5

10

21

174

Belgium

9

4

12

2

5

6

3

2

7

France

5

3

3

4

3

1

2

1

Germany

3

Luxembourg

1

Spain

3
1

1

1

1

United States
Israel

6

2

Italy

2

1

3

2

Unknown

50
19

2
1

1

Bacterial pathogens
Pseudomonas aeruginosa

36

7

8

9

3

Escherichia coli

3

29

2

3

2

2

2

Staphylococcus aureus

11

6

5

2

5

1

2

1

Klebsiella pneumoniae

18

Enterococcus faecalis

12

1

5

1

Proteus mirabilis

4

1

2

1

1
1

Mycobacterium avium

3

Streptococcus pyogenes

1

44
24

4
1

70
31

2

17
11

6

Enterobacter cloacae

4

6
3

2

1

1
3

Staphylococcus epidermidis

37

5
2

1

6
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Table 1. Cont.
Infection Types

LRTI

UTI

SSTI

Staphylococcus dysgalactiae
Acinetobacter baumannii

2

1

Serratia marcescens

1

1

Staphylococcus capitis

1

ENTI

BoneI

1

2

OPI

AbdI

ND

2
2

2
2

1

Burkholderia multivorans

1

1
2

2

Granulicatella adiacens

2

2

1

2

1

1
1

Morganella morganii
1

1
2

Cutibacterium acnes
Stenotrophomonas maltophilia

2
1

Enterobacter aerogenes

Moraxella catarrhalis

4
1

Borrelia burgdorferi
Burkholderia cenocepacia

Total
3

1

Staphylococcus warneri

Haemophilus inﬂuenzae

Other

1

2
1

1

Yersinia enterocolitica

1
1

Coxiella burnetii
1

Clostridium hathewayi

1
1

Helicobacter pylori

1

1

Corynebacterium amycolatum

1

1

8

22

3

5

2

2

3

5

12

62

Total

75

101

25

27

19

14

9

12

29

311

Polymicrobial (caused by a combination
of bacteria)

10

14

4

4

3

2

37

ND

AbdI, abdominal infection; BoneI, bone infection; ENTI, ear-nose-throat infection; LRTI, lower respiratory tract
infection; ND, no data; OPI, orthopedic prosthesis infection; SSTI, skin and soft tissue infection; UTI, urinary
tract infection.

3. Infection Types and Bacterial Pathogens
The infection types and their causative bacterial pathogens are shown in Table 1. Urinary tract
infection (UTI) was the most common type of infection (31.8% of all requests), with chronic bladder
infection as the most frequent UTI type. Less frequent were responders with neurogenic bladder and
recurrent UTIs. The leading causative infectious agents in UTI were (in descending order) Escherichia
coli, Enterococcus faecalis, K. pneumoniae, and Enterobacter cloacae.
Lower respiratory tract infection (LRTI) was the second most frequent type of infection reported
to request phage therapy (23.8%), with P. aeruginosa as the predominant respiratory pathogen. In this
category, cystic ﬁbrosis, bronchiectasis, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), and asthma
were the most common underlying pathologies. Third in line were bone infections (Bone Is) and
orthopedic prosthesis infections (OPIs) with 12.1% of requests, including osteomyelitis, osteitis in
diabetic foot, infected traumatic fractures, and hip and knee prosthesis infections. Ear, nose, and throat
infections (ENTIs) came in fourth position (8.9%), with chronic sinusitis and chronic otitis as the
main pathologies. Skin and soft tissue infections (SSTIs) were ﬁfth, with 8.5% of requests. Burn and
chronic wound infections (including postoperative surgical wounds and diabetic foot ulcers) were
the most common SSTIs. Surprisingly, only few phage therapy requests concerned patients with
abdominal infections (AbdIs) (3.6%). There were also 11 requests from patients seeking phage therapy
for non-bacterial or non-infectious medical conditions such as arthritis, interstitial cystitis, cirrhosis,
collage colitis, and irritable bowel disease. No fewer than 30 bacterial species were at the basis of the
reported infections, with P. aeruginosa (22.5%) as the leading causative agent (Figure 3). This pathogen
was found mostly in LRTIs (51.4%), and to a lesser extent in ENTIs, SSTIs, and UTIs (Figure 4).
The second most prevalent bacterium was E. coli (14.1%), found mostly in UTI patients (66.1%)
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(Figure 4). The third one was S. aureus (10%), mostly found in LRTIs, ENTIs, OPIs, and SSTIs.
Other frequently encountered bacteria were Enterobacteriaceae, including K. pneumoniae (7.7%, mainly
in UTI), E. faecalis (5.5%), and Proteus mirabilis (3.5%) (Figure 3). Interestingly, E. faecium, which is
often considered as the leading cause of multi-drug resistant enterococcal infections (over E. faecalis),
was not represented. From the 190 requests with completed ﬁles, only 102 antibiograms could be
retrieved and analyzed (Supplementary Table S1). Bacterial strains were classiﬁed in ﬁve different
categories of acquired antibiotic resistance according to Magiorakos’ classiﬁcation proposal [13].
Multidrug-resistant (MDR) was deﬁned as non-susceptible to at least one agent in three or more
antimicrobial categories, which Magiorakos and colleagues had previously constructed, for each
of the organisms with the intent of placing antimicrobial agents into more therapeutically relevant
groups. Extensively drug-resistant (XDR) was deﬁned as non-susceptible to at least one agent in
all but two or fewer antimicrobial categories (i.e., bacterial isolates remain susceptible to only one
or two categories), and pandrug-resistant (PDR) was deﬁned as non-susceptible to all agents in all
antimicrobial categories (i.e., no agents tested as susceptible for that organism). Non-deﬁned (ND) was
used when the information given by the antibiogram (the result of an antibiotic susceptibility test) was
incomplete to classify the germ into one of the ﬁve antibiotic resistance categories. We chose to focus
on the three most encountered pathogens in our cohort (P. aeruginosa, E. coli, and S. aureus), for which,
respectively, 28, 19, and 14 antibiograms were collected and analyzed (Figure 5). For P. aeruginosa,
7.1% of strains were classiﬁed as MDR, 10.7% as XDR, and 7.1% as PDR. The proportion of MDR E. coli
strains was no less than 47.3% with 5.2% of XDR, but no PDR strains were observed. Approximately
a ﬁfth (21.4%) of S. aureus strains were MDR, and none were XDR or PDR. Notwithstanding the fact
that these statistics are more or less in line with the literature with regard to the current antibacterial
resistance crisis, we observed that—with the exception of E. coli—the majority of phage therapy
requests concerned non-MDR organisms. Technically speaking, under the umbrella of article 37 of the
Declaration of Helsinki, phage therapy can only be applied when proven (e.g., antibiotic) therapies
are ineffective. So, when there are indications (e.g., based on an antibiogram) that the infection can be
treated with an antibiotic, phage therapy should not be considered.

Figure 3. Relative prevalence of 311 reported bacterial pathogens (Table 1).
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Figure 4. The proportion of the three most prevalent bacteria in the different infection types. AbdI,
abdominal infection; BoneI, bone infection; ENT, ear-nose-throat; LRTI, lower respiratory tract infection;
OPI, Orthopedic prosthesis infection; SSTI, skin and soft tissue infection; UTI, urinary tract infection.

Figure 5. Proportion of drug-resistant strains in the three most prevalent bacterial pathogens (see also
Supplementary Table S1). MDR, multidrug-resistant; non-MDROs, non-multidrug-resistant organisms;
Pan DR, pandrug-resistant; XDR, extensively drug-resistant.

4. Patient Care Workﬂow
A dedicated patient care workﬂow in phage therapy was created to ensure an accurate and
systematic monitoring of phage therapy requests, treatments, and follow-up (Figure 1).
When the medical dossier was complete, which was the case for 190 responders; the case
was discussed by dedicated infectious disease specialists and microbiologists during a ﬁrst
multidisciplinary meeting. Three inclusion criteria were taken into account:

•
•
•

Infection with S. aureus, P. aeruginosa, and/or A. baumannii, the three bacterial pathogens against
which the QAMH possessed potent phages [14,15];
Bacterial infection associated with antibiotic treatment failure;
The absence of other therapeutic options.

When eligibility criteria were met, which was the case for only 20 patients (Figure 1), a consultation
with an infectious disease specialist was scheduled, during which a physical examination and
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an anamnesis of the patient were performed and bacterial samples of the infection site(s) were taken.
Consecutively, these bacterial samples were sent to the clinical laboratory for standard bacterial
culture, isolation, and identiﬁcation (using VITEK II, bioMérieux, Marcy l’Etoile, France). For P.
aeruginosa, S. aureus, and A. baumannii isolates, a “phagogram” (by analogy with an antibiogram) was
performed, based on the spot-test and the double-agar overlay method (both methods are described in
Kakabadze et al. [16]), to determine their susceptibility to the phages available (for non-commercial
R&D purposes) in the QAMH and described in Merabishvili et al. [14,15]. For the spot test, 100 μL of
bacterial suspension at a concentration of 108 –109 cfu/mL was mixed with 3.5 mL of LB (Lysogeny
Broth, Becton Dickinson, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA) medium with 0.6% agar (Becton Dickinson) at 45
◦ C and poured on petri plates containing a solidiﬁed bottom layer of LB medium with 1.5% agar. After
air-drying, 10 μL of serial 100-fold dilutions of phage cocktails were spotted on the bacterial lawn.
Plates were incubated overnight at 37 ◦ C. Clearance zones (when present) were examined the next
day. In case phage activity was observed against the tested bacterial strain, the double-agar overlay
method was applied to determine the Efﬁciency of Plating (EOP) of the phage cocktails, calculated
as the ratio of activity in the test strain (i.e., the patient’s strain) to the activity on the host strain (i.e.,
the production strain). In 15 cases, the phagogram indicated susceptibility of the infecting bacterial
pathogen(s) to the tested phage(s) and treatment was proposed to the patient and to his treating
physician (Figure 1). Treatment protocols and patient follow up were discussed during a second
multidisciplinary meeting. Details with regard to the phage therapy protocol and outcome will be
the subject of separate publications (grouped according to medical indications and authored by the
different treating physicians) and will not be discussed in this article. However, we can disclose that
no serious adverse events were observed and that, in general, phage therapy seemed helpful in a
considerable number of the cases. We also would like to stress that, with the exception of one case that
was recently published [8], other antimicrobial agents (e.g., antibiotics) were applied simultaneously
with the phages.
5. Implications for Future Activities
Most phage therapy requests were initiated by the patients themselves, which in part could
explain the low proportion of MDR infections and the occurrence of requests for phage therapy against
non-bacterial infections. The role of the media was non-negligible in the patients’ self-management
of their disease, as demands increased spectacularly immediately after two prime-time TV-shows
promoting phage therapy, but it probably also reﬂected the increasing will of patients to ﬁnd
alternatives to (effective or ineffective) antibiotics. It is therefore important to understand that desperate
patients take the matter in their own hands and try to ﬁnd alternative therapeutic options.
Only 15 (5.8%) of the 260 phage therapy requests resulted in actual phage therapy. Two hundred
and forty ﬁve requests were rejected for diverse reasons (Figure 1):

•
•
•
•

70 applicants (26.9%) did not respond to the email request for more information;
124 requests (47.7%) concerned bacterial pathogens against which the QAMH had no potent
phages available;
46 applications (17.7%) did not meet the other two eligibility criteria (antibiotic treatment failure
and/or absence of other therapeutic options);
5 (25%) out of the 20 infecting bacterial strains for which a phagogram was performed were found
to be non-susceptible to the available phages.

In most cases, the rejected applications were referred to reputable phage therapy centers abroad.
The high frequency of non-responsiveness of applicants to the initial information request could
have been partly due to an inability to provide the necessary information. For instance, access
to medical data could have been hampered by a lack of conﬁdence from the treating physicians.
This could have been partially remedied by conducting randomized controlled trials to demonstrate
phage therapy efﬁcacy and by awareness campaigns. The QAMH is developing tools, such as
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a comprehensive website with information and instructions, to dispense phage therapy information to
health care professionals.
Almost half of the requests (47.7%) had to be dismissed because no suitable phages were available
to treat the causative bacterial agents, which increasingly belong to the family of the Enterobacteriaceae.
This observation prompted us to initiate research programs to isolate and characterize potent phages
against, amongst others, problematic E. coli and K. pneumoniae strains. For this, we will need to address
the remarkably high phage speciﬁcity within the Enterobacteriaceae family. Of importance, in this
cohort 30 bacterial species were at the basis of the infections for which phage therapy was pursued.
This observation highlights the main difﬁculty with which a phage therapy center is confronted.
Indeed, to be able to cope with these 30 bacterial species, hundreds of potent and characterized
phages need to be readily available or isolated de novo from the environment and produced to
a quality acceptable for human application. As a consequence, big phage repositories will be required.
This observation shows the importance of directing a considerable part of R&D efforts towards new
technologies (e.g., synthetic biology) [17], which would allow the accelerated selection and production
of potent therapeutic phages, for every possible pathogen.
Forty-six requests (17.7%) did not involve antibiotic treatment failure and/or the absence of other
therapeutic options than phage therapy. Indeed, to be able to apply article §37 of the Declaration of
Helsinki, a physician must be certain that “proven prophylactic, diagnostic and therapeutic methods
do not exist or have been ineffective”. This is also a condition for phage therapy in the Wroclaw
Ludwik Hirszfeld Institute. However, we found that the majority of cases did not involve MDR
infection. If phage therapy requests had predominantly been made by (university) hospitals instead of
individuals, the proportion of MDR cases would likely have been greater.
It must be said that some medical conditions such as COPD, bronchiectasis, and diabetic foot
infection can be very difﬁcult to treat due to underlying complications such as poor blood ﬂow,
a weakened immune system, or the presence of highly protected bacterial communities (in bioﬁlms),
even when the infecting bacterium is susceptible to common antibiotics. The difﬁculty is to demonstrate
this unambiguously. The implementation of the magistral phage framework, which does not require
the proven ineffectiveness of conventional therapies, should solve these issues in the near future in
Belgium [9].
Currently, the limited (as compared to renown phage therapy centers, such as the Eliava Institute
in Tbilisi) phage therapy expertise in the QAMH mainly concerns military- or mass casualty-associated
indications such as burn wound and orthopedic infections, and to some extent respiratory diseases.
Based on this analysis of phage therapy requests, we will expand our ability, capacity, and experience
(including adequate treatment protocols) to treat other pathologies such as urological infection
with phages.
Finally, we must keep in mind that phages are not “miracle drugs”, as antibiotics were once
presented, but that they are probably only useful as additional tools in certain indications and
conditions, which still need to be determined. As such, more phage therapy randomized controlled
trials are needed, and phage antibiotic synergy (PAS) should be further explored [18,19].
With this report, we hope to help and guide the “phage therapy centers in the making”, which are
slowly emerging from the “phage-averse” setting called Western medicine.
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Abstract: Bacteriophages, viruses that only kill speciﬁc bacteria, are receiving substantial attention as
nontraditional antibacterial agents that may help alleviate the growing antibiotic resistance problem
in medicine. We describe the design and preclinical development of AB-SA01, a ﬁxed-composition
bacteriophage product intended to treat Staphylococcus aureus infections. AB-SA01 contains three
naturally occurring, obligately lytic myoviruses related to Staphylococcus phage K. AB-SA01
component phages have been sequenced and contain no identiﬁable bacterial virulence or antibiotic
resistance genes. In vitro, AB-SA01 killed 94.5% of 401 clinical Staphylococcus aureus isolates,
including methicillin-resistant and vancomycin-intermediate ones for a total of 95% of the 205 known
multidrug-resistant isolates. The spontaneous frequency of resistance to AB-SA01 was ≤3 × 10−9 ,
and resistance emerging to one component phage could be complemented by the activity of another
component phage. In both neutropenic and immunocompetent mouse models of acute pneumonia,
AB-SA01 reduced lung S. aureus populations equivalently to vancomycin. Overall, the inherent
characteristics of AB-SA01 component phages meet regulatory and generally accepted criteria
for human use, and the preclinical data presented here have supported production under good
manufacturing practices and phase 1 clinical studies with AB-SA01.
Keywords: bacteriophage; phage therapy; Staphylococcus aureus; bioﬁlm; antimicrobial; frequency of
resistance; phage sensitivity; resistance management; nontraditional antibacterial

1. Introduction
The use of bacteriophages (phages) as antibacterial drugs, frequently referred to as “phage
therapy” has been discussed and deployed since these bacterial viruses were discovered in the early
1900s. Interest in phage therapy has waxed and waned in various parts of the world, heavily inﬂuenced
by the availability, affordability, and efﬁcacy of potent small-molecule antibiotics [1]. The current
resurgence of interest is persisting in light of the growing urgency of the antimicrobial resistance (AMR)
crisis, which predicts that AMR will be the leading cause of human death by 2050, causing 10 million
global deaths per year [2].
Staphylococcus aureus, one of the ESKAPE pathogens (Enterococcus faecium, Staphylococcus aureus,
Klebsiella pneumoniae, Acinetobacter baumannii, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, and Enterobacter spp.) [3], is a
problem in both hospital-associated and community-associated infections [4,5]. It is a signiﬁcant
problem in many clinical settings and the antibiotic-resistant forms are classiﬁed as a “High Priority”
pathogen by the World Health Organization (WHO) [6] and a “Serious Threat” by the U.S. Centers for
Viruses 2019, 11, 88; doi:10.3390/v11010088
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Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) [7]. Since 1999, nine antibiotics targeting methicillin-resistant
S. aureus (MRSA) have been approved (linezolid, daptomycin, tigecycline, ceftobiprole, telavancin,
ceftaroline, dalbavancin, oritavancin, tedizolid) [8]. Of these, only the oxazolidinones, now nearly
20 years old, were a completely new class [9]. Clinical resistance has already been observed for all nine
of these drugs, though it can be difﬁcult to predict how quickly or widely some of these resistances
will spread [10–19]. Side effects such as renal toxicity and cross-resistance (e.g. among glyo- and
lipoglycopeptides) can limit clinical use [8]. Moreover, many antibiotics have reduced efﬁcacy against
Staphylococcus spp. when it grows in bioﬁlms [20], as is often the case with device-associated infections
or endocarditis. Thus, there remains an urgent need for anti-staphylococcal drugs, especially ones
with fundamentally different mechanisms of action. Here, we describe the design and composition of
AB-SA01, a highly characterized anti-Staphylococcus phage product that is being developed to treat
acute and chronic S. aureus infections in humans, including those caused by MRSA.
Phage therapy has frequently been cited as a form of technology that could help address the
AMR problem, provided that high-quality evidence can be gathered in controlled studies focused on
testing product efﬁcacy in well-deﬁned clinical indications and administration parameters [7,21–23].
Phages are unable to infect mammalian cells and are usually speciﬁc for one or a few bacterial species
or strains. Obligately lytic phages would comprise a self-replicating, self-limiting antimicrobial that
can be administered by a variety of routes, and that functions via an entirely different mechanism of
action compared to small-molecule antibiotics. Humans are continuously exposed to phages present
in the environment and as part of the human microbiome, and there is no evidence of any direct
toxicity resulting from intentionally administered phages as long as non-phage contaminants such as
endotoxins are removed [24–26].
While there remains some debate about the optimal features of therapeutic phages, there is
widespread agreement that the traits listed below are either required or particularly desirable for
phage products and their individual components [27–31]. Individual phages should be:

•
•
•

Obligately lytic, to avoid specialized transduction of bacterial genes, and maximize chances for
bacterial killing;
Not known, by empirical testing and/or inference from genomics, to be prone to generalized
transduction; and,
Fully sequenced, to avoid phages with known antibiotic resistance or bacterial virulence genes,
and to help assess other lifestyle traits.
Collectively, phages used together to treat a patient should:

•
•

Have broad activity against the target pathogen but not other species, to maximize potential
utility and minimize off-target effects; and,
Be capable of complementation, in which resistant mutants arising to one phage are sensitive to
another phage.

In addition to characteristics of the phages themselves, material for clinical use should be produced
in such a way as to give conﬁdence that the ﬁnal product retains these characteristics (i.e., are still the
same phages) and does not contain potentially harmful (or harmful amounts) of impurities such as
endotoxin or host cell proteins. AB-SA01 satisﬁes these criteria and has entered clinical development.
2. Methods
2.1. Bacteriophages, Source and Propagation
Each of the selected phages was isolated from an environmental source and subsequently paired
to a well-characterized S. aureus strain that serves as its manufacturing host. Host-paired phages
were puriﬁed to ensure that the resulting master stocks produced genetically and phenotypically
consistent batches of each phage. Unless otherwise stated, all data is derived from the host-paired,
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plaque-puriﬁed phages. Phages were propagated in liquid culture using vegetable peptone media
(VP0101, Oxoid, Hampshire, UK). Lysates were passed through a 0.2-μm ﬁlter to remove large cellular
debris and, depending on the needs of subsequent testing, optionally subjected to a proprietary process
of column-based puriﬁcation steps to further remove host cell proteins and other bacterial debris and
to replace growth medium with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; Oxoid, Hampshire, UK) containing
10 mM magnesium sulfate (PBS+Mg).
2.2. Bacteria
AB-SA01 manufacturing hosts are S. aureus strains originally isolated from humans. The S. aureus
diversity panel and the species-speciﬁcity panel were sourced from the American Type Culture
Collection (Manassas, VA, USA), the Walter Reed Army Institute of Research Multidrug-resistant
Organism Repository and Surveillance Network (“MRSN”, Silver Spring, MD, USA), and clinical
sites in Australia and the United Kingdom. Global surveillance panels of S. aureus strains were
obtained from JMI Laboratories (North Liberty, IA, USA). Targeted interest panels included chronic
rhinosinusitis (CRS) strains from Belgium, and vancomycin intermediate (VISA) strains from the CDC
and Food and Drug Administration (FDA) Antimicrobial Resistance Isolate Bank (Atlanta, GA, USA).
The deﬁnition of multidrug resistant (MDR) strains is according to Magiorakos et al [32].
2.3. Phage Sensitivity Assays
Testing on the S. aureus panels used Heart Infusion Broth (BD, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA), amended
with 1.5% agar (Oxoid, Hampshire, UK) for plates or 0.7% agar for overlays. Phage activity was
assessed using a modiﬁcation of the small drop agar overlay method [33]. Brieﬂy, 100 μL of 16–18 h
planktonic bacterial culture was mixed with molten 0.7% top agar and poured evenly over an agar
plate. When the top agar layer was set, serial dilutions of standardized phage solutions were spotted
onto the overlay and plates incubated overnight at 37 ◦ C. Phage activity was indicated by clearing
of the bacterial lawn at the site of phage application, and by the development of individual plaques
as the phage sample is diluted. Strains were only considered sensitive if discrete plaques could be
observed as the sample was diluted, indicating phage replication. The titer for each phage+bacteria
combination tested was calculated from the drop dilutions. Testing on the species-speciﬁcity panel
was conducted similarly, using media recommended for the speciﬁc bacterial species and bacterial
culture volumes suitable to produce a uniform lawn.
2.4. Frequency of Resistance and Complementation
Complementation studies conducted during product selection used apparent bacteriophageinsensitive mutant (BIM) colonies that were isolated after infecting a sensitive S. aureus strain with
the individual candidate phages. Surviving colonies were streak-purified once on agar plates.
The double-drop method was then used to screen for phage sensitivity: 10 μL spots of PBS or phage
(~1 × 109 plaque-forming units (PFU)/mL) were spotted onto nutrient agar plates and after 10 min,
5 μL of overnight nutrient broth culture from each BIM or the parental strain was applied to each phage
spot. After 24 h incubation at 37 ◦ C, phage+bacteria spots were compared to PBS+bacteria controls
and scored as R (resistant, no difference from control spot), I (intermediate, phage activity seen within
bacterial spot), or S (sensitive, <10 bacterial colonies in spot).
For the ﬁnal AB-SA01 composition, the frequency of spontaneous phage resistance in triplicate
populations of the same S. aureus strain was assessed using a modiﬁcation of the method of
O’Flynn et al. [34]. In a ﬁnal volume of 200 μL, 6–8 × 108 colony forming units (CFU) in nutrient broth
was mixed with 2–3 × 109 PFU of puriﬁed phage (AB-SA01 or individual components), incubated for
10 min at 37 ◦ C, then mixed with 3 mL molten 0.4% nutrient agar and poured over a 90-mm round
1.5% nutrient agar plate. Bacterial colonies were counted after 24 h and 48 h of incubation at 37 ◦ C.
The apparent frequency of BIMs was calculated as the number of colonies on each test plate divided
by the input number of bacteria in that replicate. Results were compared using a repeated measures
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ANOVA and a priori planned comparisons between AB-SA01 and the three component phages were
conducted using paired t-tests. Up to 10 BIMs from each phage+host combination (all BIMs if <10)
were picked and streak-puriﬁcation was attempted on agar plates.
2.5. Genome Sequencing and Analysis
Phage genomic DNA was puriﬁed from ﬁltered lysates or puriﬁed preparations and sequenced
by Illumina paired-end (ACGT, Wheeling, IL, USA) or PacBio technologies (Expression Analysis,
Durham, NC, USA), using PCR-free libraries (Illumina TruSeq PCR-free Library Prep kit, PacBio
SMRTbell library). Nucleotide sequences have been deposited in GenBank (Sa83: MK417514, Sa87:
MK417515, J-Sa36: MK417516). Annotation was conducted using myRAST v36 (http://blog.theseed.
org/servers/). Similarities of (1) annotated proteins to all Staphylococcus integrases in GenBank and
(2) annotated genes to a proprietary database of bacterial virulence and antibiotic resistance genes
were assessed using BLAST searches requiring at least 30% identity across 50% of the sequence,
and E ≤ 0.05; any hits were manually inspected for validity based on factors such as the likely
accuracy of the hit’s original annotation and evidence from secondary structure predicted by HHPred
(https://toolkit.tuebingen.mpg.de) [35,36]. Genome alignments were constructed using Progressive
Mauve (http://darlinglab.org/mauve/mauve.html) with the default parameters [37].
2.6. Animal Studies
Puriﬁed phage material was used for all animal studies. (1) Prototype 4-phage product: Six
groups of ﬁve female CD-1 mice (Harlan Laboratories, Houston, TX, USA) were rendered neutropenic
by administering 150 and 100 mg/kg cyclophosphamide on day -4 and day -1 prior to infection,
respectively. Mice were anaesthetized by intraperitoneal (IP) injection of 0.15 mL of a mixture of
ketamine HCl (100 mg/kg body weight) plus xylazine (10 mg/kg body weight). Once anaesthetized,
an inoculum of 9.5 × 106 CFU of MRSA strain UNT144-3 was delivered intranasally (IN) in a 50 μL
volume. At 2 and 6 hours post-infection (hpi), untreated controls received 50 μL PBS+Mg IN, antibiotic
controls received 100 mg/kg vancomycin as a subcutaneous (SC) injection, and the three phage
treatment groups received 1 × 109 PFU per phage, 1 × 108 PFU per phage, or 1 × 107 PFU per phage
in a 50-μL IN dose. At 24 hpi, mice were euthanized by CO2 inhalation and lungs processed for
bacterial load. Bacterial counts were enumerated on Brain Heart Infusion agar with 0.5% activated
charcoal. (2) AB-SA01: Three groups of ﬁve female BALB/c mice were anesthetized and an inoculum
of 3.0 × 108 CFU of methicillin-sensitive S. aureus strain Xen29 was delivered IN in a volume of
35 μL. At 2 and 6 hpi, untreated controls received 50 μL PBS-Mg IN and the phage treatment group
received 5 × 108 PFU per phage in a 50 μL IN dose. At 2, 6, and 12 hpi, the antibiotic controls received
110 mg/kg vancomycin as a SC injection. At 24 hpi, mice were euthanized by CO2 inhalation and lungs
processed for bacterial load. Care was taken to ensure tissue samples were kept cold and processed
promptly for bacterial presence. Bacterial counts were enumerated on Mueller Hinton agar. After
both mouse studies, bacteria recovered from mouse lung tissue were tested for phage sensitivity
according to the method of 2.3. Statistical Analysis: Treatments were compared by one-way ANOVA
on log10 -transformed values with Tukey’s test for all pairwise comparisons. Adjusted p-values are
reported. Bacterial strains: S. aureus strains were provided by the vendors conducting the studies.
UNT144-3 is MRSA and carries the tetM gene. Xen29 [38] is available from Perkin Elmer, Inc. Media
choice for bacterial enumeration was per each vendor’s standard practice. Each vendor had previously
established both the dosing for their vancomycin control groups and the bacterial inoculation methods
yielding consistent infection outcomes for each speciﬁc mouse and S. aureus strain combination.
2.7. Animal Welfare
Mouse studies were conducted by external vendors. Study “AmpliPhi 2014-01”: The University of
North Texas Health Science Center Animal Facility is a member in good standing with the Association
for Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care International. Study “APP004-2” (study
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approved21 March, 2016): KWS BioTest conducts all in-life experimental procedures in accordance
with United Kingdom Animals (Scientiﬁc Procedures) Act 1986. Their local Ethical Review Process
occurred under the auspices of the University of Bristol’s Animal Welfare and Ethical Review Body
(AWERB).
3. Results
3.1. Physicochemical Characteristics of AB-SA01 Component Phages
All three AB-SA01 component phages produce small, clear plaques when plated on their paired
S. aureus hosts. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of the three AB-SA01 component
phages show the straight, contractile tail and narrow neck that are characteristic of phages belonging
to the order Caudovirales, family Myoviridae (Figure 1).


Figure 1. Transmission electron microscopy images of (left to right) Sa83, Sa87, and J-Sa36. Scale bars:
200 nm. Filtered lysates were PEG8000 precipitated, suspended in salt-magnesium buffer, stained with
2% uranyl acetate, and imaged at 80–100kV [39].

All AB-SA01 component phages were sequenced from ampliﬁcation-free libraries capable
of revealing the relative frequencies of genome regions. Read-mapping data showed regions of
approximately doubled coverage identifying the genome termini and associated ﬁxed direct terminal
repeats between approximately 8 and 10 kb. These genome structures indicate a sequence-speciﬁc
packaging mechanism not associated with generalized transduction. The pairwise relatedness of the
collinear single-copy component phage genomes ranges from 93 to 97% nucleotide identity (Figure 2)
and all are related to well-studied S. aureus myovirus phage K. No identiﬁable integrases were found
in the AB-SA01 component phage genomes and none of the ca. 200 predicted phage genes in each of
the three phages were similar to known bacterial virulence or antibiotic resistance genes.
3.2. In Vitro Activity of AB-SA01
The target species for AB-SA01 is S. aureus. Overall, 94.5% of 401 clinical S. aureus isolates were
sensitive to AB-SA01 (Table 1), including 95% of the 205 total isolates known to be MDR, and with
little apparent variation by genetic lineage (Supplementary Table S1), year of isolation, or infection
type. When tested on representatives of normal human microﬂora and related staphylococci, AB-SA01
and its component phages showed some activity against two of ﬁve tested S. epidermidis strains,
but no cross-genus activity (Table 2). When tested on S. aureus strains, no evidence of interference
among the component phages was observed. The titers observed for AB-SA01 were mostly consistent
with the component phage activities, except for a few cases of apparent synergy in which AB-SA01
generated plaques on the S. aureus strain even though none of the individual component phages did so.
Since testing was conducted in triplicate, this observation of synergy is likely to be real, as opposed to
a case of borderline results in which plaques were a bit more obvious with AB-SA01 by simple chance.
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Figure 2. A Progressive Mauve alignment of (top to bottom) Sa83, Sa87, J-Sa36, and phage K (GenBank
K766114), each showing annotated genes (white boxes) and long terminal repeats (small red boxes
immediately below white gene blocks). The large red blocks above each annotated genome (connected
by the red vertical line at approximately 75 kb) represent local collinear blocks of genomes identity;
interruptions in these red blocks indicate differences among the four aligned nucleotide sequences.
Table 1. In vitro antibacterial activity of AB-SA01 and its component phages on Staphylococcus aureus.
Phage

% of MDR Isolates
Sensitive to AB-SA01

Sa87

J-Sa36

AB-SA01

AmpliPhi Reference Panel
(n = 68) 1

85.2%

86.8%

76.4%

94.1%

2013 Global Panel
(n = 53)
2015 Global Panel
(n = 60)
2016 Global Panel
(n = 60)

96.2%

96.2%

86.8%

100%

85.0%

93.3%

75.0%

96.7%

80.0%

83.3%

63.3%

88.3%

64.3%

64.3%

64.3%

64.3%

100%

100%

100%

100%

NT

NT

NT

96.7%

Insufﬁcient AST data

85.2%

92.6%

88.9%

96.3%

Insufﬁcient AST data

NA

Targeted

Sa83

Selection

Percentage of Total Isolates Sensitive to Indicated Phage

Panel

Prevalence 2

Panel Type

CDC VISA Panel
(n = 14)
Regional USA300 Panel
(n = 29) 3
Ghent CRS Panel
(n = 90)
Expanded Access Requests
(n = 27) 4
Summary Values

Diversity Panels: Selection and Prevalence
(n = 241)
All Panels (n = 401)

94%
(61/65)
100%
(38/38)
100%
(28/28)
94%
(30/32)
69%
(9/13)
100%
(29/29)

94.6%

-

94.5%

95% (n = 205)

Abbreviations: AST: Antibiotic Sensitivity Testing; CDC: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; CRS: chronic
rhinosinusitis; NA: not applicable; NT: not tested; MDR: multidrug resistant; VISA: vancomycin intermediate.
Includes all major hospital-acquired methicillin-resistant S. aureus (HA-MRSA) and community-acquired
methicillin-resistant S. aureus (CA-MRSA) lineages. 2 Nearly random samples ﬁtting geographic distribution 45%
North America, 45% Europe., 10% Asia-Paciﬁc, obtained from JMI Laboratories SENTRY program for antimicrobial
surveillance. 3 Isolates selected from [40–43], each having a different Pulsed Field Gel Electrophoresis pattern.
4 Initial patient isolates submitted for sensitivity testing as part of requests for product use under U.S. Individual
Patient Expanded Access or Australian Special Access Scheme policies between August 2017 and September 2018,
inclusive. These policies allow patients with serious or life-threatening infections that are not responding to existing
approved therapies to access investigational products on an emergency basis. AB-SA01 is listed as NCT03395769 for
Expanded Access use in the United States.

1

The AB-SA01 component phages were selected partly based on the 68-member diversity panel,
which included representatives of all major community-acquired (CA-) and hospital-acquired (HA-)
MRSA lineages [4,5]. Each component phage had a different host range, with most bacterial strains
being sensitive to more than one of the AB-SA01 phages. AB-SA01 activity was similarly high across
panels of isolates that represent globally prevalent S. aureus from blood, wound, lung, urinary, and other
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infections in later years. Using targeted interest panels, AB-SA01 was also shown to have activity on
strains being relatively rare but concerning the VISA phenotype, a panel of exclusively CRS isolates,
and a variety of the clinically signiﬁcant USA300 lineage.
Table 2. In vitro activity of AB-SA01 and its component phages on bacterial species other than S. aureus.
Bacteria

Number of Strains Productively Infected

Order

Genus, Species

Number of
Strains Tested

Sa83

Sa87

J-Sa36

Bacillales

Staphylococcus epidermidis

5

2

2

2

2

Lactobacillales

Streptococcus spp.

3

0

0

0

0

Corynebacteriales

Corynebacterium spp.

4

0

0

0

0

Micrococcales

Micrococcus luteus

1

0

0

0

0

Burkholderiales

Achromobacter xylosoxidans
Burkholderia cepacia

1
1

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

Pseudomonales

Acinetobacter baumannii
Pseudomonas aeruginosa
Pseudomonas oryzihabitans

1
3
1

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

Enterobacteriales

Enterobacter cloacae
Escherichia coli
Klebsiella pneumoniae
Pantoea agglomerans

1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

Xanthamonadales

Stenotrophomonas maltophilia

1

0

0

0

0

AB-SA01

3.3. Frequency of Resistance and Complementation
The potential for phages to complement each other in the event that bacterial resistance arises
was considered as part of AB-SA01 development. During product selection, six candidate phages with
broad or differing host ranges were assessed on a sensitive S. aureus strain. Using the double-drop
method of 2.4, BIMs that were generated using one phage were ﬁrst tested to conﬁrm whether they
truly exhibited reduced phage sensitivity after streak-puriﬁcation, then cross-resistance to other phages
was tested (Table 3). Sa83, Sa81, and Sa76 were similarly able to complement Sa87-induced resistance
and had previously shown very similar host ranges. Of these, only Sa83 was retained because it made
a slightly better contribution to the total host range and complementation proﬁle of AB-SA01. J-Sa37
more often exhibited cross-resistance than complementation and was not included in AB-SA01. J-Sa36
exhibited different complementation behavior as compared to Sa87 or Sa83.
Table 3. Complementation among candidate phages.
Test for Complementation

BIM
Conﬁrmation 1

Sa83

Sa87

J-Sa36

Sa76

Sa81

J-Sa37

Sa87

parental
BIM 1
BIM 2
BIM 3
BIM 4
BIM 5
BIM 6
BIM 7
BIM 8
BIM 9
BIM 10

S
I
I
NG 2
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

S
-

S
S
S
S
I
S
S
I
I
I

S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

S
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R

J-Sa36

Parental
BIM 1
BIM 2
BIM 3
BIM 4

S
I
I
I
I

S
S
I
I
I

S
I
I
S
I

S
-

-

-

S
R
R
S
S

Phage Used to
Generate BIM

Bacterial Lawn

1

Bacteriophage-insensitive mutant (BIM) conﬁrmation conducted using same phage as in column 1. R (red):
resistant (no phage activity seen within bacterial spot); I (yellow): intermediate (phage activity seen within bacterial
spot); S (green): sensitive (<10 colonies within bacterial spot), -: not tested. 2 NG: no growth; BIM was not recovered
during single colony puriﬁcation and is therefore presumed to be sensitive; no other testing possible.
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After AB-SA01 composition was ﬁnalized, the mean apparent frequency of resistance to AB-SA01
was lower than the values observed for the individual phages, both at 24 h and 48 h (Table 4). However,
this trend was not statistically signiﬁcant (p > 0.05), possibly because the values observed in this study
were close to the limit of detection. This suggests that the spontaneous frequency of AB-SA01 resistance
among sensitive S. aureus populations is no greater than ~3 × 10−9 . None of the BIM colonies observed
in this study could be recovered by picking and re-streaking on agar to isolate them away from phages
on the original test plate, implying that their growth on the test plates was not due to stable, heritable
phage resistance, but was instead a temporary phenotype or a spatial phenomenon in which cells
escape contact with the phages during incubation of the phage-bacteria mixture before plating.
Table 4. Apparent frequency of intrinsic phage resistance in populations of S. aureus sensitive to
AB-SA01 and its component phages.
Phage
Sa83
Sa87
J-Sa36
AB-SA01 2

After 24 h Plate Incubation

After 48 h Plate Incubation

Replicate 1 1

Replicate 2

Replicate 3

Replicate 1

Replicate 2

Replicate 3

1.1E-8
2.0E-8
2.9E-9
1.4E-9

3.8E-9
5.0E-9
2.5E-9
3.8E-9

5.0E-9
5.0E-9
1.2E-8
3.3E-9

7.1E-9
1.7E-8
2.9E-9
2.9E-9

3.8E-9
5.0E-9
1.3E-9
03

6.7E-9
5.0E-9
5.0E-9
3.3E-9

1

Within each replicate, all aliquots of the same culture were exposed to each phage test sample. Since replicates
contained a slightly different initial bacterial concentration, each replicate is displayed separately to allow for more
accurate comparisons among the different phages. 2 Prepared as equal volume mixture of the three component
stocks. 3 Limit of detection is 1.0E-9.

3.4. In Vivo Activity of AB-SA01
AB-SA01 showed efﬁcacy equivalent to vancomycin in two murine acute lung infection models,
each of which used a different S. aureus challenge strain, murine genetic background, and immune
status. In the ﬁrst murine pneumonia model (Figure 3A), three doses of the AB-SA01 prototype were
tested in neutropenic CD-1 mice. This prototype contained the three phage components of AB-SA01
plus the J-Sa37 phage that was later removed from the product because its fractional contribution to
in vitro host range and complementation were deemed insufﬁcient to justify manufacturing a fourth
component phage. At 24 hpi, lung homogenates from mice treated with 4 × 109 or 4 × 108 total PFU
contained signiﬁcantly fewer bacteria than mice treated with buffer and were statistically equivalent
(all p > 0.79) to mice that had been treated with vancomycin at the same time points. The mean
reductions in lung bacterial load relative to untreated mice were 3.63 log10 CFU (p < 0.0001) for the
vancomycin group, 3.09 log10 CFU (p < 0.0001) for the highest AB-SA01 dose group, and 3.02 log10 CFU
(p < 0.0001) for the medium AB-SA01 dose groups. These results suggested that doses higher than
4 × 107 PFU were required for efﬁcacy in this model.
In a follow-up experiment using the ﬁnal AB-SA01 composition (Figure 3B), a 1.5 × 109 total
PFU dose group was tested in immunocompetent BALB/c mice. At 24 hpi, lung homogenates from
mice that had received two doses of AB-SA01 contained statistically fewer bacteria than those from
untreated mice (p = 0.0058), and were statistically equivalent to mice that had received three doses of
vancomycin (p = 0.9172). The mean reductions in lung bacterial load relative to the untreated control
were 1.64 log10 CFU for AB-SA01-treated mice and 1.80 log10 CFU for vancomycin-treated mice.
In both mouse studies, S. aureus colonies recovered from infected animals showed patterns of
sensitivity to AB-SA01 and its component phages that were similar to their respective parental strains,
and no phage-resistant colonies were observed.
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Figure 3. AB-SA01 reduces lung bacterial burden in (A) neutropenic CD-1 mice and (B)
immunocompetent BALB/c mice. Phage doses are given as total plaque-forming units (PFU) per dose.

4. Discussion
The suitability of a medicinal product for human administration depends in part on the intrinsic
characteristics of its active components. While no phage product to treat human infections has yet
received market approval from the FDA or most of its global equivalents, the characteristics that
make individual phages suitable for human use are commonly accepted within the phage research
community [27–29,31] and generally supported by the FDA in public commentary on the subject [30].
AB-SA01, which is being developed to treat S. aureus infections, consists of three component phages
that each meet these criteria in that they are: obligately lytic (not temperate), kill a wide range of
clinical S. aureus strains, are incapable of specialized transduction and likely incapable of generalized
transduction, and no bacterial virulence factors or drug resistance genes were identiﬁed by whole
genome sequence analysis. Since a potential advantage of phage therapy is that it can be targeted
to a pathogen of interest and therefore cause less disruption of the patient’s commensal ﬂora than a
broad-spectrum antibiotic, it is relevant that the AB-SA01 component phages appear to be speciﬁc to
Staphylococcus spp., exhibiting no in vitro cross-genus activity.
In addition to the characteristics of individual phages, there is a rationale for the speciﬁc
combination of phages that makes up AB-SA01. Within AB-SA01, phages Sa83, Sa87, and J-Sa36
each contribute different anti-S. aureus activity to AB-SA01; there is evidence of occasional synergy to
kill otherwise non-susceptible S. aureus strains, the intrinsic frequency of resistance within populations
of sensitive bacteria is low, and complementation is possible when resistance does develop.
The clinical utility of an antibacterial agent depends in large part on its spectrum of activity
against target pathogens and non-target bacteria. The in vitro activity of AB-SA01 is high and the
percentage of susceptible isolates is nearly identical on MDR and non-MDR S. aureus strains. This is
similar to results from an external study that looked at two of the three AB-SA01 component phages
and found no signiﬁcant association between phage susceptibility and antibiotic resistance among 65
clinical S. aureus isolates [44]. The apparently lower activity of AB-SA01 on the VISA strains is difﬁcult
to interpret because this panel represents a diversity of vancomycin resistance determinants and not
a diversity of S. aureus strain backgrounds. For S. aureus strains with a known multilocus sequence
type there was no apparent association between genetic lineage and phage sensitivity, which is not
unexpected given that the housekeeping genes on which bacterial strain typing systems are based
are not expected to affect phage adsorption, replication, or lysis. It is possible for bacteria to become
resistant to phages by a variety of mechanisms such as mutations in cell surface receptors and CRISPR,
restriction-modiﬁcation, or abortive infection systems [45]. The AB-SA01 component phages were
partially chosen based on empirical evidence that the individual phages can complement resistance that
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may arise to another component. This is somewhat analogous to antibiotics that target multiple critical
points in bacterial metabolism. The frequency of spontaneous resistance to AB-SA01 was measured
as no greater than 3 × 10−9 . This value is less frequent than for rifampicin [22] and approximately
10-fold higher than for daptomycin and linezolid [46,47], though it may be an overestimate since none
of the counted colonies proved to be heritably resistant to AB-SA01. Unlike static small molecules,
phages also have the potential to evolve in situ, adapting to local bacterial populations and undergoing
antagonistic co-evolution to bypass newly developed resistance [48,49]. How this will play out
clinically remains to be seen. In vitro, mutual adaptation often leads to long-term maintenance of both
phage and bacterial populations [49], but patterns of in vitro and in vivo mutation have been shown
to differ [48]. The collective global experience treating single patients, including with AB-SA01 [50],
strongly suggests that phage administration can lead to clinical resolution of infection, sometimes with
conﬁrmed pathogen eradication [51–60].
The rare instances in which AB-SA01 formed plaques on a S. aureus strain, even though the
individually tested component phages did not, are intriguing. Between-phage synergy has not been
extensively studied. Commonly proposed mechanisms tend to focus on combinations of unrelated or
distantly related phages in which, for example, two phages use different receptors [61] or one phage
has a tailspike protein with depolymerase activity that degrades bacterial capsule and increases the
accessibility of a cell surface receptor to a second phage that does possess such enzymatic activity [62].
This type of mechanism seems unlikely for AB-SA01 given the high degree of relatedness among its
component phages. Our observations could conceivably be the result of interactions downstream of
phage adsorption, e.g. an in trans effect in which each phage in a co-infected cell expresses gene(s)
necessary for both phages to bypass an intracellular resistance mechanism that would otherwise have
prevented the second phage from completing replication and lysis. However, this is hypothetical and
would need to be investigated further.
A frequent point of discussion for phage therapy is whether a ﬁxed composition phage product
will remain active against globally circulating strains of bacteria for long enough to be useful.
It has sometimes been postulated that the rapid pace of bacterial evolution might cause the clinical
populations of a target pathogen to change rapidly enough that a phage product might no longer be
relevant by the time it obtains market approval, or that once in use, resistance may develop too quickly
for the phage product to remain useful. While resistance development is a relevant issue for any novel
antibacterial, we are not aware of evidence that this risk or rate would be higher for phage products
than for other antibacterial agents being developed with a similar focus on novel mechanisms of action
and resistance management. On the contrary, traits such as complementation among component
phages and phage evolution offer a means of combating this and the evolution of phage resistance
often carries other ﬁtness costs [63]. The data presented here show that, at least for S. aureus, it appears
possible to create a ﬁxed-composition phage product that has activity against the vast majority of
circulating clinical strains over several years, including MDR strains. When looking only at in vitro
AB-SA01 activity on the 2013, 2015, and 2016 Global Panels, it is possible to suppose that activity
has been gradually decreasing over time. However, it is equally possible, especially considering the
aggregate results shown in Table 1, that the three Global Panels represent a mean of approximately
94% with one result each above and below this percentage. Notably, 96.3% of the 27 contemporary
S. aureus isolates received between 2017 and 2018 by AmpliPhi from physicians requesting AB-SA01
to treat individual patients with refractory S. aureus infections were sensitive to AB-SA01, offering
“real-world” support for the expectation that AB-SA01 will be active against the isolates of patients not
responding to antibiotics.
Murine models of acute pneumonia showed that AB-SA01 exhibits antibacterial activity in a
vertebrate infection. Both the prototype product and AB-SA01 were as effective as vancomycin in
reducing lung bacterial burdens. The efﬁcacy of S. aureus phages was observed in both neutropenic and
immunocompetent mice. In Pseudomonas aeruginosa pneumonia models, phages were observed to be
ineffective in neutropenic mice even if the same phages had successfully controlled a similar infection
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in mice with different or no immune deﬁciencies [64]. This likely reﬂects a genuine difference between
S. aureus and P. aeruginosa pathogenesis. Skerrett et al [65] reported that myeloid differentiation factor
88, which is required for neutrophil production, is essential for host defense against P. aeruginosa but
not S. aureus pneumonia. Neutrophil elastase is important for eradication of P. aeruginosa by the host’s
innate immune system [66], whereas S. aureus produces neutrophil elastase inhibitors and appears
particularly resistant to neutrophil killing [67,68].
Most staphylococcal phages fall into three broad categories, temperate siphoviruses, obligately
lytic myoviruses, and obligately lytic podoviruses [69]. The myoviruses have historically been
grouped together and described as K-like or Twort-like [69], though recent taxonomic proposals
divide them into four genera within a proposed Twortvirinae subfamily [70,71]. Collectively the
staphylococcus myoviruses tend to have broad host ranges and are frequently discussed as actual and
proposed components of therapeutic phage preparations [72,73]. Previous studies have also shown
the potential of K-like S. aureus phages to treat bioﬁlm-associated infections. Guimin et al. [44] studied
two of the three AB-SA01 component phages and showed that they can reduce in vitro S. aureus
bioﬁlm. A four-phage mix containing the precursor of an AB-SA01 component phage also signiﬁcantly
degraded in vitro bioﬁlm [74] and was used to treat mature S. aureus bioﬁlm in a sheep sinus infection
model [75]. After 3 days of treatment, the phage-treated sheep had signiﬁcantly lower mucosal bioﬁlm
mass. Compared to the controls, the sheep were healthy, showed comparable levels of sinus mucosal
inﬂammation and had healthy looking cilia.
Randomized, controlled clinical trials are needed to show that single-patient clinical observations
and systematic preclinical data collected in a research environment will translate into broad clinical
efﬁcacy. The chemistry, manufacturing, and control aspects of AB-SA01 production (including but
not limited to production, puriﬁcation, quality control, storage, and stability) are beyond the scope
of this manuscript. However, when added to the preclinical characterization data presented here,
AB-SA01 and its associated data package enabled clinical studies under the oversight of the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration and Australia’s Therapeutic Goods Administration (TGA). In 2016,
the safety and tolerability of AB-SA01 was tested in two clinical trials: one healthy volunteer
study in the United States under an Investigational New Drug (IND) application (NCT02757755)
and one open-label investigator-initiated study in Australia among post-rhinoplasty CRS patients
(ACTRN12616000002482). AB-SA01 was safe and well tolerated in both study populations. Among
CRS patients, there were preliminary indications of efﬁcacy that will need to be conﬁrmed in
placebo-controlled studies, such as reductions in sinus bacterial load, improved endoscopic ﬁndings,
and general symptom improvement [76]. Finally, 15 patients with serious or life-threatening S. aureus
infections not responding to antibiotics have received a cumulative total of more than 400 doses
AB-SA01, including more than 300 administered intravenously under Individual Patient Expanded
Access INDs in the United States or Australia’s Special Access Scheme. No serious adverse events
attributed to AB-SA01 were reported and observations from these patients suggest that it may be
fruitful to investigate the efﬁcacy of AB-SA01 in randomized controlled trials involving indications
such as bacteremia, native and prosthetic valve endocarditis, prosthetic joint infections, and ventricular
assist device infections.
AB-SA01 is a well-characterized phage investigational product that has entered clinical
development for the treatment of S. aureus infections. While it is frequently suggested that existing
regulatory structures are not compatible with the clinical development of phage products or with the
timely emergency treatment of patients not responding to antibiotics, AB-SA01 has thus far satisﬁed
FDA and TGA requirements to conduct clinical trials and single-patient emergency treatment. As with
any antibacterial, epidemiological shifts might eventually necessitate a compositional update. At that
point, the accumulated clinical and regulatory experience that will hopefully have been established
with ﬁxed-composition products should pave the way for data-driven strategies to streamline updates
to phage products.
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Abstract: Enterococcus faecalis is an opportunistic pathogen that has emerged as a major cause of
nosocomial infections worldwide. Many clinical strains are indeed resistant to last resort antibiotics
and there is consequently a reawakening of interest in exploiting virulent phages to combat them.
However, little is still known about phage receptors and phage resistance mechanisms in enterococci.
We made use of a prophageless derivative of the well-known clinical strain E. faecalis V583 to isolate
a virulent phage belonging to the Picovirinae subfamily and to the P68 genus that we named Ideﬁx.
Interestingly, most isolates of E. faecalis tested—including V583—were resistant to this phage and we
investigated more deeply into phage resistance mechanisms. We found that E. faecalis V583 prophage
6 was particularly efﬁcient in resisting Ideﬁx infection thanks to a new abortive infection (Abi)
mechanism, which we designated Abiα. It corresponded to the Pfam domain family with unknown
function DUF4393 and conferred a typical Abi phenotype by causing a premature lysis of infected
E. faecalis. The abiα gene is widespread among prophages of enterococci and other Gram-positive
bacteria. Furthermore, we identiﬁed two genes involved in the synthesis of the side chains of the
surface rhamnopolysaccharide that are important for Ideﬁx adsorption. Interestingly, mutants in
these genes arose at a frequency of ~10−4 resistant mutants per generation, conferring a supplemental
bacterial line of defense against Ideﬁx.
Keywords: abortive infection; prophage; adsorption; Enterococcus; rhamnopolysaccharide

1. Introduction
Enterococci are ubiquitous Gram-positive facultative anaerobic bacteria that colonize the
mammalian gastrointestinal tract [1]. In particular, the two species Enterococcus faecalis and Enterococcus
faecium are part of the normal human gut microbiota and generally have no adverse effects on healthy
individuals. However, they also represent opportunistic pathogens that have emerged as a leading
source of nosocomial infections, particularly in immunocompromised patients [2]. E. faecalis and
E. faecium mostly cause urinary tract infections, peritonitis, bacteraemia, and endocarditis [2]. The
clinical importance of these bacterial species is directly related to their antibiotic resistance. The
rapid spread of clinical isolates resistant to last resort antibiotics such as vancomycin and daptomycin
has been of particular concern and associated hospital acquired infections have become a growing
problem [3].
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Virulent bacteriophages, i.e., viruses that infect and obligatorily lyse bacteria, have long held
promise to treat bacterial infections and combat multi-drug resistant (MDR) bacteria [4]. In the recent
years, the complete genome and phage cycle characteristics of a dozen virulent E. faecalis and E. faecium
phages have been reported, emphasizing the growing interest for phage therapy in the future [5–15].
However, similar to the phenomenon of antibiotic resistance, bacterial resistance to phage is also taking
place. For instance, mutations in the cell wall protein PIPEF were recently found to provide resistance
to two siphophages by limiting phage DNA entry in E. faecalis [16]. Apart from this, the modes of
defence of enterococci against phages largely remain a terra incognita.
Keeping in mind that, in most ecosystems, bacteria co evolve with a plethora of bacteriophages,
which imperatively depend on them for their reproduction, it is no surprise that bacteria invest efforts in
ﬁghting against them. They deploy for this goal different functions that have been studied for decades
(reviewed in [17,18]), and still led to new discoveries [19–23]. The E. faecalis species, however, seems to
have few acquired and innate immune systems. The only common clustered regularly interspaced
short palindromic repeat (CRISPR)-CRISPR associated (Cas) locus found in E. faecalis isolates has lost
its cas genes, and two complete type II CRISPR-Cas systems occur variably across the species [24–26].
Furthermore, no restriction-modiﬁcation (R-M) system is commonly found within the species, and
to date only a single type II R-M system has been described in three E. faecalis chromosomes [27,28].
Finally, no complete defense island system associated with restriction-modiﬁcation was detected in
E. faecalis to date [22]. The relative scarcity of R-M and CRISPR-Cas systems in MDR strains may
facilitate plasmid-encoded antibiotic resistance genes acquisition [29,30].
Although less studied, phages themselves compete for their hosts on the bacterial battleﬁeld [31].
Phage genes involved in anti-phage mechanisms are mainly found in temperate or defective prophages,
rather than in virulent phages. During the prophage state (where the temperate phage is stably
associated with its host), in addition to repressor-dependent immunity against similar phages, some
phage express genes conferring resistance to infection by more or less unrelated phages. These genes
can encode generalist functions such as R-M systems [32] or CRISPR-Cas loci [33], or speciﬁc ones. For
instance, the Escherichia coli temperate phage P2 has three genes, fun, tin, and old, preventing growth
of T5, T-even, and lambda respectively [34]. Furthermore, the O-antigen acetylase of Salmonella
typhimurium phage BTP1 is reported to prevent adsorption of other phages [35]. Other typical
prophage-encoded superinfection exclusion (Sie) systems act to block phage DNA injection into
E. coli [36], Lactococcus lactis [37], and Streptococcus thermophilus [38]. Similar systems have also been
recently discovered in Pseudomonas [39] and Mycobacterium prophages [40].
Prophages can also encode abortive infection (Abi) mechanisms that cause an interruption of
invasive phage development and a premature death of the infected bacteria. This leads to the release
of few or no progeny particles and thus prevents the expansion of the infection to the neighboring
bacteria [17,18]. Abi are very diverse; among those carried by prophages, some have been well
characterized such as the two component Rex system preventing lambda-lysogenic E. coli strain
infection by T4 phage [41] or the tyrosine kinase Stk of coliphage 933W that blocks the replication cycle
of HK97 [41,42].
Our earlier work showed that the vancomycin-resistant E. faecalis V583 clinical isolate hosts seven
prophage elements. One prophage is remnant and completely domesticated (prophage 2) while the
six others have various degrees of autonomy and different levels of interference with each other [43].
Only three of them—prophages 1, 3, and 5—are fully active and grow as plaques on a V583 derivative
cured of all six prophages. However, prophage 1 is parasitized during the induction of it lytic cycle by
the satellite prophage 7 also named a phage inducible chromosomal island. Prophages 4 and 6 ﬁnally
retain some phage-like behavior but no longer produce infective virions. They excise from the bacterial
chromosome in a process controlled by the other prophages, and once excised, prophage 4 replicates,
while prophage 6 cannot [43].
To investigate putative anti-phage roles played by V583 prophages, we performed a phage
screening using the V583 derivative strain cured of all plasmids and the six active prophages. We
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isolated a virulent phage belonging to the Picovirinae subfamily and to the P68 genus that contains
phages with small size genome (19–20 kb). This prompted us to name this phage Ideﬁx, after the French
name of the small dog from Asterix comics. The genome sequence of two phages similar to Ideﬁx have
been reported recently [13,44]. We showed that E. faecalis prophage 6, which apparently belongs to the
Siphoviridae family, is especially efﬁcient in resisting to Ideﬁx infection due to a new abortive infection
system that we call Abiα. This latter confers a typical Abi phenotype, by causing a premature lysis of
infected E. faecalis. The abiα gene is notably widespread among prophages integrated in enterococci
and other Gram-positive bacteria. Furthermore, the bacterium itself provides another line of defence
against Ideﬁx through efﬁcient mutagenesis of the phage bacterial receptor encoded within the variable
part of the epa locus responsible for the building up of the surface rhamnopolysaccharide of E. faecalis.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Sample for Bacteriophage Isolation, Bacterial Strains, Plasmids, and Growth Conditions
One raw sewage water sample from the Sèvres wastewater treatment plant (Paris area, France)
was used as a source of phage. E. faecalis indicator strain (cured of active prophages (strain
VE18590)) used for phage Ideﬁx isolation, as well as strains and plasmids used for E. faecalis
phage-resistance characterization are listed in Table S1 (with supplementary references [45–50]).
Enterococcus strains tested to determine phage Ideﬁx host range are detailed in Table S2 (with
supplementary references [51,52]). E. coli was cultivated at 37 ◦ C in LB medium with shaking. L. lactis
was grown statically at 30 ◦ C in M17 medium supplemented with glucose 0.5% (M17G). Enterococcus
strains were cultivated statically at 37 ◦ C either in BHI medium or in M17G medium. Following
antibiotics were added when necessary: erythromycin, 10 μg·mL−1 for E. faecalis and 100 μg·mL−1
for L. lactis and E. coli strains; chloramphenicol, 20 μg·mL−1 and 10 μg·mL−1 for E. coli and E. faecalis
strains, respectively; kanamycin, 50 μg·mL−1 for E. coli strains.
2.2. Phage Isolation
Phage Ideﬁx was isolated using the standard double overlay plaque assay technique as previously
described [44] with minor modiﬁcations. A standard Petri dish was ﬁlled with 20–30 mL of BHI
medium containing agar 1.5% and MgSO4 10 mM. One hundred microliters of 0.45 μm ﬁltered sewage
was mixed with 500 μL of an overnight culture of the indicator strain, then added to 5 mL of BHI
medium containing agarose 0.4% and MgSO4 10 mM, and poured onto the bottom agar. The double
agar/agarose plate was incubated 24 h at 37 ◦ C and screened for plaque appearance. Many different
plaques were obtained, and among them, a large clear plaque was picked and streaked on an agar base
before applying the second layer of BHI top agarose mixed with the overnight culture of the indicator
strain. The plate was incubated 24 h at 37 ◦ C and a large clear plaque was streaked again twice, to
ensure phage purity.
2.3. Phage Concentration and Puriﬁcation
Starting from a large clear plaque, virions were resuspended in 1 mL of SM buffer (Tris-HCl
10 mM pH 7.5, MgSO4 10 mM, NaCl 300 mM) and the suspension was centrifuged 10 min at 7500× g
and room temperature. Phage titer in the supernatant was determined by preparing serial dilutions in
SM buffer and using the double overlay method. High-titer phage stock was obtained as previously
described [53] with slight modiﬁcations. Five hundred to one thousand phages were plated using the
double overlay method, which led to a conﬂuent lysis after 12 h at 37 ◦ C. The plate was then ﬂooded
with 5 mL of SM buffer and incubated 2 h at 4 ◦ C. The overlay was carefully collected and centrifuged
20 min at 7500× g at room temperature and the phages-containing supernatant was passed through a
0.45 μm ﬁlter. Phage stocks were titrated (~1011 PFU·mL−1 ) and stored at 4 ◦ C for further experiments.
Ten milliliters of ﬁltered phage stock was incubated 12 h at 4 ◦ C under stirring in the presence of NaCl
1M and PEG 8000 10%. Precipitated phages were then centrifuged 20 min at 10,000× g and 4 ◦ C and
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slowly resuspended in 1 mL of SM buffer for 1 h at 4 ◦ C prior to be puriﬁed by centrifugation in a CsCl
buoyant gradient. The puriﬁed phage-containing fraction was then recovered (density 1.4), titrated
and stored at 4 ◦ C for further experiments.
2.4. Phage Examination in Transmission Electron Microscopy
Ten microliters of puriﬁed phage Ideﬁx fraction were directly spotted onto a Formwar carbon
coated copper grid. Phages were allowed to adsorb to the carbon layer for 5 min and excess of liquid
was removed. Ten microliters of a staining uranyl acetate solution (1%) was then spotted to the grid
for 10 s and excess of liquid was removed again. The grid was imaged at 80 kV in a Hitachi HT7700
transmission electron microscope.
2.5. Phage Genomic Nucleic Acid Extraction, Whole Genome Sequencing, and Bioinformatic Analysis
Total DNA was extracted as described in [54,55]. Prior to DNA extraction, 10 mL of the phage
stock (1011 PFU·mL−1 ) was treated with 40 μL of nuclease mix (50% glycerol, 0.25 mg·mL−1 RNAse
A, 0.25 mg·mL−1 Dnase I, 150 mM NaCl), for 15 min at 37 ◦ C. Particles were then precipitated by
adding PEG 8000 (10%, w/v) and NaCl to 1 M, and let sit overnight at 4 ◦ C once PEG was solubilized.
Phages were centrifuged 10 min at 10,000× g and room temperature, and resuspended into 500 μL of
SM buffer. Insoluble particles were removed by centrifugation (20 s at 12,000× g), and the clariﬁed
supernatant was used for DNA extraction. The PROMEGA Wizard DNA Clean up kit (ref A7280)
was then used, following essentially the manufacturer instructions. Prior to DNA elution from the
column, a washing step with 5.4 M guanidium thiocyanate (resin solution) was applied. DNA was
sent to a 454-sequencing platform, and reads were assembled with Newbler [56]. The phage genome
was annotated using RAST [57], followed by manual inspection. The genome sequence is available
under the accession number LT630001.1. All genomic ﬁgures, including Ideﬁx genome comparison,
were generated using Easyﬁg [58].
2.6. Determination of Phage Burst Size
The one-step growth kinetic curve of phage Ideﬁx was measured using a standard method [59]
with minor modiﬁcations. One milliliter of a log-phase culture of indicator strain was centrifuged
5 min at 10,000× g and room temperature, and resuspended in 100 μL of prewarmed BHI medium
with MgSO4 (10 mM). Phage from the high-titer phage stock was added at a MOI of 0.001 and allowed
to adsorb for 5 min at 37 ◦ C. The phage/bacteria mix was centrifuged 2 min at 10,000× g and room
temperature. The supernatant was titrated to count unadsorbed phage particles, whereas the bacterial
pellet was washed in 100 μL of prewarmed BHI medium with MgSO4 (10 mM) and recentrifuged.
The pellet was suspended and diluted in 10 mL of prewarmed BHI medium with MgSO4 (10 mM)
and cultured at 37 ◦ C. Samples were taken at regular intervals and plated at the correct dilution for
phage titration. A second set of samples from a synchronized 100-fold diluted culture was taken
at same intervals and titrated. The values indicate the means and standard deviations of three
independent experiments.
2.7. Determination of Phage Host Range
Ten microliters of serially diluted high-titer phage stock were spotted (10 μL) on top of agarose
overlays containing overnight culture of enterococci, as described above (Table S2). Plates were
incubated at 37 ◦ C and examined for plaque appearance 6, 12, and 24 h after spotting.
2.8. Determination of Phage Efﬁciency of Plaquing
Efﬁciency of plaquing (EOP) was determined for E. faecalis derivative strains (Table S1). One
hundred phages were plated using the double overlay plaque assay technique. EOP were calculated
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as ((phage titer on tested strain) × (phage titer on the indicator strain)−1 ) × 100. These experiments
were independently performed three times and average values are reported with standard deviations.
2.9. Phage Adsorption Assay
Adsorption of phage to E. faecalis derivative strains were determined as reported previously [60]
with minor modiﬁcations. One milliliter of log-phase cultures was harvested and resuspended in
100 μL of BHI medium with MgSO4 (10 mM), and then phage from the high-titer phage stock was
added at a MOI of 0.001. Following incubation for 10 min at 37 ◦ C, the phage/bacteria mixtures were
centrifuged 2 min at 10,000× g and room temperature. Supernatants were plated at the correct dilution
and titrated for phage. Percentages of adsorption were calculated as ((control titer - residual titer) ×
(control titer)−1 ) × 100. These experiments were independently conducted three times and average
values are given with standard deviations.
2.10. Determination of Phage Efﬁciency of Center of Infection
Efﬁciency of center of infection (ECOI) was determined for E. faecalis derivative strains as detailed
by [61] with minor modiﬁcations. One milliliter of log-phase cultures was harvested and resuspended
as previously, and then phage from the high-titer phage stock was added at a MOI of 0.001. Following
incubation for 5 min at 37 ◦ C, the phage/bacteria mixtures were centrifuged 1 min at 10,000× g and
4 ◦ C, washed twice, diluted, and assayed for infective centers. An E. faecalis strain which does not
adsorb Ideﬁx was used as control to monitor the effectiveness of phage removal during washing.
Percentages of ECOI were calculated as ((number of centers on indicator strain) × (number of centers
on tested strain)−1 ) × 100. These experiments were independently performed three times and average
values are reported with standard deviations.
2.11. Bacterial Survival Assay
E. faecalis derivative strains survival was assayed as essentially described in [62] with slight
modiﬁcations. Brieﬂy, one milliliter of log-phase bacterial cultures was harvested and resuspended
as previously described, and then phage from the high-titer phage stock was added at both MOI of
1 and 10. Following incubation for 20 min at 37 ◦ C, bacterial suspensions were plated at the correct
dilution on agar plates and surviving bacteria were enumerated as CFU. Percentages of bacterial death
were calculated as ((CFU·mL−1 in cultures without phage − CFU·mL−1 in cultures with phage) ×
(CFU·mL−1 in cultures without phage)−1 ) × 100. These experiments were independently conducted
three times and average values are shown with standard deviations.
2.12. Lysis Curve Experiments
One milliliter of log-phase bacterial cultures was harvested and resuspended as previously
described, and then phage from the high-titer phage stock was added at an MOI of 10. Following
incubation for 10 min at 37 ◦ C, the phage/bacteria mixtures were centrifuged 2 min at 10,000× g and
room temperature. Pellets were resuspended in 200 μL of BHI medium with MgSO4 (10 mM) and the
suspensions were transferred in wells of a 96-wells plate. Empty wells are ﬁlled with BHI medium or
uninfected bacterial suspensions to have negative and positive growth control respectively. Bacterial
growths were then monitored during 30–50 min at 37 ◦ C using a Tecan plate reader (OD 600 nm,
measurements at 2 min intervals after shakings). During the experiment, each sample was prepared
and monitored in triplicates. Kinetics shown are representative of three independent experiments.
2.13. Luria–Delbrück Fluctuation Tests
An exponentially growing E. faecalis strain cured of prophage 6 (strain VE18306) culture
supplemented with 10 mM MgSO4 was distributed in a 96-wells plate (180 μL, corresponding to
~2 × 104 CFU, in 93 wells), and infected with phage Ideﬁx (20 μL, corresponding to ~2 × 109 PFU,
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which are dispensed before bacteria, in 90 of the 96 wells). Remaining wells contained either BHI
medium or uninfected VE18306 cultures. Following static incubation of the plates for 12 h at 37 ◦ C,
bacterial growth was evaluated using a Tecan plate reader, after a 1 min shaking step (OD 600 nm).
If mutations occur at random in the bacterial population, the number of mutational events per well
follows a Poisson distribution [63], and the proportion of wells in which no mutant resisting to Ideﬁx
was present at the time of infection P0 , is related to h, the expectation of this law, by the formula P0 =
e−h . Knowing the average number of bacteria per well at infection, N, mutation frequency f = h/N, so
f = −lnP0 /N. These experiments were independently performed three times giving a similar value of f.
2.14. General Molecular Biology Methods
All PCR reactions to clone or sequence IDF_13, IDF_15, ef2833, ef2847, ef2850, ef2169, and ef2170
genes were performed in a Mastercycler Eppendorf with Phusion high-ﬁdelity DNA polymerase (NEB)
and according to manufacturer’s instructions. PCR products and DNA restriction fragments were
puriﬁed with QIAquick kits (QIAGEN, Hilden, Germany) when necessary. Electro-transformation
of E. coli, L. lactis, and E. faecalis were carried out as previously described [64,65] using a Gene Pulser
apparatus (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc., Hercules, CA, USA). Transformations of chemically competent
E. coli ER2566 were carried out by a heat shock procedure.
2.15. Cloning of IDF_13 and IDF_15, Expression and Preparation of Extracts of E. coli, and Spot Assay of the
Extracts on the Indicator Strain
PCR ampliﬁcation of IDF_13 and IDF_15 were performed using primer pairs OFL264/OFL265
and OFL266/267 respectively, with Ideﬁx genomic DNA as template. PCR products were puriﬁed
and digested by NdeI and BamHI restriction enzymes. Digested products were puriﬁed and cloned
between the NdeI and BamHI sites of a linearized pJ411 derivative (Table S1). JM105 transformants
were selected on LB plates supplemented with kanamycin. The resulting plasmids, pAB1and pAB2,
contained the corresponding ORF fused in 5’ to a sequence coding for a His6-tag, placed under the
control of a T7 promoter. His6-tagged IDF_13 and IDF_15 were produced in E. coli ER2566 transformed
with pAB1 and pAB2 respectively. Cells were grown in 50 mL of LB supplemented with kanamycin at
37 ◦ C. At OD600 = 0.6, production of the phage proteins was induced by addition of IPTG (0.5 mM
ﬁnal concentration) to the culture for 2.5 h. Cells were then harvested by centrifugation at 5200×
g for 7 min at 4 ◦ C and resuspended in 1 mL of lysis buffer (Tris-HCl 50 mM pH 8, NaCl 150 mM).
Cells suspensions were stored at −20 ◦ C until preparation of crude extracts. After thawing, bacteria
were lyzed by sonication on ice. The lysates were centrifuged at 4 ◦ C for 20 min at 20,000× g and the
supernatants were stored at −20 ◦ C. Production and solubility of IDF_13 and IDF_15 were veriﬁed by
SDS-PAGE. Lysis activity of IDF_13 and IDF_15 was assessed by spotting 5 μL of the supernatants
alone or a mix of both fractions on an indicator strain bacterial lawn as previously described.
2.16. Construction of E. faecalis VE18306 ef2833-, ef2847- and ef2850-Complemented Strains and E. faecalis
VE18590 ef2833- Complemented Strain
Complementations of the prophage 6 genes ef2833, ef2847, and ef2850 were done using the
pJIM2246 vector (Table S1). The three genes were ampliﬁed including their constitutive promoters
and ribosome binding sites from DNA of E. faecalis strain containing all prophages (strain VE14089)
with primer pairs JL12/JL13, JL10/JL11, and JL8/JL9 respectively (Table S1). The three puriﬁed
products were separately cloned into pJIM2246 yielding plasmids pJL1, pJL2, and pJL3 after respective
transformation into E. coli JM105 and chloramphenicol selection. pJL1, pJL2, and pJL3 were then
separately electroporated into E. faecalis cured of prophage 6 (strain VE18306). The ef2833-, ef2847-,
and ef2850-complemented strains were respectively selected on chloramphenicol. The nucleotide
sequences of cloned PCR products were systematically conﬁrmed by sequencing using primer pairs
OEF879/1233 (Table S1). pJL3 and pJIM2246 were also separately electroporated into the indicator
strain and selected as previously described.
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2.17. PCR Ampliﬁcation in epaX Region
epaX region was ampliﬁed from total DNA of nine Ideﬁx spontaneous resisting mutants using
primer pairs OEF394/OEF397 and OEF527/OEF397 (Table S1). PCR analysis was extended for the
three mutants for which no IS insertion was discovered with larger ampliﬁcations downstream and
upstream epaX region using primer pairs OEF857/OEF527 and OEF885/OEF858; and OEF528/OEF856
and OEF859/OEF823 (Table S1) respectively.
2.18. Construction of E. faecalis VE18306ΔepaX Strain
A deletion of epaX in the VE18306 background was constructed by double homologous
recombination using pVE14283 plasmid (Table S1). pVE14283 was electroporated into strain VE18306,
and the epaX deletion (strain VE18393, Table S1) was selected as described in [49,66].
2.19. Construction of E. faecalis VE18393 epaX—Complemented Strain
A complementation of epaX was constructed using pVE14297 plasmid (Table S1). This latter,
containing epaX under the control of the constitutive promoter PaphA3 , was electroporated into the
VE18306 ΔepaX strain (strain VE18393) and the complementation (strain VE18945, Table S1) was
selected as described in [49]. A control strain, harboring pVE14176 vector devoid of epaX, was also
obtained (strain VE18944, Table S1).
3. Results
3.1. Characterization of the Enterococcus Phage Ideﬁx
3.1.1. Isolation, Morphological Characterization, and Phage–Host Relationship
One municipal sewage water sample from Sèvres (Paris area, Ile de France region) was screened
by direct plating without enrichment for phages forming plaques on the indicator strain. This latter,
VE18590 (here below pp− , complete names of all strains used are listed in Table S1), corresponds to
an E. faecalis V583 derivative deleted from its endogenous plasmids and six active prophages [43]. A
phage making particularly large and clear plaques was isolated with the double-layer technique. After
puriﬁcation and ampliﬁcation, transmission electron microscopy revealed a virion with an icosahedral
head ~40 nm in diameter and a very short non-contractile tail (Figure 1A). This phage, Ideﬁx, therefore
belongs to the Caudovirales order and the Podoviridae family. A one-step growth kinetic indicated that
Ideﬁx has a latent period of 15 min and a burst size ~50 PFUs per infected pp− bacterium (Figure 1B).

Figure 1. Characterization of the virulent phage Ideﬁx. (A) Electron micrograph of Ideﬁx particles
negatively stained with 2% uranyl acetate (some Ideﬁx tails are shown by arrows). (B) One step growth
kinetic of phage Ideﬁx determined in its host strain E. faecalis pp− . The values indicate the means and
standard deviations of three independent experiments.
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3.1.2. Genomic Characterization
The genome of phage Ideﬁx is a double stranded linear DNA, consisting of 18,168 bp with
inverted terminal repeats 61 bp long and an average GC content of 33.2%. It is highly homologous to
Enterococcus phages vB_EfaP_IME195 (95% coverage and 92% nt identity) and vB_Efae230P-4 (75%
coverage and 85% identity) (Figure 2). These genomes belong to virulent podophages, which were
isolated from sewage samples in China and Poland, respectively [13,44]. A close relative phage,
vB_EfaP_IME199, infecting an E. faecium strain has also been described [14]. Genbank accession
numbers of these genomes are listed in Table S3.

Figure 2. Annotation and comparison of the phage Ideﬁx genome. Enterococcus phage genomes
from vB_Efae230P-4, vB_EfaP_IME195, and Ideﬁx compared to Streptococcus phage C1, Staphylococcus
phages 44AHJD, P68, SAP-2, 66, Actinomyces phage Av-1, Streptococcus phage CP-1 and Bacillus phage
phi29 all belonging to the Picovirinae subfamily. Gene functions are color-coded and detailed (yellow:
transcriptional regulation, orange: DNA metabolism, green: DNA packaging and head, light blue:
head to tail, dark blue: tail, pink: HNH endonuclease, fuchsia: lysis, grey: hypothetical proteins).

The Ideﬁx genome encodes 25 ORFs, 12 of which were assigned a function (Figure 2 and Table
S4). The replication module contains a single strand DNA binding protein (SSB, IDF_02) and a DNA
polymerase belonging to the B type superfamily (Pol, IDF_07). This polymerase presents all the
conserved motifs typical of phage phi29 polymerase, including the speciﬁc regions of the “protein
priming” subfamily [67–71] (Figure S1).We next searched for the gene coding the terminal protein used
to initiate the replication at both ends of Picovirinae linear genomes. Such genes are generally located
near the polymerase gene but very poorly conserved. Terminal proteins share features like a small
size and a high isoelectric point [72,73]. Based on these criteria, IDF_05 appears the best candidate
(Table S4) but additional investigations are needed to conﬁrm this hypothesis. A gene encoding an
encapsidation protein (IDF_06) separates this putative terminal gene and the polymerase gene. The
lysis module is composed of a holin (Hol, IDF_16) and two different putative endolysins (Lys): IDF_15
and IDF_13. IDF_15 displays homology with N-acetylmuramoyl-L-alanine amidases (Figure S2A,B). To
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test whether this gene expresses an active endolysin, IDF_15 was cloned in an expression vector based
on a T7 promoter (plasmid pAB2) and expressed in E. coli ER2566 (Figure S4A). Spotting of a soluble
cell extract (containing IDF_15, Figure S4A) on a pp- bacterial lawn revealed a lysis zone (Figure
S4B). This result tends to show that IDF_15 has an endolysin activity. IDF_13 displays homology with
PlyCA [74–76], a subunit of the PlyC endolysin synthetized by the Streptococcus podophage C1 (Figure
S3A). Indeed IDF_13, like plyCA, encodes a protein with two catalytic domains. A putative glycosidase
domain (homologous to the one of PlyCA) and a putative “CHAP” domain (more divergent compared
with the one found in PlyCA) are respectively located in the N and the C terminus of the protein
(Figure S3B,C). In contrast to IDF_15, a soluble cell extract of an E. coli strain expressing the IDF_13 (via
plasmid pAB1) did not lead to a bacterial lysis (Figure S4A,B). Moreover, a mix of extracts containing
IDF_13 and IDF_15 did not produce increased lysis (Figure S4B). C1 is the only reported phage whose
endolysin PlyC is synthesized from two genes: plyCA and plyCB. To form the complete enzyme, the
catalytic subunit PlyCA and eight subunits PlyCB harboring the cell wall binding domain (CBD)
are associated [75,77]. However, we were not able to ﬁnd an Ideﬁx ORF displaying any signiﬁcant
similarity with PlyCB. We concluded that IDF_15 seems to encode a canonical monomeric endolysin,
and that more experiments are required to determine whether IDF_13 is just remnant of a former
endolysin module, or retains activity combined with another Ideﬁx protein to form a multimeric
endolysin. Finally, the structural module includes genes encoding a tail protein (IDF_17), connector
proteins (IDF_20 and IDF_21) and a major head protein (MHP, IDF_22) (Table S4).
Comparative genomic analyses clearly show that Ideﬁx and the other homologous Enterococcus
phages belong to the Picovirinae subfamily [78] composed of small virulent podophages infecting
Gram-positive bacteria and encoding a phi29-like DNA polymerase. The Picovirinae subfamily is
subdivided into P68, phi29, Cp-1 genera and one unassigned genus (Figure 2). The overall synteny
and the MHP similarities [14] both lead to assign Ideﬁx and all other Enterococcus Picovirinae to the P68
genus, including one Streptococcus and some Staphylococcus phages (Figure 2). Within this genus, a
hallmark of all Enterococcus phages is the presence of two genes coding putative endolysins (IDF_13
and IDF_15 in Ideﬁx).
3.1.3. Phage Host Range
Plaque assays of Ideﬁx were performed on ﬁfty-nine Enterococcus strains, belonging to the E.
faecalis (47) and to the E. faecium (12) species. E. faecalis strains had sewage, clinical, commensal, or
food origins and represented a range of different clonal complexes and capsule types, whereas faecium
strains essentially belonged to different sequence types from the most prevalent clinical clonal complex
(Table S2). Ideﬁx did not propagate on any of them, including the wild type strain V583 (wt), from
which our indicator sensitive strain pp− is derived (Figure 3A,B).
3.2. Characterization of E. faecalis V583 Resistance to Ideﬁx
3.2.1. Novel Abi System Encoded by V583 Prophage 6
To investigate the mechanism by which E. faecalis V583 resists Ideﬁx infection, we made use
of our collection of V583 derivatives deleted for either plasmids or prophages [43]. The plasmids
hosted by V583 were not responsible for the resistance to Ideﬁx, as the use of the plasmidless V583
derivative strain VE14089 (pp+ , Table S1), did not permit Ideﬁx growth (Figure 3C). Plaque assays
were next performed on V583 plasmidless derivatives where only one of the prophages remains.
Ideﬁx grew on all derivatives (Figure 3D–H) but one, VE18581 (pp6+ ) in which prophage 6 is present
(Figure 3I). We concluded that prophage 6 is necessary to confer resistance to Ideﬁx. Plaque assays
on the V583 derivative VE18306 (pp6− ) in which only prophage 6 is deleted, led to clear plaque
appearance (Figure 3J) with efﬁciency of plaquing (EOP) similar to pp− (Table 1). We concluded that
prophage 6, which structural genes are notably related to the siphophage HK97, is sufﬁcient for Ideﬁx
resistance. Interestingly, we noticed that plaque size was reduced (~three times smaller) whenever
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prophage 3 was present (Figure 3G,H,J) (Table 1), suggesting that prophage 3 slightly interferes during
Ideﬁx infection.

Figure 3. V583 endogenous prophages (pps) interference with Ideﬁx infection, plaque assays performed
on strains: A. wt (VE14002), V583 clinical isolate. B. pp- (VE18590), a V583 derivative deleted for all its
plasmids and prophages. C. pp+ (VE14089), a V583 derivative only deleted from all its plasmids. D.
pp4+ (VE18582), a VE14089 derivative deleted for all its pps but pp4. E. pp7+ (VE18589), a VE14089
derivative deleted for all its pps but pp7. F. pp1+ (VE18562), a VE14089 derivative deleted for all its pps
but pp1. G. pp3+ pp5+ (VE18583), a VE14089 derivative deleted for all its pps but pp3 and pp5. H. pp3+
(VE18584), a VE14089 derivative deleted for all its pps but pp3. I. pp6+ (VE18581), a VE14089 derivative
deleted for all its pps but pp6. J. pp6− (VE18306), a VE14089 derivative only deleted from pp6.
Table 1. Efﬁciency of plaquing (EOP) of phage Ideﬁx on E. faecalis V583 derivatives deleted from
different prophages.
Strain (Genotype)

Average EOP of Ideﬁx (sd)

Plaque (Diameter)

VE18590 (pp− )
VE18562 (pp1+ )
VE18582 (pp4+ )
VE18589 (pp7+ )
VE18583 (pp3+, pp5+ )
VE18584 (pp3+ )
VE18581 (pp6+ )
VE18306 (pp6− )

1
1.1 (0.17)
0.92 (0.14)
1.03 (0.16)
0.97 (0.16)
0.92 (0.17)
0*
1 (0.13)

Big clear plaque (3–4 mm)
Big clear plaque (3–4 mm)
Big clear plaque (3–4 mm)
Big clear plaque (3–4 mm)
Reduction in size (1 mm)
Reduction in size (1 mm)
No plaque visible
Reduction in size (1 mm)

* Below the detectable limit of the assay, at least < 1.2 × 10−8.

To characterize the resistance conferred by prophage 6, adsorption assays were ﬁrst performed on
a panel of strains differing for the presence or absence of this prophage. Ideﬁx adsorption was always
efﬁcient, regardless of the presence of prophage 6 (Table 2), showing therefore that prophage 6 does
not prevent Ideﬁx adsorption. We next assayed efﬁciency of center of infection (ECOI) by Ideﬁx on the
same panel of strains, which can detect infective events, regardless of phage burst size. It was reduced
to 39% upon infection of strain pp6+ . This reduction was even more drastic when the strain pp+ ,
carrying all prophages, was tested, with only 15% of the infections leading to phage production. This
suggests again that some other prophage gene(s) impede Ideﬁx growth. However, infection of strain
pp6− permitted to recover plaques for nearly 70% of all infecting particles, suggesting that prophage
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6 contribution to interference is major (Table 2). We ﬁnally tested whether prophage 6 affected cell
survival upon Ideﬁx infection. Cell survival following exposure to Ideﬁx was similar irrespective of the
presence of prophage 6: even in the Ideﬁx resistant strains, percentage of cell death was around 50–70%
at MOI of 1, and around 100% at MOI of 10, like in Ideﬁx sensitive strains (Table 2). We concluded
that prophage 6 encodes a typical Abi mechanism affecting the production of virions while leading
simultaneously to host cell death upon Ideﬁx infection.
Table 2. Parameters of phage Ideﬁx proliferation on E. faecalis strains differing by the presence or
absence of prophage 6 or prophage 6-encoded ef2833.
Strain
(Genotype)
Indicator strain
VE18590 (pp− )
VE18306 (pp6− )
VE18581 (pp6+ )
VE14089 (pp+ )
VEJL3 (pp6− , ef2833+ )
VEJL5 (pp− , ef2833+ )

% EOP (Plaques
Diameter)

% Adsorption (sd)

% ECOI (sd)

% Bacterial Death at
MOI 1 (sd) and MOI
10 (sd)

100 (3–4 mm)

96.5 (1.63)

100

69.0 (0.39) and 99.2 (0.78)

100 (1 mm)
0 None plaques visible
0 None plaques visible
0 None plaques visible
0 None plaques visible

97.1 (1.35)
97.5 (0.92)
98.1 (2.36)
98.4 (0.68)
98.5 (1.33)

69.3 (3.10)
39.5 (3.94)
15.9 (4.01)
9.46 (2.68)
13.8 (0.58)

52.8 (3.00) and 98.2 (0.98)
66.8 (2.78) and 98.2 (1.32)
60.2 (3.46) and 98.9 (0.19)
67.7 (1.65) and 98.6 (0.46)
63.2 (1.98) and 96.6 (1.36)

To search for prophage 6 candidate genes involved in this Abi mechanism, we analyzed
transcriptomic data of strain pp+ [48]. Eight of the prophage 6 encoded genes are expressed
constitutively during normal growth conditions, in contrast to the generally low expression level of the
remaining 50 genes carried by the prophage (Figure 4A). Two of these genes, ef2855 and ef2852, encode
the integrase and repressor proteins, which are implicated in the lysogenic control of the prophage.
Between these two genes, and probably forming an operon with them, genes ef2854 and ef2853 encode a
putative membrane protein and a putative metallo-peptidase, respectively. A similar gene pair, placed
between an integrase and a repressor, is found in several Sie prophage-encoded phage resistance
systems within the Lactococcus genus [37,79]. These systems block the phage DNA injection step, due
to the membrane protein. The nearby metallo-peptidase is dispensable, but sometimes enhances the
resistance efﬁciency [37,79]. Given that Sie systems do not affect bacterial survival, we did not consider
the gene pair ef2853 and ef2854 as responsible for the observed resistance to Ideﬁx infection. Among
the four last candidate genes, ef2801 is disrupted by a transposable element invalidating a putative
glycosyltransferase, so that our investigation was restricted to the three remaining genes ef2833, ef2847,
and ef2850.
All of them are preceded by a promoter region including an experimentally mapped
transcription-starting site [80] and encode proteins with unknown function. We thus cloned these
three genes individually with their own promoters on pJIM2246 vector (Table S1), and performed
Ideﬁx infections in pp6− transformed by each of the plasmids. Plaque assays revealed that Ideﬁx was
able to infect all strains (Figure 4B(a,b) but the one hosting plasmid pJL3, in which ef2833 is expressed
(Figure 4B(c)). We additionally tested plasmid pJL3 in the pp− background and found that this strain
was also resistant to Ideﬁx (Figure 4B(d)) whereas the phage grew on the isogenic strain hosting the
empty vector (Figure 4B(e)) as well as on pp− (Figure 4B(f)).
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Figure 4. Identiﬁcation of the V583 endogenous prophage 6 (pp6) gene responsible for Ideﬁx
resistance. (A) Genomic organization of pp6 and relative transcription level of each gene. The genomic
organization of pp6 is modiﬁed from [43]. Gene functions are color-coded and detailed wherever
possible (red: integrase, yellow: transcriptional regulation, orange: DNA metabolism, green: DNA
packaging and head, light blue: head to tail, dark blue: tail, fuchsia: lysis, grey: hypothetical proteins,
white: transposable element). Relative transcriptional level of each gene is indicated in black and
designed from a previously published transcriptomic study [48]. Eight pp6 genes are constitutively
expressed during V583 normal growth conditions. Among those not involved in pp6 lysogenic decision:
a membrane protein and putative metallo-peptidase genes are indicated with triangles, a putative
glycosyltransferase gene disrupted by a transposable element is indicated with a cross and the three
other genes tested as abi candidates are indicated with red stars. (B) Interference with Ideﬁx infection
following the expression of the three pp6 abi candidates, plaque assays performed on strain pp6− (A to
C) or pp− (D to F) transformed by: a. pJL1. b. pJL2. c. pJL3. d. pJL3. e. the pJIM2246 empty vector. f.
no vector.

We then checked the other proliferation parameters of Ideﬁx on the two strains hosting the pJL3
plasmid. The phage adsorbed as efﬁciently on these strains, its ECOI was reduced to ~10% and the
percentage of cell death were around 60–70% at MOI 1 and around 100% at MOI 10 in both cases
(Table 2). These results conﬁrmed that ef2833 is responsible for the abortive mechanism. As letters from
abiA to abiZ have been used once to designate over 20 L. lactis Abi systems [18,81], we renamed ef2833
as “abiα”. The corresponding encoded protein contains 272 residues, and does not exhibit similarity
with any domain or protein of known function. Abiα nevertheless constitutes a PFAM domain referred
to as DUF4393 (158 sequences, 140 species, both Gram+ and Gram− ), suggesting already its broad
distribution (see below). Abiα also shares similarity with Pfam entry PF10987 and PDB entry 3H35
without providing any substantial information about Abiα function.
To characterize the Abiα mode of action, lysis curves were conducted and indicated that strain
pp− containing plasmid pJL3 lyses ~10 min earlier than its isogenic strain devoid of abiα after infection
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by Ideﬁx (MOI 10) (Figure 5A). The same results were obtained when comparing lysis curves of the
prophage positive and prophageless strains pp6+ and pp− , respectively (Figure 5B). We concluded
that Abiα provokes a lysis asynchrony.

Figure 5. Lysis curves after Ideﬁx infection at MOI 10. (A) Comparison between pp− pJIM2246abiα+
(VEJL5) and pp− pJIM2246 (VEJL4) in triangles and diamonds, respectively. (B) Comparison between
pp6+ and pp− in circles and squares, respectively. The results shown are representative of three
biological replicates (see Figure S5).

To evaluate the prevalence of abiα and its genetic context, the protein sequence was searched in
the JGI database with the IMG interface ([82]; BLASTP, E-value < 3.10−8 , Identity ≥ 25%). Homologs
of Abiα were found mostly on prophages, with some of them shown in Figure S6: the closer relatives
(61–59% sequence identity) came from various enterococci, such as E. faecium and Enterococcus villorum
isolates, and subsequent analyses with the NCBI nt database also revealed a homolog in an Enterococcus
hirae prophage (not shown in Figure S6). Other Abiα were found in about 50 Lactobacillus strains
(27–42% sequence identity). Roughly, half of these genes are encoded on prophages (as in L. johnsonii,
L. salivarius or L. plantarum isolates) whereas the other half are located on the chromosomes (as in
L. lindneri and L. helveticus isolates). Interestingly, in L. helveticus, and in two Oenococcus species
(O. kitaharae and O. oeni), the abiα gene is close to other putative Abi systems, and may belong to a
phage resistance island. Sporadic occurrences (31–37% sequence identity) were also found in three
Streptococcus species (S. suis, S. bovis, and S. parasanguinis), and one Carnobacterium isolate. A prophage
context was detectable in this latter and in S. parasanguinis. Additional prophage-encoded genes with
25–27% sequence identity with abiα were located in one Lactococcus lactis ssp. lactis (not shown in
Figure S6), Bacillus velezensis, Staphylococcus epidermidis, Staphylococcus scuiri and Staphylococcus aureus.
We conclude that Abiα is widely distributed, and hypothesize it has a phage origin.
3.2.2. Mutagenesis in V583 epa Variable Region as Potential Additional Line of Defense
During this work, we regularly observed phage-resistant colonies growing within lysis zones of
the pp6− strain. Fluctuation tests of Luria-Delbrück allowed estimating that the frequency of mutations
resulting in resistance of the strain was 1.56 (± 0.54) × 10−4 per cellular division. We conclude that
spontaneous resistance to Ideﬁx arises at high frequency in E. faecalis strain devoid of abiα.
To gain further insights into the bacterial mechanisms of resistance to Ideﬁx, we tested nine
spontaneous Ideﬁx resistant mutants randomly isolated from ﬂuctuation tests. Ideﬁx adsorption
was reduced for all mutants: three of them had a 2-to-4-fold reduced adsorption efﬁciency and the
remaining six, rather a 10-fold defect (Table S5). We conclude that bacterial resistance to Ideﬁx is due
to an adsorption defect.
More than 10 years ago, a study of the podophage C1 distantly related to Ideﬁx (see Figure 2)
had proposed that the N-acetylgalactosamine (GalNac) composing the side chains of the group C
streptococci surface rhamnopolysaccharide should be a crucial element of the bacterial receptor [83].
Enterococci, like group C streptococci, harbor a surface rhamnopolysaccharide or Epa (Enterococcal
polysaccharide antigen), which is synthesized by more than thirty proteins encoded within a single
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cluster of genes. The upstream part of this gene cluster is shared among E. faecalis strains, while the
immediately downstream region is variable between strains [84]. Within this epa variable region, epaX
encodes a glycosyltransferase involved in the incorporation of galactose and/or GalNac proposed to
form the side chains of the rhamnopolysaccharide in E. faecalis [49]. We therefore started by examining
the epaX region in the nine mutants. PCR ampliﬁcation of epaX led to a DNA product of increased
size in six out of nine mutants (~4000 instead of ~2500 bp). Sequencing revealed that epaX gene was
disrupted by an IS256 insertion sequence, positioned in either direction, and at six different locations,
all of them in the very distal 3’ region of epaX (Figure 6 and Table S5).


Figure 6. Genomic organization of V583 variable epa locus and focus on spontaneous mutations found
in epaX region for nine Ideﬁx pp6− resisting mutants.

We next reconstructed a deletion of epaX in the pp6− background. Again, Ideﬁx was almost
unable to adsorb to the resulting strain (VE18393, Table S1) with only 5% (± 8) of adsorption, nor to lyse
it (Figure 7A). Complementation of this epaX mutant with plasmid pVE14176 expressing constitutively
epaX under a strong promoter (strain VE18945, Table S1) restored Ideﬁx adsorption, which reached 96%
(± 2), as well as the capacity of plaquing (Figure 7B). Results on the isogenic strain (VE18944, Table S1)
hosting the empty vector were 5% (± 6) of phage adsorption and no plaque formation (Figure 7C). We
concluded that epaX is required for Ideﬁx adsorption.

Figure 7. epaX gene expression is required for Ideﬁx infection of pp6− . Plaque assays
performed on strains: (A) pp6− epaX− (VE18393), a VE18306 derivative deleted from epaX.
(B) pp6− epaX− pVE14176epaX+ (VE18945), a VE18393 derivative complemented with epaX. (C)
pp6− epaX− pVE14176 (VE18944), a VE18393 derivative carrying the empty vector. (D) pp6− (VE18306),
a V583 derivative deleted from its plasmids and pp6.

To characterize the three remaining Ideﬁx-resistant mutants, in which no IS was detected in the
epaX region by PCR, we sequenced the genome of one of them, and mapped the reads against the pp6−
reference genome. We identiﬁed a 33 nt-long deletion, ﬂanked by 11 nt-long direct repeats, within
ORF ef2169 encoding a predicted O antigen polymerase, and located immediately downstream of epaX.
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PCR ampliﬁcation and sequencing of ef2169 gene in the two last mutants allowed to detect the same
33 nt deletion in both of them (Figure 6 and Table S5). The observed deletion results in an in-frame
11 amino acids deletion in the C-terminal region of the putative O antigen polymerase. Additional
single nucleotide polymorphisms (introducing amino acid substitution and a premature stop codon,
respectively) were also observed in these two last ef2169 mutants (Table S5). Complementation of the
ef2169 mutation could not be checked, due to our failure to clone the ef2169 gene on a plasmid, despite
repeated attempts in E coli, L. lactis, and E. faecalis.
4. Discussion
Enterococci are particularly successful at rapidly acquiring resistance to virtually any antibiotic
used in therapy, with vancomycin-resistant enterococci (VRE) being a major clinical problem. If phage
therapy is consequently nowadays (re)considered as an alternative to combat VRE infections, we
are still nowhere near using enterococci phages as therapeutic agents in routine. Before that, we
need to better characterize (i) enterococci phage receptors that deﬁne phage strain speciﬁcity, and (ii)
enterococci resistance mechanisms that constitute the major constraint of phage therapy [7,16].
The present study with the new virulent podophage, Ideﬁx, fulﬁlls these goals. The phage was
isolated by using the reference vancomycin-resistant E. faecalis V583 clinical isolate, deleted from
its endogenous plasmids and prophages, as a recipient for phage infections. Ideﬁx belongs to the
Picovirinae subfamily and P68 genus and is closely related to three phages recently isolated on E.
faecalis [13,44] or E. faecium [14]. They encode a DNA polymerase from the B type superfamily, which
is a hallmark of the Picovirinae. As an additional hallmark of these enterococci podophages, they
all encode two types of predicted endolysins. Endolysin engineering has emerged as a suitable
strategy for food safety, environment decontamination, and infections control [85]. Some of the
characterized enterococci phage endolysins show potential to combat VRE in vivo [15,86] and could
represent an alternative to resolve the VRE problem. Ideﬁx both encodes endolysin IDF_15, a predicted
N-acetylmuramoyl-L-alanine amidase for which we could presume activity by spot assays on bacterial
lawns, and IDF_13, similar to the catalytic subunit of the endolysin PlyC encoded by Streptococcus
phage C1, which was inactive in the same spot assay. PlyC is the unique example of multimeric
endolysin and represents the more active peptidoglycan hydrolase reported to date [85]. We were
unable to identify by similarity an Ideﬁx gene that could encode the CBD of this complex, and allow
the formation of a putative multimeric endolysin. CBD of endolysins bind to speciﬁc substrates on
the bacterial surfaces, often giving rise to near-species-speciﬁc binding, so that endolysins of the
same class often share very little sequence similarity in the binding region [85]. Identiﬁcation of the
CBD subunit homolog in Ideﬁx and complete characterization of this intriguing endolysin requires
further investigation.
Ideﬁx was unable to lyse any of our ﬁfty-nine strains of E. faecalis and E. faecium, suggesting it
could originate from another enterococcal species. Plaques were obtained against the indicator strain
used for its isolation, and not on the wild type isolate V583 from which the indicator strain is derived.
This apparently narrow host range could be explained by the reported Abiα-sensitivity and perhaps
more importantly by the receptor-speciﬁcity of Ideﬁx.
In V583, resistance to the phage was mainly due to the gene abiα (formerly ef2833) encoded by
prophage 6. Upon Ideﬁx infection, cells are dying while the Ideﬁx lytic cycle is perturbed (ECOI
of ~40% and ~10% whenever abiα is expressed on prophage 6 or overexpressed on cloning vectors,
respectively) so that its efﬁciency of plaquing is below 10−8 and the detectable limits of the assay
for Ideﬁx. To our knowledge, it is the ﬁrst time that an Abi system is described within enterococci,
and the ﬁrst one targeting a Picovirinae. This new Abi protein is widely distributed, it corresponds
to the PFAM DUF 4393, and we report here that it is mostly found in prophages, arguing that it is
essentially a temperate phage weapon to ﬁght against other phages. Abi are speciﬁc anti-phage defence
mechanisms present in many bacterial species including Shigella dysenteriae, Streptococcus pyogenes,
Vibrio cholerae, Bacillus subtilis, and Bacillus licheniformis [62,87–90]. They have been more extensively
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studied in L. lactis and E. coli [17,81]. Most abi genes are encoded by a single gene on mobile genetic
elements (MGE), on prophages in E. coli [91], or plasmids in L. lactis [81]. The fact that most abi genes
are plasmidic in L. lactis may result however from a bias of human selection for plasmid-encoded
systems in the dairy industry. Abi actually include a large collection of diverse mechanisms acting at
any stage of the phage development to decrease or completely block virion production and cause host
cell death. All these mechanisms display little or no known evolutionary relationship, apart from a
very similar phenotype [18,81,92].
Lysis curve experiments show that the expression of abiα triggers a premature lysis of
Ideﬁx-infected E. faecalis. A similar phenotype was described in L. lactis, in which lysis, upon infection
by siphophages from the P335 group, occurs earlier in the presence of AbiZ [93]. AbiZ speeds up the
lysis of L. lactis bacteria in which the phage holin and endolysin are expressed, and enhances membrane
permeability of bacteria expressing the phage holin. Durmaz and Klaenhammer propose that AbiZ
interacts with phage holin to accelerate the lysis clock and prevent normal phage multiplication [93].
Abiα and AbiZ do not share any sequence similarity. We were unable to obtain Ideﬁx mutants that were
resistant to Abiα, suggesting a very high efﬁciency of this Abi system. Based on our results, we can
only speculate that Abiα interferes with lysis, possibly by preventing timely holin and consequently
endolysin(s) actions, as described for AbiZ. Another possibility is that Abiα targets a putative Ideﬁx
holin inhibitor. The holin triggering, which is determinant for optimal burst size, is critically regulated
by the expressed ratio between the holin and its inhibitor. This latter is encoded within the lambda
holin gene, as a separate transcript initiated at a dual-start motif [94,95]. Unlike lambda (and phi29),
the Ideﬁx holin gene does not harbor a dual-start motif and its regulation may be mediated by
the expression of another non-identiﬁed Ideﬁx gene, as described in other phages [94,95]. Finally,
premature triggering of lambda holin can also be induced by any poison that efﬁciently reduces the
proton-motrice force (pmf) of the cytoplasmic membrane [94,95]. Thus, we cannot exclude Abiα
causes a holin-independent reduction of the pmf underlying an early trigger of the holin and/or a
permeabilization of the membrane leading to endolysin release. If this is the case, you might imagine
that Abiαcould be active against a wider range of phages and not only Ideﬁx or related phages. Further
experiments will be needed to test these different hypotheses and complete the characterization of this
defence mechanism.
Genomes of V583 and other MDR E. faecalis isolates have few generalist anti-MGE systems, which
favor horizontal gene transfer and polylysogeny [29]. MDR enterococci may thus provide a suitable
ground for bacteriophages confrontation. Whereas the spread of Ideﬁx infection is thus limited by
V583 prophage 6, it is interesting to note this latter is itself strictly controlled by V583 prophages 3 and
5 that block its excision [43]. This ‘domestication’ could be seen as a way for both prophages to sustain
the speciﬁc line of defense conferred by prophage 6 and thus protect themselves and their host from
an external phage ‘attack’.
Beyond the intra-bacteriophage warfare, bacteria are also able to evolve resistance to phages. We
observed that E. faecalis mutants resisting to Ideﬁx infection arose at a high frequency of 1.5 × 10−4 per
generation. The nine Ideﬁx-resistant mutants analyzed had either acquired an IS256 or recombined
between eleven base paires long direct repeats in the epa variable region, indicating that E. faecalis has a
high potential for evolution by recombination. Mutants in glycosyltransferase gene epaX had a 10-fold
defect in Ideﬁx adsorption, whereas mutants in the next o-polymerase gene had a milder adsorption
defect. The fact that all mutations cluster into two genes of the epa variable region underlines the role of
the rhamnopolysaccharide for Ideﬁx adsorption. Epa was recently conﬁrmed as a receptor of E. faecalis
virulent phage NPV1 [96,97], and we provide here the ﬁrst evidence for a role of Epa decoration chains
in phage/host recognition in enterococci. Rhamnose-rich cell wall polysaccharides (CWPS) and their
structural diversity are important in phage adsorption within lactococci and streptococci [98,99]. In
L. lactis as well, CWPS biosynthesis is encoded on a large chromosomal gene cluster also including a
conserved and a variable region. Based on sequence similarity and difference in the variable region,
L. lactis strains were divided into three groups, and one of them in several subtypes [100]. These
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latter are distinguished by their glycosyltransferase-encoding genes composition and consequent
differences between CWPS structures are critical in determining phage sensitivity [100]. The use of
unconserved sugar decorations of the saccharidic chains as a receptor combined with the presence of a
prophage-encoded Abi system targeting Ideﬁx may explain Ideﬁx very low success in E. faecalis.
5. Conclusions
This study of the Enterococcus infecting Picovirinae Ideﬁx permitted to unveil two resistance
mechanisms against it, one bacterial and the other viral. Bacterial mutations suppressed the Epa
decoration needed for phage adsorption, and the prophage-encoded product Abiα interfered with
Ideﬁx timing of lysis. However, the bacterial line of defence is likely to be counterselected in vivo
as V583 epaX mutants have a defect in mouse gut colonization [49]. In fact, phage selective pressure
might be one of the actors of the observed diversiﬁcation of the epa locus in enterococci. The viral line
of defence based on Abiα is likely to be more robust, given that no escape mutant could be isolated.
Indeed, Abiα is widespread both in enterococci and in Firmicutes and it may allow to ﬁght against
Picovirinae or other ranges of phages. Somehow, the different families of phages infecting the same
bacterial species are in competition, so that their host resembles a battleﬁeld. It is especially true if
bacteria are devoid of generalist defense systems, as MDR E. faecalis strains tend to be. In this context,
it might be expected that Abi and other speciﬁc defensive systems pave prophage genomes, allowing
temperate phages to align their strategy with their host, and ﬁght against virulent phage invaders.
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Abstract: Phage-derived depolymerases directed against bacterial capsules are showing therapeutic
promise in various animal models of infection. However, individual animal model studies are often
constrained by use of highly speciﬁc protocols, such that results may not generalize to even slight
modiﬁcations. Here we explore the robustness of depolymerase therapies shown to succeed in a
previous study of mice. Treatment success rates were reduced by treatment delay, more so for some
enzymes than others: K1- and K5 capsule-degrading enzymes retained partial efﬁcacy on delay, while
K30 depolymerase did not. Phage were superior to enzymes under delayed treatment only for K1.
Route of administration (intramuscular versus intraperitoneal) mattered for success of K1E, possibly
for K1F, not for K1H depolymerase. Signiﬁcantly, K1 capsule-degrading enzymes proved highly
successful when using immune-suppressed, leukopenic mice, even with delayed treatment. Evolution
of bacteria resistant to K1-degrading enzymes did not thwart therapeutic success in leukopenic mice,
likely because resistant bacteria were avirulent. In combination with previous studies these results
continue to support the efﬁcacy of depolymerases as antibacterial agents in vivo, but system-speciﬁc
details are becoming evident.
Keywords: phage therapy; bacterial infection; capsule depolymerase; antibiotic; animal model;
bacterial resistance

1. Introduction
In the increasingly urgent search for new treatments against bacterial infections, phages and
phage products hold promise [1–3]. Offsetting the now many laboratory studies of phages and
phage products showing positive results [4–6], the few clinical phage therapy trials conducted under
standards of Western medicine have actually failed [7–9]. The most recent randomized clinical phage
therapy trial was also stopped prematurely for lack of efﬁcacy, although small effects were deemed
encouraging [10]. The contrasting outcomes between actual trials and laboratory infections raise
the possibility that experimental studies poorly represent applications. One obvious concern in
generalizing from experimental infections to clinical settings is the potential sensitivity of results
to speciﬁcs of the experimental protocol. A step toward generality of a therapeutic agent is thus to
broaden the experimental protocol and measure the sensitivity of treatment success to experimental
variables. Here we evaluate the robustness of phage depolymerase therapies previously demonstrated
to rescue mice from experimental infections of capsulated E. coli [11].
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Several classes of phage proteins have exhibited antibiotic potency, including endolysins [12],
viron-associated lysins [13], holins [5], spanins [14] and bacterial polysaccharide depolymerases [15].
Some endolysins are already commercially available and are currently being tested in clinical
trials [3,16]. Capsular depolymerases represent an interesting type of antibiotic: they do not kill
per se, but merely strip the bacteria of protective polysaccharides and thus expose the bacteria to
immune components [17]. They have a potential advantage over endolysins in that they do not lyse
the bacteria, thereby minimizing inﬂammatory responses from endotoxins [18]. In vivo studies of
capsule depolymerases are yet limited but appear to generalize across different animal models (Table 1).
Furthermore, enzymes that disrupt bioﬁlms, in part by degradation of polysaccharide, but do not kill
bacteria are also showing promise [19,20].
Table 1. In vivo studies of capsule depolymerases in animal infection models.
Capsule Depolymerases

Animal Infection Model

References

EndoE (K1E)
CapD; EnvD
K1-ORF34; K64dep
depoKP36
K1F, K1H, K5, K30

E. coli; neonatal rats
B. anthracis; mice
K. pneumoniae; mice
K. pneumoniae; moth larvae
E. coli; mice

Mushtaq et al., 2004 [21]; 2005 [22]
Scorpio et al., 2008 [23]; Negus et al., 2015 [24]
Lin et al., 2014 [25]; Pan et al., 2015 [26]
Majkowska-Skrobek et al., 2016 [27]
Lin et al., 2017 [11]

Our purpose here is to explore the robustness of capsular depolymerase enzymes in treating
experimentally infected mice. The bacteria are E. coli with K1, K5 or K30 capsules, and the
enzymes were obtained as puriﬁed proteins expressed from clones of phage genes. Previous work
demonstrated therapeutic success of several enzymes when using (i) simultaneous infection and
treatment, (ii) intramuscular administration, and (iii) immunocompetent mice [11]. Here we explore
treatment efﬁcacy when relaxing these conditions. By measuring performance of depolymerase
treatments under different conditions and with different enzymes, our work also exposes possible
realms for improving therapeutic efﬁcacy of depolymerases, as in structure/function properties of
the enzymes.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Bacterial Strains and Cell Culture
The pathogenic bacterial strains used in this study were K1-capsulated E. coli RS218 [28],
K5-capsulated ATCC 23506, and K30-capsulated E69 [29]. E. coli lab strains used only for phage
propagation or cloning were the K1-capsulated K12 strain EV36 [30] and BL21(DE3). Cells were generally
grown in LB broth (10 g tryptone, 5 g yeast extract, 10 g NaCl per liter) in 37 ◦ C shakers. Cell density
was determined by plating serial cell dilutions on LB agar (1.3% w/v) plates for colony counts.
Capsule-free isolates of RS218 were selected by culturing RS218 on LB plates containing K1H
phage [31]. Colonies that grew on the plates were picked, diluted in LB medium and replated on LB
plates containing K1 phage. The colonies grown on these second plates were picked and cultured in
LB medium containing K1 phage before mouse injection. The addition of phage was a precaution
against any possible revertants to a capsulated state.
2.2. Coliphage Strains and Culture
Phages K1E, K1F and K1H [32] were propagated on host E. coli EV36. K1–5 [33] and K30 [34]
were grown with host E. coli ATCC 23506 and E69, respectively. Phages were puriﬁed by equilibrium
CsCl-gradient centrifugation and dialyzed into SM buffer (50 mM Tris–HCl, 100 mM NaCl, 8 mM
MgSO4 , pH 7.5) as previously described [11,35]. Phage titrations were performed by plaque counts on
an appropriate host in LB soft agar (0.65%) overlay.
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2.3. Plasmids, Protein Expression and Puriﬁcation
The phage capsule depolymerases were expressed in E. coli BL21(DE3) with pET28b constructs
containing cloned depolymerase genes as previously described [11]. Proteins were puriﬁed with
HisPur Ni-NTA resin (Thermo Fisher Scientiﬁc, Rockford, IL, USA), and dialyzed into PBS buffer
(137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 10 mM Na2 HPO4 , 1.8 mM KH2 PO4 , pH 7.5) with 3.5 kDa MWCO
dialysis membranes (Spectrum-Repligen, Houston, TX, USA). Protein concentrations were estimated
by absorption at 280 nm with a Nanodrop ND-1000 (Thermo Fisher Scientiﬁc, Wilmington, DE, USA).
2.4. Mouse Infection Model
Animal work was performed under NIH guidelines and the University of Texas IACUC protocols
(AUP-2015-00035, AUP-2018-00010). Female NIH Swiss outbred mice (Envigo, Somerset, NJ, USA) aged
4–6 weeks with 20–25 g weights were used here in all studies. All intramuscular (IM) inoculations of
bacteria used the left thigh; all IM inoculations of enzyme or phage used the right thigh. Mouse survival
was monitored twice daily for 5 days.
The following experiments were undertaken.
Delayed treatment of normal mice with enzyme or phage. Mice received an IM injection of
100 μL bacteria, dosed at either 1.2–3.4 × 108 CFU of RS218, 3.1–6.1 × 108 CFU of ATCC 23506, or
1.1–2.8 × 108 CFU of E69 per mouse. Enzyme or phage inoculation in the contralateral thigh followed
at 8 h, dosed at 20 μg enzyme in 100 μL PBS or 107 pfu phage in 100 μL SM buffer. A dose of 107 phage
is 10-fold lower than used in the delayed treatment studies of [36], but much higher than doses used
in studies with simultaneous treatment [37]. Given the rate of phage ampliﬁcation in the host [37],
107 was expected to be highly effective.
Different administration routes for immediate enzyme treatment. Mice received IM 1.2–2.9 × 108 CFU
of RS218 in 100 μL volume, and then 20 μg K1E, 2 μg K1F or 2 μg K1H in 100 μL volume either by
contralateral IM or IP (intraperitoneal) inoculation.
The leukopenic mouse model. Mice were rendered leukopenic by IP injection of cyclophosphamide
(CP) at 150 mg/kg body weight 4 days prior and then at 100 mg/kg body weight 1 day prior to infection.
To determine an approximate lethal dose of bacteria, different mice were inoculated across a range
of bacterial doses in 10-fold increments spanning 103 –107 CFU (RS218) or 104 –108 CFU (capsule-free
RS218 derivative). Simultaneous enzyme (20 μg K1E, K1H) or phage (K1H 107 pfu contralateral)
treatment was tested in leukopenic mice infected by RS218 at the lethal dose of 2.2–5.1 × 104 CFU.
Delayed enzyme (20 μg K1F, K1H) treatment was also tested in leukopenic mice 8 h after infection.
Mouse survival was analyzed by Kaplan-Meier survival curves using SPSS software, where the
cumulative survival probability was plotted over the time course of 5 days and statistically evaluated
by log rank test [25,38,39].
2.5. Capsule Isolation and Degradation Assay
Capsules were isolated as previously described [11,40] for degradation assays monitored by gel
electrophoresis and Alcian Blue staining. To compare activity of puriﬁed K1 enzyme to enzyme activity
of intact phage, 10–20 μg K1 capsule was mixed with serial dilutions (0.25–8 μg) of K1E, K1F, K1H
enzyme or CsCl-puriﬁed cognate phage at the calculated amount of enzyme equivalents at 37 ◦ C for
1 h before gel electrophoresis. Enzyme equivalents of phages were calculated from the molecular
weight of each enzyme [41,42] and the fact that these phages contain six depolymerase trimers and
thus 18 enzyme molecules per phage particle [35]. 1010 phage would thus have ~3 × 10−2 μg enzyme
(varying somewhat among different enzymes). This calculation assumes that phage stocks plate at a
particle:plaque ratio of 1; a reduced efﬁciency of plating would underestimate the amount of enzyme
in the phage sample.
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To compare levels of K1 enzyme activity in mouse blood, 100 μL PBS containing 20 μg K1E, K1F
or K1H enzyme or no enyzme (control) was injected to mice by IM or IP. Mice were euthanized at 1 h or
24 h after injection and blood was collected to prepare serum. 10–20 μg K1 capsule was incubated with
10 μL K1E serum or 0.3 μL K1F, K1H serum at 37 ◦ C overnight before gel examination. The volumes
of serum used in each reaction were determined in preliminary tests to achieve a dynamic range
of degradation differentiable by visual inspection. Reactions with control serum were included as
negative control, while reactions with serial dilutions of enzymes added immediately to the control
serum were included as positive control.
2.6. Resistance Competition Assay (RCA)
The assay measures the in vivo effects of treatment on bacterial numbers. It works by inoculating
mice with a mixture of mostly treatment-sensitive bacteria and a small number of treatment-resistant
bacteria [36]. Mice are either treated or not (the latter being controls). Resistant bacteria increase
in frequency (relative to controls) to the extent that treatment suppresses the population of sensitive
bacteria. For this assay, RS218 was mixed with the K5-capsulated ATCC 23506 (ratio approximately 99:1).
Six mice were inoculated in the left thigh with the normal bacteria dose (~2.9 × 108 cells) and either
treated simultaneously with contralateral IM of 20 μg K1H enzyme (3 mice) or not treated (3 controls).
At 4 h post infection, mice were euthanized. The left thigh was removed, homogenized in 10 mL buffer,
and the suspension plated at different dilutions on both LB plates and on LB plates saturated with
107 pfu K1H phage. The LB plates support growth of both K1 and K5 bacteria, whereas plates with
phage grow only the K5-capsulated strain, allowing a determination of K5 (ATCC 23506) frequency.
Calculations of the RCA value used the formula in [36]: RCA = ln [(pt (1 − p0 ))/(p0 (1 − pt ))]/t, with
p0 as the proportion of resistant bacteria in control mice and pt as the proportion resistant bacteria in
treated mice, both measured at time t (hours of treatment). For an RCA value of R, e−R is the per hour
growth of bacteria under treatment relative to growth without treatment.
3. Results
3.1. Delayed Treatment Reduces Efﬁcacy
We reported that phage capsule depolymerases were broadly effective in treating lethal E. coli
infections in mice [11]. That work applied treatment simultaneously with infection. Here we explored
the efﬁcacy of delayed treatment, as a delay might better represent clinical therapeutics.
Delayed treatment is better than no treatment only for some enzymes. The delayed treatments
of phage capsule depolymerases given 8 h after infection exhibited reduced efﬁcacy (Figure 1).
The delayed treatment with K1F or K1H enzyme resulted in 50–60% survival compared to zero
survival in control (Figure 1A), while the simultaneous treatment led to 90–100% survival [11]. K1E did
not rescue well in simultaneous treatment, thus the delayed treatment was not tested here. Delayed K5
enzyme treatment showed a 60% survival (Figure 1B) compared to 100% survival when treatment was
immediate; both were signiﬁcantly better than no-treatment controls. Delayed treatment with the least
active enzyme K30 gp41 did not signiﬁcantly improve survival (Figure 1C).
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Figure 1. Delayed treatment of infection using capsule depolymerases. (A) 1.2–3.4 × 108 CFU of
K1-capsulated E. coli treated with 20 μg of K1F or K1H enzyme; (B) 3.1–6.1 × 108 CFU of K5-capsulated
E. coli treated with 20 μg of K5 enzyme; (C) 1.1–2.8 × 108 CFU of E. coli E69 treated with 20 μg of K30
enzyme. All inoculations were IM (intramuscular, thigh); enzyme was administered 8 h after bacteria
in the contralateral thigh. Mouse survival was monitored for 5 days and Kaplan-Meier survival curves
in solid lines were plotted with the cumulative probability of survival over time for each treatment.
Previously reported survival curves of simultaneous enzyme treatments are included for comparison
(dashed lines). The mouse number (n) of each treatment is given for each curve. Log rank test: p values
are listed for delayed treatments compared to the no-enzyme control.

Phages outperform enzyme only for K1 bacteria. Phages might be expected to outperform
enzymes on the grounds that phage have multiple effects: They amplify within the host, they kill, and
cell lysis releases free enzyme as unassembled tailspikes. Yet a superiority of phages under delayed
treatment was observed only for K1-capsulated bacteria. K1H or K1E phage yielded higher survival
rates than K1 enzymes in delayed treatment (Figure 2A). In contrast, K5 or K30 phages were no
better than their enzymes in delayed treatment (Figure 2B,C). As a control for the effects of phage
ampliﬁcation, K1F phage, which does not propagate on RS218, had no effect in mice (data not shown),
whereas K1F enzyme efﬁcacy was similar to that of K1H (Figure 1A).
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Figure 2. Comparison of depolymerases and cognate phages in treatment. Delayed treatments using
phages were carried out in parallel to depolymerase. (A) K1E and K1H phage; (B) K1-5 phage;
(C) K30 phage. Depolymerase data are from Figure 1. For phage treatment, mice were infected
with intramuscular (IM) inoculations; 8 h later they received ~107 pfu phage IM in the contralateral
thigh. For comparison to depolymerase treatment, this dose of phage carries about 3 × 10−5 μg of
depolymerase (see Methods for calculation). Kaplan-Meier survival curves were plotted as in Figure 1.
The mouse number n of each treatment is labeled on each curve. Log rank test: p values for delayed
phage treatments compared to the no treatment control are listed, or * p < 0.05, *** p < 0.001 for delayed
enzyme treatment as in Figure 1.

Phages carry active depolymerases as tailspikes that are used in adsorption and penetration
of the capsule. It is possible that the activities of the puriﬁed enzymes were substantially less than
the activities of tailspikes on intact phages. We thus compared the in vitro degrading activities of
puriﬁed enzyme with activities of intact phages (Figure 3). Degradation by phages was 4–8 fold
better than degradation by molar equivalents of puriﬁed enzyme. Perhaps surprisingly, in view of the
different in vivo performances of the enzymes, in vitro differences among the three K1-speciﬁc phages
were small.
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Figure 3. In vitro activity comparison of depolymerases and cognate phages. 10–20 μg of K1 capsule
were incubated with serial dilutions of K1E, K1F, K1H depolymerase or phages at the indicated amount
of enzyme equivalents (0.25–8 μg). Active enzyme is indicated by loss of signal within the lane; enzyme
associated with phages is 4–8 fold more active than free enzyme. Incubation was at 37 ◦ C for 1 h;
reactions were fractionated using 12% TBE-PAGE with Alcian Blue staining. Protein standards were
loaded in the leftmost lane and their molecular weights indicated.

3.2. Efﬁcacy Varies with Route of Administration and Enzyme
K1E enzyme rescued rat pups by IP inoculation [21,22] but was minimally effective in mice by
IM inoculation [11]. It does not appear that our puriﬁed K1E enzyme is at fault—its in vitro activity
approximately matches that of the other K1 enzymes (Figure 3). Motivated by suggestions that
administration routes may affect drug bioavailability [43–45], we compared the efﬁcacy of IM versus
IP administration routes of the different K1 enzymes; these studies used immediate treatment.
Different enzyme efﬁcacies in mice by different administration routes. Following an IM
inoculation of RS218 bacteria, K1E depolymerase efﬁcacy was signiﬁcantly higher for IP than for
IM inoculation at the high dose of 20 μg (Figure 4A). Using only 2 μg for the more active (in vivo)
K1F enzyme (Figure 4B) the opposite pattern is suggested, but the small sample sizes provide little
power in signiﬁcance tests. K1H (2 μg dose) yielded similarly low rescue rates for both routes of
administration (Figure 4C).
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Figure 4. Administration route can affect treatment efﬁcacy. (A–C) Kaplan-Meier survival curves of
depolymerase treatment comparing intramuscular (IM) to intraperitoneal (IP) inoculation in mice.
(A) Treatment with 20 μg K1E; (B) Treatment with 2 μg K1F; (C) Treatment with 2 μg K1H. In all
mice, 1.2–2.9 × 108 CFU of K1-capsulated E. coli were injected IM, followed by inoculation of enzyme
either IM in the contralateral thigh or IP. Mouse survival was monitored for 5 days and the cumulative
probability of survival was plotted for each treatment. The mouse number n of each treatment is
labeled by each curve. Log rank test: p values between enzyme treatment and the no-enzyme control,
or signiﬁcant p values between IM and IP treatment are listed.

Basis of the effect of administration route. We tested capsule degradation activity of serum from
mice that had been inoculated with enzyme by different routes. If bioavailability of enzyme is affected
by route of administration, then serum from mice inoculated by the IP route should have different
activity per unit volume than serum from mice inoculated IM. Consistent with treatment efﬁcacy
differences, detectable degradation by K1E serum was observed only for the IP route, and then only
at 1 h post inoculation (Figure 5A, boxed region). As for K1F and K1H sera, IP delivery resulted in
slightly higher capsule degradation activity than IM at 1 h post inoculation, and activity was largely
maintained after 24 h exposure (Figure 5B,C). However, both K1F and K1H sera exhibited much higher
activities than K1E serum, independent of administration route.
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Figure 5. Comparison of depolymerase serum activity using different administration routes. Except
for the molecular weight standard (“std”) on the left of each panel, each lane fractionates 10–20 ug of
K1 capsule (“cps only”) or an overnight reaction of capsule incubated with serum and/or enzyme.
Lanes with “serum” used serum from mice inoculated with enzyme (A) K1E; (B) K1F (left) or K1H
(right) (IM or IP, 1 mg/kg weight) and sacriﬁced at 1 or 24 h. Two mice were tested for each route and
time point, shown in separate lanes. Lanes with “ctrl serum” had different amounts of free enzyme
added to the control serum (from mice not receiving enzyme injection), as the control reactions. Only a
slight activity of K1E is evident, and then only for IP 1h (bottom of lane, boxed). In contrast, K1F and
K1H both exhibit clear activity by both routes of administration, with a possible effect of route for K1H
at 1 h.

3.3. K1: Treatment Is Successful with Leukopenia
The above models used immunocompetent mice, requiring high inocula of bacteria to
overwhelm innate immunity. To better represent infections that progress from low to high
concentrations of bacteria, we tested mice that had been rendered leukopenic, limiting the studies to
K1-capsulated bacteria.
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Leukopenic mice are far more susceptible to RS218 than are immune-competent mice (Figure 6).
A bacterial inoculum slightly exceeding 104 was fatal in the leukopenic mice (Figure 6A), compared to
the lethal threshold dose of 106 –107 in immunocompetent mice (Figure 6C). In leukopenic mice, doses
above 104 cfu reduced survival time, to about a half day shorter using 107 bacteria (Figure 6A).
Phage and enzyme each rescued the leukopenic mice in most cases, whether with immediate
(Figure 7A,B) or delayed treatment (Figure 7C).

Figure 6. Capsule-free RS218 is avirulent in mice. Kaplan-Meier survival curves of mice per dose of
different strains. (A) K1-capsulated RS218 (Cap+) in leukopenic mice; (B) capsule-free RS218 (Cap−) in
leukopenic mice; (C) Cap+ and Cap− RS218 in immune competent mice. The median lethal dose is
103 –104 CFU for Cap+ and 106 –107 CFU for Cap- RS218 in leukopenic mice, a difference of 3 orders
of magnitude. The median lethal dose in normal mice is 106 –107 CFU for Cap+ RS218, while Cap−
RS218 is not lethal at doses as high as 109 CFU. Mouse survival was monitored for 5 days and the
cumulative probability of survival was plotted for each dose. The mouse number n of each treatment is
labeled by each curve. Log rank test: p values are listed for lower doses compared to the highest dose
of each strain.
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Figure 7. Enzymes and phages rescue infections of leukopenic mice. Total rescue of infections
by K1 E. coli in leukopenic mice was achieved by simultaneous treatment with (A) K1E or K1H
depolymerase; (B) K1H phage, and by delayed treatment with (C) K1F or K1H depolymerase.
Each panel shows Kaplan-Meier survival curves with sample sizes given by n. Infection was initiated
by intramuscular (IM) inoculations of 2.2–5.1 × 104 CFU of K1 E. coli in the left thigh. Treatment was an
IM injection of 20 μg enzyme or 107 phage in the contralateral thigh. Treatment was administered either
(A,B) immediately at the time of infection or (C) 8 h after infection. Mouse survival was monitored
for 5 days and the cumulative probability of survival was plotted for each treatment. Log rank test:
p values are listed for each treatment compared to no-treatment control.

Avirulence of capsule-free bacteria. Our use of leukopenic mice was motivated to assess the
potential for treatment failure via the evolution of treatment-resistant bacteria, as observed in a
neutropenic mouse-Pseudomonas infection model [39]. Resistance is a potential cause of treatment
failure with both phages and antibiotics [39,46–50]. Treatment success in our studies indicates that
resistance did not ascend, at least not enough to affect survival (true both for immunocompetent
and leukopenice mice). We thus addressed the reason evolution of resistance was not a problem
in our system despite its cause of treatment failure in others. In the case of enzyme treatment, the
relevant “resistance” phenotype is presumably absence of a capsule, since the enzyme has no substrate
on those cells; that phenotype is also resistant to phages encoding K1 enzymes [51]. Therefore, the
lethal consequences of a capsule-free RS218 derivative in leukopenic mice was evaluated over a series
of inoculum sizes (Figure 6B,C). The capsule-free bacteria are profoundly less virulent: The mice
could survive an inoculum 103 –104 times larger of capsule-free bacteria than of capsulated bacteria.
Thus, resistant (capsule-free) bacteria are more easily controlled by the immune system than are
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treatment-sensitive, capsulated bacteria and thus are not a reason for treatment failure. (The same
argument applies to cells resistant to treatment with phages that require the capsule.) Smith and
Huggins (1982) observed reduced virulence of K1 capsule-free bacteria in immunocomptent mice, so
these results generalize across both immunocompetent and immune-compromised mice.
Successful, delayed treatment of leukopenic mice. For immunocompetent mice, immediate
treatment was superior to delayed treatment for all enzymes. For K1-capsulated bacteria, delayed
treatment was still better than the absence of treatment but not as good as immediate treatment.
The inferiority of delayed treatment might stem from an artefact of the infection model, speciﬁcally
that such a high dose of bacteria must be introduced so that the window of opportunity for treatment
is short. From the work presented above of lethal inoculum doses in leukopenic vs immunocompetent
mice (Figure 6C), leukopenia increases the dynamic range of bacterial densities in which to evaluate
treament efﬁcacy—a lower inoculum can be used and the time available to treat increases. To test this
latter premise, we attempted delayed treatment of leukopenic mice using K1 enzymes. The bacterial
inoculum was approximately 5 × 104 CFU, and enzyme treatment (20 μg K1F or K1H) was given at
8 h. All 16 treated mice survived, whereas only 1 of the 4 controls survived (Figure 7C). This survival
rate is signiﬁcantly higher than that with delayed treatment of immunocompetent mice, but a direct
comparison of delayed treatment between leukopenic and immunocompetent mice is not easily
interpreted (see Discussion).
3.4. Measuring the Dynamical Impact of Treatment: Resistance Competition Assay
Survival is an endpoint measure of efﬁcacy but gives little insight to the underlying process of
bacterial dynamics. Levin [36] developed a metric of the quantitative impact of treatment on bacterial
abundances—the resistance competiton assay (RCA). Mice are inoculated with a mix of two bacterial
strains, one sensitive and the other resistant to treatment. In untreated controls, the two strains grow
in vivo according to their intrinsic abilities, though not necessarily at the same rate. With treatment,
the sensitive strain is speciﬁcally inhibited. Relative to controls, the resistant strain thus increases
its proportion, and the magnitude of this increase depending on how much the sensitive strain is
inhibited or killed. An RCA value greater than 0 indicates that the treatment suppresses the sensitive
strain, higher values moreso.
Six mice were used for an RCA measure of K1H enzyme, 3 controls and 3 treatments. The resistant
strain was the K5-capsulated strain, one that is virulent in vivo (as opposed to a capsule-free RS218).
Initial frequency of the resistant strain in the mix was 0.006. At four hours, the frequencies of resistant
cells were signiﬁcantly higher in the enzyme-treated mice than in the controls (Table 2), and the RCA
value was 0.30.
Table 2. Frequencies of resistant bacteria in the Resistance Competition Assay.
Control Mice

Treated Mice 1

Average RCA

0.001, 0.0008, 0.0029

0.0052, 0.0049, 0.0047

0.30

1

A t-test comparing (logged) frequencies of treated mice versus control mice = 3.3 (4 df), p = 0.015 (1-tailed).
A non-parametric combinations test of the perfect association of high frequencies in treated mice gives p = 0.05.

4. Discussion
This study broadly supports a growing realization that phage depolymerases might be useful
therapeutics against particular kinds of bacterial infections. The work here also starts to put bounds
on the degree of generality in depolymerase utility. Our study used 3 different capsulated E. coli
strains and tested 3 enzymes against K1 capsules, one enzyme against K5, and one enzyme against
K30. The work presented extends tests of therapeutic efﬁciency to varying conditions and may thus
provide insight to efﬁcacy in clinical infections.
K1 depolymerases that performed well in immunocompetent mice also performed well in
immune-compromised, leukopenic mice. As expected, leukopenic mice were far less tolerant of
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bacteria than were immunocompetent mice. Given the artiﬁciality of mouse infections with high doses
of bacteria, leukopenic mice may yield a more realistic infection model than do immunocompetent
mice, chieﬂy by increasing the dynamic range of bacterial densities that overwhelm the immune
response. In support of this interpretation, leukopenic mice exhibited a modest increase in survival
time (when inoculated with low numbers of bacteria), intramuscular treatment with K1E enzyme was
improved with leukopenia (Figure 7A), and leukopenic mice were more easily rescued with delayed
treatment than were immunocompetent mice. We caution, however, that differences in treatment
efﬁcacy between immunocompetent and leukopenic mice are not easily interpreted because of the
many differences in the two model infections. Even so, the greater range of useful inoculum sizes
afforded by leukopenia increases the latitude of experimental designs.
In contrast to observations with Pseudomonas infections of neutropenic mice treated with
phages [39], evolution of resistance to K1 capsular depolymerases did not thwart treatment success in
leukopenic mice. The absence of resistance evolution likely stems from the avirulence of capsule-free
bacteria. The bacterium’s only reasonably accessible evolutionary path to avoid the depolymerase is to
lose the capsule (it cannot easily generate a new capsule type). This would leave the resistant cell in
the same phenotypic state as an otherwise capsulated cell that was stripped of its capsule by enzyme.
Thus resistant bacteria and enzyme-treated bacteria may be functionally equivalent in the mouse.
On the negative side for enzyme therapy, delayed treatment of immune competent mice not only
reduced efﬁcacy but the reduction was complete for the K30 depolymerase, which lost all efﬁcacy
under delayed treatment. However, K30 was also the enzyme showing the weakest effect under
simultaneous treatment (e.g., it required the highest dose of all enzymes to rescue mice; Lin et al.,
2017 [11]) so there was a strong a priori basis for anticipating the large effect of delay with K30 enzyme.
In contrast, delayed administration of two K1 enzymes retained efﬁcacy, albeit at a reduced level.
Perhaps signiﬁcantly, with delayed treatment, the two cognate K1-speciﬁc phages achieved higher
rescue than enzymes. Although no negative consequence of delayed treatment was observed in
leukopenic mice (tested only for K1 depolymerases), the outcome with immune competent mice likely
reﬂects a true negative effect of delayed treatment that would be manifested in other contexts.
To gain additional insight to enzyme efﬁcacy, we conducted a resistance competition assay (RCA).
RCA values of 2.1 and 1.7 were reported for immediate treatment with streptomycin and a phage
requiring the K1-capsule, both highly effective [36], whereas values ranging from 0.2–0.5 were reported
for treatments that were only somewhat effective. The observed RCA value for immediate K1H
depolymerase treatment determined here is 0.3; over the course of 10 h, this translates into a 95%
reduction of bacterial numbers relative to the no treatment control.
The RCA value for K1H, an enzyme that is highly effective in rescuing mice, is thus somewhat
lower than expected from previous results. We can suggest several possible reasons for this discrepancy.
First, immediate treatment with enzyme may not be quite as effective as with streptomycin or the
K1-dependent phage—all treatments yield near 100% survival, but differences could be masked at
this upper limit of the dynamic range; indeed, the enzymes do not invariably rescue [11]. Second,
treatment spans a time course, and the RCA is measured at a point in time, so 4 h may not be the best
time for comparison (e.g., enzyme may be slower to diffuse than antibiotic). Third, assays with phage
treatment risk inﬂating the RCA by allowing bacterial killing to continue during the thigh-processing
step. Finally, in comparison to phages, enzymes do not lyse cells and release toxins, so recovery
with enzyme treatment may be feasible with a lower dose of killing than is required with phages.
Although we cannot yet suggest whether any of these explanations has merit, the comparisons provide
interesting avenues for further study.
A greater therapeutic efﬁcacy of phages than of cognate depolymerase enzyme is not surprising,
given that phages amplify on the bacteria, whereas enzyme concentration remains static or, more likely,
declines due to inactivation and clearance. However, understanding the basis of greater phage efﬁcacy
is non-trivial because phage ampliﬁcation has several components relevant to treatment—direct
bacterial killing from phage infection, release of progeny phage particles that contain fresh enzyme
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molecules, plus the release of additional free enzyme in the form of unassembled tailspikes at
the time of cell lysis. A phage inoculum of 107 pfu (used here) carries about 2.5–3 × 10−5 μg
enzyme, hence ~1.3 × 10−6 less depolymerase delivered in the phage inoculum than delivered in our
enzyme treatment. Even with this profound difference and only 4–8 fold greater activity of phage
virion-associated enzyme than of the puriﬁed form, K1H or K1E phage still gave rise to better survival
rates than puriﬁed K1 enzymes. This greater efﬁcacy of phages could speak either to a beneﬁt of direct
killing or to possibly orders of magnitude greater enzyme produced as the phage population expands.
We of course don’t know the balance between these two effects. Yet, whatever argument is put forth
for the superiority of K1 phages (except K1F, which does not grow on the K1-capsulated host used
here) under delayed treatment, K5 phage or K30 phage did not improve survival rate over their pure
enzymes at the doses tested.
Reduced efﬁcacy with delayed treatment of any form is not surprising, especially with infections
that are rapidly lethal. However, although it is tempting to interpret the effect of a treatment delay as
merely giving the bacteria a “head start” to reach a lethal threshold, previous work using K1 infections
of mice showed that the bacteria changed state with time to become recalcitrant to treatment [36].
This change in susceptibility may be due to the bacterial environment suddenly changing from
laboratory growth media to mouse tissue, as altered bacterial physiology and community lifestyle
could affect phage infection [52] and probably phage product treatment. Thus, the effect of therapeutic
treatment delay could be one of the bacteria becoming more difﬁcult to treat than of them being
more numerous. The use of leukopenic mice as an experimental infection model may help avoid that
complication and yield therapeutic regimes more redily translatable to clinical use.
A surprising result was the effect of route of administration on efﬁcacy, at least for enzyme K1E.
It is of course easy to argue that each enzyme has its own biochemical properties that may affect
pharmacokinetics. For example, unlike the other K1 enzymes used here, K1E puriﬁed under our
protocol tends to form 18-mers instead of trimers [11]. The larger enzyme complex might affect in vivo
distribution and result in poor IM treatment efﬁciency, but this can only be argued on a post facto basis.
Whatever the cause, the result indicates that treatment “failure” by one route does not imply failure by
other routes.
By applying modiﬁcations of animal models, we have obtained more detailed understanding
of how phage biology and enzyme biology complicate the pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic
properties of phage and enzyme in infection treatment. The complex biological and pharmacological
properties of phages is one major reason holding back whole phages from drug development and
approval [53]. Phage derived enzymes are more similar to conventional antibiotics and thus more
suitable than whole phages for the current drug approval processes even if not necessarily more suitable
for treatment efﬁcacy. In contrast to phages, depolymerases do not lyse bacteria and thus do not release
endotoxin, so there may be circumstances in which enzymes are superior to phages [54,55]. A better
understanding of enzyme structure and enzyme kinetics could greatly advance the development and
approval of phage-derived enzymes as a novel class of antibiotics.
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Abstract: Multi-drug resistance is increasing at alarming rates. The efﬁcacy of phage therapy, treating
bacterial infections with bacteriophages alone or in combination with traditional antibiotics, has been
demonstrated in emergency cases in the United States and in other countries, however remains to be
approved for wide-spread use in the US. One limiting factor is a lack of guidelines for assessing the
genomic safety of phage candidates. We present the phage characterization workﬂow used by our
team to generate data for submitting phages to the Federal Drug Administration (FDA) for authorized
use. Essential analysis checkpoints and warnings are detailed for obtaining high-quality genomes,
excluding undesirable candidates, rigorously assessing a phage genome for safety and evaluating
sequencing contamination. This workﬂow has been developed in accordance with community
standards for high-throughput sequencing of viral genomes as well as principles for ideal phages
used for therapy. The feasibility and utility of the pipeline is demonstrated on two new phage
genomes that meet all safety criteria. We propose these guidelines as a minimum standard for phages
being submitted to the FDA for review as investigational new drug candidates.
Keywords: phage therapy; viral genomes; best practices; IND; high-throughput sequencing

1. Introduction
Phage therapy, the use of bacteriophages to treat bacterial infections, especially in combination
with traditional antibiotics, is recognized as a promising strategy to combat multi-drug resistant
(MDR) infections [1]. Although phages are generally considered safe [2–4], guidelines for genetic
safety assessments of phages prior to clinical use are non-existent. Currently, there is no general
approval process for phage therapy in the United States. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
can grant emergency investigational new drug (eIND) status for phage cocktails in compassionate
care cases, however this process requires a request from a medical doctor and protocols remain
case-by-case. The lack of guidelines presents one limiting factor for advancing phages as therapeutic
agents along the regulatory pipeline. To address this, we present a characterization workﬂow that
implements best-in-ﬁeld tools to systematically evaluate genetic safety of phage candidates for
therapeutic applications. The protocol presented is the minimum standard used by our team to
generate IND-enabling data and submit phage therapeutics for FDA approval.
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Phage biology is an enormous ﬁeld with topics ranging from viromes in the sea [5] and human
gut [6], to genetic engineering [7], to therapeutic utility and countermeasure development [3].
The number and diversity of discovered bacteriophages is increasing at a rapid rate, especially with
respect to viral discovery efforts using high-throughput sequencing. The number of complete phage
genomes deposited in the NCBI Genome database has more than doubled in the last three years.
As a result of diversity in investigative studies, rigor for sequencing, assembling, ﬁnishing and
manually polishing phage genomes is reported at varying levels in literature depending on intended
use [8–12]. At the assembly stage, algorithmic success often depends on empirically derived heuristics
which help overcome complicated repeat patterns in real genomes, random and systematic error
in sequencing reads and limitations in computational power. In order to mitigate potential bias
introduced by a single assembly algorithm, it is typically necessary to employ a consensus approach
utilizing multiple assemblers. This is also true for gene-calling and annotation, which can be performed
using fully-automated single-platform tools such as Rapid Annotation using Subsystem Technology
RAST [13]. While these platforms democratize genomics and offer efﬁciencies for ﬁrst-glance solutions,
relying on these tools alone introduces high risk for inaccurate safety assessment. For instance,
inaccuracies can arise due to potential misinterpretation of unreliable data that propagate throughout
public databases. Despite existing methods to identify start sites and directionality, resolve ends,
and predict lifestyle for phages, the criteria employed in these methods are loosely controlled.
In this study, we delineate key analytical checkpoints where manual intervention is necessary for
achieving standards set forth for genomes used in therapeutic applications. The checkpoints fall within
two categories: obtaining a high-quality genome and robust assessment of genetic composition.
Considering genome quality there are standards deﬁned for viral sequences with respect to the
level of completeness for desired downstream applications [14]. The recommended category for
viruses used in animal models for vaccine development, and by extension phage therapy, is “Finished”.
Finished status is deﬁned as a single consensus sequence representing 100% of the genome with all
open reading frames (ORFs) identiﬁed and population diversity, or lack of population diversity as an
indicator of purity, of the sequence veriﬁed via deep coverage. Phage isolation, sample preparation
and rationale for sequencing technology will not be discussed in detail here. However, it is important
to note that any contaminants introduced by laboratory protocols, such as bacterial host remnants
from phage expansion and those inherent to nucleic acid sample preparation and high-throughput
sequencers, can negatively impact the ease and accuracy of obtaining a high-quality genome. As such,
contaminant identiﬁcation is presented as a fundamental step in the safety assessment framework.
In addition to genome quality, properties of “safe” phage therapy candidates have been
discussed [15]. Primary determinants for therapeutic selection include: antibacterial virulence, lifestyle,
and the absence of deleterious genes. A phage’s host-range and antibacterial virulence (efﬁcacy) are
evaluated using experimental techniques during initial selection; however, the presence or absence of
deleterious genes is analyzed by computational methods. Likewise, phage lifestyle is analyzed ﬁrst
by experimental methods in the laboratory, then additionally evaluated by computational methods.
Phage Classiﬁcation Tool Set (PHACTS) [16] is an example of a tool that can be used for computational
analysis of lifestyle. Lifestyle of a phage can be classiﬁed by two different states, lytic or lysogenic,
with the former being the necessary state for phage therapy candidates. In a lysogenic state, a phage
integrates its DNA into the DNA of the host to become a prophage, rendering itself dormant and
suppressing the typical anti-bacterial properties exhibited during a lytic state. Additionally, a prophage
could provide bacteria with a mutualistic relationship, increasing the ﬁtness of the host and thereby
decreasing the effectiveness of phage therapy. Mechanisms underlying lysogeny are largely mediated
by the presence of a functional phage-encoded enzyme, integrase. Although temperate phages have
been found viable to deliver some non-lytic antimicrobial treatments [17–19], the risks associated
with lysogenic phages or prophages are reason enough to avoid using them in phage therapies.
Hence, the presence of an integrase gene is undesirable and nulliﬁes a phage’s candidacy for therapy
unless methods are developed to determine if the integrase is indeed non-functional. Similarly,
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as some speciﬁc bacterial infections can exhibit enhanced virulence mediated by phage-encoded toxins
(e.g., Shiga toxin, diphtheria toxin and cholera toxin), toxins must be screened for as well. Detecting
any of the following by genetic screening would immediately disqualify a phage for therapeutic use:
genes that encode virulence factors, antimicrobial resistance, toxins, or transducable elements.
To date, phage therapy approved under eIND bypasses conventional in vivo safety studies.
This necessitates a rigorous safety screening platform to safeguard patients. It remains unclear whether
commercialization of phage therapy will facilitate wide-spread use, personalized treatment, or rely
on broad-host-range cocktails. For any case, we present a characterization pipeline as a guideline for
minimum assessment standards of phages administered to patients (Figure 1). The pipeline, which has
been developed and used by our team to prepare phage genomic data in support of IND submission,
includes methods to: (i) obtain a high quality whole genome sequence; (ii) identify open reading frames
(ORFs); (iii) annotate genes with a consensus function identiﬁed across tools; (iv) search for deleterious
genetic markers; (v) verify that the sequence is representative of the population; and (vi) perform
contaminant analysis. We demonstrate the pipeline’s utility by delivering two ﬁnished phage genomes
that meet safety criteria for phage therapy.

Figure 1. Phage characterization workflow. This pipeline is a simplified representation of tools and
methods used to obtain high-quality phage genomes that are deemed viable phage therapy candidates.
The pipeline begins with raw reads sequenced on an Illumina machine. To reduce potential bias introduced
by bioinformatics tools, quality control and genome assembly are performed using two pipelines in parallel.
The final genome sequence is obtained after resolving genome ends. Key viability checkpoints are outlined
with dashed borders. In the initial viability check, phages are assessed for problematic genes (antimicrobial
resistance (AMR), virulence factors (VF), toxins) and lifestyle. If a candidate passes the initial viability
check, a combinatorial approach is applied to identify open reading frames followed by rigorous manual
annotation. A final check is performed after completing annotation. Phage candidates that pass the final
check point are considered safe for potential use in humans.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Phage Isolation and Genomic DNA Extraction
The phages sequenced in this study were isolated from environmental samples by routine isolation
techniques [20]. Then they were triple plaque-puriﬁed on their respective hosts and inoculated at
a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 0.1 into 100 mL cultures of their respective host bacteria for
ampliﬁcation at 37 ◦ C in preparation for sequencing. Upon lysis of the bacterial cells, the lysate for
each phage was ﬁltered through a 0.22 μm ﬁlter, DNAse-treated in presence of MgCl2 to degrade DNA
that is not protected by viral capsid (e.g., host DNA), Proteinase K- and sodium dodecyl sulfate-treated
to inactivate DNAse and disrupt capsid, followed by Phenol-chloroform-isoamyl alcohol extraction,
debris removal and polyethylene glycol precipitation of naked DNA in the presence of salt (NaCl) [21].
The nucleic acid pellet was washed with 80% alcohol and dissolved in deionized distilled water before
RNAse treatment. The RNAse-treated samples were extracted one more time with Phenol-chloroform
isoamyl alcohol and DNA precipitated in presence of absolute alcohol. Finally, the DNA pellet
was washed with 70% alcohol before being suspended in deionized distilled water. The resulting
phage genomic DNA was subjected to rigorous internal quality control testing, including agarose gel
electrophoresis to ensure high molecular weight (indicative of relatively non-sheared, intact genomic
DNA), restriction enzyme digests to assess potential genome modiﬁcations that prevent manipulability
by sequencing library protocols, Qubit measurements (Thermo Fisher Scientiﬁc; Waltham, MA, USA)
for concentration and Nanodrop measurements (Thermo Fisher Scientiﬁc) for purity (optical density
260/230 ratio).
The above protocol was used strictly for preparation of phages for sequencing efforts whereas for
clinical use our phage preparations have been conducted via CsCl gradient ultracentrifugation, as in
Schooley et al [3], to completely remove any host material such as naked bacterial DNA.
2.2. Library Preparation and Sequencing
Sequencing libraries were constructed using the Accel-NGS® 2S Plus library kit (Swift Biosciences,
Ann Arbor, MI, USA) with a slight modiﬁcation. Brieﬂy, 250 ng of genomic DNA was fragmented using
the Covaris M220 (Covaris, Inc, Woburn, MA, USA). Instrument parameters were the factory settings
for Illumina TruSeq (350 bp). The sheared gDNA was subjected to a double-sided size selection using
AMPure XP beads (Beckman-Coulter, Brea, CA, USA). Selection ratios were 0.75×/0.6×. Size-selected
DNA was then used as input for 2S Plus. Library fragments were not ampliﬁed using PCR. All libraries
were quality checked using the Agilent BioAnalyzer (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA)
and quantitated using the NEBNext® Library Quant kit (New England Biolabs, Inc., Ipswitch, MA,
USA). Prior to sequencing, individual libraries were diluted to 2 nM concentration and pooled.
Sequencing was performed on a MiSeq (Illumina, Inc., San Diego, CA, USA) using 2 × 300 v3
chemistry. Raw sequencing reads were deposited in NCBI’s Sequence Read Archive (SRA) under SRA
accession numbers (SRR6764339, SRR6764268).
2.3. Genome Assembly
For each sample, two pipelines were run in parallel for quality control (QC) and assembly
(Figure 1). Results from both pipelines were compared to identify a single consensus sequence with
high conﬁdence. Speciﬁc parameters employed are listed in Supplemental Table S1. If there was
not 100% nucleotide identity between the results of the largest contig in both assemblers, the reads
were mapped to both contigs in order to manually verify the ﬁdelity of the assembly. Both pipelines
implemented the following tasks in order: (1) raw data were processed for QC; (2) all reads that
pass QC in Step 1 were assembled de novo; (3) 50,000 to 100,000 quality-controlled reads from
Step 1 were subsampled then assembled de novo. The ﬁrst pipeline combined publicly available
tools: FaQCs for QC [22], seqtk for subsampling [23] and SPAdes (version 3.5.0) for assembly [24].
The second pipeline includes NGS Core Tools from CLC Genomics Workbench (version 10, Qiagen,
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Redwood City, CA, USA). Both FaQCs and CLC’s quality trimmer were set to trim reads to Q30
and remove reads less than 50 bp in length. CLC’s quality trimmer was set to remove any reads
containing more than two ambiguous bases while FaQCs was set to remove reads with more than
two consecutive ambiguous bases. In addition, the way quality trimming is implemented differs
between the two pipelines. FaQCs utilizes BWA-style trimming [14] while CLC’s quality trimmer
utilizes a modiﬁed-Mott algorithm. These differences make CLC’s quality trimming more stringent.
Between the two pipelines, four de novo assemblies were performed for each sample: SPAdes-all reads,
SPAdes-subsampled, CLC-all reads, and CLC-subsampled. Subsampling was performed to achieve
80–100× coverage of the genome. If a genome size was unknown, 50,000 reads were subsampled;
a maximum of 100,000 reads is recommended for the initial assembly of unknown phage genomes [8].
When sampling paired-end reads, half of the reads should be obtained from each ﬁle. SPAdes assembly
was performed using default settings whereas CLC assembly parameters were default except for
word size, which was set to 64. Assembly artifacts were identiﬁed and removed (i.e., 127 bp artiﬁcial
overlaps at the ends of SPAdes assembled contigs). If the largest contig generated by two different
assemblers presented 100% nucleotide identity, regardless of start site or orientation, the resulting
sequence proceeded to downstream analysis. Otherwise, all reads were mapped back to the contig
to determine genome ends versus sequencing artifacts manually by visualizing read support using
CLC. The resultant assembly size is also compared to the range of genome sizes for that particular
virus family to make sure that it is relatively consistent with the expected value (virus family being
determined either by morphological characteristics, closest sequenced relatives, or both).
2.4. Resolving Genome Ends
The genomic termini and phage packaging strategy were determined using PhageTerm [25].
Brieﬂy, FaQCs processed reads were aligned to the putative phage genome and read build-ups,
indicative of over-represented fragment ends, were identiﬁed. PhageTerm uses the starting position
SPC
coverage (SPC) and the coverage in each orientation (COV) to calculate τ = COV
in each direction for
each nucleotide. This metric is used to determine the location of genomic termini as well as classify it
as one of the following: 5 cos, 3 cos, direct terminal repeat (DTR) (short), DTR (long), headful (with or
without pac site detected), Mu-like, or unknown. It automatically rearranges the genome sequence
accordingly. All genomes were checked for non-terminal nucleotides with signiﬁcant p-values and
aberrant coverage patterns. When a phage genome’s termini could not be determined, or in the case
where a phage genome had no consistent biological termini (circularly permuted phages), the start site
was selected based on the presence and orientation of terminase genes as previously described [26]
in order to allow easy comparative analysis of similar phages. If no large terminase gene was found,
the start site was selected based on alignment with the closest reference in GenBank.
2.5. High Quality Genome Checkpoint
After ends were resolved and orientation was set, the ﬁnal genome sequence was validated for
quality. To validate the genomic sequence, quality-controlled reads were mapped back to the sequence
to ensure it was well-supported by sequencing data. Assembly validation was performed in CLC using
clc_mapper with default settings but can be performed at the command line interface using BWA.
Three metrics were considered: percentage of reads mapping to the genome, average whole genome
coverage and lowest coverage. Assemblies were considered validated if >90% of reads mapped back
to the phage genome. Additionally, in order for genomes to proceed from this checkpoint, average
whole genome coverage and lowest coverage were at least 100× for complete genomes and ~400× for
ﬁnished genomes [14]. “Complete” and “ﬁnished” genome deﬁnitions used here are as deﬁned by
Ladner et al.; speciﬁcally, complete viral genomes have the whole sequence fully resolved, including
ends, whereas ﬁnished viral genomes have a complete sequence plus a minimum of 400–1000×
coverage depth to resolve population-level variations [14]. Genomes with <400× coverage can proceed
through the pipeline, however appropriate detection of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in
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the population requires the deeper coverage metric. Additional sequencing can be performed to obtain
more reads for population-level validation of complete phage genomes.
2.6. Phage Lifestyle Checkpoint
Temperate phages do not proceed as viable therapeutic candidates in our pipeline. Therefore,
an important checkpoint involves identifying phages that have the potential for temperate behavior.
Complete genomes were submitted to RAST [13] and PHAge Search Tool Enhanced Release
(PHASTER) [27] for baseline gene calling and functional annotation. Output from these tools was
parsed for the presence of “integrase.” Additionally, PHACTS was utilized to determine if a phage’s
overall proteome resembled that of a temperate phage. Brieﬂy, PHACTS is a tool that utilizes a Random
Forest classiﬁer to predict phage lifestyle, bacterial host and phage family by comparing proteins
from the query to those of phages within the PHACTS database [16]. PHACTS analysis yields a
statistically-based score that predicts the likelihood that a phage is prone to a temperate versus lytic
lifestyle. Any indicators of temperate behavior result in rejection of the phage candidate.
2.7. Specialty Genes Checkpoint
An initial viability check is performed to identify the presence of toxins, virulence factors,
or antimicrobial resistance genes. This step is performed on reads and contigs using the EDGE
Bioinformatics Gene Family module (Appendix A). Read-based functional proﬁling was performed
on FaQCs processed reads. ShortBRED (v0.9.4M) searches reads for similarity to antibiotic resistance
genes found in three databases: Antibiotic Resistance Genes Database (ARDB) [28], Resfams antibiotic
resistance functions [29] and Virulence Factors of Pathogenic Bacteria (VFDB), downloaded December
2015. [30]. Contigs from the SPAdes-all reads assembly were also searched for problematic genes.
ORFs were predicted in all contigs >700 base pairs in length using Prodigal [31]. ShortBRED was used
to search predicted ORFs against VFDB. Additionally, the Resistance Gene Identiﬁer (RGI), v3.1.1 with
database from July 2016, was used to search predicted ORFs against the Comprehensive Antibiotic
Resistance Database (CARD) [32]. Databases and sources are listed in Table 1. Default parameters were
used for all tools. Detecting any positive hits in this checkpoint renders a phage unﬁt for therapeutic
use. It is important to note that Prodigal is a gene calling algorithm designed to predict ORFs in
prokaryotes, thus it is expected to perform well for those organisms. Prodigal is used in this step
because it is the gene caller embedded in the EDGE Bioinformatics Gene Family module. We have
found this method appropriate for fast candidate viability checks, however none of the gene calls
from Prodigal are used for annotation since GLIMMER3 outperforms Prodigal for predicting ORFs
in phages. Users are not conﬁned to relying on Prodigal as the method for identifying ORFs or for
specialty gene analysis.
Table 1. Databases curated with virulence factor and antimicrobial resistance genes.
Database

# Of Genes in Database

Last Updated 1

Database Source

ShortBRED VF 2

26,187

July 2017

https://huttenhower.sph.harvard.edu/shortbred

ShortBRED AR 3

932

July 2017

https://huttenhower.sph.harvard.edu/shortbred

Virulence Factor
DataBase (VFDB)

30,246

February 2018

http://www.mgc.ac.cn/VFs/main.htm

Comprehensive
Antibiotic Resistance
Database (CARD)

2514

February 2018

https://card.mcmaster.ca/download

1

Last update available for public download. Database download dates for analyses in this manuscript are described
in Materials and Methods. 2 Database built using Victors, VFDB and MvirDB. 3 Database built using CARD.

2.8. Contaminant Analysis
Reads and contigs were analyzed for host and laboratory contamination using EDGE
Bioinformatics software [33]. Taxonomy Classiﬁcation was performed on FaQCs processed reads
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using four tools: GOTTCHA (version 1.0b) [34], Kraken (version 0.10.4-beta) [35], MetaPhlAn
(version 1.7.7) [36] and BWA-mem (version 0.7.9) [37] mapping to RefSeq. Contigs from SPAdes-all
reads assembly were classiﬁed by aligning contigs to NCBI’s RefSeq database using BWA-mem.
All programs were run using default parameter settings in EDGE Bioinformatics (Appendix A) [38].
Any contigs >700 bp with >5× coverage obtained in subsampled assemblies were also analyzed by
megablast against nr/nt databases. Samples were considered free from contamination if the total
assembly size was close to the range of genome sizes within that particular virus family and if less
than 5% of reads mapped to host reference genomes.
2.9. Gene Calling and Functional Annotation
Baseline gene predictions and functional annotation were obtained from Classic RAST
(Virus domain; genetic code 11; FIGfam version Release70) [13]. Putative ORFs were also
predicted using the command line version of GLIMMER-3 (v3.02) [39] and the phage-speciﬁc gene
caller THEA [40]. Start- and stop-site coordinates were compared for the two approaches and
disagreements were considered during manual gene assignments. Annotation was performed
manually. The nucleotide sequence for each predicted ORF was queried by BLASTx against NCBI’s
non-redundant (nr) protein sequences. Peptide sequences for each predicted ORF also underwent
homology searches using BLASTp against nr, PhAnTOME [41], pVOGs [42] and the PHASTER
Prophage/Virus databases [27]. The following threshold values were applied in general. Putative ORFs
with 50–70% sequence identity [43] to a given gene were assigned “putative.” When peptide sequences
exhibited low identity (less than 50% [44]), protein sequences were also submitted for the analysis
of hidden Markov models by hmmscan [45] against the Pfam database [46] and NCBI’s Conserved
Domain Database. Consensus gene functions were assigned to ORFs manually. tRNAs were identiﬁed
using tRNAscan-SE [47] and ARAGORN [48]. Speciﬁcally, for putative ORFs with identity to
potentially harmful gene products, we set a lower threshold (30%) so as to increase sensitivity and
err on the side of safety. This threshold was chosen based on the work of Joshi and Xu, in which it is
stated that at this threshold the chance for a pair of proteins to share any of the three GO categories at
high levels would be 50% or less [43].
3. Results
We present two ﬁnished phage genomes that pass all safety checkpoints in the phage
characterization workﬂow and which we have subsequently deposited in GenBank. The two phages,
Pseudomonas phage vB_PaeP_130_113 (GenBank accession MH107770) and Staphylococcus phage
vB_SauM_0414_108 (GenBank accession MH107769), were selected based on the clinical relevance of
their bacterial hosts, Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Staphylococcus aureus, respectively and demonstrated
antibacterial efﬁcacy against clinical isolates in house. Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Staphylococcus aureus
are two of the twelve antibiotic-resistant priority pathogens according to the World Health Organization
(WHO); carbapenem-resistant Pseudomonas aeruginosa falls within the Priority 1 CRITICAL category.
Both pathogens are also categorized as ESKAPE pathogens (Enterococcus faecium, Staphylococcus aureus,
Klebsiella pneumoniae, Acinetobacter baumannii, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, and Enterobacter species), microbes
responsible for the majority of hospital-acquired antimicrobial-resistant (AMR) infections, by the
Infectious Diseases Society of America [49,50]. Results are presented according to key checkpoints in
the phage characterization workﬂow.
3.1. Sequencing and Assembly Statistics
The workﬂow begins with two pipelines that perform Quality Control and Genome Assembly in
parallel, as depicted in Figure 1. There are several QC and assembly checkpoints during this process:
1.
2.

Check reads for quality, length, nucleotide composition, ambiguous nucleotides.
Do assemblies agree? If no, is there adequate read-support to resolve differences?
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3.
4.

Is the largest contig a phage sequence? If no, consider contamination analysis.
Identify (and later, characterize) all contigs >700 bp with >5× coverage.

Both samples retained 94–98% of reads following quality control (Table 2). For each sample, de novo
assemblies were performed by SPAdes and CLC using all quality-controlled reads as well as a subsampled
set of quality-controlled reads (four assemblies per sample; see Methods). For the Pseudomonas
phage vB_PaeP_130_113 sample, all four de novo assemblies yielded a single contig that was identical
among them and therefore proceeded to downstream analysis. The closest relative to Pseudomonas
phage vB_PaeP_130_113 is Pseudomonas Phage DL62 (94% query coverage, 94% identity). In contrast,
assemblies of randomly subsampled reads, hereafter referred to as “subassemblies”, were required to
obtain contigs with 100% sequence identity for the Staphylococcus phage vB_SauM_0414_108 sample.
These differences highlight the utility of a multipronged approach for obtaining a consensus sequence
with high confidence. Reads were mapped back to Staphylococcus phage vB_SauM_0414_108 contigs for
assembly validation and the differences observed in assemblies using all reads were deemed artificial
overlaps introduced by the algorithms. The validated consensus sequence used for Staphylococcus phage
vB_SauM_0414_108 in next steps was the largest contig that presented 100% nucleotide identity from the
two subassemblies. The closest relative to Staphylococcus phage vB_SauM_0414_108 is Staphylococcus
phage K (95% query coverage, 99% identity). SPAdes all reads assembly contained a 751 bp contig.
This contig was disregarded due to low coverage (<1.5×) and because it had no significant sequence
similarity when queried (megablast) against the NCBI nr database.
Table 2. Sequencing and Assembly Statistics.

1

Pipeline Output

Pseudomonas Phage
vB_PaeP_130_113

Staphylococcus Phage
vB_SauM_0414_108

Total Reads
Reads Pass FaQCs (%)
Reads Pass CLC (%)
Reads sub-sampled (#)
SPAdes all reads 1
CLC all reads 1
SPAdes subsampled 1
CLC subsampled 1
SPAdes all reads 2
CLC all reads 2
SPAdes subsampled 2
CLC subsampled 2

206,222
98.82
96.97
50,000
1
1
1
1
43,742
43,742
43,742
43,742

347,594
98.38
94.03
50,000
2
1
1
1
141,507
141,334
141,331
141,330

Number of contigs >700 base pairs long. 2 Length of largest contig (bp), SPAdes assembly artifacts removed.

3.2. High Quality Genomes
The next step in the workﬂow is the determination of termini position and packaging strategy
and involves the following checkpoints:
5.
6.

Are genome ends resolved?
Is genome supported by adequate even coverage?

Reads that passed FaQCs and the consensus sequence obtained from genome assembly were
submitted for analysis using PhageTerm software. Both phages contain direct terminal repeats (DTRs).
Pseudomonas phage vB_PaeP_130_113 contains a short 463 bp DTR and Staphylococcus phage
vB_SauM_0414_108 has a long DTR spanning 10,296 bp (Table 3). Coverage over the DTR region
was approximately twice that of the rest of the genome for both phages. The metric τ, indicative of
sudden coverage peaks, also supports the presence of DTRs in both genomes. Finally, read mapping
was performed to validate the rearranged genomes using all CLC quality-controlled reads and CLC
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aligner. The ﬁnal size of Pseudomonas phage vB_PaeP_130_113 is 44,205 bp with 846.5× average
whole genome coverage. The ﬁnal size of Staphylococcus phage vB_SauM_0414_108 is 151,627 bp
with 508.6× average whole genome coverage.
Table 3. Genomic termini statistics.
Phage

Class 1

DTR Region
Length

Start, End τ
Metric 2

Coverage in
DTR Region

Coverage Outside
of DTR Region

Pseudomonas phage
vB_PaeP_130_113

Short DTR

463 bp

0.63, 0.64

1018.0×

634.9×

Staphylococcus phage
vB_SauM_0414_108

Long DTR

10,296 bp

0.75, 0.55

753.1×

343.9×

5

1

3

Above metrics are determined by PhageTerm.
One of the following:
cos,
cos, Short DTR, Long DTR,
headful (with or without pac site detected), Mu-like, or unknown. 2 τ in forward direction for ﬁrst nucleotide of
DTR region, τ in reverse direction for last nucleotide of DTR region.

3.3. Phage Lifestyle
The primary objective of the phage lifestyle step is to identify temperate phages since they are not
pursued past this point in our pipeline and involves the following checkpoints:
7.
8.

Do any predicted ORFs present sequence identity to known integrase(s)?
Do classiﬁcation algorithms (i.e., PHACTS) bolster conﬁdence?

Genomes were submitted to RAST and PHASTER for rapid preliminary gene calling and annotation.
The RAST-generated Genbank file and the PHASTER-generated details.txt file were parsed (using grep)
to identify the presence of integrase. In addition, the phage proteomes were analyzed using PHACTS,
a computational classification algorithm trained to predict phage lifestyles. Integrase genes were not
identified in either genome. In line with this, PHACTS predicted <40% probability that these two phages
would exhibit temperate behavior (Table 4). We applied PHACTS analysis to our genomes along
with the closest relative for each sample and two phages with integrase. Lytic scores were >0.59 for
Pseudomonas phage vB_PaeP_130_113 and its closest relative (Pseudomonas phage DL62, GI:KR054031)
as well as Staphylococcus phage vB_SauM_0414_108 and its closest relative (Staphylococcus phage K,
GI:KF766114.1). To contrast this, we also present phages with integrases in their genomes (Pseudomonas
phage vB_PaeS_PMG1, GI:NC_016765; Staphylococcus phage phiSaus-IPLA88, GI:NC_011614.1) and
respective lytic scores of 0.42 or less. These results demonstrate reliable PHACTS predictions for
phages with known lifestyles. Taken together, these results strongly suggest that Pseudomonas phage
vB_PaeP_130_113 and Staphylococcus phage vB_SauM_0414_108 are likely lytic phages.
Table 4. Phage lifestyle assessment.
Phage

PHACTS
Lytic Score

PHACTS
Temperate Score

PHACTS Standard
Deviation

PHASTER
Integrase

RAST
Integrase

NCBI Annotated
Integrase

Pseudomonas phage
vB_PaeP_130_113

0.66

0.34

0.073

No

No

N/A

Pseudomonas phage
DL62 (GI:KR054031)

0.73

0.26

0.117

No

No

No

Pseudomonas phage
vB_PaeS_PMG1
(GI:NC_016765)

0.42

0.58

0.042

Yes

Yes

Yes

Staphylococcus phage
vB_SauM_0414_108

0.60

0.40

0.082

No

No

N/A

Staphylococcus phage
K (GI:KF76114)

0.59

0.41

0.107

No

No

No

Staphylococcus phage
phiSaus-IPLA88
(GI:NC_011614)

0.28

0.72

0.048

Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A = Not applicable due to in house anntoation.
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3.4. Specialty Genes Checkpoint
The next checkpoint involves genes with potential deleterious effects:
9.

Are any toxins, virulence factors, or antimicrobial resistance genes detected?

To answer this question, all reads and all annotated coding sequences from contigs were proﬁled
for antimicrobial resistance genes and virulence factors. This analysis was performed using the EDGE
Bioinformatics Gene Family module, however the tools and databases are open source and can be
run by command line (Table 1). The ShortBRED algorithm was used to perform a targeted search for
unique and speciﬁc signatures found in four specialty gene databases (Table 1). For read-based analysis
ShortBRED searches the Antimicrobial Resistance Database (ARDB), Resfams and the Virulence Factor
Database (VFDB). For contig-based analysis, Prodigal performs gene calling, ShortBRED searches
coding sequences against VFDB and the Resistance Gene Identiﬁer (RGI) searches the Comprehensive
Antibiotic Resistance Database (CARD). By these methods, Pseudomonas phage vB_PaeP_130_113 and
Staphylococcus phage vB_SauM_0414_108 were found to encode zero hits to any known problematic
specialty gene targets at the read and contig levels.
3.5. Contaminant Analysis
Another key element in the viability check is detection of potential contaminants, or transducing
activity which can present similarly as contamination, and this analysis involves the following
three checkpoints:
10.
11.
12.

What percentage of reads are classiﬁed as phage?
What is the total assembly size?
What percentage of reads map to non-phage contigs from the assembly?

Two approaches were applied to assess contamination or potential transducing ability in a
quantitative manner. First, all reads and all assembled contigs were analyzed using the Taxonomy
Classiﬁcation module in EDGE Bioinformatics. Parameters for quality trimming in our local instance
of EDGE Bioinformatics software were updated to reﬂect the FaQCs and SPAdes parameters described
in the Methods and Appendix A. The second approach is classiﬁcation-independent: calculate the
percentage of reads that map to non-phage contigs and considered total assembly size. This second
measurement is calculated as follows: (1) determine the phage contig(s) versus non-phage contigs
through taxonomic classiﬁcation as described in Section 2.8, Contaminant Analysis; (2) calculate the
number of reads mapped to the phage contig; (3) subtract the number obtained in Step 2 from
the number of reads mapped to whole genome assembly; and (4) calculate the percentage of host
sequence (i.e., the number of reads mapped to non-phage contigs divided by the total number of
quality-controlled reads multiplied by 100).
Three of four taxonomy tools (GOTTCHA, Kraken and BWA) agreed and identiﬁed both reads and
contigs from the Pseudomonas phage vB_PaeP_130_113 sample as a Pseudomonas phage (Figure 2A).
BWA classiﬁcation results are presented in detail. We present BWA classiﬁcation results because this
tool performs both read and contig-based classiﬁcation. Only 46.47% of all reads from Pseudomonas
phage vB_PaeP_130_113 were classiﬁed using taxonomy-based analysis. However, of the reads
that were classiﬁed, 99% of classiﬁed reads were Viruses, all of which were further classiﬁed as
Pseudomonas phages (Figure 2B). Of the organisms detected by two or more read-based tools, all have
>87% identity to the ﬁnal phage genome. For contig-based community proﬁling the top hit was
Pseudomonas phage vB_Pae-TbilisiM32 (GI:KX711710), which has 95% query coverage and 94%
identity to the ﬁnal phage contig. The total assembly size for Pseudomonas phage vB_PaeP_130_113
was 44,325 bp. The number of reads mapped to phage contig was 203,003 while the number of reads
mapped to the whole assembly was 203,005 and the total trimmed reads is 206,222. This amounts
to 0.001% potential host sequence. Taken together, these data indicate that the Pseudomonas phage
vB_PaeP_130_113 sample passes this checkpoint.
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Likewise, three of four taxonomy tools (GOTTCHA, Kraken and BWA) agreed and identified both
reads and contigs from the Staphylococcus phage vB_SauM_0414_108 sample as a Staphylococcus phage
(Figure 2C). 79.12% of all reads from Staphylococcus phage vB_SauM_0414_108 were classified by BWA.
Of the classified reads, 99.99% were classified as Viruses and all viral reads were classified as viruses of
Staphylococcus at the species level (Figure 2D). The top five organisms classified by read-based taxonomy
have >93% identity to the final phage genome. Only two contigs were >700 bp and only the phage contig
had over 5× coverage. The top hit for the largest contig, the unfinished phage contig, was Staphylococcus
phage JD007 (GI:JX878671), which has 95% query coverage and 97% identity to the final phage genome.
The next largest contig (751 bp with under 1.5× coverage) presents no significant similarity to any
known sequences in the nr database (megablast). The total assembly size for the Staphylococcus phage
vB_SauM_0414_108 sample was 145,555 bp, with the number of reads mapped to phage contig being
338,323 and the number of reads mapped to assembly being 338,360. The total trimmed reads amount
to 341,976. These results indicate 0.011% potential host sequence. This phage also passed criteria for
contamination-free sequences and does not, by this analysis, appear to exhibit generalized transduction.

Figure 2. Contaminant analysis using read-based taxonomy classiﬁcation. Read-based taxonomy
results are presented for Pseudomonas phage vB_PaeP_130_113 (A,B); and Staphylococcus phage
vB_SauM_0414_108 (C,D). Taxonomy results for all classiﬁcation tools (relative abundance) using
all reads that pass QC are presented as heatmaps (A,C). Reads were classiﬁed by GOTTCHA
using databases comprised of bacteria (species-level: gottcha-speDB-b; strain-level: gottcha-strDB-b)
or viruses (species-level: gottcha-speDB-v; strain-level: gottcha-strDB-v), Kraken (kraken_mini),
metaphlan and BWA against RefSeq (BWA-mem). All reads that were classiﬁed by BWA are presented
as a Krona plots, where percentages are the number of reads that map to each organism divided by the
total number of classiﬁed reads (B,D).
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3.6. Genome Polishing
After genomes passed all the previous twelve checkpoints, the ﬁnal phage genomes underwent
automated gene-calling followed by manual curation of annotations and the ﬁnal checkpoint:
13.

Were any unsettling genes identiﬁed by manual annotation?

Two major considerations at this step include methods to identify genes and the reliability of
annotations. We performed gene calling using RAST and two gene prediction algorithms and compared
start and stop sites for each ORF. For each putative ORF, the amino acid sequence was searched against
a minimum of four databases (see Methods). Consensus annotations were assigned followed by a
ﬁnal check for any notable genes. The ﬁnished genome for Pseudomonas phage vB_PaeP_130_113
contains 57 coding sequences (CDS), 35 with assigned functional annotations, 22 hypothetical, and no
tRNA (Table 5, Figure 3A). The ﬁnal genome for Staphylococcus phage vB_SauM_0414_108 contains
241 CDS, 154 with assigned functional annotations, 87 hypothetical, and four tRNA sequences (Table 5,
Figure 3B). No notable or problematic genes were found in either genome.

Figure 3. Whole genome maps for ﬁnished annotated phage genomes. Annotations for selected
predicted open reading frames (ORFs) are presented for Pseudomonas phage vB_PaeP_130_113 (A);
and Staphylococcus phage vB_SauM_0414_108 (B). Mauve colored arrows indicate the ORF has been
annotated; grey colored arrows indicate ORFs annotated “hypothetical”; yellow arrows indicate tRNA.
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Table 5. Finished genome details.
Phage

Size (bp)

%GC

CDS (#)

Genes with Functional
Annotation (#)

Hypothetical
Genes (#)

tRNA (#)

Assigned
Family

Pseudomonas phage
vB_PaeP_130_113

44,205

62.4

57

35

22

0

Podoviridae

Staphylococcus phage
vB_SauM_0414_108

151,627

30.4

241

154

87

4

Myoviridae

4. Discussion
The promise of phage therapeutics for devising personalized treatment toward AMR microbes
demands a reliable and scalable pipeline to characterize phages. Herein we present an analysis
workﬂow along with recommendations for essential checkpoints to assess the genomic safety of phage
candidates. This analysis mirrors efforts carried out by our team for phage genomes submitted to the
FDA for IND approval. The two phage genomes delivered here are examples of candidates that would
pass all safety criteria. We have made our source code publically available at GitHub (https://github.
com/BDRD-Genomics). Below we expand on potential issues that arise at important checkpoints and
emphasize the need for manual oversight for genomes being considered for human use.
Phage genomes are hyper-mobile and exhibit high mutation rates, thus a ﬁnished genome
represents a consensus sequence for the distribution of non-identical related progeny. Detecting
minor variants is dependent on sequencing technology and population diversity (i.e., quasi-species).
Increasing genomic depth of coverage typically provides additional conﬁdence in overcoming
sequencing errors and identifying true single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). Previous studies have
determined that 400× coverage is recommended to detect minor variants (present at 1% frequency
with 99.999% conﬁdence) in order to accurately describe genetic diversity within a viral population [8].
Although dependent on experimental conditions, there exists an upper range limit in which increasing
coverage either produces no additional beneﬁt or has deleterious effects. As noted previously,
most genomic assemblers use heuristics in order to solve an NP-hard problem (a class of problems
which may take exponential time to solve or are unsolvable) in a reasonable period of time. Generally,
these heuristics are geared toward lower coverage levels (<100×). Very high coverage may actually
increase assembly fragmentation; with low coverage a given error is typically unique but with high
enough coverage the same error may be encountered multiple times and assembled. This creates false
branches with a de Bruijn graph-based assembler that may be cut, increasing fragmentation. In order
to overcome any potential biases introduced by speciﬁc assembler heuristics, we employ multiple
assemblers (CLC and SPAdes) at multiple depths of coverage, followed by a consensus based approach
to determine the most accurate contig. There are a number of freely available open source assemblers
(e.g., Velvet, SOAPdenovo, ABySS), which may be substituted for the proprietary product produced
by CLC.
Determining a phage’s genomic termini and packaging strategy is necessary for producing the
correct nucleotide sequence, selecting the genome start-site, correcting assembly artifacts caused by
direct terminal repeats (DTRs), and elucidating the phage’s biology. For example, DNA packaging
strategy has implications in a large part of a phage’s life cycle including: initiation, replication,
termination and transcriptional regulation [51]. PhageTerm was selected as the tool of choice for
analyzing phage termini because of its automated and user-friendly nature [25]. Like other methods
that use high-throughput sequence data to ascertain genomic termini, PhageTerm exploits the random
nature of DNA fragmentation during library prep and identiﬁes over-represented fragment ends.
Genome orientation cannot be inferred from NGS data for cos and DTR phages. PhageTerm will leave
the orientation the same as the input reference for these types of phages. In this situation, orientation
should be determined based on the orientation of terminase gene(s). Similarly, when a phage’s termini
cannot be determined, or in the case a phage has no consistent biological termini (circularly permuted
phages), it is recommended that the start site be selected relative to the position and orientation of
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the terminase gene(s). Merril et al. suggest starting circularly permuted phages at, or just upstream
from, the large terminase subunit and adjusting the orientation of the genome so it is in the forward
direction [26]. However, this often results in the small terminase gene being placed at the opposite
end of the genome because it is common for the small terminase subunit to be directly upstream from
the gene for the large terminase subunit. Circularly permuted phages put through our workﬂow
start at the small terminase gene so that genes for terminase subunits stay adjacent to each other.
The orientation of the genome was adjusted such that it matches the orientation of the small terminase
genes. If no small terminase gene can be found, the genome was instead adjusted to the large terminase
gene. It is important to note that users should manually inspect the sequence to make sure that the
start site does not result in a broken CDS.
Phages that have a high potential to integrate into the chromosomes of their bacterial host
are considered undesirable for phage therapy. Our pipeline combines homology-based searches
(RAST, PHASTER) and a predictive computational model (PHACTS) to identify risky candidates
during the initial viability checkpoint. For annotation-based analysis, integrase, the enzyme that
mediates incorporation of phage DNA into bacterial DNA, is the molecular marker used to exclude
prophages and phages with temperate potential. Importantly, integrase genes are highly diverse
genomic elements, thus relying on sequence similarity to published genomes alone is inadequate
for predicting phage lifestyle. PHASTER annotation, for example, only detected 75 of 147 (51%)
integrase genes in prophages from Salmonella enterica [52]. Moreover, a mutation in a single amino acid
residue can render an integrase inactive [53], thus the functional capacity of an integrase is unknown
unless it is 100% identical to an experimentally validated annotation. To circumvent the limitations of
functional annotation we combine our analysis with PHACTS, a classiﬁcation algorithm that predicts
phage lifestyle based on the entire phage proteome. PHACTS utilizes a novel similarity algorithm
and a trained Random Forest classiﬁer to classify phages. These classiﬁcations are based on a curated
database of phages with annotated lifestyles, which have their proteins aligned against the proteins of
the query phage. PHACTS does not always provide clear classiﬁcations despite being trained using
phages with experimentally proven temperate or lytic lifestyles. It is possible that some discrepancies
can be explained by specialized host-phage interactions that govern lifestyle through interference of
integrase or other repressor genes (reviewed extensively in [54]). Analysis of repressor genes would be
an additional strategy that could add information to phage lifestyle predictions. Another explanation
for potentially unclear results from PHACTS could be due to the collection of genomes in the database
on which PHACTS is trained. If the query phage has proteins that are similar to those in the database,
PHACTS has a higher chance of providing a clear answer. However, if the query phage is fairly
unique, it becomes more difﬁcult for the algorithm to make a conﬁdent call. The PHACTS training data
contains phages that infect Pseudomonas and Staphylococcus hosts at equal proportions (~50 genomes
each), which bolsters conﬁdence in the results presented above. It is important to note that the PHACTS
database is limited (zero phages for Acinetobacter hosts, for example) and users should be aware that
PHACTS predictions are dependent on this database. If users are studying genomes not represented
in the database, it is recommended that PHACTS be retrained with a wider variety of phages from
a number of different hosts. An additional caveat is that episomal and plasmidial prophages [55,56]
might not be detected as such by our analyses unless they exhibit signiﬁcant nucleotide identity to
previously sequenced episomal or plasmidial prophages.
Monitoring the apparent host sequences as a way of assessing potential sample contamination
is important for obtaining high quality ﬁnished genomes with conﬁdence and ensuring the
reproducibility of bioinformatics analysis using raw sequences that are delivered to the FDA as a part of
IND-ﬁling. It is also important as a way of monitoring for potential transducing ability. We recommend
performing taxonomy classiﬁcation on all reads and contigs, and, due to the potential uncertainties
introduced into the resulting assembly and the qualitative nature of genomic assessments of “safety,”
disregarding samples with contamination, even if the host sequence is thought to be introduced
downstream of phage puriﬁcation, such as from sequencing run carry-over or bleed-through among
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samples multiplexed within a sequencing run. EDGE Bioinformatics provides a well-documented
web-based interface to perform classiﬁcation using four different tools that vary in sensitivity and
speciﬁcity (see Appendix A; [33,38]). This analysis allows users to generate a conﬁdent assessment of
the proportion of host sequence and/or of potential contaminants from other sources. The tools are
dependent on the curation of the respective databases and underlying algorithms. This means that the
number of reads mapping to a particular reference will vary among tools, preventing deﬁnitive cut-off
values for percent contamination. We recommend running taxonomic classiﬁcation using multiple
tools and focusing on calls where agreement is observed across tools. Importantly, the taxonomy
tools in EDGE are designed for classifying prokaryotes and viruses; fungal contaminants will not be
classiﬁed using this method. At a minimum, we recommended samples undergo read and contig-based
analysis using BWA-mem mapping to RefSeq. We also suggest calculating the percentage of reads that
map to non-phage contigs. This calculation gives an estimation of how pure a phage prep is and will
enable a user to discriminate contamination even if the contaminant is not classiﬁed by taxonomy tools
(i.e., fungal contamination). For instance, assume that a phage sample had 1,263,276 reads mapped to
phage contig and the total number of reads mapped to whole assembly was 1,459,830 out of a total
of 1,464,496 quality-controlled reads. In this case, the number of reads mapped to non-phage was
196,554 reads or 13.42%. Another factor to consider is the total genome assembly size, in this example,
6,103,974 bp. Since two facts violate the checkpoints (undesirable percentage of reads not mapping to
phage contig and total assembly size much larger than any known phage genome), this phage sample
would be abandoned and not analyzed further. When considering total genome assembly size, we may
deduce that if the total genome assembly size is much too big to be a phage genome alone, it is likely
that it includes several contigs resulting from host bacterial sequences. Based on our experience, if
the genome assembly size is larger than 1 Mbp or close to the size of host bacterial genomes (i.e., 3 to
6 Mbp) and if the percentage of non-phage reads is greater than 5%, the quality or purity of the phage
prep should be questioned, and/or the possibility of transduction considered.
Prior to intensive annotation, our pipeline employs an initial scan against known deleterious
genes, using two methods to screen against VFDB. One method queries the phage contig against VFDB
using blastn. We have found that some regions in phage genomes share sequence similarity to hits in
VFDB, however these hits present low query coverage and can be rapidly excluded as false positives.
For this reason, we have selected to use ShortBRED in combination with VFDB as a second method for
screening. The ShortBRED algorithm is used to identify unique and distinguishable protein sequences
in VFDB and provides highly speciﬁc results. If any positive results are identiﬁed using ShortBRED,
the phage does not pass as a viable candidate. Users should be cautious of VFDB hits when using
BLAST; speciﬁcally users should investigate whether identity spans the full protein sequence or if
functional domains are represented in the sequence.
Even with that robust screening method in place to assist in detection of deleterious genes,
thorough annotation as outlined in our pipeline serves the primary role of assessing phage candidates
for safety. Identifying and annotating phage genes remains technically difﬁcult due to small size and
lack of known homologues. Additionally, in silico gene-prediction and annotation platforms cater to
the molecular underpinnings of bacterial genomes. This means that manual reﬁnement is necessary to
checking genes and annotations. Relaxing similarity thresholds of search algorithms may be necessary
to fully exclude a gene product as hazardous with conﬁdence. With that being said, it is important to
note that assigning a gene product “hypothetical protein” is preferred over a more speciﬁc annotation
with little evidence when depositing ﬁnal genomes into public repositories. We recommend reviewing
guidelines written by Aziz et al. [9], a thorough overview of how to avoid precarious functional
assignments. However, we do want to articulate a major warning for identifying and dismissing
“red-ﬂag” annotations deposited without experiential evidence. To exemplify this, note the following
two genes: toxin TX1 (Pseudomonas phage TH30) (NCBI reference sequence: YP_009226100) and
Acriﬂavin resistance protein (Pseudomonas phage vB_PaeM_C2-10_Ab02) (NCBI reference sequence:
CEF89094). Neither of the aforementioned genes have experimental evidence, nor do any of the
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homologues, all of which are annotated hypothetical. Moreover, the phage containing the gene
annotated “toxin TX1” was administered to animals as a therapeutic phage in preclinical experiments,
with no adverse effects. These predicted gene products have no similarity to any other toxins. Finally,
in some unique cases protein structure modeling can provide clarity. Open-source computational
modeling software, like RaptorX [57] and I-TASSER [30], can be used to predict the integrity of
enzymes or identify functions based on similarity to known protein structures rather than sequence
similarity in order to reﬁne the granularity of annotations. Similarly, publicly available websites
like Superfamily [58] provide a platform for structure based searches using hidden Markov models,
which can be useful for predicting the function of distantly related proteins. When submitting phage
genomes to the FDA for clinical approval, we recommend providing annotation results from all
databases and the date databases were accessed. By using orthogonal approaches and combining the
results through manual curation we can say with conﬁdence that no known deleterious genes are
encoded within candidate phage genomes that pass through our checkpoints, but we cannot exclude
the possibility that unknown, previously unsequenced or uncharacterized, deleterious genes could
exist that we might not detect through in silico safety analyses.
Another caveat is that in this study we have not addressed the utility of different sequencing
chemistries and platforms. In the course of this work we have mainly utilized Illumina short read
sequencing technology, although for some genomes we have attempted to resolve potential assembly
artifacts through the use of long reads. Short read technologies typically (1) have inherently low error
rates and (2) due to the high throughput, resulting deep coverage [59]. On the contrary, long read
sequencing platforms such as the Oxford MinION and PacBio hold promise for resolving terminal
repeats and other ambiguities in phage genome assemblies, but the combination of higher error rates
and less deep coverage [60–62] is likely to make error correction with short reads a necessity in many
cases for at least the near future. The pipeline presented in this manuscript would require adjustment
to be suitable for long reads, particularly the QC and assembly steps, and subsampling would likely not
be required for long reads. However, the downstream processes and checkpoints regarding lifestyle,
annotation, and potentially dangerous genes, would remain the same.
In conclusion, we present to the phage therapeutic community a set of guidelines to enable not
only the production of high quality phage genomes and but also predictions of phage suitability for
therapeutic use. Many of the steps involved are intuitive but some are not. Most of these steps would
be employed in genome production and characterization standards for a variety of organisms but in
most cases outside of phage therapy, not all of these steps would be required. In many cases there
are examples of published genomes that would have beneﬁted from some of these steps. There is
currently no single pipeline that is completely automated from end-to-end and would accomplish all
the suitability checks and veriﬁcations inherent to this type of work but we have made our source code
available to the general public and have documented herein the types of human intervention involved
and the logic that is applied. We have also made the raw sequence data as well as the polished ﬁnal
products available in public databases for use by others. This work leverages previously developed
standards (that were primarily focused on producing genomic data for pathogens or for vaccine
candidates [14]) to create the ﬁrst fully described and published standard for genomes of therapeutic
viruses. The approach presented herein should enable researchers to characterize potential therapeutic
phages fully prior to IND submission.
5. Conclusions
In conclusion, the pipeline and checkpoints presented here represent a necessary ﬁrst step
toward widespread use of phage therapy in the US. The aim is to produce fully assembled, error-free,
well-annotated genomes for lytic phages that do not encode genes likely to promote toxicity or AMR
and to do so through a combination of best available tools, well-deﬁned thresholds and necessary
human interventions. In support of this movement, we provide the pipeline and our internal thresholds
to the scientiﬁc community, along with datasets that can be used for training purposes.
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Appendix A
EDGE (Enabling the Democratization of Genomics Expertise) is a bioinformatics platform with
a user-friendly interface which provides access to cutting edge bioinformatics tools. Of the seven
modules available in EDGE, we use four modules to analyze phage sequences. The pre-processing
module performs quality control and read trimming; we changed trim quality level to 30, average
quality cutoff to 30 and “N” base cutoff to 2. The assembly and annotation module assembles the
reads into contigs, performs gene calling using Prodigal and annotation with Prokka; we changed
the assembler to SPAdes and Prokka kingdom to Viruses. The taxonomy classiﬁcation module uses
multiple tools to assign taxonomic classiﬁcations to reads and contigs; we use default parameters.
The gene family module, added in EDGE v1.5, searches specially curated databases for virulence
factors and antibiotic resistance genes in our reads and predicted ORFs; we use default parameters.
EDGE code (including the Gene Family analysis) is available at:
-

https://github.com/LANL-Bioinformatics/EDGE.
EDGE documentation is available at:

-

https://edge.readthedocs.io.
EDGE tutorial is available at:

-

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL7DNo6h5wJsTh2l2GK3N86Imb-9fYQFfH
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Abstract: Staphylococcus aureus is a major causative agent of infections associated with hospital
environments, where antibiotic-resistant strains have emerged as a signiﬁcant threat. Phage therapy
could offer a safe and effective alternative to antibiotics. Phage preparations should comply with
quality and safety requirements; therefore, it is important to develop efﬁcient production control
technologies. This study was conducted to develop and evaluate a rapid and reliable method
for identifying staphylococcal bacteriophages, based on detecting their speciﬁc proteins using
matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization time-of-ﬂight mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF MS)
proﬁling that is among the suggested methods for meeting the regulations of pharmaceutical
authorities. Five different phage puriﬁcation techniques were tested in combination with two
MALDI-TOF MS matrices. Phages, either puriﬁed by CsCl density gradient centrifugation or
as resuspended phage pellets, yielded mass spectra with the highest information value if ferulic
acid was used as the MALDI matrix. Phage tail and capsid proteins yielded the strongest signals
whereas the culture conditions had no effect on mass spectral quality. Thirty-seven phages from
Myoviridae, Siphoviridae or Podoviridae families were analysed, including 23 siphophages belonging to
the International Typing Set for human strains of S. aureus, as well as phages in preparations produced
by Microgen, Bohemia Pharmaceuticals and MB Pharma. The data obtained demonstrate that
MALDI-TOF MS can be used to effectively distinguish between Staphylococcus-speciﬁc bacteriophages.
Keywords: MALDI-MS; Staphylococcus; bacteriophages; phage therapy; Kayvirus; Viral proteins

1. Introduction
Due to increasing antibiotic resistance, bacterial infections have become a serious problem in
hospital and community environments. A possible approach to combat such infections is phage
therapy, either as an alternative to antibiotics or utilizing phage-antibiotic synergy. Experimental
phage therapy proved to be successful for the treatment of bacterial infections in animal models and
human patients [1]. Interest in phage therapy has therefore increased [2] and applications of phages are
currently being investigated extensively [3]. For the rational use of phages, it is necessary to have rapid
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methods of identiﬁcation, particularly for new isolates as well as previously characterized phages after
passaging for quality control of bacteriophage-based products.
Identiﬁcation of bacteriophages is usually based on morphological characterization using electron
microscopy and by genome sequencing [4]. Multiplex PCR can be used to identify well-characterized
phages with deﬁned conserved genes typical for particular groups, for example, phages of dairy
bacteria [5] or staphylococcal phages [6]. However, high mosaicism and modular genomic structure of
tailed phages complicates their detection [7].
This work focuses on the identiﬁcation of staphylococcal phages that play an important role
in biology, evolution and pathogenicity of staphylococci [8–12]. While lytic phages shape bacterial
population dynamics, temperate phages are a driving force in bacterial evolution and can beneﬁt
the host bacteria by introducing novel traits such as virulence factors as a consequence of lysogenic
conversion [13]. Bacteriophages also facilitate the horizontal transfer of bacterial DNA, including
resistance genes, through transduction [14–16].
The taxonomy of staphylococcal phages has recently been updated by the International Committee
on Taxonomy of Viruses (ICTV) [17]. All staphylococcal phages belong to the order Caudovirales,
including Myoviridae, Siphoviridae and Podoviridae families. Staphylococcal phages from the family
Siphoviridae are temperate and comprise 3 genera that correlate with previously described serological
groups [18]. Candidates for combating staphylococcal infections are phages belonging to Myoviridae and
Podoviridae families [8] as they seem unable to lysogenise host cells [11] and recent findings suggest that
lytic and polyvalent staphylococcal phages belonging to the Myoviridae family are safe for therapeutic
applications [19].
Fingerprinting by means of Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization—Time-of-Flight Mass
Spectrometry (MALDI-TOF MS) is based on rapid detection of compounds ionized directly or after
minimal sample treatment. The greatest success of this method has been achieved in the ﬁeld of
bacterial identiﬁcation [20]. Protein proﬁles obtained by MALDI-TOF MS are used nowadays in
thousands of clinical laboratories worldwide. Apart from bacteria, several other types of samples,
including viruses, can be subjected to MALDI-TOF MS proﬁling analysis [21]. However, MALDI-TOF
MS proﬁling is not currently used for routine identiﬁcation of tailed phages.
The first successful attempt at bacteriophage MALDI-TOF MS profiling was documented by
Thomas et al. [22]. This study focused on the ssRNA phage MS2 that belongs to the Leviviridae family
and infects Escherichia coli. Treatment of MS2 phage particles, isolated by centrifugation and ultrafiltration,
with 50% acetic acid was found to be necessary to obtain protein signals, as an acidic environment causes
disassembly of phage protein structures. Acid treatment directly in the MALDI matrix solution was also
found to be beneficial, as demonstrated by the successful generation of protein signals after preparing
the phage sample in a MALDI matrix comprising 17% formic acid [23,24]. To improve reproducibility
and sensitivity, McAlpin et al. [25] suggested a 10 min treatment of Yersinia pestis podovirus ϕA1122 with
β-mercaptoethanol to reduce inter-molecular disulphide bonds. This procedure was found to be more
efficient than acid treatment.
Despite relatively long-standing knowledge that MALDI-TOF MS fingerprinting of bacteriophages
was possible, most studies in the field were aimed at method optimization and involved only a limited set
of strains. The largest collection of 12 strains was assessed by Bourdin et al. [26] who used MALDI-TOF
MS profiling for phage purification control after a multi-step isolation procedure. These works have
demonstrated the usefulness of phage protein proﬁling for particular analytical purposes, however,
comprehensive evaluation of sample preparation methods, MALDI-TOF mass spectral quality,
reproducibility and discriminatory power have not yet been assessed critically. For this reason,
we conducted a study on a relatively large set involving closely related staphylococcal phage strains,
using various combinations of sample preparation techniques to establish the optimum setup and
assess its applicability in identifying bacteriophages.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Bacterial Strains and Phages
Phages and bacterial strains used in this work are described in Table 1. The bacteriophages from
the International Typing Set for human S. aureus and their propagation strains (PS) were obtained from
Dr. P. Petráš (National Reference Laboratory for Staphylococci, National Institute of Public Health, Prague,
Czech Republic). Laboratory lysogenised strains PS 47[53+ ], PS 47[77+ ] were prepared previously [27].
Phages 11, 80α and K and S. aureus RN4220 were kindly provided by Prof. C. Wolz (Interfaculty
Inst. of Microbiology and Infection Medicine Tübingen, University of Tübingen, Tübingen, Germany).
Propagation strain S. aureus RN4220 ΔtarM for podoviruses [28] was provided by Prof. A. Peschel
(Department of Infection Biology, University of Tübingen, Tübingen, Germany). Phages Twort,
44AHJD and P68 were purchased from Félix d’Hérelle Reference Center for Bacterial Viruses
(Université Laval, Québec, QC, Canada) and phage X2 from the National Collection of Type Cultures
(Public Health England, Salisbury, UK). Phages B166 and B236 [29], 131 and 812 [30] and phage
K1/420 [31] were described previously. Phage PYO was isolated from a phage cocktail containing
Staphylococcus, Streptococcus, Proteus, E. coli and Pseudomonas aeruginosa phages (PYO Bacteriophagum
combinierae liquidum, lot no. 000860, BioPharm, Tbilisi, Republic of Georgia). A commercial
Staphylococcus bacteriophage preparation produced by Microgen (lot no. H141, 0812, 08.14, Moscow, Russia)
was purchased in a pharmacy in Samara, Russia. Bacteriophage preparation Stafal® lot no. 140805201
was kindly provided by Bohemia Pharmaceuticals (Prague, Czech Republic). Phage preparation Duofag,
staphylococcal phages SAU1 and SAU2 and P. aeruginosa phage PAE1 were kindly provided by MB Pharma
(Prague, Czech Republic). S. aureus strains CCM 4028, CCM 4890 and CCM 8428 were obtained from
the Czech Collection of Microorganisms (Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republic).
Table 1. List of bacteriophages and staphylococcal strains used in this work.
Family

Serogroup/Genus

Phage 1

Propagation Strains (S. aureus)

Siphoviridae

A/Triavirus

3A *
3C *
6*
42E *

PS 3A, CCM 4890
PS 3C
PS 6
PS 42E
RN4220, PS 47, PS 47 [53+ ], PS 47
[77+ ]
PS 54
PS 75
PS 52A
PS 81
PS 94
CCM 4890
RN4220
PS 52
PS 52A, RN4220
CCM 4890
RN4220
PS 71, CCM 4890
PS 80
RN4220
PS 83A
PS 85, RN4220
PS 95
PS 96, RN4220
CCM 4890
CCM 4890
CCM 4890
PS 187
PS 77, CCM 4890
PS 84

47 *

B/Phietavirus

L/Phietavirus
F/Biseptimavirus

54 *
75 *
79 *
81 *
94 *
11
29 *
52 *
52A *
53 *
55 *
71 *
80 *
80α
83A *
85 *
95 *
96 *
B166
B236
X2
187
77 *
84 *
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Table 1. Cont.

1
2

Family

Serogroup/Genus

Phage 1

Propagation Strains (S. aureus)

Myoviridae

D/Kayvirus

Podoviridae

D/Twortvirus
G/P68virus

131
812
K
K1/420
PYO
Twort
44AHJD
P68

CCM 8428
CCM 4028
RN4220
CCM 8428
CCM 8428
HER 1048 2
RN4220 ΔtarM
RN4220 ΔtarM

Phages belonging to the International Typing Set for human Staphylococcus aureus are marked with asterisk (*).
Staphylococcus hyicus.

2.2. Bacteriophage Propagation and Titration
Phages were propagated on their propagation strains (Table 1) in a liquid medium meat-peptone broth
(MPB) prepared from 13 g of nutrient broth (Oxoid, CM0001), 3 g of yeast extract (Oxoid, LP0021) and
5 g of peptone (Oxoid, LP0037) dissolved in distilled water to 1000 mL (pH 7.4). Prophage-less S. aureus
strains CCM 4890 [32], RN4220 [33] and CCM 8428 [34] were used for propagation of phages with known
genomic sequences to eliminate the possibility of false positive signals in MALDI-TOF MS spectra caused
by induced prophages. Phages 29, 42E and 79 were propagated in a soft agar layer with 0.7% (w/v) of
bacteriological agar (Oxoid, LP0011) on top of solid meat-peptone agar with 1.5% (w/v) technical agar
(Oxoid, LP0012). Two other types of growth media were used to test the influence of medium on mass
spectral quality: brain heart infusion (BHI) broth (Oxoid, CM1135; pH 7.4) and 2× yeast-tryptone broth
(2YT) consisting of 16 g of tryptone (Oxoid, LP0042), 10 g of yeast extract (Oxoid, LP0021) and 5 g of NaCl
dissolved in distilled water to 1000 mL (pH 7.4).
For phage titration, ten-fold serial dilutions of phage in MPB were prepared. An overnight culture of
propagation strain in MPB was mixed with 1/10 volume of 0.02 M CaCl2 . Bacterial suspension (0.1 mL)
was added to 3 mL of 0.7% meat-peptone soft agar cooled to 45 ◦ C and overlaid on 1.5% meat peptone
agar plates. The plates were left to dry for 10 min. Phage dilutions were dropped onto the top agar and
left to dry. Plates were incubated overnight at 37 ◦ C.
2.3. Concentrating Bacteriophage to Pellets
Phage lysate, obtained after complete lysis of the bacteria, was centrifuged at 4500× g for 30 min at 4 ◦ C
and filtered through 0.45 μm pore-sized polyethersulfone syringe filters (Techno Plastic Products,
Trasadingen, Switzerland) to remove bacterial debris. Phages were pelleted by centrifugation at 54,000× g
for 2.5 h at 4 ◦ C in a JA-30.50 Ti rotor (Beckman, Brea, CA, USA). For preparation of pellets from 3 mL of
phage lysates, conical tubes (part no. 358119, Beckman) and adapters (part no. 358153, Beckman) with
an SW 55 Ti rotor (Beckman) were used. The resulting pellet was resuspended in 350 μL of phage buffer
(5 × 10−2 mol/L Tris pH 8.0, 10−2 mol/L CaCl2 , 10−2 mol/L NaCl) overnight at 4 ◦ C. For resuspending
the pellets from 3 mL samples, 30 μL of phage buffer was used.
2.4. Puriﬁcation of Phage Particles by CsCl Density Gradient Centrifugation
This procedure was carried out according to the description by Nováček et al. [31]. Phage pellets
resuspended in phage buffer were used as an input material for CsCl density gradient centrifugation.
Soluble proteins from resuspended pellets were removed by extraction with an equal volume of
chloroform. The resulting aqueous fraction (approximately 1.2 mL) was overlaid onto a preformed CsCl
(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) density gradient (1 mL of each 1.45 g/mL 1.50 g/mL, 1.70 g/mL
of CsCl in phage buffer) and centrifuged at 194,000× g for 4 h at 12 ◦ C using a SW 55 Ti rotor (Beckman).
Phage particles forming a visible zone were collected by puncturing the tube with an 0.8 mm gauge
needle and syringe. Caesium chloride was removed from the phage-containing fraction by dialysis
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against an excess of phage buffer at 4 ◦ C overnight using Visking dialysis tubing type 8/32”, 0.05 mm
thick (part no. 1780.1, Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany).
2.5. Fast Protein Liquid Chromatography (FPLC)
Bacteriophage lysates were purified using a monolithic column, CIMmultusTM QA 1 mL
(Bia separations, Ajdovščina, Slovenia) and FPLC NGC (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA). Phages were purified
according to column manufacturer’s recommendation with minor modifications [35]. After removing
bacterial debris by centrifugation and filtration, 25 mL of phage lysate (108–9 PFU/mL) were mixed with
100 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7 at a ratio of 1:1. The column was equilibrated with 100 mM sodium
phosphate buffer pH 7. The phage suspension was loaded onto the column and a linear gradient of 100 mM
sodium phosphate, 2 M NaCl, pH 7 buffer was applied for elution of phages. NaCl was removed from
the phage-containing fraction by dialysis as described following CsCl density gradient centrifugation.
2.6. Phage Puriﬁcation by Ultraﬁltration
Filtered phage lysate was used for tangential ﬂow ﬁltration using Pellicon XL 50 Ultraﬁltration
Cassettes (Millipore, Burlington, MA, USA) Biomax 300 (for Podoviridae and Myoviridae phages) and
Biomax 500 (for Siphoviridae phages) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. All ﬂuids were
loaded onto the cassette with a peristaltic pump set at 40–50 mL per minute. The cassette was rinsed
with 300 mL of sterile distilled water and then 300 mL of phage buffer. 350 mL of phage lysate was
loaded onto the cassette and after concentrating/thickening of phages to 10–50 mL, phages were mixed
with 1000 mL of phage buffer and thickened again to 10–50 mL.
2.7. Phage Precipitation by Polyethylene Glycol (PEG)
Phages were puriﬁed with PEG 8000 (Sigma-Aldrich) according to Sambrook et al. [36] with
minor modiﬁcations. NaCl and PEG 8000 were dissolved in 30 mL of ﬁltered phage lysate to ﬁnal
concentrations of 0.5 M and 10 % (w/v), respectively, by brief stirring. Phages were precipitated
overnight at 4 ◦ C, pelleted by centrifugation at 10,000× g for 15 min at 4 ◦ C and the supernatant was
discarded. Pellets were dissolved in 0.5 mL of phage buffer overnight at 4 ◦ C. Phage particles were
then separated from co-precipitated bacterial debris by centrifugation at 5000× g for 10 min at 4 ◦ C.
The residual PEG was removed by gentle extraction for 1 min with an equal volume of chloroform.
The phage-containing aqueous phase was separated by centrifugation at 5000× g for 15 min, collected
and ﬁltered through 0.22 μm pore-sized polyethersulfone syringe ﬁlters (Techno Plastic Products,
Trasadingen, Switzerland).
2.8. Sample Preparation for MALDI-MS
The phage samples were mixed with a MALDI matrix solution in a 1:4 v/v ratio, the resulting
mixtures were applied to three positions on the stainless steel MALDI sample plate in a volume
of 0.6 μL and were allowed to dry at room temperature. Ferulic acid (FerA, 12.5 mg/mL in
a water:acetonitrile:formic acid, 50:33:17, v/v mixture), or, alternatively, alpha-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic
acid (HCCA, saturated solution in water:acetonitrile:trifluoroacetic acid, 47.5:50:2.5, v/v mixture) were
used as the MALDI matrix solutions.
For peptide mass fingerprinting and MS/MS analyses, the phage preparations in a volume of 5 μL
were incubated with 50 ng of trypsin in 25 mM ammonium bicarbonate for two h at 40 ◦ C. The proteolytic
mixture in a volume of 1 μL was applied to an AnchorChip MALDI sample plate, mixed with 0.6 μL of
the MALDI matrix (alpha-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid, 2 mg/mL in a water:acetonitrile:trifluoroacetic
acid, 32:66:2, v/v mixture) and allowed to dry at room temperature.
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2.9. MALDI-MS Proﬁling Analysis
MALDI-TOF mass spectral fingerprints were obtained using an Ultraflextreme instrument
(Bruker Daltonik, Bremen, Germany) operated in the linear positive mode under FlexControl 3.4 software.
External calibration of the mass spectra in the linear positive mode was performed using lysozyme
(its monomer, dimer and multiply protonated ions). Laser power was set to 120% of the threshold laser
power for a particular type of sample. Three independent spectra comprising 1000 laser shots each were
acquired from each of the wells. Within an individual well, a minimum of 200 and a maximum of 400 shots
were obtained from one position. The mass spectra were recorded within the m/z range of 2–100 kDa.
Mass spectra were processed using Flex Analysis (version 3.4; Bruker Daltonik). The MALDI-TOF
mass spectra-based dendrogram was constructed using the Pearson’s product moment coefﬁcient
as a measure of similarity and the unweighted pair group average linked method (UPGMA) as
a grouping method using the Biotyper 3.1 software (Bruker Daltonik). The protein ﬁngerprints of
phages with known genomic sequences were closely examined by comparing the m/z values with
the predicted molecular weight (Mw) of phage structural proteins from the NCBI Protein database or
from custom RAST annotations [37]. For matching the m/z values to Mw of phage structural proteins,
a 500 ppm tolerance was taken into account. The ﬁrst amino acid of a protein was identiﬁed using
TermiNator [38,39] and the Mw was calculated using ExPASy ProtParam [40].
2.10. MALDI-MS/MS Analysis
Analyses of digested samples were carried out using the same instrument operated in the reflectron
positive mode. Seven peptide standards (Bruker Daltonik) covering the mass range of 700–3100 Da were
used for external mass calibration. Peptide maps were acquired with 800 laser shots. Peaks with minimum
S/N = 10 were picked out for MS/MS analysis employing the LIFT arrangement with 600 laser shots for
each peptide. The MASCOT 2.2 (MatrixScience, London, UK) search engine was used for processing the
MS and MS/MS data. Database searches were carried out on the NCBIprot database (non-redundant,
taxonomy All Entries; downloaded from ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/blast/db/FASTA/). For MALDI-MS
data, a mass tolerance of 30 ppm was allowed for peptide mapping and 0.5 Da for MS/MS ion searches.
Oxidation of methionine as an optional modification and two enzyme miscleavages were set for all
searches. Peptides with statistically significant peptide scores (p < 0.05) were considered. Manual MS/MS
spectral assignment validation was carried out.
3. Results
3.1. Comparison of Phage Puriﬁcation Techniques for Sample Preparation and MALDI-TOF MS
Method Development
Five different techniques that are commonly used for phage purification and concentration were
tested together with two MALDI matrices for developing a rapid and reliable MALDI-TOF MS-based
method for identification of S. aureus bacteriophages. Traditional techniques used for the concentration and
purification of phages involve centrifugation, filtration, precipitation and zonal ultracentrifugation [41].
In addition to these traditional techniques, FPLC has been recently proved to be efficient for phage
purification [42]. The following types of phage samples were analysed by MALDI-TOF MS: (i) phage
pellets dissolved in phage buffer; (ii) phages purified by CsCl density gradient centrifugation; (iii) PEG
precipitated phages; (iv) phages purified using FPLC and a poly(glycidyl methacrylate-co-ethylene
dimethacrylate) monolith column modified with quaternary amine groups; and (v) phages concentrated
and purified with Pellicon XL 50 ultrafiltration cassettes. As a measure of the feasibility of the sample
preparation method, the mass spectral quality, in terms of the number of peaks detected, the signal-to-noise
ratio and reproducibility based on three independent experiments separated by a minimum of weekly
intervals, were assessed on five phage specimens belonging to five different genera from three
families: phage K1/420 belonging to the Myoviridae family and Kayvirus genus; phage P68 belonging to
the Podoviridae family and the P68virus genus; phages 3A, 71 and 77 belonging to the Siphoviridae family
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and Triavirus, Phietavirus and Biseptimavirus genera, respectively. The results are summarized in Table 2
and depicted in Figure 1.
Table 2. Evaluation of the mass spectral quality in terms of signal reproducibility (peaks detected in
100% or 70–99% of mass spectra acquired for each sample) and signal-to-noise ratio of the most intense
peak when using ﬁve different isolation methods and two matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization
(MALDI) matrices.

Phage

Isolation
Method

MALDI
Matrix

3A

CsCl gradient
CsCl gradient
FPLC
Ultraﬁltration
Pellet
Pellet

One Term

Three Terms

100%
Peaks

70–99%
Peaks

Maximal Signalto-Noise

100%
Peaks

70–99%
Peaks

FerA
HCCA
FerA
FerA
FerA
HCCA

20
3
4
1
23
15

22
2
5
8
9
4

504 ± 141
107 ± 41
34 ± 11
16 ± 4
517 ± 219
44 ± 4

12
8
-

18
8

71

CsCl gradient
CsCl gradient
FPLC
Ultraﬁltration
Pellet
Pellet

FerA
HCCA
FerA
FerA
FerA
HCCA

8
2
5
3
11
14

13
2
3
6
11
9

397 ± 307
5±1
157 ± 72
17 ± 1
557 ± 108
10 ± 1

3
9
-

15
4
-

77

CsCl gradient
CsCl gradient
FPLC
Ultraﬁltration
Pellet
Pellet

FerA
HCCA
FerA
FerA
FerA
HCCA

10
11
0
6
12
9

21
3
0
3
9
6

591 ± 96
64 ± 11
N/A
19 ± 7
247 ± 36
15 ± 7

6
8
-

20
11
-

K1/420

CsCl gradient
CsCl gradient
FPLC
Ultraﬁltration
Pellet
Pellet

FerA
HCCA
FerA
FerA
FerA
HCCA

41
17
0
0
17
5

13
3
0
0
7
5

398 ± 122
429 ± 30
N/A
N/A
125 ± 23
29 ± 3

21
8
-

12
7
-

P68

CsCl gradient
CsCl gradient
FPLC
Ultraﬁltration
Pellet
Pellet

FerA
HCCA
FerA
FerA
FerA
HCCA

13
4
19
5
9
4

14
5
11
1
9
4

452 ± 122
281 ± 18
227 ± 23
41 ± 15
248 ± 19
399 ± 166

7
5
-

9
4
-

Legend: N/A, not applicable; -, not analysed.

Caesium chloride density gradient centrifugation provided reproducible MALDI-TOF mass
spectra with the highest number of peaks and signal-to-noise ratios for most of the ﬁve samples
assessed. This method is the most precise for phage puriﬁcation and is routinely used in structural
studies of phages. On the other hand, CsCl density gradient centrifugation is an expensive and
time-consuming method that is inaccessible to many users and inapplicable for large scale production
of phages. Therefore, MALDI-TOF MS phage identiﬁcation using other affordable phage puriﬁcation
methods was investigated. PEG precipitation is an easy method for small-scale phage puriﬁcation but
the residues of PEG 8000 in samples interfered with the ionization of proteins, so this method was
determined to be unsuitable for subsequent MALDI-TOF MS proﬁling analysis (Figure 1). When FPLC
was used for phage puriﬁcation, the mass spectra showed approximately 50% of signals compared
to spectra of the CsCl puriﬁed phages. Similarly, ultraﬁltration was not determined to be a suitable
method, yielding a considerably lower number of signals (Table 2). To improve the mass spectral
quality, treatment of the phages with β-mercaptoethanol for disassembling the phage particles was
assessed, as described by McAlpin et al. [25]. Apart from the recommended protocol (10 min treatment
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at a 1:10 v/v ratio), a treatment of phage 3A puriﬁed by 500 kDa Pellicon XL 50 ultraﬁltration cassette
was modiﬁed to 30 or 60 min at v/v ratio of 1:5 or 1:30. However, no improvement in mass spectral
quality was achieved by any of the β-mercaptoethanol treatment conditions tested (Figure S1).

Figure 1. Comparison of the mass spectra of phage 77 prepared by ﬁve different sample preparation
methods and by using two different matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization matrices, ferulic acid
(FerA) and alpha-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (HCCA) shown for samples prepared by CsCl density
gradient centrifugation and pellet dissolution.

The simplest setup consisting of phage pellet dissolution in phage buffer yielded surprisingly
high-quality spectra comparable to those acquired from phages puriﬁed by CsCl density gradient
centrifugation. Although in this case, the phage was not completely separated from bacterial cell
debris, the quantity of phage particles was sufﬁcient to provide mass spectra containing the majority of
peaks (80–90%) corresponding to those detected after CsCl puriﬁcation (Figure 1). Other components
of the pellet, such as remaining bacterial cell debris evidently do not cause interference by suppressing
ionization of the bacteriophage proteins nor by the appearance of superﬂuous signals unrelated
to bacteriophages.
The inﬂuence of sample preparation technique on mass spectral quality was assessed in more
depth by cluster analysis involving mass spectra obtained by three repeated analyses, using both
CsCl density gradient centrifugation and pellet dissolution (Figure 2). The distances corresponding to
variability among three repeated experiments were greater than those arising from different sample
preparation methods. The inﬂuence of sample preparation method on analytical output was found to
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be insigniﬁcant. The simpler sample preparation procedure thus yielded satisfactory mass spectral
outputs; however, to accurately determine the relationship between mass spectra and phage protein
components, CsCl density gradient centrifugation was the most appropriate.

Figure 2. Cluster analysis based on matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization-time-of-ﬂight
(MALDI-TOF) mass spectra of three independent analyses of ﬁve phage strains prepared by CsCl
density gradient centrifugation and pellet dissolution.

A disadvantage of the MALDI-MS profiling method using ferulic acid as the MALDI matrix was
the inability to achieve automatic mass spectral acquisition due to non-homogeneous crystallization on
the MALDI target. For that reason, another matrix solution (HCCA) was tested, selected on the basis
of results of Bourdin et al. [26]. This matrix solution is also used for routine bacterial identification;
its use in phage profiling would thus be more compatible with a microbiological laboratory workflow.
The mass spectra obtained using HCCA as a matrix revealed signals in a narrower mass range (Figure 1).
In addition, in some cases, almost all peaks detected corresponded to different ionization forms of the same
protein caused by multiple protonation or gas-phase oligomer formation. The information content of
the mass spectra was therefore limited, negatively influencing the discriminatory power of the method.
In addition, the use of HCCA as a matrix was not advisable in combination with samples prepared by
pellet dissolution, as all mass spectral quality parameters were significantly deteriorated in that case
(see Figure 1 and Table 2). For that reason, ferulic acid as a MALDI matrix, in combination with phage
pellet dissolution, was used in the remaining profiling experiments.
3.2. Effect of Culture Conditions on the Quality of Phage MALDI-TOF Mass Spectra
Culture conditions can affect bacterial MALDI-MS protein fingerprints. As published previously [43],
there were small differences in the MALDI-TOF mass spectra of bacteria cultured under different
conditions. Nevertheless, despite those differences, whole bacterial cells were identifiable by MALDI-TOF
MS regardless of the medium used. However, it is not known whether phage proteomes are influenced
by different phage propagation conditions. As a parameter of sample preparation, the influence of culture
medium on MALDI-TOF mass spectral quality was tested. For that purpose, the five phage strains 3A,
71, 77, K1/420 and P68 used for method development were grown on prophage-less S. aureus strains
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in three different growth media (MPB, BHI and 2YT). As an example, the mass spectra of phage 3A are
compared in Figure 3a. The main differences between the mass spectra were the relative intensities of
signals in the high-mass range. Differences were also visible in the low-mass range (especially at m/z
lower than 3.5 kDa). These probably resulted in more distant positions of the analyses in the dendrogram
(Figure 4), equivalent to mass spectral differences due to the accuracy of the method itself (distance level
equal to 1000). Similar effect of the culture conditions on the mass spectral quality was determined also
for the remaining four strains 71, 77, K1/420 and P68 showing only minor qualitative differences in their
mass spectra. The proportion of peaks conserved regardless of the cultivation conditions was greater than
80% in all cases including nine replicate analyses per sample.
The influence of different S. aureus strains used for phage propagation was also tested, especially for
the possibility of induced prophages that could affect the protein fingerprint obtained by MALDI-TOF
MS. Bacteriophage 47 was grown on prophage-less strain RN4220, on strain PS 47 (=RN1) known
to carry three prophages 11, 12 and 13 and on two quadruple lysogenic strains derived from PS 47
harbouring additional prophages 53 or 77. The MALDI-TOF mass spectra shown in Figure 3b reveal
that the vast majority of peaks were conserved, regardless of the propagation strain. Qualitative mass
spectral differences were associated with peaks of low intensity in the low-mass range (lower than
7 kDa), representing less than 15% of all peaks observed in the individual mass spectra. The most
signiﬁcant differences were of a quantitative nature, where the relative intensities of peaks at m/z
greater than 20 kDa and their signal-to-noise ratios, were inﬂuenced by the propagation strain.

Figure 3. Comparison of the mass spectra of phage 3A using three different cultivation media (a) and
phage 47 grown on four different propagation strains (b).
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Figure 4. Cluster analysis of Triavirus mass spectra demonstrating the inﬂuence of the mass spectral
variability of the method itself (phage 3A, term 1, term 2, term 3), variability resulting from different
propagation strains (phage 47 propagated on S. aureus RN4220, PS 47, PS 47 [53+ ] and PS 47 [77+ ]) and
different cultivation media (phage 3A propagated in meat-peptone broth (MPB), brain heart infusion
(BHI) and 2× yeast-tryptone broth (2YT).

The impact of propagation strain on the discriminatory power of the method was tested by means of
cluster analysis based on MALDI-TOF mass spectra of six Triavirus strains of the Siphoviridae family that
have very similar MALDI-TOF mass spectra (Figure 4). While the accuracy of the method, as reﬂected
by the distance between three independent analyses of phage strain 3A, reached the maximum
dendrogram distance (1000), mass spectral differences of phage 47 arising from different propagation
strains resulted in a distance of 750. Note that due to the clustering method used (see Section 2.9),
these threshold values are dependent of the collection of mass spectra used for the generation
of individual dendrograms and the distance level representing the minimal similarity is always
considered to be the highest distance (1000). The inﬂuence of propagation strain was thus lower than
the overall accuracy of the method and its impact on the discriminatory power of the method was
practically insigniﬁcant.
3.3. Proﬁling of 37 Phages by MALDI-TOF MS
Under the sample preparation arrangement proposed, 37 phages were puriﬁed and analysed.
Mass spectra of Myoviridae and Siphoviridae were found to be richer than the mass spectra of Podoviridae.
This could be explained by the fact that Myoviridae and Siphoviridae include more complex phages
with a higher number of structural proteins of molecular weights detectable by MALDI-TOF MS.
The dendrogram based on cluster analysis of the mass spectral signals (Figure 5) revealed four
signiﬁcant groups. The ﬁrst one corresponded to phages of the Kayvirus genus (K, K1/420, 812, 131 and
PYO). This grouping was supported by visual inspection of the mass spectra where all phage strains
shared distinctive peaks at m/z = 10,204, 11,533, 15,796, 17,745, 19,112 and 23,067. This mass spectral
proﬁle allows unambiguous identiﬁcation of kayviruses that are frequently used in phage therapy.
Six phages of the second well separated cluster (3A, 3C, 6, 47, 54 and 75) belonged to the Triavirus
genus and shared several common signals in their MALDI-MS proﬁles (m/z = 7936, 11,645, 12,598,
15,871, 23,295, 25,208 and 30,373). The third well-deﬁned group consisted of transducing phages
from the genus Phietavirus where phages 11, 53 and 80α are closely related at the genomic level.
Mass spectra of other phages from this branch did not show major similarities except phages 29 and 55,
that shared the peak at m/z = 20,786, corresponding to the major tail protein. The last group consisted
of the only two podoviruses P68 and 44AHJD present in this analysis. They shared peaks at m/z= 6916,
15,112 and 46,769. The proﬁles of other phages were not clustered into groups corresponding to their
genomic relatedness. MALDI-TOF mass spectra of Myoviridae phage Twort (Twortvirus genus) and
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Siphoviridae phages 187 and B166 (supposed phietaviruses) showed no similarities with MALDI-TOF
mass spectra of any other phages included in the clustered analysis and their genomes and proteomes
also differed [29,44].

Figure 5. Cluster analysis of mass spectra of all 37 phage strains involved in the study.

On the basis of m/z values, peaks from mass spectra were assigned to corresponding phage virion
proteins annotated in databases (Table 3). The most frequently detected proteins were the major
tail protein, Ig-like domain and major capsid protein. Head and tail connecting protein, baseplate
protein and various hypothetical proteins were also assigned. In phage K1/420, representing Kayvirus,
the identity of proteins was conﬁrmed by MALDI-MS/MS analysis of peptides obtained by tryptic
digestion of phage K1/420. The masses of proteins listed in Table 4 correspond to those observed in
the MALDI-MS proﬁles.
Table 3. List of proteins identiﬁed in MALDI-TOF MS spectra.
Phage

NCBI Genome
Accession No.

Protein Function

NCBI Protein
Accession no.

Mw
Theoretical

Mw
Experimental

3A

NC_007053

Major tail protein
Ig-like domain
Unknown

YP_239944
YP_239945
YP_239952

23,335
15,855
10,372

23,336
15,857
10,373

42E

NC_007052

Major tail protein
Ig-like domain

YP_239866
YP_239868

23,295
15,871

23,290
15,873

47

NC_007054

Major tail protein
Ig-like domain

YP_240012
YP_240013

23,295
15,871

23,298
15,875

11

NC_004615

Major tail protein
Head-tail connector protein

NP_803292
NP_803289

21,382
12,660

21,376
12,658
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Table 3. Cont.
Phage

NCBI Genome
Accession No.

Protein Function

NCBI Protein
Accession no.

Mw
Theoretical

Mw
Experimental

80α

NC_009526

Major tail protein
Unknown

YP_001285367
YP_001285362

21,395
10,790

21,406
10,797

53

NC_007049

Major tail protein
Head-tail connector protein

YP_239653
YP_239650

21,395
12,660

21,405
12,667

55

NC_007060

Major capsid protein

YP_240459

29,487

29,497

Head-tail connector protein
Unknown

YP_240387
YP_240388

11,759
12,857

11,758
12,857

71

NC_007059

B166

NC_028859

Major tail protein

AKC04659

20,406

20,413

B236

NC_028915

Major capsid protein

YP_009209168

29,489

29,493

187

NC_007047

Major capsid protein

YP_239493

32,997

32,987

NC_005356

Major tail protein
Unknown

NP_958612
NP_958619

23,730
10,805

23,731
10,801

AHY26502
AHY26518

15,794
19,109

15,796
19,111

KJ206563

Tail tube protein
Baseplate protein
Putative baseplate
component
Ig-like protein
Tail morphogenetic protein
Major tail protein

KJ206559

Tail tube protein
Baseplate protein
Putative baseplate
component
Ig-like protein
Tail morphogenetic protein
Major tail protein

77

K1/420

812

131

K

AHY26523

14,480

14,482

AHY26552
AHY26553
AHY26554

23,069
17,718
7818

23,070
17,718
7819

*
AHY25649

15,794
19,109

15,800
19,114

AHY25654

14,480

14,479

AHY25683
*
AHY25685

23,069
17,718
7818

23,073
17,719
7817

RAST
annotations
were used

Tail tube protein
Baseplate protein
Putative baseplate
component
Ig-like protein
Tail morphogenetic protein

*
*

15,794
19,109

15,792
19,109

*

14,480

14,484

*
*

23,069
17,718

23,069
17,719

YP_009041323
YP_009041339

15,794
19,109

15,802
19,104

NC_005880.2

Tail tube protein
Baseplate protein
Putative baseplate
component
Ig-like protein
Tail morphogenetic protein

YP_009041343

14,480

14,488

YP_009041372
YP_009041373

23,069
17,718

23,071
17,711

Twort

NC_007021

Structural protein
Unknown
Unknown

YP_238577
YP_238687
YP_238618

18,759
3923.5
7638

18,763
3920
7639

P68

NC_004679

Major capsid protein
Unknown
Unknown

NP_817336
NP_817338
NP_817337

46,769
15,112
6916

46,764
15,104
6915

44AHJD

NC_004678

Major capsid protein
Unknown
Unknown

NP_817314
NP_817316
NP_817315

46,769
15,112
6916

46,770
15,110
6917

* Newly sequenced phage genomes annotated using RAST.

Table 4. List of proteins identiﬁed by MALDI-MS/MS after tryptic digestion of phage K1/420.
NCBI Accession No.

Protein Name

Predicted Protein
Function

Mw

No. of Matched
Peptides

Mascot
Score

Sequence
Coverage

YP_240967
YP_240933
YP_007112937

ORF189
ORF117
F867_gp192

Major tail protein
Unknown
Ig-like protein

7818
14,480
23,069

8
5
3

1276
291
188

96%
51%
26%
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3.4. Practicability of the Method
MALDI-TOF MS is known for its high sensitivity; the detection limit for peptides is reaching, in
some cases, attomolar levels. To estimate the detection limit for phages, a series of 10-fold dilutions of
CsCl puriﬁed phage K1/420 with an initial titre 1 × 109 PFU/mL were prepared. Signals enabling
phage identiﬁcation were detected only in the 10-fold diluted sample. The 100-fold diluted sample
yielded only one signal, corresponding to one of the dominant signals of the undiluted phage sample.
Further dilution resulted in the absence of any signals (Figure S2). The detection limit of the method is
therefore 1 × 107 PFU/mL but practically, 1 × 108 PFU/mL are needed for reliable identiﬁcation.
To examine the applicability of the method, mass spectra were obtained from pellets formed from
3 mL volumes of lysates of five phages from the initial method evaluation set. Most significantly, phage
titre had an impact on mass spectral quality; while no significant decrease in the number of signals
compared to the standard procedure was observed for phage strains K1/420 and 3A (initial titre was
7 × 109 and 1 × 1010 PFU/mL), the number of signals decreased to approximately 50% for phages 71 and
77 (initial titre was 1 × 109 PFU/mL for both phages) and to less than 30% in the case of phage P68 with
an initial titre of 1 × 108 PFU/mL.
To examine the possibility of identifying phages in commercial phage preparations, Staphylococcus
bacteriophage produced by Microgen, Stafal® , Duofag and three individual phages designated SAU1,
SAU2 and PAE1 that are components of Duofag, were pelleted from a 20 mL volume and analysed
by MALDI-TOF MS. The peak lists obtained were compared to a custom database containing
37 bacteriophage profiles (generated in Section 3.3) using a data treatment approach common to
routine bacterial identification using Biotyper software. Similarities in the experimental mass spectra to
the individual database entries were expressed by log(scores) that indicate the confidence of identification.
For bacterial identification, the log(score) thresholds of 1.700 and 2.000 indicate species identification at
lower and higher confidence levels, respectively. From the six phage preparations tested in nine replicates,
four samples were assigned to database entries of strains of the Kayvirus genus with high confidence
(the log(scores) from nine analyses were the following: SAU1: 2.06 ± 0.06, SAU2 2.02 ± 0.05, Stafal® :
2.22 ± 0.03 and Duofag: 2.01 ± 0.07) and the remaining sample from the Microgen preparation to the same
database entries at a lower confidence level (log(score) = 1.87 ± 0.08). Mass spectra of phage PAE1 did not
match any of the database entries (log(score) = 1.07 ± 0.11), which is a true negative result as this phage
infects P. aeruginosa and differs from staphylococcal phages in our database. It should also be noted that
due to the increased number of peaks in the low-mass range, most probably related to a higher complexity
of the sample matrix, the identification was based only on signals at m/z > 3.5 kDa. Importantly, the score
difference between the identification hits of kayviruses and the remaining hits for all samples was always
greater than 0.3, which assured no ambiguity in the identification outputs.
4. Discussion
Although phage research started over 100 years ago and their therapeutic applications have been
studied from the beginning [45], necessary safety requirements for phage preparations are still being
discussed [2,46]. Different phage preparations are currently available on the market or under speciﬁc
experimental treatment programs in Georgia, Poland, Russia, Slovakia and several clinical trials
related to phage therapy have been started in the Western World. The production of bacteriophage
preparations should comply with recently established requirements including phage identiﬁcation as
a component of quality control [2]. MALDI-TOF MS is among the recommended methods for phage
identiﬁcation in master and working seed lots [46].
Bacteriophage profiling by MALDI-TOF MS described in the literature has mainly been employed in
bacterial identification based on phage amplification and detection of specific protein signals. Bacteriophage
amplification was also found to be feasible for the identification of components in a bacterial mixture,
which is difficult in direct bacterial profiling by MALDI-TOF MS. This was demonstrated by Rees and
Voorhees [24] who were able to determine both components of an E. coli—Salmonella ssp. mixture by
detection of proteins from phages MS2 and MPSS-1 inoculated with the bacteria. Cox et al. [47] employed
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modelling of Y. pestis phage ϕA1122 and E. coli MS2 phage amplification to predict optimum growth
conditions and thus to simplify the analysis workflow, which normally includes monitoring phage growth
by repeated analyses at certain times. To avoid false positive identifications, undetectably low phage titres
must be introduced. Therefore, Pierce et al. [48] proposed the use of isotopically labelled 15N Siphoviridae
bacteriophage 53, whereas the presence of S. aureus was based on detection of an unlabelled form of phage
53 capsid protein.
Over the past decade, several variants of the method based on proteomics approaches have been
described: MALDI-TOF MS analysis after microwave-assisted acid digestion of MS2 phages isolated
by centrifugation and ultrafiltration represents a simple and rapid method [49]. In combination with
subsequent digestion by trypsin, MALDI-TOF MS was used for detection of the amplified staphylococcal
phage K, in the presence of an antibiotic, where the phage protein tryptic peptides were detected only for
antibiotic resistant bacterial strains [50]. Instead of MALDI, electrospray (ESI) has also been employed.
After centrifugation, ultrafiltration and acidification, the diluted solution of MS2 protein extract yielded
coat protein signals after direct injection to ESI-MS. The identity of the proteins was verified by ESI-MS/MS
(Top-down) by Cargile et al. [51] and Wick et al. [52]. An even more sophisticated approach is represented
by LC-ESI-MS/MS of phage proteins digested by trypsin [53].
We have shown that pelleting of phages is time- and cost-effective and this technique can be used
for sample preparation for MALDI-TOF MS even from a volume of 3 mL of phage lysate containing
a sufﬁciently high titre (approximately 109 PFU/mL). The risk of obtaining limited analytical output
when dealing with small sample volumes at lower titres should always be considered, especially
when CsCl puriﬁcation is not involved. The mass spectral quality should be visually monitored to
avoid possible ambiguities arising from limited information gained from lower numbers of protein
components detected. Similar detection limits were shown by Rees and Barr [50]. Although pelleted
phages lack the purity of phages isolated by CsCl density gradient centrifugation, the quality of
the MALDI-TOF mass spectra acquired from pellets is comparable to those acquired from CsCl
puriﬁed phages. At the same time, almost no differences between phages propagated in different
types of media or on different propagation strains were found even when prophages were present
in the genome of a propagation strain. Prophages are induced spontaneously under various stress
conditions [54–56]. In our previous work [57] we showed that it was possible to detect spontaneously
induced phages by PCR as they can contaminate the lysates of phages propagated on lysogenic strains.
The frequency of spontaneous phage induction from lysogenic bacterial strains, as demonstrated by
the appearance of infecting phage particles, has been shown to be low—around 10−8 to 10−5 PFU per
bacterial cell [58]. Under experimental conditions, the cell count in cultivation reaches a maximum of
108 cells per mL, therefore 103 induced phages per mL may be present. According to the experimentally
set phage detection limit of MALDI-TOF MS (107 PFU/mL), induced phages cannot be detected,
particularly in the presence of an excess of propagated phages. Due to ionization suppression effects,
MALDI-TOF MS proﬁling analysis principally determinates only the majority component of the sample.
Without employing other separation steps, the method cannot be used for detection of minority
components, such as traces of unwanted contaminants of commercial preparations.
The results of cluster analysis of MALDI-TOF mass spectra obtained from 37 phages including
29 Siphoviridae, 6 Myoviridae and 2 Podoviridae did not always correlate with their genome-based taxonomic
status. Therefore, the method is not a suitable tool for classification of unknown phage strains to
established phage genera. However, due to the satisfactory degree of repeatability of the mass spectra
acquired from phages propagated under different conditions, the method can be used for direct phage
strain identification or classification to a group of closely related ones. The possibility of reliable phage
strain identification will always rely on the uniqueness of signals observed. Strain typing would
be practically possible only after comprehensive examination of a wide of range of strains to affirm
the specificity of the signals. It is evident from cluster analysis involving three independent cultivations
of selected phages (Figure 4), that some strains would not be distinguishable, as was demonstrated on
3A-related phages from Triavirus genus. This is due to the fact that the variability of their mass spectra
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induced by the analytical method itself was greater than differences between mass spectra among different
phages within a particular cluster.
Cluster analysis based on MALDI-TOF mass spectra showed that phages from the Kayvirus genus
were clustered separately from other phages. Distinguishing kayviruses from other phages is important
as these phages have been successfully used in the treatment of staphylococcal infections in humans
and animals [19,30,59–63]. For most of the tested phages, the MALDI-TOF MS output was strain
speciﬁc but kayviruses share 99% amino acid identity in most structural virion proteins, therefore they
can be considered as variants of one phage strain, where individual mutant variants differ in genes
encoding non-structural proteins. It is thus logical that on the basis of their MALDI-TOF MS protein
proﬁles, these strains remain indistinguishable. MALDI-TOF mass spectra with peaks at m/z values
typical for Kayvirus genus were obtained also from pelleted phage preparations. These signals then
permitted the identiﬁcation of strains using a workﬂow that is familiar to users of MALDI-MS systems
in microbial diagnostics. Interpretation of the scoring outputs that was adopted from a routine setup
used in bacterial identiﬁcation represents a ﬁeld for speciﬁc evaluation and probably, different score
thresholds should be applied for phage analysis. Kayvirus characteristic peaks were found even in
the Duofag phage cocktail that consists of two staphylococcal phages and one P. aeruginosa phage.
Our ﬁndings suggest that MALDI-TOF MS could be used not only for identiﬁcation of laboratory
cultured phages but also in the veriﬁcation of phages in ready-to-use preparations. The identiﬁcation
success rate is dependent mostly on phage titres, while the cultivation conditions and sample purity
do not play a key role. The reliability of identiﬁcation of individual strains should be evaluated in
comparison with other closely related strains.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/1999-4915/10/4/176/s1,
Figure S1: Comparison of MALDI-TOF mass spectra obtained from phage 3A purified by 500 kDa Pellicon
XL 50 ultrafiltration cassette before and after 10 min treatment with β-mercaptoethanol in 1:10 v/v ratio,
Figure S2: MALDI-TOF mass spectra obtained from series of 10-fold dilutions of CsCl purified Kayvirus K1/420 with
an initial titre 1 × 109 PFU/mL.
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Abstract: Since time immemorial, phages—the viral parasites of bacteria—have been protecting
Earth’s biosphere against bacterial overgrowth. Today, phages could help address the antibiotic
resistance crisis that affects all of society. The greatest hurdle to the introduction of phage therapy
in Western medicine is the lack of an appropriate legal and regulatory framework. Belgium is now
implementing a pragmatic phage therapy framework that centers on the magistral preparation
(compounding pharmacy in the US) of tailor-made phage medicines.
Keywords: antibiotic; antimicrobial resistance; magistral preparation; compounding pharmacy;
phage therapy; regulatory framework; personalized medicine

1. The Age of the Superbug
On 21 September 2016, the UN General Assembly convened a meeting on antimicrobial resistance
(AMR) at the UN headquarters in New York. It was only the fourth time the General Assembly
addressed a health emergency. This high-level meeting resulted in a UN resolution focused on
combatting the AMR health threat. World leaders acknowledged that global AMR poses a fundamental
long-term threat to human health, the production of food, and sustainable development. Based on
scenarios of rising drug resistance for six pathogens, experts estimated that by 2050 the burden of
AMR could rise to 10 million people dying every year and an economic cost of $100 trillion [1].
Commercial antibiotics that are currently used in public health, animal, food, agriculture and
aquaculture sectors, are immutable chemicals that are based on natural antibiotics produced by soil
bacteria or fungi to—depending on their concentration—either combat competitors, communicate with
other organisms, or act as pleiotropic effectors of metabolic pathways. It was, therefore, to be expected
that bacteria would be extremely proﬁcient at evolving resistance to such antibiotics, especially when
these are excessively and often unnecessarily used. Selective pressures imposed by humans have
resulted in the emergence of “superbugs”, or bacteria that are resistant to virtually all commercial
antibiotics. Experts fear that society could return to a pre-antibiotic era, when simple infections could
wipe out entire populations and surgical interventions were life threatening. Today, it seems that all
“easy” antibiotics have been exploited and industry has been reluctant to put new efforts into the
discovery and development of new classes of antibiotics. These are expensive to develop and are
bound to offer a poor return on investment as they are only taken for a short period and their use is
likely to be restricted in the future.
Viruses 2018, 10, 64; doi:10.3390/v10020064
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Therefore, the UN committed to work at national, regional and global levels to support the
development of new antimicrobial agents and therapies [2].
2. Phage Therapy
One of the promising “new” treatments that is increasingly highlighted—inter alia during the
recent UN General Assembly—is phage therapy, the therapeutic use of bacteriophages (phages in
short)—the viruses of bacteria—to treat bacterial infections [3]. Since time immemorial, phages
control their hosts, the bacteria, on our planet. When discovered in the early twentieth century, they
were immediately applied in medicine. It soon appeared that phages are exquisitely host-speciﬁc.
Most phages can only lyse a subset of a bacterial species. Physicians must thus ﬁrst know which
bacteria cause the infections before they can treat the patients.
As could be expected, it was shown that bacteria could also evolve to evade phage infection,
even when potent phages are applied simultaneously [4]. However, the main advantage of phages
over antibiotics is their ability to mutate at least as fast as their hosts, enabling them to evolve new
infectivity and thus regain the “upper hand” over bacteria. Bacteria and phage are thus involved in a
continuous arms race of co-evolving infectivity and defense mechanisms.
The advent of broad-spectrum antibiotics, which target a wide range of bacterial infections and
could thus be used empirically, heralded the decline of phage therapy in the Western world. The success
stories of the many phage applications in the past, mainly on the east side of the Iron Curtain, where
phage therapy remained an established treatment, together with the increasing number of virtually
untreatable bacterial infections, has created a growing demand for phage therapy. Some successful
intravenous applications of phages to treat terminally ill patients in the Western world have recently
been published in the scientiﬁc literature [5,6].
The Promise of the Phage Therapy Medicinal Product
At their reintroduction in the Western world, phage preparations were classiﬁed as medicinal
products (European Union) or drugs (US), based on the literal implementation of deﬁnitions. Namely,
any substance presented as having properties for treating or preventing disease in human beings is
considered to be a medicinal product or a drug. As a result, a large body of costly and time-consuming
requirements and procedures for manufacturing and for obtaining marketing authorization for
medicinal products (drugs in the US) for human use were imposed on phage therapy medicinal
products (PTMPs).
On the one hand, it turns out that the established pharmaceutical industry is not interested in
PTMPs, mainly because of limitations in intellectual property protection of natural entities such as
genes or phages and because of phage speciﬁcity and bacterial resistance issues, which compromise
widespread and long-term use of immutable pre-deﬁned PTMPs. On the other hand, it is becoming
clear that medicinal product provisions, which were originally developed to cater for widely used
and mass-produced chemical molecules such as aspirin and antibiotics, are not compatible with
sustainable (non-empirical) or customized phage therapy approaches in which phages need to be
selected and produced ad hoc [7]. Pre-deﬁned PTMPs, could make it through the medicinal product
funnel, but such preparations are less ﬂexible to deal with changes in the incidences of infecting
bacterial species in certain settings or geographical areas, or with the emergence of mutated bacterial
strains. The long-term use of immutable PTMPs is also bound to elicit considerable bacterial phage
resistance, although not much is known about the rate at which this would occur in clinical settings.
Overall, the efﬁcacy of PTMPs is likely to decrease over time and they would need to be regularly
adapted and re-approved for use.
Some of these issues crystallized during PhagoBurn (www.phagoburn.eu), the ﬁrst major trial
under modern medicinal product regulatory standards in the European Union [8]. Cocktails of 12 and
13 phages were needed to ensure a certain activity against a collection of Pseudomonas aeruginosa and
E. coli isolates, respectively. Manufacturing of one batch of the investigational products ended up taking
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20 months and the largest part of the study budget. In addition, phage speciﬁcity issues hampered
the recruitment of patients. Because each of the two study products, which couldn’t be applied
simultaneously, targeted only one of the multiple bacterial species that are known to (simultaneously)
infect or colonize burn wounds, physicians were reluctant to include patients [8]. Regardless of the
ﬁnal clinical outcome of PhagoBurn, the preliminary phase of the study showed at least that dedicated
and realistic production and documentation requirements are urgently needed to enable the timely
supply of secure phage preparations. This would enable clinicians to conduct the desperately needed
safety and efﬁcacy studies and to deal with urgent individual or local infection issues or public health
threats (e.g., the 2011 E. coli O104:H4 outbreak in Germany).
Meanwhile, sporadic phage applications are carried out in the West, often under the umbrella of
Article 37 (Unproven Interventions in Clinical Practice) of the Declaration of Helsinki (www.wma.net).
In addition, several European and US patients suffering from chronic, extremely resistant or difﬁcult
to treat bacterial infections are known to have travelled to a phage therapy center in Tbilisi, Georgia
(www.eliavaphagetherapy.com, www.phagetherapycenter.com), for treatment.
3. Enter the Magistral Phage
On 5 July 2016, during a meeting of the Belgian Chamber of Representatives and in response to
two parliamentary questions related to the implementation of phage therapy [9], the Belgian Minister
of Social Affairs and Public Health acknowledged that phage therapy has no speciﬁc regulation in
Europe and that there is a consensus that phage preparations are medicinal products. However,
according to the Minister it is difﬁcult to determine whether we should deal with industrially-prepared
medicinal products or rather with magistral preparations, the former being subject to constraints
related to their production and marketing authorization, unlike the latter.
3.1. Magistral Preparations
In European and Belgian law, the notion of a magistral preparation (compounded prescription
drug product in the US) is deﬁned as “any medicinal product prepared in a pharmacy in accordance
with a medical prescription for an individual patient” (Article 3 of Directive 2001/83 and Article 6
quater, § 3 of the Law of 25 March 1964). Magistral preparations are mixed from their constituent
ingredients by a pharmacist (or at least under his/her supervision), for a given patient according to a
prescription by a physician and following the technical and scientiﬁc standards of the pharmaceutical
art. The magistral formula is a practical way for a medical doctor to personalize patient treatments
to speciﬁc needs and to make medications available that do not exist commercially. Some medicines,
such as natural hormone combination products and allergens, are not produced by commercial
manufacturers because they lack patent protection and hence return on investment for pharmaceutical
companies, but are actually delivered as magistral preparations. Owing to the emergence of innovative
medicines for rare diseases or for personalized therapies, magistral preparations are increasingly
in demand.
3.2. The Belgian Magistral Phage Medicine Strategy
The Community code leaves the door open for some ﬂexibility to implement certain national
solutions relating to medicines for human use [10]. As such, the Belgian Minister of Public Health asked
the Federal Agency for Medicines and Health Products (FAMHP, the Belgian competent authority
for medicines) to help set up a national strategy for magistral phage medicines. In general, active
ingredients of magistral preparations must meet the requirements of the European Pharmacopoeia,
of the Belgian Pharmacopoeia or of an ofﬁcial pharmacopoeia [10]. If no such document exists, then the
active ingredients must be authorized by the Minister of Public Health, following a favorable opinion
of the national Pharmacopoeia Commission [10]. In addition, non-authorized ingredients may also
be used in magistral preparations, providing that they are accompanied by a certiﬁcate of analysis
issued by a Belgian Approved Laboratory [10]. The so-called “Belgian Approved Laboratories” are
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quality control laboratories which are granted an accreditation by the Belgian regulatory authorities.
This status allows them to perform the batch release testing of medicinal products. This national
accreditation is equivalent to—and gradually replaced by—the GMP certiﬁcation for the batch release
testing of medicinal products. Belgian Approved Laboratories can be either private (e.g., subcontractor
of the pharmaceutical industry) or partially or entirely public (e.g., academic laboratories and scientiﬁc
institutes). Some of them belong to the European Ofﬁcial Medicines Control Laboratories (OMCL)
network, which is made up of independent public laboratories that have been appointed by their
respective national authority.
The option of the “non-authorized ingredient” was chosen in this case because of the enormous
variety of phages that could qualify as active ingredients and should then, each individually, obtain
an authorization issued by the Minister of Public Health [9]. The Scientiﬁc Institute of Public Health
was identiﬁed as a suitable Belgian Approved Laboratory for issuing valid certiﬁcates of analysis
for batches of phage active ingredients. Although the standard procedure for unauthorized active
ingredients only involves the medical doctor, his patient, the manufacturer of the active substances,
the approved laboratory and the pharmacist, it was decided—in joint consultation and because of the
innovative and very speciﬁc character of phage therapy—to involve the FAMHP in the elaboration of
a Belgian magistral phage medicine procedure.
In practice, and to consolidate the opening left by the Minister of Public Health, a formal question
and answer session was initiated between the military hospital and the FAMHP within the context
of the existing national Scientiﬁc-Technical Advice (STA) procedure. On 26 October 2016, it was
formally agreed that natural phages whose derivative ﬁnished products are not fully compliant with
the requirements relating to medicinal products for human use (Directive 2001/83), and for which
there is no monograph in an ofﬁcial pharmacopoeia, can be processed by a pharmacist as active
pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) in magistral preparations, providing compliance to a number of
logical provisions:

•
•
•
•

•

Phages should be delivered in the form of a magistral preparation to a speciﬁc (nominal) patient.
Magistral preparations should always be delivered under the direct responsibility of a medical
doctor and a pharmacist.
The relevant characteristics and qualities of the phage APIs should be deﬁned in an internal
monograph (prepared by the supplier).
Before the pharmacist can use the unlicensed material, he/she must ascertain—based on
certiﬁcates of analysis issued by a Belgian Approved Laboratory—that the raw materials conform
to the provisions of the internal monograph.
Even if not legally required, it is recommended that the supplier submits the monograph for
assessment by the FAMHP.

The general concept of the Belgian magistral phage medicine strategy is depicted in Figure 1.
A single characterized phage seed lot is selected from a phage bank. To prevent the unwanted drift of
properties resulting from repeated subcultures, the production of medicines obtained by microbial
culture is best based on a system of banked master and working seed lots. From this phage seed
lot, a phage API is produced according to a monograph. A Belgian Approved Laboratory performs
External Quality Assessments to evaluate the API’s properties and quality. Each batch of these phage
APIs will have a batch record, which describes the production process for that batch in detail. Phage
APIs can be produced by both private companies and public institutions. The phage API, accompanied
by its batch record protocol and the results of the External Quality Assessments, is then transferred to
the hospital pharmacy for possible incorporation in magistral formulas. Ideally, active phage APIs are
selected against the target bacteria. In comparison to an antibiogram (to test antibiotic sensitivity), as it
were, a “phagogram” is performed. Today, no formal guidelines exist with regard to the clinical use
(e.g., medical indications, formulations and posology) of magistral phage medicines. However, it is
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the intention to draft these guidelines as quickly as possible, at the Belgian level and possibly at the
European level.

Figure 1. General ﬂowchart of the magistral phage medicine process.

3.3. Phage API Monograph
Next, experts of the Queen Astrid military hospital in Brussels, the FAMHP and the Belgian
Scientiﬁc Institute of Public Health elaborated a pragmatic supplier monograph for phage APIs
with a limited use (to hospital pharmacies) status. This document was conceived as a general
(applicable to most phages) and evolving document. On 10 January 2018, version 1.0 of the monograph
(Supplementary Document 1) received a formal positive advice by the FAMHP.
3.4. Pricing and Reimbursement
In terms of pricing, the total cost of a magistral preparation is a reﬂection of the costs for the
products in the preparation, eventually the costs of the prescribed excipients or recipients and
an honorarium for the pharmacist for the magistral preparation. Reimbursement of a magistral
preparation in Belgium is subject to several criteria: (1) the pharmacist receives a prescription from
a physician; (2) this pharmacist makes the magistral preparation and delivers it; (3) products in the
magistral preparation are listed on a predeﬁned list of products eligible for reimbursement; and (4) the
conditions for reimbursement need to be respected. Bacteriophages are at the moment not listed
as products eligible for reimbursement. Therefore, depending on the ultimate price set for a phage
magistral preparation, this might (or not) inﬂuence the access of phage therapy to patients.
4. Conclusions
It seems to be a matter of time before phage therapy regains its status as an established antibacterial
tool. However, this will not only depend on the credibility of “phage researchers”, but also on the
political context in which they are working. Phage therapy is not sustainable without reimbursement
of the researchers providing the therapeutic phages, and so far, phage research is underfunded. Just as
drug companies are allowed to proﬁt for some time after developing a drug, there must be some
form of compensation for the investigators isolating, characterizing, and optimizing the phages that
will be included in future therapeutic phage banks, all before a pharmacist gains access to them
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for combination. Phage researchers should not be expected to automatically be “altruists”, and
compensation must be given for their efforts at developing phage therapy as a medicine.
Believing that Belgium could do some pioneering work in the phage therapy ﬁeld, the Belgian
Minister of Public Health and the FAMHP opened the door to phage medicines that take into account
the unique characteristics of phages and the need for personalized “sur-mesure” and sustainable
phage therapy approaches [7]. There is every reason to believe that the resulting Belgian “magistral
phage medicine” framework will be ﬂexible enough to exploit and further explore the speciﬁc nature
of phages as co-evolving antibacterials whilst giving precedence to patients’ safety. Importantly,
this Belgian solution avoids the application of certain medicinal product requirements that restrain
ﬂexible phage therapy approaches, such as compliance to Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP).
There are indications that other (EU) countries might also adopt this phage therapy framework in the
near future, in anticipation of a European solution. Recently, the biological master ﬁle concept was put
forward as a European solution to overcome the regulatory challenges of personalized medicines in
general and phage medicines more speciﬁcally [11].
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/xxx/s1, Document 1. Phage
API monograph (version 1.0).
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Abstract: Staphylococcus aureus is a commensal and pathogenic bacterium that causes infections
in humans and animals. It is a major cause of nosocomial infections worldwide. Due to
increasing prevalence of multidrug resistance, alternative methods to eradicate the pathogen
are necessary. In this respect, polyvalent staphylococcal myoviruses have been demonstrated
to be excellent candidates for phage therapy. Here we present the characterization of the
bacteriophage vB_SauM-fRuSau02 (fRuSau02) that was isolated from a commercial Staphylococcus
bacteriophage cocktail produced by Microgen (Moscow, Russia). The genomic analysis revealed
that fRuSau02 is very closely related to the phage MSA6, and possesses a large genome
(148,464 bp), with typical modular organization and a low G+C (30.22%) content. It can
therefore be classiﬁed as a new virus among the genus Twortlikevirus. The genome contains
236 predicted genes, 4 of which were interrupted by insertion sequences. Altogether, 78 different
structural and virion-associated proteins were identiﬁed from puriﬁed phage particles by liquid
chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS). The host range of fRuSau02 was tested
with 135 strains, including 51 and 54 Staphylococcus aureus isolates from humans and pigs, respectively,
and 30 coagulase-negative Staphylococcus strains of human origin. All clinical S. aureus strains
were at least moderately sensitive to the phage, while only 39% of the pig strains were infected.
Also, some strains of Staphylococcus intermedius, Staphylococcus lugdunensis, Staphylococcus epidermidis,
Staphylococcus haemolyticus, Staphylococcus saprophyticus and Staphylococcus pseudointer were sensitive.
We conclude that fRuSau02, a phage therapy agent in Russia, can serve as an alternative to antibiotic
therapy against S. aureus.
Keywords: Staphylococcus aureus; bacteriophage; phage therapy; vB_SauM-fRuSau02; Twortlikevirus

1. Introduction
Staphylococcus aureus is a commensal and pathogenic bacterium that causes opportunistic
infections in humans and animals. Approximately 20% of humans have persistent and 30% sporadic
nasal S. aureus colonization [1]. As a pathogen, S. aureus causes a broad spectrum of infections in
humans ranging from simple abscesses to fatal sepsis, including pneumonia, endocarditis, meningitis,
mastitis, food poisoning, and toxic shock syndrome [2]. Currently the antibiotic resistance of this
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species poses a threat to public health. Even though the incidence of severe infections caused by
methicillin-resistant S. aureus (MRSA) is decreasing [3], MRSA still is an important cause of nosocomial
infections worldwide [4,5]. The emergence of multidrug resistance results in difﬁculties in eradication
of the pathogen with the use of conventional therapies and thus requires development of alternatives
to antibiotic-based therapies.
One promising alternative to treat infections caused by antibiotic resistant bacteria is phage
therapy, where the natural predators of bacteria (bacteriophages, phages) are used to kill the
pathogens [6–8]. The history of phage therapy has been extensively reviewed elsewhere [9,10] and
is not discussed here. To be considered safe, phage therapy has to meet a number of criteria: phages
used for therapeutic purposes need to be strictly lytic and they should not carry known genes coding
for toxins or other harmful substances [11]. Furthermore, the host bacteria used for phage production
should have as few prophages as possible and the therapeutic phage preparation should not contain
high concentration of bacterial toxins.
All known S. aureus phages belong to order Caudovirales, i.e., they are tailed phages with an
icosahedral capsid that surrounds the double-stranded DNA genome [12,13]. Staphylococcal phages
can be classiﬁed into three categories: (1) podoviruses with <20 kb genomes; (2) siphoviruses with
~40 kb genomes; and (3) myoviruses with >125 kb genomes [12]. Of these phage groups, staphylococcal
siphoviruses are generally temperate and often carry genes promoting bacterial virulence [13], which
makes them inappropriate for therapeutic applications. Staphylococcal podoviruses, on the other
hand, are strictly lytic but extremely rare and difﬁcult to ﬁnd [14]. From therapeutic point of view,
myoviruses are considered the most interesting staphylococcal phages [14,15].
Many of the staphylococcal myoviruses are classiﬁed into the genus Twortlikevirus of the
Spounavirinae subfamily and are related at genetic and proteomic level [16]. The Twortlikevirus genus
consists of phages with genomes of 127–141 kb, low G+C content (30–31%), and 183 to 217 open
reading frames (ORFs) [17]. Currently, this genus contains over 25 members, including phage Twort,
G1 [18], K [19], MSA6 [20], GH15 [21], Romulus, and Remus [17]. A typical feature for Twort-like
viruses is the presence of long terminal repeats (LTRs), several thousand base pair-long direct repeats
at the ends of the genome. The nucleotide sequence and length of LTR regions differ among the
representatives of the genus and may inﬂuence the host range [15]. Twort-like viruses are also known
for their broad host range. This phenomenon is mainly accounted to the presence of multiple receptor
binding proteins in the viral capsid that allow them to utilize at least two adsorption apparatuses
and recognize different structures [22]. This feature, together with their strictly lytic life cycle, makes
Twort-like viruses particularly suitable for clinical applications [15].
In this paper, we report the isolation and analysis of a Twort-like S. aureus phage,
vB_SauM-fRuSau02 (fRuSau02). The phage was isolated from a therapeutic bacteriophage product
from Microgen Company (Moscow, Russia). The product was purchased in a pharmacy in Saint
Petersburg, Russia, and was meant to treat infections typically caused by S. aureus. However,
no information about the phage composition or the efﬁcacy of the phage cocktail was available.
Phage fRuSau02 was the only phage we were able to isolate from this product. Here, we show the
analysis of fRuSau02 at a genetic and proteome level, the latter of which allowed us to identify the
majority of the phage structural proteins. Additionally, we provide an insight into the reasons why this
phage might be well-suited for clinical applications by testing its growth efﬁciency and host range with
a broad range of human and porcine isolates. We also present an evaluation of the fRuSau02 production
in different host strains, with intention to select an optimal producer strain for clinical applications.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Bacterial Strains, Phages and Media
The bacterial strains used in this work are described in Table S1. The collection of human isolates
used in this study was provided by The Hospital District of Helsinki and Uusimaa Laboratories
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(HUSLAB), Finland. All staphylococcal and phage incubations were done at 37 ◦ C using Luria Broth
(LB) [23] medium. Soft agar medium included additionally 0.35 or 0.4% (w/v) agar (Becton Dickinson,
Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA), and LB agar plates were solidiﬁed with 1.5% (w/v) of agar. fRuSau02 was
isolated using a clinical S. aureus strain 13KP (Table S1) as a host, and the same strain was then used as
a standard host strain for the phage. The phage lysates were produced from semiconﬂuent soft-agar
plates as described elsewhere [23].
2.2. Phage Puriﬁcation
The fRuSau02 lysate (5 × 1010 plaque-forming units (PFU)/mL) was ultraﬁltrated with Amicon
Ultra-4 (100 kDa) Centrifugal Filter Units (Merck Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA) to one quarter of the
initial volume. Three volumes of chromatography buffer A (20 mM Tris-Cl, pH 7.5) were added and
the ultraﬁltration was repeated. The volume was adjusted with buffer A. The ultraﬁltrated phage
sample was then puriﬁed with ion exchange chromatography (IEX) using Äkta Puriﬁer (GE Healthcare,
Chicago, IL, USA) and a CIM QA-1 tube monolithic column with a 6-μm pore size (BIA Separations,
Ajdovščina, Slovenia). The sample was injected to the column in buffer A, washed with buffer A
containing 350 mM NaCl and eluted with buffer A with 450 mM NaCl. The phage-containing fractions
of two puriﬁcation batches were pooled, and an Amicon Ultra was used to concentrate the product
and to change the buffer to TM (50 mM Tris, pH 7.5–10 mM Mg2 SO4 ). Puriﬁed phage samples were
stored at 4 ◦ C.
2.3. Electron Microscopy
IEX-puriﬁed phage lysate was pelleted by centrifugation at 16,000× g, 4 ◦ C, for 2 h and
resuspended into 0.1 M ammonium acetate. Subsequently, the phage particles were allowed to
sediment on 200 mesh pioloform-coated copper grids for 1 min and stained negatively using 3% uranyl
acetate. Samples were examined with a JEOL JEM-1400 transmission electron microscope JEOL Ltd.,
Tokyo, Japan) under 80 kV at the Electron Microscopy Unit (Institute of Biotechnology, University
of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland). Pictures were taken using Gatan Orius SC 1000B bottom-mounted
Charged Coupled Device (CCD)-camera (Gatan Inc., Pleasanton, CA, USA). Ten virions were measured
and data were used to calculate mean values and standard deviations.
2.4. Infection Growth Curves
Overnight bacterial cultures of S. aureus 13KP were diluted to a ratio of 1:100 in fresh LB medium,
and 180-μL aliquots were distributed into honeycomb plate wells (Growth Curves Ab Ltd., Helsinki,
Finland), where they were mixed with 20-μL aliquots of different fRuSau02 phage stock dilutions.
The phage stock and bacterial culture were mixed to achieve multiplicity of infection (MOI) values
ranging between 5 × 10−7 and 500. A negative control was obtained by mixing 20 μL of phage stock
with 180 μL of LB, whereas the positive control consisted of 180 μL of bacterial culture and 20 μL of
fresh LB medium. The growth experiment was carried out at 37 ◦ C using a Bioscreen C incubator
(Growth Curves Ab Ltd.) with continuous shaking. The optical density at 600 nm (OD600 ) of the
cultures was measured every 1 h. The averages were calculated from values obtained for the bacteria
grown in ﬁve parallel wells.
2.5. DNA Isolation and Phage Genome Sequencing
fRuSau02 DNA was isolated from crude phage lysate with Invisorb Spin Virus DNA Mini
Kit (Stratec Biomedical, Birkenfeld, Germany). Sequencing was performed at the Institute for
Molecular Medicine Finland (FIMM) Technology Centre Sequencing Unit [24]. For next-generation
sequencing, the DNA library was constructed with Nextera sample prep kit (Illumina, San Diego,
CA, USA). Paired-end sequencing was done using Illumina MiSeq PE300 sequencer (Illumina,
San Diego, CA, USA) with the read length of 300 nucleotides. TheA5 (Andrew And Aaron’s
Awesome Assembly)-miseq integrated pipeline for de novo assembly of microbial genomes was used
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to obtain the genome sequence [25]. fRuSau02 sequence was submitted to GenBank with accession
number MF398190.
2.6. Determination of Physical Ends of the Phage Genome
To determine the physical ends of the phage genome, the approximate positions of the terminal
repeats were estimated based on the sequence read numbers using the Integrative Genomics Viewer
(IGV) [26,27]. The genome was manually edited according to the estimated physical ends and
subjected to virtual digestions with several restriction endonucleases. Two enzymes (NheI and
PstI), yielding identiﬁable end fragments, were used to digest the fRuSau02 DNA, and the resulting
fragment distributions were compared to the virtual digestions. The NheI fragments corresponding
to the physical ends of the phage genome were isolated from a preparative agarose gel and ligated
to pUC19 digested with XbaI and SmaI. The ligation mixtures were used as a template for PCR
reaction with pUC19—speciﬁc primers Puc19-F (CCTCTTCGCTATTACGCCAG) and pUC19-R
(CAACGCAATTAATGTGAGTTAGCT). The PCR products corresponding to the sizes of the genome
end fragments (2.7 kb and 4.5 kb for left and right ends, respectively) were isolated from a preparative
agarose gel and sequenced with ABI3730XL DNA Analyzer (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA,
USA) capillary sequencer with primers Puc19-F and Puc19-R at FIMM [24]. The sequence information
was used to deduce the actual sequence of the genome ends and terminal repeats.
2.7. In Silico Analysis of Phage Genome
The phage genome was autoannotated using Rapid Annotation Using Subsystem Technology
(RAST [28] and proofread manually. Promoters and terminators were predicted using PePPER [29] and
ARNold [30,31], respectively, with subsequent manual veriﬁcation. The promoter consensus sequence
was analyzed using MEME [32]. A comparative genome ﬁgure was generated using CGView [33].
The genome-wide comparison of bacteriophages was conducted with EMBOSS Stretcher [34].
Phylogeny analysis was conducted with the VICTOR Virus Classiﬁcation and Tree Building
Online Resource [35] using the Genome-BLAST Distance Phylogeny (GBDP) method [36] under
settings recommended for prokaryotic viruses [35]. The resulting intergenomic distances (including
100 replicates each) were used to infer a balanced minimum evolution tree with branch support via
FASTME including Subtree Pruning and Regrafting (SPR) postprocessing [37] for the formula D0.
The tree was rooted at the midpoint [38] and visualized with FigTree [39]. Taxon boundaries at the
species, genus and family level were estimated with the OPTSIL program [40], the recommended
clustering thresholds [35] and an F value (fraction of links required for cluster fusion) of 0.5 [41].
2.8. Proteome Analysis
IEX-puriﬁed phages were concentrated by centrifugation for 2 h at 4 ◦ C and 16,000× g. Prior to
digestion of proteins to peptides with trypsin, the proteins in the samples were reduced with
tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP) and alkylated with iodoacetamide. Tryptic peptide digests were
puriﬁed by C18 reversed-phase chromatography columns [42] and the mass spectrometry (MS) analysis
was performed on an Orbitrap Elite Electron-Transfer Dissociation (ETD) mass spectrometer (Thermo
Scientiﬁc, Waltham, MA, USA), using Xcalibur version 2.7.1, coupled to an Thermo Scientiﬁc nLCII
nanoﬂow High Pressure Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) system. Peak extraction and subsequent
protein identiﬁcation was achieved using Proteome Discoverer 1.4 software (Thermo Scientiﬁc).
Calibrated peak ﬁles were searched against the fRuSau02 and Staphylococcus aureus subsp. aureus ST398
proteins (ASM188707v1, NCBI) by a SEQUEST search engine. Error tolerances on the precursor and
fragment ions were ±15 ppm and ±0.6 Da, respectively. For peptide identiﬁcation, a stringent cut-off
(0.5% false discovery rate) was used. The LC-MS/MS was performed at the Proteomics Unit, Institute
of Biotechnology, University of Helsinki.
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2.9. Host Range Screening
The fRuSau02 host range was analyzed by spot assay for most of the bacterial stains studied.
Some pig isolates failed to grow on soft agar, and their sensitivity was studied by a liquid culture
method. For this, bacteria were cultured overnight in Brain Heart Infusion (BHI) medium (Becton,
Dickinson and Company, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA). Cultures were diluted 1:100 in BHI and aliquoted
into 200 μL aliquots to 96-well plates. To these, 10 μL of phage fRuSau02 (6.8 × 106 PFU) was added
and the plate was incubated at 37 ◦ C with moderate shaking. For non-infected controls, 10 μL of
LB was added instead of the phage. Each strain was studied in triplicate wells. Bacterial growth
was monitored by measuring OD600 with FLUOstar OPTIMA plate reader (BMG LABTECH GmbH,
Ortenberg, Germany) at 60 min intervals for 4 h, and the inhibition of growth in phage-infected wells
compared to non-infected control wells indicated a sensitive strain.
2.10. Efﬁciency of Plating and Adsorption Assay
Bacterial strains were checked by the efﬁciency of plating (EOP), as described earlier [43]. In brief,
S. aureus strains 13KP, Newman, TB4, and tagO were pre-grown for 2–3 h at 37 ◦ C. Subsequently
300 PFU of phage was mixed with 90 μL/OD600 of bacterial culture and 3 mL of soft agar (0.35% LB
agar) and poured over an LB plate. Following 24 h incubation at 37 ◦ C, PFUs were counted and the
size and morphology of the plaques was evaluated. The experiment was performed in triplicates, and
negative controls without the bacteriophages were prepared. To estimate the adsorption of phage
particles on the surface of different S. aureus strains, a phage adsorption assay was conducted as
described earlier [44]. Brieﬂy, approximately 2.5 × 106 PFU of fRuSau02 was mixed with 500 μL
of bacterial overnight cultures (OD600 = 3.3). The suspension was incubated at room temperature
for 5 min, centrifuged at 16,000× g for 3 min, and the phage titer remaining in the supernatant
was determined. The phage titer in the control supernatant was set to 100%. LB was used as a
non-adsorbing control. Each assay was performed in triplicates.
2.11. Staphylococcal Enterotoxin Measurement
Staphylococcal enterotoxins were measured from the phage lysates with the Transia Plate
Staphylococcal Enterotoxins assay (BioControl Systems, Inc., Bellevue, WA, USA) using staphylococcal
enterotoxin A (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) as standard. Absorbance at 450 nm was recorded
with Hidex Sense Microplate Reader (Hidex, Turku, Finland).
3. Results
3.1. Isolation and Morphology
Phage fRuSau02 was isolated from the Staphylococcus bacteriophage cocktail produced by the
Microgen Company (Moscow, Russia; series: H52, 0813, PN001973/01). Electron microscopy of
the negatively-stained fRuSau02 particles revealed that the phage had an icosahedral head with a
contractile tail and a basal tuft attached to the tail (Figure 1). The dimensions of the head were 86 nm
(vertical) and 83 nm (horizontal), and the tail length without the base plate was 192 nm. Standard
deviations were 3.1, 2.8, and 5.3 nm respectively. Only one particle with contracted tail was found
(Figure 1b), and the contracted part was 96 nm. Based on the morphological characteristics, phage
fRuSau02 belongs to the order Caudovirales and the family Myoviridae [45,46].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Electron micrographs of negatively stained vB_SauM-fRuSau02 (fRuSau02) particles.
Phage particles with non-contracted (a) and contracted (b) tails are shown. Bars represent 100 nm.

3.2. The Efﬁciency of Infection
To examine the efﬁciency of fRuSau02 infection, S. aureus 13KP was infected in liquid culture at
different MOI values and the bacterial growth was assessed by following the optical density of the
culture. The study showed that fRuSau02 is able to efﬁciently lyse the culture at MOIs above 5 × 10− 5
(Figure 2), whereas at MOIs values below this limit there was no lysis observed (data not shown).
Additionally, there was no re-growth of the bacterial culture observed within the 24 h time period
of the experiment. In coherence, the prolonged incubation of the infected bacteria in the soft agar
did not result in emergence of resistance within the ﬁrst 7 days of incubation indicating low rate of
phage-resistance development among the bacteria. Efﬁcient infection and complete lysis of bacterial
culture with very low MOI values may be a common feature of twort-like phages, as MOI 1 × 10− 4
was earlier shown to be optimal for the production of high-titer lysate of phage MSA6 [20].

Figure 2. Growth curves of Staphylococcus aureus of 13KP infected with fRuSau02. Bacteria were
cultured with different concentrations of phage virions in Luria Broth (LB) at 37 ◦ C. Each curve
represents the average results for ﬁve replicates, error bars represent standard deviation (SD).
MOI: multiplicity of infection.
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3.3. General Genome Analysis
The linear double-stranded DNA of fRuSau02 comprises 148,464 bp encoding 236 putative ORFs
(Figure 3, Table 1). The two terminally redundant 8076 bp long ends encode 20 putative terminal
repeat proteins. Sixty-ﬁve of the predicted genes are transcribed from the minus strand, including the
genes likely to be involved in bacterial cell lysis (holin and numerous putative membrane proteins).
Additionally, two single genes from the terminally redundant region, treI and treM, are also encoded on
the minus strand. In silico analysis predicted the presence of 43 bacterial promoters and 32 terminators.
The analysis failed to identify promoters within the 39,000–66,500 bp range in the fRuSau02 genome
where the structural proteins are encoded. The consensus sequence of the promoters was identiﬁed
(Figure 4 and Table S2). Interestingly, three predicted promoters located in front of spliced or intron
encoded genes (lysK.1, ksaI, I-MsaI) presented a distinctive promoter sequence that did not follow
the consensus sequence (Table S2). In addition to protein-coding sequences, three functional transfer
RNA(tRNA) genes encoding tRNAMet , tRNAPhe , and tRNAAsp were detected. Additionally, no known
genes encoding integrases, lysogeny- or virulence-associated or toxic proteins were identiﬁed and
therefore this bacteriophage can be considered as virulent and potentially safe for phage therapy.
Similarly to phage K, the genome of fRuSau02 completely lacks GATC sites that could be recognized
by host-encoded restriction endonucleases [19].
Table 1. The structural proteins of phage fRuSau02 identiﬁed using liquid chromatography tandem
mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS).
Locus

Name

No of AA

M W * [kDa]

pI * (calc.)

RS_018
RS_033
RS_036
RS_037
RS_041
RS_042
RS_046
RS_048
RS_050
RS_051
RS_055
RS_059
RS_061
RS_063
RS_067
RS_070
RS_072
RS_074
RS_075
RS_078
RS_080
RS_082
RS_085
RS_087
RS_088
RS_094
RS_095
RS_096
RS_097

TreR, terminal repeat encoded protein R
phage structural protein
phage structural protein
phage structural protein
phage structural protein
phage structural protein
putative membrane protein MbpR
phage structural protein
phage structural protein
HmzG, DNA-binding protein
phage structural protein
Lig, putative DNA or RNA ligase
Phr, putative PhoH-related protein
Rbn, phage ribonuclease H
phage structural protein
putative membrane protein MbpS
LysK.1, phage lysin
LysK.2, phage lysin
HolA, phage holin
DmcB
putative membrane protein MbpC
putative membrane protein MbpD
Ter.1, phage terminase
Ter.2, phage terminase
phage structural protein
Prt, portal protein
Pro, prohead protease
phage structural protein
Mcp, major capsid protein

156
105
64
245
57
160
91
372
138
100
87
298
246
141
75
263
209
267
167
69
108
88
65
515
266
563
257
318
463

17.8
11.8
7.6
28.6
6.8
18.8
10.9
42.2
16.0
11.3
10.1
35.0
28.6
15.8
9.2
29.3
23.1
29.8
18.1
8.0
13.0
10.3
7.7
59.7
29.8
64.0
28.6
35.9
51.2

3.78
6.76
4.65
6.58
5.26
4.64
5.01
4.84
5.22
4.91
5.91
5.57
5.29
7.27
9.95
8.82
9.66
9.45
4.25
5.97
5.54
8.31
9.60
6.10
5.30
6.42
5.01
4.46
5.24
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Table 1. Cont.
Locus

Name

No of AA

M W * [kDa]

pI * (calc.)

RS_098
RS_099
RS_100
RS_101
RS_102
RS_104
RS_105
RS_109
RS_110
RS_111
RS_112
RS_113
RS_114
RS_115
RS_116
RS_117
RS_118
RS_119
RS_120
RS_121
RS_122
RS_124
RS_126
RS_127
RS_129
RS_132
RS_133
RS_137
RS_139
RS_140
RS_141
RS_143
RS_152
RS_153
RS_155
RS_157
RS_158
RS_159
RS_160
RS_163
RS_165
RS_168
RS_169
RS_170
RS_173
RS_175
RS_181
RS_196
RS_206

phage structural protein
phage structural protein
phage structural protein
phage structural protein
phage structural protein
Tsp, major tail sheath protein
TmpA, tail tube protein
phage structural protein
phage structural protein
TmpB, tail morphogenic protein
TmpC, phage DNA transfer protein
TmpD, tail murein hydrolase
TmpE, putative peptidoglycan hydrolase
Glycerophosphoryl diester phosphodiesterase
phage structural protein
phage structural protein
BmpA, baseplate morphogenetic protein
BmpB, baseplate morphogenetic protein
TmpF, tail morphogenetic protein
BmpC, baseplate morphogenetic protein
TmpG, tail morphogenetic protein
receptor binding protein
receptor binding protein
DhlA, DNA helicase
DhlB, DNA helicase
RncB, recombination nuclease B
Asf, anti-sigma factor
phage structural protein
NrdE, ribonucleotide reductase
NrdF, ribonucleotide reductase
phage structural protein
phage structural protein
phage structural protein
Rec.1, phage recombinase
Rec.2, phage recombinase
Sig, sigma factor
phage structural protein
TmpH, phage major tail protein
phage structural protein
putative membrane protein MbpG
phage structural protein
phage structural protein
phage structural protein
phage structural protein
putative membrane protein MbpH
phage structural protein
phage structural protein
phage structural protein
NadV, nicotinamide phosphoribosyltransferase

98
302
292
206
278
587
142
103
152
178
1351
808
295
848
263
174
234
348
1019
173
1152
640
458
582
480
639
198
202
704
349
109
179
423
74
315
220
210
73
86
122
178
287
243
152
132
80
98
87
489

11.3
34.1
33.7
23.7
31.7
64.5
15.9
12.2
18.1
20.9
143.7
91.2
34.6
96.0
29.3
19.9
26.6
39.2
116.2
19.2
129.0
72.6
50.3
67.2
54.5
73.4
23.2
23.6
80.1
40.4
12.4
21.1
46.8
7.9
35.7
26.6
23.2
7.9
10.3
14.0
20.8
32.3
28.3
17.8
15.4
9.4
11.3
9.9
56.1

9.42
5.24
5.82
10.32
4.79
4.98
5.54
6.13
4.79
4.40
9.11
6.74
4.60
4.96
8.19
4.61
4.77
4.86
5.08
5.39
5.19
7.39
6.27
5.85
5.72
5.19
6.81
5.72
5.64
4.78
4.68
6.95
4.75
6.61
5.16
5.36
4.84
4.54
5.91
5.95
7.47
5.76
5.34
4.98
8.94
9.31
7.24
10.05
5.44

* MW : Molecular weight, pI: Isoelectric point.
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Figure 3. Genome comparison of three Twort-like phages. The outer ring represents the open reading
frames (ORFs) of the circularized fRuSau02 phage. The two other rings display the identity between
fRuSau02 and K (lavender) and between fRuSau02 and Twort (green). The inner ring shows the
GC content of the fRuSau02 genome (black). Selected gene functions are indicated. The ﬁgure was
generated with CGView [33].

Figure 4. Consensus sequence of the phage fRuSau02 putative promoters. The promoter sequences are
listed in supplementary Table S2.
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3.4. Comparative Genome Analysis
Bioinformatic analysis of the fRuSau02 genome revealed that the phage has a genome size and
organization typical for Twort-like viruses [15]. It is most closely related to phage MSA6 (JX080304),
the two viruses showing 99.6% identity at the nucleotide level. The DNA sequence comparison
with other Twort-like viruses revealed identity in the range of 39.0–96.0% (Table S3). The highest
identity was observed with phages A5W (EU418428)—96.0%, Staph1N (JX080300)—96.0%, and Fi200W
(JX080303)—95.1%. The genomic comparison of fRuSau02 with phages K and Twort showed identity
rates of 93.5% and 46.5%, respectively. Figure 3 shows a BLASTN comparison of the genomes of
phages fRuSau02, K and Twort. The whole-genome level nucleotide phylogeny analysis of fRuSau02
and the 34 phage genomes described in Table S3 showed that fRuSau02 clusters in the same species
with A5W, Staph1N, MSA6, Fi200W, and 676Z (Figure 5). The analysis yielded average support of 16%
and the OPTSIL clustering resulted altogether to 22, 2, and 1 clusters at species, genus, and family
levels, respectively.

Figure 5. Genome-wide nucleotide phylogeny of 35 Twort-like viruses. The analysis was conducted
with VICTOR Virus Classiﬁcation and Tree Building Online Resource [35] with settings recommended
for prokaryotic viruses. The tree was visualized with FigTree [39]. The analysis yielded 22 clusters at
species (S1–S22) and two at genus (G1–G2) level, respectively. All the phages clustered to the same
family (F1). Phage fRuSau02 is indicated with red box and the phages belonging to the same species
with it in the green box.

Most fRuSau02 nucleotide differences to MSA6 were single base pair substitutions or small indels
in intergenic regions. There were 25 coding regions having differences to MSA6, eight of which had
silent mutations, leading to proteins with 100% amino acid identity with their MSA6 counterparts
(terminal repeat encoded protein TreP, phage terminase Ter.2, tail morphogenetic proteins TmpB and
TmpG, DNA helicase DhlA, DNA primase/DNA helicase Pri, ribonucleotide reductase NrdE, and
intron encoded endonuclease I-MsaI). Ten proteins had difference(s) to the corresponding proteins in
MSA6 but showed 100% amino acid identities to their homologs in other Twort-like viruses: terminal
repeat encoded protein TreK was identical to phage G1 ORF159 but showed only 87.4% identity
to MSA6 TreK. Terminal repeat encoded protein TreG was identical to phage K Gp007, putative
membrane protein MbpP to G1 ORF007, hypothetical protein DmcA to Gp122 of phage JD007, putative
membrane protein MbpE to phage G1 ORF120, major tail sheath Tsp to phage K Gp166, hypothetical
155
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protein RS_209 to Team1 Gp041, putative receptor binding protein RS_126 to SA5 ORF40, terminal
repeat encoded protein TreB to A5W TreB and to G1 ORF231, and putative portal protein Prt to G1
ORF014. Each of these proteins had one to two amino acid difference(s) to their MSA6 homologs.
Seven proteins had at least one amino acid (according to present knowledge) unique to fRuSau02, i.e.,
have not been observed in homologous proteins of any other Twort-like virus: putative membrane
protein MbpC, tail morphogenetic protein TmpC, putative receptor binding protein RS_124, putative
polymerase-associated exonuclease PolA.2, putative RNA polymerase sigma factor Sig, hypothetical
protein RS_200, and putative membrane protein MbpI.
Of the “unique” fRuSau02 proteins, RS_124 is of outmost interest. It is 98.1% identical at the
amino acid level to the orf103 gene product of phage ΦSA012, shown to be one out of two receptor
binding proteins (RBPs) of this phage [22]. Phage fRuSau02 RS_124 has histidine in position 306, where
all the other Twort-like viruses sequenced so far have proline. The residue 306 is part of a carbohydrate
binding domain, which is formed by amino acids 213–336. Preliminary structural modelling of this
region showed that H306 ﬁts nicely into an anti-parallel β-sheet structure, which is completely distorted
by H306P change (not shown). This suggests that the structure of the receptor binding protein of
fRuSau02 may be different from all the other Twort-like viruses characterized so far.
3.5. Genes Interrupted by Self-Splicing Elements
The presence of mobile splicing elements in the genomes of Twort-like viruses is a characteristic
feature of staphylococcal myoviruses [17–19]. In the case of fRuSau02 phage, four protein-encoding
genes were found to be interrupted by different insertion sequences (Figure S1): (1) The gene encoding
phage lysin (Lys) is fragmented into two by an intron-encoded HNH homing endonuclease gene
(I-KsaI). (2) The terminase large subunit gene is divided by the intron, encoding I-MsaI, a protein of
unknown function. (3) The gene encoding the putative DNA polymerase-associated exonuclease (PolA)
contains two introns encoding proteins I-KsaII and I-KsaIII. (4) The gene encoding phage RecA-like
recombinase (Rec) contains the intron-encoded endonuclease gene I-MsaII. All of the intervening
sequences are predicted to be group I introns encoding putative endonucleases. The functionality of
the spliced genes was shown by the fact that the presence of full proteins encoded by three out of
four spliced genes was observed in the LC-MS/MS analysis. Namely, lysin, terminase large subunit,
and phage recombinase were among the proteins identiﬁed in the LC-MS/MS analysis of the puriﬁed
phage particles (Table 1), with peptides present in both the C- and N-terminal parts of the proteins
(see below). While this does not conclusively prove that the polypeptides are continuous, this is the
most likely option. The gene splicing pattern of lysin and polymerase encoding genes is identical
to the one presented by staphylococcal phages G1, K and ISP [19,47,48]. However, fRuSau02 has
additional insertions in the terminase large subunit and recombinase genes that were also present in
phage Team1. Unlike in the more distant phages Remus/Romulus and Twort, there were no intein
domains identiﬁed in the fRuSau02 genome [17,49,50].
3.6. Proteomic Analysis of the Phage Structural Proteins
To conﬁrm the identiﬁcation and expression of the phage structural proteins, a proteomic analysis
of the puriﬁed phage particles using LC-MS/MS was performed. The comparative analysis of obtained
peptide sequences with the sequences of predicted phage proteins allowed for the identiﬁcation of
these structural proteins. To exclude the possibility of obtaining false positive results due to similarity
with bacterial proteins that could be carried over from the lysate during the sample preparation,
the obtained peptide sequences were compared simultaneously against the phage and bacterial
protein sequences. Altogether, 81 phage proteins were identiﬁed in the LC-MS/MS analysis, of which
78 fulﬁlled the inclusion criteria (>2 unique peptides and/or >5% coverage) (Table 1). The analysis of
the structural proteome identiﬁed the capsid (Mcp) and the tail (Tsp, TmpA, TmpB, TmpC, TmpD,
TmpE, TmpF, TmpG, TmpH, BmpA, BmpB, BmpC) proteins, receptor binding proteins (RS_124 and
RS_126), the portal protein (Prt), and putative membrane proteins (MbpC, MbpD, MbpG, MbpH, MbpR,
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MbpS), as well as phage holin (HolA). Additionally, this study showed the presence of ribonucleotide
reductases (NrdE and NrdF), DNA-binding protein (HmzG), putative ligase (Lig), recombination
nuclease B (RncB), ribonuclease H (Rbn), and DNA helicases (DhlA and DhlB) as well as sigma and
anti-sigma factors (Sig, Asf). Altogether, 33 of the identiﬁed proteins were annotated as novel phage
structural proteins. As already described above, the LC-MS/MS analysis showed also the presence
of three proteins: the phage lysin (LysK), terminase (Ter) and recombinase (Rec) encoded by the
genes interrupted by the intervening sequences. The prohead protease Pro was also identiﬁed in
the LC-MS/MS analysis. The presence of the protease among the structural proteins was described
previously for Lactobacillus delbrueckii-speciﬁc phages [51,52] but may be the result of lack of dissociation
from the head after the assembly.
3.7. fRuSau02 Host Range
A collection of 135 Staphylococcus strains, including 51 human and 54 porcine S. aureus isolates
and 30 coagulase-negative Staphylococcus strains of human origin were used to assess the host range
(Table 2). Of the 50 clinical S. aureus strains collected for this study, 35 were methicillin-sensitive and
15 methicillin-resistant (Table S1). Phage fRuSau02 was able to infect 49 (96%) coagulase-positive and
15 (50%) coagulase-negative strains of human origin, whereas the rate of infection of pig isolates was
much lower with only 18 (33%) strains infected. The infectivity of S. aureus strains did not depend
on their response to methicillin. Some of the bacterial strains instead of clear lysis displayed turbid
lysis or only slower growth rate. Counting together the clear and turbid lysis, 33 (61%) of pig isolates
and 5 (17%) of coagulase-negative strains were resistant to phage infection. Importantly, all S. aureus
human isolates (including MRSA strains) were at least moderately sensitive to fRuSau02. Further,
patient isolates of coagulase-negative Staphylococcus strains, including S. intermedius, S. lugdunensis,
S. epidermidis, S. haemolyticus, S. saprophyticus and S. pseudointer, showed different rates of infection
depending on the strain, however, at least one strain of each species was susceptible to the phage.
Further, the coagulase-negative strains and several pig isolates displayed lower efﬁciency of infection
and turbidity of the plaques, while human S. aureus isolates were characterized by big (1–3 mm) clear
plaques (data not shown).
Table 2. The infectivity of fRuSau02 for different staphylococcal isolates. The details and strain
references are listed in supplementary material Table S1.
fRuSau02 Infectivity
Bacterial Hosts

Infected *

Intermediate *

Resistant *

Coagulase-Positive Human Isolates (n = 51)
S. aureus

49

(96%)

2

(4%)

0

(0%)

2
0
4
3
2
1
12

(40%)

33

(61%)

Coagulase-Negative Human Isolates (n = 30)
S. intermedius
S. lugdunensis
S. epidermidis
S. haemolyticus
S. saprophyticus
S. pseudointer
ALL

0
1
0
0
1
0
2

(7%)

3
4
1
2
2
4
16

(53%)

Coagulase-Positive Porcine Isolates (n = 54)
S. aureus

18

(33%)

3

(6%)

* Infected indicates clear lysis or growth inhibition for spot and liquid assays, respectively, intermediate turbid lysis
or slower growth rate, and resistant no infection.
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3.8. fRuSau02 Receptor
Staphylococcal Twort-like phages have been shown to utilize cell wall teichoic acids (WTAs) as
their receptors [22]. To test whether this is also the case with fRuSau02, we analyzed the infectivity
of fRuSau02 in S. aureus strain tagO. This strain carries a mutation in the gene encoding TagO, an
enzyme that catalyzes the transfer of N-acetylglucosamine to bactoprenol in the ﬁrst step of teichoic
acid biosynthesis [53,54]. As shown in Figure 6A, the phage failed to reproduce in the tagO strain.
Furthermore, the adsorption assay revealed that fRuSau02 was not able to adsorb to this strain
(Figure 6B). It thus seems that like for other staphylococcal Twort-like phages, WTAs serve as receptors
for fRuSau02.

Figure 6. Suitability of host strains for production of fRuSau02. (A) The efﬁciency of plating (EOP)
counted as the number of plaque-forming units (PFU) obtained from the same amount of phage
lysate for different bacterial strains. The result obtained for the reference strain 13KP was set as 100%;
(B) Adsorption of fRuSau02 to bacterial surface. Ctrl represents LB as negative control, in which the
residual PFU was set to 100%; (C) The titer of fRuSau02 lysate produced in strains 13KP and TB4.
Error bars indicate SD, p-values the level of signiﬁcance between 13KP and other strains, *** indicates
that the difference is statistically signiﬁcant at the p-value < 0.001 level.

3.9. The Choice of Optimal Host Strain for Therapeutic Phage Production
In an ideal situation, host strains used for the production of therapeutic phages should be free of
prophages. This is because prophages encode virulence factors, such as staphylococcal enterotoxins [55].
In addition, they can be induced from cells during the infection by therapeutic phage and cause genome
variations [56]. To study the possibility to produce fRuSau02 in the prophage-free S. aureus strain, we
compared the efﬁciency of plating (EOP) in strains 13KP, Newman, and TB4. Of these, 13KP is the
strain that was used as a host strain during the phage isolation, and it was used as a control strain
with 100% EOP. TB4 is a prophage-free strain [53] and Newman the parental strain for TB4 [57].
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The EOP assay showed that both TB4 and Newman had reduced infectivity compared to the
reference strain 13KP (Figure 6A). This was not due to the lowered adsorption efﬁciency of fRuSau2
to these strains, as the adsorption assay did not reveal signiﬁcant difference between 13KP and TB4.
The phage adsorption to Newman was signiﬁcantly reduced from 13KP, even though the residual PFU
even in this strain was only 0.8% (Figure 6B). The potential of TB4 strain for phage production was
further studied by preparing phage stocks. Semi-conﬂuent soft-agar overlay plates were prepared
using host-strain adjusted amount of fRuSau02 bacteriophage. Phage stocks were prepared in three
parallels and titrated (Figure 6C). The results showed that the difference in the amount of phage
obtained using 13KP and TB4 as host was statistically signiﬁcant (p = 0.020), however even the titer
obtained in TB4 was sufﬁcient for phage production purposes.
As genes for bacterial toxins often reside in prophage genomes, we wanted to analyze whether
fRuSau02 lysate produced in TB4 strain contains less toxins than the lysate produced in 13KP or
Newman strains. To this end, the staphylococcal enterotoxins were measured from the phage lysates
with the Transia Plate Staphylococcal Enterotoxins assay that detects enterotoxins A, B, C, D, and
E. The phage lysate produced in 13KP was clearly positive for enterotoxins, with a concentration
that approximately corresponded to 320 ng/mL of staphylococcal enterotoxin A. The phage lysate
produced in Newman strain had clearly less toxins (~6 ng/mL) and the lysate produced in TB4
remained negative, indicating that the enterotoxin concentration was lower than the detection limit
of the assay (~1 ng/mL of enterotoxin A). It should be noted here that the assay is not validated for
quantitative analysis, thus the concentrations need to be considered approximates.
To conclude, strain TB4 should be considered as potential bacterial host for the production of
bacteriophage preparations for phage therapy, as it does not possess the risk of temperate phage or
enterotoxin carry-over.
4. Discussion
This study reports a new bacteriophage, fRuSau02, isolated from a commercial Staphylococcus
bacteriophage cocktail produced by Microgen. The genomic analysis revealed that fRuSau02 is very
closely related to phage MSA6 and many other Twort-like viruses. Bacteriophage fRuSau02 possesses a
large genome (148,464 bp) with typical modular organization and a low G+C content and therefore can
be classiﬁed as a member of the genus Twortlikevirus. In coherence, the morphology of the fRuSau02
phage is similar to MSA6 [20], as well as the staphylococcal phage K [19] and Listeria phage A511 [58].
The phylogeny analysis of 35 Twort-like phages clustered fRuSau02 and MSA6 in a same species
together with A5W, Staph1N, Fi200W, and 676Z. Phage Twort, the type representative of this genus, is
more distantly related to fRuSau02, the two phages displaying only 46.5% identity at the nucleotide
level. Perhaps the most signiﬁcant difference between fRuSau02 and MSA6 was the H306P change
in the putative receptor binding protein (RS_124 and ORF094 in fRuSau02 and MSA6, respectively).
Histidine in position 306 seems unique for fRuSau02, as homologous proteins of other Twort-like
viruses analyzed so far, for example G1ORF008 of phage G1, ORF107 of Sb-1, and ORF125 of Team1, all
have P306. The preliminary structural modelling indicated the H306P change alters the structure of the
carbohydrate-binding region of the RBP, which may have a profound effect on the phage host range.
The in silico analysis revealed the presence of bacterial promoters in the genome of fRuSau02.
However, both the presence of genes encoding for the phage sigma and anti-sigma factors and
the genomic region of 27.5 kb that does not contain any promoters suggest the existence of phage
promoters. Although the performed bioinformatics study failed to reveal any conserved sequences
present upstream of the genes of this module, we believe that fRuSau02 possesses two types of
promoters. Most likely, in the beginning of the infection process viral genes are transcribed by the
bacterial sigma factor. During this step, the sigma and anti-sigma factors encoded by the phage
genome are also transcribed. In the later stages of infection, the anti-sigma factor inhibits the activity
of the bacterial factor and allows the phage sigma factor to lead the transcription from its own
unique promoters. Such a process would allow the bacteriophage to have a high and uniform rate of
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transcription of late structural genes with a minimal transcription of bacterial genes. Further studies
aiming at the recognition of transcriptional starting sites are needed to indicate the possible viral
promoters and to validate the annotated bacterial promoters.
The LC-MS/MS analysis revealed 78 phage structural proteins. Due to the high sensitivity of
the method, we have to take into consideration the possibility that some of the identiﬁed proteins are
carried over from the lysate and co-isolated with the phage particles. On the other hand, previous
studies showed that some proteins are commonly packed together with the DNA due to their
association with nucleic acids [59,60]. For example, the phage sigma and anti-sigma factors (RS_157
and RS_133, respectively) were among the proteins identiﬁed, however, it is not likely that they are
structural proteins of the phage particles. Earlier studies showed that the primary staphylococcal
polymerase σSA , directs transcription of early genes in Twort-like viruses [47]. In addition, both
bacterial RNA polymeras (RNAP) subunits and the sigma factor were among the bacterial proteins
identiﬁed in the LC-MS/MS study (data not shown) suggesting that these proteins were co-isolated
together with the phage particles. It is possible that these proteins show physical properties that
make them either more prone to be co-isolated with phage particles during the puriﬁcation process
or they display unspeciﬁc binding to the capsid proteins. Similarly, the proteome analysis showed
the presence of putative membrane proteins (MbpC, MbpD, MbpG, MbpH, MbpR, MbpS) that can
be a part of the structural proteome used during the infection step or during the assembly and lysis.
However, due to the fact that they bind to the membranes, it is also possible that they were carryover
from the phage lysate.
Phage fRuSau02 was shown to infect a considerable number of human S. aureus isolates, however,
the rates of infectivity were much lower among the animal isolates. Similar host range pattern has
earlier been observed with phage ISP, which also infects efﬁciently human S. aureus isolates but is
unable to infect S. aureus strains isolated from pigs [48]. The resistance of the pig strains may be due to
minor structural differences of WTA between different S. aureus strains. It is also plausible that some
strains developed phage resistance without the introduction of modiﬁcations in the phage receptor
structures. For example, the presence of CRISPR sequences in the genome of S. aureus allows the
bacteria to acquire the immunity against encountered phages [61]. The pig MRSA strains often belong
to only few clonal complexes [62], which may explain their different phage proﬁle compared to S.
aureus stains isolated from other sources. Interestingly, the host proﬁle of fRuSau02 may be somewhat
different from ISP, as fRuSau02 was also able to infect some coagulase-negative staphylococcal strains,
including S. haemolyticus earlier shown to be resistant for ISP [48].
Phages have important potential as antimicrobial agents and may serve as an alternative to
antibiotics, especially in case of multi-drug resistant pathogens. Phage therapy is a possible cure for
community-acquired and nosocomial infections caused by drug-resistant Staphylococcus, as well as a
good candidate for prevention of bacterial contamination in industry and animal husbandry [53–67].
Twort-like phages are perhaps the most studied S. aureus phage group for clinical applications [15]. For
example, phage ISP is one component of a phage therapy cocktail BFC-1, developed for the treatment
of burn wound infections [68,69].
To conclude, both our analyses and the fact that fRuSau02 was isolated from a commercial
therapeutic phage cocktail suggest that it should be considered as well suited for human phage
therapy against coagulase-positive and to some extent also coagulase-negative staphylococcal strains.
However, its capacity for the prevention and control of MRSA carriage and/or contamination in the
animal husbandry and food industry may be more limited. The efﬁcacy and safety of fRuSau02 as
the therapeutic tool is still to be elucidated. Further research that includes pharmacological trials is
essential to conﬁrm the possible role of fRuSau02 in the treatment of different forms of MRSA infections
in humans.
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Abstract: Bacteriophages (phages) or bacterial viruses have been proposed as natural antimicrobial
agents to fight against antibiotic-resistant bacteria associated with human infections. Enterococcus faecalis
is a gut commensal, which is occasionally found in the mouth and vaginal tract, and does not
usually cause clinical problems. However, it can spread to other areas of the body and cause
life-threatening infections, such as septicemia, endocarditis, or meningitis, in immunocompromised
hosts. Although E. faecalis phage cocktails are not commercially available within the EU or USA,
there is an accumulated evidence from in vitro and in vivo studies that have shown phage eﬃcacy,
which supports the idea of applying phage therapy to overcome infections associated with E. faecalis.
In this review, we discuss the potency of bacteriophages in controlling E. faecalis, in both in vitro and
in vivo scenarios. E. faecalis associated bacteriophages were compared at the genome level and an
attempt was made to categorize phages with respect to their suitability for therapeutic application,
using orthocluster analysis. In addition, E. faecalis phages have been examined for the presence
of antibiotic-resistant genes, to ensure their safe use in clinical conditions. Finally, the domain
architecture of E. faecalis phage-encoded endolysins are discussed.
Keywords: phage therapy; E. faecalis; OrthoMCL

1. Introduction
Enterococcus is a genus of gram-positive non-spore-forming bacteria that typically inhabit the
gastrointestinal tract (GIT), which currently contains thirty ﬁve well-recognized species [1], including
Enterococcus faecalis. The enterococci possess a remarkable ability to adapt to diﬀerent environments
and have a propensity to acquire antibiotic resistance, which has led to the emergence of multi-drug
resistant variants, across the genus [1]. E. faecalis is mainly described as a core commensal member of
the human gut, but it can also act as an opportunistic pathogen and translocate across the mucosal
barrier to cause systemic infections [2,3]. More than 90% of the bacterial isolates frequently recovered
from clinical specimens (blood, and other infectious site samples) are E. faecalis and E. faecium [4,5].
Life-threatening infections generally linked to E. faecalis include endocarditis, bacteremia, urinary
tract infections, meningitis, and root canal infections. In contrast, E. faecalis Symbioﬂor 1 strain
(Symbiopharm, Herborn, Germany) has been demonstrated to be a safe and eﬀective probiotic and a
few other enterococcal strains have been used as starter cultures in the cheese industry [6]. However,
the genus Enterococcus is not listed in the Qualiﬁed Presumption of Safety (QPS) of the European Food
Viruses 2019, 11, 366; doi:10.3390/v11040366
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Safety Authority, nor does it have a generally regarded as safe (GRAS) status [6]. Hence the continued
use of enterococci in traditional fermented foods and as probiotics, is controversial, because of their
association with human infections [7].
Antimicrobial resistance (AMR) causes 700,000 global deaths each year, and it is estimated that
it will rise to 10 million deaths by 2050 [7,8]. The high prevalence of Multi-Drug Resistant (MDR)
bacteria and ineﬃciency of available antibiotics to overcome infectious diseases, has inspired a search
for viable alternatives. Bacteriophages, also known as phages, and their associated cell wall lysing
enzymes (endolysins), have the potential to be useful tools to combat MDR pathogens [9–11].
Phages are prokaryotic viruses that have the ability to infect and replicate within their host
bacterial cell, and to subsequently lyse the cell, to release their progeny. Based on their replication
strategy, phages can undergo two diﬀerent life cycles; the lytic (virulent) and the lysogenic (temperate).
Naturally virulent phages are suitable candidates for phage therapy, but temperate phages are not
as useful. However, genome engineering strategies can be applied to convert temperate phages to
virulent, for their eﬀective use in phage therapy [12]. Phage therapy is described as the application of
phages to treat bacterial infections [13,14]. There are some indications that phages could be suitable
alternatives to combat Enterococcus-associated infections [2,15–18]. In this review, we focus on (i) phage
therapy to treat E. faecalis infections using in vitro and in vivo models; (ii) the genetic relationships
between currently isolated E. faecalis bacteriophages; (iii) identiﬁcation of candidates suitable for phage
therapy; (iv) E. faecalis phages endolysins as alternative to phage therapy; and (v) conclusions and
recommendations for further development of E. faecalis phage therapy.
2. The Necessity of E. faecalis Phage Therapy
E. faecalis is one of the ﬁrst colonizers of the human GIT and it plays a role in intestinal immune
development at the very early stages of life [19]. E. faecalis is a ubiquitous microorganism that possesses
the ability to survive and persist in a broad range of environments. In susceptible hosts, E. faecalis can
act as an opportunistic pathogen, causing severe infections, including urinary tract infections (UTIs),
endocarditis, bacteremia, catheter-related infections, wound infections, and intra-abdominal and pelvic
infections [1].
An important question is, what makes this bacterium an opportunistic pathogen and under what
circumstances? The key factors linked to the pathogenic role of E. faecalis in the GIT is its ability
to generate reactive oxygen species (ROS) and extracellular superoxide, which can cause genomic
instability and damage to the colonic DNA [20]. Opportunistic infection has been associated with the
production of virulence factors, adherence to Caco-2 and HEP-2 cells, capacity for bioﬁlm formation
and resistance to antimicrobials [21–23]. Numerous virulence factors have been identiﬁed that are
associated with a wide range of E. faecalis infections; namely, aggregation substance (AS), adhesion to
collagen of E. faecalis (Ace), cell wall glycopeptides, gelatinase (GelE) and bioﬁlm-associated Pili (Ebp),
Enterococcal ﬁbronectin-binding protein A (EfbA), membrane metalloprotease (Eep), and bioﬁlm
formation. AS is a pheromone-inducible plasmid-encoded cell surface protein, involved in bacterial
aggregation during conjugation, via binding to the enterococcal binding substance (EBS) [22–26].
There are three AS proteins (Asa1, Asc10, and Asp1), which belong to a family of surface adhesions
and are highly similar to each other. These factors are responsible for the initial adherence and bioﬁlm
formation at infected sites [25,27]. Other important cell wall-associated virulence factors are pili and
ﬁmbriae, which are anchored to the outer cell surface of the bacterium and aid the bacterium to adhere
to host cells. In E. faecalis, these are encoded by a three-gene locus (ebpABC), with an associated
enzyme sortase, srtC. This ebpABC locus has also been shown to encode proteins involved in bioﬁlm
formation [24,28].
Other virulence factors such as Ace, a cell-wall anchored adhesion, plays a pivotal role in in vitro
adherence [27,29]. Similarly, EfbA, located on the outer cell membrane, confers adhesion to the host
glycoprotein ﬁbronectin [30]. One more critical virulence factor is GelE, an extracellular zinc-metallo
protease that contributes to the degradation of various host proteins, such as collagen, ﬁbrinogen,
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ﬁbrin, and immune complement components C3 and C3a. Many of these factors associated with
virulence are also known to promote bioﬁlm formation in E. faecalis, suggesting that bioﬁlms are crucial
to development of severe infections [31].
In addition, E. faecalis is intrinsically resistant to numerous antibiotics, such as penicillin, ampicillin,
piperacillin, imipenem, and vancomycin—which have only bacteriostatic rather than bactericidal
eﬀects [32]. Over the last decade vancomycin-resistant E. faecalis (VREF), together with the other
vancomycin-resistant enterococci (VRE), have generated much concern. In the context of a cumulative
mortality rate of 20–40% for infective endocarditis, generated by E. faecalis and E. faecium, E. faecalis
accounts for approximately 97% of cases [33]. In contrast to that, in leukemia patients, the VR E. faecium
is more prevalent, accounting for 84%, followed by E. faecalis accounting for 6% and the rest 10%
was occupied by all other Enterococcus sp. [34] and these percentages slightly varied in diﬀerent
studies [35]. In addition, it has been reported that VR E. faecium was the leading cause of early
infection-related mortality in older (≥60 years) acute leukemia patients, who were receiving induction
chemotherapy [36]. Moreover, enterococcal bloodstream infections occurs frequently in patients with
acute leukemia, and causes signiﬁcant morbidity and mortality (87% due to E. faecium, while only 13%
due to E. faecalis) [37]. However, the role of E. faecalis and E. faecium in colorectal cancer and other
diseases such as inﬂammatory bowel disease (IBD), remains unclear, and their involvement in colorectal
cancer is still under investigation [38]. It is presumed that it is the ineﬃcient activity of β-lactams, as
well as the bioﬁlm-forming ability of E. faecalis which makes these infections diﬃcult to treat. Often,
combinations of antibiotic therapies are required for treatment of severe infections associated with
E. faecalis. However, even these antibiotic treatment options are limited, considering that 50% of
isolates exhibit a high-level of aminoglycoside resistance, mediated by aminoglycoside-modifying
enzymes, which eliminate the synergistic bactericidal eﬀect, usually seen when a cell wall-active agent
is combined with an aminoglycoside [33,39].
3. Strategies for Obtaining E. faecalis Phages for Phage Therapy
There are several advantages associated with bacteriophages over antibiotics to treat bacterial
infections. For example, unlike antibiotics, bacteriophages are highly speciﬁc to their corresponding
target and, thus, do not perturb indigenous microbial communities [13,40–42]. Phages targeting
Enterococcus spp. have been isolated from various sources, like sewage, animal yard eﬄuents, human
feces, urogenital secretions or by inducing chromosomally integrated prophages [17,43–46].
In general, plaque and spot assays are the methods applied by researchers to isolate phages, using
bacterial hosts of interest. In an attempt to increase the recovery of phages from environments where
they are scarce, a pre-enrichment step has been widely used, prior to plaque/spot assay. In the case of
E. faecalis, typically, vancomycin-resistant strains or other clinical isolates have been used for screening,
in order to realize the potential of phages as novel therapeutics [38,41].
Many factors can affect the process of phage isolation. For example, poor or invisible plaque
morphology, difficulty in obtaining confluency of bacterial lawns, poor enrichment of samples containing
very low numbers of phages, or sample availability [47]. Furthermore, bacterial host strains might adapt
to routine laboratory culturing practices resulting in changes to their cell physiology. Such genotypic
and phenotypic changes which occur during sub-culturing, can reduce the chances for the discovery
new phages. To overcome such hurdles, Purnell et al. [37], suggest the isolation of target bacterial hosts,
and their cognate bacteriophages, from the same sample, to achieve a higher success rate. Therefore, it is
advisable to obtain a fresh culture from the glycerol stock and avoid multiple sub-culturing and serial
broth-to-broth transfers, prior to phage isolation. In addition, bacteria can rapidly evolve to overcome
phage infection by means of spontaneous mutation, or by acquiring CRISPR-cas mediated adaptive
immunity, resulting in bacteriophage-insensitive mutants (BIMs) [48–50]. In addition, since multiple
bacterial strains can be involved in diseases, the application of phage cocktails are deemed to be more
appropriate over single-phage preparations, in therapeutic interventions [16].
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4. Orthocluster Analysis of E. faecalis Phages
On the 30 December 2018, ﬁfty-four Enterococcus phage genome sequences were available
(http://millardlab.org/bioinformatics/bacteriophage-genomes/), of which 89% had E. faecalis and
11% had E. faecium as a target (Table S1). Usually, these phages infect both species at varying
eﬃciencies [16,17,51–54].
To determine the gene content relationship between these bacteriophages, a cluster analysis was
performed on the basis of the percentage of shared orthologous genes. For the orthocluster analysis,
the phage genomes were downloaded from the NCBI database, and potential Open Reading Frames
(ORFs) were predicted by Prodigal [55]. Identiﬁcation of the bacteriophage protein Orthologous Groups
(OG, cluster of proteins from at least two phages) was performed, using orthoMCL [56]. OrthoMCL
phage clusters identiﬁed from this analysis were deﬁned as “orthoclusters”. This analysis allowed the
identiﬁcation of ten distinct and well-supported (100% bootstrap support) clusters of Enterococcus phage
genomes. Of the ﬁfty-four Enterococcus phage genomes, ﬁfty-two fell into one of the ten distinct clusters,
designated as orthoclusters I–V, VII, IX–X, as depicted in Figure 1. The remaining two phages used in
this analysis, did not cluster with any other phages. Therefore, we hypothesize that the phages EF62phi
and phiFL4, formed two diﬀerent orthoclusters, V and VII, respectively. The distinct orthoclusters,
typically contain phages of the same family, with similar genome size, GC content and morphology.
The clustering was in good agreement with classical taxonomical phage families, as determined by the
morphology and genome analysis—virulent Myoviridae family—orthocluster II, virulent Siphoviridae
family—orthoclusters I, III, V, VII, IX, and X, temperate Siphoviridae family—orthoclusters IV and VIII,
and temperate Podoviridae family—orthocluster V, and virulent Podoviridae family—orthocluster VI.
With respect to phage therapy, orthoclusters comprising native virulent phages, are of immense
interest. Of the Enterococcus phages characterized to date, 77% are known to be virulent, and belong to
the orthoclusters I, II, III, IV, VI, IX, and X. Although temperate phages have less obvious usefulness
with respect to phage therapy, molecular mechanisms of phage conversion from temperate to virulent,
might make this possible.
Orthocluster I, which is supported by a bootstrap value of 1000, contains 19 phages belonging to
the Siphoviridae family. This orthocluster is particularly interesting as the phages diﬀer signiﬁcantly
from each other, in terms of their genome length and mean GC content, features which are conserved
among the other orthoclusters. The genome sizes range from ~17 kb to ~42 kb, and the mean GC content
varies from 17.35% to 36.7%. The suitability of these phages for phage therapy is questionable, as the
orthologous group 32, which belongs to orthocluster I, contains the putative metallo-beta-lactamase
gene, a gene related to antibiotic resistance (Figure 2) [57,58]. All phages harbor this gene, except for
EFRM31 and EFAP_1, within the orthocluster I. However, the functionality of this gene is currently
unknown. Further studies are warranted to evaluate these phages and their involvement in antibiotic
gene dissemination in the gut. In addition, gene editing tools could be applied to either delete or
inactivate the metallo-beta-lactamase gene, before considering therapeutic applications. A study by
Nezhad Fard et al. [59], demonstrated that the phage EFRM31 was eﬃcient at transducing gentamicin
resistance to multiple enterococcal species. In fact, this was the ﬁrst example of inter-species host range
generalized transduction, and thus, it did not support a role for such phages in therapeutic applications.
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Figure 1. Genomic comparison of Enterococcus phages. (A) Neighbor-joining tree based on the
percentage of shared orthologous genes (1000 bootstrap replicates); squares indicate the 10 phage
putative orthoclusters. (B) Dot plot comparison of amino acids identity among the 10 orthoclusters;
genes that share more than 40% homology were considered as being part of the same orthologous
group. The vertical axis shows phage clusters and phage IDs.

Interestingly, Orthocluster II incorporates all the Myoviridae phages described so far, which infect
E. faecalis. These phages can infect and proliferate in multiple strains of E. faecalis and E. faecium strains.
The size of the genomes ranged between ~130 kb to ~150 kb, and the mean GC content was estimated
to be 35.3% to 37.2%. These phages were related to SPO1-like viruses, such as the Staphylococcus phage
K, Listeria phage P100, and Lactobacillus phage LP65. Interestingly, no E. faecalis temperate phages
belonging to the Myoviridae family have ever been described [16,60].
Orthocluster III contains the most studied E. faecalis virulent phages from the Siphoviridae family
(genus Sap6virus). The size of the genomes ranged between ~53 kb to ~59 kb, and the mean GC
content was estimated to be 39% to 40%. These phages exhibited a broad host range and a high
level of eﬃciency in in vitro and in vivo studies, which have been discussed in more detail, later on.
Genome analysis did not reveal any putative virulence factors or antibiotic-resistant genes, and to
date no transduction potential has been described. Members of this orthocluster should, therefore, be
considered and studied with respect to their therapeutic potential [61,62].
The phages from Orthocluster IV were induced using norﬂoxacin and UV from bacteremia isolates
of the Enterococcus sp. These temperate phages belonged to the Siphoviridae family, with a genome size
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of 30–40 kb, and a mean GC content of 30%–40%. Currently, only virulent phages have been considered
as suitable candidates for phage therapy, but there is a possibility to convert these lysogenic phages to
virulent entities, which would allow us to investigate these phages in the context of phage therapy.
However, the use of genetically-modiﬁed phages, is not acceptable, for now [12]. Further inspection
of the orthocluster IV harboring temperate phages, revealed their ability to pack its bacterial host
DNA, a generalized transduction potential event observed in some other temperate phages, as well.
As a result, these phages are not suitable for phage therapy. It is unfortunate that on rare occasions
generalized transduction events have also been observed in some virulent phages [43].
The Podoviridae phage, EF62phi (~30 kb, mean GC content 32.7%) which forms the putative
orthocluster V, is a pseudotemperate linear bacteriophage identiﬁed in the genome of E. faecalis strain
62, isolated from a healthy Norwegian infant. EF62ph is the only pseudotemperate enterococcal
phage described to date. EF62ph is maintained in the bacterial genome by means of RepB and a
toxin–antitoxin system [63]. There have been no studies, so far, on pseudotemperate enterococcal
phages and their involvement in phage therapy.

Figure 2. Maximum likelihood phylogenetic analysis sequence relatedness of the Enterococcus faecalis
phage putative metallo-beta-lactamase gene (orthologous group 32); tree node labels represent
bootstrap values.

Orthocluster VI is comprised of the Podoviridae phages, of the genus Ahjdlikevirus. These phages
have been isolated from sewage, and infect both E. faecalis and E. faecium strains. The size of the
genomes range from ~17 kb to ~18 kb, and have a mean GC content of 33.2% to 34.6%. With no
evidence of antibiotic-resistance-associated genes or transduction potential, these phages should be
explored further for potential therapeutic applications [17,54,64].
The phage phiFL4A, which forms the putative orthocluster VII (Siphoviridae family, Phifelvirus
genus, 37 kb, mean GC content 37.8%) was induced from bacteremia isolates, using mitomycin C, in
the same study as that of the phages of orthocluster IV. This phage is also temperate and has the ability
of generalized transduction and, therefore, is not eligible for phage therapy [43].
Orhocluster VIII contains three temperate prophages and is part of the Siphoviridae family. phiEf11
was induced with mitomycin C from the root isolate E. faecalis TUSoD11 [65], EFC1 was induced with
mitomycin C from the raw milk isolate E. faecalis KBL101 [66] and vB_EfaS_IME197 was isolated from
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sewage. The size of the genomes range from ~40 kb to ~42 kb and the mean GC content from 34% to
35%. This group is particularly interesting from the point of view of phage therapy, as Ef11 phage have
been converted from temperate to virulent, followed by successful testing against E. faecalis. Therefore,
the temperate phages from this orthocluster opens the direction for a new type of E. faecalis phage
therapy, based on genetically engineered phages [67–69]
The phages that form orthocluster IX, EF1, and EF5, were previously annotated as part of the
Myoviridae family. However, our genome annotation using RASTtk and BLAST suggest that these two
virulent phages are part of the Siphoviridae family. By comparison with the other Siphoviridae virulent
E. faecalis phages, these two phages have a large genome of 141.996 kb, with a mean content GC of 31.9%.
Larger genomes are typical for Myoviridae family, which may be the reason for their previous attribution
in the database. No therapeutic studies have been performed using these phages and, therefore, their
potential role in phage therapy could not be predicted. Despite this, our genome analysis did not
reveal any genes that would hinder further research of these phages for therapeutic potential.
Phages VPE25 and VFW formed orthocluster X. They were isolated from sewage and shared 95%
homology at the nucleotide level. The size of the genomes of both phages was ~86 kb, with a mean GC
of 33.2%. VPE25 and VFW were obligate lytic and their isolation, using VR E. faecalis V583 as a host,
suggested them to be putative candidates for therapy [70].
Phages from each of the described orthocluster are now discussed in more details, with respect to
the published in vitro and in vivo phage therapy studies.
5. E. faecalis Phage Therapy in In Vitro Models
5.1. Bioﬁlm Eradication
Various studies describe the ability of single phage or phage cocktails in the treatment of bacterial
bioﬁlms. For example, bioﬁlms formed by pathogenic bacteria Streptococcus mutants [71], E. coli [72],
Pseudomonas aeruginosa [73], Staphylococcus aureus [74], and E. faecalis [75], can be disrupted by phages.
Phage treatment is more eﬃcient against bioﬁlms, compared to conventional antibiotics, since, as the
phages infect the bacteria from the upper layer, upon replication they release a new virion progeny,
which subsequently attacks the bottom layer(s). As a result of this layer-by-layer mode of action,
the bioﬁlms are eﬀectively eradicated [75,76]. Microtiter plates are the most commonly used method
for studying bioﬁlm formation, and to test the activity of antimicrobial compounds. More advanced
techniques like confocal microscopy can also be applied for the visualization of bioﬁlm matrices, before
and after phage treatment [77]. Using this method, the eﬃciency of phage EFDG1 (orthocluster II) to
reduce two-week-old bioﬁlms of E. faecalis V583 has been described [18]. The genetically-engineered
orthocluster VIII phage phiEf11 (phiEf11/phiFL1C(Δ36)PnisA [67]), reduced the static bioﬁlm of
E. faecalis strains JH2-2 (pMSP3535 nisR/K) and V583 (pMSP3535nisR/K), which had formed on
coverslips. After 24 and 48 h of incubation, a 10–100-fold decrease in viable cells (CFU/bioﬁlm) was
observed [69].
5.2. Human Root Canal Model (In Vitro/Ex Vivo)
E. faecalis has been found, over time, to be more prevalent (24% to 77% of cases) in asymptomatic
and persistent endodontic infections [78,79]. The extreme survival ability and highly adaptive nature
of E. faecalis in harsh environments, allows the bacterium to cause persistent infections in root canals.
Furthermore, it can resist nutritional deprivation and invade dental tubules to form endodontic bioﬁlms.
In this scenario, treatment with 2% chlorhexidine, combined with sodium hypochlorite, is generally
eﬀective. However, a number of failures have been recorded in endodontic treatment, due to technical
diﬃculties associated with dental practices [78,80]. Therefore, the development of alternative strategies
are necessary to prevent such situations. In this regard, the eﬃcacy of phage treatment has been
evaluated using an ex vivo two chamber bacterial leakage model of human teeth [18]. No turbidity
was observed in the obturated root canals, which were subjected to 108 PFU/mL of EFDG1 phage
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(orthocluster II) irrigation and the results also indicated a 7-log reduction of bacterial leakage, from the
root apex, when compared to the control. In a similar study, Paisano et al. [81] showed that a phage
lysate of 2 × 108 PFU/mL was able to signiﬁcantly inhibit E. faecalis in human dental roots inoculated for
6 days with a suspension of E. faecalis ATCC 29212 at the three diﬀerent multiplicities of infection; 0.1,
1.0, and 10.0. Moreover, in the study of Tinoco et al [12]. extracted human dentin root segments were
cemented into a sealable double-chamber and inoculated for 7 days, with an overnight suspension of
either VR E. faecalis V583, or E. faecalis JH2-2, which is vancomycin sensitive, but resistant to fusidic
acid and rifampin. The treatment with genetically-engineered phage, phiEf11/phiFL1C (Δ36)PnisA,
generated a reduction of 18% for the JH2-2-infected models, and by 99% for the V583-infected models.
These examples certainly strengthen the eﬃcacy of phage therapy in the treatment of E. faecalis root
canal infections.
5.3. Fibrin Clot Model
Clots are gel-like clumps of blood that occurs when thrombin converts ﬁbrinogen to ﬁbrin,
a structural protein that assembles into a polymer [82]. An in vitro ﬁbrin clot model has been successfully
used to test the role of antibiotics in the treatment of bacterial endocarditis [83], demonstrating the
in vitro clotting ability of bacterial strains Bacillus cereus [84], Staphylococcus aureus [85], E. faecalis [86],
and E. faecium [83,84]. Recently, the in vitro ﬁbrin clot model has been used to demonstrate the eﬃcacy of
individual phages and phage cocktails [16]. The authors spiked the plasma with vancomycin-resistant
and sensitive E. faecalis strains, and triggered the plasma coagulation with the addition of bovine
thrombin and CaCl2 . The resultant clots were subjected to a 108 PFU/mL bacteriophage treatment.
Bacterial counts were signiﬁcantly reduced by 3–6 logs, after treatment with phage(s) EFDG1 and
EFLK1 (orthocluster II).
5.4. E. faecalis Phages as Biocontrol Agents
Bacteriophages have long been recognized as eﬀective biological entities in the control of undesired
foodborne bacteria. In 2007, a Listeria-speciﬁc bacteriophage preparation, Listex P100, obtained U.S.
FDA approval for use as a biopreservative, in ready-to-eat meat products (U.S. Food and Drug
Administration, 2007). In a recent study, phage Q69 has been shown to be eﬀective against E. faecalis,
in a cheese model system. This phage signiﬁcantly reduced E. faecalis numbers and subsequently
eliminated the accumulation of toxic biogenic amine tyramine, during cheese ripening [87].
6. E. faecalis Phage Therapy in In Vivo Models
To date, we are only aware of a single human study describing the phage treatment of E. faecalis
associated chronic prostatitis (Table 1). Three subjects were selected for phage therapy who had
failed to respond to antibiotic, auto-vaccine, and laser bio-stimulation treatments. During phage
treatment, 10 mL of bacterial phage lysate was rectally applied, twice daily, for 30 days. In all three
cases, the pathogen was eradicated, clinical symptoms abated, and early disease recurrence was not
observed [88].
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CsCl
3 × 108 PFU/mL

PEG
3.9 × 109 PFU/mL or
0.2 mg endolysin
CsCl
4 × 103 , 4 × 104 ,
4 × 105 , 4 × 106 ,
4 × 107 PFU/mouse
Dialyzed phage lysate
2 × 108
LysEF-P10 endolysin
1 μg, 5 μg, 10 μg

n=5
BALB/c mice
1 month old

n=8
7 diﬀerent dosage groups
BALB/c female mice
6 to 8 weeks old

n = 10
5 diﬀerent dosage groups
BALB/c F
6 to 8 weeks old
n = 15
4 groups
ICR(CD-1C)

n=5
4 diﬀerent groups
BALB/c n female mice
6 to 8 weeks old

Infection
(EF14 VRE2)

Bacteremia (VAN)

Sepsis 002

E. faecalis challenge

Septic peritonitis

E. faecalis challenge (VAN)
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[52]

Intraperitoneal
60% survival at 30 min post bacterial
inoculation
40% survival at 4 h post bacterial
administration

Intraperitoneal
Reduced E. faecalis colonization
Alleviated the gut microbiota imbalance
caused by VRE

Intraperitoneal
100% survival
No harmful eﬀect on the microbiome

[92]

[60]

[91]

[90]

Intraperitoneal
100% survival 45 min after bacterial challenge
50% of moribund mice rescued after delayed
phage administration

Intraperitoneal
Mice were protected from the infection

[89]

[88]

Rectal
Pathogen eradication,
Abatement of clinical symptoms
Lack of early disease recurrence
Intraperitoneal;
Signiﬁcantly eﬀective,
Eﬃciently rescued mice;

Reference

Application Route and
Clinical Outcome

VAN- experiment performed using vancomycin resistant E. faecalis; CsCl- Cesium chloride gradient puriﬁed phages; PEG- phage prepared by PEG precipitation.

1×

n = 20;
BALB/c mice female
6 to 8 week old

Chronic bacterial prostatitis

CsCl;
PFU/mL;

Phage lysate
~107 –109 PFU/mL

n=3
human male

1012

Form and Dosage

No (n) and
Type of Subjects

Disease
(Target Strain)

Table 1. Target infections, phage dosage, and outcomes in Enterococcus faecalis phage therapy in vivo models.
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Other positive results obtained on treating infectious disease unresponsive to antibiotics, caused
by other bacteria, such as S. aureus, E. coli, Klebsiella, Proteus, Pseudomonas, and Enterobacter, support the
idea of using phage therapy against antibiotic-resistant E. faecalis [93]. All highlight the eﬃciency of
phages in disease resolution, and as future options for treating multi-drug-resistant bacterial infections.
Another example describes a life-threatening multi-drug-resistant pathogen Acinetobacter baumannii
infection, which was treated with an intravenous bacteriophage cocktail. This reversed the patient’s
clinical trajectory, cleared the A. baumannii infection, and restored the individual from a state of coma to
complete health [94]. More clinical scenarios like these will undoubtedly open new avenues for phages
or phage-derived enzybiotics as biotherapeutics, to combat situations where antibiotic treatments are
no longer viable.
6.1. Vertebrate Models
Meanwhile, some studies have shown the eﬃcacy of phages, in vivo, against E. faecalis, using
mouse models (Table 1). An intraperitoneal application of phages, signiﬁcantly rescued mice, when
deliberately challenged with the E. faecalis EF14 and E. faecalis VRE2 strains [95]. Similarly, another
study has showed that mice treated with diﬀerent phage doses were protected from the VREF systemic
infection, and alleviated the gut microbial imbalance that occurred as a result of infection [91]. In another
study, a single dose of the lytic phage cocktail was eﬀective in completely reversing a 100% mortality
in a septic peritonitis mouse model caused by VREF, and without causing any collateral damage to
the gut microbiome [60]. Furthermore, phage therapy has proven to be safe and eﬀective in treating
E. faecalis-induced bacteremia [90] and sepsis [52], in mouse models.
6.2. Invertebrate Models
The larvae of wax moth Galleria mellonella has been used as a model system to examine pathogenesis
of many bacteria, such as S. aureus, P. aeruginosa, L. monocytogenes, Klebsiella pneumoniae, E. faecalis,
and E. faecium, and the fungi Candida albicans and Aspergillus fumigatus [96–100]. This model involves
monitoring G. mellonella caterpillars infected with bacterial culture, followed by the administration of a
test drug or saline solution as a negative control. A number of E. faecalis virulence gene factors have
been associated with larval mortality [101]. This method has been demonstrated as a suitable model for
studying E. faecalis-drug interaction, for example, studies have used distamycin, linezolid, rifampicin,
and extracts of Zingiber oﬃcinale [101–103]. The most signiﬁcant advantage of this model is that it
allows a precise measurement of the inoculum and the quantity of the administrated drug, over time.
Not only are promising results obtained using this larval model, but it involves simple methodological
approaches. To date, there are no reports of phages treatment of E. faecalis in G. mellonella. However,
Yasmin et al. [43] infected G. mellonella with E. faecalis JH2-2 lysogenized by phiFL3A and phiFL3B
(orthocluster IV), and found that it increased the mortality of caterpillars. Conversely, some of the
other lysogens obtained in the same study, but with diﬀerent phages, such as phiFL1B and phiFL2B
(orthocluster IV), and phiFL4A (putative orthocluster VII), did not show any death in the caterpillars,
when compared to the JH2-2 generic strain group. This G. mellonella model could be a valuable tool
to pre-screen the ability of phages in an in vivo scenario, before performing large scale animal trials.
In fact, the Galleria larval model has been used to examine the therapeutic potential of bacteriophages
against other bacterial pathogens, such as C. diﬃcile [104], Burkholderia cepacia [105], Pseudomonas
aeruginosa [106], Escherichia coli, K. pneumoniae, Enterobacter cloacae [100], and Cronobacter sakazakii [107].
7. E. faecalis Phage Endolysins as Viable Alternatives for Phage Therapy
Endolysins, also termed phage lysins, have the ability to degrade the peptidoglycan layer of
bacterial cell walls, leading to cell death. These phage-derived enzymes allow the release of nascent
virions, following intracellular replication [108]. Endolysins possess a wide degree of killing activity,
which also makes them potential therapeutic agents. Considering the bottlenecks associated with the
production and puriﬁcation of phages, to ensure the removal of host-derived endotoxins for therapeutic
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use, endolysin manufacture is a less arduous process, with a potentially similar outcome. Moreover,
with the advent of mass sequencing technologies and the availability of curated gene functional
databases, it is now possible to access the genomes of uncultured phages and their enigmatic gene
content, to develop potential lytic enzymes, without the necessity for phage isolation. In fact, an in
silico examination of uncultured phage genomes, revealed enormous diversity among endolysins [109].
With a varied host speciﬁcity and domain architecture, the development of robust novel antimicrobials
for future application are within our reach.
7.1. Domain Architecture of E. faecalis Phage Endolysins
Based on their muralytic activity, four types of phage endolysins have already been identiﬁed;
type I (lysozymes) and type II (transglycosidases); both of which act on the glycosidic bond linking
the amino sugars in the cell wall. Type III (amidases) and type IV (endopeptidases), both act on the
amide and peptide bonds of the oligopeptide cross-linking stems [110]. Endolysins typically consist
of an N-terminal catalytic domain targeting the peptidoglycan network, and a C-terminal cell wall
binding domain (termed as carbohydrate binding domain, CBD), which initializes the binding for
corresponding enzymatic action, against the speciﬁc substrate (Loessner, 2005). A comprehensive
in silico analysis on endolysin classes revealed that most (more than 74%) of the E. faecalis phage
endolysins have an LysM module as a part of their Cell Binding Domain (CBD), whereas the Enzyme
Catalytic Domain (ECD) consists of a glycosidase hydrolase (GH) module GH25 (the predominant
one 50–74%) and cysteine, and hsitidine-dependent amidohydrolase/peptidase (CHAP) (accounting
for less than 25%) (Oliveira et al. [111]). We identiﬁed a total of 54 putative and reference endolysin
sequences in E. faecalis phages (Figure 3). They were clustered into orthologous groups (OGs) using
OrthoMCL with default settings (Li et al. [57]). All but one (an endolysin associated with the phage
EF62phi) clustered into one of the four distinct orthologous groups (OG 22, OG 28, OG 78, and OG 236),
which mirrored the orthologous groups of their parental phages (Figures 2 and 3).

Figure 3. Maximum likelihood phylogenetic analysis sequence relatedness of E. faecalis phage endolysin
functional domains; tree node labels represent the bootstrap values; the sequence similarity between
functional domains is evidenced by using identical ﬁlling patterns; in blue—active domain; in
orange—biding in domain; each of the four orthologous group is represented by a diﬀerent color;
Ef62phi could not be associated to any orthologous group.

One representative sequence was selected from each OG and subjected to HHMER [112] or
HHPRED [113] analysis, to determine the protein domain architecture. Proteins assigned to the same
OG often displayed the identical domain architectures, although a few exceptions were observed.
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In the case of ECD, three major domains—GH25, Amidase_2, and CHAP—were observed across the
four OGs, whereas in CBD, three domains—LysM, SH3, and PET-M23 (ZoocinA)—were identiﬁed
(Figure 3). This observation was consistent with the ﬁndings of Oliveira et al. [114].
7.2. Applications of E. faecalis Phage Endolysins
Of note, endolysins could also be used in combination with traditional antibiotics to treat
polyantibiotic-resistant bacterial pathogens. Many studies have shown the successful application of
phage endolysins, in treating multi-drug resistant bacterial infections caused by A. baumannii, S. aureus,
Methicillin resistance S. aureus (MRSA), E. coli, Proteus mirabilis, Klebsiella, Pseudomonas, Morganella,
Enterobacter, Enterococcus, and Salmonella [111]. A small number of studies have demonstrated the
in vivo eﬃcacy of E. faecalis speciﬁc endolysins. One recent study evaluated endolysin LysEF-P10
to treat multi-drug resistant E. faecalis in a mouse model [92]. Here, a single intraperitoneal dose of
5 μg LysEF-P10 endolysin, was suﬃcient to eliminate the vancomycin resistant strain from the gut,
without causing any collateral damage to the gut communities. Another study described the use of the
endolysin IME-EF1, which protected 80% of mice challenged with a lethal dose of E. faecalis 002, and
signiﬁcantly reduced bacterial proliferation in the blood [52]. Several studies have described the in vitro
antimicrobial action of E. faecalis endolysins. Heterologous expression of two endolysins Lys168 and
Lys170 derived from E. faecalis, displayed a promising activity against clinical isolates of exponentially
growing vancomycin-resistant and sensitive E. faecalis cultures, but failed to display a similar activity
against log phase cultures [62]. Lys170 contains a catalytic domain of the amidase-2 family, which
has an N-acetlymuramoyl-L-alanine amidase activity, while Lys168 was identiﬁed as being unique
among the enterococcal phage endolysins, and highly similar to the endolysin of S. aureus phage SAP6,
therefore, distantly related to all CHAP domain containing enterococcal endolysins [62]. In a follow-up
study, these authors used a domain shuﬄing approach, by fusing a peptidase M23 catalytic domain to
a cell-wall-binding domain of the native endolysin Lys170, to generate a bacteriolysin-like chimera,
designated as EC300, to improve its anti- E. faecalis activity [115]. A recent study highlighted the
advantage of using the phage endolysin IME-EFm5, over a narrow host range E. faecalis phage.
Interestingly, the endolysin of phage IME-EFm5, displayed lytic activity against almost all tested
strains [15]. Similarly, an expanded lytic activity of the E. faecalis bacteriophage φEF24C endolysin,
ORF9 has been observed when heterologously expressed in E. coli. Further analysis has revealed that
ORF9 belongs to the family of N-acetlymuramoyl-L-alanine amidases [44,116].
Antibacterial activity of a thermostable endolysin VD13 with an N-terminal CHAP domain has
been demonstrated in vitro, against E. faecalis, with no activity observed against E. faecium or any other
non-enterococcal strains tested [51]. In general, phage endolysins display a wider spectrum of activity
than their parental phage counterparts.
8. Conclusions
We conclude that phages could provide a viable alternative therapy to antibiotics in the ﬁght
against E. faecalis infections. To date, only one clinical study has demonstrated the eﬃciency of
E. faecalis phages in a clinical setting. However, there are increased chances of developing a successful
phage therapy approach to an E. faecalis control, based on the in vitro and in vivo studies described
in this review. As far as we are aware, no current phage clinical trials are focused on E. faecalis, but
the outcomes of trials targeting other pathogens might be useful for the design of future E. faecalis
phage therapy.
One of the issues of phage therapy is the narrow host range of the phages. In the case of E. faecalis,
the diversity of phages showed in this review, based on the orthocluster identiﬁcation, support the
idea of expanding the phage host range by creating phage cocktails with a broader host range. It is
unlikely that resistance will simultaneously occur for all virulent phages.
If this approach fails, there is the possibility of engineering temperate phages, as was done
successfully for the E. faecalis phage phiEf11. Moreover, even if phages fail in providing a
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therapy for E. faecalis, their endolysins might prove to be a suitable alternative in the ﬁght against
E. faecalis-associated disease.
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Abstract: There is a current unmet medical need for the treatment of antibiotic-resistant infections,
and in the absence of approved alternatives, some clinicians are turning to empirical ones, such as
phage therapy, for compassionate treatment. Phage therapy is ideal for compassionate use due to its
long-standing historical use and publications, apparent lack of adverse eﬀects, and solid support
by fundamental research. Increased media coverage and peer-reviewed articles have given rise
to a more widespread familiarity with its therapeutic potential. However, compassionate phage
therapy (cPT) remains limited to a small number of experimental treatment centers or associated with
individual physicians and researchers. It is possible, with the creation of guidelines and a greater
central coordination, that cPT could reach more of those in need, starting by increasing the availability
of phages. Subsequent steps, particularly production and puriﬁcation, are diﬃcult to scale, and
treatment paradigms stand highly variable between cases, or are frequently not reported. This article
serves both to synopsize cPT publications to date and to discuss currently available phage sources for
cPT. As the antibiotic resistance crisis continues to grow and the future of phage therapy clinical trials
remains undetermined, cPT represents a possibility for bridging the gap between current treatment
failures and future approved alternatives. Streamlining the process of cPT will help to ensure high
quality, therapeutically-beneﬁcial, and safe treatment.
Keywords: bacteriophage therapy; compassionate use; antibiotic resistance

1. Introduction
The ﬁrst documented therapeutic case of harnessing the natural antibacterial mechanism of
bacteriophages, or phages, for the treatment of a human bacterial infection predates the discovery of
antibiotics by two decades [1]. Phages were used experimentally for the treatment of various bacterial
infections throughout the 1920s, including cholera (reviewed in [2]), dysentery [3], and staphylococcal
infections [4] to varying degrees of success [5,6]. For these early applications, phages needed to be
isolated from environmental sources, cultivated on bacterial hosts, and puriﬁed in line with technology
at the time. The deemed founder of phage therapy, F. d’Hérelle, had a heavy hand in the spread of
phage therapy during these early years, which he encouraged by traveling to diﬀerent countries, such
as the Soviet Union, India, Egypt, and others, bringing with him phages and the knowledge of how to
use them against human bacterial infections [2,7,8].
As phages fell to the wayside with the pursuit of antibiotics in Western medicine in the 1940s, Soviet
researchers continued phage development at the G. Eliava Institute of Bacteriophages, Microbiology,
and Virology in Tbilisi, Georgia [7,9]. There, phages were isolated from environmental sources and
accumulated into a phage bank that exists to this day. This collection provides a large repertoire from
which phages can either be incorporated into pre-formulated products or selectively matched against
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bacterial isolates for personalized therapies. As a result of historical clinical trials and experience
accrued during the twentieth century, phages exist alongside antibiotics as approved medicines in
some former Soviet Union countries. However, historical data from one country holds little scientiﬁc
weight in present day evaluations of unapproved medicines in others.
Now, the rest of the world has a re-found interest in revitalizing phage therapy that has paralleled
the rise of antibiotic resistance [10–14]. For phage therapy to be recognized as an eﬀective alternative
to antibiotics, it will require eﬃcacy data from randomized, controlled clinical trials (RCTs). The three
phage RCTs completed to date have failed to produce robust conclusions on eﬃcacy, therefore leaving
phage therapy in limbo in the approval process until future trials are conducted [15–17]. Only one
RCT for phage products is currently open for enrollment (ClinicalTrials.gov Identiﬁer: NCT03808103),
although several are scheduled for patient enrollment in the near future. In the interim, several
competency centers, physicians, and researchers are invoking phage therapy for compassionate means
in order to respond to the current clinical needs of patients suﬀering from antibiotic failure.
2. Compassionate Use
Compassionate treatment denotes the use of unapproved medicines outside of clinical trials for
the treatment of patients for which approved therapeutic options have been exhausted. The principle
of compassionate use is codiﬁed in the “Helsinki Declaration of Ethical Principles for Medical Research
Involving Human Subjects”, which is an international agreement on facets of clinical research, such
as patient consent and placebo control [18]. Article 37 speciﬁcally asserts a physician’s authority to
act in the best interest of their patient by using experimental treatments in the absence of approved
options, although the support of using unproven treatments was not stipulated by the Declaration
until its amendment in 2000 (v2000, Article 32) [19]. In its current state, it reads in its entirety, “In the
treatment of an individual patient, where proven interventions do not exist or other known interventions have
been ineﬀective, the physician, after seeking expert advice, with informed consent from the patient or a legally
authorised representative, may use an unproven intervention if in the physician’s judgement it oﬀers hope of
saving life, re-establishing health or alleviating suﬀering. This intervention should subsequently be made the
object of research, designed to evaluate its safety and eﬃcacy. In all cases, new information must be recorded and,
where appropriate, made publicly available” [18].
The term “compassionate use” can therefore be referred to both vernacularly in this general sense,
as well as formally as a regulatory pathway (also referred to as “expanded access” or “special access”).
The process and conditions for compassionate use are stipulated by regulatory agencies, such as the
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in the United States, the Therapeutic Goods Administration
(TGA) in Australia, or the European Medicines Agency (EMA) in the European Union (EU), although
EU member states apply EMA directives independently and may be governed by additional national
regulation [20–22]. The objective of compassionate treatment diﬀers from RCTs in that its primary aim
is to provide therapeutic beneﬁt to the patient, rather than to evaluate the eﬃcacy of the experimental
treatment (although safety may be evaluated). While the term “compassionate” is frequently associated
with case reports of phage therapy, it does not inherently signify regulatory adherence, and legal
processes that are required for compassionate treatment vary from country to country [23].
The general prevalence and importance of compassionate use is changing, with an increase in
access requests and legal support [24–26]. Instigation of compassionate treatment also increasingly
arises from patient advocacy groups or patients via social media platforms, to bring attention to,
put pressure on, and ﬁnance access to unapproved therapies [27]. “Right-to-try” legislation in the
US aims to expedite treatment of severely ill patients with unapproved medicines, albeit with lower
regulatory and safety oversight [25]. While the intention is to increase therapeutic options for patients
and highlight the inability of current pathways to respond punctually to medical needs, it is not
without consequence for ethical considerations, such as equal access, unfulﬁlled expectations, data
collection/usage, or ﬁnancial responsibility [23–25,28].
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3. Compassionate Phage Therapy (cPT)
The potential utility of cPT is considered after antibiotic failure is clearly documented, attempts to
use conventional treatment have been exhausted, and there are no active clinical trials suitable for
enrolment (Figure 1). The possibility of using phages may be suggested by the physician, medical
entourage, or the patient themselves. Both the consent of the physician and the patient or guardian are
essential for continuing the process of cPT, which may or may not be subject to additional institutional
or national regulation on the use of unapproved or experimental therapies. cPT has been approved
under emergency investigational new drug (eIND) and expanded access schemes by the FDA, a
temporary use authorization (ATU) by the French National Agency for Medicines and Health Products
Safety (ANSM) in France, by special access schemes by the TGA in Australia, and by national regulation
in Poland. Expanded/special access schemes facilitate access to products in clinical development for
compassionate treatments and several phage products have fallen under such schemes in the US and
Australia [29–31]. Without local support, physically- and ﬁnancially-able patients have the option
of traveling to receive phage therapy in countries where it is an approved medicine: For instance,
the Eliava Institute in Tbilisi, Georgia has provided treatment to a number of international patients
on-site [32–34]. The exact process for organizing cPT remains highly variable at present due to its
compassionate nature. It can represent a time-consuming endeavor for new cases, to the extent that
it may deter motivation to pursue cPT as an option or delay the initiation of treatment, which may
inﬂuence therapeutic outcomes. Competency centers or individuals experienced with cPT have the
advantage of activating familiar pathways for subsequent treatments, and it is the experience of the
authors that these centers and individuals are generally willing to be consulted for information on
how to best initiate and follow through with cPT. The cost of providing a phage suitable for human
application is currently high, with the ﬁnancial burden falling on the phage provider for most cPT
cases, although this may vary between countries and the regulatory status of phage therapy.

Figure 1. General process and considerations for compassionate phage therapy (cPT). Required steps
are shown in bold. Circular arrows indicate processes that are dynamic and do not occur necessarily in
a chronological order. PRV: Phage-resistant variant. AB: Antibiotic.

Some countries have established legislation for phage therapy without marketing approvals for
phage products, such as the Ludwik Hirszfeld Institute of Immunology and Experimental Therapy
in Poland, which has been treating patients with phages experimentally with outpatient care since
the 1970s. The Phage Therapy Unit (PTU) was opened there in Poland in 2005, which operates phage
treatment under a national regulation scheme, and researchers have published summaries and case
reports on nearly 1500 patients since 2000 [35–40]. Costs for cPT are more realistically managed in
Poland, where research institutions, such as the PTU, are not permitted to cover healthcare-related costs,
leaving payment to the patients, insurance companies, or sponsors. The Center for Innovative Phage
Applications and Therapeutics (IPATH) at the University of California San Diego School of Medicine
opened mid-2018 as the only present-day phage center in North America with a clear intention of using
phages for compassionate needs and for the eventual elaboration of clinical trials [41]. Experience
with several cPT treatments in Belgium led to a recently orchestrated permission to use phages as
active ingredients of magistral preparations (known as compounded prescription drugs in the US) [42].
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This framework allows phages to be prescribed for individual patients as long as they are produced
according to an internal monograph. Phages are still considered “non-authorized” components of the
preparation, however, and the availability of magistral phage preparations is still limited, even within
Belgium. While this model is distinct from compassionate use, it illustrates how compassionate use
can lead to the elaboration of alternative approval pathways with clearly-deﬁned guidelines, even if
they are unlikely to be replicated in countries, such as the US, where compounded components require
authorizations. Beyond such phage competency centers, unassociated physicians have occasionally
independently administered phages from academic, biotech, and commercial sources for the treatment
of antibiotic resistant infections [32,43–47].
There are more than 25 reports of cPT since 2000, half of which have been published in the
past two years and represent diﬀerent infections, phages, pathogens, and administration routes that
collectively represent the application of phages to nearly 2000 people (Table 1). These case studies are
published either as periodic updates on the experiences of competency centers or zealous physicians
or researchers, or as isolated one-oﬀ applications. They vary widely in the information included
within the publication, concerning treatment outcomes, concomitant antibiotic use, and microbiological
assessment. Instances of cPT usually incur a lag time to publication or are presented at conferences
or published as press releases rather than peer-reviewed publications, meaning that there are more
cPT cases occurring than published through scientiﬁc channels. Indeed, Ampliphi Biosciences have
announced via press-release an 84% clinical success rate through their expanded access programs for
the treatment of Staphylococcus aureus or Pseudomonas aeruginosa infections [30,48].
From published cases, treatment with cPT for S. aureus infections has been reported the most
frequently, followed by P. aeruginosa and Escherichia coli, and to a lesser extent, Enterococcus sp., and
Acinetobacter baumannii (Table 1). Cases include the treatment of a myriad of diﬀerent indications for
both chronic and acute conditions, including bone-and-joint, urogenital, respiratory, wound, cardiac,
and systemic infections, via various administration routes. Positive treatment outcomes range from
40 to 100% of patients included in reports of more than one participant, depending on the size of the
study and heterogeneity of treatment strategies (monotherapy versus cocktail; phage substitution;
combination with antibiotics). The development of resistance to applied phages was microbiologically
documented in only ﬁve reports and largely uninvestigated or unreported in most studies, even in
the event of unsatisfactory clinical outcomes. Larger reports show treatment failure rates between 4%
and 60%, again with diﬀering methodology between studies with little analytical explanation as to
how or why failure occurred. Even deﬁnitions of clinical “success” or “failure” may vary, therefore
cautioning against the over-interpretation of some cPT results. While publishing cases of cPT helps
foster familiarity with phage therapy and support claims of safety, it is not possible to draw conclusions
on broader eﬃcacy or to use compassionate treatments in lieu of clinical trials. More standardized
reporting guidelines would, however, be useful in order to make comparisons between treatments,
particularly in terms for the development of phage resistance (Oechslin and McCallin, submitted).
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Table 1. Summary of 29 publicly-available, published cases of cPT as of April 2019 in chronological
order of most recent publication. Causative pathogens, types of infections (mono/polymicrobial; clinical
indication), and administration routes vary between studies. The deﬁnition of success may be speciﬁc
to authors, but overall indicates observed clinical amelioration and/or pathogen clearance. Concomitant
antibiotic therapy is indicated for the number of patients per study if ≥1. Plausible reasons for cPT
failure are listed when available, as well as the investigation into bacterial development of resistance to
applied phages. Phage sources used for treatment are listed and further information can be found in
cited references.
Failure
/PRV+

Phage
Source

Ref.

Yes

na/no

Military

[49]

High success
rate (12/15); all
cases improved

Yes

2◦ pathogen for 1
patient; unclear
results for 2
patients

Mostly
commercial

[33]

Pathogen

Infection

Admin Route

N*

Clinical
Outcome

AB (N*)

A. baumannii,
K. pneumoniae

Bone

iv

1

Success

S. aureus;
P. aeruginosa;
E. coli; ProteusPM

Bone; GI;
ENT;
urogenital

Local; oral;
rectal; joint
injection

15

S. aureus

Bone

Soft-tissue
injection

1

Success

Int.

na/nr

Commercial
(Eliava)

[45]

Yes (1)

No decrease for
1 patient; 2◦
infection for
1 patient/ nr

Commercial
(Eliava);
adapted
to strains

[50]

S. aureus; E. coli;
Proteus;
Streptococcus;
P. aeruginosa

UTI

Local via
catheter

9

Bacterial load
decrease in 67%
(6/9); pathogen
clearance for 3
patients

Achromabacter
xylosoxidans

Cystic
Fibrosis
infection

Inhaled; oral

1

Improved lung
function and
general
condition

Yes, post

na/nr

Environ.

[51]

P. aeruginosa

Recurrent
pneumonia

Inhaled; iv

1

Success

Yes

na/ Yes (PS)

Environ.,
biotech;
military

[52]

S. aureus

Bone

Local

1

Success

Yes

na/nr

Biotech

S. aureus, P.
aeruginosaPM

Bone

Local

3

nr

nr

nr/nr

Biotech

[53]

Yes

na/nr

Biotech

[54]

P. aeruginosa

Bone

Local

1

Success for
bacterial
clearance†

E. coli; Proteus;
S. aureus;
P. aeruginosa;
Streptococcus;
Enterococcus

Burns, ulcers,
wounds

Topical; sc

234: (27; 90;
94; 23)

Overall high
success rate;
varied by study

Varied
with
study

Varied with
study/nr

Commercial;
unspeciﬁed

Review of 4
cases in
Russian
[55]

P. aeruginosa

Aortic valve
graft

Direct via
ﬁstula

1

Success

Yes

na/nr

Academic

[43]

No

Treatment
discontinued/nr

Military

[56]

A. baumanii

Post-operative
cranial
infection

iv

1

Infection site
cleared; blood
cultures
negative†

S. aureus

Chronic skin
infection

Topical; oral

1

Decreased
bacterial load;
improved
clinical
condition

No

Prolonged
treatment/Yes (PS)

Commercial
(Eliava)

[34]

A. baumanii

Necrotizing
pancreatitis

iv; local

1

Success

Yes

na/Yes (PS)

Environ.,
military;
biotech;
phage bank

[57]

P. aeruginosa

Infected
wound/
septicemia

iv; local

1

Wounds
remained
colonized, blood
cultures were
negative†

Int

Bacteremia
resolved, but local
infection
persisted/nr

Military

[58]

P. aeruginosa

Bacteremia

iv

1

Bacteremia
eradicated twice;
subsequent
regrowth †

Yes

Slow bacterial
regrowth/PRV
likely

Military

[44]

S. aureus

Diabetic toe
ulcer
infection

Topical

6

Success; avoided
amputation

nr

na/nr

Commercial
(Eliava)

[59]
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Table 1. Cont.
Pathogen

Infection

Admin Route

S. aureus

Corneal
abscess

Topical, nasal,
iv

Clinical
Outcome

N*

AB (N*)

Failure
/PRV+

Phage
Source

Ref.
[32]

1

Success

nr

na/nr

Commercial
(Eliava)

Just prior

nr/nr

Military

[60]

P. aeruginosa;
S. aureusPM

Burn wound
infections

Topical

9

Modest
reduction in
bacterial load for
8 patients

Staphylococcus;
Enterococcus;
Pseudomonas;
E. coli; Proteus;
Enterococcus;
etcPM

UTI;
urogenital;
soft tissue;
skin;
orthopedic;
respiratory;
bacteremia;
etc.

Topical, oral,
rectal, vaginal,
inhaled

157

Good clinical
outcomes for
44% of patients
(success for 18%)

Yes (29%)

Inadequate
response for 60%
of patients/Yes

In-house

[40]

P. aeruginosa

UTI

Local in
bladder

1

Success

Yes

na/No

Commercial
(Eliava)

[47]

Enterococcus
faecalis

Prostatitis

Rectal

3

Success

No

na/nr

In-house

[36]

S. aureus

GI Carrier
status

Oral

1

Success

No

na/nr

In-house

[35]

P. aeruginosa

Burn wound

Topical

1

Successful
grafting

Yes

na/nr

Academic

[61]

S. aureus

Wounds

Topical

2

Success

Yes

na/nr

Commercial

[62]

S. aureus;
E. coli;
P. aeruginosa;
Klebsiella;
etcPM

Septicemia

Oral

94

85% success rate

Yes
(n = 71)

Phage ineﬀective
for 15% of
patients/nr

In-house

[39]

Staphylococcus;
E. coli; Proteus;
Streptococcus;
P. aeruginosa PM

Venous
ulcers and
wounds

Topical

96

70% healing

Yes

No clinical
improvement for
5 patients

Commercial

[63]

S. aureus; E. coli;
P. aeruginosa;
Klebsiella PM

Various
infections in
cancer
patients

Oral, local

20

Healing in all
patients

nr

na/nr

In-house

[38]

S. aureus; E. coli;
Proteus;
P. aeruginosa;
Klebsiella;
EnterobacterPM

Septicemia;
ENT; UTI;
meningitis;
respiratory;
wounds;
bone; etc.

Oral; topical;
local

1307

Full recovery
86%; 11%
transient
improvement

nr

No eﬀect in 3.8%
of study
population
(n = 50)

In-house

[37]

* Number patients in study; AB: Concomitant antibiotic treatment with number of patients in (); PRV: Phage-resistant
variants reported; PM includes polymicrobial infections; GI: Gastrointestinal; ENT: Ear Nose Throat; 2◦ Secondary;
iv: intravenous; Int: intermittent; † Deceased; PS: Phage Substitution; sc: subcutaneous; na: not applicable; nr: not
reported; Environ: Environmental.

4. Sources and Availability of Phages for cPT
An essential prerequisite for cPT is the availability of phages active against the patient isolate
that can then be suﬃciently puriﬁed to support clinical application. While evident, this can be a
limiting factor for cPT considering both the high level of speciﬁcity of phage–bacterial interactions and
time-to-treatment constraints for acute infections. Possible sources of phages for cPT are summarized
below, all of which have contributed by varying extents to cPT eﬀorts.
4.1. Environmentally-Sourced Phages
Phages are naturally present in abundance from environmental samples, particularly in
bacteria-rich environments, such as sewage or from infections themselves, and natural environments
have been the primary source for all phages used in cPT to date [64]. However, starting from this
point entails phage isolation, propagation, and characterization that can delay treatment considerably,
and requires research infrastructure and expertise. Rare or less-studied pathogens may necessitate
environmental isolation of new phages, whereas phages against well-known pathogens (e.g., S. aureus,
P. aeruginosa, E. coli) are already widely available.
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4.2. Academically-Sourced Phages
Phages are the subject of fundamental and translational research in numerous academic laboratories
around the world. As such, phages sourced from academic labs often oﬀer the beneﬁt of additional
characterization, such as genome sequencing, host range analysis, and in vitro/in vivo studies that
can provide further information to support their use for cPT. Examples of cPT cases that used phages
sourced from academic labs include Schooley et al. [57] and Chan et al. [43]. In addition to academic
labs, phages can also be sourced from established phage banks or repositories, some of which provide
phages across international borders. Examples of phage banks include the Félix d’Hérelle Reference
Center for Bacterial Viruses at the University of Laval [65], the Leibniz Institute DSMZ-German
Collection of Microorganisms and Cell Cultures [66] and the Bacteriophage Bank of Korea [67]. Phages
sourced from such banks are also often well-characterized, but may incur standard purchasing costs,
while academically-sourced phages tend to be supplied pro bono. Large phage banks can provide
the beneﬁt of wider pathogen coverage, while some academic phage collections only include phages
against one or a select few pathogens. In addition to large phage banks that serve the international
community, other phage banks are intended to supply phages for in-house or local cases. For instance,
the collection at the PTU contains over 500 phages that cover 15 bacterial pathogens; however, their
phages have not been reported for cPT outside of Poland [40]. Both academically- and bank-sourced
phages may be liable to intellectual property (IP) constraints, though to diﬀerent degrees, or require a
material transfer agreement (MTA) that limits and delineates the use of the phage(s) supplied.
4.3. Phage Products in Clinical Development
Phages are progressively being developed for clinical use by biotech companies. Such companies as
Pherecydes Pharma (France), Ampliphi Biosciences (US, Australia), and Adaptive Phage Therapeutics
(US) have participated in the supply and preparation of phages for cPT patients [52–54,57]. Phages
from clinical developers are well-suited for cPT, but phage biotechs understandably retain the right to
decline phage supply in consideration of their capacity and business interests.
4.4. Eastern European Phage Products
Commercially-available phages and phage preparations from Eastern European countries are an
additional phage source that have been used in clinical trials [16] and in compassionate treatments, both
within countries where they exist as registered products and in Western countries [32–34,45–47,51,55].
While standard commercial preparations have a predeﬁned composition of phages, the Eliava Institute
oﬀers personalized [34,47] or adapted phage compositions [50] that have been used in Tbilisi or sent to
other countries such as France, the US, or Australia. However, the use of commercial preparations
from Eastern Europe for cPT in countries where phage therapy is not approved may, or may not, lead
to importation or approval diﬃculties depending on regulatory adherence and requirements.
4.5. Crowd-Sourcing Phages
The importance of phages, whatever the source, for cPT is that they have activity against the
patient isolate, can be puriﬁed and formulated for safe administration, and are readily available to
conduce punctual treatment. The need for coordinated phage sharing was documented within a cPT
case for the treatment of a multidrug-resistant A. baumannii infection with phages [57]. In this case, a
total of nine phages from three diﬀerent sources were required, and the eﬀort was largely coordinated
by the patient’s wife via email and social media outlets due to the absence of established or oﬃcial
channels. Following this case, in 2017, an initiative to organize such sharing was founded called Phage
Directory (https://phage.directory) [68]. One focus of this initiative is to keep a register of academic
phage researchers, phage banks, and phage companies that are willing to contribute phages for cPT
in order to locate active phages in the most time-eﬃcient manner. For example, in late 2018, Phage
Directory helped coordinate the sourcing of Klebsiella pneumoniae phages for a patient in Helsinki,
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Finland by sending an electronic alert to its network of registered labs and phage collections. This eﬀort
resulted in >175 phages being contributed by ten diﬀerent groups over the span of three weeks, all of
which were tested against the patient’s isolate [31]. As of January 2019, there were 36 academic phage
laboratories and one phage bank registered on Phage Directory, representing more than 20 diﬀerent
countries with phages covering more than 32 host genera (Figure 2). While this sharing network may
be less important for established centers or for those with direct access to large phage collections, it
certainly facilitates access for geographically-removed patients or physicians without phage research
support or established connections.

Figure 2. Geographic distribution of organizations (grouped by type) that have either previously
participated in cPT cases or demonstrated intent to do so in the future through registration with Phage
Directory (numbers current as of January 2019). Phage organizations not having yet contributed to cPT
are not listed here. SME: Small- and medium-sized enterprises.

4.6. Logistical Constraints
Phage sharing still requires the shipping of bacterial strains and/or phages to various locations
across the world; often phage biotechs or phage banks prefer bacterial strains to be shipped to them
for sensitivity testing, whereas academics have been more willing to send phages directly to other
researchers. From a regulatory point of view, shipping phages does not raise biosafety concerns.
However, shipping pathogenic bacteria does and is subject to pathogen transport regulations regarding
labeling, packaging, and documentation. In either situation, this step for cPT is time-consuming and
expensive, and represents a point of intervention for simplifying cPT. The ability to centralize stock of
phages available for cPT or to perform on-site susceptibility testing would reduce costs, standardize
susceptibility testing, and reduce time-to-treatment for cPT and clinical trials alike.
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5. Beyond Availability
Active phages are indeed indispensable for cPT, but several subsequent considerations need to be
addressed in order to assure a sound therapy. How phages are transported, ampliﬁed, puriﬁed, and
formulated into clinically-applicable formulations remains variable between cPT cases. These processes
require the oversight of, and close collaboration between, competent phage scientists and physicians.
Disorganization is a risk factor for errors to arise throughout this process, and measures must be taken
so as not to compromise to the integrity of the phage product and subsequent therapy. Verifying phage
viability, compatibility with medical devices (such as tubing or nebulizers), and sustained activity
against a patient’s infection throughout treatment are not systematically included for cPT, although
they are important factors for achieving intended therapeutic beneﬁts. Compassionate use is not
subject to consistent procedures, and the employment of non-standardized methods for sensitivity
testing, puriﬁcation, or formulation could contribute to variable treatment outcomes that may be
diﬃcult to explain without thorough analysis. Phage therapy walks a thin wire for retaining support
to becoming part of modern medicine due to the historical hangover of inconsistent observations
in early trials, which continues to cast doubt on the potential of phage therapy today (reviewed
in [69–71]). Another risk for cPT treatment is that candidate patients often have confounding medical
conditions that complicate prognosis, although phage administration has never been linked to cause of
mortality [44,56]. These considerations make the eﬀort to ensure that cPT is consistent and cooperative
all the more important.
However well-coordinated these processes become, the cost of providing cPT treatment is a
constraint on its scalability. Financial estimates for production costs and manpower needed on a
per-case basis are diﬃcult to come by, but have ranged in the tens of thousands of US dollars in
countries where phage therapy does not have a legal framework (personal communications). cPT is
currently provided at no cost to the patient or treating institution in cases of cPT in the US, France, or
Australia; a model with little ﬁnancial viability for either small biotechs or research labs. However,
cPT does not represent an avenue for commercialization. As clinical trials open, it is thought that
more patients will be able to access treatments through expanded access schemes or even through
participation in ongoing trials. The most scalable option is indeed to obtain marketing authorizations
for phage products, which, in a catch-22 situation, does little to address the issue of the current medical
need for cPT now.
On a ﬁnal note, inconsistent, incomplete, or a lack of cPT reporting altogether is a missed
opportunity for gaining a better understanding of the antibacterial activity of phages in humans and
for further developing human phage therapy. The last phrase of Article 37 iterates the importance of
recording information gleaned from compassionate use cases and making it publicly available [18].
However, cPT reporting is frequently neglected or delayed for long periods of time following treatment,
with traditional news and social media-based reporting often outpacing peer-reviewed publications.
Data gathering has been identiﬁed as a problem with compassionate programs [72], which is further
complicated when compassionate treatment is provided by multiple sources, as in the case with
cPT, instead of a singular manufacturer. A better-structured, data-supported coordination of cPT
would enable this treatment option to not only become more widespread and ensure safer practices
for patients, but also to provide invaluable information to help reﬁne future phage treatments.
The focus of compassionate treatment is unquestionably to provide beneﬁt to the patient, but in
consideration of the higher success rate with cPT compared to meager RCT results, it is both wasteful
and borderline unethical to not thoroughly record and analyze non-eﬃcacy data from cPT cases, such
as doses, frequency, or changes to phage sensitivity proﬁles. Information including pharmacokinetics,
concomitant treatment with antibiotics, and the apparition of phage-resistant variants from cPT would
be extremely useful in shaping future phage therapy endeavors and avoiding the clinical futility that
has been associated with recent phage RCTs. A detailed set of suggested criteria that phage research
and therapy should report has been proposed by Abedon [73]. Here we have presented several
generalities that should be addressed for cPT, which then next requires a practical proposal to be
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formulated, supported, and adhered to by multiple stakeholders for the creation of clear policy and
actual implementation.
6. Conclusions
The duration of time until approved alternatives to antibiotics become available is unreassuringly
unknown. Traditional drug development pipelines estimate four to ten years for widespread marketing
and distribution of any new medicine or therapy, leaving approved phage products something for
the future. This substantial lag time between current need and the earliest foreseeable approvals for
new antibacterials leaves a considerable number of patients in a highly precarious situation: Reports
estimate that approximately 700,000 deaths are caused by antibiotic resistance each year already [74],
and claim an even higher number of disability-adjusted life-years and ﬁnancial burden [75]. The success
rates of the cPT cases that have been reported on to date, as well as the willingness of the phage
community to participate in cPT eﬀorts for critically-ill patients, emphasizes the potential role that cPT
could play in ﬁlling this gap between faltering antibiotics and the development of viable alternatives.
However, the case reports of cPT over the past decade have addressed only a negligible proportion
of antibiotic-resistant cases and remain geographically concentrated around experimental centers
or related to a small number of physicians and researchers with the required know-how. The most
impactful way to address antibiotic resistance would be to generate eﬃcacy data through clinical trials
that would lead to marketing approvals. In the meantime, with better organizing of cPT in terms of
phage availability, logistics, and data reporting, progress can be made in the here and now toward
alleviating clinical failures due to antibiotic resistance.
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Abstract: The emergence of multidrug-resistant bacteria constitutes a great challenge for modern
medicine, recognized by leading medical experts and politicians worldwide. Rediscovery and
implementation of bacteriophage therapy by Western medicine might be one solution to the problem
of increasing antibiotic failure. In some Eastern European countries phage therapy is used for
treating infectious diseases. However, while the European Medicines Agency (EMA) advised that the
development of bacteriophage-based therapies should be expedited due to its signiﬁcant potential,
EMA emphasized that phages cannot be recommended for approval before efﬁcacy and safety
have been proven by appropriately designed preclinical and clinical trials. More evidence-based
data is required, particularly in the areas of pharmacokinetics, repeat applications, immunological
reactions to the application of phages as well as the interactions and effects on bacterial bioﬁlms and
organ-speciﬁc environments. In this brief review we summarize advantages and disadvantages of
phage therapy and discuss challenges to the establishment of phage therapy as approved treatment
for multidrug-resistant bacteria.
Keywords: bacteriophage; phage therapy; multidrug-resistant bacteria; antimicrobial resistance

1. Introduction
Antimicrobial drug resistance (AMR) is a growing challenge worldwide. The emergence of new
resistance mechanisms and their broad distribution through vertical and horizontal gene transfer is
alarming. Consequently, multidrug-resistant (MDR) bacteria are spreading globally [1]. Due to the
lack of a global tracking system, the full impact of infections with MDR bacteria is still unknown.
A recent study estimated that approximately 33,000 people died in 2015 in the European Union as
consequence of an infection with a resistant pathogen [2]. In the U.S. about 23,000 people die each
year due to infections with resistant bacteria and far more people are infected [3]. Besides the medical
aspect the socio-economic burden for health care systems is enormous [3]. Previously, the focus
was mainly on gram-positive bacteria such as methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) or
vancomycin-resistant enterococci (VRE) but in recent years gram-negative bacteria resistant against
3 or 4 classes of antimicrobial drugs or even pan-resistant bacteria are rapidly gaining importance.
In this respect, particularly noteworthy are Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Acinetobacter baumannii [4].
Many advanced therapies for cancer or autoimmune diseases, as well as transplantations are no
longer effective when patients suffer from untreatable nosocomial infections [5]. Even commensal and
opportunistic bacteria could then become problematic and jeopardize medical progress [6]. Moreover,
novel antibiotics are rare as the pharmaceutical industry has minimized research and development
programs in infectious diseases for different reasons [7]. Meanwhile, as AMR poses a major public
health concern, this issue has been discussed at the highest political levels (from the United Nations
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and the WHO to local authorities). The “Leaders´ Declaration G7 Summit, 7–8 June 2015” (held in
Elmau, Germany) stated: “We will foster the prudent use of antibiotics and will engage in stimulating
basic research, research on epidemiology, infection prevention and control, and the development of
new antibiotics, alternative therapies, vaccines and rapid point-of-care diagnostics” [8].
Already 100 years ago, a decade before the discovery of penicillin, bacteriophages (phages) were
considered for clinical use [9]. However, driven by the easy use and broader antibacterial spectrum
of antibiotics, phage therapy was seldom used during the last few decades, especially in Western
Countries [10]. Only in some countries of the former Soviet Union, such as Georgia and Russia but also
in Poland, have physicians continued to use phages and generated valuable practical experience [11].
The recent rediscovery and reintroduction of bacteriophage therapy in the Western World may possibly
provide an attractive solution to the increasing failure of antibiotics. Since then, phages have been
shown to be effective in treating bacterial infections in several experimental animal studies, as well
as in case reports and clinical trials in humans [12]. In Staphylococcus aureus induced sepsis in mice
for example, intraperitoneal (i.p.) application of phages 6 h after infection resulted in survival rates
of 67%, whereas only 10% of control mice survived [13]. Systemic phage lysin application increased
survival of mice with severe pneumonia due to S. pneumoniae from 0 to 100% [14]. Furthermore, it
was also shown that inhaled application of the bacteriophage endolysin Cpl-1 is a safe and efﬁcient
therapy in severe pneumococcal pneumonia in mice [15]. So far, lysins seem to be more effective for
treating gram-positive bacteria and are currently being tested in clinical trials [16]. Improvement of
the enzymes’ penetrative abilities through the outer membranes is necessary for their efﬁcient use in
gram-negative bacteria [6,17].
In P. aeruginosa lung infection, intranasal application of phages, given 24 h prior or 2 h after
infection, protected all mice from lethal infection [18]. In diabetic and nondiabetic mice with severe
bacteraemia due to i.p. injection of MDR P. aeruginosa, a single i.p. injection of phages 20 min after
bacterial injection increased survival [19]. The authors reported a survival rate of 90% in diabetic and
100% in nondiabetic mice even when treatment started 4 h after bacterial challenge. Treatment started 6
h after infection resulted in lower survival rates among diabetic mice. Further delay of treatment (12 h)
also reduced the effectiveness of phage therapy in nondiabetic mice [19]. This suggests, phage therapy
is effective in both immunocompetent and -incompetent mice. In the UK a clinical trial (double-blind
placebo-controlled, randomized phase I/II) for treatment of chronic otitis media investigated the
effect of a phage-cocktail of 6 phages against MDR P. aeruginosa. The study demonstrated physical
improvement of the patients and distinctly lower P. aeruginosa counts compared to the placebo treated
group after a single aural application. Notably, no side effects were reported [20]. These studies
along with others indicate phage therapy could be a promising prospect for the treatment of MDR
infectious diseases [21]. In laboratory animals, phages can generally be administered via different
routes for example, i.p., subcutaneous (s.c.), intramuscular (i.m.), intravenous (i.v.), oral, inhaled or
topical [22,23], with the success of phage therapy depending on both the application route and the target
organ. After parenteral application, phages are quickly distributed in the systemic circulation [23,24].
McVay et al. [24] investigated different application routes for phage therapy in mice subjected to
burn injury and subsequently infected with P. aeruginosa. Mice were treated i.m., s.c., i.p. or left
untreated. In the untreated group only 6% of mice survived, whereas 28% and 22% of animals
survived after i.m. or s.c. phage treatment, respectively. Intraperitoneal application yielded the highest
effectiveness, resulting in 88% survival [24]. Oral application was shown to be effective in treating
gastrointestinal infections [25,26], whereas topical application was successfully used to treat wound
infections [27]. Nebulization of phages for inhaled application to treat lung infections has also been
studied [28,29]. Huff et al. [30] reported that chickens, infected with E. coli into the thoracic air sac
after pre-treatment with aerosolized phages showed signiﬁcantly reduced mortality compared to
untreated birds. However, Carmody et al. [31] demonstrated that intranasal inhalation of phages
was less effective when compared to systemic application in a mouse model of lung infection caused
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by Burkholderia cenocepacia. Conversely, Semler et al. [32] observed that inhaled phage therapy was
superior to i.p. injection in eliminating Burkholderia cenocepacia in murine lung infection.
Phages used for any medical application must be carefully selected and fully characterized [6].
Phages showing poor adsorption, replication and distribution should be excluded and exclusively
obligate lytic phages should be applied [33]. Temperate phages may lead to the transfer of genes
to the bacterial host, increasing its virulence by lysogenic conversion or transduction mechanisms
or transferring virulence factors or antibiotic resistance genes from prophage genomes to the host
bacteria [34,35]. The causative bacterial pathogen must be identiﬁed prior to phage selection, requiring
fast and reliable pathogen detection and susceptibility screening [35]. Alternatively, bacteriophage
cocktails including phages against the most common and typical pathogens in speciﬁc organs (e.g.,
“respiratory bacteria”) could be employed [6]. In any case, phage therapy speciﬁc infrastructure, such
as local, rapidly accessible phage libraries need to be established [6,36].
Whereas studies on effective phage therapy have been reported and extensively reviewed, there
are hardly any reports on phage therapy failures in recent years. Reports of failures mainly date back
to the early use of phage therapy [37]. In 2001, Sulakvelidze et al. [38] published a detailed overview
of phage therapy in Eastern European countries starting in the 1920s. The authors stated that failures
occur mostly due to poor phage preparations, limited knowledge regarding phage mode of action
and inconsistencies between phages and host strains. Additionally, most studies were lacking placebo
controls leading to controversial results [38]. Miedzybrodzki et al. [39] published a summary of 153
patients treated with phage therapy to different infections between 2008 and 2010 at the Hirszfeld
Institute of Immunology and Experimental Therapy in Wrocław. 39.9% of all patients showed a good
response to phage therapy and in 18.3% pathogen eradication and/or recovery was reported [39].
Moreover, there is one clinical trial from Bangladesh using phage cocktails targeting Escherichia coli
(E. coli) in children with bacterial diarrhoea reporting no advantage of phage therapy [40]. Two different
phage cocktails were tested and orally applied [40]. Phage therapy did not cause any side effects
but also did not improve the clinical outcome compared to the control group receiving standard oral
rehydration. The authors reported several limitations of the trial, including probable insensitivity of
pathogenic E. coli strains to the applied phages and the possibility of low stomach pH affecting phage
transport, as no antacid was given to the patients [40].
In this review we summarize the advantages and disadvantages of phage usage in terms of
medical application and discuss challenges to the establishment of phage therapy as an approved
treatment for MDR bacteria.
2. Advantages and Disadvantages of Phage Therapy
2.1. Phage Therapy Provides Several Advantages Over Conventional Antimicrobial Drugs Regarding Medical
Application, Some of Which Are Addressed in the Following
2.1.1. Host Speciﬁcity and Potential to Spare Microbial Flora
Lytic bacteriophages are viruses that target and infect their speciﬁc host bacteria, replicate inside
and destroy them [9]. Therefore, unlike indiscriminate antibiotics, bacteriophages are expected to spare
the physiologically resident ﬂora, thus avoiding the development of bacterial niches that typically
result from antibiotic therapy and enable the settlement of antibiotic-resistant bacteria [41]. Moreover,
an intact microbiome contributes to innate immunity vigilance [10,42,43]. Consequently, local gut
immune response to bacterial challenge is dampened by preceding antimicrobial therapy, increasing
susceptibility to intestinal colonization and infection with pathogenic microorganisms, including
MDR bacteria [41]. Furthermore, disruption of the gut microbiome results in an impaired systemic
immune response upon bacterial stimulation and ultimately insufﬁcient bacterial elimination [44,45].
Thus, antibiotics [44] but not phage therapy may possibly compromise immunity through microbiome
disruption, paving the way for subsequent MDR and non-MDR infections. However, this conjecture
needs to be addressed in upcoming studies. Similarly interaction of resident phages (phageome)
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with commensals as well as function and dynamics of the phageome have not yet been completely
unravelled [46].
2.1.2. Bacterial Phage Resistance
Phage infection and lysis occur independently of mechanisms used by antibiotics to kill bacteria.
Therefore, antibiotic resistance does not imply phage resistance [47]. Resistance to phages, however,
occurs naturally and to varying degrees in all bacterial cultures and communities. Different
mechanisms of resistance development have been described, including phage adsorption to bacterial
cell receptors, phage particle assembly in the bacterial cell or cell lysis processes [48,49]. Notably,
resources in the environment to isolate new phages are abundant [50]. Thus, isolation of new phages
for almost all bacterial species can be achieved quickly for example, by sampling the environment and
phage screening overnight (so called phagogram) [6] for subsequent GMP production. Consequently,
development of pan-phage resistant bacteria is very unlikely [51]. Interestingly, it has been reported
that some bacteria evolving phage resistance might over time regain sensitivity to antibiotics [52,53] or
lose their virulence [54,55].
2.1.3. Self-Replication, Self-Limitation and Anti-Bioﬁlm Properties
Since bacteriophages can only target and infect their speciﬁc host bacteria, the lysis process is
self-limiting [47]. Phages replicate as long as their host is accessible. Consequently, to initialize or
continue the lytic cycle, phages need host bacterial cell contact, which is signiﬁcantly impaired in
the case of bacteria forming bioﬁlms, remaining intracellularly or being less abundant. Phages
encoding for depolymerases are able to degrade matrix exopolysaccharides of bioﬁlms [56,57].
Consequently, phages and other antimicrobialsmight reach, infect and lyse bacteria inside the bioﬁlm
more easily [56,57], which is of particular interest in case of implants (e.g., vascular or joint devices)
and airway infections [58–60]. Bedi et al. [61], showed a beneﬁcial effect on the eradication of a
bioﬁlm formed by Klebsiella pneumoniae when antibiotic and phage were combined. Another study
demonstrated that phage OMKO1 was able to reduce bacterial densities in a P. aeruginosa in vitro
bioﬁlm assay [62]. Moreover, this phage alone or in combination with an antibiotic was more effective
in reducing the bioﬁlm than antibiotics alone [62]. Nevertheless, the effectiveness depends on the
phage and the host bacteria. Darch et al. [63] examined the ability of two phages to inhibit bacterial
dissemination in a model of aggregate formation by P. aeruginosa. The two phages were able to kill
P. aeruginosa and inhibit aggregate formation when applied simultaneously with the bacteria [63].
However, when applied after aggregate formation was already established, the authors did not observe
complete elimination of aggregates, most likely due to exopolysaccharide production. Still phage
application could prevent formation of new aggregates by proliferating bacteria [63]. Full elimination
of a complex mature bioﬁlm with one single phage seems unlikely but phage cocktails and combined
therapy with antibiotics could be a potential strategy [56,57,64].
2.2. Some of the Disadvantages of Phage Therapy Are Addressed by the Following Aspects
2.2.1. Activity against Intracellular Pathogens
Phages are unlikely to be able to actively enter eukaryotic cells. Therefore, phages are less
effective against intracellular bacteria for example, Mycobacterium tuberculosis, as well as against
intracellularly-surviving and persistent clones of extracellular bacteria, for example, A. baumannii [38].
2.2.2. Liberation of Endotoxins
Although it seems unlikely that therapy with puriﬁed phages leads to relevant toxic side effects,
major concerns encompass the potentially massive liberation of bacterial endotoxins after bacterial
lysis. Similar observations have been made with the use of certain antibiotics [65], as well as
immune reactions to bacterial components including endotoxin present in crude phage lysates [66].
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Confrontation with large amounts of bacterial endotoxins could lead to clinical deterioration of septic
patients [67,68]. However, Dufour et al [69] reported for two different E. coli phages fewer released
endotoxins in vitro compared to β-lactams, while the phage-evoked endotoxin level was comparable
to that evoked by amikacin [69].
2.2.3. Potential Risk of Anaphylaxis
Phages are members of microbial communities and are present in the environment as well as on
and in the human body [70,71]. Despite this, therapy with phages requires a higher titre compared
to their naturally occurring numbers. Moreover, the use of high phage titres in patients bears the
theoretical risk of inducing extreme immune responses like anaphylaxis [38]. Although theoretically
possible, anaphylaxis due to phage therapy has never been reported and does not seem to be a major
concern in phage therapy [11,47].
2.2.4. Immune Response to Phages
Being composed of proteins and nucleic acids, phages in general are considered as innately
non-toxic [47,72]. However, there is evidence for non-speciﬁc immunomodulatory characteristics
of phages [73], as well as activation of phagocytosis and anti-inﬂammatory properties [74]. Roach
et al. demonstrated that presence of neutrophils is necessary for phage therapy success against
P. aeruginosa [75]. Moreover, a recent in vivo study revealed that an increased number of phages in the
gut (applied via drinking water to mice) can aggravate colitis in a TLR9 and IFN-gamma dependent
manner and that phages inside the gut could stimulate non-speciﬁc and phage-speciﬁc immunity [76].
It is also possible that the human immune system may recognize phages as foreign antigens
and produce phage-neutralizing antibodies depending on the application route [77]. In order to
minimize the risk of side-effects due to impurities, it is necessary in at least parenteral application
routes to use highly puriﬁed phage preparations [78]. For a widespread use of human phage therapy
according to Western European medical standards, more scientiﬁc evidence is needed. In particular
further investigation is warranted in the areas of immunological reactions following single or repeated
phage application, pharmacokinetics and -dynamics and interaction with bacterial bioﬁlms and
commensal ﬂora.
3. Challenges in Clinical Use of Phage Therapy
3.1. Current State of Phage Therapy
Experience with human phage therapy dates back more than 100 years in Georgia, Russia and
Poland. However, Jault et al [79] stated that these countries have not developed “evidence-based
medical standards” so far and “if there are any, they are only available in Russian” [79]. Especially at
the ELIAVA Institute of Bacteriophage in Tbilisi, signiﬁcant effort has been put into the characterization
and development of phage products. Phage cocktails are routinely used for treatment, including
prescribed medicine and self-medication (over the counter products) [80,81]. In Poland, phage research
is predominantly carried out at the Hirszfeld Institute of Immunology and Experimental Therapy in
Wrocław [82]. The institute focuses on preparation of speciﬁc phage lysates for individual patients
subsequent to identiﬁcation of causative pathogens from patient’s samples. After Poland’s accession
to the EU, the Phage Therapy Unit, an outpatient clinic working according to EU regulations, was
established. In this unit phages are applied under terms of experimental treatment in accordance
with the Declaration of Helsinki and Polish regulations [83,84]. Despite years of practical experience,
numerous case reports [39,85–87] and data from clinical studies including investigations of immune
response [20,88–93], the lack of peer-reviewed controlled clinical trials still renders an evidence-based
evaluation of phage therapy by Western standards difﬁcult [84]. Marketing authorization of phage
therapy in Western Europe depends on several conditions, including production of phage preparations
according to good manufacturing practice (GMP) conditions, the issue of patentability and ofﬁcial
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approval by European Authorities [35]. In the following section, we will discuss regulatory, production
and clinical trial challenges to the establishment of phage therapy as a regulatory approved therapy.
3.2. Regulatory Challenges
The European Medicines Agency (EMA) held a workshop in 2015 together with relevant
stakeholders including academia, industry, policy makers and patient organizations to identify
possibilities for the development of bacteriophage-based therapies against bacterial infections [94].
Approximately 60 experts discussed practical and regulatory issues related to phage licensing pathways
as opposed to conventional medicine, for example, whether or not the EU Directive 2001/83/EC
(relating to medicinal products for human use) might be applicable for phages [84,94,95]. As EMA has
not licensed any phage products so far, it is not clear which pathway to approval is most promising.
Moreover, modiﬁcation or updating of existing phage cocktails with new phages, necessities with
regard to developing phage resistances or changing pathogens, are not yet covered by existing
regulations [84]. Hence, currently new time and cost intensive re-production and re-approval under
GMP conditions would be required [84]. As phage biology (and bacterial co-evolution) implies the
necessity for fast turnover of speciﬁc phages in clinical use, the process of development and approval
needs to be shortened, which could be achieved by approval of production processes rather than
speciﬁc phage products. Additionally, it must be clariﬁed whether each phage of a cocktail or the
complete cocktail is considered a medicinal product and needs regulatory approval.
3.3. Production Challenges
For a broad medical application, phages have to be produced in large scale by pharmaceutically
licensed facilities. Consequently, there will be a commercial interest in the optimization of processes
and the reduction of costs, which is indeed not trivial as non-linear dynamics of phages and host
bacteria have to be considered [96]. In order to scale up phage manufacturing Krysiak-Baltyn et al. [96]
proposed a computational model appropriate for modelling phage production, including varying
infection parameters. This model might be suitable to cut costs or to improve productivity [96]. With
the increasing interest in phage therapy, the issue of intellectual property (IP) protection comes to the
fore [97]. To date the options for IP protection of naturally occurring phages are limited because there
are abundant resources to isolate phages from the environment [36]. Therefore, other possibilities
should be considered. For example, there are several options to implement IP protection in the
manufacturing process, for example, every new phage, new preparation (consisting of approved
single phages) or the production method, in order to increase attractiveness of the ﬁeld to economic
stakeholders [39,98,99].
3.4. Clincial Trial Challenges and Ongoing Projects
Recently, results of the ﬁrst European randomized, controlled phase 1/2 trial aimed at evaluating
the efﬁcacy and tolerability of a topical applied phage cocktail (PP1131) against P. aeruginosa in burn
wounds (PhagoBurn, www.phagoburn.eu) have been published [79]. The authors reported that
patients treated with the phage cocktail showed slower decrease of bacterial burden in the burn
wounds compared to patients receiving standard therapy (1% sulfadiazine silver emulsion cream).
This ﬁnding must be interpreted with caution, as the study had several limitations: The patient cohort
was relatively small (standard therapy n = 13, PP1131 n = 12) and inhomogeneous, as patients treated
with phages were older, were burned to a lesser extent and showed higher bacterial burden at therapy
start compared to those treated with standard therapy [79]. Importantly, there have been some stability
issues of the phage cocktail used, as the authors reported a decrease in plaque forming units (pfu)
during the study, which was associated with the application of a lower than intended dose of active
phages. Future studies should address stability and shelf-life of each phage product including phage
cocktails. The relatively large cocktail of 12 phages resulted in double the expected production time
and thus reduced time to recruit patients [79]. Although the study terminated prematurely due to
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insufﬁcient efﬁcacy, it was the ﬁrst trial using a cocktail of phages puriﬁed according to GMP standards
and approved by national health regulators [79].
The German Phage4Cure (http://phage4cure.de/) consortium aims to address the safety,
tolerability and efﬁcacy of a puriﬁed inhaled bacteriophage cocktail against chronic airway infection
with P. aeruginosa [100]. The goal of the four project partners (Fraunhofer Institute for Toxicology and
Experimental Medicine, ITEM; the Leibniz Institute DSMZ-German Collection of Microorganisms
and Cell Cultures GmbH; Charité–Universitätsmedizin Berlin; and Charité Research Organisation
GmbH, CRO) is to pave the way for clinical applications of bacteriophages in Germany and Western
Europe by applying GMP standards in the entire production chain of the phage product and by
getting approval for phage therapy from regulatory authorities [100]. The project gained governmental
ﬁnancial support (funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research) and regulatory
authorities, namely BfArM (Federal Institute for Drugs and Medical Devices), are closely involved [100].
The Phage4Cure team is focusing on bacteriophages targeting P. aeruginosa, which is characterized by
high abundance, rapid growth, distinct ability to form bioﬁlms and a highly ﬂexible genome, aspects
that contribute its wide distribution and difﬁculties in combatting this bacterium [101]. P. aeruginosa
is intrinsically resistant to several classes of antibiotics and there is increasing evidence of strains
resistant to antibiotics of last resort [101]. Immunocompromised patients and patients with pre-injured
lungs, particularly those with cystic ﬁbrosis (CF) are frequently colonized by bacteria with 80% of
CF patients older than 18 years harbouring P. aeruginosa [102]. CF is a genetic disorder caused by a
mutation in the cystic ﬁbrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) gene that affects the lungs,
as well as the pancreas, liver, kidneys and intestine [103]. Non-cystic ﬁbrosis (non-CF) bronchiectasis
represents a chronic and heterogeneous airway disease with diverse aetiology. Like patients with
CF, non-CF bronchiectasis patients are highly susceptible to pulmonary infections. Most patients
with bronchiectasis are colonized with antibiotic resistant bacteria (e.g., Acinetobacter, Pseudomonas,
Burkholderia), with P. aeruginosa infections being associated with poor prognosis [104–108]. As patients
with bacterial colonization but not infection are clinically relatively stable, effectiveness and tolerability
of inhaled phage therapy may well be tested. Consequently, P. aeruginosa colonization in CF and non-CF
bronchiectasis patients was chosen by the consortium Phage4Cure as therapeutic target to pave the way
to a clinical trial with phages produced under GMP conditions and, ultimately, to regulatory approval.
On the basis of their expertise, each partner will work on different aspects of the project, ranging from
phage selection and characterization (DSMZ; as discussed by Korf et al. in this issue of the journal) to
drug production and stability testing (ITEM). Following phage production and thorough preclinical
evaluation (Charité and ITEM), clinical phase 1 and 2 trials are planned to be performed at Charité.
If successful, the project may lead to ﬁrst-time establishment of phages as approved inhaled therapy
for CF and non-CF bronchiectasis patients in Germany and may possibly provide a GMP-compliant
phage puriﬁcation platform process as a blueprint for phage therapy development with respect
to other indications [6,100]. Further projects related to the implementation of phage therapy in
Western Europe include PhagoMed and PhagoFlow. The biotech company PhagoMed Biopharma
GmbH (https://www.phagomed.com/), based in Vienna, focuses on the development of phage-based
therapies for bacterial infections [109]. Supported by grants and private investments, PhagoMed
evaluates, inter alia, the treatment of infected prostheses with phages. PhagoFlow aims at testing
a magistral prescription of phages in patients with wounds infected by MDR bacteria and is being
carried out at the military hospital Berlin, together with DSMZ and Fraunhofer ITEM [110]. Magistral
preparation in the EU is deﬁned as “any medicinal product prepared in a pharmacy in accordance with
a medical prescription for an individual patient” (Article 3 of Directive 2001/83 and Article 6 quarter,
§ 3 of the Law of 25 March 1964) [111] and is therefore a practical way to produce treatments adjusted
to the special needs of an individual without being dependent on commercial manufacturing [111].
In Belgium, the magistral preparation is already used for phages [111] and could provide a solution
for individual patients but cannot cover the requirements of a larger patient cohort. GMP and GCP
guidelines also apply for magistral applications. To promote a European solution to conquer the
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regulatory challenges of personalized and phage based medicinal products, the idea of a “biological
master ﬁle”, a concept already existing for chemical drugs but not for biologically active substances,
was suggested by Fauconnier [112]. In summary, the main prerequisites for the establishment of
a bacteriophage-based therapy are speciﬁc regulations for phage-based pharmaceuticals, increased
clinical trial evidence and an infrastructure for efﬁcient and rapid phage provision [6,36,113].
After decades of sleeping like Rip van Winkle, phage therapy is currently awakening in Western
Europe due to the noise made by antimicrobial resistance, causing relevant research activity in
the ﬁeld. New valuable data addressing current concerns regarding clinical use of phages can be
expected. However, whether phages will be approved by regulatory authorities and get market access
is currently unpredictable.
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Abstract: The human body is host to large numbers of bacteriophages (phages)–a diverse group
of bacterial viruses that infect bacteria. Phage were previously regarded as bystanders that only
impacted immunity indirectly via effects on the mammalian microbiome. However, it has become
clear that phages also impact immunity directly, in ways that are typically anti-inﬂammatory.
Phages can modulate innate immunity via phagocytosis and cytokine responses, but also impact
adaptive immunity via effects on antibody production and effector polarization. Phages may thereby
have profound effects on the outcome of bacterial infections by modulating the immune response.
In this review we highlight the diverse ways in which phages interact with human cells. We present
a computational model for predicting these complex and dynamic interactions. These models predict
that the phageome may play important roles in shaping mammalian-bacterial interactions.
Keywords: bacteriophage; immunology; innate immunity; adaptive immunity; human host;
phage-human host interaction

1. Introduction
Commensal microorganisms colonize and live in symbiosis with the human body and encompass
diverse phyla from the three domains of life: Eukarya, Archaea, and Bacteria. Body surfaces that are
in direct contact with the environment, including the intestine, skin, urogenital tract, and upper
respiratory tract harbor most of these microorganisms. The bacterial component of the human
microbiota and its associated genes have been a primary focus of research efforts over the past two
decades [1–3]. These efforts have yielded a wealth of insight about the composition of human-associated
bacterial communities, how these resident bacteria interact with the immune system and how
bacterial-immune system interactions are altered in disease [1,4,5].
The microbiota of healthy humans also includes a large number of bacterial viruses,
or bacteriophages (phages) [6]. Phages were previously regarded as bystanders that only impacted
immunity indirectly via effects on the mammalian microbiome. However, it is becoming clearer that
phages also impact immunity directly.
In this review we highlight the diverse ways in which phages interact with human cells: [1]
effect of phages in the mammalian interface, [2] innate immune response, and [3] the adaptive
immune response against the phages. We then present a computational model for predicting these
complex and dynamic interactions. This model predicts that our phageome may play important roles
Viruses 2019, 11, 10; doi:10.3390/v11010010
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in shaping mammalian-bacterial interactions, underlying the important effect of phage induced
anti-inﬂammatory properties. Finally, the gaps in our knowledge and potential future lines of
investigation are highlighted.
2. The Human Phageome
Phages colonize all body niches, including the skin [7,8], oral cavity [9–11], lungs [12–14],
gut [15,16], and urinary tract [17]. However, phages are frequently overlooked in microbiome and
metagenomic studies and their role is often unclear. Most phages present in these viromes are temperate
phages that can integrate their DNA into the bacterial genomes (i.e., prophage) or be present as
episomes, and as such can alter the phenotype of the host bacteria by lysogenic conversion [16,18].
Although human blood is considered to be sterile, metagenomic analysis has shown the presence of a
viral community, most of which belonged to the Myoviridae, Podoviridae, Siphoviridae, Microviridae, and
Inoviridae families [19–22]. Once present in the blood, these phages may interact with immune cells
and induce innate and adaptive immune responses [23–26].
Of all the microbial communities within the body, the intestinal community is by far the most
complex and dense. The human gut microbiome, as shown by metagenomic studies, includes many
viral genes (the virome) [15,16,27,28]. Approximately 90% of the gut virome consists of phages [29],
estimated at 109 viruses per gram of feces [30,31]. As new members of the bacterial community
are introduced, the phage populations in the intestine diversify, suggesting that phage diversity
and bacterial diversity are linked [32]. Furthermore, this relationship is very dynamic in infants
and stabilizes in adults [33]. Although there is less variation of intestinal phage populations within
individuals over time, there is substantial variation between individuals, even when those individuals
have similar bacterial community structures [15,16].
Phages can supply bacteria with genes that are involved in toxin, polysaccharide, and
carbohydrate metabolism, and, in rare cases, they represent a source of antibiotic resistance [34,35].
Some phages can modulate bacterial antigenicity through the production of enzymes capable of
modifying the O-antigen component of LPS in microorganisms such as Escherichia coli, Salmonella spp.,
Shigella spp., and Vibrio cholerae [36–39].
It is thus important to consider whether phage interactions with commensal bacteria could alter
community compositions in ways that impact the function of the immune system and inﬂuence the
spread of pathogenic viruses, or even bacteria [1,40–42]. Among the mechanisms responsible for the
recognition of microbial and viral structures are the Toll-like receptors (TLR) [43]. These TLR are able
to recognize Pathogen Associated Molecular Patterns (PAMPs) (e.g., LPS, ﬂagellin, or unmethylated
CpG-DNA). Viral nucleic acids can be recognized by multiple TLR, notably TLR9 recognizes DNA,
whereas TLR7 and 8 recognize ssRNA and TLR3 recognizes dsRNA [44–46]. These nucleic acid-sensing
TLRs have the potential to promote, amongst others, the production of Type I IFN.
The virome continuously stimulates low-level immune responses without causing any overt
symptoms [47,48]. Duerkop and Hooper hypothesized that commensal bacteriophages could activate
one or more innate immune pathways, thereby stimulating antiviral immune responses and
continuously inducing low cytokine production. These cytokines also exert their action on non-immune
cells and may continuously induce inﬂammatory processes, thereby conferring constant protection
against pathogenic viral infections [1,49].
It is clear that phages are omnipresent and form a major constituent of many microbiomes,
nevertheless the interactions of phages with their human host warrants further research.
3. Phages Effects on the Bacterial - Mammalian Host Interface
3.1. Phages and Mucosal Tissues
Phages interact with host immunity at the mucosal surface. The mucosal surface (e.g., the human
gut and respiratory tract) represents a critical immunological and physiological barrier within
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all animals that both protects against invading bacterial pathogens while also supporting large
communities of commensal microorganisms [50,51]. The mucosal surface is predominantly composed
of mucin glycoproteins that are secreted by the underlying epithelium. By offering both structure
and nutrients, mucus layers inﬂuence the composition of the microbiota and select for commensal
symbionts [52–54]. It has been shown that mucosal surfaces of the gut commonly support more
abundant and stable bacterial populations than the surrounding environments (e.g., the luminal content
of the gut) [55,56]. This is, in part, due to the degradation of mucins by gut microbes, but also in part
due to host epithelial secretions that selectively shape the commensal microbiota [53,54,57]. These host
secretions are diverse and can include antimicrobials, such as alpha-defensin and RegIIIγ [58,59].
Conversely, when mucosal surfaces are invaded by pathogenic bacterial species, the epithelium may
respond by increasing the production of antimicrobial agents, hypersecretion of mucin, or alteration of
mucin glycosylation patterns in an attempt to subvert microbial attachment and to increase physical
removal of the invading bacterial species [60–62].
These mucosal layers also harbor large and diverse communities of phages (Figure 1A).
Mucus-associated phage communities are signiﬁcantly enriched compared to the surrounding
non-mucosal environment [63]. Investigations across diverse mucosal surfaces ranging from those
present in corals, ﬁsh, mice, and humans revealed an average 4.4-fold increase in phage numbers
in mucus relative to bacterial cells [63–65]. This increase in phage abundance happens through an
adherence mechanism whereby phages weakly bind mucin glycoproteins via immunoglobulin-like
(Ig-like) protein domains displayed on their capsids. The Ig-like fold is one of the most common and
widely dispersed in nature, present in antibodies and T-cell receptors where it mediates important
binding interactions of the human adaptive immune system [66,67]. These Ig-like domains are found
within approximately one quarter of sequenced Caudovirales genomes, and are typically displayed on
the virion surface [68,69]. Most of these structurally displayed Ig-like domains are dispensable for
phage growth in the laboratory, which led to the hypothesis that they aid the phage in the adsorption
to their bacterial host under environmental conditions [68,70]. Phages that utilized Ig-like domains,
which effectively bind to the mucus layer, would be under positive selection within the mucosa,
leading to the proposal of a bacteriophage adherence to mucus (BAM) model as a non-host-derived
layer of immunity, mediated by phages [63,71].
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of direct interaction of phages with mammalian cells.
(A) Bacteriophage adhering to mucus (BAM). Mucus is produced by the underlying epithelium.
Phages of different morphologies (i.e., Myo-, Sipho-, and Podoviridae) can bind variable glycan
residues displayed on mucin glycoproteins through variable capsid proteins, such as Ig-like domains.
The adherence of phages to this mucus layer creates an antimicrobial layer that reduces bacterial
attachment to and colonization of the mucus. This leads, in turn, to a reduction in epithelial cell death.
Furthermore, these phages can migrate through theses epithelial cell layers subsequently ending up
in the bloodstream. (B) Phage transcytosis. Binding interactions between phages and the membrane
through transmembrane mucins, speciﬁc receptors, or through non-speciﬁc recognition, may allow
signal transduction in the epithelial cell. Subsequently the phage particle is taken up by the epithelial
cell. The internalized phage particles may be degraded leading to intracellular release of phage particles
and DNA. Furthermore, it has been hypothesized that phage particles might cross the eukaryotic cell
enabling phages to disseminate to the body. Phages may also gain access to the body via a “leaky
gut”, where they bypass the epithelial cell barrier at sites of cellular damage or punctured vasculature.
Figure adapted from Barr et al. [63,72].

On top of their direct effects on bacterial populations, phages can also have an indirect effect
on the colonization of their bacterial host to mammalian cells. In case of Neisseria meningitidis it has
been shown that its ﬁlamentous phage (MDA]ϕ) increases its host-cell colonization [73]. The authors
showed that the presence of this ﬁlamentous phage leads to a higher binding of the bacteria to
the host epithelial cells. Furthermore, the phage also seemed to form a linker between the bacteria,
further heightening its colonization. These effects were not observed for endothelial cells, indicating a
speciﬁcity of the phage towards epithelial cells. In this case it is the phage itself that forms an additional
virulence factor to the bacteria, promoting bacterial aggregation.
It can be further hypothesized whether there is a mutual beneﬁt to phage and bacteria, whereby
the phage interacts with the mucosal surface and binds the bacteria. Instead of infecting and lysing
the bacteria, the phage would provide the bacteria with additional binding sites, thus, elevating the
colonization frequency.
3.2. Phage Transcytosis
Below the mucosal surfaces, the cellular epithelium forms another physical barrier that separates
the heavily colonized mucosa from the normally sterile regions of the body. Due to their ubiquity
within the epithelial mucus layer, phages are in constant contact with the epithelial layers. The passage
of commensal bacteria colonizing the intestine across the mucosal epithelium to local lymph nodes
and internal organs is termed bacterial translocation and is a critical step in the pathology of various
disorders [74,75]. While bacterial translocation is a well-described phenomenon, little is known about
the translocation of bacterial viruses.
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Low internalization of bacteriophages by enterocytes and other endothelial cells was
demonstrated for M13 phages (empty vectors used as a control in phage display) in vivo [76] and
in vitro [77]. In vitro uptake of phage M13 could be blocked by chloroquine, an inhibitor known to block
clathrin-dependent endocytosis, suggesting this was the proposed pathway for internalization [77].
Since this type of endocytosis is strictly receptor-mediated (i.e., external objects must be bound to a
membrane receptor to be dragged into the pits), there is reason to think that phage uptake can be a
consequence of speciﬁc phage-to-epithelium interactions.
In vivo studies of oral administration of non-engineered phages demonstrated both
effective [78–82] and ineffective [83–88] systemic dissemination. This demonstrates that natural phage
translocation from gut to circulation is possible but suggests a range of other factors may regulate this
process, such as physiological status of a host [24,89] and characteristics of the phage. To some extent,
physical parameters of phage particles, like their size and shape, may inﬂuence the phage’s ability
to penetrate mammalian bodies. However, the most important factor seems to be the dose, which
correlates strongly with the probability that an orally applied phage can be found in circulation or in
tissues. This is in line with the fact that phages may differ in their ability to propagate on gut bacteria
and this ability may further limit their systemic dissemination after application per os [86,90].
An important consideration regarding the translocation of orally administered phages is whether
phages can cross the mucosal barrier in sufﬁcient numbers to subsequently interact with and bypass
the cellular epithelium. Recently, it has been demonstrated that phages can enter and cross epithelial
cell layers by a non-speciﬁc transcytosis mechanism [91]. Phage-epithelial transcytosis seems to
preferentially occur in an apical-to-basal direction and was shown to occur across different types of
epithelial cell layers (e.g., gut, lung, liver, kidney, and brain cells) and for diverse phage types and
morphologies (e.g., Myoviridae, Siphoviridae, and Podoviridae; Figure 1B). Microscopy revealed that
roughly 10% of epithelial cells endocytosed phage particles, which appeared to be localized within
membrane-bound vesicles. Interestingly, those few cells that did endocytose phage particles appeared
to contain large numbers of such vesicles. Chemical inhibitor assays suggest that, once endocytosed,
phage particles trafﬁc via the Golgi apparatus before being functionally exocytosed at the basal cell
layer. The transcytosis of phages across epithelial cell layers provides a mechanistic explanation for the
systemic occurrence of phages within the human body in the absence of disease [91]. Contrary to these
observations, others have observed the accumulation of phagocytosed phages near the cell nucleus of
MAC-T cells [92]. The presence of phages close to or in the nucleus reassess the question as to whether
phages might be able to have their genome replicated or translated. Furthermore, these data raise the
question of whether the production of phage derived RNA induces cellular responses or whether the
presence of the phage close to or in the nucleus have an effect on the cellular function of the phage
“infected” mammalian cell.
4. Cell Perfusion and Access, Interaction with Intracellular Immune Response
The penetration of phages in higher organisms leads to direct contact of phages with eukaryotic
cells. Therefore, it is important to know whether these phages can interact with or infect eukaryotic cells.
Infection seems unlikely, because elements of the phage tail structure only bind to speciﬁc receptors on
the surfaces of their target bacteria. Furthermore, it is generally recognized that phages cannot infect
eukaryotic cells, because of major differences between eukaryotes and prokaryotes in regard to key
intracellular machinery that are essential for translation and replication [93]. This was illustrated by Di
Giovine et al. [94], who re-engineered the ﬁlamentous phage M13 to infect mammalian cells. Although
subsequent binding and internalization of the engineered phage was observed, no multiplication of the
phage was detected [94]. Further engineering of ﬁlamentous phages has shown the potential of these
phages to produced RNAs in eukaryotic cells after their uptake [95,96]. Although most of these systems
made use of eukaryotic gene promoters to drive transcription, these data demonstrate the potential
for phage derived nucleic acids to be recognized by eukaryotic cellular pathways, including TLR and
other induced (viral) immune responses.
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Infection aside, it is feasible that phages can directly interact with eukaryotic cells, either extra- or
intra-cellularly. Nguyen et al. [91] performed cellular fractionation of epithelial cells that had been
incubated with phages and showed complete perfusion of the eukaryotic cell, with phage particles seen
within all endomembrane compartments. From here, phage particles are likely degraded, shufﬂed,
and transported throughout the cell, providing ample opportunities to interact with eukaryotic cellular
components. The speciﬁc mechanisms involved remain largely uninvestigated, but could conceivably
include recognition or binding with phage structural proteins or recognition, binding, transcription,
or translation of phage nucleic acids [97].
It has recently been demonstrated that E. coli phage PK1A2 can actively bind and penetrate
eukaryotic neuroblastoma cells in vitro. The interaction of the phage is attributed through the binding
of cell surface polysialic acid by the phage, which shares structural similarity with the bacterial phage
receptor [98]. The authors were able to show that these phage particles were able to be present in these
cells for up to 24 h without affecting cell viability. Uptake of these phage particles may also lead to the
activation of intracellular immunity, potentially priming the eukaryotic cell into an antimicrobial state
or enhancing barrier function [99]. Further research is needed within this area to elucidate intracellular
phage-eukaryote interactions.
5. Phage Innate Immune Response
5.1. Phage Phagocytosis
It is well established that phages can be phagocytosed by mammalian cells [100–102]. As such,
the immune system plays a key role in phage clearance from animal and human bodies. Elements of the
mononuclear phagocyte system (MPS) in the spleen and liver ﬁlter foreign objects, including phages,
from the circulation. The spleen and liver have been identiﬁed as the major sites of phage
accumulation, as phage titers are usually the highest there [103]. The MPS has been credited for
the rapid removal of administered wild-type phage λ from the circulatory system in humans [104].
Moreover Merril et al. [105]) were able to identify certain phage λ mutants that were capable of
circumventing the MPS immune response, whereby these mutants prevailed more than 24 h longer in
the blood stream of mice than the wild-type phage. These phage λ mutants contained a single Glu-Lys
substitution in the phage capsid protein E, leading to a charged change [105].
Both organs contain a large fraction of professional phagocytes. Phagocytosis by immune cells
within the liver and spleen seem to be the major process of bacteriophage neutralization within
the human body [26,78,80,104,106–108]. One should note that phagocytosis allows the removal of
phage particles, even when no speciﬁc response to bacteriophages has been developed. Consequently,
phagocytes are probably the major fraction of animal or human cells that interact with bacteriophages
in vivo.
Clear evidence concerning the cooperation of phages with the innate immune system was ﬁrst
provided by Tiwari et al. [109], who showed the necessity of a neutrophil-phage cooperation in the
resolution of P. aeruginosa infections [109]. The authors demonstrated that the presence of neutrophils
is necessary to remove phage resistant bacteria, which emerge during the phage therapeutic treatment
when only a single phage is used. This was later repeated by Roach et al. [110] and Pincus et al. [111]
and converted into an in-silico model by Leung & Weitz [112].
Studies, in vitro [23,113,114] as well as in vivo [25,115], regarding the cellular immune response
induced by phages have been conducted in recent years and revealed the potential of phages
to interact with the mammalian immune system (Figure 2). However, it should be noted that
many experiments [113,115] concerning the immune response induced by phages have been
carried out using phage lysates containing remnants of lysed bacteria (e.g., LPS, cytosolic proteins,
or membrane particles) or fragments of the host bacterial cell wall adhered to phage tails. This makes
it extremely difﬁcult to determine which components were truly responsible for the modulation of the
immune response.
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Figure 2. Interaction of bacteriophages with mammalian immune cells. Independent of the route of
administration, phages can enter the bloodstream and tissues and encounter immune cells in the blood.
Phages could encounter these immune cells whilst they are bound to their bacterial host and taken up
together by either macrophages or dendritic cells. Alternatively, these phages can directly interact with
any of these immune cells by either interacting with cell surface molecules or receptors, or taken up
using a similar mechanism as observed with phage transcytosis. Once in contact with these immune
cells, different pro- (red) or anti-inﬂammatory (green) cytokines are induced, giving the phage the
opportunity to inﬂuence the immune response. For example, the induction of IL1RN by the phage
blocks the pro-inﬂammatory signals induced by IL1α and IL1β. Although it is known that phages
can induce cytokine response, the precise cells responsible are currently not known. Furthermore,
the uptake of phages by antigen presenting cells (APC; e.g., dendritic cells) leads to the activation of
B-cells and the production of speciﬁc antibodies against the phage.

5.2. Phage Induced Phagocytosis of Bacteria
Phages can also increase phagocytosis of bacteria by macrophages, since phages administered
together with the host bacteria were able to stimulate bacterial phagocytosis [116] (Figure 2). This was
attributed to opsonization of bacterial cells by phages, where the phage coats the bacteria and makes it
more recognizable for the immune system. This opsonization is in addition to the direct lytic activity
of phages, which may contribute to the effective elimination of pathogenic bacteria in vivo. As phages
continue the process of infection when adsorbed onto their bacterial host, some authors have suggested
that during phagocytosis, phages continue lysing the phagocytosed bacteria, helping the activity of
phagocytic cells [117,118].
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One of the possible responses of phagocytes to foreign objects is the production of reactive oxygen
species (ROS). ROS mediate antibacterial activity of phagocytic cells, but excessive ROS production
may cause oxidative stress and tissue damage. A preliminary study performed by Przerwa et al. [119]
suggested that phage T4 inﬂuenced the phagocyte system and inhibited the ROS production in
response to pathogenic bacteria (i.e., Escherichia coli). This phenomenon appeared to depend on
speciﬁc phage-bacterium interactions, but the precise mechanism is currently not known. Furthermore,
the host-speciﬁc effect could indicate that the ROS reduction is caused by a reduction of bacteria due
to infection and lysis by the phage and not due to direct effects by the phage, per se.
A more comprehensive follow-up study was conducted, whereby polymorphonuclear leukocytes
(PMN) were stimulated with one of three different R-type E. coli strains (i.e., E. coli B or E. coli
J5, both susceptible for T4, or E. coli R4, resistant to T4) or with LPS derived from these three
strains [120]. Through this setup, the authors could observe a reduction in ROS production when
PMNs were stimulated, with either the live bacteria or their LPS in the presence of phage T4. The results
provided by these authors indicate the potential of phages to directly modify functions of mammalian
cells and to exert anti-inﬂammatory properties [120]. A possible explanation for a mechanism
underlying phage ability to reduce bacteria-induced ROS production in phagocytes was proposed
by Miernikiewicz et al. [120], who investigated T4 phage tail adhesin gp12, which speciﬁcally binds
bacterial LPS and decreased the potency of LPS to induce an inﬂammatory response in vivo [121].
5.3. Cytokine Response against Phages
Several studies have been conducted to determine the potential of phages to induce a cytokine
response. Often these studies make use of phage preparations that where not fully puriﬁed from
bacterial endotoxins or proteins. For example, Park et al. [115] studied the cytokine production in mice
induced by phage T7, after they were fed with a single dose of phage T7 every 24 hours for 10 days
(an exact dose was not provided by the authors). The authors were able to demonstrate that phage T7
induced a very minor increase of inﬂammatory cytokine production in mice, although no histological
changes were observed in the tissues or organs.
On the other hand, analysis of the cytokine production of mice treated intraperitoneally for 5.5 h
with highly puriﬁed preparations of either whole phage T4 particles, or four phage T4 capsid proteins
(i.e., gp23*, gp24*, Hoc, and Soc) showed no inﬂammatory mediating cytokines in mice [25].
The effect of phages on the production of TNF-α and IL-6 in human serum has also been
studied, as well as the in vitro ability of blood cells to produce these cytokines in response to
phage. Weber-Dabrowska
˛
et al. [113] used blood derived from 51 patients with long-term suppurative
infections of various tissues and organs caused by drug-resistant strains of bacteria. These patients
were treated with phages and blood samples were collected and tested for the presence of TNF-α and
IL-6. The authors were able to observe a reduction in the production of these cytokines after long-term
treatment (i.e., 21 days). However, the observed normalization was likely inﬂuenced by the decreased
number of pathogenic bacteria in the body following therapeutic application of the phage.
In vitro studies have indicated that phages could have anti-inﬂammatory properties. Using ﬁve
highly puriﬁed phages targeting two different pathogens, P. aeruginosa and S. aureus, it was shown
that these ﬁve phages induced comparable immune responses in PBMCs derived from healthy human
donors. Anti-inﬂammatory markers such as suppressor of cytokine signaling 3 (SOSC3), IL-1 receptor
antagonist (IL1RN), and IL-6 were similarly upregulated following treatment with the different
phages [23]. The anti-inﬂammatory action of phages is also in line with some previous observations
suggesting an immunosuppressive effect of phages in murine in vivo models of xenografts [122,123].
The anti-inﬂammatory characteristic of phages was further strengthened by the recent observation
that another S. aureus phage, vB_SauM_JS25, is able to suppress LPS-induced inﬂammation [114].
Furthermore, the authors observed that this phage suppressed the phosphorylation of NF-κB p65.
Whether this effect is due to a direct interaction of the phage with NF-κB is currently not clear.
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Nevertheless, these studies clearly show the potential of phages to induce anti-inﬂammatory properties
unrelated to their antibacterial activities.
It should, however, be emphasized that the potential anti-inﬂammatory or immunosuppressive
action of bacteriophages should not be considered as comparable to physiological effects exerted by
well-known anti-inﬂammatory or immunosuppressive drugs. The precise mechanism as to how phages
are able to induce (anti-) inﬂammatory responses is currently not known, although the antimicrobial
effect appears to be one of the factors.
5.4. Phage Adaptive Immune Response
Anti-Phage Antibody Production
Since phages consist of tightly packed DNA or RNA and a protein coat, formed by relatively
large number of proteins or repeating protein units, it appears obvious that neutralizing antibodies
should be produced in individuals subjected to phage therapy or exposed to naturally occurring
phages [117,124–126] (Figure 2). Phage immunogenicity has been employed in medicine to test for
immune competence of immunodeﬁcient patients (e.g., HIV patients) [127]. In fact, immunization
(intravenous administration) with bacteriophage φX174 is easy and has been used extensively to
diagnose and monitor primary and secondary immunodeﬁciencies since the 1970s, without reported
adverse events, even in patients in whom prolonged circulation of the phage in the bloodstream
was observed. This suggests an intrinsically low toxicity of phage φX174, even in patients with a
compromised immune system [128–130].
Naturally occurring bacteriophages also induce humoral immunity. Phage-neutralizing antibodies
against naturally occurring phages (i.e., not therapeutically administered) were detected in the sera
of different species (e.g., mice, horse, or human) [126,131–133]. Evaluating the anti-phage antibody
production against phage T4 in 50 healthy volunteers who had never been subjected to phage therapy
nor involved in phage work showed the presence of naturally occurring phage-antibodies [126]. Of the
investigated sera, 81% signiﬁcantly decreased phage activity, suggesting the presence of anti-phage
antibodies. In these positive sera, natural IgG antibodies speciﬁc to the phage proteins gp23*, gp24*,
Hoc, and Soc were identiﬁed (Figure 3). These results demonstrate that anti-T4 phage antibodies are
frequent in the human population.

Figure 3. Antibody induction by phage T4 structural proteins. Individual contribution of T4
head proteins (Hoc, Soc, gp23, gp24, and gp12) to phage immunogenicity. Depending on the
administration rote (i.e., oral or intraperitoneal), a difference in antibody response can be observed.
When phages are administered orally, strong IgG or low IgA response towards Hoc can be
observed, whereas intraperitoneal applications lead to high IgG responses towards Hoc and gp23.
Modiﬁed Majewska et al. [24]. Permission was obtained for the reproduction of this ﬁgure.
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Most studies suggest that it is very easy to generate phage antisera by immunization of humans or
animals with phages [124,126,128,129]. Contrary to this, a safety study by Bruttin and Brüssow in 2005
administering T4 phages orally at very low doses to human patients revealed no antibody induction
in phage-treated patients, potentially due to the very low doses of bacteriophages administered
due to safety concerns or the lack of adjuvant. Recently, a study concerning the production of IgG,
IgA, and IgM in human patients undergoing phage therapy was carried out by Żaczek et al. [134],
who treated 20 patients, for an undisclosed time, with the MS-1 phage cocktail (containing three lytic S.
aureus phages), either orally or locally [134]. For most patients, no antibodies could be detected. For the
few patients that produced elevated levels of IgG or IgM, the presence of anti-phage antibodies did
not translate into an unsatisfactory clinical result of the phage therapy. The low antibody production
against the phage cocktail could be due to the small time-scale during which the patients were treated.
On the other hand, the elevated antibody production in a few patients could be due to a previous
encounter of one of the phages used in the cocktail and the presence of an immunological memory.
These reports demonstrate that the humoral response does not follow a simple scheme of
induction [24,89,117,126,135]. This was further studied by Majewska et al. [24], who quantiﬁed
the antibody production against a single phage (i.e., E. coli phage T4) in mice over a time period of
240 days [24]. Phage T4 was given orally to mice for 100 days, followed by 112 days without phage
treatment. The treatment was then repeated with the same phage up to day 240. It was demonstrated
that the long-term oral treatment of mice with phage T4 led to a humoral response. The authors
observed that this response emerged from the secretion of IgA in the gut lumen and an IgG production
in the blood. The intensity of this response and the time necessary for its induction depended on the
exposure to phage antigens, which is related to the phage dose. The factor limiting phage activity in
the gut was the production of speciﬁc IgA. If the secretory levels of IgA were low, phages remained
present in the feces. When the IgA level increased (around day 80), there were no active phages present
in the feces. On the other hand, when secretory IgA decreased with time (on day 213 it dropped to its
initial levels), phages could be detected again, until phage-speciﬁc IgA levels increased again.
According to the same authors, the induction of serum IgG suggests that phages can translocate
from the gut lumen to the circulation. This observation is further strengthened by recent data of
transcytosing phages [91]. Furthermore, it was possible to isolate phages from murine blood after oral
application of high phage doses (4 × 109 pfu/ml of drinking water), and this fact correlated with phage
ability to induce a long-lasting secondary immune response. Lowering the phage dose ten-fold did not
induce a signiﬁcant increase of the adaptive immune response, nor did it allow for detection of active
phages in the circulation. Besides considering the complete phage particle as a whole, it is of interest
to evaluate the immune responses induced against individual phage proteins. It was demonstrated
that phage T4 Hoc protein and gp12 strongly stimulated the IgG and IgA antibody production in the
blood and gut respectively, while gp23*, gp24*, and Soc induced low responses [24].
5.5. In-Silico Modeling of the Immune Response Towards Phages
In-silico models predicting phage therapeutic interventions have been developed to better
understand the immune response against phages and its impact on the outcome of phage therapeutic
interventions [26,112,136–139]. These models are complicated by the fact that phages are protein-based
biological agents that interact with the body’s immune system, actively replicate, and even evolve
during manufacture or use [140]. As such, phage applications have a vastly different pharmacology
compared to conventional drugs [137–139,141,142]. In these mathematical models, the rate at which a
bacterial population declines due to phage infection, the rate at which the phage population increases,
and the levels at which they are maintained depends primarily on ﬁve parameters: the infectivity of the
phage, the latency period, the burst size, the rate at which the phages are degraded or removed from
the site of infection, and the bacterial growth rate. Besides these ﬁve parameters, two other variables
need to be taken into account: the density of susceptible bacteria and the density of the phage [136].
In summary, these models describe phage pharmacokinetics as being analogous to the population
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dynamics of the phage-bacterial interaction [143], not taking into account potential interaction between
bacteria and phages with the innate or adaptive immunity.
These mathematical models can be further extended to include the mammalian host response
towards the phage [26]. Based on experimental data, a general scheme can be developed for the
tripartite interactions between phage, bacteria, and mammalian immunity. This scheme summarizes
the main reciprocal dependencies, speciﬁcally the limiting or inducing effects (Figure 4). There are
three initial key assumptions on which this scheme is based. First, the innate immunity is activated
by the bacteria and acts against the bacteria, but at the same time it also acts against the phage.
The second assumption is that phages are not able to boost an innate immune response [25,115].
The third assumption is that the adaptive immunity speciﬁc to phages and the adaptive immunity
speciﬁc to bacteria have no interfering cross-talk. This led to the development of a model with a set of
immunity-representing variables; innate immunity (I), adaptive immunity speciﬁc to phages (A), and
adaptive immunity speciﬁc to bacteria (B). A similar in-silico model described the outcome of a phage
therapeutic intervention, taking into account the occurrence of phage resistant bacteria and a phage
decay rate, which represents both the innate and adaptive immunity towards the phage [110,112].
This model indicated that neutrophils are necessary to completely clear a bacterial infection when
phage resistance occurs, although it could be argued that phage resistance could partially be prevented
when using a phage cocktail [109,110].

Figure 4. Schematic representation of the immune response against phages and bacteria. P–Phage,
S–bacteria, I–innate immunity, A–adaptive immune response to phage, B–adaptive immune response
to bacteria. Green arrows represent a stimulatory effect, red arrows represent an inhibitory effect.
Variables and parameters used in these models are described in Tables S1 and S2. Adapted from
Hodyra-Stefaniak et al. [26].

When no interaction occurs between the innate immune response (I) and the phage (P), the original
Hodyra-Stefaniak model predicts a successful intervention of phages in the removal of a bacterial
infection (Figure 5A) [26,112]. The inclusion of the variable for the innate immunity (I) demonstrates
that the expected outcome of phage therapy could be abrogated by the innate immunity boosted by
the bacteria (S) (Figure 5B; Hodyra-Stefaniak et al. [26]). Moreover, within the model, the removal
of the phage (P) by the innate immune system (I) would lead to a secondary increase in bacterial (S)
count, indicating an inefﬁcacy of phage therapy. This is in contrast to the available phage therapy
related data [144–148]. Alternatively, this failure could be counteracted by adjusting the phage dose or
changing the timing, as long as the interaction with the innate immunity is considered (Figure 5D).
Nevertheless, this indicates a shortcoming of the current model described by Hodyra-Stefaniak,
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indicating further adapting of the model is needed to more closely reﬂect current knowledge of phage
therapeutic outcomes.

Figure 5. Effects of innate and adaptive immunity on the success or failure of phage antibacterial
treatment, numerical simulations. Innate immune response. (A) No relation between innate immunity
and phage viability. The survival of the phage is independent of the presence of an innate
immune response.
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(B) Phage susceptibility to the innate immune response. The innate immunity has a negative effect on the
phage survival and leads to its removal. Subsequently the bacteria are no longer infected by the phage,
and a rise in bacteria is observed. (C) Phage susceptibility to the innate immune response, considering
the anti-inflammatory property of the phage. The anti-inflammatory characteristic of the phage leads
to a decline in innate immune particles. This has as effect that the bacterial count diminishes, and the
phage survives, similar to A. (D) Phage susceptibility to innate immune response accommodated and
counteracted by an increased phage dose. The higher phage dose leads to the removal of the pathogen
and the survival of the phage. (E) Phage susceptibility to innate immune response accommodated and
counteracted by an increased phage dose, considering the anti-inflammatory property of the phage. The
effect is the same as in D, but the innate immune response is diminished. Innate and adaptive immune
response. (F) Phage susceptibility to the innate immune response and presence of pre-immunization
towards the phage. Presence of pre-existing anti-phage antibodies lead to a rapid drop in phage
concentration, hence the phage has no effect on the survival of the bacteria. Once an adaptive immune
response towards the bacteria is present, bacterial count decreases. (G) Phage susceptibility to the innate
immune response and no pre-immunization to the phage exists, considering the anti-inflammatory
property of the phage. The anti-inflammatory response of the phage has no direct influence on the phage
survival in the presence of an adaptive immune response towards the phage. Overall the response is
similar to F. (H) Phage susceptibility to the innate immune response and no pre-immunization to the
phage exists. The absence of a specific adaptive immune response towards the phage leads to a decrease
in the bacterial population. The combined effect of innate and adaptive immunity towards the phage
leads to a drop-in phage particle concentration. (I) Phage susceptibility to the innate immune response
and no pre-immunization to the phage exists, considering the anti-inflammatory property of the phage.
Once the phage reaches a critical concentration (Pc, the concentration of phages needed to induce an
anti-inflammatory response), the innate immune response decreases, and the phage concentration grows
until all bacteria are removed. Once an adaptive immune response is present against the phage, the
phage concentration diminishes until completely removed. Variables and parameters used in these
models are described in Tables S1 and S2.

6. Anti-Inﬂammatory Phage Properties Affect the Outcome of Phage Therapy
Most in-silico models miss one key feature—the interaction of the phage with the innate immune
response. In theory, this interaction can be anti-inﬂammatory, leading to a suppression of the immune
response, or pro-inﬂammatory, resulting in an increase of the immune response. Current literature
states that phages are not able to induce pro-inﬂammatory responses [25]. Based on the recently
described anti-inﬂammatory properties of phages [23,114], existing in-silico models can be further
extended to include the interaction of phages with the innate immune response, as seen in the
supplementary data Tables S1 and S2.
By including the anti-inﬂammatory property of phages in the model, the prediction of the phage
therapeutic outcome becomes successful again (Figure 5C). The phage (P) can, partly, subdue the
innate immune response (I) and hence clears the bacterial infection (S). When a bacterial infection is
combated with an initial high phage dose, the effects of the innate immune response are negligible
(Figure 5D,E). Yet, if the phage has anti-inﬂammatory properties, the bacterial clearance occurs much
faster according to the model. Nevertheless, when anti-phage antibodies (A) are present prior to the
phage therapeutic intervention, the intervention fails as the phages are rapidly removed (Figure 5F,G).
When no pre-immunization to the phage is present, and no anti-inﬂammatory phage properties are
considered, the removal of the bacterial infection is attributed mainly to the adaptive immune response
against the bacteria (B) (Figure 5H). Initially, the phages (P) lead to a reduction of the bacterial count
(S) but are themselves removed by a combination of the innate and adaptive immune response against
the phage. This leads to a second rise in the bacterial concentration (S). In a later stage, the bacterial
infection is removed by the adaptive immune response against the bacteria, hence the clearance of the
bacterial infection is not due to the presence of the phage but due to the adaptive immune response
against the bacteria (for the modeling purposes, the time of induction of speciﬁc antibodies was shorter
than in physiological conditions). According to this model, when the anti-inﬂammatory properties of
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the phage (P) are considered, the bacterial infection (S) is cleared much faster and this is attributed to
the presence of the phage (Figure 5I).
7. Relevance of Phage-Mammalian Host Immune Responses
The diverse ways in which phages interact with the human host are clear, and recently more work
is being focused on this. Phage adherence to mucosal surfaces provides a previously unrecognized
antimicrobial defense that actively protects the mucosal surface from bacterial infection [63,71].
This extension of the human immune system to include the action of symbiotic phages within the
mucosal surface provides the eukaryotic host with a number of potential beneﬁts. The phages offer a
selective antimicrobial defense that operates at a much ﬁner spectrum than some other broad-spectrum
host secretions, such as the antibacterial lectin RegIII-γ [59]. Additionally, the interaction of phages
with the mucosal layers can also lead to a higher rate of bacterial colonization in case of non-lytic
ﬁlamentous phages [73,149]. The ability of phages to bind to mucus layers would provide them with
a higher probability to contact and transcytose across epithelial cells [91]. This not only raises the
question of whether they can interact with intracellular immune pathways but also whether phages
could interact with mitochondria, which originated from a bacterial origin, once they are taken up by
the cell. Although the presence of phages in mammalian cells has been observed [91,94], replication of
these viruses in theses cell types has not yet been observed.
Phages can induce intra-cellular interactions with Toll-like receptors (TLR). TLR are responsible
for the recognition of microbial and viral structures [43]. Viral nucleic acids act as pathogen associated
molecular patterns (PAMPs) and are recognized by TLRs. It could thus be postulated that phage
DNA might be recognized by TLR9, which is responsible for the recognition of viral DNA [150],
after phagocytosis or transcytosis of the phage.
The observation that phages can directly interact with human immune cells and induce certain
cytokine productions [23,114] has important implications for their use. Our in-silico model shows
the positive effect of phage anti-inﬂammatory properties on the outcome of a bacterial infection, but
these phage immune responses could have a much broader effect. Based on the anti-inﬂammatory
responses observed by certain phages, it could even be postulated that phages could have an impact
on allergic disorders such as asthma, rhinitis, and atopic dermatitis. The anti-inﬂammatory properties
observed in certain phages could heighten their bacterial host’s ﬁtness in an immunological context,
creating potential microenvironments where the immune response is lowered [149], and the bacteria
have a higher infection or survival rate. It is important to note that although the phage might have
anti-inﬂammatory properties, this does not necessarily mean that the phage is able to effectively
suppress the innate immune response. These anti-inﬂammatory properties do not seem comparable to
typical immunosuppressive drugs or agents.
The most direct impact of phages might be during sepsis, where the lytic activity of the phage
can reduce the bacterial burden and the immunomodulating properties of the phage could lead to
a partial dampening of the inﬂammatory response induced by the bacteria or the bacterial lysis.
Phage or phage-derived proteins that speciﬁcally interact with certain bacterial components (PAMPs)
could even be used to moderate undesirable immune response (e.g., the use of phage T4 tail adhesin
gp12 to capture and bind LPS in case of septic shock) [121]. The use of phages or phage-derived
proteins as anti-inﬂammatory agents can lead to a possible new type of anti-inﬂammatory drugs with
a new mode of action in comparison to the classic non-steroid anti-inﬂammatory drugs (NSAIDs).
Possibly, these phages or phage-derived proteins might possess less side effects compared to NSAIDs.
Phages can be engineered as nanocarriers for targeted drug delivery, or for the display of selected
antigens and the subsequent stimulation of an immune response [24,151,152].
8. Conclusions and Areas of Future Investigation
The data reviewed here indicate that phages can interact with the mammalian immune system in
a variety of ways that are both direct and indirect. However, the magnitude and nature of the inﬂuence
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that these viruses have on mammalian immunity are only beginning to come into focus. At present,
the available data suggest that these interactions tend to be anti-inﬂammatory. If the observations by
Van Belleghem et al. [23] and Zhang et al. [114] concerning the anti-inﬂammatory properties of phages
can be further validated, it is conceivable that phages could inﬂuence both our interactions with our
commensal ﬂora as well as the outcome of phage therapeutic interventions.
However, the data on these interactions remains patchy, incomplete, and limited to small numbers
of phages, cell types, and disease models. Further, deﬁnitive data indicating that phages impact human
health or immunity, as opposed to cells or animal models, remains absent. Moreover, many of the
speciﬁc mechanisms underlying the mammalian host immune response to phages remain unknown.
Important areas of uncertainty include the following questions: How are phages taken up by cells?
Is this an active or passive process? Is this uptake required to inﬂuence mammalian immunity or
are cell surface interactions sufﬁcient? Are these interactions speciﬁc to certain phages or phage
families? Which parts of phages elicits the immune response? Do lytic and lysogenic phages inﬂuence
host immunity in similar ways? Are these interactions primarily relevant to settings of immune
interactions with commensal ﬂora, microbial pathogens, or both? Knowing the answers to these
and other questions could open many new ﬁelds of study and may facilitate the development of
novel, phage-based therapies. We have much to learn but it is clear that phage and mammalian host
interactions is an exciting and promising ﬁeld of exploration.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/1999-4915/11/1/10/s1,
Table S1: Generalized model describing the phage-bacteria-immune response interaction, Table S2: State variable
and parameters of the models described in Table 1.
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Abstract: Bacteriophage (phage) therapy, i.e., the use of viruses that infect bacteria as antimicrobial
agents, is a promising alternative to conventional antibiotics. Indeed, resistance to antibiotics
has become a major public health problem after decades of extensive usage. However, one of
the main questions regarding phage therapy is the possible rapid emergence of phage-resistant
bacterial variants, which could impede favourable treatment outcomes. Experimental data has shown
that phage-resistant variants occurred in up to 80% of studies targeting the intestinal milieu and
50% of studies using sepsis models. Phage-resistant variants have also been observed in human
studies, as described in three out of four clinical trials that recorded the emergence of phage
resistance. On the other hand, recent animal studies suggest that bacterial mutations that confer
phage-resistance may result in ﬁtness costs in the resistant bacterium, which, in turn, could beneﬁt
the host. Thus, phage resistance should not be underestimated and efforts should be made to develop
methodologies for monitoring and preventing it. Moreover, understanding and taking advantage of
the resistance-induced ﬁtness costs in bacterial pathogens is a potentially promising avenue.
Keywords: bacteriophage; phage; phage therapy; phage-resistance

1. Introduction
Antimicrobial resistance is a major public health problem that could possibly cause an estimated
10 million mortalities per year by 2050 [1]. For this reason, novel therapeutic strategies, beside
traditional antibiotics, must be rapidly developed. One of these strategies is the use of bacteriophages
(phages). Phages are nature’s most abundant bacterial predators. They can be used alone or in
combination with antibiotics against difﬁcult-to-treat infections. Phage therapy has been used since
the 1920s in the Soviet Union, and is still currently used in ex-Soviet countries like Poland, Russia,
and Georgia [2]. Phage therapy is currently being revisited as a potential alternative to antibiotics in
Western countries. However, challenging issues still exist, such as selecting the most adequate phage(s)
against a given infection, the risk of phage resistance development, the immune response to phages by
the host, as well as novel regulatory requirements [3,4].
Bacteria can resist phage attack through different mechanisms, including spontaneous mutations,
restriction modiﬁcation systems, and adaptive immunity via the CRISPR-Cas system [5]. Spontaneous
mutations are the main mechanisms driving both phage resistance and phage–bacterial coevolution [6].
Spontaneous mutations may confer phage resistance by modifying the structure of bacterial surface
components that act as phage receptors and that also determine phage speciﬁcity. These include
lipopolysaccharides (LPS), outer membrane proteins, cell wall teichoic acids, capsules, and other
bacterial appendices, such as ﬂagella, many of which may all be part of virulence factors (e.g., LPS) [7].
However, phage resistance may also induce trade-off costs. Phage-resistant bacteria may become
less virulent in case of mutations in surface virulence factors, such as LPS [8]. Likewise, the maintenance
of anti-viral defence systems, such as for DNA restriction-modiﬁcation enzymes and CRISPR-Cas
adaptive immunity, also has its own cost [9,10].
Viruses 2018, 10, 351; doi:10.3390/v10070351
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This review discusses the implications of the development of phage resistance in the perspective
of implementing phage therapy. Phage resistance is ﬁrst considered in the context of population and
phage–bacterial evolutionary dynamics. It is then considered in the frame of experimental therapy
(summarized in Table 1), in order to determine its role in treatment failure or salvage therapy strategies.
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Intestinal colonization

CP8 and CP34

phiCcoIBB35,
phiCcoIBB37, and
phiCcoIBB12

B44/1, B44/2,
B44/3, P433/1,
and P433/2

B41/1

Chicken
intestinal
colonization

Chicken
intestinal
colonization

Calf, piglet,
lamb
Ta diarrhoea

Calf diarrhoea

Campylobacter
jejuni

Campylobacter
jejuni

Escherichia coli

Escherichia coli

Yes, at a freq. of 4%

Bacterial decrease between 0.5 and 5 log10
CFU/g of caecal contents compared to
untreated controls over a 5-day period
post-administration.

234
No bacterial level change in the faeces after
treatment.

cocktail made of
phages CLB_P1,
CLB_P2, and
CLB_P3

ϕ VPE25

cocktail of phages,
EP2, MUT3, M4,
and YP

ϕ10, ϕ25, and
ϕ151

ICP1, ICP2, and
ICP3

Mouse intestinal
colonization

Gnotobiotic
mouse intestinal
colonization

Chicken
intestinal
colonization

Chicken
intestinal
colonization

Infant mouse
and rabbit
cholera model

Escherichia coli

Enterococcus
faecalis

Salmonella
enterica

Salmonella
enterica

Vibrio cholerae

O-Antigen

Yes

Oral administration of phages up to 24 h
before V. cholerae challenge reduced
colonization of the intestinal tract and
prevented cholera-like diarrhoea.

Variants can colonize intestine.

ND

Colonization levels of resistant
variants in the ceca did not differ
from the controls. Reversion
observed after infection.
Phage-resistance occurred at a
frequency commensurate with the
titre of phage being administered.

Phages reduced caecal colonization.

Integral
membrane
protein PIPEF

ND

ND

ND

Resistant variants can
colonize intestine.

-

ND

ND

ND

Phage resistant variant replaced
WT during treatment.

No

Phage resistant bacterial strains
dominated gut after 92 days.

-

Capsular
polysaccharides

Capsular
polysaccharides

ND

ND

Receptor

Yes

Signiﬁcant difference between phage-treated
and untreated groups.

Threefold drop in E. faecalis total intestinal
load after 24 h of VPE25 treatment.

ND

T4 phage, oral

Mouse intestinal
colonization

No

Oral phage treatment did not decrease
intestinal E. coli in sheep. Decreased the
number of E. coli CFU in cattle. Phage therapy
cleared the bacteria in a mouse model of
intestinal E. coli O157 carriage.

Escherichia coli

Yes

Rapid reduction of bacterial titres to numbers
that are harmless.

Sheep, mouse,
steer intestinal
colonization

Decreased virulence

Most calves that did not respond to
phage treatment had a high
number of phage-resistant variants.
No phage-resistant mutants were
isolated from lambs.

Protected calves against a potentially lethal
infection, cured diarrhoea in piglets, improved
the course of disease in lambs.

Reduced virulence

Not less infective. No phenotypic
reversion when reintroduced
in chicken.

Less infective at low dose. Rapid
phenotypic reversion when
reintroduced in chicken.

Impact of Resistance on
Virulence

Yes, at a freq. of 13%

Phage cocktail decreases the titre of C. jejuni in
faeces by approximately 2 log10 CFU/g when
administered orally.

Resistant Found in after
Treatment?

Treatment Outcome

Escherichia coli

KH1 and SH1

Phage Type

Model

Bacterium

Table 1. Principal in vivo studies investigating the relation between phage therapy and phage resistance.
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Meningitis

Endocarditis

Sepsis

pneumonia

Bacteriophage K

PPpW-3 and
PPpW-4. Oral

GH-K1, GH-K2,
and GH-K3

Experimental
cow mastitis

Fish
haemorrhagic
ascites

Mice acute
bacteraemia

Mouse sepsis

Staphylococcus
aureus

Pseudomonas
plecoglossicida

Klebsiella
pneumoniae

Salmonella
enterica
Parathyphi B

Mouse acute
pneumonia

Phage ϕNK5

Mouse liver
abscess and
bacteraemia

Klebsiella
pneumoniae

Pseudomonas
aeruginosa

phage EC200PP

Rat neonatal
sepsis

Escherichia coli

PAK_P1

phage ϕ1

cocktail made of
phages 12
bacteriophages

Rat infective
endocarditis

phage R

Mouse
meningitis

Escherichia coli

Pseudomonas
aeruginosa

Phage Type

Model

Bacterium

ND

Yes, in immunocompromised mice

Treatment failed to prevent fatality due to
subsequent bacterial outgrowth after 24 h in
immunocompromised mice. 100% of bacteria
recovered from phage-treated at 24 h were
resistant.

ND

Phage cocktail signiﬁcantly enhanced the
protection of bacteremic mice against lethal
infection.
Phage given concurrently with a lethal dose of
bacteria rescued 100% of the animals.

No

Protective effects of phage treatment with
lower and delayed mortality 1 or 24 h after
bacterial challenge.

Yes

No

Intraperitoneal and intragastric administration
of phage 30 min after infection protected mice
from death in a dose-dependent manner.
Decreased bacterial burden and liver damage.
Decreased bacterial load after treatment.

Avirulence

Phage resistant variant were found
when phage treatment was delayed
for 24 h.

Phage administered 7 h postinfection rescued
100% of the animals and 50% after 24 h.

ND

Avirulence

Reduced virulence

Reduced virulence

ND

Reduced virulence

Reduced virulence

Supposably reduced virulence as
described in [14].

No

Yes

One dose of phage was at least equivalent to
multiple doses of antibiotics, whether
administered intramuscularly or intrathecally.

Impact of Resistance on
Virulence

3 log reduction or valve sterilisation when
combined with antibiotics.

Resistant Found in after
Treatment?

Treatment Outcome

Table 1. Cont.

ND

O-Antigen

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

LPS and pilus

Capsular
polysaccharides

Receptor

[31]

[30]

[29]

[28]

[27]

[26]

[25]

[24]

[23]

Ref.
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Phage resistant variants for vaccine production and studying
virulence factors

ND

phage JA1

MSa phage

L-413C, P2 vir1, ϕ
JA1a, ϕ A1122, T7,
T7Ype ,
Pokrovskaya, Y,
PST, Rh

Infant mouse
cholera model

Mouse
vaccination

Mouse
vaccination

Zebraﬁsh

Vibrio cholerae

Staphylococcus
aureus

Yersinia pestis

Flavobacterium
columnare
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Phages ϕJ and ϕK

Cecropia moth

Serratia
marcescens

Serratia
marcescens

Phages ϕJ

ϕ42, ϕ51,and ϕ64

Cecropia moth

Cecropia moth,
Drosophila

Bacillus
thuringiensis

FCL-1 and FCL-2

ND

K139

Infant mouse
cholera model

Vibrio cholerae

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ICP1

Infant mouse
cholera model

Vibrio cholerae

Treatment Outcome

Phage Type

Model

Bacterium

Table 1. Cont.

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

Resistant Found in after
Treatment?

Decreased virulence

Decreased virulence

Decreased virulence

Avirulence

Atenuated or avirulent.

Avirulence

Impaired colonization

Signiﬁcantly reduced in its ability
to colonize the mouse
small intestine.

Attenuated in vivo.

Impact of Resistance on
Virulence

[33]

[32]

Ref.

ND

ND

ND

ND

LPS

Teichoic acids

[40]

[39]

[38]

[37]

[36]

[35]

Capsule/O-antigen[34]

Core
oligosaccharide

O-Antigen

Receptor
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2. The Evolution Dynamics of Resistance
Phage–bacteria coevolution can be deﬁned as a process of reciprocal adaptation and counteradaptation between the phage and its bacterial host. It is an important driving force for the ecology
and evolution of microbial communities [6]. Phage–bacteria interactions are mediated ﬁrst by phages
using their tail ﬁbres to adsorb onto the bacterial surface, through a lock-key mechanism. Since the
complete phage replication life cycle, namely the lytic cycle, relies on the killing and lysis of the host
bacteria, a strong reciprocal selection pressure evolves toward increased infectivity on the side of the
phage, and phage-resistance on the side of the bacterium [41]. Bacteria can evolve phage-resistance
by de novo chromosomal mutations, as well as through an arsenal of antiviral mechanisms targeting
virtually all steps of the phage life cycle (reviewed in [5]). For example, bacteria can prevent phage
adsorption by modifying the structure of their surface phage receptors, or by hindering the access of
the phage to the receptor through the production of an excess of the extracellular matrix, or even by
producing competitive inhibitors [42–44].
The development of phage-resistant bacteria was already described almost a century ago in
a seminal paper by Luria and Delbrück, who observed that the initial phage-induced lysis of a
bacterial population was followed by bacterial regrowth, due to the selection of a phage-resistant
sub-populations [45]. Phage-resistant bacterial variants that were already present in the initial bacterial
culture (at a rate of ca. 10−8 ) were selected and led to the replacement of the entire culture with the
resistant variant. This extreme situation leads to an evolutionary dead-end, for instance if the phage
receptor is lost, and phage do not have the opportunity to develop a counter-resistance. A large number
of studies concluded similarly on the absence of phage–bacterial coevolution following the emergence
of phage-resistant bacteria (reviewed in [46]). This was the case in chemostat experiments using
Escherichia coli infected with series of T or lambda phages. Phages could not interact anymore with
the resistant E. coli variants [47]. However, phage-susceptible parent bacteria could still be recovered
from sanctuary niches such as bioﬁlms present on the chemostat’s walls. These survivors allowed
maintaining low levels of phage persistence.
Other studies observed more persistent cycles of coevolution between phages and the host bacteria.
This was the case for E. coli O157:H7 and phage PP01 in a continuous chemostat culture [48]. In this
experiment, phages could coexist with phage-resistant variants and evolve different host ranges for
the phage-escape bacterial mutants. Phage-resistance was associated with a dual bacterial population
carrying either LPS alterations or OmpC surface protein silencing. Moreover, a third type of mucoid
colony mutant emerged and could coexist with phages until the end of the experiment. Eventually,
phage mutants with different host ranges also appeared.
One possible explanation was that none of the three phage-resistant bacterial mutants were
completely immune to phage infection and, thus, entered a phage coevolution cycle permitting parallel
phage and bacterial expansion and selection for phage variants with broader host range.
In other experiments, using lambda phages, an arms race was observed when using minimal
media and maltose as the only carbon source [49]. Since the lambda phage uses the maltose
outer membrane porin, LamB, as a bacterial receptor, decreasing LamB synthesis decreased phage
susceptibility. However, this also decreased bacterial ﬁtness in the presence of a lactose-only carbon
source. In parallel, phages selected variants with increased LamB afﬁnity or new variants able to infect
via alternative receptors. Phages shifted from using the LamB to OmpF receptor through amino acid
substitutions in their tail ﬁbre J protein [50]. This mutual counter-selection process between the phage
and the bacterium that enabled each of them to survive, without eliminating the other.
Further conﬁrmation of the arms race came from observations with Pseudomonas ﬂuroescens and the
Podovirus φ2 [51,52]. In this case, reciprocal evolution of infectivity and resistance was followed during
>100 bacterial generations, with phages becoming more broadly infectious and bacteria more broadly
resistant over time [41,52]. However, the arms race became progressively weaker, with increasing
ﬁtness cost due to generalist adaptive mutations on both sides [53].
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A common paradigm in evolutionary biology is that evolution tends to maximize the adaptation
ability (in this case phage-resistance) by allocating resources preferentially when they are limited.
If resources are dedicated to phage-resistance, a ﬁtness cost may be associated with a mutation
conferring phage resistance that arises during coevolution, as demonstrated for the altered integrity
of LPS and OmpC resulting in heterogeneous populations in the example of E. coli O157:H7 and
phage PP01 [48], and altered maltose uptake with porin LamB mutation in the example of lambda
phage and maltose restriction [49]. Numerous other examples exist regarding various phage–bacteria
coevolution systems (see [54–57]). Environmental conditions can also greatly impact the coevolution
of virulence and resistance by imposing limits to the arm race, as exempliﬁed by the LamB example
where maltose becomes a limiting factor [49]. This may result in different coevolution routes in natural
settings from what is observed in the test tube. Such exogenous factors can include UV light-induced
mutagenesis, which may induce phage-resistance mutations, but also cause additional mutations
affecting in parallel [57]. Other examples include the inﬂuence of still or shaking culture conditions on
population structures, which may inﬂuence particle collisions between phages and bacterial preys,
or niche resource availability [58–60].
A recent work with P. ﬂuorescens SBW25 showed that phage–bacterial interaction increased
the bacterial mutation rates as well as its chance to adapt and survive both predation and altered
environmental conditions. This indicates that phage-driven evolution may be ultimately beneﬁcial for
the bacteria [61].
Interestingly, while this phage-stimulated mutation rate of P. ﬂuorescens SBW25 was observed in
laboratory conditions [61], it was not observed for P. ﬂuorescens communities living in the soil [62],
most probably because selection for phage-resistance is higher in the soil than in vitro [63]. It is then
assumed that, unlike in vitro coevolution that is characterized by the so-called arms race of increased
resistance versus infectivity over time, coevolution in natural environments is largely driven by
ﬂuctuating selection, where cycles of phage-susceptible and phage-resistant bacterial populations
intertwine with parent phages and evolved phages (mutant phages) that regain infectivity against the
resistant bacteria [41].
3. Emergences of Phage Resistance in Animal Models
3.1. E. coli Diarrhoea in Cattle
Controlled studies on phage therapy and the emergence of phage resistance started in Western
countries with a series of farm animal trials against experimental diarrhoea with enteropathogenic
E. coli strains. In a ﬁrst trial, oral phage therapy prevented E. coli-induced diarrhoea in colostrum-fed
calves even when given 8 h after bacterial inoculation [14]. No phage-resistant variants were
isolated from the calves. In another trial, phage therapy was administered at the onset of diarrhoeal
symptoms, but resolved the intestinal symptoms in only half of the animals (14 out of 21 calves
died). Phage-resistant variants were recovered from the small intestine of all calves failing clinical
improvement. In parallel, the faecal bacterial content of 11 calves that responded to phage therapy was
examined over a period of 14 days. E. coli titres progressively decreased over time and phage numbers
increased during the ﬁrst 48 h, therefore indicating phage replication. Phage-resistant bacteria emerged
after 19 h, peaked at 2 days and decreased to undetectable levels after 10 days. Of note, these resistant
mutants did not proliferate in the small intestine and did not cause diarrhoea when reinoculated
to healthy colostrum-fed calves. The reduced virulence was associated with loss of the K antigen,
which is known to be a virulence factor for enteropathogenic strains [64].
Prevention of diarrhoea by oral phages was also observed in piglets and lambs infected with
E. coli [14]. Resistant variants were also isolated in the piglet faeces, but at relatively low rates.
In contrast, no phage-resistant variants were observed in lambs. Similar results regarding the potential
of phage therapy to prevent or treat E. coli diarrhoea were described in a second study done by Smith
and Huggin [15]. This time, K-positive phage-resistant E. coli variants were isolated in addition to the
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already-observed K-negative variants. However, unlike the K-negative resistant variants, K-positive
resistant variants were as virulent as the parent strain. These resistant variants were isolated only
in vivo from the calves and not in vitro from a broth culture.
In another study in Holstein steers, phage therapy could reduce the average number of E. coli
O157:H7 CFU in the faeces compared to controls, although it did not eliminate the bacteria from the
majority of animals [16]. No phage-resistant E. coli O157:H7 mutants were observed.
Thus, phage-resistant variants are readily selected during phage therapy in vivo, but their
pathological signiﬁcance is unclear.
3.2. E. coli and Enterococcus faecalis Intestinal Colonization in Mice
Three studies using mouse models of E. coli intestinal colonization have also investigated the effect
of phage therapy on the emergence of phage-resistance. In the ﬁrst study, E. coli O157:H7 intestinal
carriage could be eliminated within 48 h using three repeated phage oral doses. No resistant colonies
were recovered and untreated control mice remained culture-positive for 10 days [16].
In the second study, an oral cocktail composed of three different phages was administered to
mice colonized with enteroaggregative E. coli O104:H4 [18]. The bacterial titres did not decrease as
compared to controls as expected and remained stable for 21 days, although phages were observed to
replicate continuously during the time of the experiment. In addition, bacteria recovered on day 21
were still susceptible to each of the bacteriophages present in the cocktail when tested separately.
The third murine gut colonization study was a long-term 240 day protocol using oral T4 phages.
Phage-resistant E. coli emerged only on day 92 and resistant variants constituted 100% of bacterial
colonies isolated from phage-treated mice [17]. In comparison, only 20% of untreated mice carried
phage-resistant variants. Moreover, when phage therapy was stopped at day 92, the presence of
phage-resistant E. coli persisted over the 240 experimental days. The mechanism of phage-resistance
was not described.
In an additional work, Duerkop et al. inoculated germ-free mice with E. faecalis V583 before
starting phage therapy, which was ﬁrst administered by oral gavage 6 h after colonization followed
by administration in drinking water [19]. Phage therapy slightly decreased faecal bacterial loads by
three-fold after 24 h. However, the level of colonization was not different from control animals after
48 h, even if phages were added to the drinking water. While 100% of the E. faecalis isolates remained
phage-susceptible after 6 h of treatment, only 15% were still susceptible at 24 h and 100% were resistant
at two days. Sequencing of 20 resistant bacterial variants revealed that they all had various mutations
in the integral membrane protein PIPef, which was observed to promote phage infection.
Finally, using a model of gnotobiotic mouse intestinal colonization, Reyes et al. analysed the
impact of viral predation on a consortium of 14 human bacterial symbionts [65]. When the community
was subjected to virus-like particles puriﬁed from the faecal microbiota of human healthy donors,
changes in the relative bacterial abundance was observed, but not with heat-killed viral-particle
preparations. Especially, Bacillus caccae bacterial communities were observed to ﬁrst decrease after
phage attack, although they recovered later on. Evidence that phage resistance occurred due to genetic
changes, like acquisition of CRISPR elements, could not be observed. The authors hypothesized that
resistance was more the result of the expansion of an unexposed fraction of the population that could
be protected in intestine microhabitat.
3.3. Control of Poultry Pathogens
A large part of the phage therapy application to control pathogenic bacteria in animals has
been done in poultry, in order to prevent Salmonella spp. and Campylobacter spp. gut colonization
and infection. Salmonella enterica is one of the major causes of foodborne infection in humans due
to its symptomless carriage by chickens [66]. Up to now, the use of phage therapy to control S.
enterica in poultry could reduce, but not eliminate, the bacteria. Sklar and Joerger reported that
phage therapy did not signiﬁcantly decrease S. enterica intestinal carriage in three animal trials [20].
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Although phage resistance was observed after treatment, the authors speculate that other factors, like
the salmonella intracellular lifestyle, could have contributed to the therapeutic failure. Atterbury et al.
observed that low phage concentrations were not efﬁcient in signiﬁcantly decreasing bacterial loads [21].
They proposed that the low salmonella concentration in the chicken gut, associated with the complexity
of the intestinal milieu—including physicochemical conditions, such as viscosity—was not suitable
for phage ampliﬁcation. Increasing the phage titre of phage preparations increase efﬁcacy, but did
not result in bacterial eradication. Interestingly, phage-resistance rates were higher following higher
phage titres, indicating phage–bacteria interactions took place. Moreover, phage-resistant bacteria
were not hampered in their ability to colonize the gut, and they often reverted to the susceptible
parent phenotype. These observations were further conﬁrmed by Carvalho et al., including the fact
that phage-resistant mutants were able to colonize the gut, possibly by quick reversion to the parent
phenotype [13].
Carrillo et al. reported somewhat analogous results with Campylobacter jejuni [11]. Phage treatment
resulted in a decrease in the bacterial load ranging from 0.5 to 5 log CFU/g depending on the
amount of phage and time of administration. As for S. enterica, certain phage-resistant isolates were
observed to have decreased colonization abilities, but quickly recovered by reverting to the phage
sensitive phenotype. Interestingly, phage-resistance in C. jejuni entailed a large (90 kb) genomic
inversion at Mu-like prophage DNA sequences. The resulting cells demonstrated resistance to virulent
phages, inefﬁcient gut colonization and production of infectious bacteriophage CampMu particles [12].
Recovering gut colonization capability was associated with re-inversion of the DNA fragment.
The observation revealed unprecedented phase-variation resistance mechanisms that could also occur
in other bacteria. Later observations by Sørensen et al. suggested that phage-resistance phase variation
was associated with excess capsular polysaccharide production in the case of chicken co-infection with
C. jejuni and phage F336 [67]. However, resistant variants had kept their gut colonization capability.
Taken together, these different studies raise the question of the selection of phage-resistance
in the gut environment and its implication for phage therapy. Indeed, the complexity of the gut
environment, kinetics of resistance development with phage concentration dependency [21], resistance
phenotype reversion [11,13] and selection for phase variable receptor structure leading to continuing
co-evolution [12] must be taken into account when developing future phage strategies. One optimistic
view is that, in contrast to antibiotic resistance, phage-resistance will be naturally kept under control via
coevolution. In a longitudinal study on bacteria and phage interactions in a broiler house, Connerton
et al. observed that although phage-resistant bacteria did emerge, they never outgrew and dominated
the susceptible ones [68].
3.4. Vibrio Cholerae
Phages play a critical role in the evolution of pathogenic bacteria and especially that of V. cholerae,
the causative agent of cholera epidemic diarrhoea. This is, for example, the case for the transmission
of the cholera toxin into a nontoxigenic strain via integration of the lysogenic ﬁlamentous phage
CTX_3 [69].
Phage-resistance appears to plays a central role in the evolution and regulation of this species in
its natural environment. In a landmark three-year study in Bangladesh, Faruque et al. showed that the
presence of phages infecting a given serogroup of V. cholerae was inversely correlated with the presence
of viable V. cholerae of the same serogroup in the aquatic environment [70]. In addition, if a strain of a
speciﬁc serogroup was observed in water samples with a phage infecting strains of the same serogroup,
the strain was resistant to the coincidentally isolated phage in 73% of the case. During that period,
the number of cholera patients correlated seasonally with the presence of V. cholerae in water samples
devoid of cholera phages, and inter-epidemic periods correlated with water samples containing only
cholera phages. These observations strongly conﬁrmed the concept of ﬂuctuating waves of different
environmental V. cholerae serogroups existing in the aquatic environment, with successive rounds
of phage ampliﬁcation and selection of new resistant serogroups. The timing of phage peaks in the
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environment was also correlated with phage peaks in the stools of the patients, with increasing
amount of phage particles in patients as the epidemic progressed [71]. In addition, phages excreted in
cholera stools were the same as those found in the environment during the late stage of the epidemic
and were expected to mediate V. cholerae elimination and antagonize its transmissibility. Indeed,
V. cholerae populations recovered from phage-positive patient stools were signiﬁcantly less infective
than phage-negative stools in an animal model [72].
Interestingly, when phage-positive stools were cultured in rich nutrient medium, but not
environmental water, a rapid emergence of phage-resistant variants that had lost the O1 antigen
was observed. Since the O1 antigen is important for protection from the environmental stress and
to escape host immune defences, it was suggested that the dominance of phage-resistant variants
should not be able to sustain an ongoing epidemic. Indeed, phage-resistant V. cholerae variants having
altered O1 antigens were signiﬁcantly less able to colonize the small intestine of mice [33]. O1 antigen
alteration was also observed to be phase variable due to single nucleotide deletions in two genes
critical for O1 antigenic variation [32]. Indeed, modulation of O1 antigen in V. cholerae is important to
escape O1 antigen speciﬁc phages in nature. Although O1 phage variants were attenuated in a mouse
model of intestinal colonization, positive selection of revertants was shown in the intestinal tract. As a
consequence, the intestinal environment favours O1 revertant that are infectious, but simultaneously
susceptible to phages [32,72].
The phage content of patients’ stools was analysed during a 10-year survey in Dhaka,
Bangladesh [73]. One phage, ICP1, was present in all stools from cholera patient and used the O1
antigen of lipopolysaccharide as receptor. This suggests that ICP1 is extremely well adapted to its host
with a high selective pressure to maintain its genomic structure. Two other phages (ICP2 and ICP3)
were only transiently observed. ICP2 and ICP3 are not O1-speciﬁc, which explains why they were less
frequent, since V. cholerae O1 is the predominant serotype.
The surface receptor of phage ICP2 is the OmpU outer membrane protein. V. cholerae resistant
variants with decreased OmpU expression were described, and had attenuated virulence in an infant
mouse colonization model in vivo [74].
Since a cocktail composed of phage targeting different bacterial receptor would reduce the
chance of phage bacterial multi-resistance, Yen et al. reasoned that a cocktail composed of the three
different ICP phages could be used to prevent cholera infection [22]. The tree-ICP cocktail could kill
V. cholerae in vitro and prevent intestine colonization or cholera-like diarrhoea of infant mice and rabbit
models. All isolates from mice having received the phage cocktail 6 or 12 h after bacterial challenge
were sensitive to all three phages. Resistance was, however, observed for mice having received the
cocktail 24 h before bacterial infection, raising the question of phage partial washout prior to bacterial
inoculation, and thus incomplete efﬁcacy. These resistant variants had a mutation in the O antigen gene
for phage ICP 1 and ICP 3 resistant variants, and OmpU for phage ICP 2 resistant variants. None of
the isolates were resistant to all three phages.
3.5. Experimental Meningitis and Endocarditis
The intrinsic bactericidal properties of anti-infective compounds such as phages can be reliably
studied in models where host defences are poorly involved. Such models of therapeutic sanctuaries
include experimental meningitis and experimental endocarditis (EE). Experimental meningitis
implicates a special anatomical setting where drug distribution depends on the blood–brain barrier.
In contrast, EE mirrors the general situation encountered in many deep-seated infections where
pathogens on the cardiac valves surround themselves with amorphous aggregates of platelet-ﬁbrin
clots, which cellular host defences cannot penetrate (for review see [14]). Thus, the capability of
antimicrobials to cross the blood-brain barrier for meningitis or to penetrate into cardiac valve lesions
(also called vegetations) are critical issues in these models.
Early studies by Smith and Huggins used a mouse model of meningitis. Mice were infected
with E. coli 018:K1:H7ColV+ and treated 16 h later with one intramuscular dose of anti K phage or 12
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doses of tetracycline, ampicillin, chloramphenicol, or a mixture of trimethoprim and sulfamethoxazole.
The mortality was signiﬁcantly lower in phage-treated mice than in the different antibiotics groups.
Isolates recovered from mouse brains were tested for phage and antibiotic resistance. No antibiotic
resistance was detected. In contrast, 6 out of 360 independent colonies (observed in 5/36 of the mice)
recovered from phage-treated mice were phage resistant. All six phage-resistant isolates were K1
antigen negative, predicting decreased infectivity.
Oechslin et al. examined the efﬁcacy of an antipseudomonal cocktail of 12 phages, used alone
or in combination with antibiotics, in a dual in vitro and in vivo model of P. aeruginosa experimental
endocarditis [24]. First, ex vivo ﬁbrin-platelet clots were inoculated with 108 log CFU of P. aeruginosa.
Phage treatment rapidly decreased bacterial counts by 6 log CFU in 6 h. However, bacterial regrowth
was observed after 24 h due to the selection of resistant variants. The rate of phage-resistance
mutation in the original inoculum was of ca. 10−7 , and resistant mutants expectedly took over
after initial phage-induced killing, as described by Luria and Delbrück [45]. Bacterial regrowth after
6 h was prevented by the addition of sub-inhibitory concentrations of antibiotics, namely ciproﬂoxacin
or meropenem.
In rats with experimental aortic endocarditis, phage therapy decreased vegetation bacterial counts
by 2.3 to 3 log CFU, depending on the mode of administration. Phage therapy alone was comparable
to ciproﬂoxacin. However, combining both treatments resulted in a highly synergistic effect with 7/11
(64%) of rats having culture-negative vegetations after only 6 h, an unprecedented efﬁcacy in this very
experimental setting.
Most importantly, phage-resistant pseudomonas variants were not observed in in vivo endocarditis
therapy, either before or after treatment, therefore suggesting that phage-resistance could result
in altered virulence or altered ﬁtness of bacteria in animals. The hypothesis was investigated by
characterizing two phage-resistant variants recovered from the ex vivo ﬁbrin clot experiments, which
displayed either transient resistance to all phages present in the cocktail or total resistance against 10
of the 12 phages. Total genomic sequencing and comparison disclosed that one of the variants had a
15 bp deletion in the pilt ATPase gene involved in pilus retraction, thus resulting in altered twitching
motility. The other phage-resistant variant had lost the O-antigen and LPS core due to a large 350 kb
deletion encompassing the galU gene, which is involved in LPS synthesis. Both resistant variants were
less able to infect sterile vegetations than the parent strain. Since both pilus and LPS are virulence
factors, it was concluded that mutations conferring phage-resistance come at a high physiological cost
in ﬁtness and virulence.
3.6. Sepsis and Acute Infections
Pouillot et al. evaluated phage therapy in a murine model of fatal neonatal sepsis [25]. Rat pups
received intraperitoneal injections with a virulent strain of E. coli O25b:H4-ST131 and were treated
7 h or 24 h post infection with subcutaneous injections of monophage EC200PP . Phage therapy
administered 7 h post infection rescued all the rats, whereas delaying therapy until 24 h rescued
only 50% of the animals. Phage-resistant colonies with rough morphologies were recovered from
the treatment failures. However, these variants were more susceptible to serum-induced killing and
their virulence was dramatically attenuated in a sepsis model. Smith and Huggins made similar
observations when injecting mice in one gastrocnemius muscle with E. coli 018:K1:H7 and injecting
phages in the contralateral muscle [23]. Phages were efﬁcient in decreasing bacterial muscle densities,
and only very few phage-resistant variants were recovered at the inoculation site. These isolates were
K1 antigen negative, which was previously shown to decrease virulence in mice [75].
Hung et al. used an experimental mouse model of Klebsiella pneumoniae liver abscess. Both intraperitoneal
and intragastric administration of a single phage NK5 protected mice from death in a dose-dependent
manner [26]. K. pneumoniae-induced liver injury and inﬂammatory cytokine production were
signiﬁcantly decreased by phage therapy. As in the experimental endocarditis study [24], phageresistant variants emerged after 6 h or 12 h during phage time-kill curves in vitro, but no phage-resistant
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variants were observed in vivo. The resistant variants selected in vitro had lost the hypermucoviscosity
characteristic of K. pneumoniae NK-5. Five individual resistant variants were tested for virulence
in an intragastric model of infection and were signiﬁcantly less virulent than the parent strain.
The phage-resistant variants were more susceptible to phagocyte-induced killing. Gu et al. also
observed the emergence of phage-resistant K. pneumoniae variants in vitro that were less virulent
in vivo [29]. These variants exhibited colony morphology variations with a rough phenotype,
as compared to the large and smooth wild-type colonies. This morphological feature of variant
strains remained stable even after repeated subculture and storage at –80 ◦ C. Variants also displayed
much weaker virulence when intraperitoneally injected into mice.
Using a different type of model, Park et al. observed the effect of oral administration of
phage-impregnated food (mixture of two different phages PPpW-3 and PPpW-4) to ayu ﬁsh infected
by Pseudomonas plecoglossicida [28]. P. plecoglossicida were always detected in the kidneys of non-treated
control ﬁshes, while they were rapidly eradicated in ﬁshes receiving phage therapy. Bacteria recovered
from dying non-treated controls were susceptible to both phages. In contrast, phage-resistant variants
were observed in liquid cultures after exposure to phages PPpW-3 and PPpW-4. Four individual variant
isolates (three resistant to both phages and one resistant to phage PPpW-4 only) were tested in vivo by
intramuscular injection. While the parent strain was highly virulent, all four resistant variants were
avirulent, even at high inocula. In addition, one peculiar strain of P. plecoglossicida, which was highly
virulent following intramuscular injection in ayu ﬁsh, was also tested and became poorly virulent after
selection for phage-resistance. Moreover, bacterial growth in freshwater was observed to be lower in
the presence of phages, and the number of phage PFUs increased rapidly, indicating phage predation
and replication. These results are reminiscent of the V. cholerae phage ecology, and suggest that it might
be possible to use phages to control P. plecoglossicida-induced disease in fish.
Finally, Lerodelle and Poutrel evaluated the potential of phage therapy to cure sub-clinical mastitis
due to Staphylococcus aureus in lactating cows [27]. Udders were inoculated with S. aureus 106-6 and
107-59 via the mammary ducts and bacteriophage K lysates were administered by the same route once
sub-clinical mastitis was conﬁrmed. Phage therapy decreased S. aureus bacterial loads in 60% to 100%
of the animals within 48 h of treatment, but could not sterilize all the udders. Treatment failures were
attributed to the deep-seated and intracellular localization of S. aureus in mastitis, which hide bacteria
from extracellular phages. Phage resistance was not responsible for treatment failure, as virtually no
resistant variants were recovered.
4. Phage Resistant Variants for Vaccine Production and Studying Virulence Factors
The potential of phages to select for resistant variants with decreased in vivo virulence was used
to generate vaccines against S. enterica or S. aureus. Capparelli et al. isolated a phage-resistant variant of
S. enterica serovar Paratyphi B selected with phage ϕ1. The resistant variants formed smaller colonies
and had lost their O-antigen; this phenotype was stable over many subculture passages. In addition,
phage-resistance was also associated with impaired transcription of six virulence factors, resulting
in an avirulent phenotype when inoculated intravenously into mice. Remarkably, immunization of
mice with the resistant variant protected the animals against infection with the lethal parent strain,
with 100% efﬁcacy. As a control, vaccination with the heat-killed parent strain did not elicit protection.
The authors also observed that immunization of mice with phage-resistant S. aureus mutants
conferred broad-spectrum immunity against this pathogen [35]. Acquisition of phage-resistance against
phage MSA resulted in several altered properties from the S. aureus parent strain, including teichoic
acid alteration—which was responsible for resistance—reduced growth rate, decreased expression of
several virulence factors, and increased production of capsular polysaccharides. All these features were
stable during prolonged subculturing. Intramuscular administration of the phage-resistant variant
protected mice from lethal doses of the wild-type parent strain in 90% of the animals.
Regarding virulence factor studies, Filippov et al. used site-directed mutagenesis of different LPS
genes involved in the inner and outer core synthesis, followed by trans-complementation, to determine
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six Yersinia pestis phage receptors [36]. Phage-resistant mutants had attenuated virulence with increased
LD50 and time-to-death in mice, including ﬁve mutants that became totally avirulent. Likewise, Lannto
et al. reported loss of virulence driven by phage-resistant Flavobacterium columnare in a zebraﬁsh model
of infection [37]. Phage-resistant variants produced rough colony morphotypes and exhibited impaired
gliding motility, a phenotype that was maintained over ten serial passages in liquid culture. Virulence
of the parental morphotype was compared to the phage-resistant R type in a zebraﬁsh infection model.
The R type mutant became completely avirulent.
Heierson et al. reported that phage-resistant mutants of Bacillus thuringiensis had a decreased
virulence phenotype in pupae of the Cecropia moths, which correlated with ﬂagella loss and an
increased susceptibility to methicillin [38]. In two studies performed by Flyg et al., phage-resistant
variants of the insect pathogen Serratia marcescens were also observed to have decreased resistance to
insect immunity and decreased virulence in a drosophila infection model, although the exact reason
for this virulence decrease was not described [39,40]. Finally, Regeimbal et al. also observed that
Acinetobacter baumannii phage-resistant variants that had lost their capsule became avirulent in a
Galleria mellonella model [76].
While alterations of virulence features related to phage resistance might be useful for vaccination,
they also help understand bacterial pathogenesis. In this regard, the above-mentioned studies support
the fact that phage resistance may be accompanied by ﬁtness costs for the bacteria that may beneﬁt the
host. As a result, the emergence of phage resistance during phage therapy is not always synonymous
with treatment failure.
5. The Biological Cost of Antibiotic Resistance and the Combined Action of Phage and Antibiotics
As for phage–bacteria coevolution, antimicrobial resistance is an ancient process that results
from the complex interaction between many microorganisms in their natural environment. Indeed,
most antibiotics are naturally-produced toxic molecules against which bacteria had to evolve
protective mechanisms in order to survive [77]. Antibiotic-resistant bacteria are an increasing problem
in human and veterinary medicine, as well as in the farming industry, due to the overuse of
antibiotics over the last half century. Antibiotic resistance may be intrinsic (i.e., bacteria may be
naturally resistant to certain antibiotics) or may result from spontaneous mutations or from the
acquisition of horizontally-transferred resistance genes [78]. Foreign gene acquisition may involve
DNA transformation, cell-cell conjugation, and phage-mediated transduction.
Resistance mechanisms include structural alteration or decreased expression of the antibiotic
target, decreased drug accumulation (via decreased permeability or increased drug efﬂux), or changes
in global metabolic pathways (for review on the topic see [79]).
Since antibiotics target important physiological functions, such as protein synthesis, cell wall
synthesis, or DNA replication, antibiotic resistance often implies a certain ﬁtness cost (for a review
on the topic see [80]). However, the ﬁtness cost associated with resistance may sometimes become
counterbalanced by compensatory mutations. This was the case in E. coli, were streptomycin resistance
conferred by mutations in the ribosomal protein RpsL ﬁrst decreased the speed of protein synthesis,
but were compensated after several passages (evolved cultures) by neighbouring mutations
that restored the speed of protein synthesis [81]. Likewise, acquisition of the tetracycline and
chloramphenicol resistance plasmid pACYC184 by E. coli decreased its growth rate. The growth
speed was recovered, and even surpassed in evolved cultures, thanks to adaptive mutations present
on the bacterial chromosome (not on the plasmid), which took advantage of the tetracycline-resistance
efﬂux pump [82]. Thus, it was the bacterium that took advantage of the presence of the plasmid, not the
plasmid that took advantage of the bacterium. Numerous other examples of adaptive mutations exist
both in vitro and in vivo [83,84]. In addition, the acquisition of mobile genetic elements can also
lead to co-selection to more than one antibiotic resistance if different resistance genes are genetically
linked [85], and such multi-resistance is not incompatible with the restoration of ﬁtness, as exempliﬁed
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in the pACYC184 experiments [82]. Therefore, as with phages, bacteria undergo dynamic evolutionary
processes when challenged with antibiotics.
On the other hand, combining both phages and antibiotics could act in synergism to prevent
resistance or increase therapeutic efﬁcacy (for review on the topic see [86]). Verma et al. showed
that combining ciproﬂoxacin and phages prevented the emergence of phage-resistant variants during
treatment of K. pneumoniae biofilms, although no direct bactericidal synergism between phages and
antibiotics was observed [87]. The emergence of phage-resistance was also prevented by treating
S. aureus (in continuous culture) with a combination of phages and gentamicin [88]. Torres-Barcelo et al.
confirmed the potential benefit of combining phages and antibiotics (in this case, streptomycin) against
P. aeruginosa [89]. The phenomenon of phage-antibiotic synergism was also observed in animal experiments
of P. aeruginosa endocarditis [24], as well as with the multi-resistant bacterium Burkholderia cepacia [90].
In addition, Chan et al. showed that selection of phage-resistance could also restore antibiotic
susceptibility [91]. When using a lytic phage speciﬁcally targeting bacterial receptors that are part
of the multidrug efﬂux systems, MexAB and MexXY—for instance, the outer membrane porin
OprM—phage-resistance restored antibiotic susceptibility because the efﬂux pump, which confers
resistance to several antibiotic classes, was no longer functional.
However, phage-antibiotic synergism may be dependent on experimental systems, and especially
antibiotic dosages. Cairns et al. showed that using sub-inhibitory concentrations of streptomycin,
as might be found in natural environments or sewage, could increase the rate of phage-resistance
mutations in Pseudomonas ﬂuorescens, and, conversely, phage exposure increased the rate of mutation
to streptomycin resistance [92], which is compatible with phage-induced bacterial mutations described
by Pal et al. [61]. Nevertheless, looking at the association between antibiotic and phage-resistance in a
large collection of laboratory or clinical E. coli isolates, Allen et al. did not ﬁnd a positive or systematic
correlation between drug-resistance and phage-resistance, suggesting that antibiotics used in medicine
or agriculture are unlikely to induce changes in phage resistance or phage-antibiotic cross-resistance in
the environment [93].
Taken together, while different kinds of positive or negative phage–bacteria interactions can be
observed in the laboratory or under natural conditions, potentially useful synergistic interactions do
exist and could be valuable to use in speciﬁc clinical situations.
6. Phage-Resistance in the Setting of Phage Therapy
While the use of phages as therapeutic agents is conceptually simple, complex questions still
exist regarding host range, route of administration, pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic parameters,
and managing the risk of resistance. One of the main differences between phages and antibiotics is
the ability of phages to self-replicate at the infection site. Therefore, the pharmacokinetics of phage
therapy is closer to the population dynamics of predator-prey models described in co-evolutionary
studies (see Section 1) than classical peak-distribution-elimination phases classically measured for
antibiotics. Levin and Bull proposed theoretical predictions for modelling interactions between phages
and bacteria during phage therapy of acute infections [94]. Assuming that there is a bacterial density
threshold beyond which the patient dies, and a limit in host defences, below which bacterial growth
cannot be controlled, the absence of therapy may lead to a situation where host defences cannot keep
bacteria in check in order to prevent death. By combining host defence and phage therapy, the bacterial
growth rate becomes negative before it reaches the lethal density threshold. In addition, the remaining
host defences are likely to more easily hinder the delayed growth of phage-resistant bacteria before
they reach the lethal threshold. In a recent study done by Roach et al., the effect of host immunity
and phage-mediated bacterial clearance was investigated in a mouse model of acute P. aeruginosa
pneumonia [31]. Phage therapy using healthy mice and mice with various immune defects revealed
that neutrophil-phage synergism was essential for the resolution of disease. Indeed, phage therapy
failed to prevent fatal outcomes in mice with neutrophil signalling defects due to the outgrowth of
phage-resistant variants. In silico analysis also predicted that neutrophils were important to prevent
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the emergence of phage-resistant variants and to efﬁciently clear infection. Thus, without immune
activation, phage-resistant mutants overwhelm the basal immune defences and lead to a resurgence of
a phage-resistant population that ultimately causes mortality.
Two general models of phage therapy implementation were proposed in order to manage the risk
of phage-resistance. First using phage cocktails and second adapting single phages to each patient
condition, referred to as personalized phage therapy.
The main reason for combining multiple phages in cocktails is to broaden the phage host range
and improve effectiveness by increasing the number of potential target pathogens. This results
in a greater potential for empirical treatment [95,96]. Regarding the emergence of resistance,
the different phages present in the cocktail are expected to synergize by targeting different receptors
on the bacterial surface, resulting in a lower statistical chance of bacterial co-resistance, as with
combined phage-antibiotic therapy. This was supported by Gu et al. who observed signiﬁcantly lower
frequencies of phage-resistant K. pneumoniae mutants using a cocktail of three phages, compared to
monotherapy [29]. Similar observations were made with E. coli, where phage cocktails decreased the
frequency of phage-resistance or delayed the emergence of phage-resistant variants [97,98]. This broad
spectrum antimicrobial strategy is reminiscent of the model developed by pharmaceutical companies
for antibiotics, with the risk of treatment failure in case of a lack of susceptible bacteria, as well as the
risk of selecting resistance in fortuitous innocuous bacterial bystanders [96]. This approach is used in
countries such as Georgia, where phage cocktails are administered as an empiric treatment, although
the phage content may change over time in order to adapt to the most prevalent pathogens [99].
Alternatively, existing phages can also be adapted to existing phage-resistant strains [100].
The personalized phage strategy uses single phages or targeted phage cocktails directly
formulated from a phage bank according to the pathogen isolated from the patient [96,100]. Although
this strategy entails a higher cost associated with personalized treatment, it offers much more ﬂexibility
regarding the spectrum of the phage and can counter the emergence of bacterial resistance more
efﬁciently. In one of the few well-documented phage therapy clinical trials that took the emergence of
phage-resistance into account, Mi˛edzybrodzki et al. achieved ca. 40% of a positive clinical outcome with
20% pathogen eradication using phage monotherapy [101,102]. Following phage therapy, phage typing
patterns of the pathogens were modiﬁed in 70% of the patients treated for S. aureus infection (53 patients
in total), 91% for P. aeruginosa (11 patients in total), and 100% for E. faecalis (14 patients in total),
and E. coli (14 patients in total). Resistance of the target pathogen to the therapeutic phage was also
observed in up to 17% of S. aureus cases, 36% of P. aeruginosa, 43% of E. faecalis, and 86% of E. coli.
The high frequency in the E. coli infection group was a cause of frequent change of the phage during
the treatment. Complete resistance to any of the phages present in the phage collection of the Ludwik
Hirszfeld Institute, Poland, was observed in 7% of the S. aureus cases, 27% of the P. aeruginosa cases,
21% E. faecalis cases, and 27% of the E. coli cases.
Emergence of resistance during phage therapy was also documented by Zhvania et al. in a
recent case study of chronic S. aureus skin infection at the Eliava Phage Therapy Center, Georgia [103].
Treatment with two anti-staphylococcal products greatly improved the patients’ symptoms starting
from seven days posttreatment. However, phage-resistance to the phage cocktail (Pyobacteriophage)
was observed after three months of treatment and an alternate phage cocktail had to be substituted.
The use of personalized phage therapy was also exempliﬁed in a case report by Schooley et
al., where personalized-based therapeutic phages were administered parenterally to successfully
treat one patient with a disseminated multidrug resistant A. baumannii infection. Different phage
cocktails were assembled based on time-kill assays using a library of 96 phages. In vitro tests by
serial passages revealed a stepwise selection of resistance to two of the cocktails. A third phage
cocktail was prepared using the resistant isolates, which was then administered to the patient until the
successful outcome of the infection. Of note, the phage-resistant phenotype that arose over time was
associated with increased antibiotic susceptibility when phage and antibiotics were simultaneously
administered. In addition, differences in colony morphology were observed during the therapy, with
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the eventual loss of the capsule. The authors speculate that the capsule loss may have contributed
to the phage-antibiotic synergy, which included decreased virulence that had also been observed by
the same author in previous studies [76]. In addition, another case of successful personalized phage
therapy was reported in a lung transplant patient suffering from multi-drug resistant P. aeruginosa
pneumonia [104]. Different phage cocktails were administered to the patient intravenously or by
inhalation. Susceptibility of the bacteria to the phage was monitored during the treatment. New phage
cocktails were administered as bacteriophage resistance emerged. As above, a shift in the antibiotic
susceptibility pattern was also observed during phage treatment. Thus, while phage resistance does
emerge, it is not prohibitive to phage therapy as long as it is carefully monitored in order to adapt the
phage composition, and additional synergistic interactions with host defences or antibiotics may occur.
Finally, Khawaldeh et al. reported a successful case of adjunctive bacteriophage therapy for
a refractory P. aeruginosa urinary tract infection [105]. The phage cocktail used for the study was
composed of six lytic bacteriophages coming from existing bacteriophage libraries at the Eliava Institute
in Tbilisi and were selected based on several isolates of the infecting P. aeruginosa. Bacteriophage
counts was observed to remain high until after the disappearance of the target organism and then
diminished sharply. Urine samples remained sterile for six months after the completion of antibacterial
treatment and no bacteriophage-resistant bacteria arose during the time of the treatment.
7. Conclusions and Perspectives
Early studies suggested that phage–bacterial coevolution was limited to a few rounds of infection
cycles. Resistance emerges following the selection of bacterial subpopulations carrying preexisting
mutations and results in alterations in envelope determinants used by phages to adsorb on the
bacterial surface. Hence, phage-resistant variants were totally immune to further infection and
coevolution was rapidly stopped. These initial observations raised doubts regarding the use of phages
as therapeutic agents because such rapid emergence of phage-resistance could hamper treatment
effectiveness. However, phage-resistance is often balanced with resulting ﬁtness costs for the bacteria.
Indeed, abiotic/biotic factors, including environmental conditions, multiple bacterial exploiters, and
resource availability, can greatly impact the successful emergence or stability of phage-resistance in
natural environments.
The altered ﬁtness of phage-resistant bacteria is believed to be important in phage therapy,
where resistance mechanisms have been shown to alter virulence factors. In this literature review,
the cost of phage-resistance was associated with virulence reduction in 17/22 (78%) of the articles
(summarized in Table 1). Phage-resistant variants emerged in up to 82% of cases during phage-induced
gut decolonization (out of 11 studies). Resistant variants were also reported after treatment of acute
infection such as meningitis or sepsis, in up to 50% of the studies (out of six studies). Regarding the
studied organisms, only 3/28 studies assessed the emergence of phage-resistance in Gram-positive
bacteria, including two in S. aureus and one in E. faecalis. This focus on Gram-negative bacteria raises
the question as to whether Gram-negative bacteria are more problematic regarding resistance selection.
Several lessons can be extrapolated from the reviewed studies. First, phage-resistant variants are
often recovered after experimental therapy. Second, the intestinal milieu seems to be more prone to
the evolution of phage-resistance, possibly due to its complexity, including mechanical viscosity and
limited host defences in the lumen. Third, although phage-resistance often has a cost for the bacteria,
it is not always associated with decreased infectivity, at least in the intestinal milieu.
From the ﬁve studies that clearly linked the emergence of resistance during phage therapy with
alteration of a known virulence factor, like the O-antigen or LPS [14,15,22–24], four still reported
resistant variants after therapy. The question then arises as to whether these variants were mere
innocuous bystanders on the way of being eliminated by host defences, or whether they could still
produce infection.
In any case, the ideal experimental setting should be to apply the Koch postulate and inoculate
the variants to the animals in order to re-evaluate their infectivity. Indeed, recovering phage-resistant
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variants from in vivo samples may not be automatically synonymous with therapeutic failure,
a counter-intuitive concept that appears to apply to phage therapy.
Regarding phage therapy clinical trials in human, the emergence of resistance seems to be a
serious case of therapy failure if not monitored correctly. In three out of four clinical studies that
monitored resistance, phage resistance led to adaptation of the composition of administered phages.
Moreover, additional factors other than spontaneous mutations could also impact clinical resistance,
including the immune status of the patient, the presence of bioﬁlm, bacterial persistors, a chronic
type of disease, and the possibility that the pathogenic strain possesses acquired types of resistance,
like CRISPR [5,31,94,106].
It remains unclear whether the widespread use of phages to treat infections might lead to a
problematic increase in phage-resistant bacterial pathogens in an analogous way that resistance
developed to antibiotics. Although ﬁtness cost may be associated with phage-resistance, this may
depend on the environment, e.g., less virulence reduction associated in the intestinal milieu. Fitness was
mainly assessed in the context of virulence, not in the bacterial survival in the environment. The initial
ﬁtness cost associated with antibiotic resistance could be compensated by adaptive mutations that
stabilized resistant bacteria in the environment. In addition, as for antibiotics, horizontal transfer of
phage resistance by plasmid acquisition was observed, which could be a problem in the long-term [107].
The real question is whether or not phages will be as widely used as antibiotics in the future.
Antibiotics are used in medicine not only to prevent and combat infection, but also for other industrial
applications in agriculture, which used up to 63,000 tons of antibiotics for livestock production alone
in 2010 [108]. For now, it is more likely that phage therapy will be utilized as a more personalized
medicine. In this case, the emergence of resistance will be manageable thanks to careful monitoring
during therapy.
It is interesting to note that in the hypothetical emergence of a phage-resistant superbug, coevolution
studies suggest that new phages will always be available in nature. Indeed, from environmental
perspectives, bacteria were observed to be more resistant to their contemporary phages than to
past or future phages and that hard-to-infect bacteria were infected by generalist phages and not
specialists [63,109].
Finally, in addition of the use of phage particles themselves, or phage-antibiotic combinations, it is
also possible to use puriﬁed phage lysins as a potential therapy. Recombinant phage lysins demonstrate
high antibacterial activity, although they are mainly restricted to Gram-positive pathogens (reviewed
in [110]). Regarding resistance, the lysin PlyG was evaluated for the possible resistance emergence after
repeated treatment of Bacillus anthracis [111]. Spontaneous resistant mutants could not be detected,
even when a compound like ethyl methanesulfonate was used to increase the bacterial mutation rate.
This suggests that phage lysins target essential cell wall components that are unlikely to be modiﬁed
by the host bacteria. Similar observations were made for Streptococcus pneumoniae and the phage lysin
Pal, where repeated exposure to low concentrations of enzyme did not lead to resistant mutants [112].
More recently, Totté et al. successfully treated three cases of chronic dermatoses due to S. aureus with
topical applications of the Staphefekt SA.100 endolysin product [113]. For all cases, resistance induction
was not observed during long-term treatment, which is usually observed with antibiotic therapy.
The reviewed studies highlight both the potential power and the limits of phage therapy.
Phages and bacteria are longstanding partners that have learned how to respect each other and
coevolve together. The use of phages for therapy might be highly efﬁcacious to eradicate pathogens in
well-deﬁned and circumscribed infected niches, particularly if used in combination with antibiotics.
Their great advantage over antibiotics alone is their extremely rapid killing kinetics, which surpasses
any known antimicrobial molecules, and the fact that they can self-replicate at the infection site.
Other advantages are that they may increase antibiotic susceptibility in speciﬁc cases, and that the
emergence of phage-resistant escape mutants may be prevented by antibiotics, or may carry alterations
in virulence factors. These developments are promising, but should follow a thorough step-by-step
developmental process, in order to avoid creating a resistance dead-end like that of antibiotics.
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On the other hand, large scale or open ﬁeld utilization of phage therapy, such as gut decolonization
for the agricultural industry, is less certain. The coevolution dynamics of phage and bacteria is
extremely sophisticated in such complex environments. Moreover, although the fascinating example of
cholera control is inspiring, it is clear that phages never eradicated V. cholerae, whereas V. cholerae never
got rid of the phage. As enlightening as this example may be, it primarily underlines coevolution, but
not eradication, and not even efﬁcacious population control, as epidemics still proceed.
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Abstract: The antimicrobial resistance (AMR) crisis and HIV/AIDS epidemic exhibit many parallels.
In both, infectious diseases have caused millions of deaths worldwide, with AMR expected to kill even
more people each year than HIV/AIDS did at its peak. In addition, both have required or will require
new classes of drugs for control. For HIV/AIDS, development of vital antiretroviral drugs (ARVs) was
accomplished in several stages: expanding public awareness about the disease, gathering commitment
from the international community to tackle the problem, and eventually establishing policies and
global funds to deliver new therapeutics. For AMR, the pursuit of new antimicrobials appears to be
following a similar trajectory. This paper examines how lessons and processes leading to ARVs might
be applied to developing AMR drugs, in particular bacteriophages (phages). These possess many
essential characteristics: inexpensive manufacture, rapid drug development, and a ready means to
prevent phage-resistant microbes from emerging. However, the broad application of phage-based
products has yet to be fully demonstrated, and will require both international coordination and
modiﬁed regulatory policies.
Keywords: bacteriophage; phage therapy; antimicrobial resistance; antibiotic; global health;
developing countries; infectious disease

1. Introduction
HIV/AIDS spurred the deadliest epidemic in modern history. At its peak, the disease caused
1.9 million deaths per year worldwide [1]. The global antimicrobial resistance (AMR) crisis will be
even bigger: by 2050, antibiotic-resistant infections are predicted to kill roughly 10 million people
annually [2]. As with HIV/AIDS, the developing world will be hardest hit by AMR, with nearly 90%
of expected deaths occurring in those countries. For example, in Africa alone, the annual loss of life
from AMR is forecasted to be 4.15 million, surpassing the 1.54 million deaths caused by HIV/AIDS in
Africa during 2005, the worst year of that crisis (see Figure 1).
Notably, when the HIV/AIDS epidemic began, there were no effective drugs available to treat the
emerging infectious disease. Similarly, there are now no conventional treatment options in the face of
antimicrobial resistance. Just as new drug classes—namely antiretrovirals (ARVs)—were needed to
mitigate HIV/AIDS, new antimicrobial drugs will be required to tackle AMR.
Phages—viruses that can kill both antibiotic-sensitive and antibiotic-resistant bacteria—are a
key drug class that could save many lives threatened by the AMR crisis. Phages have been used as
antibacterial agents for nearly 100 years in the former Soviet Union, and they are now undergoing
a renaissance in other countries due to the growing AMR problem [3–7]. In addition to being
able to provide therapeutic options when no others exist, phages are inherently inexpensive to
isolate, have relatively short product development time frames, and no major reported side effects,
despite their decades of use. Unlike traditional antibiotics, phage products can readily be designed
Viruses 2018, 10, 345; doi:10.3390/v10070345
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to thwart development of resistance. Nonetheless, phage therapy has yet to be fully proven and
implemented in most regions of the world.

Figure 1. Africa was hardest hit by the HIV/AIDS crisis, and is expected to suffer the highest mortality
per capita from AMR by 2050 [1,2].

Substantial funding and appropriate regulatory structures would be needed to develop and
deploy phage products to the vast number of people who will be impacted, as was necessary for
ARVs. This publication examines what lessons from the HIV/AIDS epidemic might be applied to
phages and the AMR crisis; speciﬁcally, what funding programs and regulatory modiﬁcations enabled
rapid research and development of a new class of drugs, followed by large-scale manufacturing and
distribution of those drugs to developing countries.
2. Support for ARV Development and Delivery
The worldwide response to the HIV/AIDS crisis was unprecedented in terms of the speed
with which ARVs were developed and applied clinically, especially in low and middle income
countries (LMIC). These drugs ultimately transformed HIV/AIDS from a disease whose sufferers
had a life expectancy of approximately one year to our current situation, in which HIV-positive
individuals can experience a nearly normal life span [8]. An estimated 11 million lives have now been
saved, and almost 2 million babies have been born HIV-free [9]. However, because of limitations in
infrastructure and delivery capacity in most LMIC, many people globally have yet to fully beneﬁt
from ARVs.
The ﬁrst AIDS case was diagnosed in 1981, and the ﬁrst ARV to treat HIV/AIDS, azidothymidine
(AZT), was approved in 1987, with much of the initial funding coming from the US government [10].
Once the huge scale of the HIV/AIDS epidemic became apparent, market incentives then motivated
private investment into additional ARV drug development, particularly in the US. Over time,
combinations of three different ARVs proved much more effective than AZT alone, with little or
no resistance developing against the drugs, and these so-called highly active antiretroviral therapy
(HAART) combinations became the standard of care. As will be discussed below, combinations of
phages will undoubtedly also be required to stave off future bacterial resistance to phage products.
ARVs were eventually deployed to the developing world. The global community went through
several stages of grappling with the problem before achieving some success: ﬁrst comprehending the
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massive scale of the disease and disseminating that information; then mobilizing global resolve to
address the issue; and eventually, establishing substantial international funding sources, particularly to
deliver ARVs to LMIC [11]. Millions of deaths potentially could be prevented if a similar distribution
of effective antibacterial agents were expedited. Let us ﬁrst review how drug development and
distribution was accomplished for the HIV/AIDS crisis, then consider how this could inform the
global response to AMR.
2.1. Understanding the Scope of the Crisis
As early as 1983, the World Health Organization (WHO) convened its ﬁrst meeting on HIV/AIDS
and began formal international surveillance of the disease [11]. Two years later, the WHO and the
US Department of Health and Social Services hosted the ﬁrst International AIDS Conference, and in
1987, the WHO initiated the Global Program on AIDS, with a primary goal of raising awareness about
the growing epidemic. That same year, the US Center for Disease Control and Prevention begin a
large-scale public service campaign. This was followed by the ﬁrst World AIDS Day in 1988, and the
launching of the Red Ribbon Project in 1991, from which came the popular international symbol for
AIDS. These and other awareness-raising efforts were eventually followed by formal resolutions from
national and international organizations determined to combat the problem.
2.2. Generating Worldwide Commitment
New governmental organizations and processes were set up to coordinate policy development
and global activities to tackle HIV/AIDS. Most notable of these was the Joint United Nations program
on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS), which began operations in 1996 [12]. In 2001 the UN General Assembly
held a Special Session on AIDS—the ﬁrst time that global body had ever focused a full session on
a single disease [10]. A key outcome of the meeting was the formal Declaration of Commitment on
HIV/AIDS, which included a call to establish an international global fund. Less than two years later,
the WHO introduced the “3 by 5” initiative, a program so-named because it aimed to treat 3 million
people in developing countries with ARVs by 2005 [13]. Importantly, international leaders also began
to recognize the HIV/AIDS epidemic as both a health crisis and a global security issue, with formal
statements issued by heads of state as well as by the UN Security Council [11]. With global will more
fully engaged, steps were taken to ﬁnd the monetary resources to achieve the speciﬁed goals.
2.3. Establishing Funding Sources for Delivering Medicines
Financing for the HIV/AIDS crisis came in stages of increasingly larger investments. The World
Bank Multicountry AIDS Program (MAP), established in 2000, was the ﬁrst international program,
with disbursements totaling $500 million in the initial funding round [14]. After two or more years
of international deliberations, the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis, and Malaria (GFATM)
was formalized in 2002 [15]. Instituted as a public-private partnership, the GFATM initially called for
$1 billion, but received $1.9 billion in pledges by the time it became operational. Funding came from
private individuals (typically in the order of hundreds of thousands of dollars), private corporations
(the ﬁrst being a $1 million donation), and private foundations and governments (with contributions
ranging up to $200 million each). While this was a substantial leap forward in funding, it was still
notably less than the $7–10 billion yearly investment that Koﬁ Annan, then UN Secretary-General,
targeted as necessary to address the epidemic, especially in LMIC [16]. In 2003, the most signiﬁcant
funding materialized with the launch of the US President’s Emergency Plan For AIDS Relief (PEPFAR),
which allocated $15 billion for the ﬁrst 5 years, then expanded to $48 billion in 2008 [17]. To date
PEPFAR remains the largest public health investment program from a single country.
2.4. Inventing Mechanisms to Decrease Drug Prices in Developing Countries
In addition to gathering the ﬁnancial resources needed, several regulatory modiﬁcations were
enacted to facilitate faster and therefore more cost-effective delivery of ARVs to the developing
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world. In 1997, the US Congress passed the FDA Modernization Act in order to accelerate the drug
approval process and loosen restrictions on communications regarding off-label use for potential HIV
drugs [18]. And in 2004, the FDA issued new guidance policies to expedite approval of co-packaged
and combination therapies aimed at developing countries [11]. These regulatory adaptations would
ultimately prove to be signiﬁcant in facilitating delivery of the drugs to the populations that needed
them. Reforms in regulatory structures likely will be necessary for new AMR drugs as well, particularly
for phage-based products.
New ﬁnancial and legal resolutions were also put in place to help reduce the costs of ARVs.
In 2000, the UNAIDS and WHO negotiated the Accelerating Access Initiative, an agreement with ﬁve
major pharmaceutical companies to provide HIV/AIDS drugs to developing countries at decreased
prices [10]. In addition, in 2001 the World Trade Organization established the Doha Declaration,
which allowed developing countries access to generic drugs for public health crises, even without
formal patent approval in each country [19]. Some companies also joined the Medicines Patent
Pool, which facilitates licensing for manufacturing of generics for LMIC, speeding up the access to
drugs in those countries [20]. Similar programs will undoubtedly facilitate the delivery of new AMR
therapeutics to LMIC.
While these various support mechanisms for LMIC were initially funded by industrialized
countries, developing countries themselves eventually began to underwrite the local delivery of
ARVs. By 2013, roughly half of all costs for HIV treatment in sub-Saharan Africa were covered by
in-country sources [21]. And in a few countries, particularly Angola, Botswana, and South Africa,
more than 80% of the ﬁnancing came from domestic funds. Some countries, such as Cape Verde and
Cote d’Ivoire, are also utilizing creative funding schemes such as taxes on tobacco and alcohol to raise
money for HIV/AIDS treatment. However, there is still less domestic funding across Western and
Central Africa (15–29%).
3. Current Support for AMR Drug Development
As the world has been coming to grips with AMR, we have begun to progress through similar
stages as with the HIV/AIDS epidemic. However, as discussed below, we are still at a relatively early
point in this overall process. In order to effectively fund new drug development for AMR, including
for phages, the global community will need to ﬁrst more fully comprehend the scale of the crisis,
which will then motivate international commitment to combat the problem, ﬁnally leading to the
establishment of the ﬁnancial resources and regulatory modiﬁcations needed.
3.1. Understanding the Scope of the Crisis
Resistant strains to the ﬁrst small molecule antibiotic, penicillin, were identiﬁed even before
penicillin was introduced in 1943 [22]. As new antibiotics have become available, resistance was
recorded as early as one year after the ﬁrst clinical use. This reality must be addressed as new
antibacterials are developed for AMR.
Over the past decades, the scientiﬁc and public health communities have been documenting
the growing rates of antibiotic resistance in speciﬁc bacterial strains and geographic regions.
The WHO’s ﬁrst report on AMR, published in 2014, summarized the global resistance patterns
for seven bacteria of major concern: Escherichia coli, Klebsiella pneumoniae, Staphylococcus
aureus, Streptococcus pneumoniae, Nontyphoidal Salmonella, Shigella, and Neisseria gonorrhoea [23].
Strikingly, resistance to carbapenems, considered the last-resort antibiotics, was documented in the
majority of the reporting countries, including some resistance rates up to 54%. The report highlighted
that a post-antibiotic era is “far from being an apocalyptic fantasy, [but] is instead a very real possibility
for the 21st century”.
By July 2014, this data and others had prompted the UK Prime Minister to commission a
study analyzing the key components of the crisis and proposing tangible steps that the international
community could take to surmount it. Funded in partnership with the Wellcome Trust, the predictions
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from the resulting Review on Antimicrobial Resistance were astounding: by 2050, AMR is expected
to cause over 10 million deaths each year and cost the global economy a total of $100 trillion [2,24].
In addition, a 2016 report from the World Bank Group estimates that AMR could push 28.3 million
people into extreme poverty [25].
These reports served as wake-up calls for many, and the authors of the Review on Antimicrobial
Resistance emphasized that there is still a primary need for AMR awareness-raising campaigns globally,
despite the fact that numerous organizations have been spreading knowledge about AMR for decades.
One of the earliest was the Alliance for the Prudent Use of Antibiotics, founded in 1981 by Dr. Stuart
Levy, a leading researcher on molecular antibiotic efﬂux mechanisms [26]. In 2001 the European
Union Council issued a formal recommendation on the judicious use of antimicrobial agents in human
medicine [27]. This eventually led to the inauguration of European Antibiotic Awareness Day in 2008,
now held yearly [28]. More recently, the WHO conducted a multi-country public awareness survey on
AMR during the fall of 2015 to understand how best to deliver information and what topics to focus
on [29]. Two months later, the ﬁrst World Antibiotic Awareness Week was launched [30].
3.2. Generating Worldwide Commitment
Calls to action have come from various authoritative sources. In 2004 and 2008, the Infectious
Diseases Society of America highlighted key causes and dangers of AMR, and proposed speciﬁc
ways to stimulate investment in antibiotic research and development [31,32]. And in 2013, a panel
of global experts published the Lancet Infectious Diseases Commission, a summary document on
antibiotic resistance which called for coordinated international efforts to contain AMR, emphasizing
that individual countries cannot effectively address the issue on their own [4]. A month after the
WHO 2014 report on AMR, the Director of the Wellcome Trust, Dr. Jeremy Farrar, and Professor Mark
Woolhouse of the University of Edinburgh published a Comment in Nature calling for the establishment
of an intergovernmental panel on antimicrobial resistance [33].
To date, a global panel for AMR has not been formed. An oversight body of this type could more
effectively coordinate international efforts, analogous to the role of UNAIDS for HIV/AIDS. In the
meantime, worldwide forums have issued formal declarations on AMR, and both international and
national bodies have created action plans. In May 2015, the World Health Assembly approved the
Global Action Plan for Antimicrobial Resistance, which enumerates key strategies, including the need
to increase AMR awareness globally and to develop policies for attracting more investment into new
medical interventions [34]. It also called upon all Member States to establish national action plans for
AMR by 2017. Thus far, 57 countries have formalized such plans [35]. Another major step forward was
the 2016 meeting of the UN General Assembly focused on AMR, with plenary panel discussions on
the need for multisectoral solutions to the problem [36]. Additionally, in July 2017, the G20 called for
the creation of a Global R&D Collaboration Hub on AMR that would coordinate international funding
efforts—the ﬁrst G20 Declaration that has included R&D for public health [37]. The search for the
appropriate individual to lead that hub began in early 2018.
3.3. Establishing Funding Sources for Delivering Medicines
In order to stall HIV/AIDS to the current level, PEPFAR, the largest funder for this disease,
has spent over $70 billion since 2004 [38]. By comparison, the UK-commissioned Review on Antimicrobial
Resistance estimated that $40 billion will be needed over 10 years to adequately address the global
AMR problem. This represents only about 0.05% of the total amount that G20 countries currently
spend on healthcare, and it is quite small compared to the projected $100 trillion that will be needed if
AMR is not addressed. Of the total $40 billion proposed for AMR, likely $16 billion would be necessary
to boost a new antibiotic pipeline, assuming a traditional drug development process and associated
costs. However, phage manufacturing could be less expensive, and thus, do more with less.
As an incremental step toward gathering the ﬁnancial support, the Review on Antimicrobial
Resistance called for establishment of a Global Innovation Fund for AMR, with seed funding of $2
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billion for 5 years. The UK and China responded by initiating such a fund in 2015, with each country
pledging £50 million (equivalent to roughly $66 million); the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation also
agreed to contribute. While this falls far short of the recommended amount, it is a start. Recall that the
analogous HIV funding began with $500 million before eventually growing to over $70 billion.
In early 2017, the Global Union for Antibiotics Research and Development (GUARD) published
its own set of recommendations on speciﬁc steps for addressing AMR [39]. Its proposal included three
separate funding mechanisms to stimulate a pipeline of antibiotics:
(1)
(2)

(3)

Global Research Fund to build up infrastructure and increase the number of scientists working in
the AMR ﬁeld ($200 million/year for 10 years)
Global Development Fund to provide forgivable loans primarily to small and medium-sized
enterprises with the goal of pushing ten “high-need” products to market over a decade ($200
million/year for 10 years)
Global Launch Reward of $1 billion for successfully delivering a commercial product that meets
pre-speciﬁed AMR therapeutic goals

Both the Review on Antimicrobial Resistance and the GUARD report recommended a balance of
so-called “pull” vs. “push” ﬁnancial incentives. Push incentives, such as grants and forgivable
loans, would help move the initial stages of R&D forward. Pull incentives, typiﬁed by the Global
Launch Reward, would motivate companies to progress through the ﬁnal, more costly stages of drug
development by providing a monetary award that essentially lowers the ﬁnancial risk. Economic
experts generally agree that numerous push incentives are currently available, but pull incentives
are sparse.
Other large AMR ﬁnancing mechanisms have been established in Europe and the US.
NewDrugs4BadBugs (ND4BB) was created in 2012 by the European public–private partnership
Innovative Medicines Initiative (IMI). The goal of ND4BB is to bring together academic, industry and
biotech groups to ﬁnd new ways to overcome the practical challenges of developing new antimicrobial
drugs [40]. To date, this program includes eight projects totaling EUR 650 million (approximately
$758 million), with roughly half of the initial funding coming from IMI and the remainder from large
pharmaceutical companies.
In the US, much of the funding for AMR comes through the Biomedical Advanced Research and
Development Authority (BARDA), which was established in 2010 to address a number of public health
emergencies. BARDA works through public-private partnerships with pharmaceutical and biotech
companies, providing non-dilutive funding to help companies develop new antimicrobials. In 2016,
BARDA partnered with the Wellcome Trust and the AMR Centre in the UK, as well as with the US
NIAID, to launch a global business accelerator program called the Combating Antibiotic-Resistant
Bacteria Biopharmaceutical Accelerator (CARB-X) [41]. To date, CARB-X has raised $500 million and
funded 33 companies from 7 countries. Since 2004, the Wellcome Trust has also invested approximately
$400 million in drug-resistant infection activities, and the US NIAID/NIH has contributed roughly
$340 million per year since 2013 [42,43].
Another ﬁnancial instrument, InnovFin Infectious Diseases, was founded in 2015 under the
European Investment Bank, with estimates suggesting that it may provide up to $350 million [39].
And in 2016, the Global Antibiotic Research & Development Partnership (GARDP) was established
by the WHO and the non-proﬁt organization Drugs for Neglected Diseases initiative (DNDi) [44].
This program builds on DNDi’s experience in developing drugs for neglected diseases that particularly
impact LMIC, and it will include both push and pull ﬁnancial incentives. The GARDP 2017–2023 plan
includes raising the equivalent of $315 million and delivering four new therapeutics. While still shy of
the projected $40 billion that will be needed, these and other smaller funds are important steps toward
ﬁnancing new therapeutics to overcome AMR.
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3.4. Inventing Mechanisms to Decrease Drug Prices in Developing Countries
Several other strategies have been launched or proposed to foster new drug development. In 2012,
the Generating Antibiotic Incentives Now (GAIN) legal provision was enacted in the US to incentivize
pharmaceutical companies [45]. This law extended the exclusivity period by ﬁve years for speciﬁed
antibiotic categories (those that target particularly concerning pathogens), thus prolonging the time
that such drugs can be sold without competition from generics. In addition, the authors of the Review
on Antimicrobial Resistance have proposed a tax on pharmaceutical companies, with the collected
levies used to fund pull incentive awards for successful commercialization of new antimicrobials [24].
The rationale is that since antibiotics are such an integral component of modern medical systems,
pharmaceutical companies which sell drugs other than antibiotics—such as those for oncological or
surgical applications—indirectly beneﬁt from having effective antibiotics available. The proposed tax
would also directly incentivize drug companies to keep the antibiotic pipeline robust: companies that
did invest in AMR drug development could receive tax credits and would be eligible for the market
entry awards if their product delivery were successful. Another potential pull incentive is advance
market commitments (AMCs), wherein drug developers would be guaranteed a set price and volume
of sales for production of drugs that target speciﬁc pathogens of concern. In recent years, AMCs have
been utilized to motivate development of a pneumonia vaccine [46].
Given that the ﬁrst signiﬁcant ﬁnances for AMR have only been committed in the past few years,
the global community is still in the early stages of fundraising. Realistically, most of the money for
LMIC will need to come from industrialized countries, as was the case for HIV/AIDS; developing
countries simply do not have the resources. Of course, AMR truly is a global problem, since bacteria
readily move across borders.
Nonetheless, the fundraising goals appear achievable, as evidenced by the worldwide response
to HIV/AIDS. Now is the key time to strategize about how to use funds most efﬁciently.
While conventional development of new antibiotics will certainly be important, that approach is
typically an expensive and lengthy one. In addition, bacteria will undoubtedly continue to evolve
resistance mechanisms to new classes of drugs. An ideal solution would be to invest in low-cost drugs
that reduce development of resistance.
4. Attributes of Phage-Based Products
Phage-based drugs already provide such an option in the Eastern European countries of Georgia,
Poland, and Russia [3,5,7]. Let us now discuss some of the currently available phages, and the general
characteristics of those types of products that could be particularly beneﬁcial for addressing the
immense AMR crisis in the developing world, especially in the context of the funding environment
described above.
4.1. Inexpensive Drugs for Infectious Diseases
Unlike ARVs for HIV/AIDS, which were very expensive drugs to develop, phages are inherently
inexpensive to isolate. Indeed, therapeutic phages were ﬁrst developed for patients in the 1920s using
the relatively simple laboratory equipment that was available at that time [5,7]. In the former Soviet
Union, phages have been utilized clinically for about 100 years. These include products targeting
bacteria that underlie diarrhea, wound infections, and urinary tract infections, amongst others,
including both antibiotic-sensitive and antibiotic-resistant strains. Today, phages can be bought
over-the-counter in Georgia and Russia for as little as the equivalent of $1–2 per dose, though a full
course of personalized phage treatment may cost as much as $1000–3000 per patient depending on the
dose level and treatment duration [47–50].
Phages in Georgia, Poland, and Russia are manufactured under conditions that do not meet
formal Western cGMP (Current Good Manufacturing Practice) requirements, but that do adhere to
a different set of strict quality control standards—a key reason why phages are available in those
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countries at relatively low prices. These products have been used for decades with no reported major
adverse events. Another non-cGMP regulatory system called magistral preparations was approved for
phages in Belgium in early 2018 [51]. Under this system, phages are considered active pharmaceutical
ingredients if they are produced as per a formally approved monograph, then quality tested in batches
at a Belgian Approved Laboratory, accredited by the national regulatory authority. Both the Eastern
European and Belgian manufacturing systems provide safe phage products at much lower costs
than if they were prepared under conventional cGMP systems. Similar modiﬁcations to existing
international manufacturing requirements would facilitate production of phages for AMR, just as
the FDA adjusted policies to expedite regulatory approval for HIV/AIDS drugs. Given the huge
quantities of antibacterial agents that will be needed to overcome antibiotic-resistant infections globally,
this could be essential for providing quality products at reasonable costs.
4.2. Short Product Development Time Frames
Another key attribute of phages is that these products can be developed in very short time
frames, which can both help to keep costs down and enable rapid responses to infection outbreaks.
As an example, in 2016, a patient in San Diego, California, received emergency phage treatment after
contracting a multi-drug resistant strain of Acinetobacter baumannii [52]. The search for appropriate
phages for the patient began on February 21, and the ﬁrst phage treatment was administered on
March 15—just 23 days later [53]. During those few short weeks, previously isolated and characterized
phages from several groups in the US and Europe were tested against bacteria isolated from the
patient, then the selected phages went through two rounds of puriﬁcation to ensure low endotoxin
levels. In that same time period, the team managing the case submitted an Emergency Investigational
New Drug application to the FDA and were given ofﬁcial approval to deliver the phages to the
patient. After multiple phage doses were administered, the patient’s infection completely cleared.
This dramatic case highlights how rapidly an international community of scientiﬁc and clinical experts
can address an acute infectious disease problem with phages. Also, while the quality of these phages
was rigorously monitored by the FDA, they were not manufactured according to cGMP.
4.3. Decreased Probability of Resistance Development
Several tactics have been utilized to minimize the possibility that bacteria will eventually develop
resistance to phages. The most common are mixing phages that target different bacterial epitopes
and rotating the phage combinations at regular intervals [54]. Recall that combinations of ARVs were
also required to address HIV/AIDS, and the FDA enacted guidelines for expediting the approval of
such combinations, speciﬁcally with developing countries in mind [11]. Thus, there is precedence for
revising standard regulatory processes to facilitate delivery of essential drug combinations.
Phage treatments are most effectively made of routinely shifting, carefully selected mixtures
(termed “cocktails”) that target multiple bacterial epitopes proliferating in a given locality [53].
Thus, what makes phages good at targeting antibiotic resistance is also what makes it impractical to
manufacture them under a cGMP system—which works best for ﬁxed chemical or biological matter,
against which AMR can develop rapidly.
It is critically important to select appropriate phages for each cocktail. This includes avoiding
phages that can transduce virulence genes through their local environment (e.g., lysogenic phages),
as well as excluding phages that contain toxin genes which potentially could be transferred to the
bacterial hosts. Regulatory systems must address these possible risks by rigorously controlling
for them.
An ideal situation might be to have banks of pre-approved phages in each country or region.
Centralized laboratories could regularly test those phages against bacterial populations currently
circulating in each country, modifying the selected phage combinations as needed, and routinely adding
new phages to the banks through certiﬁed approval processes. Local institutions and universities
could potentially contribute phages to the banks, thereby providing incentives and opportunities for
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in-country development. Such a system would both address the need for altering phage mixtures to
avoid resistance development, and also enable rapid responses to sudden disease outbreaks.
This is essentially the arrangement that has been in place the former Soviet Union for decades,
and it has proven to be effective. It is notable that Georgia—which is ofﬁcially categorized by
the World Bank as an LMIC—is already showing how this system of delivering reasonably-priced,
routinely-updated phage products can be accomplished in a developing country.
5. Final Thoughts
AMR knows no national boundaries, so overcoming it will take coordinated efforts from countries
worldwide working together, likely overseen by a centralized international panel. Innovations in
science, ﬁnancing mechanisms, and regulatory processes will all be required to expedite the path
forward. In this context, phage-based products could be an important part of the solution, since they
can potentially provide effective and affordable options for killing antibiotic-resistant bacteria,
with reduced probability of resistance development.
However, if the global response to AMR follows a similar pattern as that for HIV/AIDS,
the worldwide community must focus more on raising awareness and motivating national and
international commitment to the problem before sufﬁcient funds will become available. Realistically,
many other factors must also be in place to overcome AMR, such as improvements in water
sanitation, appropriate use of existing antibiotics, suitable low-cost diagnostics, adequate surveillance,
and effective local health systems, amongst others. It is an overwhelming, complex crisis, but the
achievements that have been realized with the HIV/AIDS epidemic demonstrate that the global
community is capable of bringing together the resources and creative solutions to surmount a problem
as big as AMR.
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Abstract: Phage therapy is based on a simple concept: the use of a virus (bacteriophage) that is
capable of killing speciﬁc pathogenic bacteria to treat bacterial infections. Since the pioneering work
of Félix d’Herelle, bacteriophages (phages) isolated in vitro have been shown to be of therapeutic
value. Over decades of study, a large number of rather complex mechanisms that are used by
phages to hijack bacterial resources and to produce their progeny have been deciphered. While these
mechanisms have been identiﬁed and have been studied under optimal conditions in vitro, much less
is known about the requirements for successful viral infections in relevant natural conditions. This is
particularly true in the context of phage therapy. Here, we highlight the parameters affecting phage
replication in both in vitro and in vivo environments, focusing, in particular, on the mammalian
digestive tract. We propose avenues for increasing the knowledge-guided implementation of phages
as therapeutic tools.
Keywords: virus–host interactions; bacteriophage efﬁcacy; gastrointestinal tract; phage therapy

1. Introduction
With the alarming worldwide increase in the prevalence of multidrug-resistant bacteria, phage
therapy—the use of phages to target pathogenic bacteria [1]—has recently returned to the spotlight
in the USA and Europe, although it had never fallen out of favour in countries such as Georgia [2].
The three main characteristics of phages that make phage therapy an appealing strategy are (i) the
self-replication of phages, leading to a local increase in their concentration; (ii) the lack of broad
off-target effects due to the narrow host speciﬁcity of phages and (iii) genomic ﬂexibility making it
possible to rapidly develop optimised variants. The recent publication of a successful compassionate
clinical case treatment with phages has highlighted the potential value of phage therapy in the context
of human health [3,4]. However, in modern phase II clinical trials, the efﬁcacy of phage therapy was
highly variable in a small number of patients with chronic otitis, and phage therapy was ineffective
in a larger trial with children with diarrhoea [5,6]. This lack of success may partly reﬂect the paucity
of data relating to the translation from in vitro to clinical settings [7]. We must, therefore, address
the challenge of identifying the parameters characterising effective phage treatments. For example,
in studies of several experimental models investigating the use of phages to target bacteria residing in
the digestive tract of animals, treatment efﬁcacy has been reported to range from complete inefﬁcacy
to highly successful [8–12]. These ﬁndings contrast strongly with in vitro observations in which most,
if not all, phages are highly efﬁcient at infecting their host. These discrepancies may be explained by
the inﬂuence of the bacterial lifestyle on phage infection, as discussed below.
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2. Bacteria Provide Essential Support for the Parasitic Lifestyle of Phages
Bacteria are among the most ubiquitous organisms on the planet and their high levels of
diversity are regularly conﬁrmed in metagenomics studies [13–15]. Bacteria colonise a multitude
of environments, from oceans to deserts, demonstrating their great ability to thrive in different
environments and to regulate major global processes, such as the biogeochemical cycles of essential
elements (carbon, nitrogen, oxygen) [16].
From an anthropocentric point of view, most bacteria are harmless while a few are beneﬁcial or
pathogenic. Bacteria isolated from many body sites have been shown to survive in various conditions,
such as the acidic medium of the stomach or the highly oxygenated respiratory tract. Even within
a single species, bacteria may display considerable phenotypic ﬂexibility. This is illustrated by the
well-known model bacterium Escherichia coli, a facultative anaerobe able to survive in environmental
conditions that are very different from its natural habitat, the digestive tract of warm-blooded
animals [17].
Bacterial physiological responses play a crucial role in shaping the interactions of bacteria
with their environment. The recent development of several techniques (membrane, chip, RNASeq),
which facilitate the capture of mRNAs, has made a fundamental contribution to the description of
global physiological responses in bacteria. These techniques have made it possible for researchers to
describe the transcriptomic proﬁle of bacteria growing in several different types of conditions [18–23].
For example, Denou et al. compared Lactobacillus johnsonii gene expression between in vitro (in ﬂasks)
and in vivo (mouse gastrointestinal tract) conditions and in different sections of the gastrointestinal
tract (stomach, caecum and colon) [18]. Their observations conﬁrmed that the animal host, either
directly or indirectly via other microbes, inﬂuences gene expression in the bacterial populations
colonizing different body sites.
Phages are obligate parasites and, as such, their distribution matches that of the bacteria they
infect. Bacteria may be susceptible to phages or resistant via many mechanisms developed by bacteria
during the course of their coevolution with phages. Bacteria can prevent phage adsorption by deleting
phage receptors, modifying their conformation, or releasing factors that occupy the binding site or even
mask it. Other mechanisms of protection involve the prevention of phage DNA injection, the digestion
of phage DNA by restriction-modiﬁcation enzymes or by the CRISPR-Cas machinery. For a more
comprehensive and detailed description of these phage resistance mechanisms, we refer the reader to
the review by Labrie, S.J., et al. [24]. In 2015, a novel system called BREX (bacteriophage exclusion) was
described and reported to speciﬁcally prevent phage DNA replication [25]. Doron et al. (2018) recently
used comparative genomics to predict an impressive list of 26 new putative antiphage systems, nine of
which were experimentally validated [26]. In addition, environmental ﬂuctuations driving bacterial
modiﬁcations can directly or indirectly inﬂuence phage infection, as discussed in the chapters below
focused on virulent phages and schematically illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Schematic illustration summarising the obstacles that bacteriophages must overcome to be
considered as antibacterial weapons.
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3. Bacterial Physiology Affects the Outcome of Phage Infection
In optimal in vitro conditions, bacterial growth is characterised by four different phases: (i) the
lag phase (initial phase) during which the bacteria are still adapting and adjusting to the growth
conditions; (ii) the exponential growth or log phase during which the bacteria replicate rapidly; (iii) the
stationary phase during which nutrients are depleted from the medium, limiting replication rates
(during this phase, growth rate and death rate are usually matched); and (iv) death, which occurs
when the nutrients are exhausted. The physiological state of a bacterium is linked to its growth
conditions, which are, in turn, highly dependent on abiotic factors, such as nutrient variety and density,
in particular [19]. Changes in growth conditions can affect the antibacterial activity of phages by
preventing infection, replication or lysis. In vitro studies of phage–host interactions are typically
performed in exponential phase cultures in liquid broth and little is known about these interactions in
other conditions resembling those found in natural environments. The initial isolation of phages itself
introduces a selection bias in that it often occurs in growth conditions that are optimal for the host
(rich medium with shaking), i.e., those in which the bacteria are constantly in a planktonic state.
Many in vitro studies on the model system consisting of the phage T4 and its host, E. coli, have
characterised the effects of host physiology on the infection efﬁciency of the phage. At high growth
rates, phage T4 is absorbed and released more rapidly, its burst size increases and its eclipse and latent
periods decrease [27–30]. These observations led to the suggestion that phage synthesis and assembly
rates depend on the protein synthesis machinery of the host, whereas lysis time is correlated with
cellular dimensions [29]. Other studies have shown that phages T4 and ms2 can enter a dormant state
during the infection of stationary-phase cells. This state has been referred to as “hibernation” and is
reversible. Some phage proteins are synthesised during hibernation but particle assembly is placed on
hold until additional nutrients become available in the environment, which allows the phage infection
processes to resume [27,31,32].
Bacteria may display various physiological states due to environmental stochasticity, which can
convert a phage-susceptible bacterial host into a phage-resistant host. Indeed, stochastic differential
gene expression can generate a heterogeneous population of cells within which a subpopulation
may express lower levels of phage receptors, with consequences for the rate of phage adsorption.
Such stochastic expression renders cells effectively resistant to phages without the need to acquire
resistance through mutation. Although this phenomenon, known as phenotypic resistance, remains
underappreciated and understudied, it may potentially account for the difference in infection efﬁciency
between in vitro and in vivo conditions [33–35].
Another example of differences in phage infection efﬁciency due to shifts of environmental
conditions is provided by phage T5. The infection efﬁciency of this phage has been shown to be
dependent on temperature, which alters the host cell’s membrane rigidity [36]. By contrast, E. coli
phage infection efﬁciency seems to be independent of oxygen concentration, at least in vitro, as shown
by studies in both aerobic and anaerobic conditions [11,12]. Nevertheless, it was shown that different
aeration conditions imposed on Bacillus thuringiensis could affect the duration of the infectious
cycle of phage BAM35 [37]. In 2004, Sillankorva et al. performed an extensive study with the
phage US1 and its host, Pseudomonas ﬂuorescens [38]. These authors showed that temperatures lower
(4 ◦ C) or higher (37 ◦ C) than the optimal temperature (26 ◦ C) had a major effect on phage infection
efﬁciency, leading to an absence of phage ampliﬁcation (37 ◦ C) or rare (4 ◦ C) phage infections.
Furthermore, this phage cannot infect its host in a glucose medium despite its high infection efﬁciency
in nutrient-rich conditions. Studies of the outer membrane protein proﬁles of cells grown in these
two environments identiﬁed two proteins—17.5 and 99.0 kDa—with differential abundance under
these growth conditions. These proteins were not detected in bacteria growing at 37 ◦ C or in a glucose
medium and the smaller protein was not detected at 4 ◦ C, suggesting a possible role for these proteins
as phage receptors. Environmental shifts can also, in some cases, trigger the production of capsules,
which may mask phage receptors or allow other phages to use these same receptors [39–41]. In other
cases, these environmental ﬂuctuations can promote the induction (resumption of lytic cycle) of
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prophages present in the genome of bacteria, causing the destruction of their host [42]. Interestingly,
prophage induction is frequent in the digestive tract of mammals as suggested by metagenomics data,
however, their precise role waits to be deﬁned [43,44].
4. Bacterial Community Lifestyle Inﬂuences Phage Infection
In any environment, including body sites, bacterial populations do not generally adopt the
planktonic state of growth that is frequently observed in laboratory experiments. Instead, they tend
to live in multilayer aggregates of cells that adhere to each other and frequently to surfaces via
the production of a matrix of extracellular polymeric substances (EPSs) [45]. These EPSs include
exopolysaccharides and proteins but also lipids and DNA. The resulting bioﬁlms limit the efﬁcacy
of antibiotics, principally by decreasing their diffusion. As a result, the bacteria are not completely
eradicated by such treatments, favouring the development of chronic bacterial infections [46]. In such
situations, phages may constitute a potential solution given their impact on microbial communities [47].
However, the efﬁcacy of phages against bioﬁlms in vitro is variable and certain bioﬁlm components
may act as barriers against phage infection. For example, the presence of an amyloid ﬁbre network
of CsgA (curli polymer) can physically prevent phages from penetrating bioﬁlms [48]. Phages can
also attach to these amyloid ﬁbres, preventing the viral binding to receptors [48]. On the other hand,
some phages are equipped with enzymes that can degrade the polysaccharides produced by bacteria,
thereby facilitating the diffusion of viral particles in bioﬁlms [49,50]. The efﬁcacy with which phages
infect bacteria in bioﬁlms is also strongly inﬂuenced by nutrient availability and nutrient concentrations
that are highly heterogeneous within the bioﬁlm structure [51].
An additional layer of complexity in interactions between phages and bioﬁlms has been reported
in studies of bioﬁlms formed by the gut pathogen Campylobacter jejuni. Following phage infection,
some of the cells in C. jejuni bioﬁlms enter a carrier state. This involves phenotypic modiﬁcations to the
bacterial cells, conferring advantages that enable them to survive in extraintestinal environments but
preventing them from colonising the gut of chickens. Nevertheless, such carrier bacteria can import
the phage into chickens that are already colonized by C. jejuni, providing the phage with opportunities
to infect new cells following its release from the carrier [52,53].
Bioﬁlms can also provide bacteria with a spatial refuge, reducing the probability of contact
between a phage and its host, driving coexistence dynamics between the two populations without
extinction of either the bacteria or the phage. This has been studied in vitro and modelled in silico.
Spatially explicit individual-based stochastic models have shown that these structured refuges may
maintain coexistence between the two populations within their boundaries, without the emergence of
resistant clones [54]. In vitro experiments on populations of P. aeruginosa and bacteriophage PP7 in a
heterogeneous artiﬁcial environment (static bacterial growth) showed a decrease in viral transmission
and the emergence of refuges for the bacterial cells, stabilising interactions between the two antagonistic
entities [55]. Similar observations were made when bioﬁlms were grown on the wall of chemostats [56].
Finally, Eriksen et al. showed in a much more structured environment (solid agar in a Petri dish) that
populations of phages and bacteria can co-exist in the long term but that this phenomenon is dependent
on bacterial density, requiring the presence of at least 50,000 cells [57]. This threshold for phage
replication is close to the threshold of 10,000 cells previously determined for well-mixed populations
in several systems (Bacillus subtilis, Escherichia coli and Staphylococcus aureus), a phenomenon known as
the “threshold for phage replication” or “proliferation threshold” [58,59].
5. Human Health and the Gut Phageome
Many aspects of phage biology, from initial adsorption to ﬁnal lysis, can be affected by host
behaviour, making it harder to reliably predict the overall efﬁcacy of a phage in a given situation.
This challenge is even greater when the complexity of viral species inhabiting the human gut is taken
into account, as the cellular hosts of most of these viruses have yet to be identiﬁed [60,61].
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The human gastrointestinal tract is a highly diverse and heterogeneous environment [62] that is
inhabited by many different microorganisms [63]. It is also characterised by changes in conditions
between sections, exposing its inhabitants to ﬂuctuations in pH, nutrient levels, water and oxygen
concentrations and even structure (ranging from liquid to semi-solid) [64–68].
It is now acknowledged that there are at least as many phages as bacterial cells in the mammalian
gastrointestinal tract [69]. In healthy humans, only a small proportion of the phageome (phage
community) is common to large numbers of individuals, with most of the phages present being
subject speciﬁc [44]. Moreover, patients with inﬂammatory bowel disease (ulcerative colitis and
Crohn’s disease) or AIDS have been shown to have gut viral populations that are very different in
size and diversity from those of healthy individuals [70,71]. Furthermore, changes in viral diversity
have been shown to precede the appearance of type I diabetes in children [72]. Phageome variations
are of course connected with bacteriome deviations, demonstrating the intimate but still poorly
characterised link between these two antagonistic populations. These conditions of viral and cellular
dysbiosis raise questions about whether certain diseases are caused by changes in the microbiome
rather than a single pathogen, deﬁning the new concept of a “pathobiome” [73]. This concept underlies
a paradigm shift with a move away from targeting single pathogens to targeting whole communities.
Within this framework, phages are potentially useful as modulators of the microbiome as a whole.
A striking example of this approach is provided by the similar efﬁcacies of treatments for recurrent
Clostridium difﬁcile infections based on faecal microbiota transfer or sterile faecal transfer with ﬁltering
to exclude bacteria (but not phages), highlighting the role of non-bacterial components of the microbiota
in the clinical effect of treatment [74,75]. Interestingly, the virome composition of patients treated by
sterile transfer was found to be similar to that in the donor [75].
Interesting features of these phages can be linked to their adaptation to this environment;
for example, some phages carry speciﬁc motifs in their capsids that allow them to bind to the intestinal
mucus, potentially creating an additional layer of protection against bacteria [76]. Moreover, a direct
role of the microbiome in phage evolution has also been suggested by the results of a study reporting
the evolution of an ability to infect new hosts through the use of a second strain as a stepping stone [9].
No such evolution was observed in vitro or in dixenic mice and it was, therefore, suggested that the
gut microbiota can promote phage and bacterial population diversiﬁcation [9,77].
In summary, each partner in this tripartite interaction (the phage, the bacterium and the
mammalian host) plays an important role in phage–bacterium dynamics. It is therefore vital to
consider these partners as an ecosystem rather than as two separate paired entities (phage/bacterium
or bacterium/host) [78,79]. There are currently gaps in our knowledge that we need to overcome if
we are to implement effective strategies based on phage treatments for intestinal pathogens or for the
development of microbiota engineering strategies.
6. Overcoming the Limitations of Phage Infection Efﬁcacy In Vivo
To optimise the output of applications based on phages, the gap between in vitro studies and
in vivo conditions may be bridged in several ways. First, phages can be isolated and characterised
in more realistic and ecologically relevant conditions than under the conditions for optimal bacterial
growth that are typically used. For example, we can decide to start from in vitro bioﬁlms consisting
of single bacterial species or multi-species communities, and then proceed to ex-vivo conditions
using organs [11,80] and, ultimately, in vivo environments [60]. Second, the precise identiﬁcation
of phage receptors and their expression proﬁles in ecologically relevant conditions will not only
provide us with information about phage biology but will also guide the optimisation of conditions for
in vivo efﬁcacy. Adaptation of the phage to the targeted pathogen has also been shown to increase
phage efﬁcacy in some cases [81]. Moreover, the use of different doses and the localised release of
microencapsulated phages may overcome some of the difﬁculties related to bacterial refuges and
bacterial density thresholds [82].
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Third, the use of phages together with other treatments (e.g., antibiotics) may improve overall
treatment efﬁcacy, an idea that has gained ground since the publication of the Phage Antibiotic Synergy
system in 2007 [83]. Several studies have since conﬁrmed the advantages of combining these two
antibacterial weapons, although some of the mechanisms involved have yet to be identiﬁed (not all
phage and antibiotic combinations display such synergy [84,85]). Such combinations may also be
effective against bioﬁlms, overcoming the limitations of each of these agents used separately [86–88].
The selection of resistant cells is a key concern in the use of both antibiotics and phages. However,
there is no overall association between antibiotic resistance and phage resistance proﬁles supporting
further their use in combination [89]. Nevertheless, double resistance or persister cells could provide
a means for bacteria to protect themselves from these threats, however, this requires further studies.
Interestingly, it was observed that the growth of phage-resistant bacteria during phage therapy in
experimental models can be controlled with two independent allies: antibiotics, as demonstrated
in an endocarditis model, and the innate immune response, as shown in a model of pulmonary
infection [84,90].
About a century after their ﬁrst use as an antibacterial agent for treating infections, phages have
not yet revealed all their secrets. Phage biology is presenting scientists with new challenges every
day. Many of the mechanisms involved in phage infection of bacteria remain unknown, hindering the
effective use of phages as an ecological and sustainable alternative or complement to overcome the
antibiotic resistance crisis and to tackle diseases caused by microbiome dysbiosis.
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Abstract: In this article we explain how current events in the ﬁeld of phage therapy may positively
inﬂuence its future development. We discuss the shift in position of the authorities, academia, media,
non-governmental organizations, regulatory agencies, patients, and doctors which could enable
further advances in the research and application of the therapy. In addition, we discuss methods to
obtain optimal phage preparations and suggest the potential of novel applications of phage therapy
extending beyond its anti-bacterial action.
Keywords: phage therapy; experimental therapy; phage cocktails; anti-phage antibodies;
prophage; immunomodulation

The intention of this article is to highlight the current events and issues related to phage therapy
(PT) which seem to be most relevant for its further progress. These issues correspond to two main topics
addressed in our article: the regulatory/ethical/awareness raising topic, which will subsequently
yield to the topic of lysogeny/immunity/optimal use of phage preparations. These issues appear to be
especially timely and relevant from the perspective of our team with leading expertise in PT among
the EU countries.
1. More Room for Phage Therapy on the Horizon?
After decades of being kept out of the mainstream infectious disease armamentarium of the
Western world, there now appears to be a silver lining on the horizon for phage therapy. PT is
Viruses 2018, 10, 288; doi:10.3390/v10060288
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shedding its dubious associations with alternative and fringe medicine. Triggered by the growing
threat of antibiotic resistance, there is a slow but substantial change in the appreciation of PT and a
more permissive attitude of the main stakeholders in the infectious disease arena. Reviews on PT
covered by PubMed appear almost every month. According to Web of Science, their average citation
number per annum in recent years has been around 1100, and increased to approximately 1400 in
2017. There is also a growing understanding of the ethical, legal, and administrative rules relevant
to experimental therapy which currently allow such treatment to be provided to patients for whom
all other available therapies have failed. Below are some observations and reﬂections on the present
attitudes of doctors, patients, academia, policymakers, media, and industry towards PT.
2. Doctors, Pharmacists, and Academia
The professionals in the ﬁght against serious infections are doctors, general practitioners,
infectiologists or medical microbiologists, and pharmacists. In the case of a serious infection, they have
to choose the most appropriate remedy. From the plenitude of available antibiotics, they select
those for which the pathogen in question tests sensitive, and standard application protocols are
followed. However, almost every day doctors and pharmacists are confronted with pathogens that are
increasingly resistant to certain or even a long list of antibiotics. More and more they feel the urgent
need for new antibiotics or other instruments to help them improve or even save the lives of their
critically ill patients. Without effective antibiotics (and thus effectively standing helpless), doctors
eagerly look for alternatives. Phage therapy might represent such an alternative, at least in certain cases.
In the last decade, many publications on bacteriophages and their possible applicability have appeared
regularly in the clinical, applied, and fundamental scientiﬁc microbiological literature [1–3]. PT is often
a speciﬁc subject on the programme of clinical and fundamental microbiological conferences, and is
sometimes even the sole focus of dedicated PT symposia. As a result, a growing group of physicians
and pharmacists in Western countries are acquainted with the potency and the pros and cons of PT
as a possible alternative or an auxiliary therapy in cases of untreatable antibiotic-resistant infections,
which is applied in neighbouring non-EU countries on the continent. Publications of successful and
sometimes spectacular phage therapy cases trigger this interest, and in their aftermath often lead
to a ﬂow of requests by doctors to phage laboratories for help in analogous cases. Such requests
keep coming, even from places where phages are not ofﬁcially registered medical products, and PT
still is generally not available in most of the West, although it is sometimes available experimentally.
Therefore, in some cases doctors refer or mediate their patients to recognized PT centres elsewhere,
such as in Poland (Wroclaw) and Georgia (Tbilisi).
In general, Western medical professionals show signs of increased openness towards PT as a
possibly valuable additional tool in the ﬁght against resistant and seriously threatening or disabling
infections. At the same time, quite a long road of broad basic research, robust clinical trials, adjustment
of the regulatory systems, education, and training still lies ahead before PT becomes practical, optimally
effective, and compatible with the rules. Nevertheless, it may be advisable for doctors and medical
students, pharmacists and pharmaceutical students to inform themselves in anticipation of the possible
role of bacteriophages in infectious disease treatment. Is it not amazing that most medical professionals
do not know about bacteriophages, these evolutionarily important creatures which are at least ten
times more frequent in the microbiome than all bacteria and also greatly outnumber them within
our body?
In this ﬁeld, certain non-governmental organizations (NGOs) of professionals sometimes arise
and intend to fulﬁl a role in closing the existing knowledge gap and building the bridge to formal
recognition of PT. For instance, P.H.A.G.E. (Phages for Human Applications Europe Group) is a
multidisciplinary group of doctors with practical experience or strong interest in PT, basic and applied
phage researchers, and policymakers [4]. The exchange of phages, knowledge, and technology,
participation in projects, organizing conferences and presentations all over Europe, publication,
and education are among its main activities.
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In 2015, a number of attendants of a bacteriophage conference in Tbilisi (Georgia) composed a
multidisciplinary and intercontinental expert panel to establish an academic and medical initiative for
the re-implementation of PT. The papers on the “Silk Route to the acceptance and re-implementation of
bacteriophage therapy” which have recently been produced by this expert round-table are a signiﬁcant
contribution to the development of international guidelines and frameworks which are needed for a
legal and effective application of bacteriophage therapy by physicians and the receiving patients [5,6].
Phages for Global Health is another very interesting multidisciplinary organization. Its mission
is “to bring phage expertise to the developing world”. Developing countries are disproportionally
impacted by infectious diseases (e.g., Campylobacter infection has a fatality rate of about 0.1% in
wealthy countries, but 8.8% in Kenya, mostly children) [7]. Phages for Global Health provides
laboratory training workshops, teaching phage biology to scientists on location in developing
countries where the need for alternatives to antibiotics (e.g., PT) is felt especially [8]. In addition,
product development projects are performed in which international multidisciplinary teams are built
that co-develop phage products for speciﬁc applications in developing countries [9]. In June and
July 2018, the Second East African Phage Workshop will be held at Pwani University in Kiliﬁ, Kenya.
The participants will learn how to isolate and characterize phages as antibiotic alternatives for use
against antibiotic-resistant bacteria.
3. CRISPR-Cas: From Phages to Eukaryotes
An additional important referral should be made to the recent development of simpliﬁed methods
for high-efﬁciency gene-editing. This spectacular innovative technology is based on the CRISPR-Cas
mechanisms which bacteria developed during their evolution in order to protect themselves against
infections by phages. This has once again made clear how interesting and important the study of the
very old relationship between phages and bacteria can be, and that it can lead to unexpected beneﬁts
and great leaps forward for science and its practical applications, including great promises for the
prevention or treatment of genetic and complex diseases [10–12].
4. Patients, the Media, and PT
The patient, not the doctor, is the primary stakeholder in health and health care. Stimulating
patient empowerment, health literacy, shared decision-making, and personal responsibility are core
elements of health policy in almost all countries. Especially when the doctors can neither heal nor help
with the existing medical means (e.g., in cases of incurable cancer), it is often the patient who opens the
question of alternative therapies and asks for a referral to any other centre that might be able to help
them, wherever on Earth, with whatever therapy, and at whatever costs. Sometimes the patient or their
relatives are, via the internet, well-informed about possible alternatives. Asking for a second opinion
has become the generally accepted standard. This pattern also applies to phage therapy. Though still
quite exceptional, there are patients with chronic untreatable threatening resistant infections who
indeed know about the option of bacteriophages, and ask their doctor to try phage therapy or to refer
them for it. A growing number of patients ﬁnd their way to bacteriophage centres abroad, staying
there several weeks for phage selection and initial therapy, and are willing to bear the total costs of
treatment, travel, and accommodation themselves. This medical tourism for phage therapy has grown
especially since the media have taken their own responsibility in the national campaigns against the
inappropriate use of antibiotics and have also informed the general public about PT as an alternative.
They often mention PT as being applied in Central and Eastern European countries, and have reported
spectacular cases of wound healing and the prevention of diabetic limb amputations with phages.
Phage stories with basic information and successful cases of PT including the places where and how
you can access it appear on TV [13,14] and in a broad range of societal magazines, ranging from
knowledge magazines such as Der Spiegel Wissen in Germany [15] or Elsevier Weekblad [16] to the
popular women’s magazine Libelle [17] in the Netherlands. So, thanks to some pioneering patients
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and with the help of the media, PT has gained a place on the stage for the general public in the Western
world—almost a century later than in the East.
5. Industry and SMEs
To make its way from the experimental level towards registration for safe application in human
medicine, PT needs the engagement of a dedicated industry which is willing to produce phages
following the safety and quality requirements [18], requiring high investments. So far, very few ﬁrms,
usually SMEs, have chosen to engage in the production of phages ready for use in clinical trials
and human application, usually in the context of developmental projects performed in cooperation
with research institutes, academia, and or state laboratories. This contrasts somewhat with the food,
disinfection, cosmetic, and veterinary sector, where phages and phage products (lysins) have already
reached consumers. The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has approved a small number of
products for these markets, and several applications are in the pipeline for approval. Very recently,
the phage-producing SME, Phage Technology Center GmbH [19], was present at the international
Anuga FoodTec International Food Technology Fair (Cologne, Germany, March 2018), presenting its
phages against Salmonella and E. coli for various food applications. According to its Senior Manager
Research & Development, the market for phages is going to boom in this sector, which is certainly not
yet the case in human medicine.
6. Authorities and PT
Globally, national authorities consider antibiotic resistance to be a profound threat to health.
Their national strategies, action plans, and preventive campaigns focus on a more appropriate use
of antibiotics and the search for alternatives. The development of vaccines, innovative diagnostic
tests, and novel interventions are usually mentioned as alternatives. Only very exceptionally are
the words bacteriophage, PT, or phage products (lysins or endolysins) found in the action plans.
The main reason is the current lack of positive clinical trials with PT. The reputation and successes
of PT in countries with longstanding application of PT are distrusted and considered to be poorly
documented, not convincing and not proven, and serious adverse effects of PT are feared or at least
not to be excluded. The dictum primum non nocere (ﬁrst do not harm) and quality assurance, both
based on solid clinical trials according to the standard rules, are indeed strong pillars of drug policy.
For similar reasons, there is no mention of PT in the ﬁve-year action plan of the European Commission
against antibiotic resistance launched in 2012 and updated in 2017 [20]. The words “phage therapy”
and “phages” are also lacking in the global action plan to tackle antimicrobial resistance which was
endorsed in May 2015 by the World Health Assembly in Geneva [21]. This action of the Assembly was
truly a unique one, showing the United Nations’ serious concern that antibiotic resistance “threatens
the very core of modern medicine and the sustainability of an effective, global public health response
to the enduring threat from infectious diseases”. Is this emergency situation still not serious enough to
allow a little more place for phage therapy, a method which a century ago was effectively applied and
appreciated in curative care and public health, in the East and in the West before we used antibiotics?
Fortunately, the position of the authorities appears to be shifting, albeit slowly, towards more
latitude for phage therapy. This may be illustrated by the following selection of interesting formal
actions and documents of authorities in the US and/or the EU:
In mid-2017, the U.S. Food and Drug Agency (FDA), the National Institutes of Health, the National
Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, and the Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research
co-organized a two-day workshop to facilitate the development of a rigorous clinical assessment of
bacteriophage therapy [22].
In late 2017, the FDA also gave the status of Emergency Investigational New Drug to phages
speciﬁcally active against a multidrug-resistant Acinetobacter baumannii, which were applied in a
patient with septic shock who improved within days and survived, being the ﬁrst case of intravenous
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use for systemic infection. The phages were obtained from the US Navy and Texas A&M University,
in combination with the San Diego biotech ﬁrm AmpliPhi [23].
Later, the FDA gave its seal of approval to a new phase I/II clinical trial in humans at Mount Sinai
Hospital in New York City to test a new bacteriophage treatment for Crohn’s disease [24].
In 2013, the European Commission funded the PHAGOBURN project co-ordinated by the French
Ministry of Defence, with partners from France, Belgium, and Switzerland. The main objective of the
project is “to assess the safety, effectiveness and pharmacodynamics of two therapeutic phage cocktails
to treat either E. coli or P. aeruginosa burn wound infections” [25].
In 2015, the White House National Action Plan for combating Antibiotic-Resistant Bacteria
launched by the White House in 2015 listed “the use of phage and phage derived lysins to kill speciﬁc
bacteria while preserving the microbiota” among the non-traditional therapeutics which should be
further developed [26].
The Transatlantic Taskforce on Antimicrobial Resistance (TATFAR) was created in 2009 to
enhance synergy and communication between government agencies on both sides of the Atlantic
Ocean. The ﬁrst partners were the US and the EU, and Canada and Norway joined later . Action
no. 3.6 of TATFAR’s updated action plan is: “Exchange information on possible regulatory
approaches to development of alternative approaches for managing bacterial infections, such as
bacteriophage therapy and vaccines for health care associated infections (joint action by FDA, EMA,
HC, and NMA)”[27]. In a message from the recent TATFAR meeting (Atlanta CDC 7–9 of March 2018),
according to Marco Cavaleri from EMA (personal communication, March 12, 2018) it was reiterated
that in the discussion on the alternatives to antibiotics, phages should be on the radar as an option
that deserves to be discussed across the Atlantic. The biggest problem is that not many companies are
interested in discussing the topic or in considering how to approach clinical development.
In its German Antimicrobial Resistance Strategy entitled “DART 2020: Fighting antibiotic
resistance for the good of both humans and animals”, the Federal Ministry of Food and Agriculture
announced plans to assess the “Possible positive effects of bacteriophages and other substances to
reduce or eliminate bacteria on carcasses as a supplement to process hygiene”. Though this action is
clearly meant to improve food hygiene and not as phage therapy for human patients, it is nevertheless
noted here because it is one of the very few governmental documents mentioning bacteriophages as a
means to ﬁght antibiotic resistance, for the good of humanity and animals [28].
The same action point was proposed by the Federal Government of Germany in the report
“Combating Antimicrobial Resistance. Examples of Best-Practices of the G7 countries” of the G7
GERMANY 2015 meeting in Berlin [29].
Very recently, a major, hope-giving and possibly historical step for the applicability of PT was
taken by the Belgian Federal Government (January 2018) [30]. In cooperation with academia (including
ethicists), researchers and experts from the care sector the Federal Agency for Medicines and Health
Products succeeded in developing a regulation for phage production and the clinical application of
PT. The procedure, which obtained its legal approval at the end of January 2018, is based on the
legal possibilities in Belgium for a pharmacist to prepare a medical product (including phages) for
an individual patient. The active ingredients used in this so-called magistral preparation (in the US,
“compound prescription drug preparation”) must meet the requirements of the European, Belgian,
or another ofﬁcial Pharmacopoeia. If this magistral route would be copied mutatis mutandis by other
countries, it would truly represent a breakthrough for the application of PT, especially in individual
life-threatening situations (based on the Declaration of Helsinki, WMA, 1964) [31]. In fact, a similar
approach has long been in use in Poland at the Phage Therapy Center of the Institute of Immunology
and Experimental Therapy [32,33].
7. National Regulations Enabling Experimental Therapy (Including PT)
In view of these developments, it might be useful to summarize the current status of experimental
therapy in Europe and elsewhere.
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Generally, every medicinal product must be approved by a relevant regulatory agency before it
can be used in clinical practice. However, in response to the needs of patients who cannot be treated
satisfactorily with authorized drugs, many countries have introduced regulations which enable doctors
to use experimental treatments.
In the European Union (EU), the legal framework for treatment with unauthorized medicinal
products (termed compassionate use—CU) was introduced by Article 83 [34] of Regulation (EC) No.
726/2004 of the European Parliament and of the Council. This article permits the use of unauthorized
medicinal products in groups of patients, provided that two main requirements are met: (1) the patient
has a chronically or seriously debilitating disease, or a life-threatening disease which cannot be treated
satisfactorily with an authorized medicinal product; and (2) the medicinal product must be either the
subject of an application for a centralized marketing authorization or be undergoing clinical trials.
Speciﬁc CU programs are to be implemented and governed by individual Member States (MSs) [34].
As of 2016, 18 out of 28 MSs had speciﬁc CU regulations and 20 had implemented CU programmes [35].
Moreover, Article 5 of Directive 2001/83/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council allows
the use of unauthorized medicinal products in individual patients under the direct responsibility of a
healthcare professional (i.e., named-patient basis treatment) [36].
In the US, according to the terminology adopted by the FDA, the use of unauthorized drugs
outside of clinical trials is called expanded access (EA). General requirements for EA include the
following: (1) a serious or immediately life-threatening disease where no comparable or satisfactory
alternative therapy is available; (2) the potential beneﬁts justify the potential risks and the potential
risks are not unreasonable in the context of the disease; (3) there is no threat to the initiation, conduct,
or completion of clinical trials; (4) informed consent of the patient; (5) Institutional Review Board (IRB)
review [37,38]. Independently of the existing FDA regulations, 38 states have recently introduced
so-called right-to-try laws which are to facilitate access of terminally ill patients to investigational
drugs that have completed phase I of a clinical trial. However, these laws have been heavily criticized
by experts for offering “false hope” to patients without providing any actual improvements in access to
investigational drugs [39]. Nevertheless, at the time of this writing, US Congress has passed a relevant
bill which has been a priority of President Trump [40]. If approved by the US Senate, the law would
allow patients to sidestep FDA approval once they have received permission from a company [41].
In Canada, the use of unauthorized drugs is legally permissible in Special Access Programmes
(SAPs). Basic information about these programmes is available in the Guidance Document for Industry
and Practitioners—Special Access Programme for Drugs developed by the Canadian regulatory
agency Health Canada [42]. Under SAP rules, an unauthorized drug can be used in patients with
serious or life-threatening diseases, especially in emergency cases when conventional therapies have
failed, are unsuitable, or are unavailable. The use of an unauthorized drug must be supported by
some credible evidence of its safety and efﬁcacy, and a doctor should obtain informed consent from
the patient.
In Australia, there are two schemes that enable doctors to use unauthorized drugs: the Authorized
Prescriber Scheme (APS) and the Special Access Scheme (SAS) [43]. In APS, an application for the use
of an unauthorized drug needs to be approved by a bioethics committee or endorsed by a specialist
in a discipline relevant to the proposed treatment. Important issues that are evaluated include the
qualiﬁcations and experiences of the doctor, access to facilities necessary to perform the treatment,
evidence to support the proposed treatment, clinical justiﬁcation including whether other therapeutic
alternatives have been tried, and an explanation of why the unauthorized drug is proposed. In addition,
informed consent of the patient is required. Under this scheme, the doctor can be granted permission
to prescribe a speciﬁed unauthorized drug to speciﬁc patients (or groups of patients) with a particular
disease. In the other major Australian scheme (the SAS), unauthorized drugs can be used in single
patients on a case-by-case basis. It is expected that before use of an unauthorized drug, all authorized
treatment options will be considered. The doctor must also obtain informed consent from the patient.
Moreover, in cases when the treated disease is not life-threatening and the unauthorized drug does not
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have an established history of use, clinical justiﬁcation for the use of an unauthorized drug must also
be provided.
8. Important Issues Which Need Addressing to Enable Further Progress and Optimization of PT
and Relevant Clinical Trials
In this part of our article, we wish to brieﬂy discuss the issues pertinent to PT that have not
been dealt with adequately so far, and where the advancement of our knowledge may lead to a faster
introduction of phages to the health market.
The long-lasting effects of PT conﬁrm its safety. Even though the therapeutic value of PT still
awaits conﬁrmation by clinical trials—in line with the requirements of evidence-based medicine—as
pointed out by a former FDA commissioner: “Although randomized trials perform an essential role in
the development of therapies, we should not neglect the crucial and complementary role than can be
played by high-quality observational studies” [44]. In this regard, our results of suggested PT efﬁcacy
appear to be quite encouraging (>50% success rate using puriﬁed phage preparations), while the
safety of the therapy is remarkable [32]. This has been conﬁrmed by our recent preliminary analysis of
remote observations in a group of 33 patients who completed PT up to 7 years ago. When questioned,
two-thirds of those patients were satisﬁed with therapy results and, importantly, none of them reported
any complications that could be related to PT [45].
9. PT and Antibody Responses against Phages
Our studies in animals and patients have provided interesting and potentially useful information
on anti-phage antibody responses during PT. Among healthy donors, 29–82% may be positive for
serum anti-phage antibodies depending on phage type (anti-T4 coliphage antibodies being most
common) [46]. Antibody responses during PT have been described by us in detail. In patients awaiting
PT, very low levels of anti-phage antibodies were detectable (mean K index in 60 patients was 0.17),
while the index could reach values as high as 200 during PT. Furthermore, puriﬁed phage preparations
seem to induce higher antibody responses than do the lysates. In addition, identical phages can
elicit different levels of antibody responses in patients, which may depend on the immune reactivity
of those patients. The most important ﬁnding has been that a good clinical outcome of PT may be
observed in patients with high antibody responses [47]. Our recent analysis suggests that there is
an association between the duration of therapy and antibody responses (for Staphylococcus phages,
the Spearman correlation was 0.856, p < 0.0001). Similar data were obtained in mice [46]. While high
antibody responses do not appear to affect the outcome of PT, we prefer to terminate the therapy if
the antibody levels are high to avoid possible complications in the future (e.g., the unknown effect of
phage–antibody complexes).
10. Monotherapy vs. Phage Cocktails
The issue of phage cocktails vs. monovalent phage preparations remains undecided: our
preliminary data might suggest that there is no signiﬁcant difference in the therapeutic efﬁcacy
between these preparations, while the frequency of high antibody responses was higher in patients
treated with cocktails compared to those on monotherapy [48].
11. Optimal Clinical Models for PT and Prognosis of Therapy
One of the key questions asked by the Guest Editor of this volume, Prof. H. Brüssow, was:
is it possible to formulate a set of rules with respect to infection type, which predict successful
interventions? [49] Our experience so far suggests that intrarectal PT of chronic bacterial prostatitis
offers the highest success rate [50]. Several factors could be responsible for those results, among them
possible good penetration of phages from the rectum to the prostatic tissue (phage ability to penetrate
cell layers has recently been demonstrated) [51,52], eradication of rectal carriage of a pathogen, as well
as low anti-phage antibody responses elicited by this mode of phage administration [47]. Our data on
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patients’ immunomonitoring suggest that an increase in phagocytosis may be a good prognostic sign
of PT success [53].
12. Mouse Model of Acute Urinary Tract Infection Conﬁrms Neutrophil–Phage Synergy
The value of this parameter has been conﬁrmed by an experimental study in mice.
The experiments were performed on a mouse model of acute urinary tract infection [54] caused
by transurethral bacterial inoculation with uropathogenic strain isolated from patients: E. faecalis 15/P
or P. aeruginosa 119×. Spleen mononuclear cells were isolated according to the method described
by Kruisbeck (2000) [55] using a density gradient (Histopaque-1083, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO,
USA). Intracellular killing of bacteria by splenic macrophages was tested according to the method
described by Buisman et al. (1991) and Leijh et al. (1982) [56,57]. The obtained value corresponded
to the percentage of killed phagocytosed bacteria, and it was examined both 3 and 6 days after the
infection. In the infected group of DBA1/LAC J mice (n = 6) (without phage treatment), signiﬁcantly
lower (Mann–Whitney U-test, p = 0.004) intracellular killing of a pathogenic bacterial strain (the same
as the cause of infection) by splenic mononuclear cells (63.2% ± 7.1 for mice infected with (P. aeruginosa)
was observed when compared to the bactericidal capacity of healthy animals (82.8% ± 8.0). Reduced
intracellular killing was observed in infected mice on days 3 and 6 after the infection, regardless of
the uropathogenic strain used. Importantly, the intraperitoneal administration of the phage lysate
(at a concentration of 5 × 1010 pfu/mL) exerted a stimulatory effect on the spleen phagocytes in the
group of mice with experimentally-induced infection by E. faecalis 6 days after sequential application
of three doses (1 h, 24 h, and 48 h after bacterial inoculation) of speciﬁc enterococcal phage lysate
Ent 15/P (86.7% ± 3.8) when compared to non-treated mice (74.1% ± 9.2) (Mann–Whitney U-test,
p = 0.014). An improvement in bactericidal activity of splenic mononuclear cells was also obtained for
a group of mice treated with three doses of the phage lysate (86.7% ± 3.8) after 6 days of infection when
compared to the same group tested 3 days after bacterial inoculation (72.2% ± 6.7, Mann–Whitney
U-test, p = 0.004). The improvement of splenic macrophage anti-bacterial function was paralleled by
a signiﬁcant fall of bacteria counts in liver, kidneys, and urinary bladder of phage-treated mice [58].
Recent data fully conﬁrm this assumption by showing that neutrophil–phage synergy is needed for
successful PT of experimental pneumonia in mice [59].
13. Prophages in Bacterial Strains Used for Therapeutic Phage Propagation: Their Signiﬁcance,
Detection, and Elimination
Bacterial Strains for the Propagation of Therapeutic Phages
Sources of phages for therapeutic use are lysates of cells that serve for the propagation of those
phages. In addition to the desired phage, they contain bacterial cell components and may contain
contaminating phages that are produced as a result of prophage induction if the phage propagation
strain is a lysogen [60,61]. Genome analysis of bacterial strains used for phage propagation reveals
not only genes that encode toxins or other virulence determinants, but also mobile genetic elements,
including plasmids, transposons, and prophages. The presence of toxins in lysates increases the cost
of lysate puriﬁcation. The presence of mobile genetic elements poses a risk of uncontrolled spread
of bacterial virulence or antibiotic-resistance genes. The most problematic lysate contaminants are
temperate phages. Due to the physico-chemical similarity of contaminating temperate phages and lytic
phages, the former are practically inseparable from the main phage population in a lysate. Despite the
possibilities of their detection in lysates and even the estimation of what fraction of the total phage
population is represented by them [61], the only way to eliminate them is the construction of phage
propagation strains that are depleted of prophages [60,62].
A key argument for the removal of active prophages from the genomes of bacteria that serve
as therapeutic phage propagation strains is the prophage genetic load. Temperate phages are major
driving forces of horizontal gene transfer and bacterial evolution [63–65]. They typically carry genes
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that encode functions which are adaptive for their bacterial hosts, and in that way decrease the
probability of overgrowth of the bacterial population by cells that have lost them. In the case of
prophages and plasmids of bacterial pathogens, the adaptive functions encoded by these elements
are nearly always associated with better adaptation of the bacteria to pathogenicity [63,65–72].
In addition to virulence factors, certain prophages encode homologs of error-prone DNA polymerase
V subunits [73,74], and were proposed to play roles in the diversiﬁcation of bacterial strains (e.g.,
by facilitating the acquisition of resistance to toxins or antimicrobials by mutations) [75]. Temperate
phage virions that contaminate therapeutic phage preparations act not only as vectors of their
own DNA, but can also act as vectors of bacterial, plasmid, or pathogenicity island DNA [76–83].
For instance, a spontaneous intraspecies transfer of the blaNDM-1 carbapenemase gene from a
carbapenem-resistant strain containing two active prophages to a carbapenem-sensitive Acinetobacter
baumannii strain was attributed to the transduction mediated by a prophage-derived temperate
phage [84]. Undoubtedly, the release to the environment of temperate phages containing their own
DNA or sometimes even the DNA of plasmids or bacteria derived from contaminated therapeutic
phage preparations can contribute to the spread of virulence or antibiotic-resistance genes. In the
worst-case scenario, the contaminating phages could be acquired by the infecting bacteria during
phage therapy and make these bacteria more pathogenic, negatively inﬂuencing the treatment outcome.
Although incidents of adverse effects of phage therapy have been surprisingly rare, the possibility of
such a scenario should be taken into consideration and avoided when possible, especially in view of
the emergence of strains resistant to certain therapeutic phages in the course of phage therapy [32].
Although only about a half of the sequenced bacteria are lysogens, prophages are more frequent in
pathogens [85–87]. Their abundance varies among different species of pathogenic bacteria. However,
bacteria that are known for especially good adaptation to pathogenicity and for their fast acquisition
of antibiotic resistance, including ESKAPE pathogens (Escherichia coli, Staphylococcus aureus, Klebsiella
pneumoniae, Acinetobacter baumannii, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, and Enterococcus spp.), are often or even
in most cases polylysogens [86,88–103]. Active and defective prophages in the genomes of certain
pathogenic bacterial strains (e.g., E. coli O157:H7 strain Sakai, or highly virulent S. pyogenes strain
MGAS315) can occupy as much as about 15% of total genomic DNA [104,105].
The ubiquity of lysogeny among bacterial pathogens makes the selection of non-lysogenic
bacteria for phage propagation from environmental samples either difﬁcult or impossible. Hence,
the identiﬁcation of active prophages in the genomes of efﬁcient phage propagation strains and their
subsequent removal is a strategy of choice in ensuring the monoclonality and safety of therapeutic
phage preparations, as well as in decreasing the cost of their production and the evaluation of
their purity [60].
Prophage-free strains may be acquired from among natural isolates of a given bacterial species or
selected from laboratory cultures of prophage-carrying phage propagation strains upon the induction
of prophage lytic development and the selection of surviving cells, as reviewed by [60]. Which of these
strategies may be optimal depends on several factors. The task may not be simple, as a propagation
strain should have all the features of the target bacteria that allow a phage released from this strain to
infect the target pathogenic bacterial strain efﬁciently.
The stability of lysogeny is associated with numerous factors. In general, the rate of prophage
loss by induction increases under conditions of decreased host viability, such as upon exposure to
UV, reactive oxygen species, or other mutagenic factors that trigger the SOS response (for review
see [106–113]), under high temperatures [114], as well as in the response to certain bacteriocins [115],
certain antibiotics that block the action of essential enzymes [93,116] or interfere with intracellular
regulatory processes [117,118] or to quorum-sensing signalling molecules [119–121]. Typically,
induction also occurs spontaneously in a variable fraction of a population of cells [122–129], being
responsible for the presence of relevant free temperate phages in the cultures of lysogens [62,130,131].
Thus, derivatives of lysogens that are depleted of certain prophages are expected to occur in nature
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and in laboratory cultures, although their number may be low, as together with the prophage they lose
the prophage-mediated immunity to the infection by the relevant phage.
14. Prophage Detection Methods
Several bioinformatic methods have been developed to identify prophages in bacterial genomes.
Programs that implement them can be downloaded from internet resources or are accessible online
(e.g., PHAST, PHASTER and PHASTEST [132,133]; Prophinder [134]; Phage_Finder [105]; Prophage
Finder [135]; PhiSpy [136]; VirSorter [137]). Their performance is in the range 64–85% for sensitivity and
74–93% for precision when tested with known prophage sequences in complete bacterial genomes [137].
Prophages in the phage propagation strain of a known sequence can also be identiﬁed by comparing
the sequence of this strain with sequences of other species representatives and by the identiﬁcation of
genome regions that are interrupted by insertions of prophage-size elements [60]. Prophages in the
genomes of S. aureus or Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium can be detected by the analysis of
PCR reaction products with total genomic DNA of these bacteria and pairs of primers complementary
to the conserved DNA regions of their species-speciﬁc prophages [94,138–140]. The main disadvantage
of the aforementioned methods is the distinction of active and defective prophages, which is not
always accurate. While defective prophages may be a source of toxins or virulence factors, they
are unable to contaminate therapeutic phage preparations in a phage form unless their DNA is not
packed into capsids of other phages. To detect active prophages, one should design pairs of primers
complementary to the prophage sequences identiﬁed in a given strain and use them to amplify the
relevant temperate phage DNA with the total virion DNA of a lysate as a template. In our hands,
this method works sufﬁciently well to quickly distinguish active prophages from prophages that
cannot produce viable progeny [62]. A necessary condition is to degrade host DNA in a lysate prior to
the ampliﬁcation experiments.
The sensitivity of contaminating phage detection may be increased by inducing prophage lytic
development, with the most commonly used inducing factors such as mitomycin C or UV light.
Upon treatment with these factors, bacteria can be grown in a liquid medium until signs of lysis (if any)
are observable. Lysate that has been treated with DNase can be used as a source of phages to prepare
phage DNA for PCR ampliﬁcation with prophage-speciﬁc primer pairs. The inducible factor-treated
cells can also be streaked on a soft agar medium with suspended phage-sensitive cells (in a Petri dish).
If the prophage was induced, the lysis zone in the underlying sensitive cell layer should surround
each growing colony of lysogen. However, a limitation of the latter method is often the lack of a
prophage-free strain able to serve as an indicator.
15. Elimination of Prophages from Phage Propagation Strains
Traditional phage curing methods have been based on the selection of bacteria that have lost
the prophage spontaneously or in response to inducing factors. If the prophage excision system
is functional, prophage induction can be used to cure bacteria from that prophage [60]. Following
prophage induction, cells are plated on a solid medium and tested for lysogeny. Prophage insertion in a
chromosome may be associated with a speciﬁc phenotype, if it interrupts a gene of easily recognizable
function. Curing from such prophages is associated with recovery of the wild-type strain phenotype,
which may help to recognize prophage-free cells [62,94,141]. However, of the approximately 60% of
phages that use intragenic regions as their attachment sites, over half have the attachment sites in
tRNA encoding genes [105]. Additionally, other genes interrupted by prophages rarely have an easily
recognizable phenotype. An additional difﬁculty may be “prophage jumping”—certain prophages
excised from the primary attachment site can temporarily integrate into a secondary attachment site
in the same cell, and thus the loss of phage conversion phenotype is not always associated with
phage loss [94]. In such cases, the loss of prophage can be veriﬁed by testing cells’ sensitivity to
a parental strain phage or by PCR with a prophage-speciﬁc primer pair. If factors that induce the
excision and lytic development of a given prophage cannot be identiﬁed, one can search for colonies
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of spontaneously cured cells in a population of lysogens by plating lysogen culture cells onto a solid
medium, growing them, and testing by colony blot for the presence of prophage [142]. An amplicon of
any prophage-speciﬁc gene can serve as a probe in blotting tests.
The overexpression of a cloned prophage excisionase gene in a respective lysogen can increase
the frequency of prophage cured cell formation, as was shown in the case of lambda or KplE1 phage
lysogens [143,144]. In certain cases, one prophage supports the excision of another prophage in
the same cell by providing a helper function [145]. The removal of all active prophages from such
cells using traditional methods is impossible. Thus, more reliable methods of prophage-free bacteria
construction rely on recombineering techniques. For example, the S. aureus strain Newman was
cured of four prophages by recombinational replacements of prophage-containing regions with
the prophage-free regions of attachment sites for these phages cloned in temperature-sensitive
replicon-based suicidal plasmids [146]. A curable plasmid expressing phage λ Red recombination
system genes was used to replace four prophages in the E. coli chromosome with a PCR-ampliﬁed
antibiotic resistance cassette, which was then eliminated with the help of another curable plasmid [128].
16. Future Possibilities to Produce Industrial Phage Propagation Strains
The construction of new phage propagation hosts using traditional approaches might be a
never-ending story possibly requiring hundreds of strains to be cured of plasmids, active prophages,
and possibly other mobile genetic elements. However, taking into account recent achievements in
synthetic biology as well as the progress in recombineering and genome editing methods, this need
not be the case.
Whether a given phage infects a given bacterial strain from a susceptible species depends on the
features of the bacterium and the phage. Metabolic compatibility of a bacterium with a phage to support
the phage propagation in already-established infection appears to be species-speciﬁc, but sometimes it
is extended to more than one bacterial species of the same or different genera [147,148]. Differential
phage susceptibility determinants that are encoded by various strains of the same species include genes
encoding phage receptors or pathways of their synthesis and phage-compatible restriction-modiﬁcation
systems [149–155]. Additionally, bacteria encode phage defence mechanisms, but these mechanisms
protect the bacterium by itself either from infection with certain phages or from phage propagation,
or induce apoptosis to protect the population from spread of the infection [156–163]. The differential
phage susceptibility determinants are exchangeable between strains of a given species. Bacteria can
gain or lose sensitivity to a given phage or the ability to support this phage development by mutation-,
recombination-, or horizontal gene transfer-driven changes in their phage susceptibility or phage
defence determinants [151,164–175]. Several genes associated with phage resistance or susceptibility
are carried by mobile genetic elements [120,158,175–187].
Phage features important for the successful infection of a metabolically-compatible host include
the compatibility of phage receptor binding proteins with receptors at the surface of a bacterial
cell, the compatibility of phage genome modiﬁcations with the restriction-modiﬁcation system
of a bacterium, or the ability to prevent the action of bacterial restriction-modiﬁcation systems
either by avoiding sites that are recognized by the bacterial restriction-modiﬁcation systems or
by encoding efﬁcient anti-restriction mechanisms [149,188]. Additionally, to productively infect
bacteria, phages encode proteins that allow them to overcome bacterial phage resistance mechanisms,
such as anti-CRISPR proteins and proteins that prevent the action of bacterial Abi or toxin–antitoxin
(TA) systems [189,190].
The structure of each phage and its infectivity for particular hosts are determined by the
genome of this phage. The only host-determined features of a phage seem to be certain epigenetic
modiﬁcations, namely host-speciﬁc DNA methylation patterns [191,192]. They strongly inﬂuence the
efﬁciency of infection of new hosts by a phage, being responsible for the limitations of horizontal
gene transfer by bacteriophages [86,191,193,194]. Thus, in addition to species-speciﬁc basic metabolic
pathways supporting the efﬁcient propagation of a given phage, a phage propagation strain should
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be equipped with surface receptors for this phage attachment, cell envelope structures susceptible
to the action of given phage lytic proteins, and a restriction-modiﬁcation system that will allow the
phage released from this strain to infect a desired set of clinical strains. The removal from such a
strain of genetic determinants of other phage defence mechanisms (e.g., CRISPR/Cas, Abi, or TA
loci), if any are encoded by its genome, could extend the number of phages able to propagate in its
cells to phages infecting strains of the same species and using the same host receptors, but unable
to overcome the respective phage-defence mechanisms. The acquisition of sensitivity to certain
phages upon the abolishment of various bacterial phage defence systems has been demonstrated in
several cases [120,195–198].
An optimal future strategy to acquire therapeutic phage propagation strains of desired properties
may be the construction of a bacterial chassis of selected clinically relevant pathogenic species.
In synthetic biology, a chassis refers to the organism serving as a foundation to physically house genetic
components and support them by providing the resources for basic functions, such as replication,
transcription, and translation machinery [199]. The bacterial chassis strains to serve as basic platforms
for the construction of industrial phage propagation strains should have genomes reduced in their
complexity and the content of undesired genes by the depletion of most of the mobile genetic elements
as well as virulence and phage resistance determinants—a procedure that is known as a top-down
strategy of the genome reduction process [200]. Additionally, they should be ready for the introduction
or exchange of genomic modules (e.g., an appropriate restriction-modiﬁcation system or phage
receptors determining gene cassettes), enabling these strains to serve as microbial cell factories for the
propagation of selected therapeutic phages. Methodologies enabling the abolishment of mobile genetic
elements and other genome fragments using genome shufﬂing, recombineering, oligo-mediated allelic
replacement, or genome editing using CRISPR/Cas-assisted selection of desired clones have been
developed for model bacteria, even on a genome-wide scale [201–209]. The repertoire of genetic
engineering tools that extend the ability of genomic manipulations to bacteria other than E. coli using
the newest strategies has been constantly increasing, providing means to edit genomes belonging to
genera represented by the most problematic bacterial pathogens, including potential phage propagation
strains [210–218].
The results of studies on bacteria that were cured of some or most of the recombinogenic or
mobile genetic elements (including prophages) indicate that they have several advantages. For instance,
Escherichia coli K-12 with a genome reduced by 15% by the removal of mobile DNA and cryptic virulence
genes preserved good growth proﬁles and protein production as well as the accurate propagation of
recombinant genes and plasmids that could not be stably propagated in other strains [219]. The growth
properties and endurance of environmental stresses of a Pseudomonas putida KT2440 derivative which
was cured of prophages, some transposons, and some restriction-modiﬁcation cassettes was found to
be superior to its wild-type parent [220,221]. Curing a Corynebacterium glutamicum industrial strain of
prophages caused an increase of strain ﬁtness, stress tolerance, transformability, and protein production
yield [222]. Thus, in our opinion, the construction for the propagation of therapeutic phages, of chassis
strains equipped with certain phage susceptibility determinants and depleted of phage resistance
determinants as well as certain mobile genetic elements or virulence determinants will not only
ensure the safety of therapeutic phage preparations, but will also reduce the cost of phage production
substantially. This reduction will be a result of: (i) minimizing the number of strains required for
the production of different phages; (ii) eliminating the need of evaluating phage preparations for
the content of undesired elements, including temperate phages and toxins; and (iii) increasing the
ﬁtness and stability of such strains in the industrial production of therapeutic phages. Additionally,
one foundation strain constructed for a bacterial species can serve as a platform for the enrichment
of its genome with various gene cassettes required for the propagation of various phages. We have
already constructed basic prophage- or plasmid-free strains to start the development of a chassis of S.
aureus and E. faecalis strains. They serve for the production of monoclonal preparations of certain S.
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aureus and E. faecalis phages [62,223]. Further work to remove additional undesired genomic elements
from the genomes of these strains is in progress.
17. Surrogate Hosts for the Propagation of Therapeutic Phages
The use of non-pathogenic relatives of pathogenic strains enabling therapeutic phage propagation
was proposed to eliminate the problem of phage preparations’ contaminants derived from virulent
phage propagation hosts [224,225]. Unfortunately, suitable “surrogate” hosts can be found only
in a limited number of cases, and not all of them enable the efﬁcient propagation of therapeutic
phages [226–231]. Additionally, long-term effects of the enrichment of a pathogenic strain population
with prophages released from strains believed to be non-pathogenic are impossible to predict, especially
in view of documented cases of infections caused by certain strains belonging to the surrogate
host species [232–239] and cross-species transfer of mobile genetic elements between representatives
of surrogate host species and their pathogenic relatives [240–246]. Moreover, genomic analysis of
pathogenic strains of certain species and their relatives representing non-pathogenic species indicates
that the latter may function as reservoirs of accessory genes for the former [103]. Thus, even when using
surrogate non-pathogenic hosts for the propagation of therapeutic phages, the removal of prophages
from such hosts may be a wise strategy to avoid unpredicted problems in the future.
18. Economic Aspects of the Industrial Construction of Phage Propagation Strains
In nature, prophages are temporary components of bacterial genomes which can enter, exit,
or change their location in the genome. Their loss is a natural process that occurs with various
frequencies, as long as the mobility of a prophage is not abolished by deletions or other rearrangements
that make the prophage remnants a permanent part of the genome. Thus, in most cases, the
major cost of acquiring cells that are depleted of active prophages is the cost of screening (labour,
media, and blotting or PCR reactions), and sometimes the cost of recombineering and genome
editing techniques, provided the availability of tools. Economic aspects argue for going further
and constructing species-speciﬁc bacterial chassis for the production of therapeutic phages by the
removal of plasmids, if any, and chromosomal elements that cause genome mutability, phage resistance,
or encode virulence factors. The construction of such strains could be done based on recombineering
and genome editing methods analogous to those that have been used in the process of modiﬁcation of
bacterial producers of various compounds for industry [89,222,247–255]. Subsequently, such a chassis
strain could be used as a platform for the exchange of particular phage-sensitivity determinants in its
genome with selected strains sensitive to certain phages. The economic beneﬁts of such an approach
would be associated not only with the increased safety of phage preparations produced with the use
of these strains, but also with a switch from many different strains of various properties to fewer
strains of the same core genome and only a few gene cassettes to be exchanged. Results of studies
on certain model or industrially-applicable bacteria that were depleted of prophages and certain
other mobile elements as well as certain determinants of mutability indicate that such strains have a
better genomic stability and are more efﬁcient producers of certain compounds than their wild-type
parents [89,199,219,252,254,255]. Engineering of their genomes does not need to be associated with
the permanent presence of heterologous DNA, as markerless gene knock-out or gene replacement
systems have been developed for a number of pathogenic bacterial species and are in constant further
development [254–276].
19. PT: Beyond the Antibacterial Action
In recent years, data have been accumulating indicating that phages may also interact with
mammalian cells, thus “crossing the border to eukaryotic cells”—binding to their surface receptors
and penetrating into them. Phages can therefore pass across conﬂuent epithelial cell layers and
migrate to blood, lymph, and other tissues [51]. These ﬁndings essentially conﬁrm our hypothesis
of “phage translocation” from the intestines [277] extended by Barr, who used the term “journey”
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to suggest that phages travel through the human body [278]. Phages have been shown to mediate
anti-inﬂammatory and immunomodulating properties [279]; therefore, such phenomena may be
relevant for the maintenance of immunological homeostasis. Consequently, we recently hypothesized
that phage therapy may be considered for treating disorders such as inﬂammatory bowel disease,
autoimmune hepatitis, allergy, as well as some viral infections [280–283]. Evidently, this requires
further work and conﬁrmation by relevant clinical trials. While the most trustworthy advances
come through the performance of well-designed trials, sometimes experimental treatments based on
theoretical considerations alone may lead to major breakthroughs [284]. As stated, “the potential for
broader application of phage therapy is evident and it is certainly worthy of further studies” [285].
20. Conclusions
Almost a century after its consolidation in Eastern countries, a silver lining is appearing on the
horizon for phage therapy in the Western world. The increased threat of antibiotic resistance makes all
stakeholders in the sector of infectious disease feel a high pressure to ﬁnd new antibiotics and search for
safe alternatives. In this situation, phage therapy is increasingly considered as a potential alternative
or auxiliary tool. More and more patients, doctors, pharmacists, media, authorities, and industry
show their active interest and signs of a more open mind to assess the possible beneﬁts of phage
therapy. This is especially triggered by an increasing number of publications of patient cases where
spectacular results were achieved with bacteriophages. It is now essential that the efﬁcacy and safety
of phage application be demonstrated in rigorous clinical trials. National and international authorities
are opening their doors to such trials, and are prone to regulate phage therapy if it is found to be
effective and safe. Furthermore, progress in research on phage biology suggests that other applications
of phages unrelated to their anti-bacterial action may be on the horizon.
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Abstract: The ability of agriculture to continually provide food to a growing world population is of
crucial importance. Bacterial diseases of plants and animals have continually reduced production
since the advent of crop cultivation and animal husbandry practices. Antibiotics have been used
extensively to mitigate these losses. The rise of antimicrobial resistant (AMR) bacteria, however,
together with consumers’ calls for antibiotic-free products, presents problems that threaten sustainable
agriculture. Bacteriophages (phages) are proposed as bacterial population control alternatives to
antibiotics. Their unique properties make them highly promising but challenging antimicrobials.
The use of phages in agriculture also presents a number of unique challenges. This mini-review
summarizes recent development and perspectives of phages used as antimicrobial agents in plant
and animal agriculture at the farm level. The main pathogens and their adjoining phage therapies
are discussed.
Keywords: bacteriophage; phage therapy; sustainable agriculture; zoonosis; antibiotic resistance

1. Introduction
The goal of sustainable agriculture is to implement practices that will attain healthy disease-free
plants and animals, provide safe food for a growing global population, and minimize the impact of
agricultural practices on the environment [1–3]. Conversely, agricultural practices are impacted by
economic and disease pressures, consumer preferences, geographic location, weather conditions, and
government regulations. Following the Second World War, antibiotics have been incorporated into
animal husbandry [4,5] and for the control of plant pathogens [6–10]. Important strides in phage
therapy were overshadowed by the widespread usage of antibiotics to treat diseases in humans,
animal husbandry, and the control of bacterial plant pathogens. The overuse in medicine and
animal husbandry has contributed to the rise of worldwide antimicrobial resistant (AMR) bacteria.
Using Erwinia amylovora as an example, antimicrobial resistance is present in a number of geographic
locations where antibiotics have been overused in apple and pear orchards [6–8,10]. The debate
and scientiﬁc discussion on the impact and consequences of the presence of streptomycin resistant
E. amylovora in orchards still continues in scientiﬁc literature [11].
Most antibiotics are non-speciﬁc, acting not only against the target pathogen, but also against other
bacteria naturally present in the environment or plant and animal microﬂora. Drug-resistant infections
result in millions of people being affected from drug-resistant bacteria each year, with an estimated
700,000 deaths worldwide each year, a number that could increase to 10 million by 2050 if the drug
resistance trend continues [12]. Imprudent use of antimicrobials in agriculture may result in reduced
efﬁcacy of antibiotics due to facilitated emergence of antibiotic resistant human pathogens, increased
human morbidity and mortality, increased healthcare costs, and increased potential for carriage and
dissemination of pathogens. Together with consumers’ calls for antibiotic-free products, popularity of
Viruses 2018, 10, 218; doi:10.3390/v10050218
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organic products and the removal of antibiotics for agricultural use in certain jurisdictions have led to
the search for alternatives. Use of phages, which infect and destroy bacteria, could signiﬁcantly reduce
the environmental impact of antibiotic use in agriculture, while potentially increasing proﬁtability by
lowering crop loss or animal mortality in early stages of the breeding process.
2. Phages in Agriculture
“What is the impact of phages on agricultural environments where sustainable agriculture is
being practiced?” becomes an important and intriguing question. Phages are inherently highly speciﬁc
towards bacterial hosts. This characteristic has both negative and positive aspects in that it is beneﬁcial
in terms of avoiding negative effects on the host microbiota and a hindrance when it comes to detection
and elimination of the target pathogen. This mini-review will focus primarily on the progress of
phage-based biocontrol in food production systems covering the past 10 years. Phage-based laboratory
studies that include phage isolation, host range determination, molecular characterization, genomic
and proteomics analyses are well described in the recent review articles on plant and animal-associated
phage therapy [13–17]. The development of phages as antimicrobial agents in animal and plant
production systems follows a similar path in the initial discovery stage however the processes become
divergent in the implementation processes. In the following sections we discuss the progress made in
the use of phages in plant and animal farming, focusing on the challenges and success stories reported
in scientiﬁc literature.
3. Bacteriophages in Food Animal Production
By volume, the vast majority of antibiotics consumed worldwide are for veterinary purposes,
predominantly in intensive and large-scale animal production systems, such as dairy, livestock, poultry,
and aquaculture [18,19]. Animal husbandry practices widely use antibiotics therapeutically to treat
infectious diseases, as well as non-therapeutically to prevent the spread of disease (prophylaxis)
and to promote growth. Controversy, however, surrounds the widespread use of antibiotics for
animal production, as their overuse and possible misuse is driving antibiotic microbial resistance.
For instance, the practice of prolonged exposure to sub-therapeutic antibiotic doses, the context in
which prophylactic and growth-promoting antibiotics are administered, exerts an inestimable amount
of selective pressure toward the emergence of AMR [20,21]. Furthermore, AMR bacteria and AMR
genes of animal origin can then be transmitted to humans through environmental contamination,
food distribution, or direct contact with farm animals [22–24]. Intensive animal production systems
necessitate antibiotics to keep animals healthy and maintain productivity, and with rising incomes in
transitioning countries expected to boost antibiotic consumption by 67% by 2030 [25], this presents
a major health risk to humans and animals.
The World Health Organization, the European Commission, the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, and Health Canada, to name a few, all support immediate antimicrobial stewardship
in animal food production, aimed primarily at reducing or eliminating the nontherapeutic use of
medically important antibiotics. Eliminating prophylactic antimicrobials outright may not be feasible
in intensive animal production systems due to increasing worldwide demand for protein, the potential
compromise in animal welfare and health, and in human health and food safety. Phages instead of
antibiotics are a promising option in food animal production to maintain animal health and limit the
transfer of AMR and zoonotic pathogens that may be harmful to consumers. This section will focus
only on application of phages as alternatives to antibiotic growth promoters, prophylaxis, and zoonotic
pathogen animal decolonization at the farm level.
3.1. Phages as Growth Promoters
Antibiotics in subtherapeutic doses have played important roles in the promotion of growth,
enhancement of feed efﬁciency and improvement of the quality of animal products [20]. To combat the
increased rate of mortality and morbidity due to reduction of in-feed antibiotics, phages have been
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proposed as the replacement, particularly in the early stages when vaccination is not possible and
the maintenance of the bacterial ecosystem is crucial [26]. The studies reviewed in this subsection
highlight the addition of phages in feed rather than for clinical treatment. The distinction between
growth promotion and prevention or treatment of diseases is subtle and further work is needed to see
if phages do offer growth promotion effects other than simply reducing disease incidence.
Clostridium perfringens is a major problem for the poultry industry, resulting in both clinical and
subclinical infections. A cocktail of ﬁve phages could effectively control necrotic enteritis in chicken
broilers and thus improve feed conversion ratios and weight gain [27]. This efﬁcacy was independent
of whether the phages were administered in feed or in drinking water. Dietary supplementation with
phages has also been shown to improve on growth performance in pigs [28]. Feed supplemented
with a commercial phage product, which contained a mixture of phages targeting several pathogens,
including Salmonella spp., Escherichia coli, Staphylococcus aureus, and C. perfringens, improved different
aspects of grower pig’s performance, such as average daily feed intake [28]. It was determined that
barrow gut health improved with a higher abundance of commensal bacterial and lower pathogen
load in pig faeces. However, the success of phages against pathogenic bacteria could be related
to the method of its addition. Administering phages in drinking water may be disease and/or
pathogen dependent. Huff et al. [29] found that phage administered in drinking water could not
cure experimental E. coli respiratory infections in broilers. Phages were only effective in reducing
respiratory bacterial load when they were administered via direct intratracheal administration [30].
For dairy herds, mastitis is the most important disease worldwide [31]. S. aureus, one of the
etiological agents for mastitis, which has a propensity to recur chronically, causes a potentially fatal
inﬂammatory response in gland tissues. In an experimental model, lactating mice intramammarily
infected with a clinical bovine S. aureus strain showed signiﬁcant improvement in mammary gland
pathology and a 4-log reduction in bacterial load after phage treatment [32]. However, compared to
the antibiotic cefalonium, the phage treatment was far less effective. Gill et al. [33] also found that
multiday high-titre intramammary infusions of phage K did not lead to a reduction in S. aureus load in
the utter of lactating cows with pre-existing subclinical mastitis [34]. In this latter study, the adsorption
of milk whey proteins to the S. aureus cell surface inhibited phage infection in vitro, suggesting this
was the cause for treatment failure [33]. It should be noted that antibiotic treatment success is also
highly variable with mastitis cure rates as low as 4% [35].
Phages have the potential to be a viable and eco-friendly alternative to antibiotics in aquaculture.
Aquaculture is the fastest growing food production sector, providing over ﬁfty percent of the world’s
supply of ﬁsh and seafood. Antibiotics in feed are commonly used as prophylactics to decrease the
corresponding heavy economic losses due to bacterial diseases worldwide. Vibriosis is one of the most
prevalent diseases of marine and estuarine ﬁsh in both natural and commercial production [36–38].
Vibrio anguillarum is the etiologic agent of vibriosis, a fatal haemorrhagic septicaemia that affects more
than 50 fresh- and salt-water ﬁsh species including several important food species, such as the Atlantic
salmon, rainbow trout, turbot, sea bass, and sea bream [36]. A single phage treatment protected
100% of Atlantic salmon against experimentally induced V. anguillarum infection [39]. Vibriosis also
causes high mortality rates in ﬁsh larvae. Phages administered in culture water of zebraﬁsh larvae
experimentally infected with V. anguillarum signiﬁcantly lowered larvae mortality [38]. Likewise,
phages added to culture water of shrimp larvae improved survival after experimental infection with
Vibrio harveyi [40]. Thus, directly supplying phages to the culture water could be an effective and
economical approach toward reducing the negative impact of vibriosis in aquaculture, in particular
when vaccines are not an option to protect larvae.
Other experimental aquaculture models have also shown promising phage efﬁcacy. For instance,
phages in-feed has been shown to protect against water-borne Pseudomonas plecoglossicida infection,
the etiological agent of bacterial haemorrhagic ascites in freshwater ﬁsh, including ayu, pejerrey,
rainbow trout, and large yellow croaker [41]. In a ﬁeld trial, phage-impregnated feed was added to the
ﬁshpond where P. plecoglossicida was naturally present and daily ayu mortality of ﬁsh decreased by 30%
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after multiple weeks of prophylaxis. Moreover, neither phage-resistant bacteria nor phage-neutralizing
antibodies were detected in infected or cured ﬁsh [42].
3.2. Phages that Combat Zoonotic Pathogens
Phages offer a non-antibiotic method to improve food safety as a preharvest intervention to
reduce zoonotic pathogens from the food supply. For instance, contaminated poultry, pork, beef, and
ﬁsh have led to food poisoning and food-related disease. Often, food-borne pathogen contamination
of meat products occurs during processing when carcasses are exposed to infected animal faeces.
Campylobacteriosis caused by Campylobacter jejuni, is the most frequent food-borne human enteritis in
developed countries, the major source being tainted poultry meat. Loc Carrillo et al. [43] showed
that an antacid solution containing phages given orally could effectively decolonize the gut of
birds experimentally colonized with C. jejuni. Under commercial conditions, however, phage
decontamination success was highly variable. When a phage cocktail was added to the drinking
water at three commercial farms with broilers conﬁrmed to be colonized with Campylobacter spp.,
only one farm experienced a reduction in bacterial load (<50 CFU/g) in faecal samples [44]. For the
other two farms, no signiﬁcant reduction occurred for undetermined reasons.
Salmonellosis is another common cause of gastroenteritis in humans. Pigs can become colonized
with Salmonella spp. from contaminated trailers and holding pens, resulting in increased pathogen
shedding just prior to processing. Wall et al. [19] showed that administration of a phage cocktail at the
time of experimental inoculation with Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium reduced bacterial load
to almost undetectable limits in the tonsils, ileum, and cecum of infected small pigs. A phage cocktail
signiﬁcantly reduced cecal and ileal Salmonella concentrations by up to 95% after being in a highly
contaminated holding pen. S. enteritidis is also a prevalent foodborne pathogen, its main reservoir
being the eggshell. Use of a mixture of three different Salmonella-speciﬁc phages to reduce S. enteritidis
colonization in the ceca of laying hens resulted in a signiﬁcant decrease in bacterial prevalence of
incidence of up to 80% [45].
E. coli is typically a commensal member of human and animal microbiota. However, certain
strains can cause a variety of human diseases, including urinary tract infections, haemorrhagic
colitis, appendicitis and septicaemia. The most notorious zoonotic strains are those referred to as
Vero-Toxigenic E. coli (VTEC). The most common member of this group is strain O157:H7 and the
natural reservoir is the cattle gut. A cocktail of phages isolated from cattle faeces was able to reduce
O157:H7 populations in the gut of experimentally inoculated sheep, with a 1:1 ratio of phage to bacteria
found to be more effective than higher phage ratios [46]. Upon necropsy, E. coli populations were
found to be reduced in both the cecum and colon, while ruminal load was not signiﬁcantly changed,
likely due to a relatively low starting population [46].
4. Bacteriophages in Crop Production
The discovery research on phages and plant pathogens took place nine years following the highly
disputed discovery of phages by Frederic Twort in 1915 and Felix D’Herelle in 1917 [47]. The ﬁrst
experimental evidence that phages may be associated with plant pathogenic bacteria occurred when it
was demonstrated that a ﬁltrate obtained from decomposing cabbage was able to inhibit cabbage-rot
caused by Xanthomonas campestris pv. campestris [48]. The following year, Kotila and Coons [49]
demonstrated that the exposure of Pectobacterium atrosepticum to phages prevented the development of
soft rot in potatoes. The ﬁrst recorded ﬁeld trial occurred in 1935, when Stewart’s wilt disease of corn,
caused by Pantoea stewartii, was reduced by pre-treatment of seeds by phages [50].
In a 2012 survey, bacterial pathologists that read the Journal Molecular Plant Pathology were
asked to list three important plant pathogens [51]. The top 10 plant pathogens listed in descending
order were Pseudomonas syringae, Ralstonia solanacearum, Agrobacterium tumefaciens, Xanthomonas spp.,
Erwinia amylovora, Xylella fastidiosa, Dickeya spp., and Pectobacterium spp. Lack of chemical control
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options and development of antibiotic resistance in many plant pathogens combined with consumers’
preference for organic and antibiotic free products has led to a phage therapy renaissance in agriculture.
4.1. Soft Rot, Bacterial Wilt, and Blight
Dickeya solani and Pectobacterium spp. are pathogens associated with potato tuber soft rot in
storage and blackleg disease in the ﬁeld [52,53]. Adriaenssens [52] used two Dickeya sp. Myoviridae
phages as biological control agents for the control of soft rot/blackleg in potato. Potato tubers were
vacuum inﬁltrated with the pathogen and the phages were sprayed (nebulised) at MOI of 10 and/or
100 over the infested tubers. Treated tubers were planted in the ﬁeld and the disease progression
was monitored through the growing season. There was no signiﬁcant difference between the treated
control, untreated controls, and the phage/bacteria treatments. To study the ability of the phage
mixtures to control multiple pathogen species associated with bacterial soft rot, two broad host range
phages [53] and 9 phage mixtures [14] were tested on potato slices but not in the ﬁeld. Czajkowski [14]
provides in a recent review a detailed summary on the advances in research on the phages of the soft
rot bacteria.
Pre-treatment with a Podoviridae phage PE204 under growth chamber conditions did not achieve
control of R. solanacearum, the cause of bacterial wilt of tomato [54]. Single phage and/or cocktails
composed of commercial phage mixtures were applied as a soil drench with an attenuated Xanthomonas
perforans isolate. Phage populations were followed in the treatments in the root zone and the inside
of plants. Partial translocation of phages occurred into the lower portions of the tomato plant and
greenhouse and ﬁeld trials demonstrated that in the presence of X. perforans mutant phage populations
increased on leaf surfaces and in the soil [55].
Pseudomonas syringae pathovars are responsible for a large number of plant diseases in
agriculture [51,56]. The recent serious global outbreak of P. syringae pv. actinidae in kiwifruit production
and the lack of control options has re-focused research onto phages [57,58]. To date, this research
has focused on phage characterization by host range and genomic studies. Two parallel ﬁeld trials
in three locations were conducted for the control of P. syringae pv. porri, bacterial blight of leek [59].
The treatments involved a 6-phage cocktail and plants that were either pre-treated with phage and
then infected by the pathogen or treated with pathogen followed by the phage cocktail at 109 pfu/ml.
Statistically signiﬁcant difference between treatment and control were not obtained and the results
were highly variable between the locations.
4.2. Citrus Bacterial Canker and Spot
Balogh (2008) studied phage-mediated control of Xanthomonas axonopodis pv. citri, Asiatic citrus
canker (ACC) and X. axonopodis pv. citrumelo, citrus bacterial spot (CBS). Treatments without skim
milk, used to stabilise the phage, additive signiﬁcantly reduced ACC disease severity. In nursery trials,
the ability of phage mixtures, copper-mancozeb, and the combination of phage-copper-mancozeb to
control CBS and ACC were tested. Phages reduced ACC disease signiﬁcantly but were not as effective
as the copper-macozeb treatment alone. The phage-copper-mancozeb combined treatment failed.
Similar results were seen for CBS, where phage control was signiﬁcantly different from the control in
Valencia oranges but not in grapefruit under low disease pressures [60]. Ibrahim et al. [61] obtained
successful control of Asiatic citrus canker in greenhouse and ﬁeld trials, by combing a compound
which induced the plants systemic acquired resistance and phage mixtures formulated in skim milk
and sugar.
4.3. Pierce’s Disease of Grape
Xylella fastidiosa is a pathogen of a number of plants but it has the greatest economic impact in
grapes. Disease control options are limited and challenging since the pathogen is limited to the xylem
of the grape [62]. Recently, two lytic phages of X. fastidiosa subsp. fastidiosa have been isolated and
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fully characterised [63]. Phage cocktails in grape using therapeutic and prophylactic treatments were
able to signiﬁcantly control the pathogen and symptom development in greenhouse trials.
4.4. Fire Blight in Apples and Pears
The causal organism of ﬁre blight, Ewinia amylovora, is a major pathogen in commercially grown
apples and pears. The pathogen can exist in asymptomatic tissue or as an epiphyte in the orchard
ecosystem [9]. All commercially desirable apple and pear cultivars are moderately to highly susceptible
to this pathogen and resistant germplasm is not available. In Canada and the US, streptomycin and
kasugamycin are applied during open bloom to obtain control of the ﬁre blight pathogen [6,11].
In growing regions where streptomycin resistance is present and/or organic fruit is grown, the use of
antibiotics is prohibited and alternative control strategies for integrated pest management practices
are urgently needed.
Phages combined with Pantoea agglomerans, non-pathogenic host, belonging to the Myoviridae
and Podoviridae have been tested under greenhouse [64] and ﬁeld conditions [16,65] for their ability to
control the pathogen during open bloom. The highly variable seasonal variation in biological control
is not uncommon and it serves as one of the biggest challenges to the commercial development of
phages in agriculture.
4.5. Impact of Host Exopolysaccharides and Phage Family on Efﬁcacy
E. amylovora pathogenicity is largely determined by the presence of amylovoran, a capsular
exopolysaccharide (EPS), while virulence is associated with levan, a secondary component of the
bacterial capsule [66]. Roach et al. [67] showed that the structure of the host cell surface plays a very
important role in phage pathogenesis. Isolates of E. amylovora characterised as producing relatively
large amounts of EPS, were called high EPS producers (HEPs) and low producers were labelled low EPS
producers (LEPs). Phages in the Myoviridae grew better on LEPs than HEPs. In contrast, most but not all
Podoviridae phages exhibited improved replication on HEPs hosts as measured by efﬁciency of plating.
Deletion of genes required for the production of amylovoran and levan provided further insight into
the function of the cell surface in phage growth. Deletion of the rcsB gene, which prevented synthesis
of the EPS component amylovoran, resulted in almost complete resistance to most podoviruses
tested. The effect of this deletion on myoviruses was variable with one phage showing a reduction
in the efﬁciency of plating (EOP) and two others showing an increase, suggesting that amylovoran
is likely not a signiﬁcant contributor to phage pathogenesis for these phages. In contrast, deletion
of the levansucrase gene, lsc, had little impact on the pathogenesis of podoviruses but resulted in
a reduction of EOP by one to two orders of magnitude for myoviruses. These observations have three
important implications on the impact of the use of these phages in a program to control E. amylovora.
First, phages in the Podoviridae will likely have little to no impact on other bacterial epiphytes in the
orchard because amylovoran synthesis is limited to E. amylovora. This prediction has been validated
by tests on P. agglomerans. This epiphytic species does not produce amylovoran and the majority
of the isolates do not support the growth of E. amylovora podoviruses). Second, one of the likely
mechanisms by which E. amylovora could become resistant would be through a mutation that prevents
amylovoran production. This would result in an avirulent bacterium that would greatly reduce the
chance of survival. Thus, podoviruses should be included in any biocontrol formulation with the goal
of reducing ﬁre blight. Third, myoviruses should also be included in the formulation to increase the
probability of inhibiting growth of all E. amylovora strains, including the LEPs.
5. Potential Problems with Phages as Biocontrol Agents
The development of phage resistance in the bacterial host is a major concern in phage therapy.
Just as bacteria may become resistant to antibiotics they may also become resistant to phages
by a variety of mechanisms. These include modiﬁcation of the phage surface receptors on the
bacterial cell such as conversion to mucoidy [68], integration of the phage genome into the bacterial
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chromosome [57,69], restriction/modiﬁcation systems [70], CRISPR/Cas systems [71,72], BREX [73],
DISARM [74], and up to 9 new defense systems [75]. To prevent the development of bacterial resistance
to phages the standard adopted practice has been to use a mixtures or cocktails that may contain
combinations of phages with host ranges that are narrow, wide and/or composed of host range
mutants [27,53,59,60,76]. One intriguing possible outcome of the use of a phage mixture is bacteria
that are resistant to a particular phage can still be lysed by that phage through the acquisition of phage
receptors from lysed sensitive cells. This effect has been observed during infection of Bacillus subtilis
with phage SPP1 [77]. It will be important to investigate if the transfer of receptors is a phenomenon
that extends well beyond this one example.
Another potential hurdle with the use of phages as biological agents is the production of lysogens
or pseudolysogens. Persistence of the phage genome in the host cell would provide superinfection
immunity that would negate the efﬁcacy of the biological and possibly impart novel characteristics
to the target bacterium. For example, ΦRSS1, a phage that exists in a persistent infective state in
R. solanacearum increases virulence of the bacterial host on tomato [78]. Although this risk clearly
exists, the scope of the problem remains poorly understood. Roach et al. [69] examined the prevalence
of lysogens of myoviruses and podoviruses in 161 isolates of E. amylovora and 82 of P. agglomerans.
None was detected. Use of phages to recover bacteriophage insensitive mutants (BIMs), however,
showed that lysogeny was possible with the recovery of one stable lysogen. In addition, PCR analysis
indicated that phage DNAs could be detected in subcultures of numerous BIMs for up to a year after
selection although the association of phage and host was unstable. The authors concluded that though
lysogeny could occur, it was likely to be selected against in the resource rich environment of the apple
or pear blossom. As such, the risks associated with lysogeny were low. Nonetheless, this possibility
should be considered for any application of phages for biocontrol.
A third potential hurdle is that phages could serve as vectors for mobile genetic elements,
including antibiotic resistance genes [79,80]. Colavecchio et al. [81] recently reviewed the literature on
the role of phages in the spread of AMR genes amongst members of the Enterobacteriaceae. These genes
could certainly be transferred horizontally by transducing phage particles. The contribution of
transduction to AMR spread, however, may be low as compared to conjugation or transformation.
This issue is currently unresolved and deserves further attention.
Many bacterial pathogens form bioﬁlms, which in turn impact phage therapy. In E. amylovora,
amylovoran and levan contribute to the formation of a bioﬁlm [82], yet phage efﬁcacy bioassays
continue to be carried out in liquid cultures. Today, models of phage–host interactions should take
into consideration that bioﬁlms form a spatial environment where resources are concentrated and
bacterial materials and debris build up as cell numbers increase [83]. All these factors will inﬂuence
the ability of the phage to adsorb and kill the bacterial host. Laboratory studies that use liquid cultures
to study phage-host interactions are poor indicators of phage efﬁcacy under greenhouse and/or ﬁeld
conditions. In a recent publication, Abedon [84] provides an excellent treatise on how phage therapy
can be improved by incorporating important standards such as the Poisson distribution curve when
reporting on the infection of host cells by phage and the avoidance of the commonly used MOIs to
report phage dosages.
6. Discussion
Present-day research indicates that phages have the potential as an alternative control mechanism
for eliminating pathogens posing a threat to animals and plants (Table 1), particularly with the
increased risk of AMR and regulatory restrictions on the use of antibiotics in agriculture. Phages
developed for the control of plant and animal pathogenic, zoonotic, and problematic bacteria exploit
the multiple and complex host–microbe interactions to signiﬁcantly reduce disease, reduce economic
losses, and minimize the effect on the environment and on non-target microorganisms. In animal
production, the focus of using phages as antimicrobial agents has been on controlling human and
zoonotic pathogens.
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Table 1. Experimental studies using bacteriophages to control bacterial pathogens.
Target Species
Clostridium perfringens
C. perfringens, E. coli, S. aureus
Escherichia coli
Staphylococcus aureus
Vibrio anguillarum
Vibrio harveyi
Pseudomonas plecoglossicida
Campylobacter jejuni
Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium
Salmonella enteriditis
Escherichia coli
Xanthomonas campestris pv. campestris
Pectobacterium atrosepticum
Pantoea stewartii
Dickeya solani, Pectobacterium spp.
Ralstonia solanacearum
Pseudomonas syringae pv. actinidae
Pseudomonas syringae pv. porri
Xanthomonas axonopodis pv. citrumelo
Xanthomonas axonopodis pv. citri
Xylella fastidiosa
Erwinia amylovora

Disease/Issue

Animal/Plant

Study

necrotic enteritis
weight gain
respiratory infection
mastitis
vibriosis
vibriosis
haemorrhagic ascites
zoonotic
zoonotic
zoonotic
colitis
cabbage rot
soft rot
Stewart’s wilt
soft rot/blackleg
bacterial wilt
canker
bacterial blight
bacterial spot
canker
Pierce’s disease
ﬁre blight

poultry
swine
poultry
bovine
ﬁsh
shrimp
ﬁsh
poultry
swine
poultry
sheep
cabbage
potato
corn
potato
tomato
kiwifruit
leak
citrus
citrus
grape
apple/pear

[27]
[28]
[29,30]
[32,33]
[38,39]
[40]
[41,42]
[43,44]
[19]
[45]
[46]
[48]
[49,52]
[50]
[52,53]
[54]
[57,58]
[59]
[60]
[61]
[63]
[16,64,65]

In plant agriculture, control with phages has been difﬁcult to implement due to a number of
challenges. These include development of formulations to effectively treat hectares of plants grown in
monoculture and/or in greenhouse conditions, assessing susceptible hosts including both bacterial
pathogen and plant interactions as well as phage–bacterium matches, persistent pathogen presence,
transmission of the pathogen by wind, rain, and insects, modern day farming practices that rely on
chemical pesticides that may be deleterious to the phage, and unpredictable weather patterns within
and between growing seasons. Timing of the biocontrol delivery is crucially important. Therapeutic
treatments may involve phage application to reduce a pre-existing pathogen population or an
application timed to the expected arrival of the pathogen [52,55,59,64,85]. For prophylactic treatment,
phages are introduced prior to the anticipated appearance of the pathogen [59,85]. Efﬁcacy of both
options should be evaluated as part of a biocontrol development program. Aerial phage applications
require formulations that will ensure the survival of the phage in the environment [60,61,76,86].
The alternative application methodology is to utilize a living bacterial cell delivery system that
ensures survival and continued replication of the phages prior to the arrival of the pathogen [16,65].
For example, live cells of an attenuated bacterial strain of Xanthomonas perforans were used to improve
the persistence of the phage populations in and on the soil [55].
In animal production, much of the focus of using phages as antimicrobial agents has been
on controlling bacterial infection. The beneﬁts of antibiotics in animal feed have added beneﬁts
in production. For instance, Thomke and Elwinger [87] hypothesize that cytokines released
during the immune response may also stimulate the release of catabolic hormones, which reduce
muscle mass. In addition, there is evidence that antibiotics suppress microbial fermentation in the
gastrointestinal tract improving feed conversion by up to 6% (Jensen, 1998). Recent studies showed that
a sub-therapeutic antibiotic correlates with the decreased activity of bile salt hydrolase, an intestinal
bacteria-produced enzyme that exerts negative impact on host fat digestion and utilization [88].
Regardless of the mechanism of action, the use of animal growth promoters can improve daily growth
rates between 1% and 10% resulting in meat of better quality with less fat and increased protein content.
It will be important to explore whether phages provide similar growth enhancing effects beyond the
beneﬁts of controlling infectious diseases. Phages can also be used in post-slaughter or later processing
systems as decontaminants, including the FDA approved commercial products ListShield™ (Intralytix,
Baltimore, MD, USA) and PhageGuard L™ (formerly Listex™) (Micreos Food Safety B.V., Wageningen,
Netherlands) as food additives for prevention of meat contamination with Listeria monocytogenes [89].
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EcoShield™ (Intralytixs) for E. coli and SalmoFresh™ (Intralytix) for Salmonella spp. are also FDA
approved to decontaminate ready-to-eat meat and poultry, ﬁsh and seafood, and dairy products.
Plant and animal phage development systems in food agriculture have their own distinct
and specialised processes, protocols, and challenges. Regardless of the agricultural application,
the process itself should be better deﬁned, organized, and laid out. The science innovation chain
for the development of biologicals or biopesticides was developed by Boyetchko [90]. This model
deﬁnes and designates speciﬁc steps and processes that workers should address in the developed
of phage biologicals (synonym in agriculture biopesticide). The project deliverables, arranged in
continuous and ascending order, include acquisition of scientiﬁc knowledge, greenhouse/ﬁeld/animal
efﬁcacy trials, fermentation/formulation, deﬁning of markets, license agreements, large scale ﬁeld
test, manufacturing/process engineering, production of phage product, and product sales/client
adoption. Concurrent with the deliverables and in the same ascending order, a series of stages and/or
gates include discovery and selection of phages, proof of concept that the therapy works, technology
development, market identiﬁcation, technology transfer, commercial scale up, registration/regulatory
processes, and technology adaptation by end users. This type of a model takes into consideration work
beyond the laboratory and basic science and provides basic guidelines to the processes and decision
points that need to be addressed during the development of a phage biological that can be successfully
used in agriculture.
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Abstract: Foodborne illnesses remain a major cause of hospitalization and death worldwide despite
many advances in food sanitation techniques and pathogen surveillance. Traditional antimicrobial
methods, such as pasteurization, high pressure processing, irradiation, and chemical disinfectants are
capable of reducing microbial populations in foods to varying degrees, but they also have considerable
drawbacks, such as a large initial investment, potential damage to processing equipment due to their
corrosive nature, and a deleterious impact on organoleptic qualities (and possibly the nutritional
value) of foods. Perhaps most importantly, these decontamination strategies kill indiscriminately,
including many—often beneﬁcial—bacteria that are naturally present in foods. One promising
technique that addresses several of these shortcomings is bacteriophage biocontrol, a green and
natural method that uses lytic bacteriophages isolated from the environment to speciﬁcally target
pathogenic bacteria and eliminate them from (or signiﬁcantly reduce their levels in) foods. Since the
initial conception of using bacteriophages on foods, a substantial number of research reports
have described the use of bacteriophage biocontrol to target a variety of bacterial pathogens in
various foods, ranging from ready-to-eat deli meats to fresh fruits and vegetables, and the number
of commercially available products containing bacteriophages approved for use in food safety
applications has also been steadily increasing. Though some challenges remain, bacteriophage
biocontrol is increasingly recognized as an attractive modality in our arsenal of tools for safely and
naturally eliminating pathogenic bacteria from foods.
Keywords: bacteriophages; phages; food safety; foodborne illness

1. Introduction
From leaves of lettuce and cheddar cheese in a Cobb salad to frozen pre-cooked meals, the foods
we eat remain under constant threat of contamination by microbial pathogens, which can subsequently
be transmitted to the consumer. Recently, the Foodborne Disease Burden Epidemiology Reference
Group (FERG) was established by the World Health Organization (WHO) to monitor foodborne illness
across the world. FERG monitored the 31 foodborne pathogens that caused the highest morbidity
and mortality in humans. In their most recent (2015) estimate of the global burden of foodborne
illness, FERG approximated that 600 million foodborne infections occurred in 2010, resulting in
over 400,000 deaths. Of the top ﬁve microorganisms causing foodborne illness, four were bacteria:
Escherichia coli (~111 million), Campylobacter spp. (~96 million), non-typhoid Salmonella enterica
(~78 million), and Shigella spp. (~51 million), with estimates for the number of foodborne-related deaths
caused by these bacteria ranging from ~15,000 for Shigella spp. to ~63,000 for E. coli [1]. Strikingly,
children under ﬁve years old were disproportionally impacted; they account for 40% of deaths while
representing just 9% of the world population [1]. These foodborne illnesses are also a tremendous
drain on the economy of nations; for example, in the United States the average incident is estimated to
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cost ~$1500/person, with the total annual estimated cost of these foodborne diseases reaching over
$75 billion [2].
Several approaches are used to help improve the safety of our foods. Heat pasteurization is
commonly used to reduce bacterial numbers in liquids and dairy items, most notably milk. However,
pasteurization is not suitable for many fresh food items, as the process results in the items being cooked.
Another method used to reduce pathogens in foods is High Pressure Processing (HPP) which exposes
foods to high pressure to inactivate microbes. This technique has been successfully used on liquid
products and pre-cooked meals, meant to be frozen; however, as with heat pasteurization, it is generally
not used with fresh meats and produce, as it can affect the appearance (color) and/or nutritional content
of these products [3,4]. Irradiation is also an effective means for reducing the burden of pathogenic
organisms in foods. However, irradiation can deleteriously affect the organoleptic qualities of foods;
in addition, customer acceptance of this method is low and is compounded by a labelling requirement
for many food items treated with radiation [5,6]. Finally, chemical sanitizers, such as chlorine and
peracetic acid (PAA), are commonly utilized to reduce microbial contaminants of many fresh fruits
and vegetables as well as Ready-To-Eat (RTE) food products [7,8]. While they are, in general, effective,
many of these chemicals are corrosive and can damage food processing equipment. Chemical sanitizers
can also deleteriously affect the environment (i.e., not environmentally-friendly) and, with the current
trends toward chemical-free, organic foods, consumer acceptance of chemical additives in foods
(particularly in fresh produce) is declining rapidly. One common downside shared by all of these
techniques is that they kill microbes indiscriminately; in other words, both the pathogenic as well as
potentially advantageous normal ﬂora bacteria are targeted equally. Additionally, even with the variety
of methods available, foodborne outbreaks still occur relatively frequently. These factors combined
illustrate the need for a targeted antimicrobial approach, one that can be used alone or in combination
with the techniques described above, to establish additional barriers in a multi-hurdle approach to
preventing foodborne bacterial pathogens from reaching consumers. One such technique is the use
of lytic bacteriophages for targeting speciﬁc foodborne bacteria in our foods, without deleteriously
impacting their normal—and often beneﬁcial—microﬂora. This approach is termed “bacteriophage
biocontrol” or “phage biocontrol”.
Phage biocontrol is increasingly accepted as a natural and green technology, effective at speciﬁcally
targeting bacterial pathogens in various foods, in order to safeguard the food chain (Table 1).
Bacteriophages were ﬁrst identiﬁed by Felix d’Herelle in 1917, and the usefulness of these “bacteria
eaters” for combating bacterial diseases was quickly exploited [9]. In the context of food safety,
bacteriophages address many of the concerns voiced by consumers. For example, because of the
speciﬁcity of bacteriophages, phage biocontrol offers a unique opportunity to target pathogenic
bacteria in foods without disturbing the normal microﬂora of foods. Of note, the United States
Army recently initiated a project (W911QY-18-C-0010) to further elucidate the impact of phage
application versus traditional chemical antimicrobials on the normal microbiota of fresh produce
and how these interventions may impact the nutritional value of foods. Also, phage biocontrol is
arguably the most environmentally-friendly antimicrobial intervention available today. Most, if not all,
currently-available commercial phage biocontrol products contain natural phages, i.e., phages isolated
from the environment, that are not genetically modiﬁed. Many of these preparations also do not
contain any additives or preservatives; they are typically water-based solutions consisting of puriﬁed
phages and low levels of salts. Several phage preparations on the market are also certiﬁed Kosher and
Halal and are available for use in organic foods (OMRI-listed in USA; SKAL in EU) (Table 2). Although
there is limited testing, work conducted by our group suggests that bacteriophages do not alter the
organoleptic (i.e., sensory) properties of foods [10]. Finally, compared to other food safety interventions,
the cost of applying bacteriophages is relatively low and is typically in the range of 1–4 cents per pound
of food treated; whereas HPP treatment and irradiation typically cost 10–30 cents per pound [11]. It is
important to note that these ﬁgures represent the cost of each intervention alone, and do not account
for situations where a multi-hurdle approach may be required for food safety purposes (e.g., foods are
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feared to be contaminated by more than one foodborne pathogen) or for considerations apart from
food safety (e.g., food spoilage which is typically caused by multiple different microorganisms).
The biological properties of lytic bacteriophages and other qualities of commercial phage
biocontrol products as explained above make phage biocontrol a very attractive modality for further
improving the safety of our foods, and an increasing number of companies worldwide are engaging
in their development and commercialization [12] (Table 2). However, phage biocontrol does have its
limitations and drawbacks. For example, phage preparations require refrigerated storage (typically
2–8 ◦ C), and if used in conjunction with chemical sanitizers, may need to be applied separately, as harsh
chemicals can also inactivate the phage particles and render phage biocontrol less effective. Also,
because of their high natural speciﬁcity, phage preparations can effectively address targeted pathogens
in foods, but if food items happen to be contaminated with two or more foodborne bacterial pathogens,
a phage preparation targeted against a single pathogen will not be effective in removing non-targeted
pathogenic bacteria from foods. As a ﬁnal consideration, care must be taken to use lytic phages and
exclude temperate phages from bacteriophage preparations. Temperate phages are typically less
effective than lytic phages at killing their bacterial hosts. Moreover, temperate phages are capable of
integrating their DNA into the bacterial chromosome, and therefore, they can potentially promote
the transfer of virulence genes or other undesirable genes (e.g., antibiotic-resistance encoding genes)
among bacterial strains, which could lead to the emergence of new pathogenic strains. The risk of such
emergence is signiﬁcantly lower when lytic phages are utilized.
This review is focused on applications of wild type bacteriophages for improving the safety
of foods. We do not discuss other possible phage-related methods such as, for example, the use
of phage endolysins for targeting foodborne pathogens, or using bacteriophages to manage food
spoilage. Those topics have been discussed by other authors previously and respective reviews
are available [13,14]. In the context of food safety applications, wild type lytic bacteriophages can
be used both pre-harvest (e.g., in live animals, administered via animal feed or spray-applied
prior to slaughter) and/or post-harvest (e.g., applied directly to food surfaces, either via direct
spraying, via packaging materials, or by some other means) to reduce contamination by pathogenic
bacteria [12,15]. Bacteriophage biocontrol could also be a means to disinfect surfaces used in the
production and processing of foods [16,17]. In previous reviews [12,14,18,19], we and others have
assembled a general overview of the industries and products where bacteriophages are used in food
safety applications. Here, we provide an updated review (and an extended summary table) describing
studies where bacteriophages have been applied to predominantly post-harvest foods, particularly
meats, fresh produce and RTE foods (Table 1). In the next section, we review selected studies from the
last ﬁve years where bacteriophage biocontrol was used to combat four major foodborne pathogens.
Finally, we also discuss the regulation of bacteriophages for food safety applications and some of the
challenges of phage biocontrol.
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[23]

[24]

[25]

[26]

[17]

[27]

Campylobacter levels signiﬁcantly decreased in beef after application of the phage Cj6, and decreases in
bacterial levels were not signiﬁcant at low levels of bacterial contamination (~100 CFU/cm2 ). Salmonella
counts were decreased ~2–3 logs at 5 ◦ C and >5.9 logs at 24 ◦ C in raw and cooked beef after P7 phage
application. Surviving Salmonella colonies were still sensitive to P7. For both phages, the killing of
bacteria was higher at an MOI of 10,000:1 and ~10,000 CFU/cm2 of bacteria.
In infant formula, Cronobacter sakazakii (formerly Enterobacter sakazakii) levels were decreased after phage
addition. The reduction was dependent on the phage concentration, and the phages were more effective
at 24 ◦ C than 37 ◦ C or 12 ◦ C.
Growth of 36 of 40 test strains was inhibited by a phage cocktail tested in infant formula experimentally
contaminated with C. sakazakii. Furthermore, both high and low concentrations (106 and 102 CFU/mL) of
bacteria were eliminated from liquid culture medium treated with the individual phage (108 PFU/mL).
After incubation at 37 ◦ C, a three-phage cocktail used to treat the surface of beef that was contaminated
(103 CFU/g) with E. coli O157:H7 eliminated the bacterium from a majority of the treated specimens.
E. coli 0157:H7 levels decreased by ~1–3 logs, or were reduced below the limits of detection, on tomatoes,
broccoli or spinach after treatment with a phage cocktail, while E. coli O157:H7 levels were decreased by
~1 log when the phages were applied to ground beef.
A phage cocktail applied to experimentally contaminated lettuce and cut cantaloupe signiﬁcantly
reduced E. coli O157:H7 levels by up to 1.9 and 2.5 logs, respectively.

Cj6; P7

ESP 1-3, ESP 732-1

Five phages

e11/2, pp01, e4/1c

EcoShield™ (formerly ECP-100)

EcoShield™ (formerly ECP-100)

Cocktail BEC8

EcoShield™ (formerly ECP-100)

EcoShield™ (formerly ECP-100)

Campylobacter jejuni; Salmonella spp.

Cronobacter sakazakii

Cronobacter sakazakii

Escherichia coli O157:H7

Escherichia coli O157:H7

Escherichia coli O157:H7

Escherichia coli O157:H7

Escherichia coli O157:H7

Escherichia coli O157:H7

[28]

[29]

[30]

the phage cocktail signiﬁcantly reduced the level of E. coli
At various temperatures (4, 8, 23 and 37
O157:H7 on leafy green vegetables by ~2–4 logs. The inclusion of an essential oil (trans-cinnamaldehyde)
increased this effect.
The levels of E. coli O157:H7 were reduced by ≥94% and ~87% on the surface of experimentally
contaminated beef and lettuce, respectively, after addition of the phage cocktail; however, the single
treatment did not protect foods after recontamination with the same bacteria (i.e., phage biocontrol had
no continued technical effect on the foods).
After a 30 min phage treatment at both 4 and 10 ◦ C, levels of E. coli O157:H7 decreased by >2 logs on
leafy greens under both ambient and modiﬁed atmosphere packaging storage.

◦ C),

[22]

C. jejuni levels decreased ~2 logs on experimentally-contaminated chicken skin after application of phage
at a MOI of 100:1 or 1000:1. Salmonella levels were reduced by ~2 logs on chicken skin treated with phage
at an MOI of either 100:1 or 1000:1 and stored for 48 h; bacterial counts were reduced below the limit of
detection when lower levels of bacteria were used to contaminate the chicken.

C. jejuni typing page 12673, P22,
29C; Salmonella typing phage 12

[21]

Campylobacter jejuni; Salmonella spp.

after the

Counts of Campylobacter were reduced by ~1 log on the surface of chicken skin stored at 4
application of a single phage.

Φ2

[20]

◦C

Campylobacter jejuni

Ref.

Notes
Bacillus cereus counts decreased after treatment with a single phage in fermented soya bean paste without
affecting Bacillus subtilis, a critical component of the fermentation process.

BCP1-1

Phages

Bacillus cereus

Bacterium *

Table 1. A summary of studies of direct phage application onto a variety of foods.
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[33]

[34]

[35]

Two E. coli strains were eradicated from raw and UHT milk after treatment with a three-phage cocktail at
5–9 ◦ C and 25 ◦ C. For a third E. coli strain, phage treatment eliminated the bacteria from UHT milk;
however, after an initial reduction, regrowth occurred in the raw milk after 144 or 9 h for 5–9 ◦ C and 25
◦ C storage, respectively.
Phage cocktails were as effective or more effective than chlorine wash at reducing targeted pathogenic
bacteria from broccoli, cantaloupe and strawberries in samples containing a large amount of organic
content. Combination of the phage cocktail and a produce wash generated a synergistic effect, i.e., higher
reductions of bacteria.
Listeria counts decreased by ~2 logs and ~0.4 log after application of a phage cocktail on melon and apple
slices, respectively; a synergistic effect was observed when phage and nisin were used, decreasing levels
of Listeria on the fruit ~5.7 logs and ~2.3 logs, respectively.

EC6, EC9, EC11

EcoShield™ (formerly ECP-100),
SalmoFresh™, ShigActive™

ListShield™ (formerly LMP-102)

Escherichia coli

Escherichia coli, Salmonella, Shigella

Listeria monocytogenes
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[39]

Listeria counts decreased by 1.8–3.5 logs after application of a single phage at ~108 PFU/g to the surface
of raw salmon ﬁllets that were stored at 4 ◦ C or 22 ◦ C.

PhageGuard Listex™
(formerly Listex™; P100)

PhageGuard Listex™
(formerly Listex™; P100)

Listeria monocytogenes

Listeria monocytogenes

Levels of Listeria decreased by 1.4–2.0 logs CFU/g at 4
1.7–2.1 logs CFU/g at 10
and 1.6–2.3 logs
CFU/g at room temperature (22 ◦ C) after application a single phage to the surface of raw catﬁsh ﬁllets.
Regrowth was not observed after ten days of storage at either 4 ◦ C or 10 ◦ C.

[40]

[38]

Levels of Listeria in experimentally contaminated chocolate milk and mozzarella cheese brine were
eradicated after phage treatment at 6 ◦ C. When the phage cocktail was applied to various solid foods,
including sliced cabbage, iceberg lettuce leaves, smoked salmon, mixed seafood, hot dogs, and sliced
turkey meat, a reduction of Listeria of up to 5 logs was observed.

A511, PhageGuard Listex™
(formerly Listex™; P100)

Listeria monocytogenes

◦ C,

[37]

Levels of Listeria were reduced by at least 3.5 logs after a single phage was administered to the surface of
ripened red-smear soft cheese. The surviving Listeria colonies isolated from the cheese after phage
treatment were not resistant to the phage.

PhageGuard Listex™
(formerly Listex™; P100)

Listeria monocytogenes

◦ C,

[36]

Application of a phage cocktail 1, 0.5 or 0 h before honeydew melon tissue were contaminated with the
bacterium was most effective at reducing Listeria counts. This effect depended on the concentration of
phage applied. Listeria counts decreased by ~5–7 logs after 7 days, when the phages were applied at the
times described above.

ListShield™ (formerly LMP-102)

Listeria monocytogenes

Escherichia coli O157:H7

[32]

FAHEc1

Escherichia coli
A phage cocktail was applied to lettuce by spraying and dipping. A larger initial reduction (~0.8–1.3
logs) in E. coli O157:H7 counts was observed after spraying. Dipping required submerging the lettuce for
as long as 2 min, and the initial reductions were not signiﬁcant. After 1 day of storage at 4 ◦ C, dipping in
the highest concentration of the phage cocktail reduced E. coli by ~0.7 log.

Ref.

EcoShield™ (formerly ECP-100)

Notes
[31]

Phages
Contamination of raw and cooked beef decreased by 2–4 logs at 5, 24 and 37 ◦ C in a concentration
dependent manner after phage application. The E. coli displayed regrowth at higher temperatures.

Bacterium *

Table 1. Cont.
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Ref.
[41]

[42]

[43]

[44]

[45]

[46]

[10]

[47]

[48]

[49]

Notes

Listeria levels decreased by 1–2 logs on the surface of experimentally contaminated chicken stored in
vacuum packages at 4 ◦ C or 30 ◦ C. Subsequent regrowth of Listeria was observed at 30 ◦ C, but not at 4 ◦ C.
Counts of Listeria decreased by ~3 logs in experimentally contaminated queso fresco cheese after the
addition of a single phage; however, subsequent growth was observed. Regrowth was prevented, and a
similar log reduction was observed when PL + SD were included with the phage. Reduction of Listeria
was lower, and regrowth occurred when LAE was included with phage.
Compared to PL or PL + SD, a single phage was most effective at decreasing Listeria levels on RTE roast
beef and turkey after storage at 4 ◦ C or 10 ◦ C, and subsequent bacterial growth was observed at both
temperatures. Similar log reductions occurred when PL or PL + SD were used in conjunction with the
phage, and regrowth was prevented or diminished at both 4 ◦ C and 10 ◦ C.
Counts of Listeria decreased by ~1.5 logs on experimentally contaminated melon and pear slices, but not
apple slices after two days at 10 ◦ C. Additionally, treatment with phage did not impact Listeria levels in
apple juice but decreased bacterial contamination by ~4 and ~2.5 logs in melon and pear juice,
respectively.
Listeria levels on soft cheese decreased by ~2–3 logs after 30 min and ~0.8–1 log after storage for 7 days at
10 ◦ C.
Counts of Listeria decreased by 0.7 and 1.1 log on experimentally contaminated cheese and lettuce,
respectively, after a 5 min treatment with phage and decreased the bacteria 1.1 log on the surface of apple
slices after 24 h when combined with an antibrowning solution. The phage cocktail also virtually
eliminated Listeria from experimentally contaminated frozen entrees that were frozen and thawed after
treatment and was effective at eliminating environmental contamination by Listeria at a smoked salmon
preparation plant.
When applied to the surface of experimentally contaminated sliced pork ham, the phage reduced Listeria
counts below the limit of detection after 72 h, and performed better than nisin, sodium lactate, or
combinations of these antibacterial measures.
M. smegmatis counts were reduced below the limit of detection in milk treated with a six-phage cocktail
or each component phage. Subsequent bacterial growth occurred when the component phages were
used, but no growth was observed after 96 h at 37 ◦ C, when the cocktail was applied.
Salmonella levels were reduced by 1–2 logs in raw and pasteurized cheeses created using milk that was
treated with phage, while cheese made from milk without phage saw Salmonella counts rise ~1 log.

A511

FWLLm1

PhageGuard Listex™
(formerly Listex™; P100)

PhageGuard Listex™
(formerly Listex™; P100)

PhageGuard Listex™
(formerly Listex™; P100)

PhageGuard Listex™
(formerly Listex™; P100)

ListShield™ (formerly LMP-102)

PhageGuard Listex™
(formerly Listex™; P100)

Six phages

SJ2

Listeria monocytogenes

Listeria monocytogenes

Listeria monocytogenes

Listeria monocytogenes

Listeria monocytogenes

Listeria monocytogenes

Listeria monocytogenes

Listeria monocytogenes

Mycobacterium smegmatis

Salmonella spp.

Phages
The natural microbial community on soft cheese was maintained after addition of the phage. Levels of
Listeria on experimentally contaminated cheese decreased by 2 logs and additional phage
administrations did not improve the reduction of Listeria.

Bacterium *

Table 1. Cont.
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[52]
[53]

[54]

[55]

[56]

[57]

[58]

[59]

ln chocolate milk and mixed seafood, Salmonella levels were reduced to undetectable levels after phage
treatment and storage for 24 h at 8 ◦ C and remained below the limit of detection. When foods were
phage-treated and stored at 15 ◦ C, Salmonella counts were reduced to undetectable levels within 24–48 h
for hot dogs, sliced turkey breast, and chocolate milk, but regrowth occurred after 5 days. Salmonella
levels were initially inhibited at ~0.5–2 logs and ~1–3 logs in egg yolk and mixed seafood, respectively,
after phage addition; but bacterial recovery matched controls in egg yolks after two days, while the log
reduction was maintained in seafood.
Salmonella counts decreased by ~1 log on the shells of fresh eggs and by 2–4 logs on lettuce 60 min after
application of the phage. After an initial reduction of 1–2 logs, when chicken breasts were dipped in a
phage cocktail, no further decrease in the bacterial counts was observed over the next seven days at 4 ◦ C.
The levels of Salmonella were reduced by 2–4 logs on pig skin after phage application and storage for 6 h
at 33 ◦ C.
Salmonella counts decreased by ~3 logs on chicken skin after application of a single phage, and no further
decrease in bacterial levels was observed over the next seven days at 8 ◦ C. Further, mice that received a
single dose of phage orally displayed no adverse effects.
The levels of Salmonella decreased by ~1 log on chicken skin after application of a ﬁve-phage cocktail
comprised of closely related phages. The reduction of bacteria achieved by the phages was comparable
to three different chemical antimicrobials.
After the administration of a single temperate phage and storage at 4 ◦ C, levels of Salmonella decreased
by ~0.5–2 logs on chicken, below the limits of detection in whole and skimmed milk, ~3 logs in apple
juice, ~2 logs in liquid egg, and ~2 logs in an energy drink.
The stability of a Salmonella-speciﬁc phage preparation was determined in various chemical
antimicrobials. Treatment of chicken breast ﬁllets with a combination of phages and individual chemical
antimicrobials did not produce a synergistic effect on the reduction of Salmonella; however, application of
chlorine or PAA followed by spraying with phages signiﬁcantly reduced Salmonella from chicken skin by
up to 2.5 logs, compared to use of chlorine, low levels of PAA, or phage alone (0.5–1.5 logs).

FO1-E2

UAB_Phi 20, UAB_Phi78,
UAB_Phi87

wksl3

Five phages

P22

SalmoFresh™

Salmonella spp.

Salmonella spp.

Salmonella spp.

Salmonella spp.

Salmonella spp.

Salmonella spp.

Salmonella spp.

PHL4

Salmonella spp.

[51]

[50]

Salmonella counts decreased by 1.8–2.1 logs after phage application to chicken frankfurters.

Ref.

Notes
Counts of Salmonella decreased by ~3.5 logs at 5 and 10 ◦ C and ~2.5 logs at 20 ◦ C on melon slices after
application of a four-phage cocktail; treatment of apple slices with phage showed no reduction of
bacteria.

Levels of Salmonella decreased by ~3 logs after application of a phage cocktail to sprouts; addition of an
antagonistic bacteria to the phage cocktail increased this reduction to ~6 logs.

Felix-O1

Salmonella spp.

Phages

The levels of Salmonella recovered from experimentally contaminated broiler and naturally contaminated
turkey carcasses were reduced by as high as 100% or 60%, respectively, after phage administration.

SCPLX-1

Salmonella spp.

Bacterium *
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[60]

[61]

[62]

[63]

[64]

[65]

[66]

[67]

[68]

A phage cocktail was sprayed onto experimentally contaminated raw pet food ingredients, including
chicken, tuna, turkey, cantaloupe, and lettuce, and reduced the levels of the targeted bacteria by ~0.4–1.1
logs.
Application of the phage SJ2 signiﬁcantly reduced Salmonella colonies recovered from experimentally
contaminated ground pork and eggs with a larger reduction observed at room temperature, compared to
4 ◦ C. After treatment, Salmonella colonies were screened for phage resistance, and signiﬁcantly more
phage-resistant Salmonella isolates were recovered from eggs, compared with ground pork.
Boneless chicken thighs and legs were experimentally contaminated with Salmonella serovars isolated
from ground chicken or other sources. A larger reduction of Salmonella was achieved when the
bacteriophage preparation was diluted in tap water, compared to ﬁltered water prior to application, and
the phage cocktail was more effective against Salmonella isolated from other sources, compared to those
from ground chicken.
Treatment with a bacteriophage cocktail or irradiation signiﬁcantly reduced (~1 log) the level of
Salmonella on experimentally contaminated ground beef trim, and a combination of these methods
decreased bacterial contamination by ~2 logs.
Shigella counts were reduced by ~1–4 logs on pieces of spiced chicken after application of a phage
cocktail or each of the component phages and storage at 4 ◦ C.
Application of a ﬁve-phage, Shigella-speciﬁc cocktail to various RTE foods, including lettuce, melon,
smoked salmon, corned beef and pre-cooked chicken, reduced the recovery of Shigella ~1.0–1.4 logs at the
highest phage concentration applied compared to control.
S. aureus levels decreased below the limit of detection in experimentally contaminated whole milk after
treatment, with a two-phage cocktail and storage at 37 ◦ C. After phage treatment, S. aureus was not
recovered from the acid curd after storage for 4 h at 25 ◦ C, and was eliminated from the renneted curd
after 1 h at 30 ◦ C.
Counts of S. aureus were signiﬁcantly decreased in cheese made using milk treated with phages
compared to milk without the addition of phages. The microbiota of the cheese was not impacted by the
addition of the phages.

SalmoFresh™

SalmoLyse®

SJ2

PhageGuard S™
(formerly Salmonelex™)

PhageGuard S™
(formerly Salmonelex™)

SD-11, SF-A2, SS-92

ShigaShield™

Φ88, Φ35

vB_SauS-phi-IPLA35,
vB_SauS-phi-SauS-IPLA88

Salmonella spp.

Salmonella spp.

Salmonella spp.

Salmonella spp.

Salmonella spp.

Shigella spp.

Shigella sonnei

Staphylococcus aureus

Staphylococcus aureus

* Listed in alphabetical order by bacteria and then chronologically. In cases where multiple bacteria were examined, the study is listed with the alphabetically ﬁrst bacteria. Adapted and
modiﬁed from Sulakvelidze 2013 and Woolston and Sulakvelidze 2015 [12,18]. h, hour; LAE, lauric arginate; log(s), logarithmic unit(s); min, minutes; PAA, peracetic acid; PL, potassium
lactate; PL + SD, potassium lactate + sodium diacetate; RTE, Ready-To-Eat; UHT, ultra-high temperature.

Ref.

Notes

Phages
Treatment of chicken breast ﬁllets by dipping or surface application of a Salmonella-speciﬁc bacteriophage
preparation and storage at 4 ◦ C signiﬁcantly reduced Salmonella contamination by up to 0.9 log; further,
storing the meat in modiﬁed atmospheric packaging after surface application produced a higher
reduction in bacterial counts (up to 1.2 logs).

Bacterium *
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FDA, GRN 603
FDA, GRN 752 pending as of March 19, 2018

Xanthomonas campestris pv.
vesicatoria, Pseudomonas
syringae pv. tomato
Salmonella spp.
Salmonella spp.

AgriPhage™
SalmoPro®

EPA Reg. No. 67986-1

E. coli O157:H7

Finalyse®
USDA, FSIS Directive 7120.1

FDA, GRN 757 pending as of 19 March 2018

E. coli O157:H7

FDA, GRN 198/218; FSANZ; EFSA; Swiss BAG;
Israel Ministry of Health; Health Canada

FDA, GRN 672

Kosher; Halal;
OMRI; SKAL

Kosher; Halal;
OMRI; SKAL

Kosher; Halal; OMRI

FDA, GRN 435; USDA, FSIS Directive 7120.1;
Israel Ministry of Health; Health Canada

Salmonella spp.

L. monocytogenes

PhageGuard Listex™

PhageGuard S™

Shigella spp.

ShigaShield™
(ShigActive™)

Kosher; Halal; OMRI

Kosher; Halal

Certiﬁcations

FDA, 21 CFR 172.785; FDA, GRN 528; EPA Reg.
No. 74234-1; Israel Ministry of Health; Health
Canada

FDA, FCN 1018; Israel Ministry of Health;
Health Canada

USDA, FSIS Directive 7120.1

FDA, GRN 468; FSANZ; Swiss BAG;
Israel Ministry of Health; Health Canada

Salmonella spp.

SalmoFresh™

Regulatory
FDA, GRN 724 pending as of 19 March 2018

[63,64]

[37–40,43–47]

[66,69]

[59,60]

[10,35,36]

[17,27,29,30,32,34]

References

Adapted and modiﬁed from Woolston and Sulakvelidze 2015 [18]. This is not meant to be an exhaustive list of phage products or approvals and listings. Some of the information
included in this table was obtained from company webpages and promotional material and has not been independently veriﬁed. BAG, Bundesamt für Gesundheit; CFR, Code of Federal
Regulations; FSIS, Food Safety and Inspection Service; GRN, GRAS Notice.

Phagelux (Shanghai, China)

Passport Food Safety Solutions
(West Des Moines, IA, USA)

Micreos Food Safety
(Wageningen, Netherlands)

L. monocytogenes

E. coli O157:H7

EcoShield™

ListShield™

E. coli O157:H7

Ecolicide®
(EcolicidePX™)

Intralytix, Inc. (Baltimore, MD, USA)

E. coli

Target Organism(s)

Phage Product

Secure Shield E1

Company

FINK TEC GmbH (Hamm, Germany)

Table 2. Phage products approved for food safety applications.
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2. Phage Biocontrol for Targeting Common Foodborne Bacterial Pathogens
2.1. Listeria monocytogenes
Listeria monocytogenes is a rod-shaped, Gram-positive, facultative anaerobe. Consumption of
foods contaminated with L. monocytogenes causes a range of symptoms in humans such as initial
ﬂu-like or gastrointestinal symptoms which, in some cases, progress to encephalitis or cervical
symptoms, and possibly stillbirth in pregnant mothers. It was estimated that in 2010, global cases of
foodborne infection with L. monocytogenes exceeded 14,000 and resulted in more than 3000 deaths [1].
L. monocytogenes is able to survive and grow at refrigerated temperatures (2–8 ◦ C) commonly used
during the distribution and storage of many foods; therefore, the detection and elimination of
L. monocytogenes is critically important to ensuring the safety of the food chain, especially in RTE
foods. In this context, the application of bacteriophages to assorted foods (including RTE foods) has
been shown, by several investigators, to be effective at reducing contamination with L. monocytogenes
(Table 1). For example, a commercial monophage preparation (i.e., phage preparation consisting of one
single phage) targeting Listeria was reported to be effective in reducing the levels of L. monocytogenes
in sliced ham, and to be superior to nisin and sodium lactate, when compared at the storage abuse
temperature of 6–8 ◦ C [47]. A similar study by Chibeu and colleagues (2013) demonstrated that
the same monophage preparation was also able to reduce L. monocytogenes on the surface of other
deli meats [44]. The meats (cooked sliced turkey and roast beef) were stored at 4 ◦ C and the abuse
temperature of 10 ◦ C. The Listeria-speciﬁc phage was effective against L. monocytogenes when used
alone, and it enhanced the effectiveness of other antimicrobials when used together with sodium
diacetate or potassium lactate. All these studies utilized a single phage preparation. A phage cocktail
prepared with multiple bacteriophages compared to a single phage preparation may be superior,
both in terms of providing broader coverage of the target species and of reducing the risk of resistant
bacteria emerging. One such commercially available six-phage cocktail targeting L. monocytogenes has
been tested on a number of foods experimentally contaminated with L. monocytogenes, including lettuce,
hard pasteurized cheese, smoked salmon, and Gala apple slices; application of this bacteriophage
cocktail reduced L. monocytogenes levels in all these foods by ~0.7–1.1 logs [10]. The same study
examined the application of the L. monocytogenes-speciﬁc cocktail on prepackaged, frozen meals.
The meals were experimentally contaminated with L. monocytogenes, treated with the phage cocktail,
and subjected to freezing and thawing cycles. The results showed a 2.2 log reduction of L. monocytogenes,
which suggests that phage biocontrol can be an effective means to control L. monocytogenes in foods
under “storage abuse” conditions when the frozen meals are intentionally or unintentionally thawed
multiple times during their storage [10].
In many of the above-reviewed studies, despite the initial signiﬁcant reduction in L. monocytogenes
levels in the foods, the targeted bacterial populations were not completely eradicated, and viable
L. monocytogenes cells could still be recovered, albeit in much lower numbers. However,
the bacteriophage preparations were still effective against randomly selected colonies of the recovered
bacteria, suggesting that phage-resistance was not the primary reason for the incomplete eradication
of L. monocytogenes [23,37,44]. There could be several possible explanations for this observation.
For example, the L. monocytogenes cells could be exhibiting temporal resistance to phage infection,
as reported previously [70,71]. Another possible explanation is that the phages did not come into direct
contact with some L. monocytogenes cells after the phages were sprayed onto the foods (e.g., due to
using an insufﬁcient volume of spray, particularly on foods with complex topography), which resulted
in those bacterial cells not being lysed by phages. In this latter scenario, using larger spray volumes,
ﬁne (mist-like) sprays, rotating/tumbling foods during phage application, and otherwise ensuring
thorough surface coverage with phages may help enhance the effectiveness of phage biocontrol.
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2.2. Salmonella spp.
The non-typhoid serotypes of Salmonella enterica account for many incidents of gastroenteritis
worldwide each year. The disease caused by these Gram-negative, rod-shaped bacteria is often
self-limiting, with symptoms typically including stomach cramps, fever, nausea and diarrhea. However,
life-threatening instances can occur in cases of dehydration and when the bacteria invade beyond the
gastrointestinal tract. Estimates indicate that globally over 78 million cases of foodborne infection were
caused by non-typhoid Salmonella in 2010, leading to almost 60,000 deaths [1]. During the processing
and packaging of foods, Salmonella, as well as other pathogens, can adhere to the surfaces where
food is prepared, leaving them contaminated. These factors place RTE foods, such as fresh fruits
and vegetables that are not cooked before eating, at a particularly high risk for transmitting bacterial
pathogens and causing food poisoning.
At least two FDA-cleared Salmonella-targeting phage preparations are currently on the market
(Table 2). Several publications are available describing their applications (and that of other
noncommercial phage preparations) in various foods. Brief summaries of those studies are given in
Table 1. One study is of particular interest, as it demonstrates an example of how phage-resistance
could be managed if and when it hinders the efﬁcacy of a bacteriophage preparation. In that study,
a GRAS-listed (Generally Recognized as Safe) six-phage cocktail targeting Salmonella was examined
for its ability to reduce the levels of Salmonella on surfaces mimicking those commonly found in food
processing establishments, e.g., stainless steel and glass [16]. Initial studies demonstrated that the
Salmonella-speciﬁc bacteriophage cocktail signiﬁcantly reduced the population of susceptible Salmonella
strains on all surfaces examined by ~2–4 logs; at the same time, it was ineffective in reducing the
levels of another strain of Salmonella (Salmonella Paratyphi B S661) that was resistant to the phage
cocktail in vitro [16]. However, when the phage cocktail was adjusted to include phages speciﬁcally
targeting this resistant strain, the updated preparation showed a signiﬁcant reduction (~2 logs) of
S. Paratyphi B S661 from the surfaces, while also maintaining effectiveness against the previously
susceptible isolates [16]. This study provides compelling evidence that phage cocktails can easily be
modiﬁed to target speciﬁc bacterial strains, e.g., if phage-resistant mutants emerge, or to speciﬁcally
target the problem strains prevalent in particular food-manufacturing facilities.
In addition to their usefulness in decontaminating food preparation surfaces, bacteriophage
cocktails have also been effective at eliminating Salmonella directly from the foods. For example,
the same Salmonella-speciﬁc cocktail discussed above reduced the levels of Salmonella on experimentally
contaminated chicken parts when applied alone, and this effect was enhanced when the phage was
applied in combination with conventional chemical sanitizers [59]. In the case of chicken breast ﬁllets,
the bacteriophage cocktail signiﬁcantly reduced the numbers of a mixture of Salmonella species when
applied to the surface of the ﬁllets or when the ﬁllets were dipped into a vessel containing the phage
solution [60]. Furthermore, this phage cocktail signiﬁcantly reduced the number of Salmonella when
the ﬁllets were stored under aerobic or modiﬁed atmospheric conditions [60]. This latter ﬁnding may
have direct practical implications as food manufacturers often use modiﬁed atmospheric conditions
to discourage growth of bacteria and increase the shelf life of foods. Another study found that a
single phage, SJ2, signiﬁcantly reduced the amount of Salmonella in liquid egg and ground pork,
and this reduction was more pronounced at higher temperatures [62]. The authors screened remaining
Salmonella colonies for resistance; while there was no difference in the number of resistant clones from
phage treated and untreated samples of ground pork, there was a signiﬁcantly higher number of
resistant clones found in the phage treated samples of egg liquid [62]. The authors suggested both the
food matrix (solid versus liquid) and the differences in the microbiome of the two foods could have
contributed to this difference in the number of resistant Salmonella isolates [62].
Foodborne illnesses caused by non-typhoid serotypes of Salmonella are also a health risk for
companion animals (e.g., dogs and cats), and the close association of these animals with their owners
raises the possibility of illness in humans. Indeed, human Salmonella outbreaks have been associated
with contaminated dry cat and dog food, and approximately one third of commercial raw and natural
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pet foods sampled have been found to contain Salmonella [72,73]. In an effort to address this health
risk, phage biocontrol has recently been examined as a technique to reduce or eliminate Salmonella in
pet foods. The six-phage Salmonella-speciﬁc cocktail discussed above was found to reduce the levels of
Salmonella in experimentally contaminated dry dog food by 1 log [74]; when cats and dogs were fed
dry kibble treated with the same phage cocktail, it appeared to be safe and did not noticeably impact
any of the major health metrics recorded for either of the animals [61].
An alternative to dry pet chow that is gaining increasing popularity is raw pet food. These pet
meals consist of meats, such as chicken, duck or tuna, combined with vegetables, including lettuce,
blueberries and broccoli, which are sold and served raw [61]. Raw pet foods are gaining increased
popularity due to their superb nutritional values; at the same time, because they are uncooked, there is
a heightened possibility of foodborne pathogens being present in them, which can be transferred
to pets as well as to unsuspecting consumers during the feeding process. At least one report was
recently published in which the authors examined the value of using phages to control Salmonella
in raw pet food ingredients. Reductions of bacterial contamination ranged from 0.4 log to 1.1 logs,
the efﬁcacy was concentration-dependent, and the largest reduction was achieved when high doses of
the bacteriophage preparation were used [61] (Table 1).
2.3. Escherichia coli
Many strains of the Gram-negative, rod-shaped bacteria Escherichia coli are naturally found in the
human gut and are beneﬁcial for our health and wellbeing; for example, they aid in the digestion of food
and maintenance of a robust immune system. However, some E. coli strains can and do cause illnesses
in humans. For example, the Shiga toxin producing E. coli serotype O157:H7, which is sometimes found
in contaminated water or foods, especially beef, can invade the human gastrointestinal tract and trigger
disease, with symptoms including abdominal cramping and hemorrhagic diarrhea. These infections
are typically self-limiting in immunocompetent individuals but can potentially be life-threatening
in very young or old patients. It has been estimated that globally more than one million cases of
foodborne illness and over one hundred deaths could be attributed to Shiga toxin-producing E. coli,
including the O157:H7 serotype [1].
Recent work has demonstrated that E. coli-speciﬁc phage preparations were effective when used to
treat fresh vegetables [75] and both Ultra-High-Temperature (UHT) treated and raw milk contaminated
with E. coli [33]. In the ﬁrst study, the levels of E. coli O157:H7 on green pepper slices and spinach
leaves were reduced by a single phage by ~1–4 logs, and the initial reduction was maintained at
4 ◦ C while some regrowth was seen at 25 ◦ C. In the second study, the levels of E. coli were reduced
to undetectable levels in both UHT and raw milk when a cocktail of two or three phages was used.
Of note, in all samples treated with the three-phage preparation, this reduction was maintained over
storage at both 4 and 25 ◦ C; in contrast, there was regrowth of the E. coli strain in the samples treated
with the two-phage cocktail. While the underlying reasons are not fully understood, it is possible
that the three-phage cocktail provided better management of resistance versus a two-phage cocktail,
and the enhanced efﬁcacy of multi-phage cocktails has been demonstrated for other phage preparations
previously [76]. Although the underlying reasons for this phenomenon have not been rigorously
determined, it is possible that having multiple phages in a phage cocktail reduces the risk of the
emergence of phage-resistant mutants, because multiple mutations would be required to render a
given bacterial cell resistant to not one, but multiple phages in the cocktail, assuming the phages
target distinct cellular structures. This concept is essentially the same as the multi-hurdle approach,
which proposes using a combination of antibacterial strategies to discourage the development of
bacterial resistance [77]. These and some additional studies using E. coli-speciﬁc phages in food safety
applications are brieﬂy summarized in Table 1.
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2.4. Shigella spp.
Species of the Gram-negative, rod-shaped bacterial genus Shigella cause a self-limiting
gastrointestinal infection with symptoms including hemorrhagic diarrhea and stomach pain. Globally,
the incidence of foodborne infection caused by Shigella species in 2010 was recently estimated to be
over 50 million, resulting in over 15,000 deaths [1]. The vast majority of these infections occurred in
developing countries, with the highest number of the infections and death occurring in children under
the age of 5 [1,78].
Only one FDA-cleared food safety phage preparation is currently available to target Shigella
spp. [66,69]. This ﬁve-phage cocktail was granted the GRAS status in 2017 (GRN 672) (Table 2), and it
was shown to reduce the levels of Shigella by approximately 1 log in a variety of foods, including
melons, lettuce, yogurt, deli corned beef, smoked salmon, and chicken breast meat [66]. In another
study, the same Shigella-speciﬁc bacteriophage cocktail was used to compare the safety and efﬁcacy
of phage administration to antibiotic treatment in mice challenged with a Shigella sonnei strain [69].
This study demonstrated that, while the Shigella speciﬁc bacteriophage cocktail was as effective as
a standard antibiotic treatment at reducing the bacterial load in mice, treatment with the antibiotic
signiﬁcantly altered the diversity of the mouse intestinal community, while the phage treatment
did not i.e., phage administration had a much milder impact on the normal gut microbiota of mice,
compared to the antibiotic treatment [69]. The authors did not observe any deleterious side effects
in the mice after phage administration, that is, the phage did not alter the composition of the blood
or urine of the mice, nor did it have any detrimental effect on the morbidity or mortality, weight or
any other physiological parameters of the animals [69]. Although not directly relevant to food safety
applications, the study did suggest that these bacteriophages, when administered orally (mimicking a
scenario when they would be consumed when eating foods treated with them) did not deleteriously
impact the normal gut microﬂora (in contrast to antibiotics) and triggered no side effects in any of the
animals examined.
2.5. Campylobacter jejuni
Campylobacter spp., Gram-negative, curved rod-shaped bacteria, are major foodborne pathogens
of humans, causing gastrointestinal symptoms that can include stomach pain, fever and diarrhea. It a
recent (2015) report, FERG estimated that in 2010, the global cases of foodborne illness caused by
Campylobacter spp. exceed 95 million and resulted in over 21,000 deaths [1]. The intestinal microﬂora of
many fowl and other livestock animals include species of Campylobacter. Additionally, though the route
of entry is not fully understood, Campylobacter can frequently be isolated from both the surface of and
internally within chicken livers. Zoonotic infections commonly occur in humans when contaminated
animal products, such as meats, are handled or consumed. Thus, humans are at an elevated risk for
Campylobacter infection when minimally cooked preparations, e.g., pâté, are prepared.
Several Campylobacter bacteriophages have been isolated from chickens, including the fecal matter
as well as the surface and internal tissues of chicken livers, and some of them have been examined for
their ability to reduce contamination of various foods by Campylobacter [79–82]. For example, Hammerl
and colleagues [80] used the phages as a pre-harvest treatment, and showed signiﬁcant reduction
(~3 logs) in Campylobacter fecal counts when 20-day-old chickens were treated with two phages in
successive application (a Group III phage, then a Group II phage). Interestingly, dosing of the Group
III phage alone or in conjunction with another Group III phage was not effective, suggesting that a
combination of different phages (Group II and III) was required for optimal efﬁcacy. The isolation of
Campylobacter-speciﬁc phages has historically been done on a limited number of Campylobacter isolates,
with many studies utilizing just one C. jejuni NCTC 12662 isolate as a host strain for phage isolation.
Phages isolated using that one strain are almost exclusively Group III phages that target a particular
receptor, the capsular polysaccharide [83]. In contrast, phages isolated on C. jejuni RM1221 are typically
Group II phages that utilize the ﬂagella as a route of entry [83]. As the above study suggests [80],
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phage cocktail consisting of phages that target different receptors could potentially lead to a broader
target range and more effective cocktails.
3. Bacteriophage Preparations as Commercial Products
3.1. Regulation of Bacteriophage Preparations
In the last approximately 12 years, the number of regulatory approvals issued for bacteriophage
preparations and their use for improving food safety has been steadily increasing (Table 2). In 2006,
the ﬁrst approval for a bacteriophage preparation to be used directly in the food supply was issued
by the FDA for the L. monocytogenes-speciﬁc cocktail ListShield™ as a food additive (FDA does not
“approve” any products, phage-based or otherwise; however, the term “approval” is commonly used
to indicate obtaining FDA clearance to use products for their intended applications). Later that year,
the FDA issued a no-objection letter for the Listeria-speciﬁc preparation Listex™ (currently PhageGuard
Listex™) as a Generally Recognized as Safe (GRAS) substance. In recent years, a number of phage
products (e.g., SalmoFresh™ and PhageGuard S™) have been granted GRAS designation by the
FDA, and application for GRAS designation now appears to be the standard route of approval for
phage products intended to treat post-harvest foods. As wild-type (i.e., not genetically modiﬁed) lytic
bacteriophages are all natural and already inherently present in the food supply, the GRAS designation
does seem to be an appropriate regulatory avenue for such preparations. In addition, the USDA
has included several phage preparations in their issued guidelines for safe and suitable ingredients
used in the production of meat, poultry, and egg products. For example, under FSIS Directive 7120.1,
the application of phage to livestock animals prior to slaughter (e.g., E. coli O157:H7-targeted phages
to the hides of cattle) and food (e.g., Salmonella-targeted phage onto poultry or meat) is permitted.
These guideless were developed using speciﬁc phage preparations, but, in general, any phage product
that meets the description in the directive may be considered to be compliant. Following the lead of
regulators in the United States, several health agencies in countries around the world have issued
approvals of phage products for use on foods; some examples include Israel, Canada, Switzerland,
Australia, New Zealand, and the European Union (Table 2).
3.2. Challenges for Bacteriophage Biocontrol
As described in the previous sections, bacteriophage biocontrol is being increasingly used for
targeting speciﬁc pathogenic bacteria in various foods, with a growing body of literature attesting
to the utility of bacteriophages to reduce or eradicate their targeted pathogenic bacteria in foods.
However, some challenges still remain before bacteriophage biocontrol is more widely accepted,
including technical constraints and the general consumer acceptance of phage application on foods.
Some of these challenges are brieﬂy discussed below.
3.2.1. Technical Challenges
Arguably the biggest technical challenge with phage biocontrol is its efﬁcacy. One common
observation in studies using bacteriophages on foods is that levels of contaminating bacteria drop
initially, and very little or no further reduction in bacteria occurs afterwards [54,56]. In other words,
phages can effectively reduce the levels of their targeted bacteria in foods, but they do not always
eliminate them fully. Bacteriophage must come into contact with susceptible bacterial cells to lyse
them. Given the nature of phage replication cycle (which starts with one phage infecting one bacterial
cell and resulting in 100–200 progeny phages bursting from that cell at the end of each replication cycle;
i.e., an exponential effect), one could expect that the reduction in bacterial cells will exponentially
increase with more replication cycles, as more progeny phages are generated as the result of ongoing
phage-mediated lysis of the targeted bacteria. However, several reports have suggested that the
concentration of phages does not substantially increase after application to foods [43–45], strongly
suggesting that “autodosing” (exponential increases in the population of phages due to repetitive
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lytic replication cycles) does not occur, at least under the conditions tested to date. It is likely that
the progeny phages are unable to reach and invade additional bacteria in foods, especially in drier
food matrixes, where passive movement of phages across food surfaces is limited due to the lack
of moisture. In this context, it has been suggested that fewer phage particles may be required to
signiﬁcantly reduce bacterial contamination on moist food surfaces and in liquids compared to drier
food matrices, presumably because of the increased “mobility” of phages in the presence of moisture
(e.g., natural juices of some foods) [84]. One potential answer to this challenge is to use a phage solution
with higher concentrations of phage particles, to increase the likelihood of phages coming into contact
with their targeted bacteria upon application [17,21,36,66]; however, a more concentrated solution
will be more expensive, to the point that it may be prohibitively expensive for food processors to
implement. Another option is the use of larger spray volumes applied via ﬁne mist sprays, to more
efﬁciently disperse the phage particles across the surface of the food, increasing their likelihood of
encountering a target bacterium, which could be especially important under circumstances when
foodborne pathogens are present in very low concentrations or when the infective dose of the pathogen
is extremely low. Proper application of bacteriophages onto foods to ensure thorough surface coverage
and optimal efﬁcacy is one of the main technical challenges for phage biocontrol, and it encompasses
a range of issues from phage dosing (i.e., effective concentration of phage delivered in an optimal
volume and how these could be veriﬁed in food processing facilities) to proper equipment (both
to provide accurate dosing, as just mentioned, and appropriate mixing or tumbling during phage
application to ensure that the entire surface of food is thoroughly treated with the phage solution).
An additional efﬁcacy-related issue is that phage biocontrol typically reduces the levels of targeted
bacteria by 1–3 logs (with rare exceptions: in one study, a reduction of Listeria of up to 5 logs was
reported as a result of phage treatment [36]), and this is considerably lower than the up to 5 logs
reduction reported for some other, more harsh interventions, e.g., irradiation. Although this may be
more a perception problem than a real technical issue (since very few, if any, foods are contaminated
with 5 logs of foodborne pathogens per gram), the lower reduction may be considered by the food
industry to be inferior. Even when the targeted bacterium is not totally eliminated from foods and is
only reduced by 1 or 2 logs, it may still render the food safer for consumption. For example, and to put
this into a broader perspective, in 2003 the FDA and USDA’s FSIS jointly authored a risk-assessment
study in which they modeled a series of “what if” scenarios, including one in which reductions
in deli meat contamination would affect the mortality rate of elderly people. According to that
analysis, a 10-fold reduction (1 log) and 100-fold reduction (2 logs) in pre-retail contamination with
L. monocytogenes would reduce the mortality rate by ca. 50% and 74%, respectively in that segment of
population [85]. Thus, implementation of phage biocontrol protocols—even if they do not eradicate
(i.e., totally eliminate) the targeted foodborne pathogens from foods but reduce them by 1–3 logs—may
yield signiﬁcant improvements in food safety and public health.
Another technical challenge is related to the way phage biocontrol is implemented.
Phage biocontrol provides an effective tool for improving food safety, but it does not eliminate
the need for safe food handling practices. For example, regrowth of bacteria was observed after phage
treatment if the foods are stored at abuse temperatures [33,48,54]. Also, some planning is required to
maintain optimal efﬁcacy of phage biocontrol when combining bacteriophages with some other food
safety interventions, such as using phages in conjunction with chemical sanitizers [59]. For example,
a number of chemical sanitizers are capable of inactivating phages, and therefore, they must be
applied separately to ensure that phages retain viability in order to achieve the largest reductions of
bacteria [59]. In this context, some investigators have reported that combinations of bacteriophage and
preservatives are less effective than either treatment alone [86]. However, when proper synergistic
combinations of phage preparations with other sanitizers are identiﬁed, the efﬁcacy of each could
be improved. For example, in the presence of high organic loads, the efﬁcacy of a levulinic acid
produce wash was enhanced (by up to 2 logs) when the fruits and vegetables were pretreated with a
bacteriophage preparation [34].
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Finally, another application-related (and efﬁcacy-affecting) technical challenge is the possible
emergence of phage-resistant bacterial isolates. Researchers do recover bacteria resistant to phage
treatments [62], and there is the concern that widespread use of this treatment may eventually select
for phage-resistant bacteria. Phages utilize a variety of bacterial structures to initiate the invasion of
bacterial cells, including surface polysaccharides and proteins, as well as the ﬂagella [87–89]. The use
of phage cocktails containing multiple, diverse phages (e.g., phages that use different receptors on the
surface of bacteria) versus a single monophage may provide a mechanism to reduce the risk/likelihood
of bacterial resistance. Also, the intervention strategy itself can play a key role in managing the
emergence of phage-resistant mutants. For instance, applying phages at the end of the food processing
cycle (e.g., when phages are sprayed onto food immediately before packaging) reduces the overall
“selective pressure” in the environment as bacterial exposure to the phages is limited. Consequently,
there is less risk of phage-resistant mutants emerging when compared to, for example, spraying
chicken houses or similar complex environments with phages in an effort to reduce the contamination
of livestock animals. Finally, if and when resistance does arise, phage cocktails could be modiﬁed to
include phages targeting previously resistant bacteria; one example of such an approach was published
previously and discussed elsewhere in this review [16].
3.2.2. Customer Acceptance
In recent years, consumers have increasingly demonstrated a reluctance to purchase foods treated
with chemical sanitizers and antibiotics or foods that are “genetically modiﬁed”, while simultaneously
the demand for organic foods and products produced locally, such as at local farmer’s markets and
Community Supported Agriculture (CSA), has been on the rise [90,91]. This trend bodes well for phage
biocontrol, which offers a non-chemical, green, and targeted antimicrobial approach for improving the
safety of foods. However, the public may be disinclined to purchase foods processed with unfamiliar
techniques, and the idea of “spraying viruses onto their food” could cause discomfort. Furthermore,
food producers are generally reluctant to modify their practices, especially if there is a chance the
public will react negatively. Thus, for phage biocontrol to be more widely utilized, it will be critical
to provide education to the public and food processors, to explain the safety, efﬁcacy, and ubiquity
of bacteriophages.
Phages are the most abundant organisms on the planet with approximately 1031 particles existing
(ten times that of the total global bacterial population) [92], and approximately 1015 phage particles
populating the human intestinal tract [93]. Phages are part of the normal microﬂora of all fresh
foods [94], and they have been isolated from a variety of foods, from fruits and vegetables to meat
and dairy products, often in very high numbers, e.g., up to 1 × 109 PFU/mL in yogurt [95,96].
Phage biocontrol is also likely to be one of the most environmentally-friendly interventions available.
In a previous review [18], we estimated that if phages were applied at the maximum approved amount
(109 PFU/g for one phage product, all other current approvals are for up to 107 –108 PFU/g) to all
the approved food consumed by the average American in one day, the phages consumed would
represent <0.2% of the number of phages already present in the human intestinal tract. This calculation
is a gross overestimate, especially considering several GRAS approvals permit an application of up
to 108 PFU/g (reducing the daily intake of phage to ~0.02% of the phage in the human intestinal tract).
Also, this estimate assumes that (1) all possible food is treated, (2) all the applied phages survive the
stomach acid and make it into the small intestine (yet most of the phages are usually destroyed when
exposed to the acidic pH of the stomach), (3) the maximum approved amount of phages is applied,
and (4) bacteriophage biocontrol is universally used by all relevant food industries in the United States.
In short, the number of phages added to the environment and introduced into the human intestinal
tract as a result of phage biocontrol is negligible, especially when compared to naturally present phage
populations. Moreover, the phages in all currently available commercial products (Table 2) are not
genetically modiﬁed and originated from the environment, potentially even from foods, in the ﬁrst
place. However, the general public is often not aware of these facts. Thus, proper understanding of the
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safe nature and ubiquity of lytic phages and the pros and cons of phage biocontrol by consumers and
food processors alike will be critical for further successful implementation of this promising approach.
In at least one recent study, consumers appeared to be willing to pay more for bacteriophage-treated
fresh produce after the science behind phage biocontrol and the advantages of this technique were
explained to them [97].
4. Concluding Remarks
Though some challenges remain, bacteriophage biocontrol is increasingly accepted as a safe
and effective method to eliminate, or signiﬁcantly reduce the levels of, speciﬁc bacterial pathogens
from foods. Commercial bacteriophage products are currently available and have been approved
for use in a growing number of countries. These products can be used to address contamination by
speciﬁc bacterial pathogens at a variety of timepoints during food production, including spraying
on produce, applying to livestock animals before processing, rinsing of food contact surfaces in
processing facilities, and treatment of post-harvest food products, including RTE foods. Despite the
progress made in improving the safety of our foods, foodborne illnesses remain a constant threat,
especially for individuals with weaker immune systems, e.g., children, the elderly, and pregnant
women. Bacteriophage biocontrol can serve as an additional tool in a multi-hurdle approach to
prevent foodborne pathogens from reaching consumers, and this method is especially promising under
circumstances when food processors strive to preserve the natural, and often beneﬁcial, microbial
population of foods and to only remove the bacteria that may cause illness in humans.
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Abstract: One of the main issues with phage therapy from its earliest days has been the selection of
appropriate disease targets. In early work, when the nature of bacteriophages was unknown, many
inappropriate targets were selected, including some now known to have no bacterial involvement
whatsoever. More recently, with greatly increased understanding of the highly speciﬁc nature of
bacteriophages and of their mechanisms of action, it has been possible to select indications with
an increased chance of a successful therapeutic outcome. The factors to be considered include the
characteristics of the infection to be treated, the characteristics of the bacteria involved, and the
characteristics of the bacteriophages themselves. At a later stage all of this information then informs
trial design and regulatory considerations. Where the work is undertaken towards the development
of a commercial product it is also necessary to consider the planned market, protection of intellectual
property, and the sourcing of funding to support the work. It is clear that bacteriophages are not
a “magic bullet”. However, with careful and appropriate selection of a limited set of initial targets,
it should be possible to obtain proof of concept for the many elements required for the success of
phage therapy. In time, success with these initial targets could then support more widespread use.
Keywords: bacteriophage; therapy; phage therapy; bacterial disease; infection; target selection

1. Introduction
When bacteriophages were ﬁrst used as therapeutic agents from 1919 onwards [1] this was done
in the context of an extremely limited knowledge of bacteriophage biology. Given the toxicity of
antibacterial agents at the time, which included both mercury and arsenic, there was a clear need for
new approaches. Unfortunately, many early uses of phage therapy were driven more by commercial
pressures than by science. As a result, bacteriophages were used for a wide variety of indications,
many of which had no bacterial component (Figure 1).
Unsurprisingly, with such indications as urticaria and herpes, there was unlikely to be therapeutic
beneﬁt due to the effects of bacteriophages. In addition, early bacteriophage preparations contained
a large amount of bacterial debris which had a range of immunomodulatory effects, which were
considered likely to be responsible for many of the observed clinical effects [2,3]. When data
from 100 papers published in the early years of phage therapy was analysed for the American
Medical Association, it was concluded that only a very few indications showed good evidence of
beneﬁcial effects, with convincing data only for Staphylococcal skin disease and some instances of
cystitis [2]. With a very limited understanding of the nature of the agent, controversy over its effects,
and complications arising from the crude nature of the early therapeutic preparations, it is perhaps
unsurprising that phage therapy fell into disuse once chemical antibiotics became widely available.
However, as antibiotic resistance changed from an abstract concern to a full-blown crisis [4], interest in
phage therapy has been revived [5,6]. This drew on the much greater understanding of bacteriophages
resulting from their use during that intervening period in experimental studies, notably in the area of
molecular biology.
Viruses 2018, 10, 177; doi:10.3390/v10040177
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Figure 1. An advertisement for therapeutic bacteriophages from the 1920s (reprinted with the kind
permission of Dr. J. Soothill).

With this increased understanding of bacteriophage biology came the opportunity for far more
precision in their use [5]. Key properties of bacteriophages that had been clariﬁed by this point
included many aspects of their biology, such as their nature as bacterial viruses, their highly speciﬁc
host requirements, and the molecular processes of infection. Technical advances also allowed the
puriﬁcation of bacteriophages away from bacterial contaminants, including the removal of highly
active host cell components such as endotoxins. While we are still a long way from a full understanding
of the biology of these complex viruses, we can now build on what we do know to use these unique
agents far more effectively.
2. Selection of Therapeutic Approaches
2.1. Clinical Need
When a serious disease cannot be controlled by current therapies there is a need for new
approaches. Much of the current interest in phage therapy is driven by concerns over antimicrobial
drug resistance, and a working group evaluating a broad range of alternative approaches has
concluded that phage therapy is a promising way to counter this issue [7]. There is also some
evidence of both natural and engineered bacteriophages driving bacteria towards the loss of existing
antibiotic resistance [8–10], suggesting a possible role for combinations of bacteriophages with
conventional antibiotics.
The initial motivation for the selection of a therapeutic target is typically that there is an unmet
need for control of a bacterial infection—that is, a lack of effective antibacterial approaches for a disease
with serious medical or economic consequences. If effective controls exist there is rarely a driver
for the development of novel therapies, except perhaps to provide an alternative due to commercial
drivers. A therapy can be targeted at infections of humans, animals, or plants; conditions addressed by
the use of bacteriophages range from ear infections in humans [11] to rot in harvested potatoes [12].
However, the focus of this article is on therapeutic uses and, thus, on unmet clinical need in humans
(and, to an extent, animals). Lack of an effective therapy can arise from multiple factors, including
evolved antimicrobial resistance or inherent resistance determinants, such as growth in bioﬁlms [13,14].
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Thus, unmet need underpins the development of new therapies and generates funding (whether as
grants or commercial investment) that is necessary to undertake such work.
No phage therapy has yet been approved for market by the European Medicines Agency (EMA)
in the EU or the Food and Drugs Administration (FDA) in the USA. Until this is achieved, phage
therapy remains an experimental approach in these jurisdictions, however accepted it is in some
other areas such as Eastern Europe. Thus, it is of critical importance to maximise the risk of success
in development efforts, since failures can delay, or even destroy, the prospects for developing such
approaches. An example of this is gene therapy, which is only now recovering from some early
high-proﬁle setbacks [15].
2.2. Key Elements of the Disease Target
Sufﬁcient unmet need: While individual patients might be in dire need of a particular
therapy, there generally need to be enough potential users to justify the costs of development and
commercialisation. As an example, many early gene therapy treatments were directed at indications
where there were only very small numbers of affected individuals. These “ultra-orphan” targets can
help with approval, but the ﬁrst gene therapy to be approved in Europe, Glybera, targeted a disease
which occurs in less than one in a million people and had a consequently high price. The drug was
withdrawn ﬁve years after launch, having been used just once [16].
Antimicrobial resistance: The driver for much of the interest in phage therapy is antimicrobial
resistance, where infections may be largely or even completely resistant to conventional antibiotics.
Bacteriophages, with their entirely different modes of action, are unaffected by such resistance.
Bacteriophages can and will evolve to counter the evolution of bacteriophage resistance by the
target bacteria [17]. Another major cause of resistance to conventional antibiotics is bacterial growth
in bioﬁlms, which can decrease bacterial sensitivity to antibiotics by over a thousand-fold [13,14].
Bacteriophages have unique capabilities in attacking bacteria in such a setting by targeting both
the bioﬁlm matrix and specialized cells growing within it [14]. Efﬁcacy against bioﬁlms has been
demonstrated both in vitro and in vivo [11,14] and has the potential to be a signiﬁcant driver for the
adoption of phage therapy.
Disease results from bacterial infection: It (nowadays) goes without saying that the target for
phage therapy should be bacterial in nature. Bacteriophages are highly speciﬁc, with only a relatively
small number even crossing species boundaries. They are almost completely inert towards other cells.
The days when herpes or urticaria could be regarded as a viable target are, fortunately, long gone.
Infection is caused by one type of bacteria or a small number of types: Bacteriophages are
often referred to as “exquisitely speciﬁc” since most are able to infect and replicate in only a subset of
strains within a single bacterial species, meaning that a mixture of bacteriophages (usually referred
to as a “cocktail”) is usually needed to target even a single bacterial species, though there are
exceptions [5,18]. Thus, a polymicrobial infection is poorly suited to phage therapy. This is a very
important difference to the historical use of broad spectrum chemical antibiotics. Although some
broad spectrum bacteriophage treatments have been used in Eastern Europe, these contain extremely
high numbers of relatively undeﬁned bacteriophages, which would make approval by EMA or FDA
complex. An early polymicrobial infection may change during treatment with conventional antibiotics,
with a much more limited range of bacteria in the later stages of infection [11]. Such infections offer
both unmet need (having failed to resolve with conventional treatments) and a limited range of
bacterial targets. They are, thus, well suited to phage therapy approaches.
Bacteria causing the infection are identiﬁed: Unlike chemical antibiotics, it is unlikely that there
will be broad spectrum phage therapeutic cocktails without an extremely complex regulatory process
and prohibitive production costs. This is likely to limit ﬁrst-line use, unless such a treatment is paired
with a rapid point-of-care diagnostic test. A simpler approach, at least initially, is to focus on cases
where the bacterial target has been identiﬁed but is resistant to clearance by existing methods. This
was the approach taken in the only phase 2 trial to date to report positive results [11] by targeting late
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stage ear infections where one bacterial species (Pseudomonas aeruginosa) predominates. Additionally,
testing must be able to identify and quantify the target bacteria in the intended recipients, both prior
to and as part of the trial process.
Bacteria targeted are responsible for the clinical pathology: Given the speciﬁcity of
bacteriophages, simply removing one component of a polymicrobial infection may not result in
a positive clinical outcome. While regulators may accept microbiological endpoints (reduction of target
bacterial numbers) in initial trials, in later work, improvement in clinical symptoms is likely to be
required for trial success. This has been an issue with some work where positive outcomes were not
observed [19].
Potential for useful preclinical work: While in vitro data is useful, good preclinical data derived
from in vivo work is extremely useful in making the case for progression into human trials. This can
either be from model systems [20,21] or from analogous infections in animals [11,22,23]. Where no
suitable system is available, data collection to permit trials is likely to be more complex.
Suitability for clinical trials: Patients must be both available and accessible, in line with current
ethical practices. If the patient group requires simultaneous treatment with other antibacterial agents
(as is often the case with seriously ill patients, for example, under “expanded access” single patient
uses) this can greatly complicate the interpretation of results, reducing the value of the data generated.
There are, of course, also many issues relating to the design and conduct of clinical trials, from
liaison with regulators to selection of endpoints. However, these fall outside the scope of this article.
Nevertheless, it should be noted that even the most promising approach will not succeed with a poorly
designed trial.
Site of infection is accessible: Bacteriophages are large nucleoprotein structures in the
megadalton to gigadalton range. Chemical antibiotics are far smaller. This can lead to
misunderstandings over how best to administer bacteriophages among those more used to existing
approaches. Given the simplicity of delivery, attention has been focused on topical administration
where it is possible to deliver bacteriophages directly to the infected site [11,22–26]. Unlike conventional
antibiotics, bacteriophages are unlikely to be able to cross many barriers within the body with useful
levels of efﬁciency, at least when these barriers are intact. These can be normal elements of the body,
such as the gut wall or the blood-brain barrier, or part of the pathology of the infection, such as lung
tubercles in tuberculosis [27] or closed comedones in acne [28]. However, the ability of bacteriophages
to amplify exponentially from very small initial doses [23] can allow even limited bacteriophage
numbers to produce a strong localized therapeutic effect.
Bacterial numbers are sufﬁcient to support ampliﬁcation: Localised ampliﬁcation where their
target is present is a unique feature of bacteriophages and underlies their proposed use as therapeutics
in most cases. However, in order to support such ampliﬁcation, there needs to be a sufﬁcient supply
of susceptible bacteria [29]. While this is more complex in vivo, it is clear that in some applications,
particularly those with cleaned or disinfected sites of infection, bacterial densities may be insufﬁcient
to rely on in situ phage ampliﬁcation [26]. Any therapeutic effect would thus be reduced. In contrast,
even very low levels of bacteriophage can produce rapid and dramatic effects when bacterial numbers
are high [23]. Thus, phage therapy is better suited to high density bacterial infections, which is, again,
counterintuitive for those used to conventional antibiotics.
Limitations of oral dosing: Oral dosing is considered highly desirable for conventional antibiotics
but is inherently limited for bacteriophages. One issue is the degradation of bacteriophages in the
acid environment of the stomach, leading to limited oral bioavailability unless the administered
bacteriophages are encapsulated [30] or the stomach acid is neutralized [19]. There is also evidence
that bacteria that have established infection within the gut may be poorly accessible to bacteriophages,
probably because they are located within the coating of the intestinal walls [31], leaving administered
bacteriophages to simply pass by them on their way through.
Issues with systemic delivery: Although there is considerable evidence of efﬁcacy in model
systems [20,21], bacteriophages delivered via the circulation are challenged by a number of issues [32].
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Both innate and adaptive immunity are major concerns. Bacteriophages are prime candidates for
those elements of the innate response intended to provide a ﬁrst response to invading viruses,
notably phagocytosis [33]. In addition, the adaptive immune response will, in time, respond to
bacteriophages, particularly after repeated administration. However, the ablative effect of such
responses on bacteriophage efﬁcacy appears to be limited [34]. Another major issue is delivery to
the site of infection. Although bacteriophages have the unique ability to amplify locally even from
a very small initial dose [11,23], they nevertheless have to reach and infect their target bacteria in order
to be able to do so. Barriers that can be crossed by conventional antibiotics may be impervious to
bacteriophages, favouring topical uses or use in body activities. However, a recent in-depth review of
the subject noted bacteriophages as one of the most promising approaches to combating antimicrobial
resistance even in systemic applications [7].
3. Bacteriophages
Intellectual property issues: It has long been argued that the patenting of phage therapy
approaches is challenging. It is undeniable that the basic approach of phage therapy is ﬁrmly in
the public domain. However, this is also true for monoclonal antibodies, and these have led to drugs
with current market values in the tens of billions of dollars. It is also true that novel bacteriophages
can be identiﬁed for almost any bacterial target, potentially bypassing patent protection. Again, this is
also true for monoclonal antibodies. From a commercial point of view a patent is useful, but not
actually essential since the progress of a drug or phage mix through the regulatory process underpins
much of its value. However, patent protection is highly desirable, particularly in the early stages of
development. There is considerable confusion over the patenting of naturally occurring biological
materials [35], but it is clear that bacteriophage mixtures exhibiting activities different from those seen
in nature can form the basis for patent awards.
Bacteriophages are available: It should go without saying that the bacteriophages used must be
able to target the infecting bacteria, whether as part of a broadly effective cocktail [11] or by selection for
the bacterial strain(s) present [36]. While it is thought that bacteriophages exist for all bacteria, they are
sometimes hard to ﬁnd, as with certain members of the Streptococci [37]. Alternatively, properties of
the host bacteria can make isolation of bacteriophages difﬁcult, as with slow-growing members of the
Mycobacteria. However, for many bacterial species, isolation can be both rapid and simple.
Bacteriophages are effective in killing the target bacteria: While some bacteriophages cause
rapid killing of their host, others do not. Selection of those which produce rapid lysis and liberate large
numbers of progeny bacteriophage (high burst size) is usually assessed in vitro. The normal method
for this initially is to monitor the formation of plaques, selecting those bacteriophages that form large,
clear plaques [38]. Growth in liquid culture, often using plate-based optical density systems, is also
used for this purpose.
Bacteriophages must target the bacteria responsible for the infection: Most bacteriophages
kill only a subset of strains within a single bacterial species. In order to kill sufﬁcient members
of a representative panel of strains of that species (a diversity panel), the activity of individual
bacteriophages is tested against that panel and a mixture selected which provides broad coverage.
This may be a mixture of broadly effective bacteriophages along with those selected to cover speciﬁc
strains from a diversity panel, for example those with concerning levels of resistance to conventional
antibiotics. While 100% coverage of a large diversity panel is not usually required (for antibiotics or
for bacteriophages), there are minimum levels (analogous to those deﬁned for antibiotic development)
which need to be attained for a generally applicable therapy. It is also advantageous to ensure
that as many strains as possible are targeted by multiple bacteriophages, minimising the potential
for resistance.
Cross-resistance: Generation of resistance in vitro may be used to conﬁrm that cross-resistance
to candidate therapeutic bacteriophages in a cocktail (implying similar biology of infection) is
minimized. This involves the selection of bacteria which do not show similar resistance proﬁles
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against bacteriophage-resistant mutants of the target bacteria, and (as with antibiotics) minimizes the
potential for the development of resistance in vivo.
Coverage: Isolates from different pathologies and geographic locations must be covered by the
bacteriophages selected if a standardized cocktail is to be used [11,19,22,24–26], and this can be difﬁcult
to attain with some highly variable bacterial species. An alternative approach, of having a panel of
bacteriophages with deﬁned activities, from which personalized cocktails are prepared for individual
patients [36,39] faces a number of currently unresolved regulatory challenges, as well as signiﬁcant
resourcing issues.
Bacteriophages are obligately lytic, not temperate: Obligately lytic bacteriophages that infect
a permissive host produce rapid killing. The bacterial life cycle is simply “kill or be killed”. However,
in many cases bacteriophages are temperate. That is, they are capable of entering a latent state within
the host bacteria (lysogeny) in which they are usually integrated into the bacterial genome. In such
a state, host bacteria are often rendered resistant to superinfection with the same, or even closely
related, bacteriophages [40,41]. As and when a lysogenic bacteriophage reactivates, it may carry
bacterial genes with it to a new host, a process known as specialized transduction. In addition, it is
now becoming clear that lysogenic bacteriophages may modulate genetic activity and actually beneﬁt
their bacterial host [40]. Thus, while lysogenic bacteriophages may reduce bacterial numbers both
in vitro and in vivo [42], they are generally considered unsuitable for therapeutic use. Traditional tests
for lysogeny include the formation of turbid plaques, where the clearance zone is clouded by surviving
bacteria. More recently, genetic analysis can identify markers of lysogeny such as the presence in the
bacteriophage genome of a functional integrase gene or known repressors linked to the establishment
and maintenance of a lysogenic infection state. This then allows exclusion from the development
pathway. For some bacteria, such as Clostridium difﬁcle, all bacteriophages identiﬁed to date appear to
be temperate [43], limiting the options for phage therapy in these settings.
Transduction and toxins: As well as the specialized transduction seen in lysogenic infections,
bacteriophages can pick up a wide range of segments of bacterial DNA essentially at random and
transfer them to a new host. This is considered undesirable in candidate therapeutic bacteriophages
since virulence genes could be transferred by this route. In addition, some bacteriophages actually carry
such genes, including both antibiotic resistance genes [44] and clinically signiﬁcant bacterial toxins [45],
while others have adapted forms that transfer virulence-associated genes [46]. It is necessary to exclude
such bacteriophages from therapeutic development, usually by genetic analysis.
Stability: The most promising therapeutic bacteriophage is of no value if it loses activity too fast
before it can be used to treat patients. Assessment of stability in suitable forms for therapeutic use is,
thus, a vital part of development [47].
Quality of product: In order to be used as therapeutics, bacteriophages must be able to grow to
sufﬁciently high titres in a suitable bacterial host. Such hosts are often selected for their non-pathogenic
nature, including absence of toxins and even of lysogenic bacteriophage genomes. It is however
necessary to ensure that the bacteriophages produced by such compliant hosts retain their virulence
against target bacteria. Unlike early therapeutic products, it is also necessary to purify bacteriophages
away from host bacterial components, in particular the endotoxins produced by Gram-negative
bacteria for which strict limits are applied [48,49]. The whole issue of producing bacteriophages to
the required standards (as a drug substance) then combining them to make a therapeutic cocktail
(i.e., a drug product) while complying with necessary quality control standards (cGMP, except for
all but the earliest trials) is both demanding and expensive. However, if such standards cannot be
attained, perhaps because of a persistent contaminant, then all of the preceding work has been in vain.
Bacteriophages as biological control agents: Bacteriophages are not chemical antibiotics.
Although this statement seems obvious, it has not stopped some groups from assuming that the
same processes used in the development of chemical antibiotics must of necessity be applied
a priori to therapeutic bacteriophages. While bacteriophages do need to conform with existing rules,
the regulators show a signiﬁcant degree of ﬂexibility, and indeed enthusiasm, in working with these
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new paradigms [50–53]. This is an area which is likely to see signiﬁcant changes. However, these will
rely on good science and, in particular, on data from fully regulated clinical trials, which are still
sparse in this area. One important difference to conventional antibiotics is that bacteriophages are
unlikely to produce sterilising effects in vivo since, when bacterial numbers fall below the replication
threshold [29], they will lose much of their effect. However, in such situations, lowering bacterial
numbers far enough can inhibit their replication [52] and reduce toxin production, thus allowing the
immune system of an infected patient to aid in resolving the infection [11,22].
4. Stages of target selection
The following stages need to be considered (see Figure 2):

Figure 2. Steps in the selection of an initial target disease for phage therapy.

5. A Worked Example
As an example of the practical application of such considerations, P. aeruginosa appears to highly
suitable as a phage therapy target, as outlined below and elsewhere [54]. As a result, it is proving
a popular target for such intervention [11,22–26]. Indeed, the only successful phase 2 trial reported to
date targeted late stage ear infections caused by P. aeruginosa [11].
In this study [11] the bacterial pathology had been conﬁrmed both generally and in the speciﬁc
cases by repeated microbiological assessment. The individual clinical need was severe (aiding patient
recruitment and ethical review) and the market need was assessed as sufﬁcient to support development,
with the potential for expansion into other types of topical infection thereafter. While ear infections
are initially polymicrobial, use of existing therapies that fail to clear the infection typically results in
a “late-stage” infection dominated by P. aeruginosa, which was assessed prior to trial entry. A suitable
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trial centre was identiﬁed with strong clinical expertise, at which patients were accessible and willing
to participate. P. aeruginosa is relatively simple to culture and to enumerate, and a previous veterinary
ﬁeld trial [22,55] had provided useful preclinical data. The ear is accessible, allowing direct application
of bacteriophage onto the infected site, and had a high density of P. aeruginosa (2.3 × 106 to 4.5 × 1010
CFU/gram at the start of the trial, averaging well over 109 CFU/gram) [11]. Bacteriophages speciﬁc
for P. aeruginosa are relatively widespread and simple to isolate from available sources [54]. Obligately
lytic forms are common, showing rapid bacterial killing and releasing high numbers of progeny
bacteriophages. Levels of transduction or toxin carriage are low, and broad activity of bacteriophages
against P. aeruginosa is obtainable. The bacteriophages could be grown in culture to the required
level and puriﬁed from such cultures. Though the presence of endotoxins in lysate of Gram-negative
bacteria such as P. aeruginosa does require careful consideration of levels remaining in a candidate
therapy, the low dosing levels used in the study (a single input dose of 2.4 ng) aided in this. With due
consideration given to the above elements, the phase 1/2 clinical trial was conducted (albeit at a small
scale) [11] and, uniquely to date, produced promising and positive results.
6. Summary
Phage therapy remains experimental in both human and veterinary medicine. With antibiotic
resistance now acknowledged as a worldwide crisis [4], the need for new approaches to antibacterial
therapy makes the development of this powerful approach a priority. Despite this, there is a real
shortage of high quality clinical work on which to base progression of phage therapy through the
regulatory approvals required to permit widespread use.
The selection of appropriate disease targets is an essential step in progressing this important
technology. Trial failures are expensive in both time and resources and beneﬁt nobody. Such failures
carry the risk of causing serious damage to conﬁdence in the ﬁeld as a whole [15]. In order to maximise
the chances of success, the selection of disease targets must be informed by sound knowledge of the
disease to be treated, of the infecting bacteria, and of the nature and interactions of the bacteriophages
to be used. Success against carefully selected initial targets is required to build the conﬁdence to allow
later work in more challenging applications
Based on the work to date, while it seems likely that bacteriophages will be used systemically and
even orally in time, topical treatments where the bacteriophage can be placed onto an infection site
with a high bacterial density offer the best chance of success. Such success is vital to moving phage
therapy into clinical use, to save lives, and to improve lives.
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Abstract: The increasing problem of antibiotic-resistant pathogens has put enormous pressure on
healthcare providers to reduce the application of antibiotics and to identify alternative therapies.
Phages represent such an alternative with signiﬁcant application potential, either on their own or
in combination with antibiotics to enhance the effectiveness of traditional therapies. However,
while phage therapy may offer exciting therapeutic opportunities, its evaluation for safe and
appropriate use in humans needs to be guided initially by reliable and appropriate assessment
techniques at the laboratory level. Here, we review the process of phage isolation and the application
of individual pathogens or reference collections for the development of speciﬁc or “off-the-shelf”
preparations. Furthermore, we evaluate current characterization approaches to assess the in vitro
therapeutic potential of a phage including its spectrum of activity, genome characteristics, storage and
administration requirements and effectiveness against bioﬁlms. Lytic characteristics and the ability
to overcome anti-phage systems are also covered. These attributes direct phage selection for their
ultimate application as antimicrobial agents. We also discuss current pitfalls in this research area and
propose that priority should be given to unify current phage characterization approaches.
Keywords: pH stability; phage-host interactions; genomics; antibiotic-resistance; phage preparation;
lysins; bioﬁlms

1. Introduction
Frederick Twort and Felix d’Hérelle are accredited as the founding fathers of phage biology
having recognized that bacteriophages or “bacteria eaters” are present wherever bacteria are
found [1,2]. During World War I, the unsanitary conditions in the trenches on the battle-fronts
caused infections such as dysentery affecting numerous soldiers. Felix d’Hérelle studied the bacterial
cause of these infections and identiﬁed Shigella as the etiologic agent of this rampaging infectious
disease. Frederick Twort demonstrated the existence of a propagatable bactericidal agent in 1915,
while independently (or not) Felix d’Hérelle co-incubated fecal ﬁltrates with the isolated bacteria in
petri dishes resulting in the killing of the bacteria (d’Hérelle’s prior knowledge of Twort’s research
remains uncertain, reviewed here [3]). The ﬁrst description of the co-existence and relationship between
bacteria and their infecting phages was a historic one that created the opportunity to develop treatments
against bacterial infections for which therapies were not available at that time. During the 1920’s and
1930’s d’Hérelle blazed the trail of phage therapy by successfully developing phage-based treatments
against a range of human infections including those caused by Shigella dysenteriae, Salmonella typhi,
Escherichia coli, Pasteurella multocida, and Vibrio cholerae.
The discovery of mold-derived penicillin production (by Penicillium notatum) by Alexander
Fleming in 1928 and the subsequent discovery of its broad-spectrum of antibacterial activity and
relative ease of large scale production delivered a major blow to developments in phage therapy.
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The need for rapid production of agents that could effectively treat wound infections during World
War II accelerated the rise of antibiotic-based therapies, which were highly effective and were
considered a wonder drug at that time. However, little was known about the modes of action
of either phages or antibiotics, and phage therapy research was almost completely abandoned in
favor of further development of the antibiotic industry. The lack of adequate controls in these early
phage experiments combined with the lack of clarity regarding phage efﬁcacy were among the reasons
that antibiotic research and development out-paced that of phage therapy research. While antibiotics
were successfully exploited for the ensuing decades, the rapid rise of antibiotic resistance and the
emergence of so-called “superbugs”, such as methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA),
carbapenem-resistant Acinetobacter baumannii and Enterobacteriaceae and Clostridium difﬁcile, among
others, are crippling to modern healthcare facilities. Furthermore, the World Health Organization
(WHO) has stated that alternatives to antibiotics are required to treat such superbugs, which are
estimated to cause 25,000 deaths in Europe and 23,000 deaths in the U.S.A. each year (WHO statement,
February 2017). Plasmid-encoded antibiotic resistance represents a particularly challenging threat to
society due to possible transfer or mobilization of such extra-chromosomal elements between bacterial
strains or even species. Therefore, phage therapy or phage-based treatments may provide a solution to
this pressing health issue in modern society, just over a century since their initial identiﬁcation.
Both antibiotics and phages have inherent associated risks, draw-backs, and beneﬁts.
Phage therapy presents the possibility of applying a more targeted, narrow spectrum treatment, thereby
providing greater speciﬁcity than most antibiotics. Furthermore, phages may be delivered as intact
phage particles/phage cocktails, while phage-derived proteins may also be produced to overcome
many of the concerns associated with delivering intact phage particles into humans. Considerable work
has been undertaken in recent years to isolate and characterize phages with therapeutic potential
against a range of pathogenic bacteria. While many phage/phage cocktails have proven effective
in lab-scale trials, this has not always been matched by successful in vivo trials, cautioning against
too much optimism with regards to the success of phage therapy when applied in real life settings.
Careful evaluation of the in vitro phenotypes of phages is therefore required before they may be
considered suitable for clinical trials for the purpose of animal or human therapy [4,5]. In this review,
we assess the methods by which phages are isolated and characterized for therapeutic consideration,
the beneﬁts and pitfalls of current approaches, while also considering alternative approaches for
the future. Furthermore, we explore the advantages and disadvantages of phage cocktails and
phage-derived products, and the most recent advances in combination therapies as a 21st century
approach to deal with bacterial infections.
2. Phage Isolation
As bacteriophages represent the most abundant biological entity in the biosphere [6], isolation of
phages infecting pathogenic strains of interest should not represent a signiﬁcant hurdle. Isolation of
phages against pathogenic species requires identiﬁcation of areas where the pathogenic host is
abundant. In particular, sewage samples represent a plentiful source of phages for use in phage
therapy due to the presence of many human pathogens [7]; however, any environment where the
pathogenic host is present represents a potential source of phages. After identiﬁcation of these
environments, methods can be employed to isolate phages of particular value in phage therapy.
In general, the utilization of a diverse range of strains as isolating hosts should lead to the isolation
of a diverse range of infecting bacteriophages. The use of reference collections as isolation hosts for
pathogens of interest should be the gold standard for phage isolation studies. Collections such as
the ECOR collection of E. coli [8] and the Salmonella SARA and SARB collections [9,10], purported to
represent the full intra-species diversity have been used in phage isolation studies and can be helpful
in generating an arsenal of phages with a high likelihood of infecting strains of clinical relevance
with respect to the targeted species (as such phages are presumed to recognize any of the diverse
range of cell surface receptors that may be present among such strains) [11]. Even more preferable
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are studies utilizing reference collections in addition to strains of clinical relevance, leading to the
generation of highly diverse phage collections [12]. A further development in this area is the SBS
(step-by-step) method, which can be applied when attempting to isolate a phage against single
strains, and which was ﬁrst developed for Klebsiella pneumoniae. This involves isolation of phages
against the strain of interest in addition to bacteriophage-insensitive mutants of the same strain.
In short, a phage is isolated against a strain of interest, then a resistant variant of this strain is
generated through exposure to the isolated phage. Following this, a new phage is isolated against
this resistant variant and so on until the latest phage-resistant variant is sensitive to the original
phage. The mechanisms through which host resistance is achieved were not investigated, although
presumably it relies on efﬁcient CRISPR (Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats)
spacer incorporation. In essence, this method will generate a cocktail of phages infecting both the
original bacterium and many phage-resistant variants, reducing the possibility of variants emerging
which are resistant to the cocktail during application [13]. Furthermore, it has been theorized that
standard bacteriophage isolation and enrichment protocols involving single strains are biased against
broad range bacteriophages, (unintentionally) selecting for those with most avid adsorption to host
cells. The use of a mixed host enrichment procedure has previously led to the isolation of broad host
range bacteriophages, which arguably are the most valuable candidates for phage therapy [14].
At the isolation step, care should be taken to ensure that only virulent phages are selected as
candidates for phage therapy. It is advised that phages capable of lysogenic conversion be avoided,
as these will easily convert hosts into (phage-resistant) lysogens, thus making them incapable of causing
immediate lysis [15]. Avoidance of plaques with turbidity, typical of lysogenic phages, will assist in
the selection of lytic phages, but as some temperate phages produce clear plaques, further methods are
required for lifestyle validation [11]. With the rapid advancement of genome sequencing technologies,
it is now feasible to sequence the genomes of all candidates, therefore allowing for more deﬁnitive
exclusion of phages that encode integrases, site-speciﬁc recombinases, and repressors of the lytic
cycle [7]. Indeed, a genomic approach to guide phage selection has in recent years gained in popularity
and is covered in more detail below.
Long-term storage and stability of selected phages is desirable, and a good candidate for phage
therapy should be one that maintains infective ability upon storage. Several methods have been
proposed for maintenance of phage stocks including storage at 4 ◦ C [16], storage at −80 ◦ C with
the addition of glycerol [17], and lyophilization of phage stocks, with the latter proposed to be a
particularly effective method for long term storage [18]. A novel method involving the storage of
phages as injected DNA in freshly infected frozen cells has shown promise, although some strains were
shown to be poor storage hosts [17]. It has been noted that due to variation amongst bacteriophages a
“gold-standard” phage storage condition remains to be identiﬁed, and long-term storage of phages
is likely to be phage dependent [19]. Ackermann et al. have detailed the stability and instability of
various phages, and for example described that Bacillus phage CP-54Ber suffers a 7-log reduction
in infective ability following three months of storage at 4 ◦ C (representing the most common phage
storage temperature), exemplifying this diversity [16]. Therefore, in vitro assays to determine optimum
storage conditions for each phage of interest should be undertaken [20].
3. Characterization of Phages for Phage Therapy Applications
3.1. Genomic and Morphological Characteristics
A lack of uniformity in the approaches to assess phage isolates in the laboratory for their suitability
as a therapeutic agent is possibly one of the biggest stumbling blocks to phage therapy. Recent phage
therapy studies that report genome characterization are typically partnered with morphological
analysis, which is a routine analysis step. While the isolation of phages has been a continuous and
ongoing effort of phage biologists globally [21–25], it should be noted that considerable collections of
phages that have the potential for therapeutic trialing and application, exist. One such collection of
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nine E. coli phages has recently been assessed to identify the common microbiological and genomic
characteristics of phage isolates exhibiting therapeutic potential in vivo [26]. This historic collection of
E. coli O18:K1:H7 phages was characterized as being comprised of six Podoviridae phages and three
Siphoviridae phages. Four of the podophages exhibited the most signiﬁcant host-infecting efﬁcacy
among the collection, and genomic analysis revealed that these isolates were all members of the same
species bearing at least 99% identity to each other. The presence of a DNA-dependent RNA polymerase
was present only in the genomes of “fast replicating” phages. This protein is purported to cause a
shutdown of host transcription (5 min after infection), resulting in a much shorter latent period than
non-RNA polymerase-encoding phages. This confers a more efﬁcient replication cycle on the phages,
a property suggested to underpin the success of these isolates in in vivo trials. Indeed, the relatively
simple structures associated with the podophage may lend itself to shorter latent times and larger burst
sizes compared to phages that possess elaborate and decorative structures. In contrast, two recently
isolated, Clostridium difﬁcile-infecting Myoviridae phages were shown to exhibit a broad host range,
infecting strains from approximately half of the strains that represent the 20 ribotypes of C. difﬁcile [24].
The more extensive host range of these isolates relative to other Myo- and Siphoviridae phages from
the same study highlights that large phages such as myophages may have therapeutic potential,
while the infective success of various phage morphologies appears to be host-speciﬁc. Therefore,
identiﬁcation of genetic and morphological features associated with highly infective phages may
represent useful markers to guide the selection of phages for subsequent therapeutic application.
However, these markers may be genus- or species-speciﬁc, and therefore caution should be taken not
to make generic recommendations for the identiﬁcation process of phages with therapeutic potential.
Notwithstanding the above-mentioned limitations, genome sequencing permits the rapid
identiﬁcation of undesirable features that would quickly “rule out” unsuitable phages. For example,
as mentioned in Section 2, lysogenic phages are generally not considered suitable for phage therapy,
since their integration into the host genome may confer alterations on the host phenotype (lysogenic
conversion). Additionally, in the integrated state, they may recombine with genetic elements of other
(pro)phage or bacterial genomes and acquire undesirable features such as pathogenicity islands or
antibiotic resistance markers, among others. Genome characterization permits the identiﬁcation of
lysogeny-associated functions including repressors and integrases, which are often readily identiﬁable.
Furthermore, the presence of recombination-related functions in phage genomes may present issues
in terms of genetic instability. Analysis of genome stability is an area that has not yet been deeply
investigated, although recent advances in protein function prediction tools such as Pfam [27] and
HHpred [28] have signiﬁcantly improved the quality and accuracy of genome annotations, which may
contribute to the development of this aspect.
Morphological assessment by electron microscopy is a standard characterization step of almost
all newly reported isolated phages. Although this requires specialized equipment and expertise, it is
an essential characterization step, and undoubtedly will continue to be the cornerstone of phage
characterizations. Electron microscopy may be particularly useful in assessing the stability of stored
phage isolates. Relying on microbiological assays such as the standard plaque assay for phage
enumeration may not reveal the true extent of the stability of the produced phages, whereas electron
microscopy may reveal the presence of additional “ghost” or degraded particles.
3.2. Host Receptor Identiﬁcation
One of the concerns associated with human phage therapy is the emergence of phage-resistant
variants of pathogenic bacteria with increased ﬁtness. The host range of a phage reﬂects its ability to
(lytically) infect strains within a given test panel where narrow host range phages infect a small number
of strains and broad host range phages infect a wide range of strains. Phages may exhibit narrow or
broad host range depending on (i) the presence of anti-phage mechanisms in the test strains and; (ii) the
presence of generalized (highly conserved) or specialized (variable, non-conserved) host-encoded
phage receptors. While broad host range phages are generally more acceptable due to the increased
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likelihood that clinical isolates that emerge will be infected, narrow host range phages may be useful
in certain scenarios. In contrast to antibiotics, which are broad spectrum antimicrobial agents, the use
of narrow host range phages presents a new opportunity. It allows the possibility of isolating phages
against prevalent and speciﬁc strains of pathogenic bacteria and delivering a treatment without the
problem of host dysbiosis. The identiﬁcation of narrow spectrum phages combined with the SBS
approach (mentioned in Section 2) could reduce the risk of the phages becoming defunct upon the
emergence of resistant variants of the target strains and present a useful approach to developing next
generation therapies. However, as with all treatments, narrow host range phages have their limitations.
As pathogens evolve and populations diversify, it is necessary to have monitoring programmes to
continually evaluate prevalent strains of problematic pathogens. Therefore, corresponding phage
screening programmes should be initiated against pathogenic strain collections including the most
recent clinical isolates on a continuous basis. This would require a concerted approach by various
phage research groups and associated funding from government and other agencies to ensure the
“future-prooﬁng” of this approach. The peak-and-trough proﬁle of phage research over the past
century indicates that this is difﬁcult, however, with the growing demand for alternative antimicrobial
therapies, it is expected to gain support, at least in the foreseeable future.
While targeted narrow host range phage therapies may have potential for speciﬁc applications,
it is likely that broad host range phages will continue to be the preferred option as they possess
a more powerful destructive potential against a wider range of pathogenic isolates. Furthermore,
even those phages that are classiﬁed as exhibiting a broad host range would still be considered to
possess a narrow activity spectrum relative to antibiotics. Antibiotics may be effective against multiple
genera of bacteria, while phages are rarely genus-speciﬁc, but mostly species- or strain-speciﬁc.
During the past two decades, interactions between phages and their host bacteria have become
the subject of intense research scrutiny [29–37]. The availability of bacterial and phage genome
sequences has facilitated studies in which phage-resistant derivatives of bacterial host strains are
sequenced to uncover the genetic basis of phage-resistance and by inference the receptors that phages
recognize [38,39]. Conversely, the isolation of phage mutants that can circumvent such phage-resistant
derivatives have been characterized to understand the molecular basis of phage infection and the genes
that encode host recognition functions [40,41]. Through such analyses, the interactions of a wide range
of phages and their bacterial hosts are now well deﬁned and in theory the methods can be adapted to
study any phage-host combination. To alleviate concerns regarding the emergence of phage-resistant
variants of pathogenic bacterial strains, phage cocktails incorporating phages that employ different
receptors is advisable. However, this requires knowledge of the receptor types employed by the
incorporated phages. For this reason, phage-host interaction studies are vital to the design of robust
phage cocktails.
Phage-host interactions require both a host-encoded receptor(s) and a phage-encoded receptor
binding protein (RBP). The receptor presented on the cell surface may be a carbohydrate, protein or
(lipo-)teichoic acid moiety, or a combination of these. The fundamental differences in the composition
of Gram-negative and Gram-positive cell walls dictate the types and range of interactions that
may occur between phages and their respective hosts. For example, the majority of Gram-positive
bacteria-infecting phages are reported to recognize saccharidic moieties on the cell surface, while those
of Gram negative-infecting phages such as those infecting E. coli and Salmonella are less biased,
with several coliphages known to recognize proteinaceous and saccharidic receptors according to a
recent review of phage receptors [42]. This extensive review of phage receptors has culminated in
the generation of the Phage Receptor Database (PhReD, https://phred.herokuapp.com/), which is a
highly informative resource for phage biologists.
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For many phages, a single receptor is required for the recognition and attachment stages of the
infection process while for others, two (or more) components are required. Coliphages are undoubtedly
the best studied Gram-negative-infecting group of phages with model Myoviridae and Siphoviridae
phages such as T4 and lambda, respectively, representing paradigms of infection of this bacterial
species (For reviews, see [43,44]). Lambda, with its long non-contractile tail, is an example of a phage
that requires a single receptor, i.e., the protein LamB [29], while the long tail ﬁbers of the myophage T4
bind reversibly to the protein OmpC before the short tail ﬁbers commit phage binding to the heptose
moiety of the lipopolysaccharide (LPS) [45,46]. In the review of phage receptors mentioned above,
26 coliphage interactions were covered, of which eight require both cell envelope-associated proteins
and sugar moieties, while ten and eight coliphages, respectively, require proteins or carbohydrate
moieties alone for host adsorption [42]. A similar analysis of currently characterized Salmonella phages
tells us that 11 phages employ proteinaceous receptors, seven recognize carbohydrate moieties on
the cell surface, while one requires both moieties to adsorb to their host. In contrast, all Pseudomonas
phage-host systems characterized to date attach to saccharidic receptors. Therefore, it is clear that there
is a diverse array of interactions at play among these phage-host combinations.
In contrast, the interactions of the majority of characterized Gram positive-infecting phages
involve saccharidic molecules [42,47]. Among the model phage-host systems of Gram-positive bacteria
are those of Bacillus subtilis and its infecting phage SPP1 [31,35] and those of the dairy bacterium
Lactococcus lactis and members of the 936 and P335 phage groups [34,48,49]. While these phage-host
interactions bear no direct clinical relevance, studies of these two Gram-positive hosts and their
phages have consolidated studies of the interactions of clinically relevant Gram-positive hosts such
as Listeria monocytogenes, Bacillus anthracis and Staphylococcus aureus, among others. The level of
structural detail that now exists for SPP1, and the 936 and P335 lactococcal phages have provided
insights into the nature and interactions of phages of other Gram-positive bacteria and those with
clinical relevance. Module shufﬂing to accommodate host interaction ﬂexibility is not a new concept;
however, the structural characterization of phages and phage components (particularly the distal tail
components including the host recognition devices) have generated data pertaining to modules that
may be present and conserved among phages of different bacterial genera. An example of this is the
so-called “evolved” distal tail protein (Dit) of phages of Lactobacillus and Lactococcus [48,50], in which a
carbohydrate-binding domain (CBD) is inserted to expand/enhance the binding capabilities of the
carrying phage. Furthermore, another CBD was structurally characterized in the accessory baseplate
(distal tail appendage) protein (BppA) of the lactococcal phage Tuc2009 [33] and based on HHpred
analysis has been identiﬁed in a number of other lactococcal, Lactobacillus and streptococcal phage
proteins, highlighting that this domain is found in phages infecting other bacterial genera [48,50].
Taken together, knowledge on the diversity of interaction types will guide the selection of phages for
inclusion as therapeutic agents either alone or as part of a cocktail.
3.3. Stable Storage, Administration and Effectiveness in Trials
In order to be acceptable for therapeutic application, a phage must retain its infectivity under
storage conditions over extended periods of time, and be able to withstand the administration process
and route. To evaluate this, phages are often tested for robustness to pH treatments and simulated
gastric juices to mimic the oral route of administration [51,52]. Additionally, other studies have
evaluated the stability of phages upon freeze drying, spray drying and cold storage to deﬁne their
appropriateness for the clinical setting [53,54]. Such studies have demonstrated that the stability
is pH-, excipient- and phage-dependent. Therefore, it is essential that each candidate phage is
assessed using a range of conditions to deﬁne the appropriate preservation/storage conditions.
In addition to preserving the phage, the cultivation medium, scale up and harvesting of phage
preparations are all aspects that require careful scrutiny in order to ensure that the phage is capable
of transitioning from the laboratory to the clinic. A recent study examined such characteristics of
T4-like coliphages [55]. Here, it was demonstrated that the employed growth medium had minimal
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impact on the phage titers achieved, while growth phase (i.e., early exponentially growing cells were
more effective than lag or late exponential phase cells) and the choice of host strain were important
factors in producing a high phage titer. The authors also evaluated different propagation approaches
including 2 L Erlenmeyer ﬂasks, 16 L stirred fermentation tanks and 10 L wave bags, as well as
different methods of puriﬁcation including ultraﬁltration, chromatography and ultracentrifugation.
Phages were shown to exhibit ﬂexibility to scaling up and puriﬁcation, permitting inexpensive and
relatively fast production of lysates of coliphages for application. Since such therapies are also
increasingly aimed at providing cost-effective and practical solutions to commonplace infections in
developing countries, the propagation and puriﬁcation techniques need to be considered as specialized
laboratory equipment such as ultracentrifuges may not be readily available [55].
The phage (or phage-derived product) administration route also dictates the type of characteristics
that are required. For example, if the phage product is to be administered orally to treat enteric
infections, the phage should be able to withstand low pH, gastric conditions and/or be suitable
for encapsulation for delivery to the desired site. Encapsulation trials have been undertaken with
phages of various pathogens including C. difﬁcile and enterohemorrhagic E. coli using a range of
materials including Eudragit® S100 (a pH responsive polymer), and in the presence of alginate or
pectin as base polymers, among others [56,57]. Such microencapsulation was shown to retain infection
efﬁcacy of the tested phages upon exposure to simulated gastric conditions and the associated acidity.
For treatment of respiratory infections and chronic conditions, an aerosol-based application may be the
preferred route of administration requiring that the phage should retain infectivity following freeze- or
spray-drying and administration [58].
A phage’s potential for application is commonly based on animal trials prior to consideration
of human trials. Animal trials most often involve a murine model system although larger animals
have been employed in the assessment of phages destined for the treatment of animals in the food
chain [59]. Trials in sheep and cattle inoculated with E. coli O157:H7 highlighted the need for adequate
controls as endemic phages contributed to the phage population that was shed, interfering with the
results of the therapeutic analysis. Animal trial-based assessment of phage therapy applications
is a contentious issue and must be limited where possible. Some recent studies have performed
preliminary trials using wax moth (Galleria mellonella) larvae in order to allay such ethical concerns.
The Galleria larval model is a useful system since these organisms possess complex innate immune
systems, and, additionally, similarities have been identiﬁed between insect larval epithelial cells and
intestinal mammalian cells [60]. This model system is inexpensive and requires little specialist training,
and is therefore useful to deﬁne which phages display genuine therapeutic potential and are suitable
for further testing.
Relatively few studies have investigated the interactions between bacteriophages and the
immune system, however, persistence in the face of the host immune system represents an essential
characteristic of candidates for phage therapy. It is known that phages are immunogenic, with studies
of T4 coliphage showing stimulation of antibody production through both oral and subcutaneous
injection with signiﬁcantly lower immunogenicity observed via the oral administration route [61].
However, persistent injection at a dose higher than what would normally be administered was
required to elicit a marked immune response [61]. Continual exposure of the body to the intra-body
phageome presumably has a role to play in this, and it has been suggested that the apparent lack of
immune response is due to chronic phage exposure during evolution [62]. Indeed, phage exposure
causes an immunomodulatory response, displaying an inhibitory effect of T-cell proliferation and
downregulation of antibody production contributing towards the homeostasis of the immune
system [63,64].
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While phages and phage cocktails present an opportunity to combat the current shortage of
antimicrobial therapies, phage therapy remains an unattractive option to many regulatory bodies.
However, advances in phage biology, genome sequencing and molecular biology may provide the
knowledge to overcome such regulatory concerns through the exploitation of phage-derived proteins
as we will discuss below.
4. Phage Particles Versus Phage-Derived Products
Endolysins are produced by phages at the end of their infection cycle in order to release progeny
phages from the host cell. They are characterized by their ability to hydrolyze the peptidoglycan
layer of the bacterial cell wall [65]. Endolysins represent the most promising lytic enzymes used in
phage therapy, possessing several advantages over other candidates. They are effective immediately
(in contrast to the lag time exhibited by bacteriophage particles), lysing target cells within seconds
of ﬁrst contact. For example, a streptococcal lysin speciﬁc for groups A, C and E was shown to
completely sterilize a culture containing 107 colony forming units of the group A Streptococcus strain
D471 in vitro. This in vitro activity was a good indicator of in vivo effectivity as mice which had been
heavily colonized in the upper respiratory tract with a streptomycin-resistant group A Streptococcus
(T14/46) showed complete eradication of said strain two hours after administration of puriﬁed
lysin [66]. A further advantage of endolysin treatment is that, although puriﬁed enzymes are antigenic,
they are capable of avoiding the humoral immune response in a study of endolysin application
to methicillin resistant S. aureus [67]. Here, endolysin LysGh15 administration was shown to elicit
speciﬁc-IgG antibody production, although incubation of LysGh15 with anti-LysGH15 serum showed
no difference in bactericidal activity when compared to LysGH15 incubated with normal mouse serum.
This indicates that puriﬁed lysins are suitable for application without inactivated by the host immune
system. Endolysins also display a higher target speciﬁcity compared to antibiotics (thereby reducing
the potential for resistance development). Purportedly, no resistance to endolysin activity has yet
been observed due to the evolutionary link between phage endolysin and host cell autolysin [68].
A signiﬁcant disadvantage associated with the use of puriﬁed endolysins is the lack of efﬁcacy against
most Gram-negative pathogens due to the presence of the outer membrane preventing access to the
peptidoglycan layer [68]. Here, a combinatorial approach, i.e., treatment of Gram-negative cells with
an antibiotic to rupture the membrane, thereby allowing access to the peptidoglycan layer for lysin
degradation, may be advantageous. This synergy has been observed in the treatment of C. difﬁcile
infection with the puriﬁed lysin PlyCD, where use in conjunction with vancomycin (inhibiting cell wall
synthesis) was shown to have a higher inhibitory effect than either substance alone [69] (combination
therapy discussed in more detail below). In the treatment of Gram-positive infections, however,
it remains a powerful tool and as most phages will encode an endolysin to release progeny, a plentiful
source of lytic enzymes against bacterial strains is undoubtedly available.
Endolysin research has led to the identiﬁcation of useful enzymes in targeting many “drug
resistant” pathogenic bacteria, as the need for alternative emerging therapies increases. Lysins have
shown signiﬁcant promise in murine models in the treatment of multidrug resistant bacteria, such as
rescuing mice from Acinetobacter baumanii bacteremia [70], protecting them against systemic MRSA
infection [67,71], and ex vivo treatment of C. difﬁcile in the colon [69].
This has led to signiﬁcant commercial interest in these enzymes for use in a clinical setting.
Particular efforts have been made to engineer specialized lysins with increased efﬁcacy against
pathogens or displaying multifunctional activity. Due to the modular nature of phage-encoded
lysins, consisting of cell wall binding domains (CWBD) and enzymatically active domains (EAD) [72],
swapping of modules from other sources, or fusing of modules to other proteins can be undertaken,
generating a lysin with new functional characteristics. These engineered lysins can be divided into two
broad classes, chimeric lysins and artilysins. Chimeric lysins (or chimeolysins) are those which consist
of domains from differing sources which have been engineered to possess improved characteristics for
use. For example, ClyF active against MRSA was engineered through fusion of a staphylococcal and
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streptococcal lysin was found to possess improved thermostability and pH tolerance [73], fusion of
the EAD from a Plyy187 (S. aureus) to a CWBD domain of PLyV12 (Enterococcus) resulted in a lysin
with a wider lytic spectrum capable of infecting staphylococci, enterococci and streptococci [74].
Furthermore, it is possible to increase the lytic activity of a lysin against its desired target, as in the
case of Ply187AN, a fusion of the EAD domain from Ply187 and the CWBD of LysK (Staphylococcal
phage K), which shows an increased lytic capacity when compared to the original Ply187 lysin [75].
Artilysins represent a more targeted approach to engineering lysins for the purpose of overcoming
the outer-membrane barrier of Gram-negative strains. It involves the fusion of an LPS-degrading
peptide with the N-terminus of a lysin, puncturing the LPS layer and providing access to the
peptidoglycan layer for lysin activity [76]. An example of this represents the fusion of the sheep myeloid
antimicrobial peptide (SMAP29) to the KZ144 endolysin, creating Art-175 which confers the ability
to puncture the outer membrane and cleave the peptidoglycan layer of P. aeruginosa PAO1, thereby
causing a one log reduction after two minutes of treatment and a four-log reduction after 30 min [77].
Art-175 appears to have a wide lytic spectrum, capable of lysing Klebsiella pneumoniae [77], while also
showing signiﬁcant promise in lysing and disrupting persistent multidrug resistant A. baumannii
strains [78].
Bioﬁlms, microbial communities adhered to surfaces, are involved in many chronic infections
and are noted for their resistance to host immune systems and medical treatments. Phages encoding
depolymerases are of particular interest in the treatment of bioﬁlm forming cultures. Due to the limited
success of antibiotic therapy in treating bioﬁlms [79], the potential to use bacteriophages or derived
enzymes to treat bioﬁlms has been under investigation. This ability is usually due to the expression
of depolymerases capable of dispersing the bioﬁlm through enzymatic digestion of extracellular
polymeric substances, the main obstacle to antibiotic treatment or phage therapy [80]. The ability of
phages to disrupt this bioﬁlm is a valuable phenotype of phage therapy candidates.
The depolymerases expressed by phages digest these polymeric substances so as to obtain access
to cell surface receptors [81,82], however it has been noted that the depolymerase activity alone may
not be sufﬁcient to disrupt the bioﬁlm and the ability of the phage to amplify in the bioﬁlm is crucial
for bioﬁlm treatment [83]. Phage-associated depolymerase activity can easily be identiﬁed in phages of
interest through analysis of plaque morphology where depolymerase-expressing phages usually form
a plaque surrounded by a large halo indicative of its degrading activity [84]. This phenotype has been
observed for phages infecting members of several genera including Pseudomonas [81], Klebsiella [85],
Staphylococcus [86] and Escherichia [87], thus representing a useful in vitro marker for phages of interest.
5. Overcoming Host-Encoded Phage-Resistance Mechanisms
Across phage therapy studies, the almost inevitable development of phage resistance in the
targeted cells, analogous to the development of antibiotic resistance, is a primary weakness of the
phage therapy concept. Therefore, the ability to overcome host resistance mechanisms represents
the most valuable in vitro phenotype for a phage therapy candidate. Host resistance mechanisms
fall primarily into four categories, (i) DNA degradation as provided by restriction-modiﬁcation
(R-M) and CRISPR-Cas systems, (ii) prevention of phage adsorption, (iii) superinfection exclusion,
and (iv) abortive infection [88], along with additional hurdles to phage infection, such as the inherent
resistance of bioﬁlm communities. A summary of the following methods utilized by bacteriophages to
overcome and bypass host-encoded phage resistance mechanisms is provided in Table 1.
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Table 1. Identiﬁcation and application of methods to bypass phage resistance in target strains.
Resistance
Mechanism

Method of Bypass
Phage-encoded methyltransferases

Restriction
modiﬁcation

Enhancement of host methylation
Base modiﬁcation
Mutation of protospacers

CRISPR

Prevention of
adsorption

Bioﬁlm

Emergence of phage
resistant variants

Phage-encoded anti CRISPR systems
Mutation of receptor binding protein
Selection of multiple RBP type phages

Application

Reference(s)

Protein homology query for identiﬁcation
in candidates
Protein homology query for identiﬁcation
in candidates
Protein homology query for identiﬁcation
in candidates

[90,91]

High MOI to encourage mutation
of protospacers
Protein homology query for identiﬁcation
in candidates
High MOI to encourage mutation in RBP
Target a diverse range of receptors on
target surface

Antibiotic combination therapy

Dual-pronged inhibition of target
decreasing likelihood of
resistance emergence

Informed cocktail development (SBS
method, serial enrichment)
Selection of multiple phages infecting
a single strain

Selection of phages capable of infecting
“future” resistant variants
Target a diverse range of receptors on
target surface

[89]

[92,93]
[94–96]
[97–100]
[40,101]
[102]

[103–107]

[13,108]
[12,109,110]

5.1. DNA Degradation by R-M Systems
One of the most prevalent bacteriophage resistance mechanisms are R-M systems being present
on approximately 90% of available bacterial sequences [111]. The general function of these systems is
to degrade invading (unmethylated) exogenous phage DNA by an endonuclease, while providing
protecting of its own DNA through methylation [111,112]. Some striking adaptations to this infection
barrier are evident in the genomes of infecting phages, mostly concerning restriction inhibition.
Some bacteriophages encode “orphan” methyltransferases, i.e., those lacking a restriction endonuclease
partner [89]. These methylases allow self-methylation of the phage DNA, thus eliminating the ability
of the host to degrade injected DNA as host encoded restriction enzymes no longer recognize the
methylated restriction sites [89]. Interestingly, orphan methyltransferases in Bacillus phages have been
observed to be multispeciﬁc, i.e., they methylate multiple recognition sites (through possession of
multiple target recognition domains) thus conferring protection against a wider range of host-encoded
restriction enzymes [113,114]. It should be noted that methyltransferases have been proposed to play
other roles in bacteriophages. A methyltransferase in ϕLM21, a temperate phage of Sinorhizobium, has
been shown to protect against restriction enzyme activity while also mimicking the activity of a host
encoded regulatory methyltransferase thus suggesting a regulatory role in the phage life cycle [115].
Orphan methylases should be easily identiﬁable in putative therapeutic phage genomes through
protein homology searches. Other less prevalent approaches involve increasing the methylase activity
of hosts to encourage phage DNA methylation, typiﬁed by Ral (restriction alleviation) activity in
lambda phage, which enhances the activity of host type I methyltransferases to more efﬁciently
methylate phage DNA [90,91] or base modiﬁcation of phage DNA, such as that seen in T4 which
utilizes hydroxymethylcytosine (HMC) instead of cytosine which is then further modiﬁed by alpha
and beta glucosylation thus rendering it impervious to many restriction enzymes through prevention
of restriction site recognition [92,93].
5.2. DNA Degradation by CRISPR-Cas Systems
CRISPR-Cas loci encoded by many bacteria provide an adaptive response to invading
bacteriophages through the incorporation of non-host DNA (protospacers), into the CRISPR
array. This array acts as the memory for targeted defense against subsequent infection by
protospacer-containing phages [116]. Bypass of this mechanism can be achieved in two ways, namely,
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mutation of protospacers and speciﬁc anti-CRISPR activity. Mutation of protospacers represents
the more common strategy of CRISPR escape. High mutation rates in protospacer regions are
evident during exposure to CRISPRs in the dairy bacterium Streptococcus thermophilus containing
the corresponding spacer, here a single base change has been observed to be sufﬁcient to return the
bacterium to a phage susceptible state [94]. This phenomenon has subsequently been observed in
phage infection E. coli [95]. Here, CRISPR spacer arrays were constructed targeting various regions
of coliphages, with phage escape mutants freely isolated through standard plaque assay displaying
various point mutations, deletions and insertions in the protospacer regions allowing infection of
previously resistant strains [95]. The application of a high multiplicity of infection cocktail of phages
should increase the likelihood of obtaining the necessary mutation in a protospacer necessary to bypass
the CRISPR sequence, while application of a cocktail of phages has been seen to reduce the efﬁciency of
a host CRISPR system to eliminate a single phage [96]. Therefore, the application of a high titer cocktail
targeting a single strain should have an increased chance of success in lysing a pathogenic host.
Phage-encoded anti-CRISPR activity was ﬁrst observed in Pseudomonas aeruginosa Mu-like phages.
Here, ﬁve protein families have been identiﬁed which inhibit class 1 CRISPR type I-F systems
and four protein families inhibiting the type I-E system [97,117]. These proteins are a product of
distinct anti-CRISPR modules, which would be advantageous in the genomes of any phage therapy
candidate [97]. The mechanisms of action of three of these proteins AcrF1, AcrF2 and AcrF3 have been
elucidated, showing that they all interfere with the function of the Csy complex which facilitates the
targeted recognition and cleavage of target DNA sequences in Pseudomonas aeruginosa [118]. Both AcrF1
and AcrF2 bind to the Csy complex of the CRISPR system, competing with crRNA for DNA binding
activity [98]. AcrF3 interacts with the Cas-3 helicase nuclease protein interfering with its recruitment to
the Csy complex. Homology studies have led to the identiﬁcation of ten anti-CRISPR Type I-F and four
anti-CRISPR type I-E genes across the Proteobacteria phylum [100]. Recently, anti-CRISPR proteins
(AcrIIA) targeting Class 2 CRISPRs have been identiﬁed in Listeria monocytogenes prophages through
identiﬁcation of self-targeting spacers, i.e., a protospacer in the prophage which matches a spacer in
the CRISPR array. Two phage-encoded proteins (AcrIIA1 and AcrIIA2) were found to inhibit Cas9
function allow stable co-existence of the self-targeting spacer-protospacer pair. Homologues of acrIIA
are also present in genomes of phages infecting Streptococcus indicating that anti-class II CRISPR genes
may be prevalent across the Firmicutes [99].
5.3. Prevention of Adsorption
Antagonistic co-evolution between phages and respective hosts is a well-documented
phenomenon, deﬁned as the reciprocal evolution of bacterial resistance and phage infectivity [119].
It has been shown for P. ﬂuorescens SBW25 and its phage ϕ2 that coevolution leads to signiﬁcantly
increased divergence of phage genes predicted to encode the adhesion device, presumably in response
to receptor changes on the host cell surface, thus preventing infection of the ancestral genotype [120].
This interaction between receptor and phage receptor binding protein is highly speciﬁc, and it has
been observed in phage lambda that a combination of only four mutations allows the phage to utilize
an alternative receptor [101], and a single amino acid change leads to an altered RBP speciﬁcity [40].
Lessons can be learned from this for the selection of phages for application in phage therapy. Here an
attempt can be made to shift the balance in favor of bacteriophages through inclusion of multiple
phages encoding a diverse range of RBPs, increasing the hurdles required for the host to acquire the
necessary mutations to confer resistance against multiple receptor binding protein types. This can be
achieved through large scale sequencing and phylogenetic analysis of the receptor binding protein
encoding genes of candidate phages, or alternatively by individually testing phages against a panel of
strains differing in cell surface carbohydrates/outer membrane molecules [102].
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5.4. Cocktails—the Power of Many
In practice, phage therapy is typically applied in two forms. “Monophage therapy” consisting of a
single phage, usually with a broad host range for application against a single species, or a phage cocktail
consisting of a mixture of phages (multiphage). Phage cocktails can consist of a mixture of phages
targeting a single species or a broad range of pathogenic hosts [121]. There are pros and cons associated
with monophage and multiphage therapeutics. For example, a cocktail targeting a single species
requires proof of an etiological agent before selection and application of the cocktail, but represents the
most speciﬁc treatment available. In contrast to this, a cocktail against a range of pathogenic hosts
can be applied presumptively, however, it may have a negative effect on non-target bacteria at the site
of application [121]. A second advantage of cocktails is in overcoming of resistance mechanisms in
the target strains, where the target would have to develop resistance to all phages in the cocktail in
order to survive. For example, a study on the application of a ﬁve-different phage-containing cocktail
targeting Klebsiella pneumoniae isolated from infected burn wounds, observed a full log reduction in
target load when compared to any of the phages individually. Furthermore, the cocktail had the lowest
incidence of emergence of phage resistant variants [109]. Cocktail development can be optimized to
this effect. As previously mentioned, a range of different phages capable of infecting a strain and phage
resistant variants can be isolated from environmental samples using the SBS method by using wild-type
and phage resistant variants as hosts allowing for the formation of an effective phage cocktail [13].
In addition to this, another method ﬁrst applied to Staphylococcus aureus strains involves the serial
passaging of an isolated phage of interest against its host strain of interest followed by phage-resistant
variants to enrich for broad host-range phage mutants [108]. These two approaches both lead to
the development of optimized phage cocktails capable of infecting strains of interest and potential
phage resistant variants. In vitro analyses of phage cocktails should be undertaken to ensure the
desired phenotype. This analysis usually takes the form of time-course killing experiments comparing
single phages to cocktails, while also monitoring for the emergence of resistance variants [12,110].
Another noted concept in phage cocktails is that of phage synergy where the action of one phage
augments the properties of a second phage in the cocktail [110]. This has been observed under in vitro
conditions, where two phages infecting E. coli exhibited a 10-fold greater ability to lyse their host
when applied together compared to either phage alone. The increased capacity for lysis was theorized
to be due to the stripping of colonic acid from the host cell surface by one phage (J8-85) allowing
increased access to receptors on the cell surface for the other (T7-61) [110]. However, in contrast to this,
the opposite effect has also been noted, the prospect of viral interference, where the possibility remains
for phages to interfere with each other following co-infection [6], where co-infection with two phages
may reduce observed burst sizes.
5.5. Combination Therapy
A further development to the power of multiple bacteriophages, is the efﬁcacy of multiple
bactericidal agents. It is theorized that resistance to bacteriophages (and antibiotics) will evolve
less frequently with a combination of phage and antibiotic therapy because a strain which is
resistant to a phage will be inhibited by the antibiotic and vice versa, necessitating multiple
independent mutations to overcome both [103]. This phenomenon has been investigated in vitro
studying Pseudomonas ﬂuorescens SBW25 and its infecting phage SBW25ϕ2, where combined treatment
with lethal concentrations of kanamycin prevented resistance development in treated samples [104].
However caution must be exercised as the opposite effect has been noted in utilizing sub-lethal
concentrations of streptomycin in combination with the same phage host combination [105]. Here,
an increase in resistance development was observed as well as extinction of the phage [105], clearly
suggesting that combination therapy requires a high antibiotic concentration.
There is signiﬁcant promise in utilizing combination therapy in the eradication of bioﬁlms where
(as mentioned above) phage-encoded, exopolyscaccharide (EPS)/capsule-degrading depolymerase
activity provides access for the antibiotic to target cells. This method has shown encouraging promise
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in the treatment of bioﬁlms of E. coli [106] and P. aeruginosa [107]. The previously mentioned prevention
of resistant variants has also been observed in the bioﬁlm environment where a study of combined
therapy on a K. pneumoniae bioﬁlm noted that combined treatment with ciproﬂaxin resulted in a reduced
emergence of resistant variants [122]. This suggests that combination therapy has a dual beneﬁt
in bioﬁlm treatment, increasing the capacity of antibiotics to eradicate the bioﬁlm and preventing
emergence of resistance to both components of the treatment.
Combination with antibiotic can also lead to phage-antibiotic synergy (PAS), the tendency of
phages to appear more virulent in the presence of sub-lethal antibiotic concentrations ﬁrst observed in
uropathogenic E. coli [123]. The potential for PAS can be easily ascertained in vitro through simple
one step growth curves and in vitro bioﬁlm eradication trials [106], however due to the potential
for increased resistance, caution should be observed with use of sub lethal antibiotic concentrations.
In addition to this, in all antibiotic combination therapy the potential for development of antibiotic
resistance in non-target cells is a considerable risk, though it should not be considered to be more
probable than the risk associated with antibiotic treatment alone.
6. Conclusions
Phage therapy has the potential to alleviate the ever-growing problem of antibiotic-resistance and
the development of so-called “superbugs”, either as an alternative to antibiotics, or in combination
with traditional antibiotic therapies to enhance their effectiveness. Despite the regulatory concerns
associated with phages as therapeutic agents, phage biologists have continued in the search for phages
with therapeutic potential, resulting in the isolation of countless phages that could represent an endless
arsenal against a range of human and animal pathogens. Furthermore, the development of phage
products such as chimeric lysins and artilysins, highlights the reservoir of antimicrobial agents that
may be harnessed from phages without the need for direct application of intact phages. However,
we must endeavor to overcome regulatory concerns regarding the application of intact phages, since
phages are ubiquitous and are innate residents of humans. While numerous studies have been
performed regarding the isolation of novel phages and their characterization, a more uniﬁed approach
to the assessment of phages may be required to ensure the ultimate success of phage therapy into the
future. Here, through a review of desirable phage phenotypes that phage biologists may seek out when
isolating phages, we propose a workﬂow for selection of candidates for therapeutic purposes (Figure 1).
Firstly, in isolation of phages attempts should be made to target isolation towards broad or narrow
host range phages (as desired) through implementation of various isolation methods (Figure 1(1.1)).
The next step in the workﬂow should be genome sequencing (Figure 1(1.2)) representing one of the
most important steps in candidate selection for several of reasons. Firstly, it will enable identiﬁcation
of putative phage-encoded lytic proteins for lytic enzyme therapy (Figure 1(1.3)), and secondly it
will allow assessment of the genomic characteristics (both favorable and unfavorable) of candidates
for implementation in phage particle therapy. Here, we can ensure the lytic nature of candidates
through identiﬁcation of proteins (in particular integrase/resolvase and repressor proteins) likely
to be involved in the lysogenic lifestyle preventing inefﬁcient lysis due to lysogenic conversion.
Additionally, identiﬁcation of receptor binding proteins, leading to the prediction of cell surface
receptors, should guide informed selection of phages for generation of a phage cocktail targeting
different cell surface moieties. Genome sequencing has other added advantages in the identiﬁcation
of other desirable such as depolymerase activity or the ability to overcome phage resistance as
well as undesirable traits such as antibiotic resistance genes, pathogenicity islands, and genome
instability. Sequencing at an early stage in candidate selection is advisable, as identiﬁcation of these
traits would render a phage unsuitable for use in therapy, thus rendering all other characterizations
redundant. Following conﬁrmation of suitability for phage therapy (Figure 1(1.4)), phages should be
assessed for suitable in vitro characteristics as discussed above before selection for use in a therapeutic
setting (perhaps ﬁrst by means of an animal model prior to a human clinical trial). As we face the
current antibiotic crisis, this workﬂow should prove to be useful in the isolation and identiﬁcation
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of phage therapy candidates, which we hope will become a viable and widespread alternative to
antibiotic therapy.

Figure 1. Suggested workﬂow for selection of phage therapy candidates, from isolation to
implementation including desirable in vitro phenotypes.
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Abstract: After decades of disregard in the Western world, phage therapy is witnessing a return
of interest. However, the pharmaceutical legislation that has since been implemented is basically
designed for regulating industrially-made pharmaceuticals, devoid of any patient customization
and intended for large-scale distribution. Accordingly, the resulting regulatory framework is hardly
reconcilable with the concept of sustainable phage therapy, involving tailor-made medicinal products
in the global perspective of both evolutionary and personalized medicine. The repeated appeal for
a dedicated regulatory framework has not been heard by the European legislature, which, in this
matter, features a strong resistance to change despite the precedent of the unhindered implementation
of advanced therapy medicinal product (ATMPs) regulation. It is acknowledged that in many aspects,
phage therapy medicinal products are quite unconventional pharmaceuticals and likely this lack
of conformity to the canonical model hampered the development of a suitable regulatory pathway.
However, the regulatory approaches of countries where phage therapy traditions and practice have
never been abandoned are now being revisited by some Western countries, opening new avenues for
phage therapy regulation. As a next step, supranational and international organizations are urged to
take over the initiatives originally launched by national regulatory authorities.
Keywords: phage therapy; PTMP; ATMP; regulatory framework; pharmaceutical paradigm shift;
clinical trial; magistral formula; personalized medicine

The idea of using bacteriophages to cure patients originally emerged in d’Hérelle’s mind one
hundred years ago [1]. However, in the middle of the last century, the introduction of antibiotics led to
the banishment of phage therapy from mainstream medical practice, whereas it remained in use in
Eastern Europe, for instance in several institutes in Russia, in the Eliava Institute of Bacteriophage,
Microbiology and Virology in Tbilisi (Georgia) and in the Hirszfeld Institute in Wroclaw (Poland).
After decades of neglect in the Western world, phage therapy has witnessed a remarkable return to
interest, as evidenced by the proﬁle of PubMed search results, which features an increase in the late
nineties to the start of the millennium [2]. This renewed interest is essentially due to the growing
incidence of antibiotic resistance. However, this re-emerging therapy now faces the regulation that has
been implemented since the days of d’Hérelle, entailing serious diﬃculties. Modern pharmaceutical
legislation has been pointed out as a hindrance to phage therapy implementation [3] and has been
consistently blamed for obstructing its deployment [4–7]. The regulatory issue impacts not only the
market placement but also the conduct of clinical trials.
For these reasons, the phage community has called for a switch in the mindset of regulatory
agencies [7] or even in the pharmaceutical paradigm [6,8]. Clearly, phage therapy turns the conventional
rules and established codes upside down. For instance, because bacteriophages are self-replicating,
phage therapy has been reported as an active treatment, referring to a concept developed in agricultural
biocontrol [9]. This means that the drug may amplify in the body, depending on the bacterial density,
which, in turn, is evolving in response to the phage density. This makes phages fundamentally diﬀerent
from passive pharmaceuticals such as antibiotics, whose concentrations decline by a combination
of metabolism or excretion processes, according to more canonical pharmacokinetic behaviors.
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The pharmacology of phage therapy is thus quite unusual [9,10] and, according to models, might give
rise to unexpected therapeutic outcomes such as a reduction or failure of eﬃcacy when inoculation is
given too early or because of the adjuvant use of antibiotics [11]. Phage therapy also diﬀerentiates
in the evolutionary considerations it elicits. As observed with antibiotics, phage therapy will likely
entail the selection of phage-resistant bacteria. However, given the narrow host range of phages as
compared to the broader therapeutic spectrum of antibiotics, the selection pressure for resistance is
exerted on only a limited number of bacterial types [12]. Moreover, it has been reported that phage
resistance may reduce the virulence of bacteria [13,14]. Finally, phages are themselves evolving, giving
rise to co-evolutionary dynamic patterns [15], which will never happen with antibiotics and poses a
unique challenge for regulators [16]. The dynamics of the phage–bacterial interaction are becoming
increasingly complex owing to the interference of a third intervener, which is the patient’s body. Thus,
in contrast to the classical mechanistic approach of medicine, phage therapy will only reveal its full
dimensions in a Darwinian medicine perspective, which takes evolutionist and ecological prospects
into account [2,17,18]. Another speciﬁc feature of phage therapy relates to its economic viability. The
current business model of pharmaceuticals, requiring large and costly randomized, double-blind
clinical trials is hardly applicable to phage therapy. This clinical development, normally attainable for
medicinal products used to treat chronic medical conditions, becomes tricky for “ordinary” antibacterial
compounds intended to be used for short durations [19], and even more arduous for medicinal products
made of natural phages, which can only beneﬁt from limited intellectual property protection and
whose poor return on investment would likely not balance the resource expenditure [2,7,20]. In this
regard, a Supreme Court jurisprudence analyzing patentable subject matter questions the eligibility
of phage therapeutics for strong patent protection [21,22]. In spite of this, patents covering the use
of phage therapy have been granted [23] and some clinical trials have been conducted or are still
ongoing in Europe [24–26] and the United States [27–29], but so far they have not contributed to any
licensing. Given that no phage product is currently marketed, authorities have little incentive to develop
regulatory schemes and guidelines speciﬁc to bacteriophages [30] and, through a negative feedback
loop, the absence thereof constitutes a hindrance to phage therapy development. Further clinical
evidence would thus help to foster regulatory advance. In the European Union (EU), investigational
medicinal products (IMP) deﬁned as “a pharmaceutical form of an active substance or placebo being
tested or used as a reference in a clinical trial” must be manufactured and checked in compliance with
the principles and guidelines of good manufacturing practice (GMP) [31]. However, GMP compliance
represents a real challenge and requires extensive ﬁnancial resources [16,25,32], which may constitute
an insurmountable obstacle for phage therapy sponsors when they are hospitals or non-for-proﬁt
phage therapy centers.
Besides these atypical features, there is one additional singularity making phage therapy medicinal
products (PTMPs) unconventional, namely their qualitative and quantitative composition, which may
be subject to variations. Indeed, PTMPs are either ready-prepared medicines intended for large scale
distribution or patient-speciﬁc, tailor-made preparations issued from local small-scale productions.
While the former, which have a ﬁxed composition, match the current regulatory framework, the latter,
with their moving target formulation, do not. In Europe, the pharmaceutical legislation was
basically launched in the early sixties, following the thalidomide tragedy. It was designed to
control industrially-made pharmaceuticals. The amended European Directive 2001/83/EC related
to medicinal products leaves no doubt in this regard since it applies to “medicinal products for
human use intended to be placed on the market in Member States and either prepared industrially
or manufactured by a method involving an industrial process” [33], as opposed to the “medicinal
products prepared in a pharmacy in accordance with a medical prescription for an individual patient
(commonly known as the magistral formula)”, which are beyond the scope of the directive. Still, in the
early 2000s, autologous cell-based therapeutics ﬁrst began to create problems in this regard. As they are
patient-speciﬁc and given that some of them are prepared locally in the hospital pharmacy, they relate
to the magistral formula. However, their manufacture may involve an industrial process, especially
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when part of their manufacturing process takes place in a biotech company. As such, they should
fall within the scope of Directive 2001/83/EC. Moreover, assessing the quality and the beneﬁt/risk
balance of these innovative therapeutics is sensitive, thus amply justifying their tight regulatory
control and, accordingly, their licensing as prescribed in the directive. To overcome this contradiction,
the European legislature coined the concept of advanced therapy medicinal products (ATMPs) and
designed a speciﬁc regulatory framework. Autologous somatic cell therapy medicinal products and
tissue engineered products are both ATMPs. Strictly speaking, these medicinal products change from
one patient to another since they stem from a patient’s own cells, although they share a common
manufacturing process. Therefore, the basis on which the marketing authorization is issued switched,
and instead of focusing on the product itself, it became process-driven. Interestingly, the extent of
quality, non-clinical and clinical data to be included in the marketing authorization application may be
determined using a risk-based approach. Furthermore, ATMPs “which are prepared on a nonroutine
basis according to speciﬁc quality standards, and used within the same Member State in a hospital
under the exclusive professional responsibility of a medical practitioner, in order to comply with an
individual medical prescription for a custom-made product for an individual patient” [33] may be
discharged of the marketing authorization obligation under the umbrella of the so-called “hospital
exemption” procedure. The similarity to phage therapy is undeniable. Custom-made PTMPs have
more to do with cottage factories than with big pharma, as they are patient-speciﬁc, and, at the same
time, they may share a common industrial process. This analogy did not escape the attention of
regulators [16] and researchers engaged in the ﬁeld, who advocate for a speciﬁc regulatory framework
for phage therapy [34–36] that could, for instance, take advantage of the hospital exemption [37].
Autologous ATMPs are not the only pharmaceuticals that face a conﬂict between tailor-made
production and industrial manufacturing. For instance, custom-made, anti-sense, oligonucleotide
medicinal products also fall between the two. Linked to this, a call for new pharmaceutical legislation
has been issued [38]. Similarly, as observed in cancer management, the concept of large disease groups
being administered ”one-size-ﬁts-all” blockbuster drugs is gradually being replaced by the stratiﬁcation
of patients into small sub-groups, each treated with a diﬀerent medication [39]. These medicinal
products, as well as the PTMPs, share with autologous ATMPs the fact that they relate to personalized
medicine. However, they are not considered ATMPs, and therefore they cannot beneﬁt from the
exceptions foreseen for ATMPs [16].
Encompassing phage therapy within personalized medicines is a direct consequence of the narrow
therapeutic spectrum of bacteriophages. However, while high speciﬁcity has its advantages, it also
carries drawbacks [16]. Prior to patient treatment, the phage susceptibility of the infecting bacteria
must be determined by performing a phagogram. The expected time frame for performing such an
analysis is expected to be similar to the turn-around-time for antibiogram results. However, the selected
phage(s) must then be ampliﬁed, a process that may take an additional 18 h [40,41]. This can make a
diﬀerence in the management of a bacterial infection.
In view of the underlying trend toward personalized medicine, the diﬀerence in the regulatory
treatment of the custom-made medicines is diﬃcult to understand. Indeed, whereas the European
legislature implemented rather quickly the speciﬁc regulation for ATMPs, it has since showed a
defensive position resistant to regulatory change. The design of the adaptive pathway is an instructive
example in this respect [42]. To meet the need of critically ill patients, the European Medicines
Agency (EMA) implemented this pathway, which relies on the procedures of scientiﬁc advice,
compassionate use, conditional approval mechanism, and pharmacovigilance tools. Interestingly,
it is clearly mentioned that this approach makes use of regulatory processes already in place within
the existing EU legal framework. No new regulatory pathway has been implemented. The EMA
therefore had to develop a creative regulatory avenue, while respecting the status quo attitude
of the European lawmaker. However, in terms of regulatory aﬀairs, the most intense creativity
has its legal limitations. Thus, a workshop organized by the EMA in 2015, aimed at facilitating
the development of bacteriophage therapy by reviewing regulatory aspects, eventually failed to
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deliver tangible openness towards an alternate regulatory scheme [16], primarily because of the EU
decision-makers’ conservatism. The European Commission made clear that the existing regulatory
framework is adequate for bacteriophage therapy and that PTMPs can be regulated like any other
medicinal product [43], whereas the stakeholders repeatedly expressed their disagreement with this
stance [7]. It has thus proved necessary to turn to the Member States to ﬁnd the beginnings of a solution.
Recently, the Belgian authorities have opened a gateway to phage therapy regulation by taking
advantage of the national regulation of magistral preparation (compounding pharmacy in the US) [44].
The procedure relies on two cornerstones, namely (i) the issuing of a monograph serving as a written
standard for assessing the quality of the phage active substance to be used as raw material for the
preparation of the PTMP, and (ii) the availability of a Belgian approved laboratory that is able to test
the phage stock and, where applicable, may issue a certiﬁcate of analysis stating that the tested phage
complies with the monograph, in line with the current state of technical and scientiﬁc knowledge.
The pharmacist can then use this certiﬁed material for preparing a customized medicinal product
based on the prescription of a physician. This regulatory scheme is probably not optimal, since it
places all the responsibility on the prescriber and the pharmacist, exempting the manufacturers and the
regulatory authorities from the liability that they normally have for authorized medicinal products [36].
Therefore, it should be regarded as transitional [45]. However, even though it has some shortcomings,
this process has at least the virtue of existing and of breaking down the regulatory barrier. As such,
it was welcomed as a breakthrough that nurtures hope for the implementation of phage therapy in
accepted therapeutic practices [46]. Changes are also taking place in France, where a specialized
scientiﬁc temporary committee on phage therapy issued recommendations for using PTMPs under
the umbrella of the so-called nominative Temporary Authorization for Use (ATUn, standing for
Authorisation Temporaire d’Utilisation nominative) subject to certain conditions [47]. The ATUn of
a medicinal product is issued for a single named patient who cannot participate in a clinical trial,
at the request and under the responsibility of the prescribing physician. The ATUn is an exceptional
authorization procedure, issued by way of derogation, which allows, in the absence of any appropriate
alternative treatment, a medicinal product with no marketing authorization to be made available
provided that its eﬃcacy/safety balance is presumed to be favorable for these patients based on the
available data. Medicinal products with ATUns can only be dispensed by hospital pharmacies.
Regulatory change can also be identiﬁed across the Atlantic. In the United States, some patients
were treated with phages following the emergency investigational new drug (eIND) pathway of the
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) [48,49]. Indeed, patients may have access to non-approved
drugs or biological products under the expanded access program. Among the diﬀerent categories of
expanded access, the individual patient expanded access IND for emergency use appeared suitable for
personalized phage products, which are regulated as biologics in the jurisdiction of the Oﬃce of Vaccines
Research Review, in the FDA Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research (FDA/CBER/OVRR).
Interestingly, the Western world now implements regulatory principles that are reminiscent of
the ones that apply in the countries where phage therapy traditions and practice have never been
abandoned. In Georgia, regarded as a stronghold for bacteriophage therapy [50], phage products
are considered to be pharmaceuticals. Bacteriophage ready-to-use medicines require a marketing
authorization according to regular legislation. As for customized phage preparations, they may
be prepared as a magistral preparation in an authorized pharmacy that has been granted a special
license issued by the Georgian Ministry of Healthcare on the preparation of extempore medications.
In Russia, which also has a longstanding practice of phage therapy, there is a precedent for the
Belgian monograph [51], since the Russian pharmacopeia includes a monograph on bacteriophages for
prophylactic and therapeutic use [52].
Phage therapy is not only moving forward in receiving regulatory approval. Progress may also
be expected in clinical trial applications. With this in mind, it is worth mentioning that there is a
new provision in the EU regulatory framework that may have gone unnoticed by the phage therapy
sponsors, although it could facilitate PTMP clinical development. Whereas the former EU provisions
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relating to the conduct of clinical trials prescribe that the principles of GMP should be applied to
IMP [15], some ﬂexibility is foreseen in Regulation 536/2014, repealing Directive 2001/20/EC [53].
Indeed, according to Art 61(5) and 63 of this regulation, the preparation of IMPs “where this process is
carried out in hospitals, health centres or clinics legally authorised in the Member State concerned to
carry out such process and if the IMPs are intended to be used exclusively in hospitals, health centres
or clinics taking part in the same clinical trial in the same Member State” may be exempted from GMP
requirements. This provision markedly reshapes the EU landscape of clinical trial applications and
may help meet the repeated demand for scientiﬁc evidence from human trials conducted to modern
standards [16].
The regulation of PTMPs is evolving slowly but is moving in the right direction. The appeal for
a paradigm change is beginning to be heard at least at the national level where recent initiatives are
overcoming regulatory obstacles to a certain extent. However, despite this progress, there is still a way
to go before a fully practicable regulation is implemented. The next step might come from international
organizations. In the European Union, an initiative needs to be taken at the Community level to provide
a genuine and harmonized regulation for PTMPs. In more general terms, considering the profound
changes occurring in therapeutic practices, and especially the increasing personalization of medicine,
it is the author’s opinion that the EU lawmakers can no longer maintain their position resisting change
without facing the risk of hampering innovation and, more critically, ignoring patients’ needs. At a
higher regional level, the Council of Europe’s Directorate for the Quality of Medicines and Health Care
could also be involved through the European Pharmacopoeia (Ph.Eur.). Indeed, elaborating a Ph.Eur.
text on phage therapy would foster harmonization and strengthen the scientiﬁc base of what would
then become an oﬃcial public standard. Lastly, at a global level, the involvement of the World Health
Organization appears essential for the development of phage therapy in general [54], and especially
for its implementation in the low- and middle-income countries where it is urgently needed [55].
To conclude, it is worth emphasizing that the issue of PTMP regulation extends well beyond the area
of phage therapy, since the debate is fundamentally related to the customization of medicinal products
tailored to an individual patient. From this perspective, we like to think that while bacteriophages were
a prominent model for uncovering the nature of genes, they remain so in the separate but promising
context of personalized medicine.
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Abstract: The history of phage therapy started with its ﬁrst clinical application in 1919 and continues
its development to this day. Phages continue to lack any market approval in Western medicine
as a recognized drug, but are increasingly used as an experimental therapy for the compassionate
treatment of patients experiencing antibiotic failure. The few formal experimental phage clinical
trials that have been completed to date have produced inconclusive results on the efﬁcacy of phage
therapy, which contradicts the many successful treatment outcomes observed in historical accounts
and recent individual case reports. It would therefore be wise to identify why such a discordance
exists between trials and compassionate use in order to better develop future phage treatment
and clinical applications. The multitude of observations reported over the years in the literature
constitutes an invaluable experience, and we add to this by presenting a number of cases of patients
treated compassionately with phages throughout the past decade with a focus on osteoarticular
infections. Additionally, an abundance of scientiﬁc literature into phage-related areas is transforming
our knowledge base, creating a greater understanding that should be applied for future clinical
applications. Due to the increasing number of treatment failures anticipatedfrom the perspective of a
possible post-antibiotic era, we believe that the introduction of bacteriophages into the therapeutic
arsenal seems a scientiﬁcally sound and eminently practicable consideration today as a substitute or
adjuvant to antibiotic therapy.
Keywords: bacterial infection; antibiotic resistance; bacteriophage; antibiotic therapy; phage therapy;
cases report

1. Introduction
In 1917, Félix d’Hérelle observed a phenomenon in stool cultures from convalescent patients
with bacillary dysentery [1], which took the form of perfectly round clear areas in the bacterial lawn.
He made the assumption that these clear zones were caused by an "invisible microbe" capable of killing
bacteria, to which he gave the name bacteriophage. Two years later (1919), he demonstrated that
the oral administration of bacteriophages in humans is harmless and causes the healing of bacterial
enteritis caused by Shigella sp. (bacillary dysentery). Based on a large number of published cases
Viruses 2019, 11, 18; doi:10.3390/v11010018
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in the years that followed, the interest and use of this new treatment in various infections spread
rapidly across the world, reaching nearly every continent [2,3]. This was the situation until the
discovery of antibiotics; when faced with their easier use, phage therapy was gradually abandoned
in Western countries until it ﬁnally disappeared completely in France with the closure in 1990 of the
elast remaining sources of therapeutic bacteriophages from the two Pasteur Institutes (Paris and Lyon).
However, phage therapy continued uninterrupted in the Soviet Union during this time and is still
practiced in Russia, Poland, Georgia and some other former Soviet States today, in accordance with
speciﬁc national regulations.
We have been witnessing the worldwide spread of multidrug-resistant (MDR) bacteria in recent
years. As new and truly innovative antibiotics are rare, the increasing frequency of therapeutic failures
are raising fears of a new pre-antibiotic era [4]. To respond to this worrying situation, the return
of phage therapy seems to be an answer not only as an alternative [5], but also a complementary
treatment, to faltering antibiotic therapy [6–8]. This renewed interest in phage therapy is manifested
by the motivation to conduct several clinical trials since 2009 that have used phages for a variety of
indications, including chronic otitis, burn wound or urinary tract infections (UTI), and Escherichia
coli diarrhea [9–12]. Indeed, phage therapy must be proven to be therapeutically effective through
experimental clinical trials in order to obtain marketing approval, which is required for use in Western
medicine. While studies have repeatedly documented its safety, it is unfortunate that no marketing
approval has been attributed to a phage product to date as a result of these resource-intensive
studies; three trials were unable to statistically prove efﬁcacy [9,11,13], even if clinical beneﬁt was
achieved for some patients, and the only trial that was successful has not been further pursued for
commercialization [12].
Many researchers and medical doctors have voiced the need to revise the regulatory classiﬁcation
of phage therapy products in order to facilitate their clinical evaluation. Natural phages are currently
classiﬁed as Medicinal Products (MP) under European Union (EU) legislation [14] and as a drug by the
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in the United States, which necessitate that phages be produced
under Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP) guidelines and infrastructure. While such criteria do not
completely inhibit the ability to conduct trials, they do render formal phage trials more difﬁcult and
more expensive to conduct. Substantial ﬁnancial investment is required to conduct clinical trials, and
an inconvenient amount of time is needed to procure results in order to address current clinical needs.
Phage therapy is now at a state where it is not ofﬁcially recognized as a legitimate treatment,
but has been increasingly granted emergency approvals for addressing antibiotic treatment failures.
There are more than 10 published case reports [15] and a fast-growing number of undocumented
compassionate cases that report successful treatment outcomes with phage therapy. Within only the
last year, two experimental phage therapy centers have opened in addition to the long-established
Phage Therapy Unit at the Ludwik Hirszfeld Institute in Poland (Box 1). From this perspective,
and in conjunction with a century of publications on this subject for different bacterial infections
treated by phage therapy, compassionate use and case reports constitute an invaluable source of
knowledge that help to elucidate best practices for phage therapy. Many original and historical texts
published in French or Russian have been unfortunately excluded from contributing to this large body
of information and should enter into consideration. While case reports and historical accounts do not
substitute for formal clinical trials, the ﬁndings and remarks they contain are useful to set up modern
therapeutic protocols and hopefully to avoid conducting additional therapeutically-futile clinical trials.
This is what we propose to report here, both by summarizing ﬁndings from the literature and by adding
our own experience of cases, particularly for osteoarticular infections, treated under compassionate
protocols, as a means to advise on the progression of phage therapy into modern medicine.
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Box 1. Experimental phage therapy centers established in Western countries.
Ludwik Hirszfeld Institute of Immunology and Experimental Therapy, Polish Academy of Sciences, Phage
Therapy Unit in Wroclaw, Poland (IIET PAS PTU): This is the oldest and most established experimental center
in central Europe, which has been preparing phage formulations for hospital use in Poland since the 1970s,
before it became a member state of the European Union (EU). Phage therapy was and is continued under
the national regulatory framework as an experimental therapy for speciﬁc medical conditions and in speciﬁc
centers under Article 37 of the Helsinki Declaration. They have an in-house bank of phages against 15 different
bacterial pathogens (Staphylococcus, Enterococcus, Pseudomonas, Escherichia, Klebsiella, Serratia, Proteus, Acinetobacter,
Citrobacter, Enterobacter, Stenotrophomonas, Shigella, Salmonella, Burkholderia, Morganella). Treatment is proceeded
by phage susceptibility testing (phage typing procedure) and preparations are used for outpatient treatment.
The PTU periodically publishes summaries of their experiences [16–20] that provide factual justiﬁcation for
using phage therapy and useful information for clinical applications.
Magistral preparations in Belgium (also known as a compounded prescription drug in the US) [14]. Phage
therapy can be provided as a magistral preparation in Belgium since 2018, after several years of discussion
involving public health and federal regulatory authorities, in order to facilitate physician-prescribed treatment
for individual patients. Phages are considered active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) that must be produced
according to an internal monograph (set of instructions) and that are subsequently certiﬁed by competent
laboratories before they are mixed or put into formulation under the supervision of a pharmacist and delivered
to a speciﬁc patient.
Center for Innovative Phage Applications and Therapeutics (IPATH) University of California San Diego,
School of Medicine: This center announced its opening in June 2018 following several successful treatments with
phage. Their ﬁrst case used phage to treat an MDR systemic infection caused by Acinetobacter baumannii, which
was initiated and coordinated by the wife of the patient, a global health professor, and his physician [21,22].
While this was the ﬁrst American patient with a systemic MDR infection to be successfully treated intravenous
(iv) by phage therapy, more than ﬁve patients have been treated since under the FDAs compassionate use
program and IPATH is planning to conduct clinical trials in the near future.

2. General Prerequisites for the Medical Use of Bacteriophages
Due to the unfamiliarity with and particularities of phage therapy, it is worthwhile to touch upon
several general aspects of clinical use: product availability, production, formulation and administration,
dosage, and evaluation. The permission to use phage therapy for compassionate or experimental
treatment, at the patient, physician, hospital, and health and regulatory authority levels, are beyond
the scope of this publication, but are evidently necessary to proceed with treatment and requirements
may vary country-to-country. Approvals are now often granted on an individual bases for emergency
use or in the case of antibiotic treatment failures, mostly in France, Belgium, Poland, Australia, and
the US.
2.1. Availability
The ﬁrst condition for use of phage therapy is simply to have bacteriophages available for
treatment, which is often complicated at this stage of phage development. This implies having access
to phages that are both biologically active against the patient’s bacterial isolate and satisfy regulatory
requirements (purity, traceability, characterization). A single phage may be used (monophage
preparation) or several phages may be combined against one or more bacterial species (phage cocktail).
As phage therapy is not currently a recognized medicine in the West and no registered products
exist, phages are either being prepared speciﬁcally for a patient infection (personalized or custom
approach) or treatment can be done with commercial phage preparations from Russian or Georgian
suppliers, which have pre-deﬁned phage compositions (“ready-to-use”) [23]. Such commercial
bacteriophage preparations that are available for purchase may, or may not, encounter importation
difﬁculties into Western countries due to product traceability or a lack of certiﬁcation or analytical
information. Access can be accomplished by patients traveling to countries where phage therapy is an
approved practice (medical tourism), and the Eliava Institute in Georgia treats a number of foreign
patients onsite each year. This last option, however, is dependent upon patient mobility and ﬁnancial
ability to pay for treatment.
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Alternatively, phages have been prepared for compassionate cases by small biotech and academic
institutions for individual patients. Indeed, a large number of different bacteriophages are deposited
in different collections that target clinically relevant bacteria, and it would be desirable that the
collections held in these "phage banks" organize themselves into a network to facilitate exchanges.
A networking initiative, known as the Phage Directory [24], is attempting to facilitate phage sharing
for emergency or compassionate clinical needs. If an active phage is not present or available from
such an organization, it is normally still possible to isolate one from the environment, although this is
pathogen dependent, sufﬁcient characterization is still required, and is difﬁcult to achieve for acute
life-threatening infections [25].
2.2. Production
Phage products must be produced with an acceptable level of puriﬁcation for clinical use in
order to remove remaining endotoxin and bacterial contaminants. If phage preparations are viewed as
medicinal products, they will be subject to GMP compliance, which are standards intended to guarantee
the quality of a medicine [26]. This requires that a procedure be deﬁned for their manufacture and
stipulates a combination of physicochemical and biological tests, as well as stringent production
facilities. The quality (i.e., the stability and consistency) of a biological drug, such as phages, is
harder to guarantee and control than that of a chemical, and GMP requirements have put a strain
on the clinical development of phage therapy in Western medicine, as well as greatly increasing
production costs. Indeed, GMP constraints both delayed patient enrollment for the Phagoburn
clinical study and negatively impacted the phage titer of the ﬁnal product [9]. An adaptation of
the regulation is necessary [27–32] and, in particular, will have to take into account the use of
individualized preparations [33] as a personalized medicine [28,34], and modiﬁcation of phage
components throughout treatment to counteract bacterial–phage resistance. Production considerations
must take into account the sustainability of the phage treatment approach and patient safety.
Phage therapy is currently implemented for compassionate use and individual patients by
by-passing GMP-requirements. Belgium has opted to facilitate phage therapy by presenting the phage
as magistral preparations, which are individually prepared by prescription for individual patients
by a qualiﬁed hospital pharmacist, and the quality of phage preparations are veriﬁed by accredited
laboratories (Box 1) [14]. Even without such a systematic approval system, phage biotech companies
(MicroGen, Eliava, Pherecydes Pharma, Advanced Phage Therapeutics, AmpliPhi Biosciences), as
well as academic institutions and military research institutions, have helped in the production process
and/or supply of phages for emergency use.
2.3. Formulation and Administration
The administration of a drug is dependent on the vectorization/formulation of the active phage
component [35,36]. Local application is easiest to apply, and tolerance has been repeatedly documented
for this route [9,37]. Phages may be applied topically either in cream/gel formulations or by contact
with soaked bandages on the wound surface. Bacteriophages, being of a protein nature, raise the
concern of an anaphylactic reaction following repeated administration. However, severe reactions
have only been rarely reported, and today the risk is further reduced by advanced puriﬁcation
methods [38–40].
While oral administration is easy and without side effects, gastric acidity is a hostile barrier to
ingested bacteriophages. To overcome this drawbackthere are two possible approaches: alkalinisation,
by administration of an alkaline liquid (bicarbonate water, carbonated water), or gastro-resistant
vectorization (i.e., in release capsules or pills). Alkaline neutralization may come with an increased
risk of opportunistic infections for patients, and vectorization comes at an increased cost of production;
more clinical data are required to determine the best strategy for oral phage application.
Inhalation seems to be effective in delivering lyophilized bacteriophages to the lungs in the
form of powder propelled by inhalers [41]. The bronchopulmonary tree is indeed easily accessible
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by air, and thus, it is conceivable to spray bacteriophage suspensions (nebulization, misting) or dry
forms (spray) [42]. However, few cases have been published to date [43–48], and using appropriate
vectorization for inhalation remains to be evaluated.
Diffusion is rapid after systemic ie intravenous administration, though circulating phages are
sequestered by the reticuloendothelial system in the spleen and liver. In the absence of bacterial target
hosts, phages are quickly eliminated. On the contrary, if bacterial targets are present, phages multiply to
a degree dependent on a multitude of bacterial (metabolic activity, sensitivity) and mammalian factors,
making the estimation of pharmacokinetics [49] variable and difﬁcult to estimate between patients.
2.4. Dosage
The required dosage, rhythm, and duration of treatment have been poorly studied. Theoretically,
in situ multiplication requires only one application; while in practice, repetition is often the rule.
Unlike conventional drug treatments, the pharmacological parameters are poorly deﬁned and
understood at present, which presents the main difﬁculty in being unable to predict the extent of
in vivo multiplication.
2.5. Therapeutic Evaluation
Like any drug, a biomedicine must be studied experimentally to appreciate its positive and
negative effects on a living organism. Although many publications (individual cases and clinical series)
have shown positive results of phage therapy and presented few adverse effects, it is necessary to
respond to modern requirements and to carry out randomized, double-blind controlled trials [50,51].
Nonetheless, simpler hospital observational studies, despite their drawbacks and inadequacies, would
make it possible to provide highly valuable information for pressing questions while satisfying
prerequisites (i.e., the number of patients likely to be included within a deﬁned period of time) that
have often been difﬁcult for modern trials to achieve to date.
Many case studies today evaluate phage therapy by the most essential factor: the clinical
improvement of the patient. However, information documenting phage activity within the patient,
such as phage ampliﬁcation or phage sensitivity, are often lacking, and therefore claims that phage
therapy causes clinical amelioration are not data-supported. Much more information could and should
be obtained from compassionate and emergency-use treatments to further our knowledge-base of
phage therapy in humans.
3. Clinical Indications in the Literature
Inherently, phages are able to treat any clinical presentation of bacterial infections. Reports
have been published using phage therapy for a large array of clinical indications, including
gastro-intestinal [2,11,52–54], localized [3,37,55–59], burn wound [9,60], systemic [21,39,61–72],
urogenital [10,73–82], respiratory [44,45,47,82–85], oto-rhino-laryngeal (ORL) [12,86–95], and
osteoarticular infections (see section below). These clinical indications include infections that are
acute or chronic, sensitive or resistant to antibiotics, and are caused by highly variable common or
opportunistic pathogens.
Acute systemic infections, such for septicemia or meningitis, have been treated with phages with
some success. It seems premature to consider such indications initially for phage therapy for at least
two reasons: the urgency of treatment and the need for parenteral administration. Both aspects require
readily-available, highly-puriﬁed phages, and rapid approval processes that, while not insurmountable,
are not feasible for broad implementation at this time. Indeed, the few published cases of systemic
treatments are the result of a few geographical competency centers and close collaboration between
phage researchers and clinicians.
Chronic infections, however, are increasingly frequent and have gained attention as a target for
phage therapy. Chronicity is supported by the formation of bacterial bioﬁlms, intracellular bacterial
persisters, or tolerant bacteria that are particularly problematic for UTIs, bacterial prostatitis, prosthetic
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joint infections (PJI), osteomyelitis, and respiratory conditions such as cystic ﬁbrosis (CF). They
require long-term antibiotic treatment that disrupts healthy microbiomes and selects for antimicrobial
resistance. Such infections, if not constantly suppressed, risk development into bacterial sepsis. CF,
although not an infectious disease itself, is the subject of special attention for phage therapy because of
the chronic state of repetitive superinfections in these patients, which are usually caused by mucosal
Pseudomonas aeruginosa strains resistant to many antimicrobials and capable of forming bioﬁlms [96].
In addition to classical pathogens, opportunistic bacteria are often multidrug-resistant and cause
infections that are difﬁcult to control [96], for which the question of the interest of phage therapy is
repeatedly raised. Infections with some bacteria, such as mycobacteria, present additional biological
obstacles, such as preferential intracellular location of bacteria (macrophage or epithelial cells) and
a slow growth rate, as in tuberculosis. Ready-to-use bacteriophage suspensions are generally not
available for such situations, and a few teams have looked at some of them, although it is still too early
to draw any conclusions. These include, more speciﬁcally, infections caused by Helicobacter [97,98];
Borrelia (Lyme disease [99]), as well as Brucella, Yersinia pestis and Bacillus anthracis [100] in the
context of biological-weapon risks [101]. Other bacterial species (Haemophilus inﬂuenzae, Streptococcus
pneumoniae) do not generate much interest today for phage therapy application. It should be noted
that Campylobacter bacteriophages are mainly studied in poultry farms in a preventive context rather
than therapeutically.
Osteoarticular infections are a particular form of deep-seated, localized infection that are a prime
target for phage therapy given their frequency and poor response to antibiotic therapy. The diffusion
of antibiotics into bone tissue is often mediocre and impaired by the presence of bacterial bioﬁlms
that form in vivo at the contact between bone and prosthetic material. The recurrence and transition to
chronicity is more and more common for many reasons, including the presence of MDR bacteria. Today,
the number of post-surgical bone infections on fracture or joint prosthesis continues to increase [102].
Conventional antibiotic treatments are long and costly, with frequent repeat surgery, and sometimes
amputation is the only infection control option [103].
Phage therapy has been used very early and frequently for this type of infection, as evidenced
by many publications from Northern America [104] and in Eastern European countries [105–107].
In France, the surgeon André Raiga [66,108] made several assessments of his long experience in this
ﬁeld. Clinical cases in Strasbourg, France were published in 1979, which document positive outcomes
in bone infections with phages (Box 2) [109]. A review of Soviet literature has also indicated complete
recovery from osteomyelitis using phages alone or in combination with antibiotics [110]. More recently,
two cases of PJI (Staphylococcus aureus) and one case of P. aeruginosa osteomyelitis were treated with
direct application of phages in France [111].
The potential of phage therapy to treat such post-accidental, surgical osteitis, or peri-prosthetic
joint infections is likely rooted in phage activity against bacterial bioﬁlms and potentially against
intracellular bacteria. An experimental model [112] has demonstrated that a treatment combining
bacteriophages and antibiotics helps to dissolve bioﬁlms with a pronounced effect on bioﬁlms of
Staphylococcus sp. compared to those of P. aeruginosa. Indeed, there has been a very large number
of experimental studies for several years on this subject not only in vitro, but also in vivo [113,114].
While bacterial infections begin by bioﬁlm formation on prosthetic surfaces, they can become chronic
by establishing an intracellular life-style within mammalian cells that shields them from antibiotic
treatment and then causes recurrent active infections. A recent model documented the ability of phages
to kill intracellular S. aureus [115].
All of the above provide substantial evidence that osteoarticular infections are a sound target
for phage therapy. With this logic, a budget has been attributed for a future clinical trial in France,
“Phagos,” for PJIs caused by S. aureus, which will begin as soon as GMP-compliant phage suspensions
are achieved [116]. Our experience with the compassionate treatment of oesteoarticular, as well as
other, infections is presented herein.
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Box 2. Conclusion of Lang et al. 1979 [109].
Seven orthopedic surgery cases were treated with bacteriophages between 1975 and 1976. Of the treated
patients, six were male and one was female. The age of patients ranged from 19–70 years of age. The cases
presented by authors were chronic, having exhausted the usual therapeutic arsenal, and phage was added to
other treatments in order to maximize patient beneﬁt.
Five treatments resulted in good clinical outcomes, which was supported by radiological and bacteriological
examination. A condition was considered improved if symptoms were ameliorated and radiological examination
was positive, but problems persisted with scarring and positive bacterial cultures (one case). Treatment
failure with added phages occurred for one patient and caused a change in treatment plan, comprising ﬁrst
local and general antibiotic therapy (ampicillin, cephalosporin, gentamicin), then hyperbaric oxygen therapy,
and ﬁnally surgical intervention, which ultimately resulted in a favorable outcome. In conclusion, the use
of suitable bacteriophages in the treatment of antibiotic-resistant chronic bone infections seemed to be an
interesting therapeutic alternative for authors, and the results of these cases encouraged continuation in this
therapeutic direction.

4. Compassionate Phage Use in France and at Villeneuve Saint Georges
Phage therapy was used to treat patients compassionately during the 1970s and 80s in France,
at a time when it was possible obtain suspensions of therapeutic phage for the pathogenic bacterium
of a patient from the Pasteur Institute. The clinical outcomes during this time with the treatment of
frequent, high-risk infections with phages have been summarized previously in a short paper outlining
conclusions and new indications for phage therapy (Box 3) [117]. At that time, phage therapy was
routinely performed in some hospitals, such as in Lyon, Paris, and Strasbourg. A surgical service at
the latter had published a small clinical study of seven cases and concluded that phage therapy was
promising, particularly in bone infections (Box 2) [109]. Several patients with bone infections in the
hospital of Villeneuve Saint Georges, for whom conventional treatment had failed, also benefited from
such phage therapy treatment during this time (unpublished results). However, by 1990, phage therapy
and its practice in France became impossible after phage production was ceased at the Pasteur Institute.
There followed a period of about 15 years during which phage therapy was totally inaccessible in France.
Box 3. Conclusion of Vieu et al. 1979. [117].
This article, published in French, highlighted how and why phage therapy was used in France at this
time. In particular, the growing importance of opportunistic bacteria resistant to antibiotics in infectious
pathology oriented the therapeutic applications of bacteriophages to three new areas: (1) the curative treatment
of postoperative surgical infections; (2) suppression of the infectious process during gram-negative pediatric
epidemics, caused notably by Salmonella, Klebsiella, E. coli, and Serratia, via oral phage administration; and (3)
curative treatment of chronic UTIs. The authors noted that a close collaboration between phage scientists and
clinicians was absolutely necessary to treat patients with phages, from identifying phages to following clinical
progression over time. The success of phage therapy was dependent upon verifying in vitro susceptibility prior
to treatment. If treatment failure occurred, it was attributable to low titers of the phage, pH environment of the
GI or urinary tracts, inactivation of the phage by simultaneously-prescribed local antiseptics, or the involvement
of several pathogens not identiﬁed at diagnosis outside the bacterial host range of the phage preparation. In
conclusion, the authors afﬁrmed that phage therapy was a merited treatment option due to the frequent clinical
successes it produced.

In 2004, we were able to buy over-the-counter commercial preparations of bacteriophages from
pharmacies in Moscow for a few dozen Euros. After an evaluation (for sterility, activity, speciﬁcity) of
these preparations [118], those capable of responding to the clinical problems at hand were retained
and used. The ﬁrst case we treated was a particularly worrying case of an evolving infection of the
external auditory canal, where a bacteriophage suspension against S. aureus was used to treat chronic
otitis externa (Box 4; Patient 1 in Table 1). With this experience, and in the face of the increasing
therapeutic failures that we were confronted with, especially in orthopedic surgery, some of us decided
to reintroduce phage therapy more routinely from 2008 in the hospital in which we practiced, and it is
still occasionally used as needed at the hospital of Villeneuve Saint Georges. We will brieﬂy outline the
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process of using phages for compassionate use and present several clinicals cases of our experiences in
phage therapy.
Box 4. Treatment of an external otitis.
A young patient was examined for chronic otitis after episodes of repeated otitis treated with various
antibiotics. The specialist noted an otorrhea and decided to treat it medically (cefpodoxime and oﬂoxacin) before
surgery. Repair of the tympanic membrane was performed. The immediate treatment outcome was obvious:
symptoms (pain, drainage) rapidly disappeared with no complications or side effects.
After three months, the otorrhea reappeared. The examination was particularly difﬁcult because of very
sharp local pain, as the eardrum was inﬂamed and wet. The resumption of local antibiotic therapy (bacitracin)
helped reduce pain. During one year, the patient experienced several treated otorrheas (oﬂoxacin). During
an outpatient consultation with acute pain and under general anaesthesia, a specimen was collected showing
the presence in pure culture of S. aureus (penicillin-R, methicillin-R, erythromycin-R and oﬂoxacin-R). Despite
antibiotic therapy being immediately prescribed (not speciﬁed), the purulent ﬂow and pain persisted, and the
Staphylococcus was still present.
It was then decided to carry out a more precise examination and to collect multiple specimens (tympanic
membrane, cutaneous coating of the external duct) before the local application of a bacteriophage suspension,
active in vitro against the patient isolate, in combination with pristinamycin. Within 48 hours, the patient
noticed a clear improvement: the cessation of purulent ﬂow and pain. Subsequent consultations conﬁrmed a
favorable course: the absence of otorrhea or pain and disappearance of Staphylococcus. After three months, the
ear examination was still very satisfactory and the treatment was stopped.

5. Protocol for Compassionate Use of Phage Therapy
Before patient admission, the decision to use phage therapy is made by a multi-disciplinary
hospital team (surgeon, infectious disease specialist, microbiologist), who conduct a complete
examination of the patient and patient ﬁle. In addition to the biological assessment, one or more
preliminary specimens is taken to isolate the bacterium and test its sensitivity to available phages.
Patients are informed about phages and the possibility of treatment. Phages are administered by a
treating physician who exercises their ethical right to use an experimental treatment in the best interest
of the patient, without an elaborate regulatory or administrative framework.
During therapeutic care, if necessary, the infectious foci are excised (debridement) and cleaned
in the operating room. One or more intraoperative specimens are collected to conﬁrm the initial
bacteriological diagnosis. At the end of surgery and before closure of the operative ﬁeld, the preparation
of bacteriophages is used to ﬂood the operative ﬁeld (5 to 10 ml according to the surface of the ﬁeld).
Access to the treatment site (opening or drain) allows a bacteriological control and the introduction of
the same phage preparation in the days following the intervention.
Antibiotic therapy reﬂecting the pathogen’s antibiotic resistance proﬁle is used in combination
with phage therapy, and the patient is kept under surveillance for several days (less than one week) to
ensure that there was no evidence of infection (local, biological, or bacteriological). The postoperative
course has presented no complications, and no side effects have been reported.
Regarding follow-up, ambulatory monitoring is performed in our facility for several months at a
variable frequency, as deemed necessary. The evaluation of each case is performed clinically, as well as
biologically and radiologically. Some patients provide us periodically with their health status, which
so far has been excellent.
All cases reported here (Table 1) have beneﬁted from compassionate phage therapy for the duly
recorded treatment failure. The phage therapy treatments were carried out between 2006 and 2018
after a long evolution, generally several years, of a conventional treatment according to ofﬁcial medical
guidelines. All patients had beneﬁted from multiple attempts at treatment (surgical interventions and
antibiotic therapy) and had been in therapeutic failure for months or even years. Some had previously
tried treatment at the Eliava Institute in Tbilisi. All presented cases were treated in France at the
Villeneuve Saint Georges Hospital, unless otherwise noted. The authors have also been involved in the
treatment with phage therapy for a case for a refractory UTI in Australia, published previously [78].
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72; F

10

80; F

6

20; M

60; M

5

9

40; F

4

90; F

25; M

3

8

44; M

2

61; F

20; F

1

7

Age;
Sex

N

S. aureus

S. aureus
P. aeruginosa

S. aureus

Methicillin resistant
S. aureus (MRSA)

Accidental fall; multiple fractures
(n = 37); amputation considered

Road accident causing multiple
trauma; uncontrolled pelvic bone
infection

Fall leading to complex fracture of
the right foot; Planned amputation

Fistulised abdominal plaque
infection; continuous suppressive
antibiotic administration

Knee prosthesis infection
unsuitable for surgery

2005;
2008

2007;
2008

1995;
2009

2008;
2009

2008;
2010

2013 Initial partial disinfection with
closure of several ﬁstula followed by
stabilisation

Staphylococcus sp.

Commercial anti-S. aureus suspension
administered peroperatively by ﬂooding the
infection site

Left knee prosthesis infection

2009;
2013

2012 Healing with sterilisation of urine,
reduction of E. coli and P. vulgaris growth
from high (108 ) to low (<102 ) in stool.
Weight gain to 72 kg by end of treatment.
Digestion improved but still poor
Treatment in Tbilisi (Georgia) with 2
commercially available phage suspensions plus
special customised phage suspension. Probiotics,
enzymes and Camelyn immune stimulant also
given. Treatment lasted 1 month.

2012;
2012

E. coli, Proteus spp.
S. aureus
(Urine)
S. aureus (skin)
E. coli, Proteus vulgaris,
Proteus mirabilis (stool)

Chronic Ulcerative Colitis with
liver complications. Severe weight
loss (54 kg down from 80 kg). Poor
digestion of food.

2011 Complete cure, rapid recovery
without recurrence after 1 year with
retention of the hip prosthesis and
osteosynthesis material in situ

Commercial anti-S. aureus suspension
administered peroperatively by ﬂooding the
infection site and via catheter in the 10 days
following the operation

S. aureus (MRSA)

Femoral fracture under hip
prosthesis;
Drained hematoma and
antibiotherapy-infection

2009/2010;
2010

2011 Complete cure

2012 P. aeruginosa clearance, but
appearance of Enterococcus sp.

Commercial broad spectrum multi-bacteriophage
suspension; Knee joint injection

2009 Wound closure and complete cure

Commercial anti-S. aureus suspension
administered peroperatively and via catheter in
the days following operation

2010 No recurrence without any
antibiotic over 4 years

2010 Complete cure

Anti-S. aureus and anti-P. aeruginosa phage
suspension; administered peroperatively and via
catheter in days following operation (Belgium).

Commercial anti-S. aureus suspension
administered via ﬁstula

2009 Wound closure and complete cure

Commercial anti-S. aureus and Pyophage
suspensions; administered peroperatively over
several weeks

Outcome
2006 Complete cure

Phage Therapy
Commercial anti-S. aureus suspension; ear drop
instillations (15 days)

Commercial anti-S. aureus suspension
administered peroperatively

S. aureus (MRSA)

Operated tongue cancer; Dental
extraction, jaw fracture,
osteo-synthesis and ﬁstulised
infection

1995/2005;
2010

P. aeruginosa

S. aureus

2004;
2006

Bacteria

Clinical Symptoms

Suppurating chronic otitis; intense
pain

Symptom Onset;
PT Start

Table 1. Summary of patients treated with compassionate use of bacteriophages from 2006–2018.
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58; F

68; F

84; M

12

13

14

86; M

84; M

11

15

Age;
Sex

N

P. aeruginosa

Extended-spectrum
beta-lacatamase E. coli
(ESBL)

Prostate adenectomy with chronic
urinary infection and bacteraemia

2006 & 2015;
2016

Recurring prostatitis with
bacteraemia

Anti-E. coli phage suspension administered per os
and rectally

S. aureus

Operated left tibia fracture,
followed by re-opened bone
infection
2013: Travel to Phage Therapy
Center (Tbilisi)

1973;
2015

2016;
2018

Surgery, phage therapy with commercial
staphylococcal phage suspension, and
antibiotherapy

S. aureus

Acoustic neuroma with nosocomial
infection of the ENT and
ophthalmic regions

2000;
2013

Commercial multi-phage suspension
administered orally and rectally

Treatment in Tbilisi with locally produced phage
suspensions administered locally and orally

2018 Complete cure with disappearance
of any urinary infection for the ﬁrst time
in 2 years

2018 Complete cure

2016 Disappearance of S. aureus replaced
by P. aeruginosa & Streptococcus
constellatus, followed by complete cure
without recurrence

2013 Complete cure allowing an
ophthalmic intervention of the retina
that had been delayed for several years

2013 Complete cure

S. aureus (MRSA)

Osteomyelitis of the left tibia;
Fistula next to the wound

Outcome

Phage Therapy
Initial phage therapy treatment in Tbilisi via
ﬁstula with temporary improvement, followed by
surgical follow up intervention in France in 2013;
Commercial anti-S. aureus suspension
administered peroperatively by ﬂooding the
infection site

1943/2012;
2013

Bacteria

Clinical Symptoms

Symptom Onset;
PT Start

Table 1. Cont.
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The infectious sites were predominantly osteoarticular (9/15), but also included two cases that
involved the prostate and other four various infections (two ENT, one abdominal, and one GI tract).
The predominantly targeted bacterial species was S. aureus (12/15). More rarely, P. aeruginosa (three
instances) and two instances of E. coli were the causative pathogens or were present in polymicrobial
infections. Most often, this was a mono-microbial infection (13/15). Suspensions of bacteriophages
were mainly from commercial sources (Microgen in Russia and the Eliava Institute in Georgia).
In the absence of commercially available preparations, two cases were treated with personalized
bacteriophage suspensions.
This small series of cases calls for some remarks. We found that the local application of
bacteriophages is completely safe, and no accidents or incidents have been reported. We have also
observed highly satisfactory results, and often with rapid improvement. In fact, 12/15 cases resulted in
a complete recovery (a secondary problematic pathogen emerged in one case, only a stable condition
was achieved for one patient, and one case of a GI infection improved after phage treatment, but for
which the condition was not fully resolved). The administration of bacteriophages had always been
accompanied by antibiotic therapy with the aim of obtaining a possible synergy. Note that these were
chronic cases which had exhausted the usual therapeutic resources, and whose clinical condition was
worrying with a poorly functional prognosis. The focus was not to try to experiment or optimize
phage therapy, but instead to treat patients with all available resources.
The pathologies that have been treated are varied. In our small case study, bone infections were
the most frequent and generally evolved favorably within a few weeks. If there were ﬁstulas, they
disappeared, and bone consolidation was observed both clinically and functionally and was conﬁrmed
by imaging. Bacterial pathogens became quickly undetectable by microbiology after phage therapy
began. After a follow-up for some patients of over 10 years, no relapse has been observed, and it
is possible to conclude that patients were completely healed. In two cases where amputation of the
lower limb was being considered, this option was avoided. Treatments that prevented the ablation of
prosthetic material were also clinically satisfying.
To emphasize the treatment of two prostatitis cases, which constitute the most recent that we have
taken care of, infections were caused by E. coli in one case and P. aeruginosa in the other. They affected
elderly people who had been undergoing antibiotic therapy for several months. Concomitant oral and
rectal administration over two consecutive days in one case and over three days for the other quickly
resolved the recurrent infectious problem.
6. Recent Knowledge to be Taken into Consideration for Phage Therapy
The number of phage-related in vitro and in vivo studies, combined with newer areas of research
such as the microbiome, has never been greater and provides a wealth of knowledge to keep in
consideration when approaching clinical application. The activity of phages against bioﬁlms, their
ability to block bacterial receptors, and their synergy with conventional antibiotics has important
implications for clinical treatment. Beyond bacterial lysis, phages have also been shown to interact
in different ways with the immune system of the patient and their overall microbial community.
The role that phages play naturally in the microbiome ecosystem is only starting to be discovered.
Awareness and incorporation of these aspects provides a greater understanding of phage therapy and
its clinical utility.
Regarding antibacterial aspects, the most pertinent aspect of new knowledge is the exploration
of phage-antibiotic synergy (PAS). Several recent studies both in vitro [7,8,119,120] and in vivo on
numerous experimental animal models [121] have conﬁrmed the potential of combined use by
showing the synergy of speciﬁc bacteriophage–antibiotic combinations at sometimes sub-inhibitory
doses [122,123]. This could be a function of reducing the development of bacterial clones resistant to
traditional antibiotics, by separate killing mechanisms, or other additive functions.
In almost all compassionate use cases, phages have been used in conjunction with antibiotics.
It was even shown that phage administration changed the antibiotic resistance proﬁle during the
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treatment of an A. baumanii infection, which led to the inclusion of the antibiotic in the treatment
regimen [21]. Additionally, it has been shown [124] that, to combat S. aureus infections, the therapeutic
results can also be inﬂuenced by the sequence in which the therapeutic agents are administered: best
results were obtained when phage therapy precedes antibiotic therapy. As interesting as this effect may
be, methods for determining the best choice of phage(s) and antibiotic(s) are still lacking. Nevertheless,
the reintroduction of phage therapy deserves to be approached with the idea that it could be not only
an alternative, but also a complement, in circumstances where the diffusion of an antibiotic is weak, as
is the case in bone tissue or in the presence of a bioﬁlm for example [6].
The activity of phages against bacterial bioﬁlms is yet another factor in support of phage therapy.
The pathogenic role of bioﬁlms appears fundamental in chronic infections, especially in the presence
of foreign materials (i.e., prosthesis, catheter). The proteolytic enzymes of certain bacteriophages are
capable of destroying polysaccharides in bioﬁlms which allow bacteria to escape natural defenses and
antibiotic treatments [125]. In addition to allowing the adhesion of bacteriophages on the bacterial
surface, this action facilitates the diffusion of antibiotics. It should be noted that soluble degradation
products of S. aureus bioﬁlm components could have a deleterious role on osteoblasts [126] and
thus limit the growth of bone callus, which would explain the rapid bone healing observed after
bacteriophage treatment observed in the compassionate cases in Table 1.
The very interaction of phages with the surface of bacterial cells may itself have an additive effect
for phage therapy. It has been shown that bacteriophages, by attaching themselves to the bacterial
surface at particular sites, could block resistance mechanisms such as an efﬂux pump or impair the
ﬁtness or the virulence factor of a bacterium [127]. This would then make certain bacteria (i.e., P.
aeruginosa or K. pneumoniae) more susceptible to traditional antibiotics and facilitate the healing of
certain pathologies, such as endocarditis or vascular prosthesis infections.
Regarding the interaction with mammalian cells, facets that are directly linked to the bactericidal
effects are further complemented by a larger understanding of phage interaction with human cells
and physiology, particularly with the immune system. Studies indicate that, in addition to their
well-known antibacterial action, bacteriophages have potent immunomodulatory properties. For some
authors, the success of phage therapy, depending on the bacterial permissiveness of the phage, is
related to the immunity of the subject. In particular, for Roach et al. [46], neutrophil–bacteriophage
synergy demonstrated that it is essential for the cure of pneumonia. For Dabrowska [128], the impact
on the immune system affects the ﬁnal outcome of phage therapy. While antibody induction may play
a role in eliminating bacteriophages, it has also been shown that they can induce cytokine production
in mammalian immune cells.
In reference to phages and surrounding microbiota, bacteriophages are present in all
micro-ecosystems found in nature, and their presence in human microbiota is becoming increasingly
recognized. Human microbiomes are distinct for various anatomical niches of the body (digestive tract,
vaginal cavity, mouth, airway, nares, skin, urine [129–135]) that house dense microbial communities
containing not only bacteria, archaea and fungi, but also mainly viruses, of which bacteriophages
are the majority and remain largely unexplored [135–137]. The notion of the microbiome must be
borne in mind when a bacteriophage treatment is being considered [138]. Indeed, the introduction
of a bacteriophage in a structured community is not without consequence, because it induces
difﬁcult-to-predict interactions that may facilitate or hinder the intended effect [139]. Interactions occur
not only with the microbiome with which it comes in contact, but also eukaryotic tissue cells [140,141]
and the immune system of the host organism, as mentioned above [142]. Consequently, a model
consisting of this "ménage à trois" has been proposed and should be considered [143]. A good
knowledge of these components could help improve treatment outcomes and should make phage
therapy a more personalized therapy.
An interesting consideration of gastro-intestinal diseases is the interplay with surrounding gut
microbiota. Indeed, many gastro-intestinal diseases are increasingly described as a dysbiosis in the
microbial community rather than being caused by a discrete pathogen, and microbiome sequencing
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has been useful in revealing disease-associated microbial signatures [144,145]. Phages may be useful
in restoring a proper balance, such as for Crohn’s disease or ulcerative colitis, and a trial targeting
Enteroaggregative E. coli (EAEC) has been initiated for Crohn’s patients [146–148].
Currently in Western countries, Clostridium difﬁcile is a major problem (regarding diarrhea and
transmission within the community), against which conventional antibiotics are ineffective. Many
authors in recent years have considered addressing this condition with bacteriophages [149–151], and
a study has shown a strong adsorption of bacteriophages on human cells in vitro that would promote
bacteriophage–bacterial interactions is important for treating such a condition [152]. Fecal microbiota
transplantations (FMT) have been shown to be effective at treating C. difﬁcile, and, more so, ﬁltrates of
FMT that are devoid of bacteria also retain therapeutic properties, which may be due to the presence
or modulation of phages [153].
7. Conclusions
Noting a continuing increase in bacterial resistance to antibiotics and the scarcity of new antibiotic
molecules, the World Health Organization declared in 2014 that a pre-antibiotic era was imminent [154]
and that there was an urgent need worldwide to mobilize international cooperation. In view of the risk
to public health, new strategies need to be considered without delay: phage therapy is one of the most
successful options today, if not the most successful. The advancement of phage therapy will, however,
require an entwinement of old and new, of science and medicine, of fundamental research and clinical
application, that is unparalleled in other areas of medical research. A multidisciplinary approach is
needed more than ever, bringing together microbiologists, ecologists, evolutionary biologists, infectious
disease specialists, medical doctors, and public health professionals. The growing threat of antibiotic
resistance is indeed a compelling motivation to include and evaluate as much historical, compassionate
use, and pre-clinical information as possible to increase the likelihood of the effective implementation
of phage therapy.
The limited knowledge of phages available when they were ﬁrst used historically has been
complemented by a wealth of scientiﬁc studies, and yet therapy remains largely as empiric today as it
was then. Our own empirical compassionate experiences with phages have nevertheless resulted in
good clinical outcomes and have led us to conclude that phage therapy has much to offer, particularly
for osteoarticular infections. A clinical trial is now planned to treat osteoarticular infections as an
extension of our empirical ﬁndings through compassionate treatment. Such observational evidence
from individual treatments provides valuable information on how to reﬁne treatment protocols and to
guide effective clinical practice in the future.
The use of biological rather than chemical drugs, such as phages, is new and upsets conventional
treatment paradigms. Moreover, this development is occurring in a more strictly regulated context than
in the past, where therapeutic frameworks need to be navigated and ﬁnancial support is lacking. If it
is unlikely that phage therapy will ever replace antibiotic therapy, it would surely be best to combine
available antimicrobial strategies to create an effective treatment, and more research is merited in
this direction. In the interim of conclusive phage efﬁcacy trials, compassionate use of phage therapy,
in combination with appropriate antibiotics, should be continued to maximize positive treatment
outcomes for patients suffering from antibiotic resistant or difﬁcult-to-treat infections.
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Abstract: Applications for bacteriophages as antimicrobial agents are increasing. The industrial use
of these bacterial viruses requires the production of large amounts of suitable strictly lytic phages,
particularly for food and agricultural applications. This work describes a new approach for phage
production. Phages H387 (Siphoviridae) and A511 (Myoviridae) were propagated separately using
Listeria ivanovii host cells immobilised in alginate beads. The same batch of alginate beads could be
used for four successive and efﬁcient phage productions. This technique enables the production of
large volumes of high-titer phage lysates in continuous or semi-continuous (fed-batch) cultures.
Keywords: Listeria ivanovii; bacteriophages; alginate; production; disinfection; phagodisinfection

1. Introduction
Listeria monocytogenes is responsible for fatal cases of listeriosis in humans via contaminated food
products [1]. This bacterial species is ubiquitous in nature and can contaminate the food processing
line at any critical point. The increasing resistance of these pathogens to disinfectants under certain
conditions requires the use of higher concentrations of chemical products [2]. Furthermore, bacteria
exposed to disinfectants may be more likely to develop antibiotic resistance [3,4]. Despite strict
regulatory policies, the occurrence of L. monocytogenes still has detrimental consequences for the
food industry.
The search for alternatives to overcome these challenges has rekindled interest for bacterial viruses
(bacteriophages) in agriculture [5], aquaculture [6], food safety [7], and even in infectious diseases [8,9].
The use of strictly lytic (i.e., virulent) phages infecting Listeria as biosanitisers represents an ecological
alternative that could reduce the use of chemical compounds and lower the concentrations of toxic
residues in the environment [10]. Speciﬁc biodisinfectants consisting of suspensions of phages can
provide a natural means to control pathogens in processed foods and on contact surfaces. For example,
the virulent phage A511 has a very broad host range against several strains of Listeria spp. [11–13] and
could be included in the formulation of this type of biodisinfectants.
Phage biocontrol of L. monocytogenes strains was ﬁrst introduced in 2006 with the commercial
product ListShield, which contained a cocktail of phages applicable to various foods. Another product
is Phageguard Listex P100, which also aimed to reduce L. monocytogenes in a range of food
Viruses 2018, 10, 324; doi:10.3390/v10060324
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products [14–18]. Moreover, it has been demonstrated that different virulent phages can reduce
the L. monocytogenes population after adhesion to stainless steel or polypropylene surfaces, and a
synergistic effect has been observed by combining phages with quaternary ammonium [19–21].
However, even if virulent phages have shown great potential for killing pathogenic or
opportunistic food-borne bacteria [22], their production on a large scale often remains challenging.
Phage production still involves traditional methods using tubes or Erlenmeyer ﬂasks, or it is done
in bioreactors as a batch process [23]. High phage titers can be obtained [24,25], but batch processes
require signiﬁcant manpower and non-operational periods of time that may be limiting [26].
Attempts have been made to overcome the disadvantages of the batch process with continuous
phage production. Studies involving chemostats [25,27] have been conducted, as well as two-stage
continuous processes or cellstat [25,28–30], which consists of culturing bacteria, separately, in the ﬁrst
stage to feed to a second stage when phages are produced. Although chemostat allows the cultivation
of microorganisms at a physiological steady state [31], the bacterial culture may be less genetically
stable, as mutations can occur [32]. Cellstat is recognised as a phage production system for strictly
lytic phages [33] that avoids direct phage exposure and pressure but requires the use of two different
bioreactors [34].
With the aim of reducing production time and costs, we investigated here a different phage
production procedure that employs host bacteria entrapped in a porous gel matrix. Alginate gel
was selected for the matrix because of its low cost and widespread use in a range of applications in
medicine, pharmacy, biotechnology, and the food industry [35,36]. An alginate matrix with entrapped
bacterial cells can be produced in a single-step process and has virtually no impact on the viability of
the cells. Alginate can also form a gel in the presence of divalent cations, such as calcium, which are
also often necessary as co-factors for phage multiplication [37,38].
Entrapped cells will still grow because nutrients diffuse through the gel matrix [39], and while
microcolonies spread deeper in the beads, the bacterial density has been shown to be higher near to or
at the surface of the beads [40–42]. Such a growth pattern leads to bacterial cell release in the medium
by micro-fracture events in the matrix. Only bacterial cells released from the gel become infected and
contribute to the propagation of virulent phages. Those cells remaining in the gel have been shown to
be protected from the phages, as the bacterial viruses do not migrate into the beads because of their
size [43–45]. Protein diffusion through the matrix is highly reduced when molecular weight is above
150 kDa [46].
Relevant advantages of using entrapped cells to produce strictly lytic phages are that the phage
lysate can be easily recovered and the alginate beads can be reused for successive phage propagations.
Multiple phage lytic cycles can also be favoured, because this protective system prevents the rapid
decline of the phage-sensitive host population. This process also provides an opportunity to produce
phages in continuous or semi-continuous (fed-batch) cultures. Taken together, the use of calcium
alginate immobilised cells (in spheres or ﬁbers) to produce phages is a bi-phasic technique that controls
the bacterial population and preserves the integrity of the cells, as long as they remain entrapped in
the matrix.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Bacteria, Phages, and Media
Listeria ivanovii WSLC 3009 and the broad-host-range virulent myovirus A511 [47] were obtained
from the Institut für Mikrobiologie, ZIEL Institute for Food and Health, Technische Universität
München (Germany). The siphovirus H387 [48,49] was obtained from the Félix d’Hérelle Reference
Center for Bacterial Viruses (www.phage.ulaval.ca) of the Université Laval (Québec, Canada). Bacterial
strains were grown in Trypticase soy broth (TSB) or plated on Trypticase soy agar (TSA) at 30 ◦ C.
Phage titration was done using the double-layer plating technique [50] on TSA. Phage stocks (>1 × 108
Plaque Forming Unit (PFU) mL−1 ) were stored at 4 ◦ C prior to use.
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2.2. Alginate Gels and Cell Immobilisation by Entrapment
A 2–4% (w/v) aqueous solution of sodium alginate was prepared by suspending the polymer
in distilled water. Solutions were sterilised by autoclaving (121 ◦ C, 15 min). L. ivanovii cells were
harvested by centrifugation (8000 rpm, 10 min) and resuspended in sterile TSB (3 mL). The cell
suspensions were then mixed with sterile alginate [51]. Beads were formed by the dropwise addition
of the alginate-cell mixtures into sterile CaCl2 (200 mM) using a syringe and a 20 Gauge (G) needle.
The cell-containing beads, 2 to 3 mm in diameter, were allowed to solidify for 1 to 2 h before CaCl2
was replaced by fresh TSB containing 0.5 mM CaCl2 to maintain the integrity of the alginate beads.
2.3. Morphology of Cells Immobilised in Beads
Alginate beads were observed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to visualise entrapped
Listeria cells. The alginate beads were cut in half, and the specimens were ﬁxed by immersion in
glutaraldehyde (2.5% v/v) in 0.1 M sterile cacodylate buffer (pH 7.0) for 4 h. The samples were washed
twice in 0.1 M sterile cacodylate for 20 min. Post-ﬁxation was done in osmium tetroxide (2% v/v) in
sterile cacodylate buffer for 30 min at 30 ◦ C, and dehydration was completed using CO2 in a critical
point dryer (Model 3000 CPD, Bio-Rad, Mississauga, ON, Canada). The samples were mounted on
stubs and covered with 15 nm of gold using a sputter coater (Emscope, Bio-Rad). A Nanolab LE 2100
(Vickers Instruments, Bausch and Lomb, Nepean, ON, Canada) scanning electron microscope operating
at 15 hV was used to examine the bead surfaces.
2.4. Phage Adsorption
A set of alginate beads was made as described above but omitting the bacterial cells. Ten grams
of pure alginate beads was transferred into TSB. Aliquots of phage suspensions (0.1 and 1 mL) were
added and incubated at 30 ◦ C for 12 h. The adsorption of phages on alginate beads was monitored by
determining phage titers every 4 h. Two independent experiments were performed.
2.5. Biomass Concentration
To estimate the population of immobilised bacteria, 1 mL of alginate beads was dissolved in
9.0 mL of Na+ citrate (50 mM), a sequestrant for Ca++ . The number of viable cells in the dissolved
alginate gel was determined by direct plating on TSA for two independent experiments.
2.6. Phage Production
2.6.1. Free Cells
TSB (100 mL) was inoculated (5%) with an overnight culture of L. ivanovii 3009 from the
Weihenstephan Listeria collection (WSLC) and grown to an optical density at 600 nm (OD600 ) of 0.5–0.8.
Phages were added at multiplicities of infection (MOIs) of 0.1 (1:10) and 1 (1:1), and the mixture was
incubated for 16 h at 30 ◦ C. Phage titers were measured every 4 h for two independent experiments.
2.6.2. Immobilised Cells Used for Single and Successive Phage Propagations
Beads containing entrapped microorganisms were transferred at least 2–4 times into prewarmed
(30 ◦ C) fresh TSB before phage production. Ten grams of beads containing L. ivanovii cells was added
to 100 mL of TSB (OD600 of 0.5–0.8), and phage suspensions (at MOIs of 0.1 and 1) were added to
the cultures. The ﬂasks were incubated at 30 ◦ C for 16 h, and phage titers were also determined as
described above for two independent experiments. Between each successive production, the beads
were stored overnight at 4 ◦ C in sterile 2% (w/v) CaCl2 . The beads were then washed twice with sterile
2% CaCl2 and reactivated as described above before each production.
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2.7. Statistical Analysis
Mean and standard deviation values were calculated using Microsoft Excel (Microsoft, Redmond,
WA, USA).
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Morphological Observations
For the efﬁcient use of alginate microbeads, morphological characteristics such as size and shape
are important [52]. The produced alginate beads had proper sphericality and were typically 2 to 3 mm
in size (Figure 1). Scanning electron micrographs of entrapped Listeria revealed no major changes in
cell morphology (Figure 1). The mechanical constraints of the polymer did not seem to interfere with
cell growth.





Figure 1. Observation of entrapped alginate bacteria. (Left) Visual appearance of alginate beads
containing Listeria ivanovii WSLC 3009 (108 Colony Forming Unit (CFU) mL−1 ) in a Petri dish.
(Right) Scanning electron micrograph of L. ivanovii WSLC 3009 immobilised in alginate beads (×10,000).

3.2. Phage Adsorption
Phage adsorption onto the gel matrix is a parameter that may impact the overall performance
of the production system. The electrostatic adsorption of phages onto polymer beads could decrease
the number and infectivity of phage particles in the medium. For this reason, the organic material
selected for phage production should be tested for ionic attraction of viral particles. No decreases
in the titers of phages A511 and H387 were observed in the medium after contact with the alginate
beads. These results suggest that no major ionic interactions exist between the organic polymer and
the phages.
3.3. Biomass Concentration
The concentration of entrapped cells in alginate beads has been studied for several types of
bacteria [39,51,53,54]. Alginate is non-toxic to most living cells [55] and provides protection against
external stresses such as temperature, pH, and toxic molecules. Figure 2 shows that three successive
transfers (reactivations) of entrapped L. ivanovii cells in fresh TSB could raise the bacterial cell
concentration inside the gel to almost 1 × 109 cells mL−1 , while ﬁve transfers increased the bacterial
counts to almost 1010 cells mL−1 . Because the number of bacteria released into a medium is related
to, among other parameters, the saturation level of the cells in the alginate structure, the yield of
phage production will likely be inﬂuenced by the concentration of bacteria in the beads and at the
bead surface.
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Figure 2. Transfers of Listeria ivanovii WSLC 3009 immobilised cells in fresh Trypticase soy broth (TSB)
medium. Each reactivation was followed by an interval of 12 h. Bacterial concentrations were measured
after 12 h of growth at 30 ◦ C. Mean values were calculated from two independent experiments, and error
bars correspond to standard deviations.

3.4. Phage Production
3.4.1. Free Cells
Phage productions in liquid medium were performed with both phages individually (Figure 3).
All phage productions were characterized by a lag phase for the ﬁrst 4 h, followed by a sharp increase
in phage titers at 8 h. Maximal phage titers were close to 1010 PFU mL−1 of medium after 12 h.
Very small variations in phage titers were observed at different MOIs. After 16 h, the titer of phage
H387 decreased when using a 1:10 ratio. It is unclear at this time what caused this decrease in the
phage titer, but it could have been due to phage adsorption to cell debris.
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Figure 3. Production of phages A511 and H387 on Listeria ivanovii WSLC 3009 in liquid medium, using
multiplicities of infection (MOIs) of 1 and 0.1. Phage counts were measured every 4 h. Mean values
were calculated from two independent experiments, and error bars correspond to standard deviations.

3.4.2. Immobilised Cells Used for Single and Successive Phage Propagations
Microorganisms immobilised in polymers produce concentrated host bacteria that can be more
easily and rapidly manipulated than free cells. Phage production using gel-entrapped host cells was
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compared to that of free cells in the same culture medium and under the same growing conditions.
The highest production of virulent Listeria phages A511 and H387 was obtained after 12 h using a MOI
of 1 (Figure 4). The maximum phage titers achieved using entrapped cells were slightly lower than for
free cells. Some phage productions reached their maximum titer after 8 h of incubation, which was
faster than for the free cells.

3KDJHV 3)8P/
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A511 1:10
H387 1:1

108
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12

16
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Figure 4. Production of phages A511 and H387 on Listeria ivanovii WSLC 3009 immobilised in alginate
beads, using 1 and 0.1 multiplicities of infection (MOIs). Phage titers were measured every 4 h.
Mean values were calculated from two independent experiments, and error bars correspond to
standard deviations.

Two advantages of using gel-entrapped cells to produce virulent phages are that phage particles
can be easily recovered by draining the culture medium (followed by centrifugation and ﬁltration) and
that phage propagation can be immediately resumed or pursued after a short or prolonged storage
period. The same alginate beads with immobilised L. ivanovii cells were used for four successive
phage productions. In all cases, phage titers were maintained at over 109 PFU mL−1 after the four
productions (Figure 5). In general, the ﬁnal phage titers of the virulent phage A511 were higher than
for phage H387.
It has been shown previously that phages infecting some lactic acid bacteria cannot penetrate
calcium alginate gels [43,44]. Because Listeria phages are the same size as dairy phages and even
larger in the case of A511 [56,57], bacterial cells are well protected from phage infection as long as
they remain entrapped in the gel. It is likely that this physical constraint, protecting the integrity of
the bacterial population, allows the gel beads to be reused for successive phage production in new
media. This advantage cannot be provided by free-cell ampliﬁcation. Only small molecules can diffuse
through the alginate matrix [43]. L. ivanovii cells entrapped in alginate beads are, therefore, protected
against phages as well as against contamination by other bacteria. The production of phages after
infection of the host bacteria likely only takes place on the beads’ surface and in the medium after the
cells have been released from the matrix. In fact, we noticed that the structure of the alginate gel was
rather loose and easily broken up at the periphery of the beads, where cells usually most actively grow.
These cells were likely released into the medium and infected by phages.
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Figure 5. Successive productions of the two phages, A511 and H387, on Listeria ivanovii WSLC
3009 using a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 1. Aliquots were withdrawn after 10 h of incubation.
Mean values were calculated from two independent experiments.

While the process described here still requires optimisation, the gel entrapment of cells to produce
speciﬁc phages offers the potential for the large-scale and rapid production of phages. Successive
phage productions have shown that entrapped cells can be reused for at least four propagation cycles.
Although the viral titer of lysate produced with entrapped cells was nearly 10-fold reduced compared
to that of free-cell production, successive productions with the same beads should be globally seen as
an interesting advantage. Continuous phage production using entrapped cells could be enhanced and
applied to a large variety of phages.
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Abstract: Antibiotic resistance evolution in bacteria indicates that one of the challenges faced by
phage therapy is that, sooner or later, bacteria will evolve resistance to phages. Evidently, this is the
case of every known antimicrobial therapy, but here this is also part of a ubiquitous natural process of
co-evolution between phages and bacteria. Fundamental evolutionary studies hold some clues that
are crucial to limit the problematic process of bacterial resistance during phage applications. First,
I discuss here the importance of deﬁning evolutionary and ecological factors inﬂuencing bacterial
resistance and phage counter-defense mechanisms. Then, I comment on the interest of determining
the co-evolutionary dynamics between phages and bacteria that may allow for selecting the conditions
that will increase the probability of therapeutic success. I go on to suggest the varied strategies that
may ensure the long-term success of phage therapy, including analysis of internal phage parameters
and personalized treatments. In practical terms, these types of approaches will deﬁne evolutionary
criteria regarding how to develop, and when to apply, therapeutic phage cocktails. Integrating this
perspective in antimicrobial treatments, such as phage therapy, is among the necessary steps to
expand its use in the near future, and to ensure its durability and success.
Keywords: phage therapy; evolution; bacterial resistance; virulence

1. Introduction
Phage therapy is gradually becoming a reality in clinical, veterinary, and agricultural settings [1–3].
In order to avoid the past mistakes of chemical treatments, it is important to prevent bacterial resistance
to phages where possible. A review and an expert comment in this same Special Issue advocate for
a molecular and evolutionary combined basis in the selection of therapeutic phages [4,5]. Phage
cocktails, in particular, are given special attention, and represent an excellent method to face bacterial
genetic variability and prevent the evolution of resistance. In the past, a large host range was the
main criterion to select different phages [6,7]. The newly published review suggests an expansion in
phage choice to speciﬁcally include phages that target different bacterial receptors and phages with
counter-defense abilities. Also considered are the phages’ resistance to environmental factors (e.g., pH
and temperature) and phages’ viability, which could facilitate storage and production. In the expert
opinion piece, the researchers suggested the use of pre-adapted, or “trained”, phages to overcome the
resistance capacity of bacteria, a method that has proven to be successful in the past. Both articles point
out that continued exposure to phages may activate the immune system, increasing their elimination
within the body. The experts bring their attention to the fact that overuse of phages could result in the
evolutionary selection of resistance to phages in bacteria, which, in a similar light to antimicrobials,
could be transferred to clinical situations via horizontal gene transfer. To avoid this, the authors
consider the use of personalized medicine as a means to develop a successful and sustainable phage
therapy strategy. Here, I present additional evolutionary concerns that can guide the design of
therapeutic treatments with phages. Some concepts are open questions still in need of conﬁrmation
in the laboratory, clinic, or in vivo settings. Altogether, these are perspectives that may increase the
beneﬁts of any antimicrobial strategy.
Viruses 2018, 10, 323; doi:10.3390/v10060323
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2. Factors to Consider Regarding the Different Mechanisms of Resistance to Phages and
Counter-Defense
The interaction between phages and bacteria stands as one of the fastest and more assorted
evolutionary processes on Earth. Not only do bacteria and their parasites have short generation times,
large population sizes, and high mutation rates, there are also bacteria and phages of all kinds and
in all sorts of environments [8]. This co-evolution likely centers around resistance in bacteria and
counter-resistance of phages. Among the resistance mechanisms active in bacteria facing phages
are phenotypic shifts [9], point mutations in surface structures used by phages as receptors [10],
or acquisition of CRISPR (Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats) spacers [11].
Additionally, new and diverse bacterial defense mechanisms have been described lately [12]. Phages
in turn can avoid bacterial defenses by, for instance, modifying their life cycle parameters (burst size,
lysis time, etc.) [13], mutating receptor binding proteins [10], or recombining with other viruses [14].
Determining which resistance or counter-defense processes will take place at any given moment
will depend on several factors, the understanding of which can help to predict the outcome of
phage–bacteria interactions (Figure 1). First, there is the probability of occurrence of any resistance
and counter-resistance mechanism, conditioned by mutation rate, and phage and bacterial population
diversity. Besides internal microbial factors, parameters such as nutrient availability will determine the
growth rate of bacteria (and their obligatory parasites), and thus the frequency of resistance generation.
Second, there is the ecology of the infection environment, including the spatial structure. This is
illustrated in the mammalian gut, where phages adhere to the mucus and attack invasive bacteria [15],
whereas other body sites are less prone to phage–bacteria interaction [16]. Furthermore, the microbial
communities present could both facilitate or impede phage therapeutic action. For example, their
competitive interaction with the pathogenic strain will impose an additional ﬁtness cost, which could
enhance phage control, whereas a complex community can complicate the chance phages have to
encounter their speciﬁc target. Third, a decisive parameter is the ﬁtness cost imposed by each defense
and counter-defense mechanism on phages and bacteria. For example, it has recently been shown
that the CRISPR-Cas system as a resistance mechanism in Pseudomonas aeruginosa is more likely to
be selected or maintained if the same host frequently faces the same phage [17]. In this example,
the authors demonstrated that the absolute cost of receptor modiﬁcation was lower than the inducible
cost of adaptive immunity (provided by a CRISPR-Cas system), unless facing a static target. Thus,
the presence of a phage defense mechanism (e.g., CRISPR-Cas) in a bacterium targeted for therapy
does not always mean that it will be crucial for resistance to a therapeutic phage, especially if it is part
of a diverse cocktail.
On the phage side, their small genome size may restrain their evolutionary capacities, favoring
the selection of non-pleiotropic and less costly mutations. For example, modiﬁcations on genes coding
for receptor binding proteins have been more frequently observed when compared to mutations
in the phage polymerase, a core enzymatic activity [10,11]. Interestingly, a recent study proves
that at least some phages are able to extend their genome size while exposed to bacteria in natural
environments [11]. For therapeutic purposes, a bigger genome size and fewer overlapping genes in
phage candidates may indicate potential for evolution and the capacity to overcome bacteria, although
this idea remains to be tested. In conclusion, when exploring resistance/infectivity mechanisms
in these microbes, one needs to consider the evolutionary forces favoring their selection (Figure 1).
Also, the life-history of the pathogen and its past encounters with phages may determine the success of
any therapeutic phages applied. Genomic tools are unveiling new and fascinating defense mechanisms,
but without understanding their biological relevance, this knowledge is just a hint of its essence.
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Figure 1. Different factors to consider in phage therapy applications in order to ensure the durability of
the strategy against pathogenic bacteria. Color code associates the factors to therapeutic phages (blue),
the targeted bacteria (red), or both microorganisms and the interaction between them (violet).

3. Co-Evolutionary Dynamics between Phages and Bacteria Inﬂuence the Therapeutic Outcome
Co-evolutionary dynamics between phages and bacteria can differ relative to time and
genetic variability in the population of microbes, inﬂuencing the probability of resistance. Deeper
understanding of these processes could point to the conditions that can ensure a successful treatment
against pathogenic bacteria (Figure 1). It has been shown experimentally that an arms-race dynamics
(ARD) type of evolutionary process can change to ﬂuctuating selection dynamics (FSD), depending on
the phase of the interaction [18]. This was observed in P. ﬂuorescens and its phage phi2, a well-studied
model of co-evolution, over a hundreds of generations (60 transfers) experiment. In the ﬁrst stages
of a bacteria-phage encounter (ﬁrst 10 transfers), more types of resistance and infectivity alleles were
available, which imposed lower ﬁtness costs than in later transfers. Afterwards (between transfers 10
and 50), alleles of defense and attack were more limited, and their selection ﬂuctuated depending on
the most abundant genotypes of phages and bacteria in the environment, and likely imposed a higher
ﬁtness cost to both microbes. Co-evolutionary dynamics may be different for other phage-bacteria pairs
but, in this particular case, it is plausible that an ARD type of interaction between the targeted bacteria
and a “trained” therapeutic phage will be a very efﬁcient strategy. In an FSD process, the probability
of success is likely to be lower as the resistance/infectivity process is strongly frequency dependent.
Conversely, the higher ﬁtness costs confronted by bacteria during FSD may beneﬁt therapeutic phages
in the evolutionary race.
To recapitulate, in studying the evolution of phage resistance in bacteria, short- and long-term
scales must be considered. Experimental evolution approaches encourage researchers to consider
bacteria–phage interactions further than 24 h to account for the evolvability of both microorganisms [19].
Different effects have been observed experimentally when looking at short- or long-term co-evolving
phages and bacteria. As stated before, evolutionary dynamics may differ over time, e.g., early arms-race
versus late ﬂuctuating dynamics [18]. It has also been shown that in combination therapies using
phages and antibiotics, the control of pathogenic bacteria was more efﬁcient in the ﬁrst stages of
the exposure (e.g., [20]). In practical terms, quantifying the capacity of the resistance of each strain,
and performing co-evolutionary studies with candidate phages, could guide and improve phage
therapy. Studies such as those just mentioned can direct efforts towards the characterization of the
situations (e.g., timing, type of bacterial population, etc.) most likely to be controlled by phages.
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Similarly, the genetic variability and population size (i.e., standing genetic variation) of the
targeted bacteria will probably increase the diversity of the type of evolutionary dynamics and defense
mechanisms selected [17]. In the course of a phage therapy treatment, input of new bacteria or
conditions that favor a high microbial growth rate (e.g., immunocompromised patients, resource
availability, etc.) may contribute to a higher probability of developing resistance to phages. In those
conditions, a more varied phage cocktail and/or higher initial inoculum (MOI: multiplicity-of-infection)
may be advised as a therapeutic strategy. Carrying on with the rationale of the expert comment
published in this journal, in intensive veterinary or agricultural settings, the large population size of
bacteria and the number of phages required for treatments will enhance the likelihood of resistance [5].
Notwithstanding, the extensive spread of phage resistance in bacteria (e.g., via horizontal gene transfer)
in this type of natural framework remains to be decidedly proven. Smaller agricultural or veterinary
frameworks and contained environments (e.g., plant nurseries, tool disinfection, etc.) are more adapted
and likely to produce a successful outcome of the use of therapeutic phages. This is the reasoning
behind, for example, the Listex and Biolyse preventive phage preparations against Salmonella and
Pectobacterium pathogens currently used in packed products in the food industry [3,21]. Timely use
of phages as a preventive treatment will target a smaller population of bacteria, since it is a more
effective and less risky scenario. In conclusion, the epidemiology and ecology of bacteria and phages
must certainly be integrated into disease management before any therapeutic incursion against rapidly
evolving microbes (Figure 1).
4. Managing Disease: Towards Sustainability
Current knowledge suggests that the way antimicrobial treatments inﬂuence virulence parameters
in bacteria are important to controlling infectious diseases in the longer term [22]. Increasingly,
medical approaches include the evolutionary perspective, where the aim is not to eliminate pathogens
completely, but to reduce or impair their population. This implies to apply a weaken selection pressure
on the pathogens, or to target and dismantle virulence-speciﬁc mechanisms. In order to restrain
disease, this approach often relies on the role of the host’s immune system or the local microbiota.
In phage therapy, it is conceivable to alter or contain the virulence, and phage or antibiotic
resistance emergence of bacterial pathogens. When selecting a therapeutic phage, the frequency of
bacterial resistance induced by every particular phage is an advisable parameter to be examined.
Several factors should be explored related to the facilitation of phage resistance in bacteria or the
ability of phages to counteract it. Together, the phage genome size, mutation rate, and burst size
could all be features determining the speed and potential adaptation of phages to bacteria. A large
burst size increases the probability that phages contact target bacteria, the ﬁrst step of infection.
The ampliﬁcation ability of phages could compensate the advantage of antibiotics at better diffusing
in the body, and therefore reaching the site of infection. If phages can eliminate bacteria faster than
they can replicate, a high burst size also results in a lower risk of selection for phage-resistant bacteria.
At the same time, however, these phages imply a stronger selective pressure for bacteria, and could
lead to faster or stronger resistance. An open question would then be trying to understand whether
there is an evolutionary optimum of phage virulence that could constrain bacterial resistance evolution
over longer periods of time.
The type of receptors desired for therapeutic phages is one of the most important parameters, and
is frequently discussed (e.g., [4]). Are receptors such as lypopolysaccharides (LPS) more likely to be
mutated (i.e., resistant) because of their intrinsic variability? Or are porins and pili structures easier to
be modiﬁed, or their expression repressed in bacteria? It will likely depend on their environment and
the ﬁtness impact each mutation accrues. Interestingly, both LPS and pili are virulence factors that can
be modiﬁed via selection, decreasing virulence in phage resistant bacteria. Several examples in humans,
plants, and animals have demonstrated the role of phages in decreasing bacterial virulence [23–25].
Experimental evolution approaches may help elucidate which receptors favor phage treatment in the
long term, i.e., enhance phages’ adaptation. This is the case in a study from Betts and collaborators,
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where they ﬁnd that P. aeruginosa phages targeting LPS receptors show ARD compared to phages
targeting pili, which undertake FSD patterns [26]. Their interpretation is that pili are retractable
structures, whereas the LPS is an essential component of the bacteria membrane whose complexity
allows for ARD sequential changes. Consequently, phages attaching to LPS receptors may be interesting
for their wide and efﬁcient potential of evolution. In contrast, loss of pili is associated with a high ﬁtness
cost in bacteria depending on the environmental conditions and the bacteria are only temporarily
modiﬁed. From a therapeutic perspective, conclusions are mixed but worth further exploration.
A much clearer case are phages targeting mechanisms associated with antibiotic resistance in
bacteria. Although these phages can be engineered [27], they are also found in nature. The phage
PRD1 of Escherichia coli uses proteins encoded by plasmids as receptors, selecting against bacteria that
contain conjugative plasmids, which are mobile structures that carry and spread antibiotic resistance
genes [28]. Another example of phages selecting against antibiotic resistant bacteria is that of phage
OMKO1 of P. aeruginosa. This phage recognizes a cell surface protein that is part of the multi-drug
efﬂux system as the bacterial receptor. Phage-resistant bacteria harbor mutated efﬂux pumps that are
ineffective for antibiotic resistance [29]. At least one case of compassionate use of this last phage has
been successful [30], prompting further treatments.
Different researchers and clinicians have advocated for applying phage therapy as a personalized
medicine for different reasons, including a reduced selection for phage resistance in bacterial
populations. First, a moderate (personalized versus generalized) use of phages could avoid
strong evolutionary pressures on bacterial populations derived from high doses found with other
antimicrobials [31,32]. Second, as stated in the recent articles of this Special Issue, sensitization of the
immune system to phages and their elimination after repeated use should not be discarded. Third,
a tailored phage strategy, such as the “magistral preparation” recently approved in Belgium [33],
is low-priced and fast compared to the standard drug licensing pathway. The best way to ensure the
durability of phage therapies’ efﬁcacy is the careful application of phage therapy, minimizing past
mistakes with other antimicrobials; personalized phage therapy currently seems a favorable procedure
to accomplish this.
5. In Silico and In Vivo Studies are Necessary to Understand Bacteria–Phage Evolution
In community ecology and evolutionary studies, the interaction of bacteria and their phages has
become a cornerstone ﬁeld [34]. However, the majority of these are in vitro studies; while in the wild,
with diverse microbial communities, abiotic factors or host colonization by bacteria, co-evolutionary
dynamics appear much more complex (e.g., [35]). Indeed, bacterial phage resistance is a condition
that potentially implies metabolic and evolutionary costs, which are not always accounted for in vitro
analyses [36–38]. Different studies have proved that a phage candidate’s effect in vitro does not always
relate to their capacity to control the disease in vivo (e.g., [39]). It has been suggested that different
phage resistance mechanisms are selected in bacteria depending on the ecological conditions [17],
although this remains to be largely explored in vivo. A recent study proved that phage evolution
differed between dixenic mice and planktonic cultures [40]. Additionally, it has been demonstrated
that a synergism between phages and the immune system is essential to wipe out pathogens from
hosts [41]. Environmental complexity, the host immune system, differential bacterial gene expression,
evolutionary trade-offs, or the interactions with diverse intra- and inter-microbial communities play a
signiﬁcant role in this regard. In order to understand evolutionary pressures, assays in both conditions
are necessary.
The design and use of phage cocktails for therapy certainly allows for combating bacterial
resistance evolution. The underlying idea is to deploy phages with complementary systems of attack
for the same bacterium, while covering the entire (or as much as possible) target bacterial variability.
Interactions between phages, either competition or facilitation, may exist in phage combinations (as in
any ecological community), and make the efﬁciency of the cocktail deviate from the addition of the
phage isolates’ effects [42]. In addition to purely experimental approaches, computer simulations and
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algorithms of the interaction networks between phages and bacterial populations could help to guide
the design of phage cocktails, deﬁning characteristics of phage assemblages that are key to optimizing
the cocktail stability and efﬁciency [43]. Understanding these complex dynamics may therefore help
in choosing phages that increase the efﬁciency of a cocktail and aid in determining the frequency at
which the cocktail should be applied in real systems.
6. Conclusions
It is essential in the design of effective antimicrobial strategies to consider the evolution of
resistance in bacteria. Our understanding of phage–bacteria interactions can guide the selection of
speciﬁc combinations that can help to minimize any possible impact of resistance development in
an effective therapy. Including diverse approaches using different pathogenic bacteria will set up
evolutionary principles to reﬁne the selection of candidate phages. In other words, we must aim
to detect potentially long-term effective phages to be used as durable control strategies. Among
the evolutionary criteria and unsolved questions related to phages and their effect in bacteria are
the following: timing of application, effects of bacterial population diversity and life-history related
to phages, as well as phage features regarding their potential of adaptation to bacteria. All this
information will help compile data on the capacity of each phage to select resistant bacteria and aid
in choosing effective phages accordingly. Future research should provide much-needed results on
the evolutionary and molecular consequences of phage therapy treatments in complex environments.
Evolutionary approaches can provide insights into how to limit the evolution of bacterial resistance to
phages and truly advance phage therapy, a potential solution to several worldwide problems.
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Abstract: Phage therapy has an intriguing history. It was widely used from the 1920s until the 1940s.
After this period, it was nearly completely forgotten in the Western world, while it continued to be
used in the Soviet part of the globe. The study of the history of phage therapy provides valuable
input into the present development of the ﬁeld. Science journalists uncovered much of this history
and played an important role in the communication of phage therapy after the fall of the Soviet
Union, when it came to the attention of Western researchers and doctors. This interest was fueled
by the antibiotic resistance crisis. At this time, communication about phage therapy had a wide
potential audience, that encompassed medical experts and researchers, as well as the public, because
knowledge about this forgotten therapy was very limited. In such a situation, good communication
had and still has the potential to catalyze important discussions among different groups; whereas,
bad communication could have considerably hindered and still can hinder the possible renaissance
of phage therapy.
Keywords: phage therapy; history of science; science communication

1. A Journalist’s Paradise
It is a core competence of journalists who are worth their salary to spot a good story. The phage
therapy story that presented itself in the mid-1990s surely was one. A few years before, the Soviet
Union had collapsed, and, slowly, information about a therapy that could tackle bacteria resistant to
antibiotics began to trickle westwards. In view of the looming antibiotic resistance crisis this, in itself,
would have been worthy of many “exotic therapy” reports for Western eyes at the time. However,
there was a lot more to it. The therapy in question—called phage therapy—had been pioneered more
than 70 years prior. It had been used extensively in many parts of the world until about World War II,
when it was forgotten in the Western part of the world. Phage therapy lived on behind the “Iron
Curtain” until the Eastern bloc disintegrated. Additional lure lay in the way the therapy worked, by
using viruses to ﬁght pathogenic bacteria.
There were even more ingredients for a perfect story with a lot of human interest. One of the
important centers of Soviet phage therapy practice and research had been based in Tbilisi, the capital
of the now independent state of Georgia. After independence, Georgia went through a great deal of
turmoil, a short civil war, and huge economic problems. As a consequence, the phage researchers and
their institutions in Tbilisi were in very dire straits and the staff had to subsist on a very meager pay.
Most buildings were run-down, and the equipment in labs and hospitals was old, sparse and often
broken. The walls lacked paint, ﬂoors were cracked, and many lights did not work. Peter Radetzky
was, to the author’s best knowledge, the ﬁrst Western journalist to travel to Tbilisi to report on all of
this and must have felt in a journalist’s paradise. His 1996 article in Discover magazine [1] opened the
way for more reporting.
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2. To Hype or Not to(o) Hype?
Hypothetical observers of this state of affairs could have asked themselves: What will be the
optimal type of reporting in the following years if we want to maximize the beneﬁt of this discovery to
society? Journalism has many functions, but this one question was chosen for the sake of this exercise.
A ﬁrst quick answer could have been: report it in a way that helps phage therapy achieve a quick
global comeback. This answer would have been wrong. Research uncovered that the evidence for
phage therapy’s effectiveness was not clear-cut at all.
Journalism textbooks provide ample messages of caution in such situations. Do not hype! Yet,
there are quite a few examples from recent history where journalists, science communicators and
scientists were guilty of exactly this. Think, for example, about the enthusiasm that greeted the ﬁrst
gene therapy attempts or the hypothesis that cancers could be cured by inhibiting angiogenesis. To be
sure, both approaches eventually yielded important therapies and researchers continue to develop
new ones. However, there were times when expectations were much higher than reality. These were
fueled by over-optimistic assessments by scientists, and by journalists who uncritically featured them
in their reports.
Several studies have shown that the main sources of exaggerations about scientiﬁc or medical
ﬁndings are actually press releases issued by the institutions of the scientists that did the original
studies [2,3]. Often, after inevitable roadblocks and setbacks have emerged, the reaction turns to the
other extreme. The initial hype is followed by periods in which an approach is all but pronounced dead,
as happened with both the examples mentioned above. It is a boom–bust cycle [4] that helps neither
science nor journalism. How much hype and the boom–bust cycle actually damage the reputation of
science as a whole or an individual discipline is debated in the literature. Many scholars argue that
considerable damage can be done [5].
I would argue that phage therapy is especially vulnerable to such damage to its reputation due to
its “exotic” history. However, there is a competition of ideas, research disciplines, and stories for the
attention of the public, for funding and investments. To have a chance in this competition you need to
make your case. Clearly, phage therapy has great potential, especially with regard to the antibiotics
resistance crisis. Scientists and other actors in the ﬁeld have to ﬁnd the right balance between selling
and overselling what they have to offer. The same holds true for reporters; they need to tell a good
story and to give an accurate picture of the potential of their topic. How all actors have fared in this
balancing act is discussed in different places in the text below. As a disclaimer, because I am an actor
myself, I will mostly refrain from judgments and will instead try to highlight some of the aspects that I
deem interesting.
3. Finding the Facts
Returning to phage therapy in the late 90s, it was not easy even for experienced reporters to
ﬁnd the fact base necessary to give an accurate picture. On the one hand, it seemed that if more than
70 years of research had not been able to prove the efﬁcacy of the therapy beyond doubt, it was worth
only very skeptical reporting. This seemed to be the order of the day. A skeptical journalist is, of course,
a good journalist. However, perhaps depicting phage therapy as a fascinating yet utterly obsolete
method was not the best way to go about it. Maybe the therapy did have the potential to help combat
antibiotic resistance and reports that were too negative mounted additional barriers for a struggling,
yet helpful, medical therapy?
For reporters, this difﬁcult situation lasted well into the 2000s. At the time, little information
was forthcoming. Most of the scientiﬁc literature was buried in pre-medline repositories, such as
a long-forgotten, hand-collected literature list [6,7] that a German phage researcher collected and
published in the 1950s and 1960s (11,405 references, painstakingly listed in two two-tome publications,
and painstakingly read by the author of this article to be able to track down as many interesting articles
as possible). Much of the phage literature concerning medical therapy was written in Russian or
Georgian, which made it even more difﬁcult to obtain and read. Ideally, a reporter would travel to
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Georgia and see this research for themselves. However, not many could do this, given that they had to
ﬁnd an editor willing to produce the funds for such an investigation. Once in Georgia, the reporter
could meet with phage researchers and doctors who warmly testify in favor of the method. Georgia’s
many troubles after independence cast most research institutes and hospitals in a sorry state. It was
obvious that researchers and doctors did an admirable job to keep things running. Nevertheless, this
situation did not instill a lot of conviction in a visitor who came looking for evidence for a therapy that
was co-developed here.
The reporter’s resolve to keep an open mind was further weakened by researchers from Western
institutions uttering pungently negative views [8]. Often, these seemed inﬂuenced by the renowned
phage researcher Gunter Stent. In his 1963 textbook “Molecular Biology of Bacterial Viruses” he offered
the assessment that phage therapy was not working, because the human immune system removes
phages, stomach acid destroys them, and bacteria become resistant to the phages applied in therapy.
Stent was quite adamant in his negative opinion, as this quote from the book attests: “The strange
bacteriophage therapy chapter of the history of medicine may now be fairly considered as closed” [9].
Another line of reasoning feeding into the negative view was the very skeptical opinion of science
conducted in the Soviet Union [8,10]. This view might have been based on strong indications; however,
it was not bona-ﬁde proof that phage therapy did not work. Yet, all these factors cast their shadows
into the 1990s and early 2000s, when Western scientists became aware of the vast practice of phage
therapy in the Soviet Union. An interesting impression of how many Western scientists thought about
the ﬁeld at the time is given by a quote by Ry Young (Center for Phage Technology, Texas A&M). He
stated, in 2017, in a phage workshop hosted by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA): “In fact,
since I was up until quite recently biased by my training in the phage group [a group of scientists
that, starting in the 1940s, studied the molecular biology of phage], I was actually very anti-phage
therapy” [11].
4. In the Age of Story Telling
Humans have probably told each other stories since they started to talk. However, it seems that
we are living in an era in which story telling as a concept receives renewed and intense interest, in
journalism [12], in science communication [12,13], and in science [14,15]. Journalism basically thrives
on the millennia old wisdom that nothing captivates people more than a good story. However, even in
science, journal editors and readers alike favor a good story; a set of experiments that ﬁt nicely together
into one narrative and that convey a coherent picture of a sub-set of reality. There is nothing amiss
with this. The chemist and Nobel Laureate, Roald Hoffmann, even argues that using story-telling in
a scientiﬁc paper can help to convey complex research ﬁndings or concepts to fellow scientists [15],
and an analysis of scientiﬁc publications dealing with climate change has shown that publications
with more narrative abstracts are cited more often [16]. However, if everybody is tuned to “good
stories” and to coherent narratives, readers might have less patience for stories that are more complex
or look to much into the underlying complex reality. They might even mistrust stories that do not ﬁt a
clear-cut narrative.
Does phage therapy work or does it not? Maybe it works, but only under certain circumstances.
Scientists should be prepared for such a reality. There are plenty of established examples of drugs
that work for patients with a certain genetic background, for example, but not for others. In the case
of phage therapy, for instance, bacteria infecting a patient can develop resistance against a phage
used for treatment [17]. In this case, an alternative phage or phage cocktail has to be used to continue
treatment. Of course, scientists and doctors working in the ﬁeld are well aware of this and other
potential obstacles. However, every scientist is not an expert in all disciplines except their own. This
may sound like a truism, but it is also a hint that all of us will not necessarily approach foreign
disciplines with the usual scientiﬁc rigor and an open mind.
In the early days of renewed Western interest in phage therapy, at least one thing seemed
clear: there was a huge amount of ignorance about the subject across most groups one could think
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of. This included the general public, most scientists and doctors, the pharmaceutical industry, the
intellectual property community, investors, drug approval agencies, and so on. If phage therapy stands
a chance at making a comeback, the education of all of these stakeholders is important. Scientists and
doctors are necessary to create evidence that the therapy works. The pharmaceutical industry and
investors are needed to fund the research and bring phage drugs to market. Since phages are natural
entities that have been long-known to science, the patenting of drugs is not straightforward at all.
Drug agencies need to explore the ways in which a preparation of viable viruses could be fed into the
drug approval process. More will be discussed on this point later.
The researchers and practitioners of phage therapy in Tbilisi and other parts of the former Eastern
bloc (namely Poland and Russia) knew, of course, a lot about the core topic but they needed knowledge
about other matters, namely drug development, business development, intellectual property issues
and many more.
How large the dangers of a bipartite information deﬁcit was, became quickly and painfully clear.
Radetzky’s 1996 article catalyzed the ﬁrst contact between Western investors and phage researchers in
Tbilisi. A Canadian ﬁnancier visited the city and quickly struck a deal with some of the researchers
of the Eliava institute. However, things ended in bitter conﬂict. The US start-up set up to develop a
phage drug for the Western market soon pulled out of the co-operation with Tbilisi. The reason for
this, reportedly, was that the difﬁcult circumstances in Georgia might taint the reputation of the future
drug. The phage researchers in Tbilisi felt cheated. Additionally, the contract with the start-up created
much tension among different groups of the Eliava Institute [18]. In 2003, a manager of the US start-up
was quoted in the media with very negative statements about the work of the phage researchers in
Tbilisi: “They made every mistake in the book and did some really stupid things. [ . . . ] They just took
what was on the shelf and assumed it would work.” [19]. At this still very early stage of rediscovery of
phage therapy in Western countries, such a statement ran a very high risk of tainting the reputation of
the whole ﬁeld severely.
5. History’s Worth
It turns out that much can be learned from extensive research into past literature. There are studies
covering hundreds of thousands of subjects treated with phages, as well as many different types of
infections and species of bacteria. Due to the fact that most of these studies were done before the
1960s, they do not hold up to the standards of the modern era, of double-blind, randomized, controlled
clinical trials. There is a lot of information that can be found, nevertheless. For example, there is
enough information to instill interest in potential investors and to help gauge the medical potential of
the therapy.
Analysis of the past literature also provides reasons for why phage therapy was nearly completely
forgotten after World War II in Western countries. One reason surely had to do with the fact that,
even for the time, many practitioners and researchers were neglecting scientiﬁc rigor and standards
signiﬁcantly. This led to much-deserved criticism and skepticism, for instance in the form of several
derogatory editorials in the Journal of the American Medical Association [10,20–22]. Another reason
was that knowledge about the basic biology of phages was still rather limited.
Ironically, this kind of trouble had been foreshadowed with uncanny precision by the US writer
and Nobel Laureate, Sinclair Lewis, in his 1925 bestseller, Arrowsmith [23]. In his novel, Lewis heavily
criticized the way in which medical researchers and doctors were business-minded. At the center of
his story, is a phage therapy trial in the Caribbean. His hero, Martin Arrowsmith, had travelled to
an island where plague raged. He had all intents to do a properly controlled study by treating only
half of the sick with a phage against Yersinia pestis. The other half was to receive a placebo. Then,
Arrowsmith’s wife died from the plague, and in his grief, he let slip all his resolve and discipline for
protocol and treated all patients alike with the phage.
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6. Communication in Times of Slow News
Lewis’ pen was guided by the scientist-turned-science-writer, Paul de Kruif. Together, they crafted
a story with a shadow that reached into the era of phage therapy’s potential renaissance. After the
“Iron Curtain” came down, the full comeback of phage therapy was, and still is, slow to materialize.
What is needed are successful clinical trials. Some Phase I and II trials have been conducted but, to
date, no Phase III trial has ever been initiated. Arrowsmith’s great aim has still not yet been achieved.
Medical progress is often slow in the making, and obstacles are part of the business. However, phage
therapy seems to ﬁght with more than its fair share of obstacles [24]. The reasons are manifold, but the
most important is probably that the way phage therapy could be made to work does not ﬁt within the
current paradigms of the pharma market.
This poses special difﬁculties for the actors in the ﬁeld of phage therapy, as far as communication
is concerned. Slow progress means that little news is forthcoming that could be interesting to the
public. In this situation, some actors could be tempted to hype their work to garner attention. Indeed,
this has happened in some instances. In one case, the media department of a university issued a release
about a study using phages against bacterial infections in Cystic Fibrosis (CF) lung infections [25]. The
title read “Phage therapy shown to kill drug-resistant superbug”. The release discussed the severe
problem of lung infections in CF patients and stated: “Here for the ﬁrst time, researchers have shown
that phage therapy is highly effective in treating established and recalcitrant chronic respiratory tract
infections caused by multi-drug resistant Pseudomonas aeruginosa strains. They show that phages are
capable of killing the bacteria in long term infected lungs, such as those suffered by patients with the
inherited disease Cystic Fibrosis, indicating a potential new therapeutic option for these hard to treat
life threatening infections”.
Careful readers will wonder if actual patients have indeed been treated, but the casual reader will
probably presume so. The media release did not help readers perceive the research clearly, as it never
mentioned that the experiments were done exclusively in mice and in an artiﬁcial model of a lung [26].
The plight of CF patients is well known. Many of them would jump at such a news and presume that
help for their infection is just around the corner. Judging by the information contained in the original
paper, this is not the case. However, the media department release was taken up virtually unchanged
by a widely read internet site publishing popular science articles [27].
A quantitative survey of reports regarding phage therapy is outside of the scope of this article.
I have surveyed, approximately, the ﬁrst 50 articles that show up in a Google News search with the
term “phage therapy”. Based on this, it is fair to say that this kind of communication, by scientists
or university media staff, is the minority. Many researchers seem to do an excellent job in providing
a balanced picture. For example, in 2016, a diverse group of US researchers and doctors treated a
patient that was suffering from a very severe Acinetobacter baumannii infection with phages. As is
the nature of anecdotal cases, there was no deﬁnitive proof that the phages really cured the patient
but the probability seemed quite high [17]. This publication triggered a host of reports in the press.
Several aspects made the case intriguing. The patient was saved from what seemed to be sure death
and he was treated with phages intravenously. Nevertheless, articles about the case were generally of
a high quality.
Obviously, the scientists and media staff of their institutions did a good job. They provided
extensive material for the media [28], and the scientists positioned the nature of a single case study
very clearly when they were interviewed, stating, for example, “But for now, his case is just an
anecdote—albeit a hopeful one—as all the physicians and scientists who worked on his case point
out.” [29]. This constructive communication was remarkable, since quite often the media overblow
the signiﬁcance of such anecdotal stories of healing, giving the impression that a single cured person
constitutes proof of effectiveness.
This example shows the chance that lies in such a story with a human dimension if the science
involved is communicated well. It triggered extensive news coverage, which is quite a success for a
medical therapy that, in the eyes of a hard-nosed news editor, has not been making signiﬁcant news
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for quite some years. The renewed media coverage may, in turn, have generated renewed interest
from the grant and investment community. Intriguingly, the reports were quite long and detailed,
not only in the aspects of human interest but also in the science. For instance, they mentioned the
fact that the bacteria causing the infection developed resistance and that to continue treatment new
phages had to be found. In this way, the reports conveyed a picture of the complexity of phage therapy,
which helps to explain to the public why it is taking so long to develop this method into an established
medical treatment.
Phage researchers could potentially learn still more from colleagues in other disciplines that
have a lot of experience with communication. Climate science springs to mind because it is also a
ﬁeld that needs to communicate a lot with the public, and over a long period of time. Some climate
scientists have devised a strategy of building a certain basic consensus among scholars to provide
clearer communication to the public [30]. This has been taken up by the media quite extensively.
Perhaps this concept could be adapted to the ﬁeld of phage therapy.
7. Giving a Balanced View
Section 6 looked mainly at the role of scientists in the way facts about phage therapy are
communicated. What about journalists? Ideally, journalists should be able to give a balanced view
of the potential of phage therapy and the obstacles it faces. In the majority of cases that came out
of the Google News search mentioned above, journalists did a good job. They usually mentioned
that anecdotal cases are not general proof of efﬁcacy, for example. However, some fail to provide this
important aspect. Others offered general statements that were incorrect without proper speciﬁcations:
“Even though bacteriophages [ . . . ] work better than antibiotics [ . . . ]” [31]. Many ran titles that
seemed to talk of a miracle cure (“Bacteriophage therapy, the amazing cure for MRSA being ignored
by mainstream medicine“), and this initial impression was never put into perspective or it was, but
only very late into the article, when many readers probably had long escaped the text [28].
Whether the picture regarding communication quality overall is rather bright grey (as I think) or
a bit darker, is up for personal judgment. Of course, there is always room for improvement. Platforms
like healthnewsreview.org are trying to tap into that potential. Journalists provide critical appraisals of
selected media articles and point out weaknesses. Up until now, they have done so with one article
concerned with phage therapy [32].
8. Patience Is Still Required
What about the way forward? Again, a glance back in time might help. It turns out that the
curative powers of phages were not completely forgotten in the West. Dedicated scientists, doctors and
small companies kept it alive until the 1960s and 1970s, for example in France and Switzerland [33,34].
The way it was practiced there hinted at possible schemes that could be used today. Researchers were
keeping a large and diverse bank of phages that could be used to search for effective variants when a
patient presented with an infection. The concoction used was produced on demand. There was no or
only a small proﬁt involved.
This kind of scheme was again proposed by several actors in the early 2000s. In Georgia, it has
been used for the last 80 years, and has a long tradition in Poland, as well. There is still some work
required before it can be applied in other European countries or the US. However, after long attempts to
bring phage therapy to market using more conventional approaches, there seems to be a willingness by
several stakeholders to explore avenues that are unconventional relative to the regulatory framework
in Western countries. In 2015, for instance, researchers, physicians, and industrial representatives
of several countries met in Tbilisi to discuss how phage therapy could be used in Western health
settings [35]. In the same year, the European drug regulatory agency EMA convened a workshop
with representatives from industry, academia, regulatory authorities and legislators to discuss similar
questions [36]. In 2017, the FDA held, as well, a workshop to discuss scientiﬁc and regulatory
issues [37].
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At this workshop, a representative of a French company that produces phages according to an
ofﬁcially regulated standard (“Good Manufacturing Practice”-production (GMP)) for clinical research,
mentioned that these phages obtained clearance by the French authorities to be used outside the
clinical trial in cases where patients are critically ill [38]. Belgian health authorities are preparing an
approach that paves the way for the small-scale use of phage therapy [39]. The basis for this is a central
phage bank, with controlled deposits that serve as a source for treatments.
There is still work to be done. Solid proof for phage therapy’s effectiveness remains patchy [40].
Laudable initiatives like the EU-funded PhagoBurn study have been initiated, but have apparently run
into difﬁculties [41]. If the fascinating history of phage therapy is any guide, this is not surprising. Yet,
there seems to be, once again, renewed activity in the ﬁeld. Amongst other developments, the US Navy
is working on phage therapy [17], the German government is funding a phage project (“Phage4Cure”),
and in the US, scientists have set up a virtual phage bank to help quickly source therapeutic phages
for urgent needs [42]. If journalists, with their research and analysis [43,44], have had even a small
catalytic function in this development, it would have been well worth the considerable investment.
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Abstract: Phage therapy is increasingly put forward as a “new” potential tool in the ﬁght against
antibiotic resistant infections. During the “Centennial Celebration of Bacteriophage Research”
conference in Tbilisi, Georgia on 26–29 June 2017, an international group of phage researchers
committed to elaborate an expert opinion on three contentious phage therapy related issues that
are hampering clinical progress in the ﬁeld of phage therapy. This paper explores and discusses
bacterial phage resistance, phage training and the presence of prophages in bacterial production
strains while reviewing relevant research ﬁndings and experiences. Our purpose is to inform phage
therapy stakeholders such as policy makers, ofﬁcials of the competent authorities for medicines,
phage researchers and phage producers, and members of the pharmaceutical industry. This brief also
points out potential avenues for future phage therapy research and development as it speciﬁcally
addresses those overarching questions that currently call for attention whenever phages go into
puriﬁcation processes for application.
Keywords: Bacteriophage; phage therapy; resistance; adaptation; prophage; production; regulation

1. Foreword
This article is a reﬂection of three roundtable discussions in question–answer format held at the
“Centennial Celebration of Bacteriophage Research” conference, which took place in Tbilisi, Georgia,
on 26–29 June 2017. The goal was to elaborate a concerted expert opinion, based on clinical experience
and scientiﬁc knowledge, on three commonly identiﬁed knowledge gaps with regard to phage therapy
and the manufacturing of adequate phage therapy products: bacterial phage resistance, phage training
and the presence of prophages in bacterial production strains. Whenever phages are foreseen for
application, they need to undergo a careful pre-selection after intensive application-oriented biological
investigation; only such phages should go into a puriﬁcation process chain. However, the combination
of single phages into cocktails creates additional more complex investigation. The goal of this brief is
to inform phage therapy stakeholders from the academic, industrial, medical and regulatory areas
on these three contentious issues in the context of an increasing demand for human and veterinary
phage applications.
2. Bacterial Resistance to Phages
The antagonistic co-evolution between bacterial hosts and their infecting phages is considered
to be an important driver of ecological and evolutionary processes in microbial communities [1].
In the light of a renewed interest in using phages to treat bacterial infections, in vitro studies indicate
that bacteria–phage co-evolution could be an important factor in the success (or failure) of certain
phage therapy applications. The evolution of bacterial resistance to individual phages is often (if not
always) observed in vitro, but with considerable variance. However, phages have evolved multiple
strategies to overcome the antiviral mechanisms they encounter when infecting bacterial cells [2],
such as anti-CRISPR (Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats) proteins [3]. On the
other hand, BREX and DISARM are phage resistance systems widespread in bacterial genomes that
have been recently discovered [4,5].
In experimental settings, phage-resistant bacteria are observed to emerge rapidly, but often at
signiﬁcant ﬁtness costs, commonly including a reduced growth rate in the absence of phages [6].
Evolved (pre-adapted or “trained”) phages were shown to be more effective in reducing the densities
of chronic bacterial isolates [7]. The in vivo evolution of bacterial resistance to phages in human
clinical practice seems inevitable, but this has been poorly documented in the scientiﬁc literature to
date. When rats with aortic experimental endocarditis (EE) were treated with an anti-Pseudomonas
phage cocktail, phage-resistant mutants with impaired infectivity were shown to emerge in vitro
but not in vivo, presumably because resistance mutations in bacteria involved bacterial surface
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determinants necessary for infectivity (e.g., genes involved in pilus motility and lipopolysaccharide
(LPS) formation) [8]. In a recent long-term study that followed co-evolution between phages and
bacteria in a natural environment, Flavobacterium columnare isolates were found to be generally resistant
to phages from the past and susceptible to phages isolated in years after bacterial isolation. Bacterial
resistance had selected for increased phage infectivity and host range. Bacterial resistance was
correlated to the appearance of new anti-phage spacers in CRISPR loci, and on several occasions
the corresponding protospacer regions in the genome of phages isolated in the following samplings
were found to be modiﬁed in response. This study shows that, in natural conditions (e.g., natural
phage/bacteria ratios and diversities), phages and bacteria co-evolve in a continuous arms race [9].
One expert further notes that the in vivo growth rates as well as the metabolic status of hosts in a
polymicrobial bioﬁlm may typically be quite different compared to observations in in vitro studies
where the host is in the log growth phase in a nutrient rich environment.
2.1. Strategies to Minimize Bacterial Phage Resistance
Most of the round table participants had no idea of the frequency of emergence of bacterial
phage resistance in clinical practice. According to one group’s experience, however, the number of
patients in whom a pathogen acquired resistance to the phage used during therapy may vary from
17% (Staphylococcus aureus phages) to 85% (Escherichia coli phages) [10]. The majority of the participants
feel that it is difﬁcult to develop a phage cocktail to which bacteria would not be able to evolve resistance
during therapy. In contrast, three participants, including two biopharmaceutical researchers, presume
that it might, however, be possible to develop resistance-proof therapeutic phage cocktails, using
phages with a broad host range and targeting highly conserved structures that are essential for bacterial
survival and/or infectivity. Two of them note that the phage resistance problem is not caused by the
de novo emergence of phage resistant clones, but by the selection of naturally present phage resistant
isolates harboring antiviral mechanisms such as restriction modiﬁcation systems and CRISPR/Cas
(CRISPR associated proteins) systems. It is not hard to imagine that the spread of these mechanisms
through horizontal gene transfer may indeed be the main driver of bacterial phage resistance occurrence
in natural environments, with large population diversities and dynamics, but little is known if this
is also the case in the patient’s infection site. These phage-resistance-proof cocktails would need to
be updated regularly to target newly selected phage resistant clones. One expert stresses that, in the
experience at the Eliava Phage Therapy Center, even when a phage (cocktail) shows no in vitro lytic
activity against an infecting bacterial strain (e.g., using the spot test), this phage (cocktail) might still
be clinically effective in vivo. A reason for this might be that these phage resistant bacteria display an
impaired virulence to support an ongoing infection and may be more easily managed by the immune
system [8].
All participants do believe that it is possible to minimize the occurrence of bacterial phage
resistance. Phages should be selected that belong to different families/groups and that individually
show important infectious ability, such as a broad host range, high efﬁciency of plating (EOP),
high adsorption rates, short latent periods, large burst sizes and a low inclination to select resistance
(e.g., as determined by the Appelmans method [11]), and which act synergistically when mixed into
one cocktail. Ideally, phage cocktails should be composed of phages that adsorb to different highly
conserved bacterial cell wall structures or virulence factors and exert a selective pressure on different
antiviral resistance mechanisms in the same target bacterium. Based on an extensive experience as
phage researcher in the Eliava Institute, one expert stresses that there is a limit to the number of
phages that can be successfully combined into a single phage cocktail, as some phages are bound to
be incompatible or to compete for the same bacterial host. In addition, some experts feel that these
cocktails might need to be tailored to a speciﬁc patient and when necessary adapted in vitro during
therapy to reduce the risk of generating persistent bacterial phage resistance. Knowing which bacterial
structures phages interact with, as well as a better understanding of the resistance mechanisms they
elicit, are crucial for the success of this approach. One participant states that bacterial resistance against
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any phage cocktail will inevitably occur at some point during treatment, but that by then the amount of
pathogenic bacteria might have been sufﬁciently reduced (the equilibrium is restored) for the patient’s
immune system (or other antibacterials) to resolve the infection. It was suggested earlier that synergy
between phages and the patient’s immune system might be required for the resolution of the bacterial
disease in certain indications [12].
Should sequential strategies in which individual active phages are applied one after the other,
so that treatment does not simultaneously select for broad resistance in the targeted bacteria,
be considered [6]? Most participants believe that this approach could be (more) effective, but would
be very difﬁcult to implement in clinical practice. Especially in severe acute infections, this approach
would require large collections of different lytic phage clones and rapid (automated) phage selection
and adaptation techniques. Rapid sequencing technologies and algorithm based phage selection of
phages from libraries may allow rational selection of phage cocktails targeting different conserved
receptors. In addition, sequential strategies are only feasible for hospitalized patients or ambulant
patients visiting the hospital on a regular basis (e.g., every day). It would also require the use of
signiﬁcantly more diagnostic tools than is currently the habit of medical doctors and veterinarians
when administering broad-spectrum antibacterials. One expert notes that sequential approaches could
also be achieved using burst release and time delayed release systems [13]. Another participant fears
that the sequential approach will give bacteria the opportunity to develop resistance against one active
phage at the time. Two participants assume that decreases of phage efﬁciency are partly due to the
patient’s immune response and that sequential approaches could therefore be more effective.
In vitro studies indicate that pre-adapting lytic phages to a pathogen leads to increased pathogen
clearance and lowered resistance evolution [7], but will it lower the occurrence of bacterial phage
resistance in clinical practice? Most participants presume that it may, as properly pre-adapted
phages could harbor mutations (e.g., single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) or short deletions),
which would allow them to escape antiviral mechanisms, but they would like to see clinical evidence
of this. In addition, pre-adaptation could also result in phages with broader host ranges and increased
infectious abilities (see Section 3). Two participants claim that pre-adapting phages will likely only
result in a faster co-evolution process and will have no impact on bacterial phage resistance.
One participant points out that phage resistance is sometimes due to an interruption of the lytic
cycle and therefore advocates the use of phage endolysins. Some experts propose to combine the use of
phage cocktails and antibiotics, while choosing phages that interact with relevant antibiotic resistance
determinants. As such, bacterial phage resistance could lead to (regained) increased susceptibility to
antibiotics [14], leading to synergistic selective pressure. More studies are needed to investigate the
signiﬁcance of this synergistic effect in vivo.
2.2. Phages in Agriculture, Fisheries and Food
Phage products are on the market for the decontamination of food pathogens and phage probiotics
as well as products for farms are in development [15]. However, what do we know about the impact
of the large-scale and empirical use of phages in agriculture and food on bacterial resistance to phages
or on the shape and diversity of bacterial populations in the environment or in ﬁeld trials?
Most participants believe that, in a way analogous to antibiotics, the uncontrolled widespread
use of phages in agriculture and food decontamination might become a contributor to phage resistant
bacterial diseases if phage therapy is to be (re-)integrated in human medicine. Some participants
fear that bacterial phage resistance determinants will spread (e.g., through horizontal gene transfer
should this transfer pathway definitely play a major role) and persist in the environment. In addition,
since complex interactions between phages and bacteria already play significant roles in the composition
of environmental microbial communities (e.g., bacterial adaptation to stress via phage transduction),
there could be important and unpredictable impacts on the ecosystem.
One expert in aquaculture-associated phage research suggests that phage resistant bacteria might
not be able to persist in the environment in the absence of the applied phage, due to the ﬁtness cost
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of typical mutations that confer phage resistance. It is, however, not clear how phage resistance
would differ from antibiotic resistance in this perspective. Three participants argue that the use of
phages in agriculture, ﬁsheries and food will likely increase bacterial phage resistance, but they are
conﬁdent that the host–parasite co-evolutionary arms race will always result in the emergence of
successful phages [16]. One expert points out that many bacterial serotypes that cause cattle/ﬁsh/plant
diseases are different from those causing human disease, but that this does not exclude the emergence
of cross-resistance.
With the exception of two participants, who do not believe that bacterial phage resistance will
persist in the environment, most experts suggest restricting the use of phages to a greater or lesser
extent to prophylactically limit the potential spread of bacterial phage resistance in anticipation of
relevant data. The majority proposes avoiding the empirical (without previous diagnosis) use of
phages and to control and limit the scale of phage applications especially in agriculture, ﬁsheries and
food. A few participants would like to reserve the use of phages for serious (antibiotic resistant) human
infections at ﬁrst priority, with phages obtained only upon medical prescription. Finally, all participants
feel that phage products should not be produced, marketed and used as if they were a new class
of antibiotics and suggest that phage therapy should have its own regulatory platform, allowing
ﬂexible approaches including the timely production, composition, and adaptation of phage products.
Two experts stress that it is important that the production of phage preparations should comply with
Good Manufacturing Practices (GMP). To summarize, more fundamental research is required in order
to differentiate between bacterial phage resistance mechanisms, between in vitro and in vivo resistance
phenomena and to quantify these more precisely. This is necessary to better understand therapeutic
phage efﬁcacy. Finally, and in the context of the patient’s immune response, such comparative data
assessments will shed light on the truth of bacterial phage resistance.
3. Phage Training
3.1. Phage Therapy and the Problem of Heterogeneity in Bacterial Populations
It is well known that bacterial populations are heterogeneous and that this heterogeneity can
originate either genetically or phenotypically [17–19]. Heterogeneity is already considered problematic
from a therapeutic point of view when it concerns bacterial susceptibility to antibiotics [20–22]. Similarly,
it could challenge phage therapy since it is known that phage-resistant variants pre-exist within bacterial
populations and can be relatively easily selected in vitro through bet hedging [8,17,23]. A very recent
case of a patient suffering from an Acinetobacter baumannii disseminated infection treated with phage
therapy highlighted the clinical relevance of such phage-resistant variants [24]. Indeed, phage-resistant
clones were selected in the patient during the treatment course, which necessitated adjustment of the
phage cocktail composition twice. In this case, it stands to the credit of the involved teams that they
were able to sequentially produce tailored cocktails of natural phages (i.e., non-trained) able to kill the
resistant clones, within the very limited amount of time available to the patient.
3.2. Phage Training?
In parallel to the adaptation of the bacterial host to the attacking phage, phages in turn naturally
adapt to their hosts during co-evolution in common habitats following an arms race or ﬂuctuating
selection processes [25–27], explaining why both bacteria (the prey) and phages (the predator) are
still present on the surface of our planet after billions of years of co-habitation. As a result, phages
that have been evolved to better ﬁt the context of phage therapy can be selected for in vitro and
in vivo. Various forms of phage training, also known as phage adaptation or phage pre-adaptation,
have been developed to select for these evolved phages through experimental procedures performed in
a laboratory. It is generally acknowledged that phage training protocols originated from the so-called
Appelmans experiment reported in 1921 [11]. At ﬁrst, Appelmans designed his classical eponymous
experiment to titer a phage solution more precisely than d’Hérelle performed at that time. In order to
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do so, Appelmans was inspired by an approach of serial dilutions to quantify bacteria in water samples
as described in chapter III of Miquel’s “Manuel Pratique d’analyse bactériologique des eaux” published in
1891. The principle is relatively simple and is still used today with some modiﬁcations.
In this original study, Appelmans exposed a liquid culture of a susceptible bacterium to serial
dilutions of the phage (up to 10−12 ), an experiment very similar to what is currently done in the
macro-dilution method for the determination of the Minimum Inhibitory Concentration (MIC) of
antibiotics. After incubation (incubation time is only indicated in Appelmans’ paper as “immediate”
or “lately”), the tubes in which bacteria were able to grow were considered to be devoid of phages
and the tubes in which no growth was observed were considered as containing phages. Taking into
consideration the dilution factor, Appelmans was able to precisely determine the phage titer in the
undiluted solution. This experiment also allowed him to further validate d’Hérelle’s hypothesis
about the nature of phage ampliﬁcation on bacteria. Moreover, Appelmans decided to perform an
additional series of experiments in which he serially diluted the phage into 50% alcohol or 5% phenol.
Indeed, at that time it had already been published that the phage Appelmans used in his study was
stable when exposed to both agents. However, stability was only tested in a highly concentrated phage
solution. Surprisingly, Appelmans, with his dilution approach, highlighted the fact that not all phages
in the solution were equally resistant to both agents. Indeed, while the non-exposed phage solution
was still active at a 10−10 dilution, the corresponding phage solution exposed to 50% alcohol remained
active only when diluted up to 10−6 independent of the incubation time (6 h, 24 h, 3 days, 10 days or
20 days). An additional dilution of this solution led to its inactivity, arguing for the presence of a ﬁxed
number of phages insensitive to the agent in the test tube. Appelmans made the same observation with
5% phenol except that the number of phages able to resist this treatment was much lower (dilution
10−3 still active). In other words, this experiment demonstrated selection through dilution of phage
variants able to resist to some chemicals otherwise toxic for the majority of individuals in the phage
population. This is indeed exactly the principle of phage training in which phage variants able to very
efﬁciently lyse a bacterial population are selected through dilution. There are indications that Félix
d’Herelle introduced the concept of serial passages that were not performed in the original Appelmans
experiments [28].
Two primary protocols of phage training for expanded host range have been reported in the
literature [7,29,30]. Firstly, a phage/bacteria mixture is simply diluted into fresh growth medium after
a period of co-incubation [7,30]. In the second, a ﬁxed concentration of bacteria is co-incubated with
serial dilution of a phage stock in growth medium for 16–24 h. The next morning, the mixture in the
tube in which lysis occurred at the lowest phage concentration is further chloroformed and ﬁltered
before being serially re-diluted and mixed with sample of a fresh culture of the ancestor bacteria [31].
In both protocols the procedure can be repeated for several “passages”.
3.3. Outcome of Phage Training
Experts pointed out that while several mechanisms of phage adaptation ensuring phage
propagation on co-evolving hosts were previously described [32]; it is only more recently that the
beneﬁts of experimental phage training started to be investigated in controlled assays. In a ﬁrst
study [33], the training P. aeruginosa phage PAK_P3, which initially showed only slight lysis on strain
CHA, led to the selection of phage P3-CHA with signiﬁcantly increased in vitro efﬁciency of plating.
This in vitro result was conﬁrmed in vivo in a mouse model of lung infection with 100% versus
20% survival rate achieved by P3-CHA and PAK_P3, respectively. Strikingly, this improved in vivo
activity was reported to be due to only two single nucleotide changes in different putative open
reading frames (ORFs). This result highlights how quickly a new therapeutic phage with tremendously
increased infectivity can emerge in a natural co-evolution process, and could therefore be artiﬁcially
selected for by phage training. In another study it has been shown that four evolved P. aeruginosa
phages obtained within two passages over four days were more efﬁcient than ancestral phages in
reducing in vitro mean bacterial densities of ten P. aeruginosa strains [7]. Accordingly, P. aeruginosa
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phages LKD16 and 14/1 pre-adapted over six serial passages were shown to target clones within a
bacterial population of the strain PAO1 that were originally resistant to the ancestor phages. Indeed,
the proportion of susceptibility over 20 different clones increased from 80% to 85% for the ancestral
phages to 100% for the evolved phages [26]. Therefore, increased infectivity of evolved over ancestral
phages is usually attributed to a decreased capacity of the ancestral bacterial strains to evolve resistance
towards the evolved phages.
3.4. Relevance and Implementation of Phage Training in the Clinic
While one expert described how phage training has been common practice for more than 80 years
at the Eliava Institute, all tend to think that there is no doubt that relying on evolved phages able to
sidestep bacterial heterogeneity would have been highly desirable for the case discussed above (see
Section 3.1) and would therefore be relevant in the clinic in general. Although a pre-clinical study has
reported the beneﬁt of a trained phage relative to its original counterpart in vivo, comparable studies
should be set up to shed additional light on this biological phenomenon [33].
The implementation of phage training in clinical protocols is appealing for at least two reasons.
First, having access to phages covering 100% of the clones within the population of a given strain
could dramatically increase the success of phage therapy in a given patient. For instance, P. aeruginosa
populations in the lungs of patients with cystic fibrosis (CF) harbor a very high phenotypic diversity [34].
Therefore, training for phages that would render them able to cover this phenotypic diversity in CF
patients could be clinically significant. Secondly, having access to single phages covering close to
100% of the circulating strains of a given pathogen would allow usage of a very limited number of
phages (or, in rare cases, even a single phage) for many patients, thus simplifying the production process.
All experts further distinguished two situations, i.e., acute and chronic infections. If phage
training is demonstrated in the future to be an efﬁcient way to signiﬁcantly improve therapeutic
outcomes, several experts noticed that implementation in chronic situations where time is not such
an issue would in principle be considerably easier. However, the addition of phage training steps
to a treatment protocol would be time consuming and feasible only if sufﬁcient qualiﬁed personnel
were available. In such a situation, experts pointed out that phage training could be done by either
following (i) a one-size-ﬁts-all strategy by training phages on already available representatives of local
strains, which will help with setting up and regularly updating specialized phage collections, or (ii) a
tailored strategy by training phages on the patient’s strain as soon as it became available in a form
of highly personalized medicine. Of note, this latter strategy is applied at the Eliava Institute in the
process of development of so-called “autophages”.
Accordingly, many experts agreed that in intensive care units (ICUs), where patients need to
be treated within minutes or hours, implementation of a tailored strategy would be difﬁcult due to
time limitations. Indeed, as discussed before, phage training protocols usually require a week to be
performed or at minimum 24–48 h in case of a single passage [29]. Nevertheless, an expert pointed
out that often the strain that will cause the life-threatening condition, often including sepsis, in ICU
patients is known days before as the dominant colonizing strain. In such a situation, patients could be
decolonized with available phages (see above) and autophages could then be developed to adjust the
treatment and cover potential phage-resistant variants selected by the former phages, in a way that
is similar to what occurred in the case discussed in Section 3.1). This strategy is very similar to the
situation where patients are ﬁrst treated with broad-spectrum antibiotics and treatment is adjusted
later according to an antibiogram. However, in acute situations where the strain would not be available
in advance, experts agree that the emergency use of broad-host range phage cocktails could be a viable
strategy. As a conclusion, while all experts rather agree on the clinical importance of developing
trained phages, some think that detailed pre-clinical and clinical studies still need to be performed
to properly evaluate “cost vs. beneﬁts” and decide if it is worthwhile to invest into the time- and
resources-consuming development of trained phage collections. If such a strategy were shown to be a
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viable option, phage training could either be implemented as a one-size-ﬁts-all or a tailored strategy
depending on the patient’s condition.
3.5. Regulatory Considerations Regarding Trained Phages
In answer to the question “should trained phages be considered as natural phages?” if one would
use them in clinical trials, a large majority of experts answered “yes”. Indeed, phage training is
based on a naturally occurring event and does not rely on “human-guided” modiﬁcation of the phage
genome through for instance synthetic biology or any other tools. A trained phage is a phage in which
random mutations have been introduced by co-evolution with bacteria as it happens in nature. In other
words, a trained phage is a phage variant that pre-exists in nature and is selected and ampliﬁed in the
laboratory through natural, but accelerated, co-evolution. Since adapted phages are variants selected
from a population of natural phages, their status regarding regulatory agencies should be similar to
the original phage.
4. Prophages in Bacterial Production Strains
4.1. Relevance of Prophages to the Production of Therapeutic Phages
Temperate phages are champions of evolution, but unwanted during pharmaceutical phage
production. Why do we address the “prophage issue” here and discuss it in depth? It is a matter
of course to consider all relevant questions and parameters before therapeutic phage preparations
are produced. As discussed earlier by international experts, production of phage preparations for
medical application must follow deﬁned procedures and quality assessments [35–38]. It is important to
understand the biology of the two different types of phages that are in fact two different forms of life:
obligately lytic, virulent phages are attractive potent alternatives to antibacterial drugs as these phages
kill their bacterial host cells upon infection. Temperate phages lysogenize their bacterial host cells, exist
as prophages after integration into the bacterial chromosomes or as plasmid-like extra-chromosomal
elements. When “induced”, they then change their life cycle and behave like virulent phages while
lysing bacterial hosts. The term “temperate phage” thus refers to the character of this form of phage
life whereas “prophage” describes a status in the complex life cycle of such a phage. Temperate phages
exist in most bacteria as prophages, often abundantly, being normal parts of bacterial genomes.
Indeed, prophages are extremely abundant elements in the biosphere. Consequently, they also
belong to our own microbiome and are part of its virome, and can be described as a phageome [39].
It has even been found that prophages in our microbiome are communicating via signaling peptides
though the “arbitrium code” system [40]. Lysogeny clearly plays an enormous evolutionary role,
with temperate phages substantially involved in co-evolution processes of both bacteria and
phages [41]. This is relevant also in the context of this article: we are carrying countless prophages.
Both, the microbiome and the individual macro-organism represent the holobiont, this rather recent
and Solomonic perception of life includes all forms of life that contribute to an individual’s existence
and health [42].
Prophage induction occurs when expression of the transcriptional repressor keeping host lethal
genes involved in lytic infection shut off is impaired to such an extent that lytic infection begins.
Classically, this impairment is known to be caused by stresses such as UV irradiation, mutagens,
quorum-sensing signaling molecules, ﬂuoroquinolones, oxidative stresses (such as hydrogen peroxide)
or a temperature shift that generates sufﬁcient transient damage to the bacterial cell. In addition,
it has also been long known that infection by lytic phages, like happens as an inherent part of the
lytic phage production process, also strongly induces the excision of prophages. Indeed, ﬁve of
seven P. aeruginosa phages examined by Blasdel et al. (including lytic phages being currently used
for therapy) induce the transcription of at least part of at least one prophage element in their PAO1
host [43]. If prophage induction successfully highjacks the phage infection during production, then the
prophage will be released into the medium, and possibly contaminate the therapeutic preparation
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that should exclusively contain the lytic phage. Finally, the induction of active prophages can also
occur spontaneously with various frequencies [44], typically one in 103 –105 cells, but sometimes one in
102 cells [45], and certain toxin-encoding phages were shown to be induced spontaneously with higher
frequency than their non-toxin-encoding relatives [46]. As a consequence, populations of lysogens are
typically contaminated with free temperate phages [47].
According to pharmaceutical standards, such a contamination of therapeutic phages with
temperate phages is out of the question. Selection of the strain and a carefully adapted experimental
quality control procedure is crucial as both phage types, the therapeutic phage and a temperate
contaminant phage, cannot be separated chemically or physically as they share biochemical
and structural similarities. Prophages are common in probably all taxonomic groups of bacteria,
and knowledge about them is growing as more strains are sequenced and bioinformatics tools are
getting more sophisticated. Comparative genomics is a fundamentally important scientific development.
Indeed, many prophages are associated with pathogenicity, such as in E. coli, Streptococcus pyogenes,
Salmonella enterica, Staphylococcus aureus and can encode for exotoxins like in E. coli EHEC or Vibrio cholera
as well as a rather broad spectrum of enzymes significant for bacterial virulence [48].
However, bacterial genomes often bear non-complete (cryptic) prophages that cannot be
induced or released from the cell. Due to the intensive relatedness to the human microbiome, most
clinically important bacterial isolates, especially those belonging to the ESKAPE group (Enterococci
(VRE), S. aureus (MRSA), Klebsiella pneumoniae (Carbapenem resistant), A. baumannii, P. aeruginosa,
Enterobacteriaceae (ESBL)) contain both intact and cryptic prophage sequences in their genomes. It is
our own rich and dense microbiome habitat that inevitably causes constant genetic exchange and
co-evolution of bacteria and their phages. Especially for clinical isolates, it is a selective advantage to
carry many prophages, which often encode genetic cassettes that beneﬁt their hosts such as virulence
factors [49,50]. Extreme examples are the food pathogen E. coli EHEC O157:H7 strain Sakai carrying
18 prophages which amount to 16% of the total genome or S. pyogenes with up to six prophages
comprising 12% of the bacterial genome [51,52]. Stable prophages that are typically observed in
isolated bacterial cultures have a long-lasting bond with their hosts comparable to a symbiosis ﬁnally
supporting duration of both. However, it is important to note that prophages can either cause loss
of host ﬁtness or, just the opposite by adding new functions to the cell via lysogenic conversion
comparable to a “gain-of-function”. Still another type of host–phage interaction is active lysogeny:
prophages may integrate in critical bacterial genes such that they function as regulatory switches [50].
Stable prophages tend to protect their bacterial hosts until “no other choice but escape” is left. In this
context, it is important to distinguish precisely between different genetic transfer mechanisms like
general and specialized transduction and lysogenic conversion. Bacteria may beneﬁt from lysogenic
conversion by obtaining novel virulence factors (toxins, super-antigens, immune evasion, invasivity,
adherence, resistance to phages) [53,54]. It might be postulated that cryptic prophages and active
lysogeny are part of bacterial regulatory systems. The interaction between such prophages and lytic
phages could be considered as interaction between bacterial genomes and phages or, between lysogenic
and lytic phages. Such questions are required to get in focus of fundamental research. For the purpose
of this article, it is important to understand the biology of obligately lytic and of temperate phages.
There are many fascinating and as yet unexplored aspects of the microbial and phage world, however,
conditions outside the laboratory or production facility are not a priority for this article.
4.2. Detection of Prophages in Bacterial Genomes
There is consensus among experts that host strain genome sequencing is an essential initial
investigation before starting phage production processes as it allows the identiﬁcation of prophage
genes like integrases, repressors, excisases, recombinases, terminases. Having this sequence available
thus makes predictions for prophage properties like virulence factors or for prophage incompleteness
possible. Induction ability might be experimentally studied by using Mitomycin C or UV irradiation
but these induction methods are not successful enough and require indicator strains that are not always
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available. Due to the increasing importance of phage applications, entering prophage genomes in
databases is necessary when bacterial genomes are analyzed. Algorithms for ﬁnding prophages are
available like PhiSpy [55], PHAST (http://phast.wishartlab.com) and PHASTER [56] and genome
annotations will shed light on prophage properties and this is getting less complicated the more
sequence data are entered into databases. We strongly encourage researchers to make such data
publically available.
4.3. Prophages in Bacterial Strains Used to Produce Therapeutic Phages
Finding production strains that are completely free of prophages is generally difﬁcult, especially
in the case of some pathogens. Therefore, inducibility and the genetic outﬁt of a prophage should be
considered, deﬁnitions are necessary to deal with this issue. Genome sequencing is indispensable
as prophages might be carriers of pathogenicity factors, as well as antibiotic and phage resistance
determinants. Isolation of new phages aiming at therapeutic preparations cannot initially exclude
temperate phages but further characterization steps should deﬁnitely eliminate them. Regarding the
production strain and production process, the individual situation has to be assessed: is a strain
available (and effective!) that is lacking prophages? If not, do bioinformatic genome analyses describe
the prophage’s genetic outﬁt sufﬁciently to conﬁrm a cryptic nature? Is there a potential of infectious
particles being released into the medium during production and if so, how probable is this event?
If all these evaluations conclude that the production strain does not present likelihood of a problem,
the ﬁnal point should be considered that in a special situation the preparation may be the only viable
alternative left, this is especially the case for magistral purposes. It is also important to note that a
phage production strain must efﬁciently produce phages, meaning the EOP has to be satisfactory.
Expert consensus was that production strains should ideally not carry prophages or should no other
suitable strain exist then the risk needs to be controlled to minimize prophage expression [35].
We suggest that the signiﬁcance of this concern must be put into perspective and seen in
comparison to the global multidrug resistance crisis and the human crisis in individual cases.
Improvement of phage production is important but it is fortunate that (1) lytic phages for clinical
isolates of the ESKAPE bacteria (see above) are not difﬁcult to isolate and (2) a rather good number
of production strains within the ESKAPE bacteria should be available. Careful monitoring of the
production process and where possible, a pre-adaptation of the therapeutic phage candidates to suitable
production strains is a way forward. Repeated phage genome sequencing during the production
process seems mandatory. Gene modiﬁcation of production strains is discussed, but may only be one
way out in extremely challenging cases in the future whereas currently, experts agree that eliminating
prophages from the bacterial genome should not become a prerequisite. Q-PCR or sequencing can
conﬁrm purity of the DNA of the lytic phage and exclude prophage DNA. According to one expert,
one possible way to assess the capacity of prophage elements to successfully induce under production
conditions involves the use of Q-RT-PCR to track the concentration of DNA for each prophage relative
to other genomic DNA during infection with primers speciﬁc to each prophage element as was done
by Ceyssens et al. [57]. If replication of prophage DNA relative to other genomic DNA does not occur,
this would deﬁnitively exclude successful prophage induction.
As a conclusion, it is obvious that more phage research is required going hand-in-hand with
applied therapy approaches since an easy solution to the “prophage problem” is not obvious. Indeed,
this is even more problematic if a phage should be ampliﬁed on a freshly isolated patient strain (see
magistral application [38]). If compared to a threshold endotoxin limit in phage preparations, it might
be feasible to deﬁne such a limit for prophage presence. Mathematical modeling of phage–bacterium
pharmacodynamics may allow simulation of whether such concentrations are signiﬁcant in terms
of propagation of the temperate phages; low concentration of temperate phages may bear a very
low statistical probability of signiﬁcant ampliﬁcation as the phage binding process is concentration
dependent. Such thoughts seem theoretical but might be key for the design of strategies in the near
future and for negotiating with licensing authorities.
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4.4. Prophages in Production Strains: What Does It Mean for the Licensing Pathway?
It must be stated that intact prophages are not necessarily induced and released at high frequency.
If a production strain contains a frequently inducible intact prophage it should not bear antibiotic
resistance genes, toxin genes or other virulence factors to reduce the risk of gene transfer. The presence
of temperate phages in a therapeutic preparation should normally not affect its efﬁcacy (see above).
Lytic phages can in principal also contribute to horizontal gene transfer via generalized transduction,
but a risk–beneﬁt evaluation must be rational, and a pragmatic common-sense approach is needed;
just look at the human microbiome and its virome where prophages are the most frequent inhabitants!
For commercially available phage preparations in the future it should be compulsory that production
strains are free of functional prophages whereas exceptions might be made for highly experimental
treatments. Generally, functional-prophage-free production strains should be the primary choice,
however, other parameters need consideration including determining the suitability of a production
strain e.g., efﬁcacy and prophage-independent pathogenicity factors etc. For regulatory pathways,
some kind of “prophage acceptance threshold” should be deﬁned, it would contribute to a constructive
timely European approach to design the regulatory framework for safe phage therapy. Furthermore,
the establishment of collections/banks of prophage-free potential production strains, especially those
of the ESKAPE bacteria, is urgently needed. Such strains can sometimes be acquired by natural
means, such as prophage induction and prophage-free cell selection, without the use of genetic
modiﬁcations [58].
5. Concluding Remarks
5.1. Bacterial Phage Resistance
It is commonly accepted that combining phages with different infection strategies into cocktails
will help reduce the selection of phage resistant bacterial clones, but this point has only been studied on
a few occasions both in vitro and in vivo. Sequential strategies might be interesting when there is no
sense of urgency (e.g., long-term phage therapy of chronic infections), but more research is needed here.
In acute life-threatening infections, and in anticipation of rapid (automated) bacterial identiﬁcation
and phage selection and adaptation techniques, well-thought-out broad-spectrum phage cocktails
are warranted. More in vivo studies are needed to document the impact of phage pre-adaptation on
bacterial phage resistance reduction. More research is needed to determine if the theoretical bacterial
phage resistance issue (if phage therapy would be applied intensively, which, even in Georgia, is not
the case today) will be comparable to the persistent bacterial multidrug resistance problem we are
facing today. Meanwhile, most experts suggest restricting the use of phages, to a greater or lesser
extent, to limit the potential spread of bacterial phage resistance in anticipation of relevant data.
5.2. Phage Training
Phage training is an experimental co-evolution approach considerably accelerating the pace at
which “increased” phages are selected, thanks to the short doubling time of many bacterial species.
Ultimately, naturally pre-adapted phages could be very interesting alternatives to original phages if
their improved abilities translate from the preclinical situation to the clinic. Therefore, we believe that
trained phages should be included in products to be tested in clinical trials, provided that their safety
and superior efﬁcacy compared to the ancestral phage have been documented in in vitro pre-clinical
studies. In addition to their potential increased efﬁcacy, broad host and/or variant range of trained
phages could offer a signiﬁcant economic advantage regarding the costs of production in GMP, which is
a pre-requisite to prospective clinical trials.
5.3. Prophages in Bacterial Production Strains
Temperate phages/prophages present a problem in phage production processes, but are so
abundant in all habitats including our own microbiome that we should not blindly demand their
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elimination from phage production processes. Instead, we broadly advise that an intensive discussion
be had on how to deal with situations when no prophage-free production strains are available.
We have explained which properties prophages might carry and what their unwanted features are,
how abundant they are in opportunistic common ESKAPE bacteria, how genome analyses precisely
characterize them and what to calculate if a production strain carries a prophage. We advocate that
researchers enter bacterial and (pro)phage genome data into public databases because rich databases
will provide the platform that is needed to deal with these particular pressing questions and because
phage therapy will be a potent alternative therapy in the global multidrug resistance threat. Resolute
and concurrent activities are urgently needed and harmonized licensing pathways are desirable.
They might include best practice guidance for those few gaps that cannot be completely solved when a
biological therapy approach is used; this may include the prophage issue.
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Abstract: Recently, a Salmonella Typhi isolate producing CTX-M-15 extended spectrum β-lactamase
(ESBL) and with decreased ciproﬂoxacin susceptibility was isolated in the Democratic Republic of the
Congo. We have selected bacteriophages that show strong lytic activity against this isolate and have
potential for phage-based treatment of S. Typhi, and Salmonella in general.
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Although effective oral antibiotics used to be readily available, today antimicrobial resistance
in Salmonella Typhi is becoming an increasingly serious public health concern, especially in low- and
middle-income countries (LMICs). Resistance to all ﬁrst-line antimicrobials used in the treatment of
S. Typhi infections emerged sequentially, leading to multidrug resistance (MDR) in the 1990s, and more
recently, high levels of ﬂuoroquinolone resistance in South Asia [1]. Recent data from the Typhoid Fever
Surveillance in Africa Program (TSAP) indicates that the incidence rate for typhoid fever in Africa has
been underestimated and is equal to, or even greater than, incidences reported in Asia [2]. Therefore,
extended spectrum β-lactamase (ESBL) producing Enterobacteriaceae and ﬂuoroquinolone resistant
Salmonellae were included in the high-priority tier of the recent WHO priority list of antibiotic-resistant
bacteria [3].
In general, it is acknowledged that global antimicrobial resistance (AMR) poses a fundamental
long-term threat to human health, the production of food, and sustainable development. Based
on scenarios of rising drug resistance for only six pathogens, experts estimated that by 2050, up to
10 million people could die every year from the effects of AMR and it could also impose an economic
burden of US$100 trillion [4]. Recently, the UN committed to supporting the development of new
antimicrobial agents and therapies [5].
Phage therapy is one of the promising “new” treatments that has been increasingly featured [6].
Bacteriophages (phages in short) are naturally occurring viruses of bacteria. Since the early phases
of evolution, phages have controlled bacteria on our planet. In the early twentieth century, humans
discovered them and immediately applied them to medicine. This was especially true in the former
Soviet Union, where the use of phages continued after the advent of commercial antibiotics [7].
They can be selected to kill only certain bacteria of concern (e.g., bacteria causing infectious diseases)
while leaving non-pathogenic bacteria and mammalian cells unharmed. As such, they can be
effective against antibiotic-resistant bacteria and, in contrast to broad-spectrum antibiotics, spare
the gut microbiota, which could particularly beneﬁt malnourished and immunocompromised patients.
In addition, phages can be easily isolated from environmental sources such as river or sewage water,
using basic tools available in LMICs [8].
In 2017, a case of typhoid fever in a six-year-old boy in the Democratic Republic of the Congo
(DRC) caused by an S. Typhi isolate producing CTX-M-15 extended spectrum β-lactamase (ESBL)
and showing decreased ciproﬂoxacin susceptibility, was reported [9]. CTX-M-15 is part of the M1
group that includes six plasmid-mediated enzymes [10]. This isolate, named Typhi 10040_15, was
sent to the Eliava Institute of Bacteriophage, Microbiology & Virology (EIBMV) in Tbilisi (Georgia)
to determine phage susceptibility. The 14 Salmonella phage clones of the Eliava R&D collection and
ﬁve batches of the commercial phage cocktail “INTESTI phage” were tested. Phage screening against
this S. Typhi strain was performed at the EIBMV’s BSL-2 Plus laboratory, meeting the required safety
requirements. The fourteen phage clones were isolated from the river Mtkvari in Tbilisi, from the
Black Sea (Batumi) and from the Tbilisi sewage water supply system in the period 2013–2017 (Table 1).
The ﬁve tested INTESTI phage batches were #M 067 (produced in July 2017), #M2 901 (November
2017), #84 of (February 2017), #82 (January 2017), and #78 (December 2016).
As in many other pathogenic bacteria, temperate phages contribute to virulence in Salmonella enterica
through the acquisition and exchange of virulence factors [11]. To assert the strictly lytic nature of
these phages, high-resolution genome maps of 12 of the 14 individual phages were obtained using
nanopore sequencing [12]. A pooled library consisting of barcoded genomic DNA of the phages was
prepared using native barcodes and the 1D ligation kit from Oxford Nanopore Technology (ONT).
The result was then sequenced on a MinION device, equipped with an R9.4 flowcell. For the data analysis,
Albacore v2.1 (ONT, Oxford, UK) was used for base-calling the reads, followed by porechop v0.2.1
(https://github.com/rrwick/Porechop) in order to remove barcode sequences. Genome map assembly
was performed with Canu v1.6 (https://github.com/marbl/canu) [13]. All the assembled genomes
were subsequently processed with Racon v0.5 for better consensus sequences [14], and nanopolish v0.8.3
(https://github.com/jts/nanopolish) for higher accuracy of base-called nucleotides in the sequences.
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Considering the intrinsic properties of nanopore sequencing, together with the run coverage (30× to 60×),
we define these assemblies as high-resolution phage maps, rather than fully accurate genome sequences.
Known homologous phage isolates were first located using the blastn tool on the NCBI nucleotide
database [15]. For each of our new isolates, the closest match (highlighted in bold) in terms of query
coverage and identity was identified and the corresponding genome downloaded. The genomic distance
between all the pairs of phages was calculated using Mash [16] and the resulting distance matrix was used
to build the clustering tree (Figure 1) with the hclust function found in the R stats package [17]. No known
toxin genes were present and the genomes did not contain recognizable integrase genes, corroborating
the lytic nature of these bacteriophages. Sequences were submitted to GenBank (Accession numbers:
MG969404-15).

Figure 1. Clustering tree based on the genomic distance matrix generated for the Salmonella phages
from the Eliava R&D collection and their closest matches (in bold) in the NCBI database. No genome
maps were obtained for phages GE_vB_N3 (Siphovirus) and GE_vB_M1 (Podovirus).

Morphological analysis using Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) of the phage clones
conﬁrmed their general classiﬁcation (Table 1). Puriﬁcation and staining of the samples was performed
according to Hans-W. Ackermann [18] and preparations were examined with JEOL-JEM-1400 TEM
(Figure 2). Phages belonged to the families of the Siphoviridae (n = 6), Myoviridae (n = 6) and Podoviridae
(n = 2). The genome map-based grouping allowed us to further assign these phage clones to individual
phage species/genera, as indicated in Table 1.
The host range of the phages was assessed by screening their lytic activity and using the
spot test against 118 clinical and 121 veterinary Salmonella. spp. isolates from Georgia (20),
Armenia (71), Germany (7), and Ireland (141). These isolates belonged to the following serotypes:
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S. Typhimurium (95), S. Enteritidis (45), S. Dublin (23), S. Anatum (11), S. Infantis (9), S. Newport (8),
S. Derbey (8), S. Bredney (5), S. Branderburg (3), S. Germinara (2), S. Uganda (2), S. Senftenberg (2),
S. Kentucky (2), S. Reading (2), S. Parat. B (2), S. Java (1), S. Bareilly (1), S. Virchow (1), S. Goldcost (1),
S. Kottbus (1), S. Agona (1), and S. Poona (1). Thirteen isolates were not attributed to any known
serotypes. Two hundred microlitres of S. enterica mid-log phase cultures were mixed with 5 mL of
lukewarm 0.6% Lysogeny Broth (LB, Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) agar and overlaid on LB agar plates.
The LB broth consisted of 10 g peptone from casein, 5 g yeast extract and 10 g NaCl in 1 L of deionized
water. After the plates had cooled, 5 μL of the phage clones, with a titer of 107 plaque forming units
(pfu)/mL was spotted on the lawn. Drops were air-dried and plates were incubated for 18 h at 37 ◦ C.
After the incubation, the plates were checked for zones of clearance resulting from phage activity [19].
The host range of the phages varied from 12 to 81% of the S. enterica strains (Table 1). It should be noted
that the spot test is usually performed to determine bacterial susceptibility and host range using as
many bacterial strains as possible because this method is simple, quick and inexpensive. A signiﬁcant
part of bacterial cell killing can be due to “lysis from without”, i.e., the destruction of bacterial cells
by the adherence of a sufﬁciently high number of phages to the bacterial cell, and the destruction of
an essential cell wall structure by an extracellular lytic enzyme with subsequent lysis, but without
phage replication.

Figure 2. Tansmission electron micrographs of phages in left->right, top->bottom order: GE_vB_N3,
GE_vB_N5, GE_vB_N8, GE_vB_MG, GE_vB_BS, GE_vB_B1, GE_vB_B3, GE_vB_NS7, GE_vB_M4,
GE_vB_M5, GE_vB_TR, GE_vB_7A, GE_vB_M1. Scale bar, 100 nm.
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The lytic activity of the 14 phage clones and of the ﬁve INTESTI phage batches against the Typhi
10040_15 isolate from the DRC was evaluated using the spot test and the streak method. For the streak
method, mid-log phase S. Typhi was plated as a single line on an agar plate, air dried and 5 μL of single
phage clones (titer 107 pfu/mL) was dropped on the bacterial line. Drops were air-dried and plates
were incubated for 18 h at 37 ◦ C. After incubation, plates were checked for zones of clearance resulting
from phage activity [20]. Twelve out of 14 phage clones and three out of ﬁve batches of the commercial
preparation INTESTI phage formed clear lysis zones on the CTX-M-15, producing an S. Typhi strain
from the DRC. This occurred in the streak method, as well as in the spot test. The batches #M 067
and #M2 901 showed the strongest lytic activity with clear conﬂuent zones, while batch #84 only
developed weakly distinguishable discrete lytic zones. Only two phage clones, phage GE_vB_MG
(Myoviridae, Vequintavirinae, Se1virus, Salmonella virus SE1) and phage GE_vB_TR, a potential lysogenic
phage (Podoviridae, P22virus), showed no activity against the Typhi 10040_15 isolate (Table 1).
To assess the ability of phages to multiply inside the bacterial cells (creating phage plaques), the
activity of the 14 phage clones (but not the INTESTI phage batches) was tested using the method of
Gratia. A 200 μL mid-log phase culture of S. Typhi and 1 mL of a ten-fold diluted phage suspension,
ranging from 106 to 1010 pfu/mL, were mixed with 5 mL of lukewarm 0.6% LB agar and overlaid on
LB agar. Plates were incubated at 37 ◦ C for 18 h and checked for plaque formation [21]. All phage
clones, with the exception of three (GE_vB_N8, GE_vB_HIL and GE_vB_M1), were found to form
plaques on the bacterial lawn (Table 1).
Finally, to conﬁrm the ability of the phages to lyse the DRC S. Typhi strain in aqueous solutions,
the lytic activity of the 14 phage clones was determined using Appelman’s method. The 14 phage
clones were diluted ten-fold to range from 106 to 1010 pfu/mL in 5 mL of LB broth and inoculated
with 150 μL (109 cfu/mL) overnight S. Typhi culture. Mixtures were incubated at 37 ◦ C without
shaking and the turbidity of the samples was checked visually after 6, 18 and 24 h. As reference and
control samples, phage-free bacterial culture and diluted phages without bacteria were tested under
the same conditions [22]. Ten phage clones showed activity at different time points and concentrations,
ﬁve of which showed the ability to lyse the CTX-M-15 producing S. Typhi isolate without forming
phage-resistant mutants after 24 h of incubation, which is indicative of their inherent ability to limit
the growth of phage-resistant mutants during phage therapy: GE_vB_N3, GE_vB_N5, GE_vB_N8,
GE_vB_NS7 and GE_vB_HIL (Table 1). It should be noted that phages GE_vB_MG and GE_vB_TR
are not active according to the spot and the streak tests, while still forming plaques according to
the method of Gratia. The difference between these two methods is not that uncommon and could,
for example, be caused by differences between phages’ “lysis from without” (accentuated in the spot
test) and phage infection, or “lysis from within” (accentuated in the Gratia test) capabilities. In other
words, some phages could be less efﬁcient in adhering to, and entering bacterial cells, while being very
efﬁcient once the normal lytic cycle is initiated. The spot test and the streak method are rapid ways to
check whether a phage can infect a bacterium by trickling small droplets of the phage suspensions
to be tested on a plate prepared with a bacterial isolate. Limitations of these tests compared with the
Gratia and Appelmans methods are that clear zones on the bacterial lawn (a positive test), may be
the result of abortive infection or lysis from without, both forming clear zones without new phages
being produced.
The evolution of bacterial resistance to phages is often observed in vitro. Phages have evolved
multiple strategies to overcome the antiviral mechanisms they encounter when infecting bacterial
cells [23]. In experimental settings, phage-resistant bacteria emerged rapidly, but often at signiﬁcant
ﬁtness costs, shown by the reduced growth rate in the absence of phages [24]. The in vivo evolution
of bacterial resistance to phages in human clinical practice, however, was poorly documented until
now. It has been suggested that phages could be combined with antibiotics to improve phage activity
(synergy) [25].
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MG969405

MG969406

MG969414
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GE_vB_B1

GE_vB_B3

GE_vB_NS7

GE_vB_M4

007

008
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MG969411

GE_vB_MG

004

006

MG969413

GE_vB_N8

003

MG969407

MG969412

GE_vB_N5

002

GE_vB_BS

ND

GE_vB_N3

001

005

GenBank
Accession
Numbers

Name

Nr

2013

2015

2016

Mtkvari
river water

Raw cow
milk

Black Sea
water

2013

Tbilisi
sewage
water

2013

2013

Mtkvari
river water

Mtkvari
river water

2013

Mtkvari
river water

2013

2013

Mtkvari
river water

Black Sea
water

Isolation
Year

Source

S. Enteritidis 232

S. Typhimurium 6

S. Typhimurium 6

S. Typhimurium 6

S. Typhimurium 4

S. Enteritidis 3

S. Enteritidis 3

S. Enteritidis 3

S. Enteritidis 3

Host Strain

Siphoviridae

Myoviridae

Myoviridae

Myoviridae

Myoviridae

Myoviridae

Siphoviridae

Siphoviridae

Siphoviridae

Family

75/91/81/78 (239)

23/64/18/22 (218)

S. phage
vB_SenS-Ent3

81/98/73/87 (239)

80/93/83/87 (239)

81/96/93/83 (239)

47/49/59/43 (239)

S. phage
Mushroom

S. phage
Mushroom

S. phage
Mushroom

S SPT-1,
partial genome

S. phage
PVP-SE1

65/84/67/78 (239)

45/80/25/74 (239)

E. coli T5
strain ATCC
11303-B5

phage SPC35

78/98/73/87 (239)

Host Range (%) *All
Serovars/S. Enteritidis/S.
Typhimurium/S. Dublin
(Total Number of Tested
Isolates)

ND

Homology to
Other
Phages

+

+

+

+

+

−

+

+

+

Streak
Method

+

+

+

+

+

−

+

+

+

Spot
Test

+

+

+

+

+

+

−

+

+

Gratia’s
Method

+

−

−2
−3

+

−1
1010
108

−

−3
107
109

−

+

−1
109

−2

+

−3
107
108

+

+

−1
109

−2

+

−3
107
108

+

+

−1
109

−2

+

−3
108

+

−2
108

+

−1
1010
109

−

−3
107

−

−

−1
109

−2

−

−3
107
108

−

−

−1
109

−2

−

−3
106
108

−

−

−1

108

−2

−

−3

107
107

−

−2

−

−1

109
108

6h

Dilution

Titer
(pfu/mL)

−

−

−

+

+

−

−

−

−

−

−

−

−

−

−

−

−

−

+

−

−

+

+

+

+

−

−

18 h

Appelmans’ Method

Lytic Activity on the Typhi 10040_15_DRC_2015 Isolate

Table 1. Characteristics of 14 Salmonella phages from the Eliava collection tested on the Typhi 10040_15_DRC_2015 isolate from the Democratic Republic of the
Congo (DRC).
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−

−

+

−
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−

−

−

−

−

−

−

−

−

−

−

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

24 h
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MG969408

MG969404

GE_vB_TR

GE_vB_HIL

GE_vB_7A

011

012

013

448

2017

2017

2017

Black Sea
water

Mtkvari
river water

Mtkvari
river water

Mtkvari
river water

2016

2016

Source

Black Sea
water

Isolation
Year

S. Enteritidis 104

S. Typhimurium
1328

S. Enteritidis 765

S. Typhimurium 641

S. Enteritidis 407

Host Strain

Podoviridae

ND

S. phage
BPS15Q2

12/20/19/0 (77)

37/62/28/23 (141)

58/81/75/77 (141)

S. phage
Siphoviridae
vB_SenS-Ent3

Myoviridae

40/90/28/59 (141)

33/66/26/61 (218)

S. phage
vB_SenS-Ent3

S. phage BTP1

Podoviridae

Siphoviridae

Family

Host Range (%) *All
Serovars/S. Enteritidis/S.
Typhimurium/S. Dublin
(Total Number of Tested
Isolates)

Homology to
Other
Phages

+

+

+

−

+

Streak
Method

+

+

+

−

+

Spot
Test

−

+

−

+

+

Gratia’s
Method

−
−

−2
−3
107

−
108

−1

−

−3
109

−

−2

−

−1
108
106

−

−3
107

−

−2

+

−1
1010
108

−

−3

107
109

−

−

−1

109

−2

+

−3

106
108

+

−2

+

−1

108
107

6h

Dilution

Titer
(pfu/mL)

−

−

−

−

−

−

+

−

−

−

−

−

−

−

−

18 h

Appelmans’ Method

Lytic Activity on the Typhi 10040_15_DRC_2015 Isolate

* The host range of the phages was determined for the total Salmonella strain collection (all serovars), with the total number of strains indicated between brackets, and for the three main
serovars (S. Enteritidis/S. Typhimurium/S. Dublin) separately. ND, not done; “+”, phage lytic activity; “−”, no phage lytic activity; S. phage: Salmonella phage.

ND

MG969415

GE_vB_M5

010

GE_vB_M1

MG969410

Name

Nr

014

GenBank
Accession
Numbers
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−

−

−

−

−

−

+

−

−

−

−

−

−

−

−

24 h
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In conclusion, in a short time frame (two days), at least ﬁve phage clones from the Eliava collection
were found to exhibit excellent in vitro lytic activity against the ESBL producing S. Typhi isolate from
the DRC. Phages can be considered a potential additional tool for the treatment of MDR Salmonella
infections and a (food) decontamination agent. Antimicrobials that address foodborne diseases are
particularly important for LMICs as many of them lack reliable cold chain infrastructure and adequate
hygiene practices [8]. In Western countries, several phage products are currently approved for the
control of food pathogens, including Salmonella. In addition, phage preparations can be developed and
produced faster and cheaper than conventional drugs. They can also be (freeze-)dried [26] so that they
require no refrigeration [8].
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Abstract: In Germany, phage research and application can be traced back to the beginning of the
20th century. However, with the triumphal march of antibiotics around the world, the signiﬁcance
of bacteriophages faded in most countries, and respective research mainly focused on fundamental
questions and niche applications. After a century, we pay tribute to the overuse of antibiotics that
led to multidrug resistance and calls for new strategies to combat pathogenic microbes. Against
this background, bacteriophages came into the spotlight of researchers and practitioners again
resulting in a fast growing “phage community”. In October 2017, part of this community met at
the 1st German Phage Symposium to share their knowledge and experiences. The participants
discussed open questions and challenges related to phage therapy and the application of phages in
general. This report summarizes the presentations given, highlights the main points of the round
table discussion and concludes with an outlook for the different aspects of phage application.
Keywords: bacteriophage; phage; horizontal gene transfer; co-evolution; phage therapy; industrial
phage application; antimicrobial resistance (AMR); Germany

1. Introduction
Phage research and related business activities (e.g., BAYER’s “Polyfagin” preparation) have some
tradition in Germany [1,2]. However, with the advent of antibiotics, interest in phage applications
declined and for a long time was focused on fundamental questions. Although noticeable efforts
have been made to use phages as molecular tools [3,4], the application of phages in medicine [5],
veterinary science [6], and for hygienic purposes along the food chain [7] only recently gained wider
attention in Germany. The main reason for that is obvious: multiple drug resistant bacteria are
a problem worldwide. In order to develop and implement AMR counter measures concerted actions
have been initiated by researchers, stakeholders and regulatory authorities in Germany. Federal and
State Ministries support these efforts with tailor-made funding programs and by joining international
alliances (e.g., JPI-AMR). However, except for one major project, that is, Phage4Cure [8,9] funded by
the Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF), practical applications of phages in Germany
are rare and still hampered by an unsatisfactory regulatory frame.
In addition, and similar to the situation in France some time ago [10], the German phage
community is scattered and many did not know each other. It is in this context that all German
phage researchers and stakeholders from industry, regulatory agencies, politics and society were
Viruses 2018, 10, 158; doi:10.3390/v10040158
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invited to contribute to the 1st German Phage Symposium. Renowned guest speakers from all over
the world enriched the conference that was to foster networking, exchange and new project ideas.
As a visible result, the German Phage Forum (“Nationales Forum Phagen”, www.nf-phagen.de) was
founded; its ﬁrst workshop will take place on 18 June 2018 at the University of Hohenheim in Stuttgart.
2. Summary of Scientiﬁc Sessions
During the 3 day conference, 170 participants from 20 countries contributed to ﬁve main topics,
a plenary session and small workgroup discussions.
2.1. Structure-Function Relationship
The session was opened with Dennis Bamford’s (University of Helsinki) perspective on the
structural basis of the viral universe and functional consequences. By studying architectural principles,
his group found that the variety of virus structures is restricted. Their experiments yielded two
other major insights: (1) Host range cannot be used as primary criterion for the classiﬁcation of
viruses. Instead, all viruses on earth could be grouped into a small number of structure-based lineages.
(2) Viruses may have existed before the three cellular domains of life have separated and therefore,
a polyphyletic origin versus a monophyletic origin should be considered [11].
Johannes Wittmann (DSMZ—German Collection of Microorganisms and Cell Cultures) et al.
approached the matter from a taxonomic point of view. First classiﬁcations of bacteriophages
were based on morphology (capsid size and shape, tail existence and size) and genomic features
(ss vs. ds DNA/RNA, genome size). Later, host-speciﬁcity provided another criterion for classiﬁcation
but could not bring convincing order into the growing number of newly discovered phages [12].
With new sequencing techniques and proteome-based tools, phage taxonomy has yet again undergone
a number of changes. Wittmann and his colleagues from the Bacterial and Archaeal Viruses
Subcommittee of the International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses (ICTV) brought order into the
taxonomy chaos [13] and in addition, create a tool box/method to classify higher numbers of phages
simultaneously [14].
Tailed bacteriophages that infect gram-negative bacteria have developed a variety of strategies
to overcome the rigid barrier of lipopolysaccharide-enforced outer membrane and to transfer their
genome into the bacterial host. Pascale Boulanger (Centre National de la Recherché Scientiﬁque)
focused her talk on bacteriophage T5. After introducing its genomic composition, Boulanger
pointed out how T5 architecture facilitates the sophisticated two-step infection mechanism [15,16]:
After docking of T5 tail-tip proteins to the bacterial cell wall, “puncturing” occurs via interaction with
Escherichia coli outer membrane protein FhuA and allows for limited phage DNA transfer (~8%) into the
host cell. This step is accompanied by substantial destruction of bacterial DNA. The subsequent pause
that occurs in vivo suggests a host factor mediated defence mechanism, before T5 completely takes
over the infected cell and fully degrades the bacterial DNA by a phage-encoded, Mn2+ -dependent
DNase. How this DNase activity is regulated (while maintaining T5 phage genome integrity) is
still not known. Interestingly, in vitro infection experiments demonstrated that T5 phage is able to
complete DNA transfer into proteoliposomes without interruption, a ﬁnding that further strengthens
the hypothesis of host-speciﬁc defence mechanisms in vivo [16].
Stefanie Barbirz et al. (University of Potsdam) investigated a similar infection mechanism with
a set of O-antigen speciﬁc dsDNA model phages that infect Salmonella enterica. Myovirus Det7,
Podovirus P22, and Siphovirus 9NA differ in tail architecture but all anchor to receptors of the bacterial
outer membrane and use their enzymatically active tail spike proteins (TSP) to hydrolyse the O-antigen
polysaccharide. The group speculates that tail-protruding components are non-speciﬁcally pressed
against the rigid outer cell membrane and this mechanical signal then transmits to the tail to proceed
with the DNA transfer. Non-O-antigen speciﬁc phages may follow a different mechanism, but similar
opening steps are conceivable [17].
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Although tailed bacteriophage SPP1 performs a similarly fast (within 30 min after infection)
takeover of host functions, Paulo Tavares et al. from Institut de biologie intégrative de la cellule (I2BC),
France showed that mechanisms and proteins involved are quite different: After injection of viral
DNA, the viral helicase gp40 seems to be key for high-jacking the host replisome, that is, recruitment
of the host replication machinery to the phage DNA replication foci. Moreover, a major remodelling of
the host cytoplasm occurs. Most likely, this reorganization optimizes not only the efﬁciency of phage
replication but also the assembly of virions (warehouse model) which are in close proximity to the
viral replisomes [18–20].
In contrast to lytic phages, ﬁlamentous phages are assembled in the inner membrane of their
host and secreted across the bacterial envelope without killing its bacterial host [21]. Despite their
minimalistic, plasmid-like genome, ﬁlamentous phage M13 has quite a complex life cycle. There are
only 11 genes and respective proteins allow for infection of host bacteria (E. coli), reproduction,
and assembly of new phages. Sebastian Leptihn et al. (University of Hohenheim) presented a model
for the assembly of ﬁlamentous phages, detailing the molecular assembly motor (one gene, two open
reading frames) and speculated on how DNA translocation and protein assembly are powered [21].
2.2. Host-Phage Interaction & Evolution of Microbial Communities
Bacteriophages regulate and drive the evolution of microbial communities in all the various
ecosystems on earth. Part of this interaction is the steady evolvement of defence and anti-defence
mechanisms of the host-phage system. Stan Brouns’ (Delft University of Technology) keynote
summarized the current knowledge on the diverse types and mechanisms of the Clustered Regularly
Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats (CRISPR) immune system and its application in genome
engineering. For the latter, it is essential to know how upon selective pressure phages can
circumvent bacterial defence systems. Several mechanisms have already been described, that is,
the production of anti-CRISPR proteins [22–24], mutations in defence-speciﬁc target DNA sequences
(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/10223975) [25,26], deletion of CRISPR target sites [27],
genome recombination [28], and DNA glucosylation of target DNA binding sites [29,30]. The degree
of CRISPR inhibition by sequence alterations or biochemical modiﬁcation of DNA is strongly
position-dependent. Brouns et al. propose that glucosylation-induced hydrogen bonds between
the side groups of the glucosyl moieties and neighbouring bases may alter the topology of base
pairs [31] which could impair R-loop formation and thereby prevent cleavage of the modiﬁed targets.
However, bacteria can rapidly adapt their CRISPR defence systems by ‘priming.’ For this, Cas1–Cas2
protein complexes catalyse the addition of new spacers to the CRISPR memory bank, which in turn
enables the bacterial host to recognize viral invaders even with changed sequences [32].
Interestingly, not all viral anti-defence strategies are similarly effective in ﬁghting the different
CRISPR-Cas types, implying that they have evolved independently [30,32]. The selective pressure
posed upon bacterial defence by anti-defence mechanisms of bacteriophages leads to rapid co-evolution
between host and phage [30,33]. Brouns also reﬂected on the consequences of these ﬁndings for genetic
engineering, raised open questions and speculated on new applications.
Horizontal gene transfer (HGT) is an important driving force of evolution. It often involves
temperate bacteriophages, which dependent on the surrounding conditions can choose between a lytic
and lysogenic replication cycle. Once decided on the lysogenic state, most temperate phages [34,35]
integrate their genomes as prophage into the bacterial chromosome and replicate vertically with
their host. The acquisition of foreign DNA via prophages allows for selective advantages in the
host cell, but also bears an additional risk of cell death if toxic phage genes are transferred to the
host. Hence, the integration of prophage elements into the genome and into host regulatory circuits
requires stringent regulation. Christiane Wolz et al. (University of Tübingen) presented work on
such regulatory mechanisms and their consequences for Staphylococcus aureus and its host. S. aureus
possesses a set of virulence factors necessary for infection of its human hosts. Some of these factors are
encoded by temperate phages. Sa2 phages, for example, carry genes for Panton-Valentine leukocidin
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(PVL), that is, one of the β-pore-forming toxins. PVL-enriched S. aureus perforate infected human
cells and cause necrotic lesions that are very hard to treat. Similarly, Sa3 phages carrying several
additional virulence factors invade S. aureus by integrating into the staphylococcal hlb-gene leading to
the loss of β-haemolysin production. The excision of the phage restores the hlb-gene and increases
the virulence of S. aureus. Sa phages also become highly mobile during chronic lung infections in
cystic ﬁbrosis patients but little is known about the triggers and molecular mechanisms involved [36].
In order to gain more insight into the role and interference of mobile genetic elements in S. aureus,
the group of Wolz established molecular tools to analyse the molecular basis for strain speciﬁc phage
transfer [37]. They could show that the genetic background of bacterial hosts has a substantial impact
on lysogenization, induction, and phage gene expression.
In line with this notion are the studies presented by Julia Frunzke et al. (Helmholtz Research
Center Jülich), who unravelled the role of xenogeneic silencing of prophages CGP1-3 in the
Gram-positive soil bacterium Corynebacterium glutamicum, which is important for the industrial
production of amino acids [38]. Her group could demonstrate that the small nucleoid-associated
protein CgpS is key to the repression of AT-rich genes in horizontally acquired prophage sequences by
forming protein-DNA complexes. Overexpressing the N-terminal oligomerization domain of CgpS
disrupts the integrity of these protein-DNA complexes, as truncated CgpS proteins outnumber and
compete with their native counterparts but cannot bind to their DNA targets anymore. Consequently,
such counter silencing leads to the activation of CGP3 prophage sequences by allowing transcription
factors to bind to the respective target sequences instead, resulting in bacterial growth defects and
a highly increased frequency of CGP3-induced cell death [39,40]. Beyond this role in the control of
gene expression, recent preliminary data of Frunzke’s team suggest an even broader function for
CgpS in chromosomal organization and replication. Bioinformatics revealed CgpS homologs in almost
all actinobacterial species and, remarkably, also in the genomes of several actinobacteriophages and
prophages. Despite low sequence conservation, the highly conserved secondary structure suggests an
ancient function of these proteins in (pro-) phage-host interaction.
Another example of phage-mediated virulence, tripartite species interaction and phage/bacteria
co-evolution was presented by Heiko Liesegang et al. (University of Göttingen). To study how bacterial
resistance on phages impacts the bacterial virulence on a eukaryotic host, the group used a tripartite
model system consisting of Vibrio alginolyticus, its phages and its host, that is, Sygnatus typhle (pipeﬁsh).
When pipeﬁsh were challenged with three Vibrio strains (highly susceptible (hs), intermediate
susceptible (is) and resistant (r) to phages), bacterial counts on the ﬁsh did not differ, but the gene
expression of the ﬁsh clearly showed strain speciﬁc patterns. By challenging a culture of hs strains
with phage solutions under co-evolutionary conditions, resistant mutants immediately emerged.
Bacteria with a phage-susceptible phenotype show an increased virulence on their host ﬁsh while
under appropriate conditions, phage-resistant and less virulent parasites evolve [41]. Hyperparasitism
is thus an important factor for the virulence of bacterial pathogens. Comparative genome analysis
shall reveal the genotypes under selection that are responsible for the acquired phage resistance as
well as for the modiﬁed virulence on the eukaryotic host. In the second part of his talk, Liesegang
took a closer look on Inoviridae genomics to identify prophages, determine their sequence composition
and gene content. By this, they deﬁned a scoring weight matrix consisting of 9 prominent features
to identify new Inoviridae. The model for such scans and pilot data will be shared by this group on
a website and further developed into a General Markov Model for (pro)-phage genomics [42,43].
The focus of Li Deng, Emmy Noether group leader at the Helmholtz Research Center München,
is on the ecological role of viruses in the environment. Starting with impressive numbers of
microorganisms decomposed by lytic phages, she provided a colourful picture how phages drive
biogeochemical cycles, control microbial populations and maintain homeostasis. Employing viral
tagging [44], novel puriﬁcation procedures for environmental probes, microcosm experiments,
metagenomics and bioinformatics, the group could assess, quantify and describe the ecological role
of phages in the ocean, freshwater environments, groundwater aquifers, and other habitats [45].
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When comparing contaminated versus unspoiled sites, an increased abundance of phages as compared
to the number of their bacterial hosts was observed. One explanation how HGT contributes to this
phenomenon might be the transfer of catabolic enzymes necessary for biodegradation within or
across bacterial species [46]. In a strict sense, infected tissues of patients, for example, with Chronic
Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD), can also be deﬁned as “contaminated environment.” Based on
analyses of a Human Virome Protein Cluster Database, preliminary data suggest that patients with
COPD carry more virulence factors than healthy controls [46]. As pollution of our planet increases
and leaves only a few unspoiled sites for control experiments, Deng heads towards experiments in the
extra-terrestrial space soon. It will be interesting to see which experimental setups she chooses for the
ISS, SpaceX and Mars missions, and it will certainly yield interesting ﬁndings and new insights.
Jacques Mahillon (Université Catholique de Louvain) and his colleagues focus on the lysogeny of
Tectiviridae. This family of tail-less phages with a lipid membrane as the inner layer of their capsid has
been found in less than 3% of bacterial isolates. Analysis of the Tectiviridae host range showed that
no simple relationship could be established between the infection patterns of these phages and their
diversity. However, data revealed that tectiviruses in the Bacillus cereus group clustered into two major
groups: the ones infecting Bacillus anthracis and those isolated from other B. cereus group members [47].
Remarkably, tectiviral plasmid-related molecules with recombinant characteristics were also discovered
by analyses of whole genome sequences. Additionally, Gillis and Mahillon demonstrated that tectiviral
lysogeny had a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on morphology, metabolic proﬁle, growth kinetics, sporulation
rate, bioﬁlm formation, and swarming motility of their Bacillus thuringiensis host [48]. All these traits
are involved in the survival and colonization of Bacillus strains in different environmental habitats.
Overall, Mahillon’s ﬁndings provide evidence that Tectiviridae are more diverse than previously
thought and that they also have ecological roles in the already complex life cycle of B. thuringiensis and
its kin [48,49]. Current research of the group is directed towards (1) the identiﬁcation of phage-speciﬁc
receptors in B. thuringiensis, (2) deciphering of phage-resistant mutant bacteria in order to identify
and conﬁrm the mutations involved in the resistance to tectiviruses. Preliminary results indicate
changes in the sugar metabolism of the bacterial host and a slight difference in growth kinetics and
swarming motility. Isolated mutants show twisted cell-chain morphology and highly increased bioﬁlm
production [50].
Josué L. Castro-Mejía et al. (University of Copenhagen) described new findings on phage-bacterium
interaction in the gut and discussed the influence on intestinal and extra-intestinal disorders. Several
environmental factors have been shown to contribute to imbalances in gut microbiome (GM), including
diet, drugs, antibiotics and enteric pathogens [51,52]. Less is known about the impact of the virome
on the GM composition, its functionality and interactions with age-related comorbidities in older
adults. As part of the Danish Counterstrike Initiative [53], the group assessed probands with
and without interventions (diet, exercise) in respect to their microbiome composition (prokaryotes,
eukaryotes, phages), metagenome (subset), metabolome and physiological parameter. Co-abundance
correlation analysis on metagenome data from faecal preparations demonstrated a large number of
phage-bacterium interactions. Strikingly, the fluctuations in bacterial abundance (as a function of phage
attack) resulted in dramatic variations of the global metabolic potential. It also triggered dysbiosis
and influenced host renal function. Together, the data indicate that members of the gut virome are
associated with age-related co-morbidities [54].
Health-relevant aspects of Shiga toxin producing E. coli and their phages were highlighted by
Herbert Schmidt et al. (University of Hohenheim). Enterohaemorrhagic Escherichia coli (EHEC) are the
causative agents of haemorrhagic colitis and the haemolytic-uremic syndrome (HUS). Shiga toxins
(Stx) are responsible for pathogenicity and are encoded by lambdoid prophages at distinct positions in
the EHEC chromosome. Other, non-Stx-encoding lambdoid prophages are integrated in the EHEC
chromosomes in varying numbers. The foodborne EHEC O157:H7 strain EDL933 harbours 7–10
lambdoid prophages, two of which encode Stx1 and Stx2, respectively. The stx integration sites are
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close to the anti-terminator Q in the late transcribed region. Upon induction of prophages, stx is
co-transcribed with the late transcribed phage genes [55].
Earlier studies demonstrated a large open reading frame 3 adjacent to the stx genes. This ORF
codes for a homologue of the chromosomal nanS gene, a well-described esterase cleaving an acetyl
residue from 5-N-acetyl-9-O-acetyl-neuraminic acid (Neu5, 9Ac2) resulting in Neu5Ac as bacterial
carbon source [56]. Bioinformatics revealed varying numbers of phage-encoded nanS homologs
(designated nanS-p) in different EHEC strains, some of which already could be conﬁrmed functional
esterases [57,58]. Interestingly, growth ability of E. coli O157:H7 strain EDL933 and its isogenic mutants
is dependent on the number of nanS-p genes; deletion of all nanS-p alleles inhibits growth on Neu5,9Ac2
completely. On the other hand, recombinant NanS-p proteins cleave acetyl residues in native mucin
from O-acetylated neuraminic acids and O-acetylated glycolylic neuraminic acids [58]. Schmidt
hypothesized that the prophage-encoded nanS-p genes represent a mobile gene pool, which ensures
effective substrate utilization and therefore growth and preservation of pathogenic EHEC in the large
intestine in spite of its thick mucus layer and high turnover rate. Therefore, Stx- and non Stx-prophages
of EHEC should be considered a pathogenic principle of EHEC strains causing serious diseases.
2.3. Clinical Applications
The keynote by Mzia Kutateladze, Director of the famous G. Eliava Institute of Bacteriophages,
Microbiology and Virology, started with a historical view on the use of bacteriophages for treatment
of infectious diseases. This historic picture is partially based on the immense screening effort during
ISTC Project G-1467: “Preparation of a detailed review article/monograph on the practical application
of bacteriophages in medicine, veterinary, environmental research, based on old documents and
publications.” However, the data from old studies need to be treated with caution: Experimental
setups were not as strict as today in terms of statistical signiﬁcance, standardized methods, or the use
of controls and placebos. This has changed and current data presented for phage treatments at the
Eliava Phage Therapy Center are derived from randomized, placebo-controlled, double-blind trials.
For example, urinary tract infections (e.g., Streptococcus, E. coli, Enterococcus, Proteus) [59] had a phage
susceptibility of ~80% and no side effects have been noted in the patients treated [60].
Another focus of the Eliava Institute is the development and use of phages for prophylactic and
therapeutic treatment of non-fermenting Gram-negative bacilli (NFGNB; for example, Pseudomonas,
Acinetobacter, Burkholderia spp.), related infections as well as their elimination from hospital environment.
In vitro screening of 467 multi-resistant Streptococcus aureus (MRSA) strains from the UK revealed 98.5%
responsiveness to treatment with Staphylococcus-specific phages. Similar numbers were obtained on
54 MRSA/38 toxin-producing non-MRSA strains from Germany (99%), 56 MRSA strains from New York
University (95%) and 100 MRSA strains from the Royal College of Surgeon in Ireland (97%) [61].
Analogous studies have been performed for β-lactamase producing E. coli and Klebsiella [62]. Attention
is also given to especially dangerous pathogens, like B. anthracis, Brucella spp. [63], Vibrio spp. [64,65],
or Francisella tularensis. Here, the goal is to find specific phages as well as to unravel their biology,
ecology, stability, mechanisms of host interaction and other characteristics.
Research at the Eliava Institute is not solely focused on human phage therapy including wound
care products [66], but also on animal health (e.g., phage therapy in aquaculture, against cattle mastitis),
and for the purpose of environmental biocontrol (e.g., bacterial blight in cotton and rice, crown-gall
disease in grape, diseases caused by Ralstonia solanacearum). Kutateladze concluded her talk with
selected case reports for irritable bowel syndrome (IBS), cystic ﬁbrosis, post-operational infections,
chronic bacterial prostatitis, and chronic Staphylococcus aureus skin infections as a complication of
Netherton syndrome [67].
“Can phage therapy provide an alternative to antibiotics?” was the initial question of
Hans-Peter Horz’s (RWTH Aachen University) presentation but at the end he would not give a general
YES or NO because while phages can support overcoming the AMR crisis, they probably will not
replace antibiotics. In fact, ongoing studies in Horz’s lab showed remarkable synergism of phages
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and antibiotics (AB) against bacteria, which otherwise are resistant against the AB alone. When the
group compared the efﬁciency of single phages versus phage cocktails to ﬁght multi-drug resistant
Pseudomonas aeruginosa strains, they observed that certain phages (e.g., SL2) were functioning equally
effective as phage cocktails supplemented with additional phages (SL1–4), that is, neither additive nor
multiplying effects could be detected [68,69]. The case suggests that a phage cocktail can only be as
effective as its most effective single ingredient. Whether this is a general rule needs to be investigated.
Horz also reﬂected on a number of antibacterial strategies involving phages or products encoded by
them [70] and concluded with emerging perspectives on the human virome [71].
Key issues for the working and use of phages in experimental therapy were addressed by
Thomas Rose et al. (Queen Astrid Military Hospital Brussels). He reported on the difﬁcult ﬁrst steps of
experimental phage therapy in burn wound infections. As burn wounds are often colonized by multiple
bacterial species, doubts about the efﬁcacy of a 3-phage cocktail against P. aeruginosa and S. aureus were
conﬁrmed by a lack of clinical improvement in all 9 patients treated [72]. Moreover, general obstacles
like (1) the limited number of evidence based studies according to modern standards, (2) the lack of
a suitable regulatory frame [73], and (3) sufﬁcient quantities of GMP-compliant phage products prevent
rapid progress in human studies that meet ethical, regulatory and scientiﬁc standards. Despite these
difﬁculties, a few European groups (members of the Bactériophages & Phagothérapie—Consortium
(PHOSA) [74] and PneumoPhage [75]) strive for, or have already started, clinical studies with phages
under special regulatory provisions (PhagoBurn [76] and Phage4Cure [9,10]). At the Queen Astrid
Military Hospital, eight patients received phage therapy under the Declaration of Helsinki [77],
and a clinical safety study in burn patients was conducted. Several cases were presented [78] and
their treatment protocols outlined: urinary bladder infections were treated with phage solutions via
a Foley catheter, decontamination of nose cavity and throat was achieved by phage spray application,
or soft tissue treatment by washout and rinsing with phage ﬂuid. As a partner of the European
PHAGOBURN consortium and as a consequence of their practical experiences, the group also engages
in the development of phage products [66] and supports regulatory approaches that will aid the clinical
application of phages [79].
Andrzej Górski reported on the experiences, practices and results of the Phage Therapy Unit
at the Institute of Immunology and Experimental Therapy (Polish Academy of Science) in Wrocław.
In line with Truog’s opinion, “While the most trustworthy advances come through the performance of
well-designed trials, sometimes experimental treatments based on theoretical considerations alone
may lead to major breakthroughs” [80], Gorski and colleagues performed more than 280 treatments
according to current administrative, legislative and ethical requirements. The outcome has been
evaluated meticulously and classiﬁed into 7 categories. The 40% success rate for patients that
were beyond any other treatment refers to complete pathogen eradication or sustainable clinical
improvement in the patients. The remaining 60% showed either questionable outcomes, transient
responses, no therapeutic effects, or even deterioration as a result of phage therapy [81]. Moreover,
efﬁcacy, side effects, resistance and immune response have been assessed dependent on the route
of phage administration. Immune responses were shown to be low in patients receiving phages
orally and not necessarily adversely affect therapy outcome. Remarkably, phages (and their proteins)
downregulated proinﬂammatory cytokines in mice and reactive oxygen species [82,83]. Similar
ﬁndings have been noted in patients on phage therapy [83] suggesting that phage therapy in addition
to its well-known antibacterial action may also have anti-inﬂammatory and immunomodulatory effects
which may be of use in clinical medicine [84–86].
The efficiency of bacteriophage therapy in children with diarrheal diseases was assessed in a clinical
trial by Karaman Pagava and co-workers from Tbilisi State Medical University and JSC Biochimpharm.
The double-blind randomized, placebo-controlled study included 71 hospitalized children from the age
of 6 months to 6 years with moderate to severe diarrhoea. The improvement of symptoms and period of
hospitalization after treatment with a polyvalent phage cocktail (SEPTAPHAGE, JSC Biochimpharm) or
a placebo was compared. Results were summarized as follows: Phage therapy (1) significantly shortened
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the hospital stay (on average for 1.9 ± 0.6 days); (2) prevented clinical deterioration (especially in case of
positive test on calprotectin) and switching to antibiotic therapy; (3) alleviated the severity of symptoms;
(4) did not elicit any measurable side effects. Pagava also reflected on possible immunological reactions
which might decrease the efficacy of phage therapy. Taking the results of this study and literature data
together, Pagava reasoned that phage therapy for the treatment of diarrheal diseases can be beneficial
for both in-patients and out-patients of children of all ages.
Experiences from Phase I and II clinical trials at the International Center for Diarrheal Diseases
Research (ICDDRB) in Dhaka were presented by Harald Brüssow (Nestlé Research Center Lausanne).
About 60% of the children hospitalized suffered from E. coli diarrhoea, as microbiologically determined
at local laboratories. Although enterotoxigenic E. coli (ETEC) were supposed to be the etiological
agent, other pathogens later were found to contribute to the clinical signs. Phage therapy included
and compared two phage products: a cocktail of T4-like phages produced on E. coli strain K803
(a prophage-free K-12 derivative) and the commercial Microgen product Coli-Proteus, that is, a phage
cocktail of 18 distinct phage types [87]. After a series of safety tests, no elevated safety risk was detected
for the two phage products in comparison to a placebo [88]. The double-blinded, placebo-controlled,
randomized phage therapy trial at ICDDRB included 120 patients, a third of which were either treated
with the aforementioned cocktail of T4-like phages, the commercial Coli-Proteus product or a placebo.
No adverse effects attributable to oral phage application were observed. Although the faecal coliphage
titre was increased in treated over control children, phage therapy did not outperform standard
rehydration/zinc treatment. Various factors might have contributed to the therapeutic failure of the
phage trial: mixed infections with other pathogens causing the diarrhoea phenotype being most likely.
Indeed, subsequent stool microbiota analyses revealed a correlation between diarrhoea and increased
levels of Streptococcus [89].
Bacteriophage therapy for the treatment of lung infections was introduced by Martin Witzenrath
(Charité—University Hospital Berlin). Multidrug resistant bacteria are a severe threat for patients
with nosocomial pneumonia, as there are no therapeutic options. Experiments with phage-derived
endolysins [90] demonstrated that inhalative [5] or intraperitoneal application of Cpl-1 [91] was
efﬁcient in treating severe pneumococcal pneumonia in mice, but increased inﬂammation markers
IL-1b and IL-6 [5]. In conclusion, Witzenrath recommended the unequivocal identiﬁcation of the
pathogen prior to any endolysin treatment to ensure their efﬁcacy. He also stressed the need for more
studies that (1) conﬁrm the therapeutic safety of lysins in humans (e.g., ContraFect Phase IIa Study
endolysins against S. aureus bacteraemia), (2) address possible risks for the development of resistance,
and (3) improve pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic properties of therapeutic lysin products.
Whereas Streptococcus pneumoniae plays a major role in community-acquired pneumonia,
Acinetobacter baumannii is causal in many hospital-acquired pneumonia, and often multidrug resistant.
Mice infected with A. baumannii and treated with a puriﬁed phage Acibel004 preparation intratracheally
showed signiﬁcantly reduced bacterial load in broncho alveolar lavage ﬂuid and lung as well as
a signiﬁcantly improved clinical outcome and lung permeability. Neither cellular nor humoral
adverse effects were observed [92]. Chronic lung diseases are increasing and complicated by airway
infections. Patients suffering from pre-impaired lungs are often chronically infected with P. aeruginosa,
especially patients with cystic ﬁbrosis or ‘non-CF’ bronchiectasis. The recently started BMBF-funded
project “Phage4Cure” [9,10] will realize the development of phage preparations and a clinical trial
to test safety, tolerability and efﬁcacy in healthy volunteers and patients with chronic pulmonary
P. aeruginosa infections.
The European Project PhagoBurn [76] started in June 2013 and aims at evaluating the efﬁcacy
of phage therapy for the treatment of burn wounds infected with bacteria Escherichia coli and
Pseudomonas aeruginosa. The coordinator of the consortium, Patrick Jault (Percy Military Hospital of
Clamart), introduced the design of the ﬁrst randomized, single-blinded, multi-centric and controlled
clinical trial in human phage therapy in Europe. Initially planned for 3 years, the implementation of
the project plan needed much more time because the setup and quality control of a GMP-compliant
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phage bioproduction chain (CLEAN CELLS, France) and its approval by the French Medicine Agency
(ANSM) needed 24 instead of the scheduled 7 months. The clinical trial started when the ﬁrst patient
was treated in July 2015 and ended in December 2016 after phage therapy in a total of 27 patients.
Although analyses and discussion of the results are still in progress, some valuable results can already
be summarized: (I) The ﬁrst European GMP-compliant production chain is operating and approved by
3 national regulators (FR, BE, CH); (II) Design and prerequisites of randomized multi-centric clinical
trials have been developed and validated; (III) More lessons will be learned and conclusions drawn
after the trial results are publicly available and hopefully will shed more light on questions regarding
the reliable shelf life of phage cocktails, potential development of phage resistance in patients, immune
reactions and possible precautions and interventions.
Christine Rohde (Leibniz Institute DSMZ) summarized the pros and cons of human phage therapy
and set it in a broader context [93]. As “stable survivalists” phages co-evolve with or drive the evolution
of their bacterial hosts and modulate natural and artiﬁcial microbial ecosystems. Their potential as
antimicrobials and/or modulator of microbial communities is widely recognized and our knowledge
steadily increases.
“Pro phage” criteria included: (1) host speciﬁcity avoids dysbiosis in treated environments,
(2) no toxic side effects if puriﬁed, (3) self-replication/self-limitation, (4) occurrence of resistance to
one phage does not cause generalized phage resistance, (5) phage-resistant bacteria are often less
ﬁt/virulent, (6) inexhaustible reserves, (7) effective regardless of MDR/ESKAPE bacteria, (8) isolated
phage lysins as alternative, (9) comparatively inexpensive, thus public health costs can be reduced,
(10) ﬂexible application practices, (11) phages can replace last resort antibiotics once production,
puriﬁcation standards and regulatory pathway are deﬁned, (12) availability of tailor-made phage preps
could be done in realistic time. In line with the concept of personalized medicine, Rohde envisages
phage therapy as a ﬂexible concept reacting to speciﬁc settings, that is, single phage preparations or
mixtures may be adapted to ﬁt changing host spectra.
On the “contra phage” side, that is, a list of possible obstacles, Rohde addressed: (I) causative
bacterial pathogens must be identiﬁed unequivocally, also in mixed infections, (II) bacterial phage
resistance/immune system of probands can cause problems, (III) phages hardly reach intracellular
pathogens, (IV) shelf life/stability might vary from phage to phage, and requires regular titre
controls, (V) phage therapy needs physicians‘ know-how, and (VI) some human body targets might be
challenging for phage application, for example, bones/joints, deep wounds.
Rohde also addressed current challenges that prevent wider use and safe application of
phages: (a) phage preparations need to be highly speciﬁc for the bacterial target, fully characterized,
and produced according to GMP standards; (b) protection of intellectual property rights (IPR) and
infrastructures are yet to be established, because phage banks, pharmaceutical production facilities,
diagnostic laboratories and hospitals conversant with phage use are rare. In a multi-stakeholder
approach, model licensing pathways for phage preparations should be developed which are accepted
and streamlined by regulatory authorities across national borders [94]. Such prerequisites provided,
Rohde suggests that phage therapy should not only be considered in life-threatening situations but
could routinely avoid antibiotic treatments.
2.4. Application of Phages for Veterinary Practices, in the Food and Environmental Sector
The use of phages as antimicrobials has spread to other sectors, for example, food production,
environmental protection and agrobioindustry. “Despite a century of bacteriophage application
in medicine and as biocontrol agent, our understanding of the molecular details of the phage
infection process is still limited. Few model phages have been studied in detail, but the majority of
potentially useful phage-encoded resources remain untapped in this respect.” After this introductory
line, Jochen Klumpp’s (ETH Zürich) keynote highlighted how investigation of molecular and structural
aspects of the phage infection process can be used and transferred to efﬁcient biotechnological
applications. Using long tail ﬁbre proteins of Salmonella phage S16 for immobilization, Klumpp
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and his colleagues developed a rapid detection assay for Salmonella [95], which can signiﬁcantly
improve food safety. Likewise, Listeria phage A511 [96] was employed as a model for the large family
of SPO1-related phages, which attack bacteria involved in foodborne and non-foodborne diseases.
Knowledge of the structure of the distal tail apparatus and deduced information about the infection
process helped to establish a speciﬁc Listeria assay that can be easily adapted for other SPO1-related
phage applications. For instance, Erwinia amylovora phage Y2 has its main use as an efﬁcient biocontrol
agent against ﬁre blight in apple and pear trees, but it is also the basis for a low-cost detection assay,
which will serve as an environmental monitoring tool for Erwinia [97].
Effects of phages in dairy fermentation processes were addressed by Horst Neve (Max
Rubner-Institute Kiel). Starter cultures can be inhibited by bacteriophages and subsequently even
stop fermentation completely. Lactococcus lactis and Streptococcus thermophilus, prominent bacteria in
mesophilic and thermophilic starter cultures, can be attacked by a broad range of bacteriophages.
For L. lactis at least 10 different phage groups are known [98], and many strains do also contain
prophages. In dairies, there are also hybrid S. thermophilus phages with genome regions derived
from both, lactococcal and Streptococcus thermophilus phages [99], as well as phages attacking only
flavour-producing Leuconostoc strains. Interestingly, a pilot study shows that phage types differ when
comparing raw milk with whey or other dairy products [100], the reasons for which remain to be
elucidated. In order to prevent economic losses and maintain process safety, Neve et al. recommend
monitoring of all starter cultures and a special focus on thermo-resistant and new phage types. To this
end, he and other colleagues focus on fast and reliable detection assays as well as on non-thermal
removal processes (e.g., membrane filtration immobilization/UV-C irradiation [101,102]) that can
significantly reduce phage load in fermentation processes and products thereof.
Campylobacter is an important food-borne pathogen. The family comprises 25 species of which
thermophilic C. jejuni and C. coli are the most common causes of acute bacterial enteritis. In his talk,
Stefan T. Hertwig (German Federal Institute for Risk Assessment) focused on the characterization of
Campylobacter phages and their application along the food chain. Although Campylobacter phages have
been used to ﬁght this bacterium in chicken since 2003, not much is known about the genetics of these
phages, to some extent because of unusual DNA modiﬁcations of the Campylobacter phage genome.
According to genome size, these phages are classiﬁed: Group II (180–190 kb) and group III (130–140 kb)
are the most common, while group I (320 kb) is rare. Data base searches and genome organization
revealed a close relationship of phages belonging to each group. Based on the genome organization of
group II phages (4 modules separated by long repeat regions), Hertwig et al. developed a multiplex
PCR system [103].
While group II phages lyse strains of C. jejuni and C. coli, group III phages exclusively infect
C. jejuni. However, group III phages generally lysed more C. jejuni strains than group II phages.
In addition, the in vitro kinetics of cell lysis diverged in the two groups, probably caused by the
different burst size of phages [104].
Sophie Kittler (University of Veterinary Medicine Hannover) and colleagues presented a practical
approach of using phages to reduce Campylobacter load in broiler chickens. Risk assessment considers
the reduction of Campylobacter in primary production to be most beneﬁcial for human health [105,106].
Based on various pilot studies [6,107,108], a phage cocktail of four Campylobacter phages was tested
during three in vivo trials under experimental conditions and in commercial broiler houses. Signiﬁcant
reduction of Campylobacter counts was conﬁrmed for all trials under experimental conditions as well
as in the two ﬁeld studies. Reduction of up to log10 3.2 CFU in Campylobacter load at slaughter was
demonstrated in one ﬁeld trial; one day after phage application Campylobacter numbers in another
experimental group were reduced under the detection limit (<50 CFU/g) in faecal samples. Resistance
analyses with re-isolates yielded three major results: (1) Phage-susceptible Campylobacter overgrow
resistant isolates, (2) resistance of Campylobacter against phages stabilizes at a low level after an initial
increase, and (3) different mechanisms of resistance seem to affect different phages. The latter seems
quite plausible considering recent ﬁndings published by Doron et al. [109].
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In light of modern food technologies, an interesting question was raised by Meike Samtlebe
(University of Hohenheim) et al.: Do hygienic measures and subsequent reduced microbial load of our
food (and thus also reduced number of phages) inﬂuence our intestinal performance and microbial
balance? The human gut contains about 1015 individual phage particles, but little is known about
their impact on gut microbiota [110], health and diseases. It is obvious that phages inﬂuence their
bacterial hosts in various ways and hence, could speciﬁcally be employed to modulate the microbial
composition of the gastrointestinal tract to maintain a healthy balance. However, targeted application
of phages by integration into food matrixes faces numerous challenges, for example, bacterial resistance,
manufacturing issues, suitable delivery systems and the adaptation to gastrointestinal conditions.
In vitro experiments with encapsulated Lactococcus lactis phage P008 were carried out to test phage
viability under various conditions (encapsulation techniques, enzymes/pH of surrounding ﬂuids).
In comparison to free phages (surviving pH > 2.5), encapsulated lactococcal phages are protected
during their transit through the stomach and are released effectively under intestine conditions.
This result could be conﬁrmed in a dynamic in vitro gastrointestinal model (TIM-1). The study also
demonstrated a protective effect of dairy matrices resulting in signiﬁcant higher phage survival rates
after undergoing acid gastric conditions. In conclusion, phages may be suitable modulators of human
gut microbiota when applied through dairy food matrices [111].
The potential use of bacteriophages in honeybees was presented by Hannes Beims (Lower Saxony
State Ofﬁce for Consumer Protection and Food Safety) and targets Paenibacillus larvae as the causative
agent of American foulbrood. To combat this most serious bacterial disease in honey bees, the team
isolated and characterized P. larvae-speciﬁc bacteriophages from infected beehives. Whole-genome
analysis of the phages allowed for a detailed safety proﬁle and uncovered their lysogenic nature [112].
The bacteriolytic activity of phages HB10c2 and HBχ (Siphoviridae) was tested in plaque assays and
growth inhibition was found for all genotypes of P. larvae tested (ERIC I–IV), as well as for 40 ﬁeld
isolates of the genotypes ERIC I and II. In vivo bioexposure assays showed that the feeding of bee larvae
with bacteriophages has no negative effect on the development of the brood. In fact, mortality of bee
larvae was reduced by phage application. Therapeutic effect could be improved by daily application.
2.5. Phage Lysins and Commercial Perspectives
In some cases, the use of whole phages to eliminate bacterial pathogens is inhibited either by active
defence systems of the host [109] or physico-chemical conditions of the surrounding environment [113].
The use of phage-speciﬁc enzymes can circumvent such restrictions and moreover, may bypass
the limited host range of most phages. Aidan Coffey (Cork Institute of Technology) presented
a successful example of this approach by using phage-derived peptidoglycan hydrolases to target
MRSA and antibiotic resistant Clostridium difﬁcile [114]. After genomic characterization of three
anti-staphylococcal phages (DW2, K, and CS1), their genes for peptidoglycan-degrading hydrolases
were cloned. One of the phage endolysins displays a modular organisation with three domains:
a Cys/His-dependent amido hydrolase peptidase (CHAPk), an amidase, and a cell-wall binding
domain [115,116]. The latter facilitates attachment of the enzyme to the bacterial cell wall, while the
other two domains catalyse the degradation of the peptidoglycan to mediate rapid bacterial cell
death. Deletion analysis showed that full lytic activity against antibiotic-resistant staphylococci
was retained, even when truncated to its CHAPk (peptidase) domain. X-ray crystallography and
site-directed mutagenesis allowed further insight and modelling of its enzymatic mechanism. CHAPk
was successfully tested in vitro on MRSA cultures and in vivo eliminated MRSA colonization in mouse
without adverse effects. Ex vivo application showed no inﬂammatory response in primary human
umbilical vascular endothelial cells (HUVECs) but immunogenicity in peripheral blood mononuclear
cells (PBMCs) was detected in some subjects [115,117]. Analogous experiments were presented for the
amidase endolysin from Clostridium difﬁcile bacteriophage CD6356. In order to deliver the designer
endolysins to their targets, a host-speciﬁc secretion and expression system was developed for dairy
application (L. lactis) and successfully tested. Additionally, nanoparticle gels and adhesive dressings
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with anchored CHAPk-nanoparticles were developed for skin application. A thermal trigger concept
(activation of CHAPk at 37 ◦ C) was successfully implemented.
Wolfgang Mutter et al. from HYpharm reported on a similar approach using designer lysins
to target MRSA. He stated that lysins are as efﬁcient as antibiotics, have a comparable minimum
inhibitory concentration (MIC) and work much faster. Their application on surfaces (skin, nasal
mucosa) is possible, but requires optimization of the proteins with respect to stability and expression
rate. Moreover, one has to keep in mind that in vivo applications can trigger immune responses in
some cases, that is, production of anti-lysin antibodies in the host [118]. Based on their unique phage
recombinant protein technology, HyPharm holds eight patent families.
One designer lysin HY-133 which is directed against Staphylococcus aureus has successfully passed
laboratory and animal (cotton rat model) tests. In comparison to PRF-119, another recombinant
chimeric bacteriophage endolysin [119], HY-133 displays the same activity and speciﬁcity but
a signiﬁcant higher stability. The molecule is currently in GMP production; clinical phase I trials
are planned for 2019. The studies are conducted by an interdisciplinary public-private consortium
(Fraunhofer ITEM, Coreolis Pharma, Center for Clinical Trials Tübingen, University Hospital Münster,
German Center for Infection Research) and get support from German regulatory authorities (Federal
Institute for Drugs and Medical Devices—BfArM and Paul-Ehrlich-Institute—PEI) and funders.
The representative of Micreos BV, Steven Hagens, pointed out that not all phages are suitable for
bio-controlling. Which selection criteria need to be met was discussed on the basis of two examples,
a single phage product against Listeria (Listex P100 = PhageGuard Listex) and a two-phage cocktail
targeting Salmonella (S16 + FO1 = PhageGuard S). Favourable for PG Listex is (a) the extremely
broad host range within the Listeria genus (b) the high efﬁcacy (94–100% reduction) for various
Listeria-contaminated food sources after storage for 6 days, and (c) its speed of action (1 min seems
sufﬁcient) [119].
Because of its different receptors, phages in PhageGuard S can attach to cell receptors present
on all Salmonella serovars. Additional DNA modiﬁcations protect the phage product against varying
bacterial defence mechanisms. An industrial trial consisting of 7 s dip treatment/24 h hold for various
meat products resulted in a 1–3 log reduction of Salmonella counts [120]. Regulatory authorities
have acknowledged safety and efﬁcacy of both products by approving their use in the US, Canada,
the Netherlands, Australia and New Zealand. Nevertheless, food manufacturers need to comply with
hygienic rules; phages can neither mask poor hygiene nor replace it.
3. Plenary Session with Panel Discussion “Quo Vadis, German Bacteriophage Research?”
One of the conference highlights was a panel discussion with participants from several sectors.
It mainly covered the phage application in human medicine but also dealt with other related ﬁelds.
Representatives from two main regulatory bodies the Federal Institute for Drug and Medical Devices
(BfArM) and Paul-Ehrlich-Institute (PEI, Federal Institute for Vaccines and Biomedicines), academia
and industry engaged in an in-depth discussion around the current state of affairs and the most
pressing problems in the ﬁeld of phage application. The discussion started with the acknowledgement
that there is an extensive amount of basic research taking place in Germany. A national phage bank
has been set up at Leibniz Institute DSMZ-German Collection of Microorganisms and Cell Cultures in
Braunschweig about 25 years ago and is further expanding [121]. Its main aim is to stock phages against
the most common pathogens, for example, ESKAPE. The bank is now involved as a pool for the ﬁrst
ever government-funded clinical trial with Charité University Hospital in Berlin (Phage4Cure) [9,10].
Still, a range of problems has been identiﬁed during the discussion, such as:

•
•
•
•

Lack of a clear regulatory framework;
Lack of a clearly pre-deﬁned phage product;
Lack of clinical trials;
Lack of ﬁnancial incentives, particularly for start-ups and small companies;
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•

Lack of involvement of the pharma industry due to the low return on investment [122] as well as
liability and reimbursement issues.

Thus, the situation in Germany is similar to most Western countries and lags behind the
developments in some EU member states like Poland, Belgium, France or The Netherlands. The current
situation in Germany has been described as one where everyone appears to be waiting for the other
side to take action and break the vicious circle of a missing approved phage product. Academia
pointed to the lack of a clear European regulatory framework for phages and the rather confusing
responsibilities regarding the application of phages throughout the various settings like human and
animal health, food, plant and environmental protection as well as hygiene.
The regulatory bodies stated that there is no clearly deﬁned product out there prompting an
immediate licensing activity. While achievements have been made in the basic research and all the
needed technology is available there are still no clinical trials running except for the aforementioned
“Phage4Cure” project. It was suggested that efforts should be made to develop pilot like clinical trials
targeting clearly deﬁned disease syndromes with limited numbers of patients instead of huge time- and
money-consuming multi-centre studies. Medical practitioners, under the umbrella of their respective
medical organizations, will not use phages as there is no approved medicinal product available and no
health insurance company would cover the costs. Some patients still travel to Georgia or Poland for
help and their number is expected to increase in the future. Two more points have been identiﬁed as
hurdles: (a) there are no patient organisations in Germany who would advocate for phage therapy,
and (b) the public awareness of the topic is still low, although the media coverage has been on the rise
for the last few years.
Both regulatory bodies declared their general openness for dialogue and willingness to support
companies who plan to develop a product and apply for an approval. They urged the interested
companies to be more proactive and approach the authorities in advance in order to discuss the issues
in detail and avoid costly procedures and prevent errors which could jeopardize the approval process.
They reported on their experiences with the European Medicines Agency (EMA), which employs a SME
Ofﬁce, that is, a unit advising small and medium-sized enterprises [123]. Unfortunately, this service
is rarely being used. A promising instrument is the so-called PRIME scheme, which allows for
an accelerated approval of medicinal products where an urgent unmet medical need exists [124].
Concerted efforts to set up a European regulatory frame are desirable and could beneﬁt from
lessons learned during similar initiatives, for example, the regulation of genetically modiﬁed plants.
The speakers concluded with a statement that any regulatory attempt can be a reactive one per se,
and thus encouraged companies to be more proactive and engage in an early and intensive exchange
with regulatory bodies.
Both small company representatives complained about the lack of interest from the pharma
industry. Hansjörg Lehnherr (PTC Phage Technology Center GmbH) pointed out that it is not
ﬁnancially feasible to develop a GMP-compatible phage product for a small business and pleaded
for more support from the government. Wolfgang Mutter from Hyglos GmbH reported on their
successful cooperation with the authorities and with three university hospitals, all three partners of
the German Center for Infection Research (DZIF). The cooperation project aims at testing of HY-133 in
three German clinics, an active component against S. aureus, which has been designed by the company
together with the University Hospital Münster [125,126]. Mutter highlighted the essential role of the
DZIF in development and research of phage products, as a government-funded body comprising 35
leading research organisations in the ﬁeld of infection research, with the needed ﬁnances, expertise and
ﬂexibility. Both company representatives referred to successful approval cases in the US as a potential
model for Germany or the EU. However, there has also been some controversial debate on how to get
approval for endolysin products.
All participants agreed that there is an urgent need to establish a dialogue between all stakeholders
including regulatory bodies, legal experts, industry (pharma, biotech, food), insurance companies,
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researchers and academia to deﬁne possible solutions. Such a dialogue could lead to a more favourable
climate for research and development of phage products throughout all sectors.
Furthermore, general funding possibilities were discussed. A representative of VDI/VDE
Innovation + Technology GmbH (a project management agency for BMBF) informed that the German
Federal Government was to allocate up to 500 million Euros (i.e., a two-third more than before) in the
coming decade to ﬁght antimicrobial resistance [127]. That framework which was agreed upon during
the G20 Health Ministers meeting in Berlin [128] could offer the needed support for phage research
and application consortia.
In conclusion, it was established that bacteriophages have become a source of hope in the face of
ever-increasing AMR problems and that more coordinated efforts are needed to engage all stakeholders
in a dialogue and to raise public awareness. Any phage application and regulation efforts should be in
line with the WHO’s One Health approach which addresses all settings as one single system [129,130].
Pharma and health insurance companies, medical practitioners as well as patient organisations are
expected to be the promotors of innovation in phage therapy. An important key role is placed with the
DZIF as the only organisation in Germany today capable of introducing the desired product. Some
of the issues are regulated nationally (e.g., blood products, tissue preparations, vaccines under the
responsibility of the PEI) [131], however, in the long-run effective regulatory measures should best be
aimed at the supra-national level [94].
4. Conclusions and Perspectives
The diversity of phages, their properties and functional interactions in various settings are
enormous. With the increasing number of studies, our knowledge about the structure, function and
interaction of bacteriophages becomes richer in detail and further substantiated. The current “Omics”
repertoire and other methods also help to revisit “old” ﬁndings and put them into new context. Extra
potential comes with the yet “hypothetical proteins” that could complete our picture of structural
elements and unravel their functional signiﬁcance and relations. Interaction of phages within their
speciﬁc environments opens up exciting new ﬁelds of research and application. For instance, the role of
phages in modulating the human microbiome has been addressed in several talks and lively discussions
during the 1st German Phage Symposium. Since then, a number of papers have shed more light on
this topic in humans [132–135], animals [136–138], and the environment [139] making it safe to predict
that phage therapy will conquer this emerging ﬁeld of application rather sooner than later.
One century of ground breaking and experimental phage research has opened new perspectives
and set the stage for multifaceted applications of bacteriophages. Many methodical obstacles were
removed, “teething problems” of GMP-compliant phage production have been addressed, and some
regulatory hurdles have already been taken. And yet, reality does not keep pace with scientiﬁc progress.
IP protection, licensing and other regulatory issues must be adapted to the new world of personalized
medicine and other ﬁelds of phage application, not vice versa. Open access to data and suitable
infrastructure (phage repositories, GMP-compliant production facilities, diagnostic units and clinics
experienced with phage use) is needed to tap the full potential of phage applications. What’s more,
close international cooperation can compensate for the still limited number of phage applications
worldwide. Conferences and other exchange platforms offer a suitable forum for that. It is in this
context, that we would like to thank all participants of the 1st German Phage Symposium for their
contributions and we hope to continue this exchange at the 2nd German Phage Symposium in 2019
and at other occasions.
Supplementary Materials: All abstracts of oral presentations and posters of the 1st German Phage Symposium
are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/1999-4915/10/4/158/s1 as supplement (S1).
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